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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on the 
organizational structure of this department and the chain of command to be 
followed. 

II. POLICY
The Cheswold Police, Department of Public Safety is one of four Departments in
the Cheswold Government. The Chief of Police, who reports directly to the
Town Council, is charged with the general administration and control of the Police
Department. Within the Department of Public Safety there shall be established
such units of organization as the Chief of Police shall deem necessary. The
organizational structure is depicted on an annually updated organizational chart and
will be made available to all personnel. In addition to the general responsibilities
outlined in this directive, the Chief of Police will issue a list of specific duties and
responsibilities of each officer. The Department of Public Safety is divided into two
(2) general classes – sworn personnel and civilian personnel.

III. DEFINITIONS
A. Sworn Personnel: The Police force consisting of personnel who are vested with 

police authority. 

B. Civilians: All employees performing other duties. 

IV. PROCEDURES
A. Order of Rank of the Department: 

1. Chief of Police
2. Sr. Lieutenant
3. Lieutenant
4. Master Sergeant
5. Sr. Sergeant
6. Sergeant
7. Master Corporal
8. Sr. Corporal
9. Corporal
10. Patrolman First Class
11. Patrolman
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B. Duties / Responsibilities: 

1. Chief of Police:
a. The general administration and control of the Department of Public

Safety is vested in the Chief of Police, who shall be responsible for
the government, efficiency, and general good conduct of the
Department. The Chief of Police, in the exercise of his duties, shall
have the power to prescribe, promulgate and enforce rules and
regulations for the efficient and effective operation of the
Department.

b. In case of the absence or disability of the Chief of Police, when the
Chief of Police has not designated an acting Chief, the next ranking
officer shall be acting Chief while such absence or disability
continues.

c. The Chief of Police and/or his/her designee, shall be responsible
for periodically and/or as necessary, reviewing, updating, purging
and revising all directives by examining the current and future
needs of the Department and conformance of all laws, ordinances
and model policies.

2. Lieutenant / Sr. Lieutenant:
a. Reports directly to the Chief of Police.
b. Is second in command and shall, in the absence of the Chief, be

acting Chief unless otherwise directed by the Chief of Police.
c. Shall be held strictly responsible for all subordinates within the

department.
d. Shall see that all members subordinate to him/her enforce the

Town ordinances, State and Federal laws and see that the Police
and Rules and regulations governing the Department of Public
Safety are strictly enforced.

e. Is vested with the power to assign members under his/her
command, temporarily, to such duties as deemed expedient.

f. Shall perform such other duties as may be assigned from time to
time by the Chief of Police including, but not limited to, issuing
appropriate written directives when deemed necessary.

3. Sergeant / Sr. Sergeant / Master Sergeant:
a. Reports directly to the Lieutenant.
b. Shall have immediate control and responsibility of the Patrol

Operations and shall be charged primarily with the immediate
supervision of all Patrol personnel. They shall be held strictly
responsible for the discipline, conduct and efficiency of all Patrol
Personnel, and routine, day-to-day operations.

c. Shall thoroughly familiarize themselves with all applicable State
and Town Laws and with the rules and regulations and procedures
of the Department. They shall assist and instruct the personnel
under their supervision, in the proper performance of their duties,
giving special attention to members serving probationary periods.
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d. Sergeants shall not perform the specific duties of a subordinate
when the subordinate is available to perform such duties; however,
Sergeants shall take proper action in all violations of law coming to
their attention, as the enforcement of law and the preservation of
life and property and the guarantee of individual constitutional
rights is the duty of all police regardless of rank.

e. Shall carefully observe the activities and capabilities of personnel
under their supervision to ascertain whether or not police duties are
promptly and efficiently performed. Sergeants shall report in
writing to their superior officer cases of misconduct, incompetence,
neglect of duty, or violations of the rules, regulations and
procedures on the part of such personnel; their failure to do so shall
be considered neglect of duty.

f. Shall give all necessary aid to their subordinates in the preparation
of their subordinates’ reports. Sergeants shall be accountable for
the proper preparation of reports and attendance to duty by
members under their command.

g. Are vested with the power to assign members under their
command, temporarily, to such duties as they may deem expedient.

4. Senior Corporal / Master Corporal:
a. Shall report to the Sergeant.
b. Shall be the senior patrol officer.
c. Shall, in the absence of a Sergeant, assume the responsibilities in

the event of an emergency, until such time command has been
assumed by a Sergeant or above.

d. Shall thoroughly familiarize themselves with all applicable State
and Town laws and with the rules and regulations and procedures
of the department. They shall assist and instruct the personnel
under their supervision in the proper performance of their duties,
giving special attention to members serving probationary periods.

e. Shall take proper action in all violations of law coming to their
attention, as the enforcement of law and the preservation of life and
property and the guaranty of individual constitutional rights is the
duty of all police regardless of rank.

5. Corporal / Patrolman First Class / Patrolman:
a. Shall study all rules, regulations and policies pertaining to the

Officers duties and shall be held accountable for any action contrary
to these instructions; they shall obey the orders issued by superior
officers.

b. Shall take proper action in all violations of law coming to their
attention, as the enforcement of law and the preservation of life and
property and the guaranty of individual constitutional rights is the
duty of all police regardless of rank.

6. Civilian Employees:
a. Law enforcement professionalism is enhanced when officers

perform only those tasks where there is an identified need for police
knowledge and skills. To this end, the Department employs civilians
in those positions where there is no such demonstrated need. In
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addition to releasing officers for more traditional tasks, the use of 
civilians make it possible to hire employees for their specialized 
skills, thus resulting in greater efficiency. 

b. Civilian employees shall perform such clerical and other duties as
assigned by a competent authority and shall be governed by the
appropriate sections of Policy, Directives and Code of Conduct.

c. During the temporary absence of a commanding officer, when no
other provision is made by a competent authority, the command
automatically passes to the senior ranking civilian employee.

C. Unity / Chain of Command 
1. Officers shall operate at all times within the Chain of Command and must

keep their immediate supervisor informed as to their activities.
2. Adherence to the Chain of Command should include suggestions and/or

complaints relative to departmental operations.
3. An officer having a complaint relating to any departmental matter shall

not by-pass the Chain of Command.
4. The Chief of Police shall maintain and “Open Door” policy regarding

personal problems being experienced by departmental personnel. The
chain of command may be passed under these circumstances. Under no
circumstances shall a member, who may have a personal problem with the
Chief of Police, go outside the Department for resolution. The member
having such a problem shall go to the second in command
who shall determine the proper course of action. If the second in
command is not available, then the officer may go to a Sergeant, or to a
Corporal if the Sergeant is not available.

5. When two or more officers of the same rank are assigned a detail, unless
specific instructions have been issued to the contrary or an exceptional
situation exists, the senior officer in grade shall be in command.

VISION STATEMENT 
The Cheswold Police Department will deliver quality police service in an effective and efficient 
manner. Delivery of effective and efficient service is doing what is right and doing it the right way. 
All members of the Police Department will contribute to the development and maintenance of an 
organization that will cultivate the total confidence, unwavering trust and absolute respect of the 
citizens of Cheswold and its governing body as well as the entire Delaware Criminal Justice 
Community. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
The Cheswold Police Department exists to preserve life and property. The Department is charged 
with providing a safe environment for the residents of Cheswold and for those who visit the Town. 
Dedication to duty and service with honor are the cornerstones of the organization. 

ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
_ 

Christopher Workman 
Chief of Police 
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	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_ Christopher Workman Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with a job description of each position available in the Town of Cheswold Police Department. 
	 
	NOTE: These positions are only available as personnel permits, at the recommendation of the Chief of Police and the approval of Council. 
	P
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	Town of Cheswold Employee Job Description The Cheswold Police Dept. 
	P
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	Patrolman / Patrolman First Class 
	P
	P
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 

	FLSA Status 
	FLSA Status 

	Last Reviewed 
	Last Reviewed 


	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 

	Non-Exempt 
	Non-Exempt 

	April 2013 
	April 2013 
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	Position Overview: 
	This is general duty police work consisting of routine police patrol in an assigned area, criminal investigation and crime prevention. A Patrolman is also responsible for performing equipment maintenance activities. A position in this class requires an aptitude for police work and sufficient personal mobility and physical reflexes, with or without reasonable accommodation, which permits the employee to patrol assigned areas and to capture and restrain suspects. Orders of superiors must be executed promptly 
	weekends and holidays. 
	P
	Essential functions: 
	P
	The following is a list of duties, projects or performance standards that you are expected to perform or adhere to and will be used for evaluation purposes. You will also be expected to adhere to the duties and responsibilities of your job description. 
	P
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	• Patrols a designated area during an assigned shift in motorized equipment; 
	• Patrols a designated area during an assigned shift in motorized equipment; 
	• Patrols a designated area during an assigned shift in motorized equipment; 
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	• Enforces pertinent Town Ordinances and State laws and assists in enforcement of Federal laws; 
	• Enforces pertinent Town Ordinances and State laws and assists in enforcement of Federal laws; 
	• Enforces pertinent Town Ordinances and State laws and assists in enforcement of Federal laws; 
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	• Checks doors and windows and examines premises of unoccupied buildings or residences to detect suspicious conditions; 
	• Checks doors and windows and examines premises of unoccupied buildings or residences to detect suspicious conditions; 
	• Checks doors and windows and examines premises of unoccupied buildings or residences to detect suspicious conditions; 
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	• Accompanies prisoners to headquarters, jail or court and appears as witness in court proceedings as required; 
	• Accompanies prisoners to headquarters, jail or court and appears as witness in court proceedings as required; 
	• Accompanies prisoners to headquarters, jail or court and appears as witness in court proceedings as required; 
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	• Investigates suspicious conditions and complaints and makes arrests of persons who violate laws and ordinances; secures evidence, property and seizures during investigations. 
	• Investigates suspicious conditions and complaints and makes arrests of persons who violate laws and ordinances; secures evidence, property and seizures during investigations. 
	• Investigates suspicious conditions and complaints and makes arrests of persons who violate laws and ordinances; secures evidence, property and seizures during investigations. 


	P
	P
	• Directs traffic and gives violation tickets, or arrests those who break traffic laws; 
	• Directs traffic and gives violation tickets, or arrests those who break traffic laws; 
	• Directs traffic and gives violation tickets, or arrests those who break traffic laws; 


	P
	• Investigates accidents and assists injured persons; 
	• Investigates accidents and assists injured persons; 
	• Investigates accidents and assists injured persons; 


	P
	• Maintains records and prepares reports; 
	• Maintains records and prepares reports; 
	• Maintains records and prepares reports; 


	P
	• Maintains order in crowds and attends parades, funerals or other public gatherings; 
	• Maintains order in crowds and attends parades, funerals or other public gatherings; 
	• Maintains order in crowds and attends parades, funerals or other public gatherings; 


	P
	• Watches for stolen cars and wanted or missing persons; 
	• Watches for stolen cars and wanted or missing persons; 
	• Watches for stolen cars and wanted or missing persons; 


	P
	• Investigates and enforces Town Ordinances and State laws pertaining to juvenile offenders; serves criminal and civil processes. 
	• Investigates and enforces Town Ordinances and State laws pertaining to juvenile offenders; serves criminal and civil processes. 
	• Investigates and enforces Town Ordinances and State laws pertaining to juvenile offenders; serves criminal and civil processes. 


	P
	• Makes referrals on laws, ordinances and general information to the public; 
	• Makes referrals on laws, ordinances and general information to the public; 
	• Makes referrals on laws, ordinances and general information to the public; 


	P
	• Maintains proficiency in the use and maintenance of department issued firearms; 
	• Maintains proficiency in the use and maintenance of department issued firearms; 
	• Maintains proficiency in the use and maintenance of department issued firearms; 


	P
	• Operates radio patrol car as required; may operate other required equipment; 
	• Operates radio patrol car as required; may operate other required equipment; 
	• Operates radio patrol car as required; may operate other required equipment; 


	P
	• Operates portable chemical fire extinguishers; 
	• Operates portable chemical fire extinguishers; 
	• Operates portable chemical fire extinguishers; 


	P
	• Cleans, maintains and makes minor repairs to police equipment; 
	• Cleans, maintains and makes minor repairs to police equipment; 
	• Cleans, maintains and makes minor repairs to police equipment; 


	P
	• Participates in periodic drills and individual and group training courses covering criminal detection and apprehension, crime prevention and practices; 
	• Participates in periodic drills and individual and group training courses covering criminal detection and apprehension, crime prevention and practices; 
	• Participates in periodic drills and individual and group training courses covering criminal detection and apprehension, crime prevention and practices; 


	P
	• Gives emergency first-aid treatment to injured persons using modern first aid techniques; 
	• Gives emergency first-aid treatment to injured persons using modern first aid techniques; 
	• Gives emergency first-aid treatment to injured persons using modern first aid techniques; 


	P
	P
	• Obtains additional education and training necessary for job performance. 
	• Obtains additional education and training necessary for job performance. 
	• Obtains additional education and training necessary for job performance. 


	P
	P
	P
	Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 
	P
	To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. Demonstrates personal and 
	professional honesty, integrity, and good judgment as shown in applicant’s criminal history, background, and motor vehicle record. 
	P
	P
	P
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	Minimum Qualifications: 
	P
	 Patrolman:      Entry Level-Job Description does not change for Patrolman First Class. 
	P
	Patrolman First Class: Two (2) years’ experience as an Cheswold Police Officer with Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
	P
	P
	Physical Requirements: 
	P
	The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
	essential functions. While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to stand; use hands to finger, handle, or feel; reach with hands and arms; climb or balance; stoop, kneel, crouch, or crawl; and talk or hear. The employee is occasionally required to taste or smell. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and ability to adjust focus. 
	P
	Environmental Conditions: 
	P
	The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee encounters while performing the essential functions of this job. This position will require the employee to work in daylight, darkness, snow, rain, sleet, hail, hot, cold, wind, and other severe conditions of weather. It will require physical restraint of subjects, emotional support of citizens, life or death decision making. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the
	P
	P
	Education, Certification and Experience Requirements: 
	P
	High School graduate; experience in Law enforcement, COPT certified at Completion of Certified Police Academy or time of hire if lateral transfer, valid Driver’s License from State of Residency. 
	P
	Language Skills 
	Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and maintenance 
	instructions, and procedure manuals. Ability to write routine reports and correspondence. Ability to speak effectively before groups of citizens or employees of organization. 
	P
	Mathematical Skills 
	Ability to calculate figures and amounts such as discounts, interest, commissions, 
	proportions, percentages, area, circumference, and volume. Ability to apply concepts of basic algebra and geometry. 
	P
	Reasoning Ability 
	Ability to apply common sense understanding to carry out instructions furnished in 
	written, oral, or diagram form. Ability to deal with problems involving several concrete variables in standardized situations. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	Certificate, Licensing and/or Registrations: 
	Possess valid Driver's License from State of Residency, COPT Certification. 
	Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other Law Enforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	NOTE: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by the person assigned to this job. They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, skills, and physical demands required of personnel so classified. 
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	Town of Cheswold Employee Job Description The Cheswold Police Dept. 
	P
	P
	Corporal/ Senior Corporal / Master Corporal 
	P
	P
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 

	FLSA Status 
	FLSA Status 

	Last Reviewed 
	Last Reviewed 


	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 

	Non-Exempt 
	Non-Exempt 

	April 2013 
	April 2013 



	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Position Overview: 
	This is general duty police work consisting of routine police patrol in an assigned area, criminal investigation and crime prevention. Under general supervision provides direction and leadership to officers performing patrol functions. 
	P
	This is a broad classification with individual positions assigned to specific functional areas; duties and assignments may overlap depending on the operational needs of the department and staffing levels. 
	P
	P
	P
	Essential functions: 
	P
	The following is a list of duties, projects or performance standards that you are expected to perform or adhere to and will be used for evaluation purposes. You will also be expected to adhere to the duties and responsibilities of your job description. 
	P
	P
	•Serve as a leader on a patrol shift, providing guidance, motivation, mentoring, andassistance to other officers.
	•Serve as a leader on a patrol shift, providing guidance, motivation, mentoring, andassistance to other officers.
	•Serve as a leader on a patrol shift, providing guidance, motivation, mentoring, andassistance to other officers.
	•Serve as a leader on a patrol shift, providing guidance, motivation, mentoring, andassistance to other officers.



	P
	•Act as Supervisor when the Sergeant is not available.
	•Act as Supervisor when the Sergeant is not available.
	•Act as Supervisor when the Sergeant is not available.
	•Act as Supervisor when the Sergeant is not available.



	P
	P
	•Coordinate closely with the Sergeant to direct and assist officers at crime or emergencyscenes.
	•Coordinate closely with the Sergeant to direct and assist officers at crime or emergencyscenes.
	•Coordinate closely with the Sergeant to direct and assist officers at crime or emergencyscenes.
	•Coordinate closely with the Sergeant to direct and assist officers at crime or emergencyscenes.



	P
	•Provide feedback to the Sergeant for use in the evaluation of officer performance.
	•Provide feedback to the Sergeant for use in the evaluation of officer performance.
	•Provide feedback to the Sergeant for use in the evaluation of officer performance.
	•Provide feedback to the Sergeant for use in the evaluation of officer performance.



	P
	•Perform routine and emergency patrol officer functions.
	•Perform routine and emergency patrol officer functions.
	•Perform routine and emergency patrol officer functions.
	•Perform routine and emergency patrol officer functions.



	P
	•Direct, instruct and advise on technical police problems related to investigation andarrest.
	•Direct, instruct and advise on technical police problems related to investigation andarrest.
	•Direct, instruct and advise on technical police problems related to investigation andarrest.
	•Direct, instruct and advise on technical police problems related to investigation andarrest.



	P
	P
	P
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	• Develop and maintain accurate records. 
	• Develop and maintain accurate records. 
	• Develop and maintain accurate records. 


	 
	• Prepare reports. 
	• Prepare reports. 
	• Prepare reports. 


	 
	 
	 
	Responsibilities- Supervision and/or Leadership Exercised: 
	Although this position does not supervise, incumbents will provide input on assigned staff’s performance evaluations and may set schedules and assign tasks within the scope of assigned projects. 
	 
	Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 
	 
	Knowledge of criminal law, investigation, and crime prevention methods. Knowledge of department Directives and patrol Standard Operating Procedures. Knowledge of geography and locations in the City. 
	Knowledge of statutes, ordinances and criminal Law. 
	Knowledge of rules of evidence and laws governing custody of persons. Knowledge of police record keeping procedures. 
	Knowledge of criminal identification methods. 
	Knowledge of methods of deploying officers in actual or anticipated emergencies. Knowledge of causes and prevention methods of crime committed by juveniles. Knowledge of FCC rules and regulations regarding radio communication. Knowledge or community policing practices. 
	Knowledge of data entry and retrieval procedures. 
	Knowledge of legal procedure in filing and presenting charges in court. Skill in supervising, leading and motivating peers. 
	Skill in establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with other City employees and the general public. 
	Skill in understanding and following written and oral instructions. 
	Skill in problem identification, problem solving and effective communication, both orally and in writing. 
	Skill in the care and use of firearms. 
	Skill in maintaining effective public relations. Skill in problem solving. 
	Ability to use computers as an investigative tool. Ability to operate motorized vehicles. 
	Ability to operate two-way radio equipment. 
	Ability to apply knowledge of criminal law, investigation, and crime prevention techniques. 
	Ability to follow departmental regulations. Ability to administer CPR and first aid. 
	Ability to assess situations and make accurate decisions within a limited time frame. Ability to operate vehicles under emergency conditions. 
	Ability to write legibly and to read. 
	Ability to perform multiple tasks simultaneously. 
	 
	Corporal/ Senior Corporal / Master Corporal Page 2 of 3 
	Minimum Qualifications: 
	P
	Corporal: Four (4) Years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer, must hold the rank of Patrolman First Class for a period of two (2) years, and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
	P
	P
	Senior Corporal: Six (6) years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer must hold the rank of Corporal for a period of two (2) years and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
	P
	Master Corporal: Eight (8) years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer, must hold the rank of Senior Corporal for a period of two (2) years and receive Satisfactory 
	Performance Evaluations. 
	P
	P
	Education, Certification and Experience Requirements: 
	P
	Valid vehicle operator’s license from their State of Residence Police Officer Certification from the State of Delaware (COPT) Active First Aid and CPR 
	Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other Law Enforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police. 
	P
	P
	P
	NOTE: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by the person assigned to this job. They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, skills, and physical demands required of personnel so classified. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	Town of Cheswold Employee Job Description The Cheswold Police Dept. 
	 
	 
	Sergeant / Senior Sergeant 
	 
	 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 

	FLSA Status 
	FLSA Status 

	Last Reviewed 
	Last Reviewed 


	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 

	Non-Exempt 
	Non-Exempt 

	April 2013 
	April 2013 



	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Position Overview: 
	 
	Positions in this classification are responsible for first-line supervision of sworn and civilian personnel on an assigned shift. Sergeants supervise law enforcement activities, including patrol, communications, and the detention facility. Work involves an element of physical danger. Work situations require incumbents to make decisions, provide direction to subordinates and exercise independent judgment in both emergency and non-emergency situations. Police Sergeants carry out and enforce police administrat
	 
	This is a broad classification with individual positions assigned to specific functional areas; duties and assignments may overlap depending on the operational needs of the department and staffing levels. 
	 
	 
	 
	Essential functions: 
	 
	• Monitors, observes, supervises and instructs officers in the performance of their duties. 
	• Monitors, observes, supervises and instructs officers in the performance of their duties. 
	• Monitors, observes, supervises and instructs officers in the performance of their duties. 


	 
	• Checks, reviews and approves reports of patrol officers. 
	• Checks, reviews and approves reports of patrol officers. 
	• Checks, reviews and approves reports of patrol officers. 


	 
	 
	• Advises and assists assigned officers in interpretation and applications of laws, ordinances, and rules. 
	• Advises and assists assigned officers in interpretation and applications of laws, ordinances, and rules. 
	• Advises and assists assigned officers in interpretation and applications of laws, ordinances, and rules. 


	 
	• Prepares and conducts performance appraisals of police officers; may suspend with pay any subordinate employee; makes recommendations to Lieutenant regarding discipline, commendation, personnel action, or special assignments. 
	• Prepares and conducts performance appraisals of police officers; may suspend with pay any subordinate employee; makes recommendations to Lieutenant regarding discipline, commendation, personnel action, or special assignments. 
	• Prepares and conducts performance appraisals of police officers; may suspend with pay any subordinate employee; makes recommendations to Lieutenant regarding discipline, commendation, personnel action, or special assignments. 
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	• Performs any and all of the duties and responsibilities of a police officer on an assigned shift. Assuming patrol functions as needed, in addition to supervisory responsibilities. 
	• Performs any and all of the duties and responsibilities of a police officer on an assigned shift. Assuming patrol functions as needed, in addition to supervisory responsibilities. 
	• Performs any and all of the duties and responsibilities of a police officer on an assigned shift. Assuming patrol functions as needed, in addition to supervisory responsibilities. 


	 
	 
	• Assists in managing and monitoring property handling and disposition; assigns officers to do follow-up on outstanding cases with property. 
	• Assists in managing and monitoring property handling and disposition; assigns officers to do follow-up on outstanding cases with property. 
	• Assists in managing and monitoring property handling and disposition; assigns officers to do follow-up on outstanding cases with property. 


	 
	• Maintains continual awareness for trends or patterns of activity that could adversely affect peace and order or other law enforcement activities; plans and recommends corrective action and implements as authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	• Maintains continual awareness for trends or patterns of activity that could adversely affect peace and order or other law enforcement activities; plans and recommends corrective action and implements as authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	• Maintains continual awareness for trends or patterns of activity that could adversely affect peace and order or other law enforcement activities; plans and recommends corrective action and implements as authorized by the Chief of Police. 


	 
	• Maintains liaison with surrounding Town, City, County and State police departments, and relevant community service agencies to ensure accurate and timely flow of information as related to day-to-day activities; coordinates with court officers in development and disposition of cases. 
	• Maintains liaison with surrounding Town, City, County and State police departments, and relevant community service agencies to ensure accurate and timely flow of information as related to day-to-day activities; coordinates with court officers in development and disposition of cases. 
	• Maintains liaison with surrounding Town, City, County and State police departments, and relevant community service agencies to ensure accurate and timely flow of information as related to day-to-day activities; coordinates with court officers in development and disposition of cases. 


	 
	• Supervises or conducts investigation of difficult or sensitive cases, advises the Chief through chain of command of sensitive cases; interviews complainants, witnesses and suspects; obtains evidence and other documentation; prepares investigative reports and testifies in court, as required. 
	• Supervises or conducts investigation of difficult or sensitive cases, advises the Chief through chain of command of sensitive cases; interviews complainants, witnesses and suspects; obtains evidence and other documentation; prepares investigative reports and testifies in court, as required. 
	• Supervises or conducts investigation of difficult or sensitive cases, advises the Chief through chain of command of sensitive cases; interviews complainants, witnesses and suspects; obtains evidence and other documentation; prepares investigative reports and testifies in court, as required. 


	 
	• Assists in handling citizen complaints and internal investigations; keeps Chief of Police and Lieutenant aware of complaints and appraised of progress and status of internal matters; maintains a liaison with the public and the media. 
	• Assists in handling citizen complaints and internal investigations; keeps Chief of Police and Lieutenant aware of complaints and appraised of progress and status of internal matters; maintains a liaison with the public and the media. 
	• Assists in handling citizen complaints and internal investigations; keeps Chief of Police and Lieutenant aware of complaints and appraised of progress and status of internal matters; maintains a liaison with the public and the media. 


	 
	 
	• Assures that department's equipment is maintained and operating properly and that it is utilized properly by assigned officers. 
	• Assures that department's equipment is maintained and operating properly and that it is utilized properly by assigned officers. 
	• Assures that department's equipment is maintained and operating properly and that it is utilized properly by assigned officers. 


	 
	• Supervises the training of new officers on a day-to-day basis. 
	• Supervises the training of new officers on a day-to-day basis. 
	• Supervises the training of new officers on a day-to-day basis. 


	 
	Other Job Duties: 
	 
	• Assists in the recruitment, testing and promotion of police officers and serves on oral boards as assigned. 
	• Assists in the recruitment, testing and promotion of police officers and serves on oral boards as assigned. 
	• Assists in the recruitment, testing and promotion of police officers and serves on oral boards as assigned. 


	 
	 
	• Supervises and assists officers in preparing material to present police-related informational sessions to schools, scouts, or other public groups; makes presentations or participates in discussion. 
	• Supervises and assists officers in preparing material to present police-related informational sessions to schools, scouts, or other public groups; makes presentations or participates in discussion. 
	• Supervises and assists officers in preparing material to present police-related informational sessions to schools, scouts, or other public groups; makes presentations or participates in discussion. 


	 
	• Makes budget, personnel, and equipment recommendations to Chief of Police via chain of command. 
	• Makes budget, personnel, and equipment recommendations to Chief of Police via chain of command. 
	• Makes budget, personnel, and equipment recommendations to Chief of Police via chain of command. 
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	Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 
	 
	• Considerable knowledge of principles and practices of the technical and administrative phases of crime prevention, law enforcement, the rules of evidence and such related functions as investigation, patrol, traffic control and safety, criminal identification, record keeping, and care and custody of prisoners. 
	• Considerable knowledge of principles and practices of the technical and administrative phases of crime prevention, law enforcement, the rules of evidence and such related functions as investigation, patrol, traffic control and safety, criminal identification, record keeping, and care and custody of prisoners. 
	• Considerable knowledge of principles and practices of the technical and administrative phases of crime prevention, law enforcement, the rules of evidence and such related functions as investigation, patrol, traffic control and safety, criminal identification, record keeping, and care and custody of prisoners. 


	 
	 
	• Considerable knowledge of the rules, regulations, and procedures of the Police Department and applicable federal, state, and local laws. 
	• Considerable knowledge of the rules, regulations, and procedures of the Police Department and applicable federal, state, and local laws. 
	• Considerable knowledge of the rules, regulations, and procedures of the Police Department and applicable federal, state, and local laws. 


	 
	• Considerable knowledge of behavior of criminals and the causes underlying criminality. 
	• Considerable knowledge of behavior of criminals and the causes underlying criminality. 
	• Considerable knowledge of behavior of criminals and the causes underlying criminality. 


	 
	• Knowledge of basic administration principles and practices including office management, personnel, and general budgetary and fiscal practices, with special emphasis in the area of public safety. 
	• Knowledge of basic administration principles and practices including office management, personnel, and general budgetary and fiscal practices, with special emphasis in the area of public safety. 
	• Knowledge of basic administration principles and practices including office management, personnel, and general budgetary and fiscal practices, with special emphasis in the area of public safety. 


	 
	• Ability to effectively carry out special and general assignments in a timely manner, requiring organization of material and development of procedures without direct supervision. 
	• Ability to effectively carry out special and general assignments in a timely manner, requiring organization of material and development of procedures without direct supervision. 
	• Ability to effectively carry out special and general assignments in a timely manner, requiring organization of material and development of procedures without direct supervision. 


	 
	• Ability to analyze police problems and to adopt quick, effective, and reasonable courses of action with due regard to surrounding hazards and circumstances 
	• Ability to analyze police problems and to adopt quick, effective, and reasonable courses of action with due regard to surrounding hazards and circumstances 
	• Ability to analyze police problems and to adopt quick, effective, and reasonable courses of action with due regard to surrounding hazards and circumstances 


	 
	• Ability  to  plan,  assigns,  supervise,  and  review  work  of  subordinate  personnel  to  maintain discipline and high morale. 
	• Ability  to  plan,  assigns,  supervise,  and  review  work  of  subordinate  personnel  to  maintain discipline and high morale. 
	• Ability  to  plan,  assigns,  supervise,  and  review  work  of  subordinate  personnel  to  maintain discipline and high morale. 


	 
	• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with the general public. 
	• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with the general public. 
	• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with the general public. 


	 
	• Ability to  speak  and  write  effectively,  and  to  evaluate  written  and  oral  reports  and  make recommendations to improve police services. 
	• Ability to  speak  and  write  effectively,  and  to  evaluate  written  and  oral  reports  and  make recommendations to improve police services. 
	• Ability to  speak  and  write  effectively,  and  to  evaluate  written  and  oral  reports  and  make recommendations to improve police services. 


	 
	• Ability to work effectively with Chief of Police and Lieutenant to maintain high morale within the squad and the department and to set and maintain a positive role model for all personnel. 
	• Ability to work effectively with Chief of Police and Lieutenant to maintain high morale within the squad and the department and to set and maintain a positive role model for all personnel. 
	• Ability to work effectively with Chief of Police and Lieutenant to maintain high morale within the squad and the department and to set and maintain a positive role model for all personnel. 


	 
	 
	 
	Minimum Qualifications: 
	 
	Sergeant: Six (6) Years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer, must hold the rank of Corporal for a period of two (2) years, pass a written examination, oral board interview and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
	 
	 
	Senior Sergeant: Cheswold Police Officer must hold the rank of Sergeant for a period of three (3) years and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
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	Education, Certification and Experience Requirements: 
	P
	Valid vehicle operator’s license from their State of Residence Police Officer Certification from the State of Delaware (COPT) Active First Aid and CPR 
	Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other Law Enforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police. 
	P
	P
	P
	NOTE: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by the person assigned to this job. They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, skills, and physical demands required of personnel so classified. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	Town of Cheswold Employee Job Description The Cheswold Police Dept. 
	 
	 
	Lieutenant / Senior Lieutenant 
	 
	 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 
	Pay Scale 

	FLSA Status 
	FLSA Status 

	Last Reviewed 
	Last Reviewed 


	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 

	Non-Exempt 
	Non-Exempt 

	April 2013 
	April 2013 



	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Position Overview: 
	 
	Under administrative direction, directs, manages, supervises and coordinates an assigned division within the Police Department; assists in criminal investigations and crime prevention; and provides complex administrative support to the Chief of Police. 
	 
	This is a broad classification with individual positions assigned to specific functional areas; duties and assignments may overlap depending on the operational needs of the department and staffing levels. 
	 
	Essential functions: 
	 
	• Assume management responsibility of an assigned division within the Police Department; recommend and administer policies and procedures; serve as acting Police Chief in the absence of same. 
	• Assume management responsibility of an assigned division within the Police Department; recommend and administer policies and procedures; serve as acting Police Chief in the absence of same. 
	• Assume management responsibility of an assigned division within the Police Department; recommend and administer policies and procedures; serve as acting Police Chief in the absence of same. 
	• Assume management responsibility of an assigned division within the Police Department; recommend and administer policies and procedures; serve as acting Police Chief in the absence of same. 



	 
	• Manage and participate in the development and implementation of goals, objectives, policies and priorities for assigned programs; recommend and administer policies and procedures. 
	• Manage and participate in the development and implementation of goals, objectives, policies and priorities for assigned programs; recommend and administer policies and procedures. 
	• Manage and participate in the development and implementation of goals, objectives, policies and priorities for assigned programs; recommend and administer policies and procedures. 
	• Manage and participate in the development and implementation of goals, objectives, policies and priorities for assigned programs; recommend and administer policies and procedures. 



	 
	• Monitor and evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery methods and procedures; recommend, within Departmental policy, appropriate service and staffing levels. 
	• Monitor and evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery methods and procedures; recommend, within Departmental policy, appropriate service and staffing levels. 
	• Monitor and evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery methods and procedures; recommend, within Departmental policy, appropriate service and staffing levels. 
	• Monitor and evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery methods and procedures; recommend, within Departmental policy, appropriate service and staffing levels. 



	 
	• Plan, direct, coordinate and review the work plan for special event operations and police control needs; assign work activities, projects and programs; review and evaluate work products, methods and procedures; meet with staff to identify and resolve problems. 
	• Plan, direct, coordinate and review the work plan for special event operations and police control needs; assign work activities, projects and programs; review and evaluate work products, methods and procedures; meet with staff to identify and resolve problems. 
	• Plan, direct, coordinate and review the work plan for special event operations and police control needs; assign work activities, projects and programs; review and evaluate work products, methods and procedures; meet with staff to identify and resolve problems. 
	• Plan, direct, coordinate and review the work plan for special event operations and police control needs; assign work activities, projects and programs; review and evaluate work products, methods and procedures; meet with staff to identify and resolve problems. 



	 
	• Review crime and accident reports for accuracy and completeness; monitor major investigations or accidents; analyze crime patterns, frequency, traffic accident patterns and other information. 
	• Review crime and accident reports for accuracy and completeness; monitor major investigations or accidents; analyze crime patterns, frequency, traffic accident patterns and other information. 
	• Review crime and accident reports for accuracy and completeness; monitor major investigations or accidents; analyze crime patterns, frequency, traffic accident patterns and other information. 
	• Review crime and accident reports for accuracy and completeness; monitor major investigations or accidents; analyze crime patterns, frequency, traffic accident patterns and other information. 
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	• Oversee and coordinate a variety of operations and services functions including crime prevention, internal affairs, planning and research, narcotics and special enforcement. 
	• Oversee and coordinate a variety of operations and services functions including crime prevention, internal affairs, planning and research, narcotics and special enforcement. 
	• Oversee and coordinate a variety of operations and services functions including crime prevention, internal affairs, planning and research, narcotics and special enforcement. 


	 
	 
	• Oversee the most serious and complicated criminal investigations within the department; conduct complex investigations. 
	• Oversee the most serious and complicated criminal investigations within the department; conduct complex investigations. 
	• Oversee the most serious and complicated criminal investigations within the department; conduct complex investigations. 


	 
	• Coordinate department activities with those of other departments, agencies and Town officials; assist with planning special operations and task forces. 
	• Coordinate department activities with those of other departments, agencies and Town officials; assist with planning special operations and task forces. 
	• Coordinate department activities with those of other departments, agencies and Town officials; assist with planning special operations and task forces. 


	 
	• Review and approve requests for special assignments, transfers and training. 
	• Review and approve requests for special assignments, transfers and training. 
	• Review and approve requests for special assignments, transfers and training. 


	 
	• Review and supervise the investigation of citizen complaints against sworn and non- sworn officers; recommend appropriate actions to be taken. 
	• Review and supervise the investigation of citizen complaints against sworn and non- sworn officers; recommend appropriate actions to be taken. 
	• Review and supervise the investigation of citizen complaints against sworn and non- sworn officers; recommend appropriate actions to be taken. 


	 
	• Train, motivate and evaluate department personnel; provide or coordinate staff training; work with employees to correct deficiencies; implement discipline and recommend termination procedures as appropriate. 
	• Train, motivate and evaluate department personnel; provide or coordinate staff training; work with employees to correct deficiencies; implement discipline and recommend termination procedures as appropriate. 
	• Train, motivate and evaluate department personnel; provide or coordinate staff training; work with employees to correct deficiencies; implement discipline and recommend termination procedures as appropriate. 


	 
	• Participate in the development and administration of the department budget. 
	• Participate in the development and administration of the department budget. 
	• Participate in the development and administration of the department budget. 


	 
	 
	• Explain, justify and defend department programs, policies and activities; negotiate and resolve sensitive and controversial issues. 
	• Explain, justify and defend department programs, policies and activities; negotiate and resolve sensitive and controversial issues. 
	• Explain, justify and defend department programs, policies and activities; negotiate and resolve sensitive and controversial issues. 


	 
	• Represent the Police Department to other departments, elected officials, media and outside agencies; coordinate assigned activities with those of other departments and outside agencies and organizations. 
	• Represent the Police Department to other departments, elected officials, media and outside agencies; coordinate assigned activities with those of other departments and outside agencies and organizations. 
	• Represent the Police Department to other departments, elected officials, media and outside agencies; coordinate assigned activities with those of other departments and outside agencies and organizations. 


	 
	• Provide staff assistance to the Chief of Police; participate on a variety of boards, commissions and committees; prepare and present staff reports and other necessary correspondence. 
	• Provide staff assistance to the Chief of Police; participate on a variety of boards, commissions and committees; prepare and present staff reports and other necessary correspondence. 
	• Provide staff assistance to the Chief of Police; participate on a variety of boards, commissions and committees; prepare and present staff reports and other necessary correspondence. 


	 
	 
	• Attend and participate in meetings, professional group meetings, and related events; stay abreast of new trends and innovations in the field of law enforcement. 
	• Attend and participate in meetings, professional group meetings, and related events; stay abreast of new trends and innovations in the field of law enforcement. 
	• Attend and participate in meetings, professional group meetings, and related events; stay abreast of new trends and innovations in the field of law enforcement. 


	 
	• Respond to and resolve difficult and sensitive citizen inquiries and complaints. 
	• Respond to and resolve difficult and sensitive citizen inquiries and complaints. 
	• Respond to and resolve difficult and sensitive citizen inquiries and complaints. 


	 
	• Perform related duties as required. 
	• Perform related duties as required. 
	• Perform related duties as required. 


	 
	 
	Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 
	 
	Knowledge of: 
	 
	• Operations, services and activities of a comprehensive law enforcement program. 
	• Operations, services and activities of a comprehensive law enforcement program. 
	• Operations, services and activities of a comprehensive law enforcement program. 


	 
	• Policies and procedures of the Police Department. 
	• Policies and procedures of the Police Department. 
	• Policies and procedures of the Police Department. 


	 
	• Principles and practices of law enforcement. 
	• Principles and practices of law enforcement. 
	• Principles and practices of law enforcement. 
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	• Modern and complex principles and practices of law enforcement including identification and investigative techniques. 
	• Modern and complex principles and practices of law enforcement including identification and investigative techniques. 
	• Modern and complex principles and practices of law enforcement including identification and investigative techniques. 


	 
	• Laws governing the apprehension, arrest and custody of accused persons. 
	• Laws governing the apprehension, arrest and custody of accused persons. 
	• Laws governing the apprehension, arrest and custody of accused persons. 


	 
	• Use of firearms and other modern police equipment. 
	• Use of firearms and other modern police equipment. 
	• Use of firearms and other modern police equipment. 


	 
	• Recent court decisions affecting law enforcement. 
	• Recent court decisions affecting law enforcement. 
	• Recent court decisions affecting law enforcement. 


	 
	• Principles and practices of program development and administration. 
	• Principles and practices of program development and administration. 
	• Principles and practices of program development and administration. 


	 
	• Principles and practices of municipal budget preparation and administration. 
	• Principles and practices of municipal budget preparation and administration. 
	• Principles and practices of municipal budget preparation and administration. 


	 
	• Principles of supervision, training and performance evaluation. 
	• Principles of supervision, training and performance evaluation. 
	• Principles of supervision, training and performance evaluation. 


	 
	• Pertinent federal, state and local laws, codes and regulations. 
	• Pertinent federal, state and local laws, codes and regulations. 
	• Pertinent federal, state and local laws, codes and regulations. 


	 
	• Modern office procedures, methods and equipment, including computers and applicable software applications. 
	• Modern office procedures, methods and equipment, including computers and applicable software applications. 
	• Modern office procedures, methods and equipment, including computers and applicable software applications. 


	 
	Ability to: 
	 
	• Oversee the activities of the assigned division within the Police Department. 
	• Oversee the activities of the assigned division within the Police Department. 
	• Oversee the activities of the assigned division within the Police Department. 


	 
	• Administer departmental goals, objectives and procedures. 
	• Administer departmental goals, objectives and procedures. 
	• Administer departmental goals, objectives and procedures. 


	 
	• Identify and respond to sensitive community and organizational issues, concerns and needs. 
	• Identify and respond to sensitive community and organizational issues, concerns and needs. 
	• Identify and respond to sensitive community and organizational issues, concerns and needs. 


	 
	• Manage, organize and coordinate the work of assigned staff. 
	• Manage, organize and coordinate the work of assigned staff. 
	• Manage, organize and coordinate the work of assigned staff. 


	 
	• Select, supervise, train and evaluate staff. 
	• Select, supervise, train and evaluate staff. 
	• Select, supervise, train and evaluate staff. 


	 
	• Provide effective leadership to staff. 
	• Provide effective leadership to staff. 
	• Provide effective leadership to staff. 


	 
	• Analyze problems, identify alternative solutions, project consequences of proposed actions and implement recommendations in support of goals. 
	• Analyze problems, identify alternative solutions, project consequences of proposed actions and implement recommendations in support of goals. 
	• Analyze problems, identify alternative solutions, project consequences of proposed actions and implement recommendations in support of goals. 


	 
	Minimum Qualifications: 
	 
	Lieutenant: At least five (5) Years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer, must hold the rank of Sergeant, and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
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	Senior Lieutenant: At least (8) years experience as an Cheswold Police Officer must hold the rank of Lieutenant for a period of three (3) years and receive Satisfactory Performance Evaluations. 
	P
	P
	Education, Certification and Experience Requirements: 
	P
	Valid vehicle operator’s license from their State of Residence Police Officer Certification from the State of Delaware (COPT) Active First Aid and CPR 
	Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other Law Enforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police. 
	P
	P
	P
	NOTE: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by the person assigned to this job. They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, skills, and physical demands required of personnel so classified. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
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	P
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	Town of Cheswold Employee Job Description The Cheswold Police Dept. 
	P
	P
	Administrative Assistant to the Chief of Police 
	P
	P
	Pay Grade 
	Pay Grade 
	Pay Grade 
	Pay Grade 

	FLSA Status 
	FLSA Status 

	Last Reviewed 
	Last Reviewed 


	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 
	As Approved by Council 

	Non-Exempt 
	Non-Exempt 

	April 2013 
	April 2013 



	P
	P
	P
	Position Overview: 
	Provide highly responsible, varied and complex administrative support for the Police Chief and department. Monitor budgetary administration; provide monthly payroll information to the Finance Department. Provide general clerical support to the Chief, including work on confidential issues and projects. Provide information and services to the public, the Mayor, Council and all departmental personnel. Work independently, exercising discretion and good judgment while maintaining timelines and working with minim
	P
	Essential functions: 
	P
	The following is a list of duties, projects or performance standards that you are expected to perform or adhere to and will be used for evaluation purposes. You will also be expected to adhere to the duties and responsibilities of your job description. 
	P
	P
	*Greet, direct, and provide information to visitors, answer and direct telephone calls for Chiefof Police, including receiving complaints. Under guidance of departmental policies, resolvesor refers complaints to appropriate department for resolution and follows up on resolutions ofthese problems.
	*Greet, direct, and provide information to visitors, answer and direct telephone calls for Chiefof Police, including receiving complaints. Under guidance of departmental policies, resolvesor refers complaints to appropriate department for resolution and follows up on resolutions ofthese problems.
	*Greet, direct, and provide information to visitors, answer and direct telephone calls for Chiefof Police, including receiving complaints. Under guidance of departmental policies, resolvesor refers complaints to appropriate department for resolution and follows up on resolutions ofthese problems.


	P
	*Compiles, types, revises, combines, edits, prints and stores documents such as letters,correspondence, memoranda, reports, and contracts utilizing computer word processingprograms and spreadsheet applications.
	*Compiles, types, revises, combines, edits, prints and stores documents such as letters,correspondence, memoranda, reports, and contracts utilizing computer word processingprograms and spreadsheet applications.
	*Compiles, types, revises, combines, edits, prints and stores documents such as letters,correspondence, memoranda, reports, and contracts utilizing computer word processingprograms and spreadsheet applications.


	P
	*Organizes and maintains departmental filing system including filing correspondence andother documents in a timely and systematic manner.
	*Organizes and maintains departmental filing system including filing correspondence andother documents in a timely and systematic manner.
	*Organizes and maintains departmental filing system including filing correspondence andother documents in a timely and systematic manner.


	P
	*Provides administrative support to Chief of Police and Lieutenant of AdministrativeServices such as scheduling meetings and appointments, making travel arrangements,lodging; and relieving the Chief of Police of routine clerical operations.
	*Provides administrative support to Chief of Police and Lieutenant of AdministrativeServices such as scheduling meetings and appointments, making travel arrangements,lodging; and relieving the Chief of Police of routine clerical operations.
	*Provides administrative support to Chief of Police and Lieutenant of AdministrativeServices such as scheduling meetings and appointments, making travel arrangements,lodging; and relieving the Chief of Police of routine clerical operations.


	P
	*Assist the public, by telephone or in person, with questions requiring knowledge of policiesand procedures in a courteous and professional manner; interact effectively with TownCouncil members, Department Directors and other Town employees.
	*Assist the public, by telephone or in person, with questions requiring knowledge of policiesand procedures in a courteous and professional manner; interact effectively with TownCouncil members, Department Directors and other Town employees.
	*Assist the public, by telephone or in person, with questions requiring knowledge of policiesand procedures in a courteous and professional manner; interact effectively with TownCouncil members, Department Directors and other Town employees.


	P
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	* Responsible for sorting and disbursing mail for Police Department. 
	* Responsible for sorting and disbursing mail for Police Department. 
	* Responsible for sorting and disbursing mail for Police Department. 


	 
	* Schedule, organize and attend, when necessary, in-house and outside meetings for Chief of Police. 
	* Schedule, organize and attend, when necessary, in-house and outside meetings for Chief of Police. 
	* Schedule, organize and attend, when necessary, in-house and outside meetings for Chief of Police. 


	 
	* Processes orders for office supplies and minor equipment, writes purchase requisitions and check requests, maintains calendar for meetings to be held in the Police Chief’s office or conference room. 
	* Processes orders for office supplies and minor equipment, writes purchase requisitions and check requests, maintains calendar for meetings to be held in the Police Chief’s office or conference room. 
	* Processes orders for office supplies and minor equipment, writes purchase requisitions and check requests, maintains calendar for meetings to be held in the Police Chief’s office or conference room. 


	 
	* Responsible for updating information on projects for the Town Council and Town Manager’s information. 
	* Responsible for updating information on projects for the Town Council and Town Manager’s information. 
	* Responsible for updating information on projects for the Town Council and Town Manager’s information. 


	 
	* Performs preliminary budget preparation, which may include compiling data, analyzing data and making recommendations. Other duties associated with budget preparation include typing and maintaining data. 
	* Performs preliminary budget preparation, which may include compiling data, analyzing data and making recommendations. Other duties associated with budget preparation include typing and maintaining data. 
	* Performs preliminary budget preparation, which may include compiling data, analyzing data and making recommendations. Other duties associated with budget preparation include typing and maintaining data. 


	 
	* Perform Notary Public duties for Town Staff, officials and public, as needed. 
	* Perform Notary Public duties for Town Staff, officials and public, as needed. 
	* Perform Notary Public duties for Town Staff, officials and public, as needed. 


	 
	* Responsible for the Police Chief’s e-mail messages, checking daily and responding to requests for information. 
	* Responsible for the Police Chief’s e-mail messages, checking daily and responding to requests for information. 
	* Responsible for the Police Chief’s e-mail messages, checking daily and responding to requests for information. 


	 
	* Collect and research documents, data and various other information needed to support the Chief of Police in long range planning for police service for the Town. 
	* Collect and research documents, data and various other information needed to support the Chief of Police in long range planning for police service for the Town. 
	* Collect and research documents, data and various other information needed to support the Chief of Police in long range planning for police service for the Town. 


	 
	* Conveys to the business community and general public the role of the Police Chief such as providing vision and leadership that promotes an environment that values excelling, diversity, creativity and productivity at all levels of the organization. 
	* Conveys to the business community and general public the role of the Police Chief such as providing vision and leadership that promotes an environment that values excelling, diversity, creativity and productivity at all levels of the organization. 
	* Conveys to the business community and general public the role of the Police Chief such as providing vision and leadership that promotes an environment that values excelling, diversity, creativity and productivity at all levels of the organization. 


	 
	* Performs other duties as required and assigned. 
	* Performs other duties as required and assigned. 
	* Performs other duties as required and assigned. 


	 
	 
	Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: 
	 
	* Considerable knowledge of managerial secretarial work and modern office procedures and practices. 
	* Considerable knowledge of managerial secretarial work and modern office procedures and practices. 
	* Considerable knowledge of managerial secretarial work and modern office procedures and practices. 


	 
	* Good knowledge of business English, spelling, punctuation, and must type at least 60 wpm. 
	* Good knowledge of business English, spelling, punctuation, and must type at least 60 wpm. 
	* Good knowledge of business English, spelling, punctuation, and must type at least 60 wpm. 


	 
	* Ability to perform basic arithmetic including addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
	* Ability to perform basic arithmetic including addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 
	* Ability to perform basic arithmetic including addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 


	 
	* Good knowledge of the operation of the word processing software, spreadsheet application, publishing software, and database software, personal computers and peripheral office equipment such as fax machines, copiers, typewriters, calculator, and other equipment. 
	* Good knowledge of the operation of the word processing software, spreadsheet application, publishing software, and database software, personal computers and peripheral office equipment such as fax machines, copiers, typewriters, calculator, and other equipment. 
	* Good knowledge of the operation of the word processing software, spreadsheet application, publishing software, and database software, personal computers and peripheral office equipment such as fax machines, copiers, typewriters, calculator, and other equipment. 


	 
	* Ability to read, interpret, and research Federal or State regulations, technical handbooks, Ordinances or Statutes, organizational policies or regulations, financial data, and legal instruments; ability to read computer screen. 
	* Ability to read, interpret, and research Federal or State regulations, technical handbooks, Ordinances or Statutes, organizational policies or regulations, financial data, and legal instruments; ability to read computer screen. 
	* Ability to read, interpret, and research Federal or State regulations, technical handbooks, Ordinances or Statutes, organizational policies or regulations, financial data, and legal instruments; ability to read computer screen. 
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	* Ability to write and maintain records and reports; ability to complete forms. 
	* Ability to write and maintain records and reports; ability to complete forms. 
	* Ability to write and maintain records and reports; ability to complete forms. 


	 
	* Ability to compose, type, prepare, sort, file and distribute memos, reports, correspondence, schedules, and forms. 
	* Ability to compose, type, prepare, sort, file and distribute memos, reports, correspondence, schedules, and forms. 
	* Ability to compose, type, prepare, sort, file and distribute memos, reports, correspondence, schedules, and forms. 


	 
	* Ability to maintain filing system both numerical and alphabetical. 
	* Ability to maintain filing system both numerical and alphabetical. 
	* Ability to maintain filing system both numerical and alphabetical. 


	 
	* Ability to communicate with the general public and other Town employees in face-to-face situations and by telephone. 
	* Ability to communicate with the general public and other Town employees in face-to-face situations and by telephone. 
	* Ability to communicate with the general public and other Town employees in face-to-face situations and by telephone. 


	 
	* Ability to lead and direct numerous individuals with separate and independent skill levels. 
	* Ability to lead and direct numerous individuals with separate and independent skill levels. 
	* Ability to lead and direct numerous individuals with separate and independent skill levels. 


	 
	* Ability to direct and manage office and clerical staff in a manner that promotes both positive and productive results. 
	* Ability to direct and manage office and clerical staff in a manner that promotes both positive and productive results. 
	* Ability to direct and manage office and clerical staff in a manner that promotes both positive and productive results. 


	 
	* Skill in establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships with co-workers and visitors to the department; use tact and diplomacy with the public. 
	* Skill in establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships with co-workers and visitors to the department; use tact and diplomacy with the public. 
	* Skill in establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships with co-workers and visitors to the department; use tact and diplomacy with the public. 


	 
	* Ability to work independently in the absence of specific instructions or supervision. 
	* Ability to work independently in the absence of specific instructions or supervision. 
	* Ability to work independently in the absence of specific instructions or supervision. 


	 
	* Ability to maintain confidentiality. 
	* Ability to maintain confidentiality. 
	* Ability to maintain confidentiality. 


	 
	PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
	 
	* Ability to sit for extended periods of time in the input and retrieval of computer data. 
	* Ability to sit for extended periods of time in the input and retrieval of computer data. 
	* Ability to sit for extended periods of time in the input and retrieval of computer data. 


	 
	* Ability to carry mail and other forms of paper documents weighing up to 10 lbs. Within departmental area and to other areas of Town Hall. 
	* Ability to carry mail and other forms of paper documents weighing up to 10 lbs. Within departmental area and to other areas of Town Hall. 
	* Ability to carry mail and other forms of paper documents weighing up to 10 lbs. Within departmental area and to other areas of Town Hall. 


	 
	* Ability to stand, bend, squat, kneel, push, pull and stoop while opening file drawers to place or retrieve files from filing cabinets. 
	* Ability to stand, bend, squat, kneel, push, pull and stoop while opening file drawers to place or retrieve files from filing cabinets. 
	* Ability to stand, bend, squat, kneel, push, pull and stoop while opening file drawers to place or retrieve files from filing cabinets. 


	 
	* Ability to reach to perform activities at desk; ability to reach overhead in order to obtain supplies and items in cabinets. 
	* Ability to reach to perform activities at desk; ability to reach overhead in order to obtain supplies and items in cabinets. 
	* Ability to reach to perform activities at desk; ability to reach overhead in order to obtain supplies and items in cabinets. 


	 
	* Fine dexterity with fingers and hands required to handle items and to operate computer, typewriter and calculator. 
	* Fine dexterity with fingers and hands required to handle items and to operate computer, typewriter and calculator. 
	* Fine dexterity with fingers and hands required to handle items and to operate computer, typewriter and calculator. 


	 
	* Ability to communicate effectively in person and by telephone. 
	* Ability to communicate effectively in person and by telephone. 
	* Ability to communicate effectively in person and by telephone. 


	 
	ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
	 
	* Work is performed indoors in an office setting. There are no major environmental or safety hazards. 
	* Work is performed indoors in an office setting. There are no major environmental or safety hazards. 
	* Work is performed indoors in an office setting. There are no major environmental or safety hazards. 


	 
	* Work may be subject to time pressures, emergency situations, frequent changes to tasks, working closely with others as part of a team, working alone 50% or more of the time, performing multiple tasks simultaneously, and dealing with irate people. 
	* Work may be subject to time pressures, emergency situations, frequent changes to tasks, working closely with others as part of a team, working alone 50% or more of the time, performing multiple tasks simultaneously, and dealing with irate people. 
	* Work may be subject to time pressures, emergency situations, frequent changes to tasks, working closely with others as part of a team, working alone 50% or more of the time, performing multiple tasks simultaneously, and dealing with irate people. 


	 
	* Work may be tedious and exacting when typing statistical or financial data. 
	* Work may be tedious and exacting when typing statistical or financial data. 
	* Work may be tedious and exacting when typing statistical or financial data. 
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	EDUCATION, CERTIFICATION, AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: 
	P
	*Above knowledge and skill may be gained by an Associate in Arts and Sciences Degree inSecretarial Science or Mid-Management OR three years of responsible managerial secretarialexperience OR extensive experience in related field of operations involving managementfunctions OR by any combination of training and experience leading to the described level ofknowledge and skill.
	*Above knowledge and skill may be gained by an Associate in Arts and Sciences Degree inSecretarial Science or Mid-Management OR three years of responsible managerial secretarialexperience OR extensive experience in related field of operations involving managementfunctions OR by any combination of training and experience leading to the described level ofknowledge and skill.
	*Above knowledge and skill may be gained by an Associate in Arts and Sciences Degree inSecretarial Science or Mid-Management OR three years of responsible managerial secretarialexperience OR extensive experience in related field of operations involving managementfunctions OR by any combination of training and experience leading to the described level ofknowledge and skill.


	P
	*Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other LawEnforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police.
	*Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other LawEnforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police.
	*Maintain State of Delaware certifications in DELJIS, LEISS and any other LawEnforcement Applications required by the Chief of Police.


	P
	NOTE: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being performed by the person assigned to this job. They are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, skills, and physical demands required of personnel so classified. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	REPORTING FOR DUTY 
	 
	   Effective Date:   Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-2 
	   Special Instructions:   NONE 
	   Distribution:    Last Re-Evaluation Date: Total Pages: 
	   All Sworn & Civilian Personnel                      1 
	    
	 
	I.  PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with departmental 
	guidelines on reporting for duty. 
	 
	II.  POLICY 
	All officers are encouraged to report for duty at least ten (10) minutes prior to 
	the scheduled starting time of a tour of duty and shall not leave his or her 
	assigned duty until properly relieved, or permission has been granted by the 
	rank of Sergeant or above. 
	 
	III.  PROCEDURES 
	At the beginning of a shift, or duty assignment, each officer is to: 
	 
	a.  Contact KENTCOM and go in-service (10-8) via radio communications; and 
	b. Check their e-mail; and 
	c.  Court calendar; and 
	d. Check their mail bin; and 
	e.  Check in with the shift supervisor; and 
	f.  Check their voice mail. 
	 
	Each officer is required to make sure that they have all appropriate equipment 
	with them when going on patrol, i.e., mobile phone, flashlight, property check 
	log book, etc. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	________________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	CIVILIAN PERSONNEL 
	 
	   Effective Date:   Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-4 
	   Special Instructions:   NONE 
	   Distribution:    Last Re-Evaluation Date: Total Pages: 
	   All Sworn & Civilian Personnel                      3 
	    
	 
	I.  PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to establish this agency’s commitment to and 
	procedures for hiring and using civilian personnel. 
	 
	             II.      POLICY  
	The efficiency and effectiveness of law enforcement agencies is enhanced 
	when sworn and non-sworn personnel are appropriately used to perform 
	those functions that are best suited to their special knowledge, skills and 
	abilities. Therefore,  the Town Council shall employ civilians for selected functions 
	that do not require the authority of a commissioned officer, thereby freeing 
	sworn personnel for enforcement functions and capitalizing upon the talents 
	of all employees. 
	 
	III.  PROCEDURES 
	A.  Civilian Position Classifications 
	This agency has approved a number of functions as suitable for civilian 
	placement. In conjunction with the development of the annual budget, 
	command staff will assess which additional positions, if any, should be 
	authorized for civilian employment. Current civilian-designated 
	functions include but are not necessarily limited to the following: 
	 
	1.  Planning and research 
	2.  Communications 
	3.  Records 
	4.  Victim advocacy 
	 
	B.  Authorized Duties 
	Duties and responsibilities of civilian employees shall be defined in job 
	descriptions maintained in this agency’s personnel office. In addition, the 
	following shall be observed with respect to civilian employees: 
	 
	1.  Civilian employees shall not be requested to perform duties and 
	responsibilities for which a commission as a sworn law enforcement officer is required. However, in urgent circumstances when a female police officer is not available, a female civilian employee may: 
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	a.  temporarily act as an observer during the care and 
	detention of a female, or 
	b.  act as a witness during the photographing of a female 
	crime victim. 
	 
	2. Civilian personnel shall not use their employment status with 
	this law enforcement agency as authority for or responsibility to 
	enforce the law. Civilian employees have no authority to take 
	enforcement actions beyond those authorized for any citizen 
	under the laws of this state. 
	3.  When on light-duty status, sworn personnel may be temporarily 
	assigned to designated civilian positions only if: 
	a.  additional qualified personnel are needed to assist in 
	the job assignment, and/or 
	b.  the officer has or can be readily provided with the 
	requisite knowledge and skills to adequately perform 
	the duties of the position. 
	 
	C.  Applicant Screening 
	1.  Procedures for screening applicants for civilian positions shall 
	conform to agency policy for screening sworn officers unless 
	otherwise specified by the personnel job description. 
	2.  All civilian employees assigned or having access to criminal 
	history records, fingerprint files, investigative records, tactical 
	information, emergency communications or other assignments 
	or materials of a sensitive nature, shall undergo a background 
	investigation to include a criminal history check prior to 
	employment. 
	 
	D.  Identification 
	1.  All civilian employees shall be issued an agency identification 
	card containing an up-to-date photograph. 
	2.  Civilian employees shall wear their personal identification card 
	at all times while in the law enforcement agency and/or when 
	dealing with the public as a police department employee. 
	 
	E. Training 
	1.  Civilian personnel of this agency shall be provided with the 
	following: 
	a.  in-service training that will maintain basic skills and 
	develop new knowledge, skills and abilities for career 
	development. 
	 
	2.  All newly appointed civilian personnel will receive an 
	orientation program introducing them to this agency to include 
	the following: 
	a.  agency role, purpose, goals, policies and procedures; 
	and 
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	b.  working conditions, rules and regulations, and rights 
	and responsibilities of employees. 
	 
	3.  Certain civilian positions within this agency require training on 
	specific job responsibilities prior to assuming the position. Field 
	training and formalized classroom instruction in these areas 
	shall be successfully completed before duties are assumed. 
	4.  Courses designed specifically for civilian employees will be 
	provided on a periodic basis by and through the training 
	authority of this agency. Announcements of course availability 
	shall be provided to all affected employees in a timely manner. 
	Participation depends upon supervisory approval. 
	 
	F.  Performance Evaluation 
	Civilian employees are subject to periodic performance evaluations in 
	conformance with schedules and procedures established by the Town and 
	this agency’s personnel authority. 
	  
	G.  Volunteers 
	Civilian volunteers serving without pay are a valuable asset to this law 
	enforcement agency and may be used in a variety of functions that will 
	promote the agency’s efficiency, effectiveness, mission and goals. Civilian 
	volunteers are subject to the same provisions and restrictions governing 
	other civilian employees as defined in this policy. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	___________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	POLICE OFFICER APPLICANT STANDARD 
	OF ELIGIBLITY 
	 
	   Effective Date:   Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-5 
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	I.  PURPOSE 
	I.  PURPOSE 
	I.  PURPOSE 


	The purpose of this directive is to establish the agency’s commitment to and 
	procedures for the hiring of quality police personnel. 
	 
	II.  POLICY 
	II.  POLICY 
	II.  POLICY 


	 
	Applicants / Recruits 
	It shall be the policy of the department that all recruits and applicants for the 
	position of police officer meet the standards set by the Council on Police 
	Training. Additionally, all recruits and applicants shall meet all standards 
	deemed necessary by the agency that are more stringent than those set by the 
	Council on Police Training. All sworn members of the Cheswold Police 
	Department must successfully complete a certified basic law enforcement/police training course as mandated by the Delaware C.O.P.T. prior to assuming their law enforcement duties. 
	 
	III. PROCEDURES 
	III. PROCEDURES 
	III. PROCEDURES 


	 
	A.  Written Examination 
	All applicants will be required to take a written examination as deemed 
	appropriate. The applicant must have a minimum passing score to 
	continue in the testing process. 
	 
	B.  Physical Assessment 
	All non-certified applicants will continue in the testing process provided 
	they obtain a passing score on the physical agility test. 
	 
	C.  Background Investigation 
	All applicants shall continue in the selection process provided the 
	following are satisfactory: 
	 
	1.  Employment History 
	a.  Past employment record indicates that the applicant 
	can be relied on, based on a review of tardiness and/or absenteeism. 
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	b.  Past employment records indicate that the applicant 
	has not been asked to resign, or was dismissed under unfavorable conditions where re-hire would not be recommended. 
	c.  Past employment records indicate that the applicant’s work performance has been consistently satisfactory. 
	d.  Past employment records indicate that the applicant has demonstrated regard for safety and otherwise good work habits. 
	 
	2.  Credit Reference Check 
	The applicant’s credit reference demonstrates a regard for financial responsibility and obligations when conditions reflect a sufficient income. 
	 
	3.  Associations 
	Substantiated findings indicate that the applicant is not currently nor ever has been a member, associate or affiliate of any subversive group or organization, nor is an associate of any person or persons who engage in subversive and/or criminal activity against the United States, State of Delaware or other recognized legal body of government. 
	 
	4. Character Reference 
	a.  Requires that the applicant provide at least three personal references. 
	b.  That the applicant’s background has substantiated that the applicant has a high regard for the laws of the State of Delaware. 
	c.  That the applicant’s background substantiates that the applicant is not arrogant, irrational, obscene or otherwise unfavorably viewed as a potential law enforcement officer. 
	 
	5.  Truthfulness 
	a.  That the information submitted on the original application or any other document is true and not misleading. 
	b.  That information requested on the background has not been intentionally omitted. 
	c.  That the applicant has not intentionally provided false or misleading responses to questions asked by the background investigator. 
	 
	6.  Military Service 
	That an applicant has received an honorable discharge from military service. Any discharge other than under honorable conditions may be grounds for rejection. Those persons having discharges not conforming to honorable, such as general discharge, will be reviewed by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	7.  Criminal Record 
	a.  There is no arrest for any offense. 
	b.  There is no arrest or conviction for offense or commitment to a mental institution that would permit the applicant to possess a deadly weapon (firearm) as provided in § 1448, Title 11 of the Delaware Criminal Code. 
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	c.   There are no arrest and/or conviction records that indicate a pattern of disregard for the law and/or frequent behavior of an undesirable nature (upon review by the Chief of Police), unless pardoned. 
	 
	8.  Motor Vehicle Record 
	a.  Applicant does not have any of the following convictions: 
	1.  Criminal negligence resulting in death, homicide or assault arising out of operation of a motor vehicle. 
	2.  Leaving the scene of a personal injury accident without stopping to report same. 
	3.  Failure to stop at the command of a police officer. 
	4.  Making false statements in an application for a driver’s license. 
	5.  A D.U.I. conviction in the last five (5) years. 
	6.  License suspended or revoked in the last three (3) years prior to the closing date of the job announcement. 
	b.  Any applicant rejected on the basis of the above (#6) shall have their driving record reviewed as follows: 
	1.  Applicants with a history of violations which indicate poor, dangerous, or otherwise undesirable driving habits shall be reviewed by the Chief of Police. 
	2.  Applicants with an accident record or physical or mental condition which is such that their operation of an automobile might endanger the safety of the public will be reviewed by the Chief of Police. 
	3.  Applicants who have been found to be addicted to or use narcotics or other drugs or alcoholic beverages to excess, thereby impairing their ability to operate a motor vehicle, will be reviewed by the departmental physician and psychologist. 
	 
	9.  Drug Policy 
	a.  Applicants must be completely drug free within two years of application (drug free is defined as no use of any controlled or illegal substances). 
	b.  No sale, delivery or trafficking of any non-narcotic or narcotic controlled substance, as defined in Title 16, Delaware Criminal Code: 
	4751 (Delivery I or II) 
	4752A (Delivery of non-narcotic) 
	4753A (Trafficking) 
	4751A (Possession with intent to deliver narcotics) 
	4752 (Possession w/intent to deliver non-narcotics) 
	c.  Similar use of any other drug may be referred for review by the Chief of Police. 
	d.  Beyond the two year application requirement, the experimental use of marijuana (maximum usage: 25 times) and/or cocaine (maximum usage: 2 times) will not eliminate the candidate. 
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	e.  Drug usage encompassing greater frequency of experimentation use may be referred for review by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	10.  Interview 
	a.  If an applicant meets all background categories, the applicant will move forward in the process. 
	b.  Applicant files will be examined by the Chief of Police and his recommendation (in writing) will be forwarded to Council. 
	c.  Applicant selected will be required to pass an extensive physical exam and drug screening by a licensed physician, as well as a psychological exam issued & evaluated by a licensed psychologist in 
	accordance with current Delaware C.O.P.T. standards. 
	d.  Personnel records of eligible candidates will be retained by the department for a period of one year. 
	All applicants who were successful up to the point of recommendation to Council will remain active for one 
	year and may be reconsidered upon the next vacancy 
	in the department. 
	 
	e.  On the first day of employment the new officer shall be given a letter explaining the terms of his/her employment; salary, health plan, pension, life insurance and other benefit information. At this time, the Chief will review with him/her the rules on conduct and disciplinary procedures for the police department, and the officer will be given a copy of same for his/her use. 
	f.  The Chief of Police shall stress a sense of loyalty to the department, the Town and its citizens as well as respect and responsibility for equipment and the Town’s property and vehicles the officer will be using. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	 
	_____________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I.  PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines concerning emergency notification to supervisors of serious or significant incidents. 
	 
	II. POLICY 
	For the efficient and effective management of the department, it is necessary for command staff to be aware of serious and/or significant incidents. It is therefore the policy of this department that a command officer shall be immediately notified (as soon as practical) when one of the incidents in section IV occurs. 
	 
	IV. DEFINITIONS  
	IV. DEFINITIONS  
	IV. DEFINITIONS  


	Command Officer:  A sworn officer within the department who holds the rank of Lieutenant or above. 
	Supervisor:  A sworn police officer within the department who holds the rank of Sergeant or above. 
	 
	IV.  PROCEDURE 
	A.  In the event of one of the following incidents, a command officer will be notified. If, for some reason, a supervisor cannot be reached, one of the other supervisors (Sergeants) will be notified. 
	1.  Injury to any officer; 
	2.  All major felonies; 
	3.  All felony assaults; 
	4.  All crimes against a child (abuse); 
	5.  all accidents with life-threatening injuries; 
	6.  All departmental accidents (supervisors must respond); 
	7.  DOA’s 
	8.  All pursuits; 
	9.  Use of force where medical attention is necessary; 
	10.  All sex crimes; 
	11.  Any civil disturbances; 
	12. The closing of roads or evacuations due to weather; 
	13.  All search warrants; 
	14.  All drug arrests involving a trafficking charge; 
	15.  Any damage or criminal activity involving Town property; 
	16.  Any incident involving a Town employee; 
	17.  Jurisdictional problems or questions; 
	18.  Any departmental internal incidents, such as: 
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	a.  Any criminal or civil dispute 
	b.  Violations of:  
	Directives 
	Code of Conduct 
	S.O.P.’s 
	Memorandums 
	 
	B.  Any command officer or supervisor who receives a phone call regarding notification of any of the above shall log each call. If compensation is to be received, an overtime sheet which will correspond with the supervisor’s log will be submitted to and approved by the Chief. 
	C.  Any officer making notification to a supervisor who is off duty shall note same on the officer’s activity report. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I.  PURPOSE OF EVALUATION 
	The primary purpose of employee performance evaluations are to inform employees as to how well they are performing their duties and responsibilities and to offer suggestions, assistance and support in aiding employees in improving job performance. Employee performance evaluations may also be used as a tool to assist management in making key decisions concerning promotions, disciplinary action, training and determination of eligibility for permanent appointment. 
	 
	II.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	A.  Mandatory Performance Factors 
	1.  Attendance: The degree to which the employee reports for and remains at work as required. Consider: 
	a.  Rate of absenteeism both excused and unexcused; 
	b.  How the employee’s attendance affects the ability of the work unit to complete work objectives. 
	c.  Getting to work on time – punctuality; 
	d.  Staying on the job after reporting to work. 
	2.  Quality of Work: The degree of correctness of work performed. Consider: 
	a.  Accuracy and skill in performing tasks; 
	b. Neatness and thoroughness in completing work requirements; 
	c.  Professional and/or technical competence. 
	3.  Work Habits: The degree to which the employee follows instructions and observes work rules. Consider: 
	a.  Work instructions are followed; 
	b.  Care and use of equipment; 
	c.  Concern for safety regulations. 
	4.  Initiative: The degree to which the employee is self-motivated in completing work assignments. Consider: 
	a.  Self-reliance in completing assignments; 
	b.  Suggestions for work improvements or solving work problems; 
	c.  Actions taken for self-improvement; 
	d.  The degree to which the employee is a “self-starter” and finds work to do. 
	5.  Dependability: The degree to which the employee can be relied upon to accept responsibility and complete work assignments. Consider: 
	a.  Reliability for meeting deadlines and following instructions; 
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	b.  The degree to which an employee can be relied upon to get the job done. 
	6.  Relations With Other Employees: The degree to which an employee gets along with other employees on the job. Consider: 
	a.  The ability and willingness to cooperate and be helpful to coworkers; 
	b.  The employee’s effect on the morale of other employees; 
	c.  Ability to get along with coworkers; 
	d.  Ability to work with others under stressful work situations. 
	7.  Quantity of Work: The amount of acceptable work produced. Consider: 
	a.  Circumstances under which work is performed (space, equipment available, etc; 
	b.  Amount of work produced relative to the employee’s skill level; 
	c.  Amount of work done. 
	8.  Adaptability: The degree to which an employee adjusts to new or different work situations. Consider: 
	a.  Ability to perform at different sites and in varying conditions; 
	b.  Application of job knowledge and skills to new or unfamiliar work; 
	c.  Learning speed; 
	d.  Attitude toward variable work situations. 
	9.  Judgment and Common Sense: The degree to which an employee uses good sense and makes sound decisions. Consider: 
	a.  Ability and approach in assembling data and facts in making decisions; 
	b. Application of basic intelligence and good sense in performing work; 
	c.  How the employee thinks before he/she acts. 
	10.  Safety: The degree to which an employee ensures that all of his/her    equipment is maintained in good working conditions and that actions are  performed in a safe, efficient and effective manner.  
	 a. Number of employees initiated accidents 
	 b. Review of vehicle maintenance logs 
	 c.  Number of “near miss” incidents 
	 
	B.  Optional Performance Factors 
	1.  Public Contact: The manner in which the employee deals with the Public through telephone conversation, correspondence, or face-to face contact. Consider: 
	a.  Honesty, tact, helpfulness and courtesy; 
	b. How the employee presents him/herself; 
	c.  Ability to handle difficult confrontations; 
	d.  If the employee presents a good public image. 
	2.  Planning and Organizing Work: The degree to which the Employee plans and organizes work effectively. Consider: 
	a.  Timelines and thoroughness in planning work; 
	b.  Effective and efficient utilization of time and resources; 
	c.  How goals and objectives are set; 
	d.  Methods uses in approaching work assignments. 
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	3.  Communications: The degree to which the employee effectively Expresses him/herself both orally and in writing. Consider: 
	a.  Ability to utilize the English language effectively; 
	b.  Ability to write clearly and concisely; 
	c.  Ability to make clear, concise oral reports and presentations; 
	d.  How well ideas are put across and understood by others. 
	4.  Supervisory Ability: The degree to which the employee effectively supervises subordinates. Consider: 
	a.  Ability to schedule and assign tasks to gain desired results; 
	b.  Ability to train and council subordinates; 
	c.  Ability to set a positive example for subordinates and provide leadership; 
	d.  Ability to solve problems and make decisions; 
	e.  Ability to objectively and fairly evaluate subordinates performance. 
	5.  Management Ability: The degree to which the employee effectively 
	Manages a program, division or department. Consider: 
	a.  Ability to develop and implement policies and procedures; 
	b.  Ability to meet goals and objectives effectively, efficiently and economically; 
	c.  Creativity in solving problems; 
	d.  Ability to integrate and coordinate work with other programs, divisions or departments. 
	 
	C.  Performance Levels 
	1.  UNSATISFACTORY 
	The employee’s performance clearly and consistently fails to meet work requirements. This rating indicates inadequate, unacceptable performance. The employee shows with an unwillingness or an inability to improve. It characterizes an employee whose performance is well below average. 
	2.  IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 
	The employee’s performance often fails to meet work requirements. The employee has demonstrated some willingness or ability to improve performance, but only on occasion. This rating indicates performance that is less than satisfactory and requires that steps must be taken to improve performance. It characterizes an employee whose performance is below average. 
	3.  SATISFACTORY 
	The employee’s performance is reasonably adequate and he/she meets work requirements. The rating is higher than the level of “improvement needed” since the employee usually demonstrates his/her willingness and ability to meet an acceptable level of performance. It characterizes an average employee who does only what is expected of him/her. 
	4.  VERY GOOD 
	The employee’s performance regularly meets and exceeds the work requirements. This rating is higher than the level of “satisfactory” since the employee demonstrates a desire and ability to exceed just an acceptable level of performance. It characterizes a better-than average employee who does more than what is expected of him/her. 
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	5.  OUTSTANDING 
	The employee’s performance is clearly superior in meeting work requirements. This rating is higher than the rating of “very good” since the employee consistently demonstrates exceptional desire and ability to exceed just an acceptable level of performance. The employee not only exceeds an acceptable level of performance, but his/her high standards have either increased the effectiveness of his/her unit or has set an  
	example for others to follow. This rating characterizes an excellent employee who consistently does far more than what is expected of him/her. 
	 
	III.  POLICY 
	 
	A.   Performance Reports 
	A.   Performance Reports 
	A.   Performance Reports 


	Performance reports shall be completed for all officers of the police department. The evaluator will be a supervisor holding the rank of Sergeant or higher. The evaluator will demonstrate fairness, objectivity and consistency in evaluating employees under his/her supervision. 
	 
	B.  Review of Performance Reports 
	The Chief shall review the performance evaluation reports completed for each employee under his command. The Chief shall review reports after they have been reviewed by the evaluator and before they have been discussed with the employee. The Chief shall: 
	1.  Assure that all performance evaluation reports are completed properly and on time. 
	2.  Consider the evaluator’s ability to appropriately evaluate employee performance. 
	3.  Consider how an individual’s performance report reflects their overall job performance to determine if probation, if applicable, should or should not be continued, or if disciplinary action is needed or if promotion should be considered. 
	 
	IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	A.  Personal Information 
	This section is self-explanatory. (Name of employee, rank, date of evaluation, DOB and years in present position. 
	 
	B.   Annual Reports 
	B.   Annual Reports 
	B.   Annual Reports 


	An annual performance evaluation report shall be completed for each Employee one month prior to his/her anniversary date. The annual report will reflect the level of the employee’s performance since his/her last annual report. 
	 
	C.  Special Report 
	A Special Evaluation Report shall be completed whenever: 
	1.  There is a significant change upward or downward in the employee’s performance. Such evaluation may be given at any time. 
	2.  If an employee receives an overall evaluation of “needs improvement” on his/her annual evaluation, a special report will be done three months after the annual evaluation to determine if there has been improvement. 
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	D.  Probationary Report 
	1.  Status Report 
	A probationary (final) report shall be completed for each probationary employee. These reports shall be completed to determine progress toward completing the probationary period. Probationary (status) reports will be completed at the end of the employee’s sixth month of employment. 
	2.  Final Report 
	A probationary (final) report shall be completed for each probationary Employee. This requirement applies to the original probationary period. These reports shall be completed to determine if the employee has or has not satisfactorily completed his/her probationary period. Probationary (final) reports must be completed and processed no later than two weeks prior to the completion of the employee’s probationary period. 
	 
	E.  Performance Factors 
	1.  Mandatory Factors 
	Mandatory Factors are those that are considered “appropriate” to all jobs. The evaluator shall evaluate employee performance for each “mandatory” factor. 
	2.  Optional Factors 
	Optional factors are those that are considered common and appropriate to some but not all jobs. The evaluator shall decide which “optional” factors should appropriately be considered in evaluating employee performance. 
	3.  Performance Level 
	The performance level reflects the evaluator’s observation of how the employee is performing his/her duties and responsibilities shall mark the appropriate level of performance for each factor being evaluated. In determining the appropriate performance level, the evaluator shall: 
	a.       Evaluate performance over the entire rating period and will not let isolated 
	a.       Evaluate performance over the entire rating period and will not let isolated 
	a.       Evaluate performance over the entire rating period and will not let isolated 


	      incidents of good or poor work unduly influence the evaluation. 
	b.  Avoid personal bias or prejudice either favorable or unfavorable and will not be influenced by personality traits which do not affect job performance. 
	c.  Be fair, objective and factual, and not let the evaluation be unduly influenced by any good or bad trait(s) of the employee. 
	d.  Be honest with the employee and oneself and not underrate or overrate. Overrating is misleading and can plague the evaluator or the department if disciplinary action is required later. Underrating can destroy morale, decrease incentive and destroy employee confidence. 
	 
	F.  Evaluator’s Comments 
	The evaluator should briefly describe the employee performance that he/she feels are important or critical. Good as well as bad aspects should be described. Generally, the evaluator’s comments should amplify or explain why the evaluator came to his/her conclusions. 
	 
	G.  Employee Development 
	The evaluator should give suggestions as to actions the employee might take to improve performance. The evaluator shall also consider how he/she as a supervisor might assist the employee to improve performance through actions such as training, counseling and arranging for special services. 
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	H.  Overall Evaluation 
	The overall evaluation represents the evaluator’s assessment of the employee’s overall work performance during the rating period. The overall evaluation should be generally consistent with the evaluator’s comments. The evaluator should consider the following: 
	1.  The employee’s performance level for the factors considered most important by the evaluator. 
	2.  The degree to which the employee’s overall performance improved or declined during the evaluation period. 
	3.  The degree to which the employee’s overall performance compares to the work requirements that have been established for the employee’s job. 
	 
	I. Annual Evaluation 
	I. Annual Evaluation 
	I. Annual Evaluation 


	The evaluator shall complete this section if the performance report is an annual report. The evaluator will evaluate the employee’s overall performance as either “satisfactory or above” or “needs improvement”. 
	1.  “Satisfactory or above” evaluation makes the employee eligible for special assignment or promotion. 
	2.  An “improvement needed” evaluation shall be considered a temporary annual evaluation and indicates that performance must improve to a level of satisfactory during the next three months or disciplinary action could result. 
	 
	J.  Special Evaluation 
	The evaluator shall complete this section if the performance report is a “special report. The evaluator will rate the employee’s overall performance as “satisfactory or above” or “unsatisfactory”. 
	 
	K.  Probationary Report 
	1.  Status Report 
	The evaluator shall complete this section if the performance report is a Probationary (status) report. The evaluator will determine if the employee’s overall performance is either “satisfactory or above” or “improvement needed”. 
	a.  An evaluation of “satisfactory or above” indicates that the employee is making satisfactory progress towards his/her probationary period. 
	b.  An evaluation of “improvement needed” indicates that the employee’s overall performance must improve in order for the 
	employee to satisfactorily complete his/her probationary period. 
	 
	2.  Final Report 
	The evaluator shall complete this section if the performance report is a probationary (final) report. The evaluator will determine if the employee’s overall performance is either “satisfactory or above” or “unsatisfactory”. 
	a.  An evaluation of “satisfactory or above” indicates that the employee has satisfactorily completed his/her probation period and is eligible for permanent appointment. 
	b.  An evaluation of “unsatisfactory” indicates that an employee’s overall performance during the probationary period was less than satisfactory and that the employee is ineligible for permanent appointment. 
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	L.  Processing of the Employee Performance Report 
	1.  The Chief shall notify each supervisor whenever employees under his/her command are due for an evaluation. The supervisor will then see that the performance evaluation report forms are completed in accordance with the procedures described in this manual. 
	2.  Overall Evaluations of “SATISFACTORY OR ABOVE”. If the overall evaluation is “satisfactory or above”, all copies of the report will be distributed by the supervisor immediately after the review of the report with the employee. 
	3.  Overall Evaluation of “NEEDS IMPROVEMENT” OR “UNSATISFACTORY”. 
	If the overall evaluation is “needs improvement” or “unsatisfactory”, the report shall be forwarded to the Chief for review prior to the evaluator’s discussion with the employee. The Chief will then return the report to the supervisor for the necessary discussion with the employee. 
	4.  Distribution of Report Forms. 
	The distribution of the report forms will be made by the Chief as follows: 
	a.  A copy will be forwarded to the employee. 
	b.  A copy will be placed in the employee’s personnel file. 
	5.  Effective Date of Performance Reports. 
	The effective date of the employee performance report shall be the date that the evaluator has prepared the report. This date shall be placed in Section A in the block “date of this report”. 
	6.  Signature of Employee. 
	After reviewing the completed report with the employee, the evaluator shall ask the employee to sign the report. The evaluator shall explain that the employee’s signature does not necessarily indicate that the employee agrees with the report but only that it was reviewed with them. If the employee does not sign the report, the evaluator shall initial section “employee’s comment” and make the following 
	comments: “reviewed with employee – employee refuses to sign”. If he/she so desires, the employee may indicate that they would like to discuss the report with the reviewer. The evaluator shall then arrange such meeting as soon as possible. 
	7.  Employee’s Comments. 
	The evaluator shall permit the employee to add any comments concerning his/her evaluation. However, should the employee add any comments, the employee shall be required to sign the report. 
	8.  Review of the Performance Report. 
	Each report is to be reviewed with the employee by the evaluator in face-to face discussion. The discussion should be under circumstances affording a private interview. The employee should be notified at least one day before the interview to allow him/her to access their own performance during the rating period and prepare any questions or suggestions they may have regarding more effective ways of performing their duties. The evaluator should try to put the employee at ease although some tension is to be ex
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	     CHESWOLD POLICE DEPARTMENT     Employee Performance Evaluation 
	 
	Employee Name: ___ ________________________________________________ 
	 
	Job Classification: __________________    Department: Police___ 
	 
	Review Period: __/__/__ to __/__/__    Hire Date: __/__/__ 
	 
	Instructions for completing the PERFORMANCE FACTORS section: Using the numerical scale provided below, rate the employee for each Performance Factor. Assign the numerical rating from 1 to 5 that most consistently describe the employee's performance relative to the descriptions for expected behavior. Score each category from 1 to 5 which most closely matches your opinion of the employee’s performance in each category, in no less than one-half number increments (i.e., 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, or 5). Id
	Numerical 
	   Rating___ Rating Description 
	 
	      N/A  Not Applicable 
	 
	       1 Unsatisfactory - Performance is totally unacceptable and fails to meet the requirements of the position. 
	 
	       2 Below expectations - Performance falls short of meeting acceptable levels and performance. While not considered totally unacceptable, this rating indicates a performance deficiency that requires remedial action. 
	 
	       3  Meets expectations - Performance consistently meets acceptable standards for the position. 
	 
	       4  Exceeds expectations - Performance is above acceptable standards and exceeds the requirements of the position. 
	 
	       5  Excellent - Performance is exemplary and well above acceptable standards for the position with little room for future improvement. 
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	  Rating _ Performance Factors 
	 
	____  TECHNICAL COMPETENCE 
	 Demonstrates the skills needed to perform the job. 
	 Demonstrates the skills needed to perform the job. 
	 Demonstrates the skills needed to perform the job. 

	 Understands and applies knowledge/expertise to the work environment. 
	 Understands and applies knowledge/expertise to the work environment. 

	 Attempts to improve upon and expand expertise. 
	 Attempts to improve upon and expand expertise. 


	Comments:   
	 
	_____ ATTITUDE 
	 Accepts assignments willingly. 
	 Accepts assignments willingly. 
	 Accepts assignments willingly. 

	 Promotes a positive image personally, professionally and organizationally. 
	 Promotes a positive image personally, professionally and organizationally. 

	 Acts impartially. 
	 Acts impartially. 

	 Separates personal feelings from business matters. 
	 Separates personal feelings from business matters. 

	 Cooperates with supervisor and fellow employees. 
	 Cooperates with supervisor and fellow employees. 


	Comments:   
	 
	 
	_____  PUBLIC RELATIONS/COMMUNICATIONS 
	 Responds promptly, accurately and courteously to inquiries, complaints, or requests from the public. 
	 Responds promptly, accurately and courteously to inquiries, complaints, or requests from the public. 
	 Responds promptly, accurately and courteously to inquiries, complaints, or requests from the public. 

	 Understands written and verbal directions. 
	 Understands written and verbal directions. 

	 Maintains positive relationships with supervisor, coworkers and the public. 
	 Maintains positive relationships with supervisor, coworkers and the public. 


	Comments:    
	 
	 
	_____  PRODUCTIVITY 
	 Completes an appropriate volume of work for the position. 
	 Completes an appropriate volume of work for the position. 
	 Completes an appropriate volume of work for the position. 

	 Monthly traffic arrest average: _________ 
	 Monthly traffic arrest average: _________ 

	 Produces work which is satisfactory, consistent, thorough and of generally good quality. 
	 Produces work which is satisfactory, consistent, thorough and of generally good quality. 

	 Follows instructions accurately and completely. 
	 Follows instructions accurately and completely. 

	 Does not abuse phone, e-mail or Internet privileges during working time or otherwise use working time for personal business. 
	 Does not abuse phone, e-mail or Internet privileges during working time or otherwise use working time for personal business. 

	 Does not interrupt fellow workers with non-business activity during working time. 
	 Does not interrupt fellow workers with non-business activity during working time. 


	Comments:   
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	____  POLICY COMPLIANCE 
	 Is knowledgeable of and understands policies and procedures. Attempts to correct policy deficiencies in a constructive manner. Complies with policies. 
	 Is knowledgeable of and understands policies and procedures. Attempts to correct policy deficiencies in a constructive manner. Complies with policies. 
	 Is knowledgeable of and understands policies and procedures. Attempts to correct policy deficiencies in a constructive manner. Complies with policies. 

	 Supports policy compliance by other employees. 
	 Supports policy compliance by other employees. 


	Comments:  
	 
	_____  ATTENDANCE 
	 Regularly reports for work as scheduled. 
	 Regularly reports for work as scheduled. 
	 Regularly reports for work as scheduled. 

	 Complies with reporting, notification and approval procedures for vacation, sick leave and other absences. 
	 Complies with reporting, notification and approval procedures for vacation, sick leave and other absences. 

	 Does not abuse work breaks, quitting time, or other special absences. 
	 Does not abuse work breaks, quitting time, or other special absences. 

	 Produces accurate time sheets and leave slips. 
	 Produces accurate time sheets and leave slips. 

	 Number of Sick days used during evaluation period –__days. 
	 Number of Sick days used during evaluation period –__days. 


	Comments:  
	 
	 
	______  CARE/USE OF EQUIPMENT 
	 Maintains neat and orderly appearance at work site. 
	 Maintains neat and orderly appearance at work site. 
	 Maintains neat and orderly appearance at work site. 

	 Exercises reasonable care in the operation of assigned equipment. Operates assigned equipment with reasonable level of proficiency. Operates equipment according to Town and departmental policies. Performs preventative maintenance on assigned equipment. 
	 Exercises reasonable care in the operation of assigned equipment. Operates assigned equipment with reasonable level of proficiency. Operates equipment according to Town and departmental policies. Performs preventative maintenance on assigned equipment. 


	Comments:   
	 
	______ PLANNING/ORGANIZING/DOCUMENTATION 
	 Plans, organizes and carries out tasks effectively. Documents work accurately and in accordance with procedures. 
	 Plans, organizes and carries out tasks effectively. Documents work accurately and in accordance with procedures. 
	 Plans, organizes and carries out tasks effectively. Documents work accurately and in accordance with procedures. 

	 Complies with deadlines. 
	 Complies with deadlines. 

	 Sets appropriate priorities. 
	 Sets appropriate priorities. 


	Comments:  
	 
	 
	______ SAFETY 
	 Maintains a safe and efficient work environment, which results in no preventable accidents. 
	 Maintains a safe and efficient work environment, which results in no preventable accidents. 
	 Maintains a safe and efficient work environment, which results in no preventable accidents. 

	 Recognizes and reports all unsafe equipment, conditions, procedures and work place accidents to supervisor. 
	 Recognizes and reports all unsafe equipment, conditions, procedures and work place accidents to supervisor. 

	 Regularly attends Safety Training sessions provided by the Town. 
	 Regularly attends Safety Training sessions provided by the Town. 


	Comments:   
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	General Comments, including specific suggestions, training attended, and/or actions which may be taken by the employee to improve performance for the upcoming evaluation period (if necessary, additional sheets may be attached): 
	____________________________________     ____/____/____  
	Signature of Evaluator*               Date 
	 
	____________________________________     ____/____/____  
	Signature of Chief of Police               Date 
	*If evaluator is someone other than the Department Head. 
	 
	______ TOTAL of all PERFORMANCE FACTOR ratings 
	 
	______ AVERAGE PERFORMANCE RATING 
	To calculate the average, divide the total by 9 or the appropriate number if any rating is listed as not applicable (shown as N/A). 
	 
	Employee Comments:** 
	________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	**An employee may write comments on the original evaluation in the space above, or provide a separate document with comments, which shall be provided to the evaluator within three business days of the employee receiving his/her evaluation. Comments submitted as a separate document shall be attached by the evaluator to the original evaluation. The evaluator may, at his/her sole discretion, schedule a follow-up meeting with the employee to discuss the employee’s comments. 
	____________________________________     ____/____/____  
	Signature of Employee             Date 
	 
	By signing above, I certify that I have met with the evaluator and been provided a copy of this evaluation. Further, I understand my Average Performance Rating is ________. The signature of the employee does not indicate concurrence with the contents of the evaluation. 
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	I.  PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to define the requirements, conditions and process for the transfer and rotation of sworn personnel duty assignments. 
	 
	II.  POLICY 
	Duty assignments available in this agency vary with regard to required skills, knowledge and abilities, job demands, benefits, and desirability, as well as the potential for advancement and achievement of related personal or career objectives. Considering these and related factors, it is the policy of this agency to provide a fair and impartial system for the transfer and rotation of personnel that will, to the degree possible, advance personal career goals and interests consistent with the efficient and ef
	 
	III.  DEFINITIONS 
	A.  Personnel Authority: Persons responsible for personnel administration and processing in this law enforcement agency. 
	B.  Selection Process: The system whereby individuals are chosen to fill vacancies, accepting and reviewing applications, conducting components of the selection process, making and announcing a selection, reviewing the selection process and debriefing the candidates. 
	 
	IV.  PROCEDURES 
	A.  General 
	1.  Nothing in this policy restricts the Chief or his designee from assigning 
	or transferring any employee to a duty assignment that is deemed to be 
	in the best interests of the agency. 
	2.  Officers holding the rank of Sergeant or above may be transferred as 
	needed without a selection process at the discretion of the Chief or his 
	designee. 
	3.  The use of eligibility lists to avoid the unnecessary repetition of lengthy 
	Selection processes may be considered by the Chief on a case by case 
	basis. Such lists shall be valid for no longer than six months. 
	4.  Transfers between and to patrol shifts and other changes of assignment 
	that can be affective administratively are exempt from this policy. 
	5.  Vacant positions will be filled with the most qualified candidates available consistent with federal, state and local equal employment opportunity laws and regulations. 
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	6.  Transfers shall not be used solely for disciplinary reasons. 
	 
	B.  Vacancies 
	1.  Supervisors shall notify the agency’s personnel authority as soon as 
	position vacancies occur or are anticipated. 
	2.  Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that current job descriptions 
	and classifications are available for all positions within their commands and that an up-to-date copy of these and relevant job qualifications are available to the personnel authority. 
	3.  The Chief or his/her designee is responsible for: 
	a.  preparing and disseminating position vacancy announcements; 
	b.  accepting requests for transfer; 
	c.  screening applicants for minimum qualifications; 
	d.  notifying unqualified applicants and candidates who are not selected prior to departmental announcement of the results; 
	e.  forwarding candidate applications and qualifications to the Chief; 
	f.  ranking eligible candidates; 
	g.  incorporating transfer information into employees’ permanent files; 
	h.  preparing transfer orders; and 
	i.  preparing reports of personnel transfer activity as directed by the Chief or his/her designee. 
	 
	C.  Transfer Procedures 
	1.  Employees requesting transfer are responsible for submitting a request 
	and any accompanying information to the agency’s personnel authority 
	before the vacancy closing date. 
	2.  The personnel authority shall maintain a copy of each request and Forward the original to the candidate’s supervisor(s) for approval/disapproval and comment. 
	3.  In the event a sufficient number of qualified applicants are not received, the personnel authority may issue additional announcements for the vacancy, or the Chief may issue a transfer order to fill the vacancy at his discretion. 
	4.  All applicants for transfer may receive a debriefing as desired by the agency’s personnel authority upon completion of the selection process. 
	 
	D.  Rotation 
	1.  Selected job assignments in this agency require mandatory minimum assignment periods in order that the agency may sufficiently benefit from investments of specialized training and/or education for key personnel. All positions requiring minimum periods of assignment shall be designated in job position descriptions and announcements of job openings. In all cases, the Chief reserves the right to establish minimum and maximum terms of service for selected duty assignments that may serve the best interests o
	2.  Officers engaged in undercover operations in general, and deep cover operations in particular, as defined by the officer-in-charge of these operations, are subject to rotation from these assignments after a period of three years, although they may continue to serve in other investigative capacities. 
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	a.  Continued assignment to deep cover operations for more than three years shall be at the discretion of the Chief or his designee. 
	b.   No officer may continue assignment to deep cover operations for more than five years. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I.  PURPOSE 
	This policy is designed to prepare this agency for the event of an active duty officer’s death in the line of duty and to direct the agency in providing proper support for the deceased officer’s family. 
	 
	II.  POLICY 
	It is the policy of this agency to provide liaison assistance to the immediate survivors of an active duty officer who dies in the line of duty and to provide tangible and emotional support during the traumatic period of readjustment for the surviving family. 
	 
	III.  DEFINITIONS 
	A.  Line-of-Duty Death: The death of an active duty officer by felonious or 
	accidental means during the course of performing police functions while on or off duty. 
	B.  Survivors: Immediate family members of the deceased officer to include spouse, children, parents, siblings, fiancée and/or significant others. 
	 
	IV.  PROCEDURES 
	A.  Death Notification 
	The following procedures should be adhered to in cases of line-of-duty deaths and in cases of critically injured officers with poor prognosis of survival. These procedures should be followed whenever possible with the understanding that the wishes of the family take precedence over the desires of the agency. Officers providing services and assistance to family members and survivors shall take all possible measures to accommodate their needs, wishes and desires, but should not make promises to family members
	1.  The name of the deceased officer shall not be released to the media or 
	other parties before immediate survivors living in the area are notified. 
	2.  The Chief of Police or his designee will designate an officer to inform the immediate family of the officer’s condition or death. If the Chief of Police is not immediately available, the senior ranking officer will make the appointment. 
	3.  Notification of the immediate family should be made as soon as possible and, if possible, coincidental with command notifications. 
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	4.  Notification of survivors in the immediate area shall be made in person and, whenever appropriate, with another person such as the police chaplain. Whenever the health of immediate survivors is a concern, 
	emergency medical services personnel shall be requested to stand by. 
	5.  If the opportunity to get the family to the hospital exists prior to the officer’s death, notification officers shall inform the hospital liaison officer that the family is on its way. In such cases, immediate transportation should be provided for survivors rather than waiting for any other members of the departmental delegation to arrive. If the officer has died, notification should be made to the survivors in as forthright and empathetic manner as possible. 
	6.  Communication of information concerning the officer and the incident shall, whenever possible, be restricted to the telephone to avoid interception by the media or others. Should the media prematurely obtain the officer’s name, the ranking officer should request that the information be withheld until proper notification of survivors can be made. 
	7.  The notification officer shall be responsible for identification of additional survivors outside the area and shall make any notifications as desired by the immediate family. Such notifications shall be made by contacting the law enforcement agency in that jurisdiction and requesting that a personal notification be made. 
	8.  The notification officer shall submit a written report to the Chief of Police specifying the identity, time and place of survivors notified. 
	  
	B.  Assisting Survivors at the Hospital 
	Whenever possible, the agency’s Chief should join the family at the hospital in order to emphasize the agency’s support. The next highest ranking officer to arrive at the hospital shall serve as or designate a hospital liaison officer who shall be responsible for coordinating the arrival of immediate survivors, departmental personnel, the media and others and assume the following responsibilities: 
	1.  Arrange for waiting facilities for immediate survivors and a press staging area. The desires of the surviving family members should be followed with regard to their accessibility to other officers and friends  
	2.  Ensure that medical personnel provide pertinent medical information on the officer’s condition to the family before any other parties. 
	3.  Assist family members, in accordance with their desires, in gaining 
	access to the injured or deceased officer. 
	4.  Provide hospital personnel with all necessary information on billing for medical services. The liaison officer should ensure that all medical bills are directed to the appropriate departmental authority and that they are not forwarded to the officer’s family or other survivors. 
	5.  Arrange transportation for the family and other survivors upon their departure from the hospital. 
	6. Ensure that immediate family members are provided with appropriate assistance at the hospital. 
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	C.  Appointment of Department Coordination Personnel 
	The designated departmental officer(s) shall begin serving in the following capacities: Department Liaison, Funeral Liaison, Benefits Coordinator and Family Support Advocate. These assignments will be made in writing to departmental personnel and the surviving family members will be informed of those designated. In addition, the Chief of Police or his designee will: 
	1.  Make additional personnel assignments to assist in handling incoming phone calls and inquiries and to direct the public to appropriate personnel; 
	2.  Ensure that the employee assistance program is implemented to assist surviving family members and emphasize that the family’s right to psychological services; and 
	3.  Ensure that other officers are provided the opportunity to participate in critical stress debriefings. 
	 
	D.  Department Liaison 
	The Department Liaison Officer will serve as a facilitator between the family and the law enforcement agency. This individual will normally be a commanding officer in order to expedite the tasks of employing departmental resources and the delegation of assignments. This officer will work closely with the Funeral Liaison Officer to ensure that the needs and requests of the family are fulfilled. This includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the following: 
	1.  Providing oversight of travel and lodging arrangements for out-of-town family members. 
	2.  Identifying alternative churches and reception halls that will 
	accommodate the law enforcement funeral. These alternatives will  be presented to the family, who will make the final determination. 
	3. Coordinating all official law enforcement notifications and arrangements to include the honor guard, pallbearers, traffic control and liaison with visiting law enforcement agencies. 
	4.  Assisting family members in dealing with general media inquiries and informing them of limitations on what, specifically, they can say to the media. 
	5.  Providing liaison with the media to include coordination of any statements and press conferences. The Department Liaison shall also ensure that members of the agency are aware of restrictions regarding release of any information that might undermine future legal proceedings. 
	6.  Ensuring that security checks of the survivor’s residence are initiated immediately following the incident and for as long as necessary thereafter. 
	 
	E.  Funeral Liaison 
	The Funeral Liaison officer acts as facilitator between the decedent officer’s family and the department during the wake and funeral. The Funeral Liaison officer is responsible for: 
	1.  Meeting with family members and explaining his/her responsibilities to them. 
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	2.  Being available to the family prior to and throughout the wake and 
	funeral. 
	3.  Ensuring that the needs and wishes of the family come before those    of the department. 
	    4.  Assisting the family in working with the funeral director regarding 
	     funeral arrangements. 
	    5.  Relaying any information to the family concerning the        circumstances of the decedent officer’s death and appropriate       information regarding any investigation. 
	    6. Determining the need for travel arrangements for out-of-town       family members and any other special needs of the family during       the funeral and reporting this information to the Department       Liaison. 
	    7.  Briefing the family members on the procedures involved in the law 
	     enforcement funeral. 
	 
	  F.  Benefits Coordinator 
	   The Benefits Coordinator is responsible for: 
	    1.  Filing worker’s compensation claims and related paperwork; 
	    2.  Presenting information on all available benefits to the family; 
	    3. Documenting inquiries and interest in public donations to the       family and establishing a mechanism for receipt of such        contributions, as appropriate; 
	    4. Preparing all documentation of benefits and payments due        survivors to include the nature and amount of benefits to be        received by each beneficiary, the schedule of payments and the       name of a contact person or facilitator at each benefit or payment       office; 
	    5. Filing all benefits paperwork and maintaining contact with the       family in order to ensure that benefits are being received. A copy of       benefits documentation should be provided to all survivors affected       and explained to each of them; and  
	    6.  Advising the surviving family of the role of police associations and 
	     organizations and the nature of support programs that they sponsor      for law enforcement survivors. 
	 
	  G.  Family Support Advocate 
	   The Family Support Advocate serves in a long-term liaison and support 
	   capacity for the surviving family. The duties of this individual include: 
	   1.  Providing contact with surviving family members in order to keep them 
	    abreast of criminal proceedings relating to the death of their family 
	    member; 
	   2.  Accompanying surviving family members to criminal proceedings, 
	    explaining the nature of the proceedings and introducing them to 
	    prosecutors and other persons as required; 
	   3.  Identifying all support services available to family members and 
	    working on their behalf to secure any services necessary; 
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	   4.  Maintaining routine contact with family members to provide        companionship and emotional support and maintain an ongoing 
	    relationship between the department and the immediate family; and 
	   5.  Relaying the concerns and needs of the family to those individuals or 
	    organizations which may provide assistance, and encouraging others to 
	    visit and help as necessary. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to establish the authority for temporary light 
	  duty assignments and procedures for granting temporary light duty to eligible 
	  officers and civilian personnel within the agency. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Temporary light duty assignments are for officers and other eligible personnel 
	  in this agency who, because of injury, illness or disability, are temporarily 
	  unable to perform their regular assignments but who are capable of performing     alternative duty assignments. Use of temporary light duty can provide employees with    an opportunity to remain productive while convalescing as well as provide a work option   for employees who may otherwise risk their health and safety of the safety of others by    remaining on duty when physically or mentally unfit for their regular assignment. 
	  Therefore, it is the policy of this agency that eligible personnel be given a reasonable    opportunity to work in temporary light duty assignments where available and consistent   with this policy. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Eligible Personnel: For the purposes of this policy, any full-time sworn 
	   or civilian member of this law enforcement agency who is suffering from a 
	   medically certified illness, injury or disability requiring treatment of a 
	   licensed health-care provider and who, because of injury, illness or 
	   disability, is temporarily unable to perform their regular assignment but is     capable of performing alternative assignments. 
	 
	 IV.  General Provisions 
	  1.  Temporary light duty positions are limited in number and 
	   variety. Therefore: 
	   a.  personnel who are injured or otherwise disabled in the line of duty 
	    shall be given preference in initial assignments to light duty; and 
	b.  assignments may be changed at any time, upon the approval of the 
	b.  assignments may be changed at any time, upon the approval of the 
	b.  assignments may be changed at any time, upon the approval of the 


	    treating physician, if deemed in the best interests of the employee 
	    or the agency. 
	  2.  This policy in no way affects the privileges of employees under provisions of the     Family and Medical Leave Act, Fair Labor Standards Act, Americans with      Disabilities Act or other federal or state law, or benefits of the Workers      Compensation Program supplied by the Town. 
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	  3.  Assignment to temporary light duty shall not affect an employee’s pay      classification, pay increases, promotions, retirement benefits or other 
	   employee benefits such as bonus pay for special assignments, including 
	   but not limited to, canine handlers or special weapons and tactics 
	   (SWAT). 
	  4.  No specific position within this agency shall be established for use as a 
	   temporary light duty assignment, nor shall any existing position be 
	   designated or utilized exclusively for personnel on temporary light 
	   duty. 
	  5.  Light duty assignments are strictly temporary and normally should not 
	   exceed six months in duration. After six months, personnel on temporary light     duty who are not capable of returning to their original duty assignment shall: 
	   a.  present a request for extension of temporary light duty, with supporting      documentation, to the Chief of Police or his designee; or 
	   b.  pursue other options as provided by employment provisions of this agency     or federal or state law(s). 
	  6.  Officers on temporary light duty are prohibited from engaging in outside      employment in which they may reasonably be expected to perform law      enforcement functions for which they have been determined physically or      mentally unable to perform on behalf of this agency and that form the basis for     their temporary light duty assignment. 
	  7.  Depending upon the nature and extent of the disability, an officer on temporary     light duty may be prohibited or restricted from wearing the departmental      uniform, carrying the service weapon or otherwise limited in employing police     powers as determined by the Chief of Police, so long as such limitation is      consistent with the provisions of IV-B and IV-C of this policy. 
	  8.  Light duty assignments shall not be made for disciplinary purposes. 
	  9.  Officers may not refuse temporary light duty assignments that are supported by     and consistent with the recommendations of an attending physician or certified     health-care provider, although officers may protest such assignments through     established agency grievance procedures. 
	 
	 B.  Temporary Light Duty Assignments 
	  1.  Temporary light duty assignments may be drawn from a range of technical 
	   and administrative areas that include, but are not limited to, the following: 
	   a.  administrative functions (e.g. report review, special projects), etc.; 
	   b.  clerical functions (e.g. filing), etc; 
	   c.  desk assignments (e.g. booking officer, bookkeeping); 
	   d.  report taking (e.g. telephone reporting unit); and/or 
	   e.  communications (e.g. complaint taker). 
	  2.  This agency’s personnel authority shall maintain an inventory of available job     assignments that may be used for temporary light duty. 
	  3.  In addition to considerations including in IV-A-1 of this policy, decisions on     temporary light duty assignments shall be made based  upon the availability of an    appropriate assignment given the officer’s knowledge, skills and abilities;      availability of light duty assignments; and the physical limitations imposed on the    officer. 
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	  4.  Every effort shall be made to assign officers to positions consistent with 
	   their rank and pay classification. However, where deemed appropriate, 
	   personnel may be assigned to positions designated for personnel of lower rank or     pay classification. Officers thus assigned shall: 
	   a.  retain the privileges of their rank but shall answer to the supervisory      officer of the unit to which they are assigned with regard to work       responsibilities and performance, and; 
	   b.  retain the pay classification and related benefits of the position held prior      to their assignment to temporary light duty. 
	 
	 C.  Requests for and Assignments to Temporary Light Duty 
	  1.  Requests for temporary light duty assignments shall be submitted to the 
	   officer’s/employee’s immediate supervisor. Requests must be accompanied by a     statement of medical certification to support a requested reassignment, which     must be signed either by the treating physician or other licensed health-care     provider. The certificate must include an assessment of the nature and probable     duration of the disability, prognosis for recovery, nature of work restrictions and     an acknowledgement by the health-care provider of familiarity with the light 
	   duty assignment and the fact that the officer/employee can physically assume the    duties involved. 
	  2.  The request for temporary light duty and the physician’s statement shall be     forwarded to this agency’s designated personnel authority, who shall make a     recommendation regarding the assignment to the Chief or his designee. 
	   a.  This agency may require the officer/employee to submit to an independent     medical examination by a health-care provider of the agency’s choosing. In     the event the opinion of this second health-care provider differs from the      foregoing health-care provider, the officer/employee may request a third      opinion at the officer/employee’s expense. 
	   b.  The officer/employee and representatives of this agency shall cooperate      and act in good faith in selecting any third health-care provider, and both      parties shall be bound by that medical decision. 
	  3.  Any officer/employee who has not requested temporary light duty may be      recommended for such assignment by submission of a request from the      officer’s/employee’s immediate supervisor or unit commander. Such a request     must be accompanied by an evaluation of the officer/employee conducted by a     competent medial authority expressing the need for temporary light duty or by a     request/order for a medical or psychological fitness-for-duty examination. 
	   a.  Notice shall be provided to the officer/employee of the proposed       temporary light duty assignment together with justification for the       recommendation. 
	   b.  The officer/employee may challenge the proposed assignment using      established agency grievance procedures. 
	   c.  Pending results of a grievance procedure, an officer/employee may be      reassigned if, in the opinion of the Chief of Police, failure to reassign may      jeopardize the safety of the officer/employee, other employees or the      public. 
	  4.  As a condition of continued assignment to temporary light duty,       officers/employees shall be required to submit to monthly physical assessments     of their condition as specified by the personnel authority. 
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	 D.  Pregnant Officers 
	  1.  Pregnant officers are eligible for temporary light duty assignments as available     and as appropriate to their physical capabilities and wellbeing. 
	  2.  Where appropriate, temporary light duty assignments are unavailable,      pregnant officers may pursue other forms of medical, disability or family leave     (FMLA) as provided by this agency and state or federal law. 
	  3.  On a monthly basis, pregnant officers shall submit physician’s medical      certificates that document: 
	   a.  the officer’s physical ability to perform the present assigned duties; 
	   b.  the physician’s appraisal that the type of work being performed will not      injury the officer or her expected child; and 
	   c.  any recommended duty restrictions or modifications including temporary      light duty. 
	  4.  Pregnant officers shall be permitted to continue working on regular duty or     temporary light duty assignments as long as they present monthly physician     certificates or until such time as a physician recommends that work be curtailed. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	I. PURPOSE 
	I. PURPOSE 


	The purpose of this directive is to provide guidelines as to under what circumstances officers are eligible for award ribbons. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	It is the policy of this department that, when appropriate, officers should be recognizedfor their efforts which bring credit upon the officer and the department. Recognition ofofficers’ actions, in this matter, has a longstanding history and tradition and isconsidered vital to officer morale.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	The awards depicted below are presented to police officers who have performed actsabove and beyond the call of duty. Commendation bars will be awarded only byauthorization of the Chief of Police. The time and place of awarding an officer is at thesole discretion of the Chief of Police.
	P
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to state the powers of arrest provided by law to members of the Cheswold Police Department: 
	A. When making an arrest within their defined jurisdiction; 
	B.  When making an arrest outside of their defined jurisdiction; 
	C. When making an arrest with a warrant; 
	D. When making an arrest without a warrant; 
	E.  When making an arrest while on duty; 
	F.  When making an arrest while off duty; 
	G.  When making an arrest while in fresh pursuit; and 
	H. When making an arrest while in fresh pursuit into another state. 
	P
	II.DEFINITIONS
	P
	Arrest:  To deprive a person of his/her liberty by legal authority; taking,
	under real or assumed authority, custody of another for the purpose ofholding or detaining him/her to answer a criminal charge or civil demand.
	Criminal Summons: A document directing the person named in the complaint to appearin court at a stated time and place.
	P
	Felony:In Delaware, an offense that is defined by statute as a felony. The court’s sentence may include a fine; restitution, or both. Seven classes of felonies (Class Athrough Class G felony) have been established. The term of incarceration which thecourt may impose is fixed for each class; e.g., the term of incarceration for a Class Gfelony may not exceed two (2) years.
	P
	Misdemeanor:  In Delaware, an offense that is defined by statute as amisdemeanor. The sentence for Class A misdemeanor may include a term ofincarceration up to one (1) year, and such fine up to $2,300.00, restitution, or otherconditions as the court deems appropriate. A Class B misdemeanor is a lesser offense.
	P
	Offense:  An act or omission forbidden by state or federal statute and punishableupon conviction by imprisonment, fine, removal from office, disqualification to hold anyoffice of trust, honor or profit under a state or the United States, or other penal sanction.An offense is either a felony, a misdemeanor, or a violation.
	P
	P
	P
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	  Personally Involved:  An officer is deemed personally involved where the off-duty    officer, a family member, or a friend becomes engaged in a dispute or incident involving    a personal matter with the person to be arrested or any other person connected with the    incident. This does not apply to situations where the officer is a victim of a crime. 
	 
	  Traffic Summons:  In cases involving violations of statutes relating to the operation or    use of motor vehicles (traffic offenses), a non-custodial arrest is made of the violator by    a police officer. A uniform traffic ticket, referred to as a traffic summons, serves as the    complaint when signed by a police officer and issued to the violator. 
	 
	  Violation:  In Delaware, an offense that is defined by statute as a violation. An     offense is considered a second or third offense of the same violation provided that it    occurs within five (5) years of the violation for which the sentence is imposed. 
	 
	 III.  DISCUSSION 
	  A.  Officers of the Cheswold Police Department are vested with the powers of arrest     both on-duty and off-duty as defined and limited by state and federal law.      Officers shall display their police identification prior to effecting an arrest unless     in police uniform or when exigent circumstances prevent the display of police     identification. 
	  B.  Off-duty officers may be faced with situations involving criminal conduct that     they are neither equipped nor prepared to handle in the same manner as if they     were on duty. Such situations may lead to unnecessary injuries to off-duty      officers, and confusion for those on-duty officers arriving at the scene trying to     correctly assess the facts. Officers may have liability protection for on duty and     off-duty performance of official duties. This protection does not extend to acts     i
	  C.  A quick reference chart (Appendix 33-1-12-A) is included as part of this      directive to provide all officers with a summary of their arrest powers. Should     there be a conflict between the chart and this directive, it shall be resolved by     following the directive. 
	 
	 IV.  ORIGIN AND RESTRICTION OF POLICE AUTHORITY 
	  As a general rule, police officers cannot act outside the territorial boundaries or defined    jurisdiction of the body from which they derive their authority except as provided by    law. 
	 
	V. ARREST POWERS IN DELAWARE 
	V. ARREST POWERS IN DELAWARE 
	V. ARREST POWERS IN DELAWARE 


	 
	  A.  Within the Defined Jurisdiction of the Department 
	    
	   1.  Criminal Law Enforcement 
	    Officers of the Cheswold Police Department are empowered: 
	 
	    a.  To arrest any person for a violation of 11 Del. C when in possession       of a warrant or when it is known a warrant exists. 
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	    b.  To arrest without a warrant for a felony whether committed within       or without the state whenever an officer has reasonable grounds to       believe that the person to be arrested has committed a felony. 
	    c.  To arrest without a warrant for a misdemeanor whenever the officer      has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has      committed a misdemeanor within the officer’s presence. 
	    d.  To arrest without a warrant for a misdemeanor whenever the officer      has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has      committed a misdemeanor out of the officer’s presence and outside       the state and a law enforcement officer of the state where the       misdemeanor was committed requests an arrest, and the accused       will not be apprehended unless immediately arrested. 
	    e.  To arrest without a warrant for a misdemeanor whenever the officer      has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be arrested has      committed a misdemeanor out of the officer’s presence and within       the state: 
	      1)  For the crime of shoplifting, and the arrest is based         upon personal investigation at the scene of the arrest,         and where a store employee is present who has          observed the activity of the person to be arrested, and         that person is still present. 
	      2)  For any misdemeanor involving physical injury or         threat thereof, or any misdemeanor involving illegal         sexual contact or attempted sexual contact. 
	      3)  For a violation of a protective order issued by Family         Court. 
	 
	 
	    f.  To question and detain any person abroad, or in a public place, who      the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect is committing, has       committed, or is about to commit a crime and may demand his/her       name, address, business abroad, and where he/she is going. 
	 
	   2.  Motor Vehicle Law Enforcement 
	    a.  Officers of the Cheswold Police Department are empowered to       arrest any person without a warrant for: 
	      1)  A violation of 21 Del. C. that is committed in the 
	       officer’s presence. 
	      2)  A violation of 21 Del. C. §4169, relating to speed         violations when the speed is determined by radar 
	       even though the arresting officer did not actually 
	       observe the radar speed meter, provided that the 
	       motorist being apprehended is the motorist 
	       detected and the arresting member is: 
	       (a)  working in conjunction with the reading 
	        officer (radar operator); and 
	       (b)  immediately advised of the violation. 
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	      3)  A violation of 21 Del. C., if at the scene of a motor         vehicle accident, upon reasonable and probable cause         to believe, based upon personal investigation which         may include information obtained from eye witnesses,        that a violation of the law has been committed by any         person then and there present. 
	    b.  Officers of the Cheswold Police Department may make an arrest for       a violation of 21 Del. C. when in possession of a warrant or when it       is known that a warrant exists. 
	 
	  B.  Outside the Defined Jurisdiction of the Cheswold Police Department 
	 
	   1.  Criminal Law Enforcement 
	    Officers of the police department, acting outside of the defined jurisdiction     of the Cheswold Police Department but within the State of Delaware, are      empowered: 
	     
	    a.  If on-duty, to arrest at any location in the state any person for any       offense committed within the department’s jurisdiction and for       whose arrest a warrant has been issued. Reasonable measures shall       be taken by the officer executing such a warrant to notify the        primary jurisdictional police agency of the intended time and place       of the execution of an arrest warrant. 
	    b.  To arrest without a warrant at any location within the state any       person who the officer has reasonable grounds to believe is        committing or attempting to commit a felony while in the officer’s       presence. 
	    c.  If on-duty, to arrest upon view and without a warrant at any        location within the state any person when probable cause exists to       believe that the person is committing or attempting to commit any       crime which creates a substantial risk of death or serious physical       injury to another person. 
	    d.  To render assistance to another police officer at any location in the       state when he/she reasonably believes that: 
	      1)  The police officer to be assisted is lawfully performing         his/her duty; and 
	      2)  Death or injury will occur to that police officer if         assistance is not provided. 
	 
	   2.  Motor Vehicle Law Enforcement 
	    a.  If on-duty, an officer may arrest upon view and without a warrant at      any location within the state any person when probable cause exists      to believe that the person is committing or attempting to commit       any crime which constitutes a violation of 21 Del. C. § 4177 (driving       under the influence of alcohol or drugs). 
	    b.  Officers have the authority to make motor vehicle arrests outside       the defined jurisdiction only when such offense(s) conform to the       requirements of SectionV.B.1lb.,c., or d. 
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	  C.  Fresh Pursuit 
	 
	   1.  An officer may affect an arrest outside of his/her jurisdiction but within 
	    the State of Delaware when in fresh pursuit. 
	 
	    a.  An officer may carry out fresh pursuit of any person anywhere       within Delaware in order to arrest such persons pursued when there      is reasonable grounds to suspect that a felony, misdemeanor, or       violation of Delaware’s motor vehicle code was committed in        Delaware by the person pursued. 
	    b.  Fresh pursuit is defined as pursuit, without unreasonable delay, of a      person who has committed a felony or a misdemeanor or a violation      of the Motor Vehicle Code of Delaware or is reasonably suspected of      having committed a felony or a misdemeanor or a violation of the       Motor Vehicle Code of Delaware, and also includes the pursuit of a       person suspected of having committed a supposed felony or 
	     misdemeanor or violation of the Motor Vehicle Code of Delaware       though no violation of the law has actually been committed, if there       is reasonable grounds for believing that a violation of the law has       been committed. Fresh pursuit does not mean instant pursuit, but       pursuit without unreasonable delay. 
	 
	  D. Police Mutual Aid Agreements 
	   
	   1.  The Delaware police mutual aid law states that, whenever the necessity      arises during an emergency, the police of one jurisdiction may lawfully      enter another jurisdiction, if a mutual aid agreement is in existence       between the agencies, for the purpose of assisting in meeting such       emergency. 
	   2.  Officers of the police department may render assistance, which shall       include the enforcement of all appropriate laws, when requested to do so      by the principal law  enforcement officer of any agency with whom the      Cheswold Police Department has executed a mutual agreement. 
	   3.  The Cheswold Police Department’s on-duty police supervisor or acting      supervisor has been designated to represent the police administrator for      purposes of activating the mutual aid agreement. 
	   4.  The Chiefs of Police of all the departments with whom we hold mutual aid      agreements have designated their on-duty supervisor(s) to represent them      for the purposes of activating the mutual aid agreement. 
	 
	  E.  Assisting State Police 
	   
	   Officers shall be considered to be acting as State Police officers and shall have the    powers of arrest thereof when responding to a request for assistance from the     State Police anywhere within the State of Delaware. 
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	  F.  Authorization from the Attorney General 
	 
	   The Attorney General of the State of Delaware may authorize officers of the     Cheswold Police Department full, statewide police, arrest and enforcement     powers for such period of time as he/she specifies. 
	   
	   1.  Such authorization may be withdrawn whenever the Attorney General      deems necessary. 
	   
	   2.  As of the date of this directive, the Attorney General has not authorized      such powers to this department. 
	 
	 VI.  INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF ARRESTEES 
	  Prisoners, arrestees, detainees, or anyone else in police custody shall not be transported    across the boundary line of any state unless the extradition proceedings of the state in    which the arrest was made have been satisfied. The only exceptions to this requirement    are cases in which a custodial arrest is made in one state and the only safe or practical    way of traveling to a location within that state (to process the arrest or carrying out    other related duties and activities) is to convey 
	  direct and short as possible, and the arrestee must be in custody at all times. An     example follows: 
	    Officer “Y” stops “A” for DUI eastbound at the top of the Delaware 
	    Memorial Bridge. The only way to safely return “A” to the 
	    Delaware Memorial Bridge troop is to transport him to the base of 
	    the span in New Jersey and then return to Delaware on the 
	    westbound span. 
	 
	 VII.  STATE ARREST FOR FEDERAL CRIME 
	 
	A. Officers may make an arrest pursuant to a violation of state law and, thereafter, request the U.S. Attorney’s office to prosecute the case in federal court. 
	A. Officers may make an arrest pursuant to a violation of state law and, thereafter, request the U.S. Attorney’s office to prosecute the case in federal court. 
	A. Officers may make an arrest pursuant to a violation of state law and, thereafter, request the U.S. Attorney’s office to prosecute the case in federal court. 


	 
	    Example #1:  A motorist is arrested for automobile theft. The 
	      follow-up investigation reveals that the car involved was 
	      being driven interstate, thus constituting a violation of the 
	      Federal Dyer Act. 
	 
	    Example #2:  A person is arrested for robbery of a state bank whose funds 
	      are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
	      In such a case, the single act for which the defendant was 
	      arrested will at once and the same time constitute a breach 
	      of the state law and the federal bank robbery statute. 
	 
	  B.  Arrest with a Warrant 
	 
	   1.  Officers are empowered to arrest a person based on a warrant issued by 
	    any judge or justice of the United States for any crime or offense against      the United States of America 
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	   2.  Officers are empowered to arrest a person based on a warrant issued by 
	    a state judge or justice for any crime or offense against the United States of     America. While a state judge cannot try the offense charged, he/she can      order the defendant held for trial or discharge him from custody. 
	  
	  C.  Arrest Without a Warrant 
	   Officers are empowered to arrest a person without a warrant who commits a     purely federal offense if a warrantless arrest is permitted by state law. 
	  
	VIII.  IMMUNITY FROM ARREST (DIPLOMATS) 
	   
	A.   It is important that the law enforcement authorities of the United States always  treat foreign diplomatic and consular personnel with respect and with due regard  for the privileges and immunities to which they are entitled under international  law. Failure to do so has the potential of casting into doubt the commitment of  the United States to carry out its international obligations and influencing larger  foreign policy interests. 
	A.   It is important that the law enforcement authorities of the United States always  treat foreign diplomatic and consular personnel with respect and with due regard  for the privileges and immunities to which they are entitled under international  law. Failure to do so has the potential of casting into doubt the commitment of  the United States to carry out its international obligations and influencing larger  foreign policy interests. 
	A.   It is important that the law enforcement authorities of the United States always  treat foreign diplomatic and consular personnel with respect and with due regard  for the privileges and immunities to which they are entitled under international  law. Failure to do so has the potential of casting into doubt the commitment of  the United States to carry out its international obligations and influencing larger  foreign policy interests. 


	 
	  B.  Appropriate caution on the part of law enforcement should never escalate into a     total “hands off” attitude in connection with criminal law enforcement actions     involving diplomats. Foreign diplomats who violate traffic laws should be cited.     Allegations of serious crimes should be fully investigated, promptly reported to     the Department of State, and procedurally developed to the maximum      permissible extent. 
	 
	  C.  The U.S. Department of State should be advised promptly of any serious      difficulties arising in connection with diplomatic or consular personnel. It has     provided offices to assist police authorities in verifying individuals who may     enjoy inviolability or immunity. In addition, police departments should feel free     to contact the Department of State for general advice in any matter bearing on     diplomatic or consular personnel. 
	 
	  D.  Certain classes of persons are, by federal law, immune from arrest. They are as     follows: 
	  
	    1.  Ambassadors. 
	    2. Foreign Ministers, their families, and members of their official 
	     household (personal servants and personal secretaries). 
	    3.  Civil and military attaches. 
	    4.  Delegates to the United Nations, the Organization of American 
	     States, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
	 
	  E.  Certain classes of persons are, by federal law, granted limited immunity from     arrest. They are as follows: 
	 
	    1.  Foreign nationals and United States citizens employed as clerical       staff when on official foreign business. 
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	    2.  Consuls of all ranks when on official foreign business. 
	    3.  To ascertain whether a person has full or partial immunity, contact       the Chief of Protocol of the United States Department of State. 
	 
	  F.  The closest embassy consulate or legation shall be notified of the arrest of any     person who is a foreign national or claims to be a foreign national. Memorandum     #95-35 (Detained Foreign Nationals) provides specific guidelines for contacting     embassies or consulates. 
	 
	  G.  The imprisonment of or assault on foreign officers, official guests, or      internationally protected persons, as defined by 18 U.S.C. 1116, is a federal 
	   crime punishable by up to ten (10) years of imprisonment in accordance with 18   
	   U.S.C. 112. 
	 
	  H.  A quick reference chart (Appendix 33-1-12-B) is included as part of this      directive to provide all officers with a summary of diplomatic and consular     privileges and immunities. 
	 
	  I.  Formal Identity Documents Issued by the Department of State 
	 
	   1.  The only authoritative identity document is the identity card issued by 
	    the Department of State, Protocol Office. There are three types of       identification cards: Diplomatic (blue border for diplomats), Official      (green border for employees), and Consular (red border for consular      personnel). The identifications cards are 3 ¾” x 2 ½” and contain a      photograph of the bearer. The bearer’s name, title, mission, Town and      state, date of birth, identification number, expiration date, and a U.S.      Department of State seal appear on the front of the card. A 
	 
	   2.  While this form if identification is generally to be relied upon, law       enforcement authorities are nonetheless urged to immediately seek       verification in connection with any serious incident or in any case where      they have reason to doubt the validity of the card. 
	 
	   3.  Officers should be alert to the fact that newly-arrived members of       diplomatic and consular staffs may not yet have these official identity 
	    documents and should be prepared to contact the U.S. Department of 
	    State Operations Center (202-647-1512) for verification if confronted 
	    with such situations. 
	 
	   4.  An inquiry will promptly be made to the Department of State in any case      where an individual claims immunity and cannot present satisfactory      identification or in any case where the member has reason to believe that      invalid identification is being presented. 
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	 IX. IMMUNITY FROM ARREST (GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, ELECTORS, AND    NATIONAL GUARD) 
	 
	  A.  The United States Constitution prohibits the arrest of all United States senators     and representatives, except for treason, felonies, and breach of the peace, during     their attendance at a session of Congress, and while they are traveling to and     from such sessions. 
	 
	  B.  The Delaware Constitution prohibits the arrest of all state senators and      representatives, except for treason, felonies, and breach of the peace, during their    attendance at a session of the General Assembly, and while they are traveling to     and from such sessions. 
	 
	  C.  No person belonging to the military forces of the State of Delaware shall be     arrested on any traffic citations while going to, remaining at, or returning from     any place at which he or she may be ordered to attend for military duty when the     Delaware National Guard has been called out upon state duty. 
	 
	  D.  The Delaware Constitution provides that electors (voters) shall, in all cases,     except treason, felony, or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during     their attendance at elections and in going to or returning from them. 
	 
	 X.  ARREST OF OUT-OF-STATE FUGITIVES 
	 
	  A.  Upon reasonable information, officers are empowered to arrest any person who     stands charged in the courts of another state with a crime punishable by death or     imprisonment for a term exceeding one (1) year, provided that: 
	 
	   1.  The demanding state’s warrant is confirmed in writing. (A copy of the      warrant and/or a teletype will suffice); and 
	   2.  The demanding state will extradite the accused and such intentions are      received in writing (teletype, fax or otherwise) prior to the individual being     charged. 
	 
	  B.  The accused must be charged as an out-of-state fugitive and taken forthwith     before a judge or magistrate without undue delay. 
	 
	   1.  The accused may elect to waive extradition before the judge or magistrate. 
	    a.  If extradition is waived, the court may, depending on the charged 
	     offense, release the accused on bond or order him/her incarcerated 
	     until such time as officials from the demanding state arrive to       transport him/her to that state. 
	 
	   2.  Under no circumstances will waiver of extradition be handled “on the      street” or otherwise outside the supervision of the court. 
	    a.  The court may, upon the execution of a fugitive warrant and        depending on the charged offense, release the accused on bond 
	                 or order him/her incarcerated until such time as officials from the                   accusing state arrive to transport him/her to the demanding state. 
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	     1)  Prior to the subject being returned to the demanding state, 
	      certain procedural formalities and hearings must be         performed pursuant to state law. 
	     2)  Once the accused is processed into the court system of the        holding state, officials representing the respective governor’s 
	      office and prosecutor’s office, will perform the requisite        hearings and/or formalities. Officers may be called to         appear and/or cooperate in any hearings or investigations. 
	 
	 XI.  OFF-DUTY CONDUCT: POWERS OF ARREST 
	 
	  A.  Off-Duty Responsibilities 
	    
	   1.  While off-duty, officers will be held responsible for reporting any       suspected or  observed criminal activities immediately to appropriate 
	    on-duty authorities. 
	   2.  Except as allowed by this directive, off-duty officers should not enforce 
	    minor violations such as harassment, disorderly conduct, or other       nuisance offenses. Where an off-duty officer becomes aware of such      violations, he or she will promptly contact the appropriate on-duty 
	    personnel to respond to the situation. 
	   3.  When an off-duty officer, who is armed and not wearing a police uniform,      becomes involved in a situation where he/she draws his/her weapon, the      officer should never turn with a weapon in his/her hand towards any other     police officer at the scene. That officer may perceive the off-duty officer as      a threat to his/her safety. 
	   4.  Off-duty officers are encouraged to develop a plan of action for their      families clearly covering what each family member should say or do if the      family becomes drawn into a crime in progress. 
	   5.  If any off-duty officer becomes involved in an incident which requires      police action, he or she will submit the appropriate police report. 
	   6.  If an off-duty officer is injured as the result of his/her involvement with 
	    an off-duty incident, he or she will follow departmental procedures for      reporting the incident. 
	 
	  B.  Permitted Off-Duty Arrests Within Territorial Boundaries of the Cheswold Police     Department 
	 
	   When off-duty and within the territorial boundaries of the department, an 
	   officer may make an arrest when: 
	 
	   1.  The arresting officer is not personally involved in the incident underlying      the arrest; and 
	   2.         There is an immediate need to prevent a crime or apprehend a suspect;                 And 
	   3.  The crime would require a full custodial arrest; and 
	   4.  The arresting officer possesses appropriate police identification. 
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	 XII.  PERMITTED ARRESTS OUTSIDE THE TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES 
	  OF THE CHESWOLD POLICE DEPARTMENT 
	 
	  A.  When outside the territorial boundaries of the department, an officer may 
	   make an arrest when: 
	 
	   1.  The arresting officer is not personally involved in the incident underlying      the arrest; and 
	   2.  There is an immediate need to prevent a crime or apprehend a suspect;      And 
	   3.  The crime would require a full custodial arrest; and 
	   4.  The arresting officer possesses appropriate police identification; and 
	   5.  The following statutory authority must exist for the officer to affect such      an arrest: 
	     a)  An officer of the Cheswold Police Department may arrest        without a warrant at any location within the State any person 
	      who he/she has reasonable grounds to believe is committing        or attempting to commit a felony in his/her presence. 
	     b)  An on-duty officer may arrest upon view and without a        warrant at any location within the State, any person when        probable cause exists to believe that the person is         committing or attempting to commit any crime which         creates a substantial risk of death or serious physical injury        to another person or which constitutes a violation of §4177 of       Title 21. 
	     c)  An on-duty officer may arrest at any location in the State any 
	      person for any office committed within the Town of         Cheswold for whom an arrest warrant has been issued. The        on-duty officer shall, where acting outside of his         department’s jurisdiction, take reasonable measures to notify       the primary jurisdictional police agency of the intended time        and place of the execution of the arrest warrant. 
	     d)  An officer may render assistance to another police officer at        any location within the State when he/she reasonably         believes that the police officer to be assisted is lawfully        performing his duty and death or injury will occur to that        police officer if assistance is not provided. 
	     e)  A police officer acting under the authority of this Section        shall be considered to be acting within the scope of his        employment. 
	     f)  For the purpose of definition, the term “on-duty” shall mean 
	      that the officer was working with the knowledge and         approval of the Cheswold Police Department at the time of        the arrest. In the instances described as “on-duty”, the officer       cannot put himself in “on-duty” status if in fact he was not on       the Cheswold Police Department work schedule. 
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	B. Prohibited Off-Duty Arrests 
	Officers of the Cheswold Police Department my not make an arrest off duty 
	when: 
	P
	1.The arresting officer is personally involved in the incident underlying
	the arrest; or
	2.The arresting officer is under the influence of intoxicants; or
	3.The arresting officer is engaged in off-duty employment of a non-police
	nature, and his/her actions are only in furtherance of the interests of theprivate employer; or
	4.The arrest is made solely as enforcement of a minor traffic violation.Despite the fact that an officer has police powers and responsibilities
	24 hours a day throughout the territorial boundaries of the CheswoldTown Police Department, the off-duty officer will not enforce minor trafficviolations.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	APPENDIX 10-1-12-A 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Powers of Arrest Described 

	Within Defined Jurisdiction in Delaware 
	Within Defined Jurisdiction in Delaware 

	 
	 
	Outside Defined Jurisdiction in Delaware 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest with warrant for criminal offense. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	If on-duty for offense within department’s jurisdiction. 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest without warrant, with probable cause to believe that arrestee has committed a felony or a crime of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th degree. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	If in officer’s presence. 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest without warrant, with probable cause for misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense committed in officer’s presence. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	If on-duty and substantial risk of death or serious physical injury to another. 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest without warrant, with probable cause for misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense committed out of officer’s presence outside of state. An officer of that state must request immediate apprehension. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest without warrant, with probable cause for misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense committed out of officer’s presence within the state for: 
	 
	• Shoplifting, providing that the arrest is made at the scene and is based upon the officer’s investigation where a store employee has observed the activity. 
	• Shoplifting, providing that the arrest is made at the scene and is based upon the officer’s investigation where a store employee has observed the activity. 
	• Shoplifting, providing that the arrest is made at the scene and is based upon the officer’s investigation where a store employee has observed the activity. 

	• Any misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense involving physical injury or threat thereof. 
	• Any misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense involving physical injury or threat thereof. 


	 
	• Any misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense involving illegal or attempted sexual contact. 
	• Any misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense involving illegal or attempted sexual contact. 
	• Any misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense involving illegal or attempted sexual contact. 


	 
	• A violation of a protective order issued by Family Court. 
	• A violation of a protective order issued by Family Court. 
	• A violation of a protective order issued by Family Court. 



	 
	 
	YES YES 
	 
	YES 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 
	 
	If on-duty and substantial risk of death or serious physical injury to another. 
	 
	NO 
	 
	NO 



	 
	  
	 
	APPENDIX 33-1-12-B 
	 
	Powers of Arrest Described 
	Powers of Arrest Described 
	Powers of Arrest Described 
	Powers of Arrest Described 

	With Defined Jurisdiction in Delaware 
	With Defined Jurisdiction in Delaware 

	Outside Defined Jurisdiction 
	Outside Defined Jurisdiction 
	in Delaware 


	 
	 
	 
	To question and detain any person abroad, or in a public place, who is suspected of committing, has committed, or is about to commit a crime. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest without warrant for: 
	 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. and committed in the officer’s presence. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. and committed in the officer’s presence. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. and committed in the officer’s presence. 


	 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C., §4169 and when speed is determined by radar even though the arresting officer, working in conjunction with the reading officer, did not observe the violation. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C., §4169 and when speed is determined by radar even though the arresting officer, working in conjunction with the reading officer, did not observe the violation. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C., §4169 and when speed is determined by radar even though the arresting officer, working in conjunction with the reading officer, did not observe the violation. 


	 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. if at the scene of an accident and based upon probable cause and the officer’s personal investigation. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. if at the scene of an accident and based upon probable cause and the officer’s personal investigation. 
	• A violation of 21 Del. C. if at the scene of an accident and based upon probable cause and the officer’s personal investigation. 



	 
	 
	YES 
	 
	YES 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	If on-duty, 
	for 21Del. C. §4177 
	 
	NO 
	 
	NO 


	 
	 
	 
	To arrest for a violation of 21 Del. C. when in possession of a warrant or when it is known that a warrant exists. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	If on-duty for offense within department’s jurisdiction. 


	 
	 
	 
	To render assistance to another police officer at any location in the state when other officer is lawfully performing duties and death/injury will occur without assistance. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 


	 
	 
	 
	When in fresh pursuit within the state, to arrest without 
	a warrant, with probable cause for felony or crime of the 1st, 2nd or 3rd degree. 

	 
	 
	YES… 
	Also includes violations of 21 Del. C. 

	 
	 
	YES… 
	Also includes violations of 21 Del. C. 


	 
	 
	 
	When in fresh pursuit traveling into another state, to arrest without a warrant, with probable cause for felony or crime of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th degree, misdemeanor or disorderly persons offense. 

	 
	 
	YES… 
	Also includes violations of 21 Del. C. 

	 
	 
	YES… 
	Also includes violations of 21 Del. C. 


	 
	 
	 
	When in fresh pursuit within the state, to arrest without a warrant, for any criminal offense committed or attempted in the officer’s presence. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 


	 
	 
	 
	When in fresh pursuit to arrest with warrant. 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 



	 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	APPENDIX 33-1-12-B 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	CATEGORY 
	(Color Code: DIPLOMATIC CONSULAR INTERNATIONAL) 

	 
	 
	May Be Arrested or Detained 

	Residence May 
	Residence May 
	Be Entered Subject to 
	Ordinary Procedures 

	 
	 
	May Be Issued Traffic Citation 

	 
	 
	May Be Subpoenaed as Witness 

	 
	 
	May Be Prosecuted 

	 
	 
	Recognized Family Member 


	 
	 
	 
	Diplomatic Agent 

	 
	 
	NO 2 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	NO 

	Same as sponsor (full 
	Same as sponsor (full 
	immunity & inviolability) 


	Members of 
	Members of 
	Members of 
	Administrative & Technical Staff 

	 
	 
	NO 3 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	NO 

	Same as sponsor (full 
	Same as sponsor (full 
	immunity & inviolability) 


	 
	 
	 
	Service Staff 

	 
	 
	YES 1 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	No – for official 
	No – for official 
	acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	 
	 
	No immunity or inviolability. 1 


	 
	 
	 
	Career Consular Officers 

	 
	 
	Yes, if for a felony 
	& pursuant to a warrant. 

	 
	 
	YES 4 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	No – for official acts. Testimony may not be compelled in any case 

	 
	 
	No – for official acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	 
	 
	No immunity or inviolability. 1 


	Honorary Consular Officers 
	Honorary Consular Officers 
	Honorary Consular Officers 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	No – for official acts. 
	No – for official acts. 
	Otherwise, Yes. 

	No – for official 
	No – for official 
	acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	No immunity or 
	No immunity or 
	inviolability. 


	 
	 
	 
	Consular Employees 

	 
	 
	YES 1 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	No – for official acts. 
	No – for official acts. 
	Otherwise, Yes. 

	No – for official 
	No – for official 
	acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	No immunity or 
	No immunity or 
	inviolability. 1 


	 
	 
	 
	International Organization Staff 

	 
	 
	YES 3 

	 
	 
	YES 3 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 3 

	 
	 
	No—for official acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	 
	 
	No immunity or inviolability. 


	Diplomatic Level Staff of 
	Diplomatic Level Staff of 
	Diplomatic Level Staff of 
	Missions to International Organizations 

	 
	 
	NO 2 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	NO 

	 
	 
	NO 

	Same as sponsor (full 
	Same as sponsor (full 
	immunity & inviolability). 


	 
	 
	 
	Support Staff of Missions to International Organizations 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	 
	 
	YES 

	No – for official 
	No – for official 
	acts. Otherwise, Yes. 

	 
	 
	No immunity or inviolability. 



	 
	1 This table presents general rules. Particularly in the cases indicated, the employees of certain foreign countries may enjoy higher levels of privileges and immunities on the basis of special bilateral agreements. 
	1 This table presents general rules. Particularly in the cases indicated, the employees of certain foreign countries may enjoy higher levels of privileges and immunities on the basis of special bilateral agreements. 
	1 This table presents general rules. Particularly in the cases indicated, the employees of certain foreign countries may enjoy higher levels of privileges and immunities on the basis of special bilateral agreements. 

	2 Reasonable constraints, however, may be applied in emergency circumstances involving self-defense, public safety, or the prevention of serious criminal acts. 
	2 Reasonable constraints, however, may be applied in emergency circumstances involving self-defense, public safety, or the prevention of serious criminal acts. 

	3 A small number of senior officers are entitled to be treated identically to “diplomatic agents”. 
	3 A small number of senior officers are entitled to be treated identically to “diplomatic agents”. 

	4 Note that consular residences are sometimes located within the official consular premises. In such cases, only the official office space is protected from police entry. 
	4 Note that consular residences are sometimes located within the official consular premises. In such cases, only the official office space is protected from police entry. 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	OFF-DUTY OR SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-13 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       3        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to set forth guidelines to govern off-duty or secondary    employment by full-time officers of the Cheswold Police Department. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The policy of this department is to provide guidelines to officers to inform them of the    types of secondary employment which are appropriate, outline provisions of off-duty    pay jobs, and to establish procedures to maintain accountability for the welfare of the    department. These requirements are essential for the efficient operation of the police    department and for the protection of the community. 
	   a.  Sworn personnel must receive permission from the Chief of Police or 
	    his designee to engage in extra-duty employment. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Employment:  The provision of a service, whether or not in exchange for a 
	   fee or other service. Employment does not include volunteer charity work. 
	  B.  Extra-Duty Employment: Any employment that is conditioned on the actual 
	   or potential use of law enforcement powers by the off-duty officer. 
	  C.  Regular-Duty Employment:  Any employment that will not require the use, 
	   or potential use of law enforcement powers by the off-duty officer. 
	   
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  There are two types of off-duty employment in which an officer may engage: 
	 
	  A.  Regular-Duty Employment: Officers may engage in off-duty 
	   employment that meets the following criteria: 
	   1.  Employment of a non-police nature in which vested police powers are 
	    not a condition of employment; the work provides no real or implied 
	    law enforcement service to the employer and is not performed during 
	    assigned duty hours. 
	   2.  Employment that presents no potential conflict of interest between duties      as a police officer and duties to a secondary employer. Some examples of      employment representing a conflict of interest are: 
	    a.  As a process server, repossession agent, bill collector, towing of       vehicles or any other employment in which police authority might       tend to be used to collect money or merchandise for private        purposes. 
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	    b. Personal investigations for the private sector or any employment       which might require the police officer to have access to police       information, files, records or services as a condition of employment. 
	    c.  In police uniform in the performance of tasks other than that of a       police nature. 
	    d.  Which assists (in any manner) the case preparation for the defense 
	     in any civil action or proceeding. 
	    e.  For a business or labor group that is on strike. 
	    f.  In occupations that are regulated by, or that must be licensed 
	     through the police department or its civilian board. 
	 
	   3.  Employment that does not constitute a threat to the status or dignity of the     police as a professional occupation. Examples of employment presenting a      threat to the status or dignity of the police profession are: 
	    a.  Establishments which sell pornographic books, magazines, sexual 
	     devices, or other media which otherwise provide entertainment of 
	     services of a sexual nature. 
	    b.  Any employment involving the sale, manufacture or transport of 
	     alcoholic beverages as the principal business. 
	    c.  Any gambling establishment not exempted by law. 
	 
	 B.  Extra-Duty Employment: Police officers may engage in extra-duty 
	  employment as follows: 
	  1.  Where a government, profit-making or not-for-profit entity has an agreement     with the police department for police officers, either in uniform or plain clothes     where applicable, who are able to exercise their police duties. 
	  2.  Types of extra-duty services which may be considered for contracting are: 
	   a.  Traffic control and pedestrian safety; 
	   b.  Crowd control; 
	   c.  Security and protection of life and property; 
	   d.  Routine law enforcement for public authorities; or 
	   e.  Plainclothes assignments. 
	 
	  3.  An officer who signs up for any extra-duty job will be required to work that job. If    the officer is unable to work the extra-duty job due to illness or extenuating     circumstances, that officer will be required to notify a supervisor as far in      advance as possible to be excused from the job. Once an officer signs up for an     extra-duty job, he/she will not cross off or white-out their name from the extra-    duty job sheet. Officers violating this policy may be subject to disciplinary actio
	 
	 C.  Limitations on regular Off-Duty Employment and Extra-Duty Employment    are as follows: 
	   
	  1.  In order to be eligible for off-duty employment, a police officer must be in good     standing with the department. Continued departmental approval of a police     officer’s off-duty employment is contingent on such good standing. 
	  2. Those officers who are on medical or other leave (such as temporary light duty)     or other leave due to sickness, temporary disability or an on-duty injury, shall not    be eligible to engage in regular or extra-duty employment. 
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	  3.  Prior to obtaining off-duty or extra-duty employment, an officer shall comply     with departmental procedures for granting approval of such employment, or     registration for extra-duty employment through the extra-duty job roster, raffle     or immediate sign-up when applicable. 
	  4.  Work hours for all off-duty employment must be scheduled in a manner that does    not conflict or interfere with the police officer’s performance of duty. No vacation,    personal holiday or comp time can be used to work an extra-duty job, nor be     approved to shorten a tour of duty that falls directly before or after and extra     duty assignment. 
	  5.  Extra-duty assignments must be worked prior to the beginning of or at the end of     a scheduled shift. Shifts will not be split to accommodate extra-duty assignments. 
	  6.  Permission for a police officer to engage in outside employment may be revoked     where it is determined pursuant to departmental procedure that such outside     employment is not in the best interests of the department. 
	  7.  The officer will behave in a professional manner and obey all laws, rules and     regulations pertaining to the department. 
	  8.  The Chief of Police or his designee will ensure that all policies/procedures      pertaining to off-duty or extra-duty employment are being adhered to. 
	 
	 D.  In addition to the above sections, the below shall also apply to the 8 hour    shifts: 
	  1.  The officer may not work more than a 4 hour extra duty job immediately      preceding the start of his/her first shift, or immediately following the last day of     his/her regular shift, working no more than a 16 hour day. There must be at least     10 hours in between the start of a job and a proceeding job or shift. 
	  2.  Extra duty jobs may not be worked in between the officer’s regular shift (i.e.,     none after first shift and before last shift for that rotation. 
	  3.  A police officer engaged in any off-duty employment is subject to callout in case     of emergency, and may be expected to leave his off-duty or extra-duty      employment in such circumstances. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	 
	______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	OFF - DUTY WEAPON 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-14 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	   
	  A.  Carrying firearms will be optional when officers are not on duty. 
	   
	  B.  If a weapon is carried, the officer: 
	    
	   1.  Must have documented proficiency in the use and handling of the 
	    weapon, or a weapon similar to the weapon the officer wishes to carry. 
	 
	    EXAMPLE: 
	    a.  If the officer is qualified on a semi-automatic weapon, such as 
	     his/her current duty weapon, he/she will not need to qualify again 
	     on the off-duty weapon, if that off-duty weapon is a semi-automatic. 
	    b.  If the officer’s duty weapon is a revolver, and he/she is qualified on 
	     that revolver weapon, it will not be necessary for that officer to 
	     qualify again with his/her off-duty revolver. 
	    
	   2.  Will carry their police identification. 
	     
	   3.  Will not drink any intoxicating beverage. 
	     
	   4.  Under no circumstances shall an off-duty police officer carry a weapon      into a bar, tavern or private party where alcoholic beverages are being      consumed. 
	 
	   5.  Will take the appropriate precaution and use good judgment while taking      medications and/or prescription drugs. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	AUTHORIZATION FOR PURCHASES 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-16 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to establish guidelines for the request, purchase and    acquisition of equipment. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  All requests and purchases for departmental equipment, uniforms, supplies, etc., will be    made through requisitions only. Purchase Orders will be signed by the Chief of Police or    his designee. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	   
	  A.  All requests will be made in writing to the Chief of Police or his designee. The     request will be reviewed. The decision to purchase will be based upon the need of     the equipment and the budget and then authorized by the Chief of Police or his     designee. 
	  B.  Emergency purchases are to be approved by an officer with the rank of Sergeant     or above and/or the Chief of Police. 
	  C.  As soon as an emergency purchase has been made, a requisition form will be     immediately completed. 
	  D.  The departmental secretary is responsible for the preparation, documentation,     and tracking of purchases. A record (spreadsheet) will be kept of all transactions.     A monthly report will be provided to the Chief and/or the Lieutenant. 
	  E.  Procedures set by the Finance Department that are in conflict with this directive     will supersede this directive. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	REPORTS OF INJURY 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-17 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide officers with the guidelines for reporting    injuries on and off-duty. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this department that all officers report any on or off-duty injuries as    soon as practical. The availability and physical well-being of all officers is of vital     interest to the department. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  1.  All on-duty injuries to an officer shall be immediately reported to the Chief of     Police  or supervisor on duty. 
	  2.  A written report of circumstances surrounding the injuries will be made      immediately by the supervisor, or as soon as practical, and forwarded to the Chief    of Police. Any injury requiring immediate medical attention will be treated at the     nearest Medical Center 
	  3.  A workers compensation form shall be completed with the Human Resources     Department within 48 hours. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	INSPECTIONS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-18 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to insure that officers’ appearance meets regulation    standards and that equipment is properly worn, in good working order, and maintained. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The proper appearance of officers and the effectiveness of their equipment is essential.    Most important is that equipment is functional and effective. Therefore, it is the     responsibility of supervisors to inspect officers and equipment as set forth in Section III    below. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Inspections of each officer will be conducted by supervisors. These inspections     will be random. 
	 
	  B.  The inspections will include uniforms, shoes, weapons, departmental issued     equipment, haircuts, lockers and vehicles. 
	 
	  C.  All inspection files will be kept for reference. 
	 
	  D.  Deficient equipment or shortcomings of officers will be noted and re-inspected 
	   at the supervisor’s direction. The failure of an officer to correct a deficiency will     result in disciplinary action. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	LOST AND FOUND ARTICLES 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-19 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide officers with the guidelines of handling and    processing lost and found articles. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  All articles turned in to the Police Department, or items located by officers (glasses,    keys, etc.), shall be identified with evidence tags or bags and will be stored in the     Evidence Room. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	   
	  A.  Identify found articles with the following information: 
	   1.  Description of property; 
	   2.  Date and time found; 
	   3.  Location; 
	   4.  Complaint number; 
	   5.  Officer’s name; 
	   6.  Mark tag or bag as “OPR”. 
	 
	  B.  Found articles are to be placed in the evidence bins. Inventory contents of purses     and wallets. All items are to be turned over to the Evidence Custodian. The     impounding officer will make an attempt to locate the property's owner. 
	  C.  Properly enter all information into the evidence deposit log book. Obtain      information from person(s) retrieving property and use them as the reporting     person. All lost and found property will require a UCR with completed evidence     forms. 
	  D.  Lost and Found articles will be secured by this department for no longer than six     months, unless otherwise deemed necessary to do so. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	ACCOUNTING – 
	PETTY CASH DISBURSEMENT / CASH FUNDS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-20 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       2        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to set forth procedures and guidelines regarding the receipt    and disbursement of all cash funds or accounts that the agency is permitted to receive. 
	 
	 II.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Petty Cash Checks:     Petty cash checks shall be issued by the Mayor and Council     of Cheswold in accordance with Town rules and regulations regarding approved     budget line item amounts and cashed by the authorized personnel. Paper re-    imbursement documentation/receipts will be submitted prior to reimbursement. 
	 
	   1.  All officers will be reimbursed for monies spent on approved departmental     business (i.e. parking for court, out-of-town training, etc.) as authorized by     the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	 
	  B.  All Checks / Funds:   All checks/funds received from awarded grants will be     directly turned over to the Town’s Finance Office so that accounts may be set up     and monitored by the Town Finance Officer or the Town’s Designee. 
	 
	  C.  Seized Money:     All monies seized in accordance to drug and other authorized     seizure cases will be inventoried and documented on an evidence slip prior to     being secured into Evidence. 
	 
	  D.  Invoices:      All invoices received will be accompanied by a requisition and will be    copied & filed in the vendor files prior to being sent to the Town’s Finance Office     or the Town’s Designee. 
	 
	  E.  Security & Control: 
	 
	   1.  All cash authorized to be maintained at this agency shall be properly      documented on a ledger spreadsheet. 
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	   2.  Receipts will be received, documented into the ledger, copied & submitted      to the Finance Department, and reviewed on a monthly basis. 
	    
	   3.  Cash funds will be kept properly secured and under the control of the      Chief of Police or his designee. 
	 
	 
	  F.  Grant Purchases: 
	 
	   1.  Any purchases made through an approved Federal, State or local grant      must be authorized by the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	 
	   2.  To ensure that the use of unauthorized vendors who have been placed on a     “debarment” list are not used, purchasers will check that updated       Debarment list on the appropriate web site (www.epls.gov) and/or       through the Town Finance Office or the Town’s Designee. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	OATH OF OFFICE 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-21 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       2        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide law enforcement officers the required procedure    for swearing to an Oath of Office . 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is essential that all law enforcement officers adhere to an ethical pledge to obey and    enforce the laws fairly and equally without any other consideration whatsoever. This is    the moral obligation that the law enforcement officer makes to the public and for which    the officer will be held accountable. 
	 
	  The Oath of Office state: “I, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will      support , obey and defend the Constitution of the United States, The Constitution and    Laws of the State of Delaware and the Charter of Cheswold, DE, and that I will     faithfully discharge the duties of my office as the ____of the Town of Cheswold, so    help me God. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURE 
	   
	  1.  All newly hired law enforcement officers, in a manner prescribed by the agency,     shall acknowledge that they will uphold, obey and enforce the laws without     consideration to any person’s race, color, sex, religious creed, sexual orientation,     age, national origin, ancestry, handicap or disability. 
	 
	  2.  All newly hired law enforcement officers shall recite the Oath of Office in a formal    swearing-in ceremony which shall be officiated by the Mayor of Cheswold. Upon     completing the swearing-in ceremony, the newly sworn officer will sign the     official, printed Oath of Office document in the presence of the Mayor of      Cheswold and the Chief of Police. 
	 
	 IV.  CODE OF ETHICS FOR SWORN OFFICERS 
	 
	  A.  Adoption and Obedience 
	   
	   This Department hereby adopts the Code of Ethics set forth in the following     section. All sworn officers of this Department shall abide by the tenets of this     Code at all times and shall receive ethics training. 
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	  B.  The Code 
	 
	   As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve 
	   mankind; to safeguard lives and property, to protect the innocent 
	   against deception, the weak against oppression or intimidation, 
	   and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and to respect the 
	   constitutional rights of all mankind to liberty, equality and justice. 
	   I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain 
	   courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn or ridicule; develop 
	   self-restraint, and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others. 
	   Honest in thought and deed in both my personal and official life, I 
	   will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the 
	   regulations of my department. 
	   Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or what is confided 
	   to me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless 
	   revelation is necessary in the performance of my duty. 
	   I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, 
	   animosities, or friendships to influence my decisions. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	____________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-22 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       2        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish building evacuation procedures for use in the    case of fire or other event that renders the Cheswold Police Department dangerous for    human habitation. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this Department that employees will take those actions necessary to    preserve life to the greatest extent possible in the case of an emergency. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	   
	  A. Notification 
	   1.  Any employee or volunteer who has discovered a life threatening       emergency on the grounds of or within the Cheswold Police Department      shall immediately announce the emergency by voice, intercom, and/or      radio. Examples of such emergency may include fire, natural disaster, a      bomb or bomb threat, terrorist act, or any other event that by its nature      would dictate that evacuation of the premises is necessary to preserve life. 
	   2.  Upon recognition or notification of such an event, the on duty supervisor      or senior officer shall notify the communications center (KENTCOM). 
	   3.  If the Chief of Police is not present, telephone notification to the Chief of      Police or his designee will be made immediately. 
	 
	  B.  Evacuation of Employees, Volunteers and Visitors 
	   1.  All personnel will immediately evacuate the building by way of the nearest      available exit and proceed to the parking lot next to Town Hall. If the      circumstances of the threat make this location unsafe, then personnel shall     be directed to another pre-determined location by senior personnel. 
	   2.  During evacuation, employees will ensure that any non-employees located      in their work area and other persons encountered during evacuation are      directed to evacuate and assist in proceeding to the nearest exit. 
	 
	  C.  Evacuation of Holding Facility 
	   1.  Officers supervising prisoners in the Holding Facility shall remove all      prisoners from cells and/or restraint benches or chairs. 
	   2.  All prisoners will then be escorted from the building by way of the safest      exit. 
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	3.All prisoners will be located to neighboring departments and/or theVaughn Correctional Institute for temporary holding until furtherarrangements can be made.
	4.Officers evacuating prisoners shall communicate the location and status ofall prisoners to the senior officer on-scene.
	P
	D. Post Evacuation Procedures 
	1.If safety permits, an attempt should be made to remove all police vehiclesfrom the parking lot. 
	2.The senior on-scene officer will respond to the evacuation point andconduct an accounting of all personnel. Re-location to a more secure area should be considered at this time. The senior officer should also begin  establishing a command post. 
	3.The senior on-scene officer will assure that the appropriate town officialsare contacted and informed of the situation. 
	4.Re-entry into the building will not occur until directed by the senior officeron-scene. 
	P
	E. This order supersedes all directives and procedures, written or otherwise not in complete conformity herewith. 
	P
	F. The order shall become effective immediately upon execution and issuance. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
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	AUTHORIZED WEAPONS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-1-23 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish what type and specifications of weapons, non-   lethal and lethal, that officers within this agency will be authorized and trained to carry. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  All officers within the Cheswold Police Department will carry only those non-lethal and    lethal weapons that are approved and authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	  A.  Duty Firearm – Glock 22 .40 Caliber Semi-automatic Single/Double      action handgun. 
	 
	  B.  Ammunition – Law Enforcement .40 165 Grain only for handgun. 
	 
	  C.  Magazines (3) - magazine that holds thirteen (15) rounds each. Each 
	   officer will be issued forty (46) rounds (one will be chambered). 
	 
	  D.  Duty Shotgun – Remington 12 Gauge pump shotgun police edition. 
	 
	  E.  Shotgun Ammunition – (3) Five 12 Gauge Slug Projectiles (2) Buck Shot to     limit the round from overly penetrating. 
	 
	  F.  Taser X26 with one issued 20’ air cartridge – energy conducted weapon. 
	 
	  G.  Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) solution – (1) 1.47 oz. canister; nontoxic/ 
	   non-flammable (18% capsaicinoid) made from food ingredients – delivers a     stream of droplets with an impact pattern of 180 square cms at 1.5 meters. 
	 
	  H.  Expandable Monadock Baton – 16” black alloy steel/foam rubber hand grip 
	   with friction lock system, 16.3 ounces, 462 grain. 
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	I. PROCEDURE 
	I. PROCEDURE 
	I. PROCEDURE 


	 
	  All officers shall be trained and proficient with the listed weapons and are 
	  mandated to carry such weapons on their issued duty belt. Officers will be 
	  issued the listed/prescribed weapons, which will be inspected on a daily basis 
	  by each officer. Any and all problems with those weapons will be reported 
	  immediately to a supervisor who will then make all reasonable attempts to 
	  immediately procure a replacement of the item prior to the officer going back 
	  in service. Records and updates on each type of authorized weapon will be 
	  maintained and updated by the agency as it becomes necessary to do so. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  To establish guidelines for court appearances and court stand-by. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this Department that all subpoenas will be handled in an appropriate    manner. Officers, upon being subpoenaed to attend court or quasi-judicial hearings,    shall take appropriate steps to appear at the trial or hearing. Permission to omit this    duty shall be obtained from the prosecuting attorney handling the case or a competent    court official. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURE 
	  All appearances in Superior Court, DUI and jury trials in the Court of Common Pleas    (CCP) and DUI trials in the State-designated Justice of the Peace Courts are considered    mandatory unless the officer is excused or placed on stand-by by the Attorney General’s    Office. Officers are required to report to Division of Motor Vehicle hearings during their    on-duty hours but not during their scheduled time off. 
	 
	  If an officer is placed on stand-by, the following shall apply: 
	     For the morning CCP and Family Court calendar, officers will be on 
	    stand-by between 0830 and 1130 hours and available by telephone. 
	     For the afternoon calendar, officers will be on stand-by between 1300 
	    and 1600 hours and available by telephone. 
	     Stand-by will be cancelled automatically after three hours. 
	  Stand-by 
	  In all situations requiring court stand-by, officers are required to: 
	     Notify the Cheswold Police Department Chief of Police or his/her designee     within 12 hours of the scheduled court appearance that he/she is placing      themselves on stand-by. The contact can be made by telephone or e-mail. 
	     The officer must be able to respond to court within one hour of being      notified that their appearance in court is required. 
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	     Upon submission of a request for overtime payment, whether comp. time      or financial payment, the court disposition will be listed on the overtime      request by the officer submitting the slip. 
	 
	 
	 IMPORTANT: Violations of the policy will result in disciplinary action. Refer to  the Code of Conduct Section 7.6, subsection 43. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	 
	______________________________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	P
	RESPONSE POLICY: 
	CODES AND DEFINITIONS 
	P
	 Effective Date:     Directive Number: 
	April 15, 2013 10-2-1 
	Special Instructions:   
	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	Civilian Personnel                         2       
	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with response policy codes and definitions. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Upon notification of an incident, the officer must make a determination as to the type ofcomplaint received and immediately employ a proper response code.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.Code One:  Routine assignments usually not requiring an immediate 
	response. 
	P
	B. Code Two:  Assignments requiring an immediate response. 
	P
	C. Code Three:  Emergency assignments requiring an urgent response. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Code One:
	P
	1.No emergency equipment, obey posted speed limits and all trafficregulations.
	2.Response will be used on all routine complaints or service calls wherethere is no immediate danger to life or property
	3.Examples: Theft report, abandon vehicles, etc.
	P
	P
	B. Code Two: 
	P
	1.Emergency equipment (overhead lights), headlights, siren when needed,obey posted speed limit or exceed the limit “slightly”, obey all other trafficregulations.
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	P
	2.Response will be used upon receipt of a complaint indicating thepossibility” of in-progress property damage or personal injury.
	3.Examples: Alarms, “minor” crimes in progress, criminal mischief,offensive touching, domestic disputes, etc.
	P
	C. Code Three: 
	P
	1.All emergency equipment including headlights, exceeding the postedspeed limits; taking due care and being fully cognizant of the dangersassociated with the nature of high speed vehicle operation & emergencyresponse, with particular attention to intersections and areas yielding highpedestrian traffic.
	2.Response will be used upon notification of a felonious act in progress,compliant of the possibility of the occurrence of physical injury, etc.
	3.Examples: Assault in progress, certain domestic situations (possibleweapon involvement), burglary in progress, fights, etc.
	4.Modify the response mode prior to arrival at certain scenes, for example,possibly not alerting an intruder (when and if applicable).
	5.Pay conscious attention to the driving environment at all times, drivedefensively, and most importantly, remember – SAFETY ALWAYSCOMES FIRST.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to insure department personnel and/or passengers use  available safety belt equipment in motor vehicles to be in compliance with the Occupant  Protection System Safety Act Title 21, Sections 4801 & 4802. Numerous studies have  show that the use of restraint devices reduces the possibility of death or serious injury in case of an accident. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Motor vehicles purchased by the Town of Cheswold for use by the Police Departmentpersonnel are equipped with safety belts in compliance with Federal Motor VehicleStandards.
	P
	All department personnel who drive Town vehicles shall use and insure that allpassengers use available safety equipment installed in the vehicles being operated. Thispolicy includes, but is not limited to, unmarked vehicles, emergency vehicles, pick-ups,seized vehicles, etc.
	P
	III.PROCEDURE
	P
	A.Department personnel shall insure that all occupants of the vehicle are using the safety belt / shoulder harness before moving a motor vehicle. 
	1.When arriving at an emergency call, the operator may remove the restraintdevice just prior to stopping for quick exit and to prevent becoming entangled in the restraint device. 
	2.Department personnel may remove the safety restraint device just prior tocoming to a stop on a vehicle / traffic stop. Caution should be exercised to insure the violator is in fact going to stop. This would prevent becoming  involved in a pursuit without the use of safety restraint devices. 
	3.Officers will restrain prisoners in the rear of the vehicles using the safetybelt/shoulder harness. EXCEPTION: If the prisoner is so combative as to create a potential injury to the officer or prisoner, the belt need not be  used until the prisoner can be safely restrained. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	  B.  Department personnel will adjust the safety restraint device(s) so that they are     comfortable yet provide maximum protection in the event of an accident.      Department personnel will inspect the serviceability of the harness at the start of     each tour. 
	 
	 
	 IV.  VIOLATION OF POLICY 
	  It is the specific intent of this policy to comply with State Statute Title 21, Section 4801    and 4802 (Occupant and Driver Protection System Safety Act). Violation of this law may   result in disciplinary action. Penalty under the law may also be assessed. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on authorized    police vehicle occupancy. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Because of the serious and potentially dangerous work involved in law enforcement, it is   necessary to restrict who is authorized to be in a police vehicle. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURE 
	  The only persons authorized to ride in police vehicles are as follows: 
	 
	  A.  Police Officers; 
	  B.  Mayor and Town Council Members; 
	  C.  Persons under arrest or detainment; 
	  D.  Emergency transports; 
	  E.  Any person authorized by the Chief of Police, after a liability waiver has been     signed; 
	  F.  Those persons who are serving or are part of a law enforcement mission; 
	  G.  Victims and/or witnesses. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	DAMAGE TO DEPARTMENTAL VEHCILES 
	P
	 Effective Date:       Directive Number: 
	April 15, 2013 10-2-4 
	Special Instructions:   
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on the procedure to follow for damage to departmental vehicles. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Equipment will be at all times utilized in the manner for which it was intended.Negligent use of vehicles or failure to obey Delaware motor vehicle code will result indisciplinary action.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES.
	P
	A.In the event of damage to a vehicle, a supervisor or his/her designee shall be notified as soon as possible. In the event that the damage is the result of a traffic collision, a supervisor shall immediately be notified and shall respond to   investigate the accident. 
	P
	B. In the event a supervisor is not on duty, an off-duty supervisor will be notified.  That supervisor will be responsible for responding to the scene and investigating the accident. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on radio communications procedures. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	All officers shall observe regulations for radio operations as set forth by the FederalCommunications Commission.
	P
	A.Use of profane language, “CB” slang, etc., is strictly prohibited. 
	P
	B.Officers shall employ the Uniform Public Safety 10 code when applicable. 
	P
	C.Clear speech in an emergency will be permitted. Conversation shall be 
	brief and concise. 
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.Patrol units in service, KENTCOM and Cheswold Police Headquarters (when applicable) are to be aware of each other’s patrol status (e.g., traffic stops,   building and or business checks, complaint responses or follow-ups, public assistance, etc.). 
	P
	B. Officers will notify KENTCOM every time they will be out of service. 
	P
	C. KENTCOM will be advised every time an officer will be out at Cheswold 
	Police Headquarters. 
	P
	D. Notification to KENTCOM will always be made by radio. This will include, but is not limited to the following: 
	P
	1.Officer going 10-8 for tour of duty;
	2.Officer going 10-7 duration;
	3.Any time an officer is out at the station (HG);
	4.Arrival at a particular location;
	5.Clearing a particular location;
	6.Providing updated or requested information regarding a call for
	service.
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	IV.CALL SIGNS
	Unless otherwise directed, the following call signs will be used:
	P
	OFFICER  CALL SIGN 
	        Chief of Police  9011 
	    All other Officers 9012 – 9019 
	P
	Each patrol officer shall be given a call sign based on his/her respective 
	assignment to either Squad A or Squad B. 
	P
	V.  REQUESTING RECORDINGS OF KENTCOM RADIO/ALL TAPES 
	P
	A. Any officer who requires a reproduction of a recorded KENTCOM radio, 911 
	tape or activity printout sheet will be required to complete the “Request For Tape  Reproduction Form”. The form will then be submitted to a KENTCOM supervisor for processing. 
	P
	B. Upon completion of the reproduction, the officer will pick up the tape(s) at KENTCOM and properly secure them at the Cheswold Police Department. 
	P
	C. Tapes that are deemed to be of evidentiary value will be secured into evidence. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013. 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	MOTOR VEHICLE STOPS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-2-6 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       5        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to establish guidelines for stopping and approaching    motorists in a manner that promotes the safety of the officer and the motorist. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Although stopping motorists on the highway for traffic violations or other purposes is    often considered a routine function of patrol officers, it is one that has been     demonstrated to be potentially dangerous for both officers and motorists even during    apparently “routine” situations. Therefore, it is the policy of this department that motor    vehicle stops shall be performed professionally and courteously, and with a view     towards educating the public about proper driving procedures while co
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Stopping and Approaching Traffic Violators 
	   The following procedures are to be followed whenever possible. It is recognized     that varying conditions such as roadway construction, volume of traffic, and the     urgency of making vehicle stops may require officers to adjust these procedures     to particular conditions. 
	 
	   1.  Officer shall perform vehicle stops only when they have articulable and      reasonable suspicion or probable cause to do so. 
	   2.  Once an initial decision has been made to stop a motorist, the officer shall      select an area that provides reasonable safety, avoiding curves, hills,      heavily trafficked and poorly lit areas and roads without shoulders.       Whenever possible, the officer shall also avoid the use of private drives,      business locations and areas where a large volume of spectators are likely      to gather. 
	   3.  When a location has been selected for the stop, the officer shall notify the      communications center of its nature providing unit location, a description      of the vehicle, vehicle tag number and the number of occupants. At the      officer’s discretion or dispatcher’s request, additional information may be      exchanged. 
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	   4.  At the desired location, the officer should signal the operator to stop at the      far right side of the roadway or at the safest shoulder by activating the      overhead emergency lights and siren as necessary. 
	    a.  On multi-lane roads, the officer may facilitate movement to the       right shoulder by gradually changing lanes behind the violator until       the right side of the roadway is reached. 
	    b.  Should the violator stop abruptly in the wrong lane or location, the       officer should instruct him/her to move by using the appropriate       hand signals or by activating the vehicle’s public address system. 
	 
	   5.  Once properly stopped, the officer should position the police vehicle about      one-half to one car length behind the violator’s vehicle and at a slight      angle, with the front approximately two feet to the traffic side of the      violator’s vehicle. 
	    a.  At night, the spotlight should not be used to direct the violator but       may be used to illuminate the vehicle’s interior once stopped. The       patrol vehicle should use its low beams if high beams would blind       oncoming motorists. 
	 
	   6.  When exiting the patrol vehicle, the officer should be particularly alert to      suspicious movements or actions of the vehicle operator or passengers. 
	 
	   7.  Approaching from the driver’s side, the officer should be observant of the      passenger compartment and stop at a point to the rear of the trailing edge      of the left front door in order to communicate with the driver. 
	    a.  Where circumstances dictate, particularly where traffic is close       enough to create a potential problem, the officer may choose to       approach the violator’s vehicle from the right-hand side and stop at       the trailing edge of the right front door. 
	    b.  When the violator’s vehicle has occupants in the rear seat, the       officer should approach to a point near the leading edge of the left       front door, being particularly observant of occupant movements       and choosing a path that will not allow the occupants to thrust the 
	     door open against the officer. 
	    c.  In two-officer police vehicles, the passenger officer shall be        responsible for radio communications, note taking and relaying       messages to the communications center. He will also act as an       observer and cover for his fellow officer. 
	 
	   8.  Non-uniformed officers operating unmarked patrol vehicles with       concealed lights or siren shall not normally make vehicle stops for traffic      violations. In situations where failure to act would create unreasonable      risks of injury, death or significant property damage, such personnel shall      contact the communications center to request a marked patrol unit to      make the stop and may, depending upon the urgency of the situation, 
	    activate emergency lights and siren to make a traffic stop. 
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	   9.  Non-uniformed officers operating vehicles not equipped with emergency      lights or siren shall not make motor vehicles stops unless there is       imminent danger of loss of life should they fail to act. In other less urgent      cases that demand attention, officers shall contact the communications      center, request that a marked patrol vehicle perform the stop, and assist in     directing the marked unit to the subject vehicle’s location. 
	 
	  B.  Issuing Citations 
	    
	   1.  When issuing citations, conducting roadside sobriety tests or conversing      with the violator, the officer and other parties shall be positioned to the      side of the road, clear of the motor vehicles. At no time shall the officer or      others stand in front of, between or behind the stopped vehicles. 
	    
	   2.  During the stop, the violator should remain in his motor vehicle while the      officer writes the citation or conducts other business. Violators should not      be permitted to sit in patrol vehicles while citations are being prepared or      other police business is being conducted. 
	 
	   3.  When preparing citations, the officer should position paperwork and      related materials in a manner that allows him to maintain vantage over      actions of the violator and other occupants. 
	 
	  C.  Stopping an Approaching Motorist 
	 
	   In cases where a motorist must be stopped from oncoming traffic, the following     actions may be taken: 
	 
	1.  Drive the police vehicle to the extreme right portion of the roadway and, as  the violator approaches, signal him to stop by using hand signals and  emergency lights. 
	1.  Drive the police vehicle to the extreme right portion of the roadway and, as  the violator approaches, signal him to stop by using hand signals and  emergency lights. 
	1.  Drive the police vehicle to the extreme right portion of the roadway and, as  the violator approaches, signal him to stop by using hand signals and  emergency lights. 


	 
	   2.  Because of the potential hazard involved, an officer shall not leave the      patrol vehicle when attempting to stop oncoming motorists. 
	 
	   3.  If the subject motorist complies with the instructions, the police vehicle      may then be turned around and appropriately positioned to the rear of the      violator’s vehicle. 
	 
	   4.  Should the motorist fail to comply with the officer’s instructions, the      officer should turn the patrol vehicle around and pursue, stop and       approach the violator in the prescribed manner. 
	 
	  D.  Stopping a Following Violator 
	    
	   When stopping a motorist to the rear of the police vehicle, the following      procedures may be followed: 
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	P
	1.The officer should drive to the right shoulder of the road and, as theviolator approaches, signal him/her to stop.
	P
	2.The officer should not exit the patrol vehicle in order to signal the subjectmotorist.
	P
	3.Should the motorist fail to comply, the officer should return to theroadway and stop and approach the motorist in the prescribed manner.
	P
	E. Making High-Risk Vehicle Stops 
	P
	The following procedures may be employed when an officer initiating a vehicle stop has reason to believe that the occupant(s) may be armed and dangerous. 
	P
	1.When planning to stop the suspect vehicle, the officer shall notify the communications center (KENTCOM); describe the nature or reason for the stop; provide information on the vehicle tag number and number of occupants; and request appropriate assistance to make the stop.
	P
	2.An officer should not individually initiate high-risk vehicle stops unlessback-up units will not be available in an appropriate amount of time or theurgency of the situation demands immediate action.
	P
	3.After selecting an appropriate location and with adequate support units inposition, the officer should signal the suspect to stop.
	P
	4.Officers should position their vehicles approximately thirty feet behind thesuspect vehicle, in positions that will maximize opportunities for cover andin a manner that will illuminate the interior of the vehicle to theoccupants’ disadvantage.
	P
	5.The officer initiating the stop, or the officer with the best observationpoint, should issue verbal commands to vehicle occupants through thevehicle’s public address system, if available. Only one officer shall issuecommands.
	P
	6.Once the suspect vehicle has stopped, officers should exit their vehiclesquickly and assume positions of cover.
	P
	7.The officer in charge shall first identify himself and then notify theoccupants that they are considered to be armed and dangerous, that alloccupants of the vehicle are under arrest and that all instructions are to befollowed without hesitation or suspicious movements.
	P
	8.The operator of the suspect vehicle should be ordered in separatecommands to do the following: lower his window, remove the ignitionkeys with his left hand, drop them on the ground, open the door from theoutside, step out of the vehicle, turn completely around, face away fromthe officers, walk backwards until commanded to stop and lie face down
	P
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	P
	on the ground with hands stretched far to the sides. Subsequent 
	occupants should be similarly commanded until all are in position to be handcuffed and searched. 
	P
	9.With appropriate cover, officers should then approach the suspect vehicleto inspect the passenger compartment and trunk.
	P
	F. Stopping Oversized and Overweight Vehicles 
	In the event an officer needs to stop commercial and similar oversized or overweight vehicles, the following procedures should be followed: 
	P
	1.Select a location for the stop that provides enough room for the vehicle andsufficient stability to support the vehicle’s weight, and allow the operatorsufficient time and distance to make the stop.
	1.Select a location for the stop that provides enough room for the vehicle andsufficient stability to support the vehicle’s weight, and allow the operatorsufficient time and distance to make the stop.
	1.Select a location for the stop that provides enough room for the vehicle andsufficient stability to support the vehicle’s weight, and allow the operatorsufficient time and distance to make the stop.


	P
	2.Approach the cab from the rear, using the driver’s outside mirror toobserve the driver and activity in the cab.
	P
	3.Never climb onto the vehicle to make contact with the operator. Maintaina position to the rear of the driver’s door and ask the driver to exit thevehicle, if and when necessary.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide departmental personnel with guidelines for the search of motor vehicles. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	It is the policy of this department to conduct motor vehicle searches that are both legaland thorough. Such searches are to be conducted in strict observance of theconstitutional rights of the owner and occupants of the motor vehicle being searched,and with due regard for the safety of all officers, other persons, and property involved.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.  Motor Vehicle:  Any vehicle operating or capable of being operated on publictrucks, trailers, recreational vehicles, mobile homes, motor homes and any other type of vehicle, whether self-propelled or towed. This policy does not apply to  vehicles of any type that have been immobilized in one location for use as a  temporary or permanent residence or storage facility, or which are otherwise  classified by the law as residences or buildings. 
	P
	B.  Search:  An examination of all or a portion of the vehicle with an investigatory motive (i.e., for the purpose of discovering fruits, instrumentalities or evidence of a crime or contraband, or to enter the vehicle to examine the  vehicle identification number or determine the ownership of the vehicle).   Inventories of personal property conducted pursuant to impoundment of the  vehicle are not covered by this policy. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  When Vehicle Searches May be Conducted
	P
	Whenever feasible, a warrant will be obtained for the search of a motor vehicle.  Warrantless searches are to be conducted only when lack of time or other   exigencies make it impractical for officers to obtain a warrant. When a vehicle  will be driven away or that evidence contained within it will be removed or  destroyed, the vehicle should be searched only after a warrant has been obtained. 
	P
	P
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	P
	In other cases, vehicles may be searched: 
	P
	1.When probable cause to search the vehicle exists;
	2.With consent of the operator (preferably in written form, using
	the departmental “Consent to Search” form;
	3.Incident to an arrest of the occupants of the vehicle;
	4.To frisk for weapons;
	5.When necessary, to examine the vehicle identification number or todetermine ownership of the vehicle; or
	6.Under emergency circumstances not otherwise enumerated above.
	P
	B. Scope of Vehicle Searches 
	P
	1.Searches with a warrant. When searching under a warrant, officers maysearch all areas of the vehicle unless the warrant states otherwise.
	2.Probable cause searches. Probable cause searches may extend to all areasof the motor vehicle, unless the probable cause is limited to a specific areaof the vehicle.
	3.Consent searches. The extent of a consent search depends upon the termsof the consent itself. If the consent is limited to specific areas of thevehicle, officers may search only portions of the vehicle covered by theconsent. Written consent should be obtained whenever possible beforeconducting these searches.
	4.Searches incident to arrest. Searches of vehicles incident to the arrest ofan occupant shall be limited to areas within reach of the arrestee (normallythe passenger area of the vehicle). The trunk, the engine compartment andlocked compartments within the passenger area normally may not besearched.
	5.Frisks for weapons. Frisks for weapons normally must be confined to thepassenger area of the vehicle. Areas not immediately accessible to thevehicle’s occupants, such as a locked glove compartment, may not befrisked.
	6.Entries to examine a vehicle identification number or to determine
	ownership of the vehicle. Entries made to examine the vehicleidentification number or to determine the ownership of the vehicle mustbe limited to actions reasonably necessary to accomplish these goals.
	7.Emergencies. Search of a motor vehicle under emergency circumstancesnot otherwise enumerated above must be coextensive with the nature ofthe emergency. The proper extent of the search must therefore bedetermined by search personnel in each specific situation, but in no eventwill the extent of the search exceed that necessary to respond properly tothe emergency.
	Note: Where the initial search discloses probable cause to believe that other portions of the vehicle may contain fruits,   instrumentalities or evidence of a crime or contraband, any   additional portions of the vehicle may be searched that could  reasonably contain the items being sought. 
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	C. Search of Containers Found in Vehicle 
	P
	In no instance shall a container in a motor vehicle be searched unless it could contain the item(s) being sought. In addition: 
	P
	1.Unlocked containers found in motor vehicles are governed by the nature ofthe search as follows:
	P
	a.In a probable cause search, containers such as paper bags,cardboard boxes, wrapped packages, etc., wherever found in thevehicle, may be opened.
	a.In a probable cause search, containers such as paper bags,cardboard boxes, wrapped packages, etc., wherever found in thevehicle, may be opened.
	a.In a probable cause search, containers such as paper bags,cardboard boxes, wrapped packages, etc., wherever found in thevehicle, may be opened.


	b.When the passenger compartment of a vehicle is being searchedincident to arrest, such containers found within the passengercompartment may be opened.
	c.Containers discovered during a consent search of the vehicle maybe opened provided that the terms of the consent expressly permitor reasonably imply that the particular container may be opened.
	d.Containers found in or discarded from a vehicle undercircumstances that do not justify their search under probablycause rules or in connection with a search incident to arrest shouldbe secured but not searched until a warrant is obtained to searchthem.
	P
	2.Locked containers such as attaché cases, suitcases and footlockers foundduring a vehicle search should be opened only if:
	P
	a.the search is being conducted under a warrant; or
	b.a valid consent to open the locked container is first obtained. Wherethese conditions are not met, locked containers should be securedby search personnel and open only after a warrant has beenobtained.
	P
	D.  Location and Time of Search 
	Whenever possible, search of a motor vehicle, and of any containers found   therein should be conducted at the location where the vehicle was discovered or  detained. Under exigent circumstances, search of the vehicle or container may be delayed and/or conducted after the vehicle or container has been moved to  another location. However, in all instances, searches shall be conducted as soon  as is reasonably possible; that is, as soon as adequate personnel are available to  conduct a thorough search with du
	P
	E. Conduct of the Search 
	Motor vehicle searches shall be conducted in a manner that minimizes the   intrusiveness of the search and the inconvenience caused to vehicle owners,  occupants and other persons involved. Where unavoidable, such damage should  be confined to that reasonably necessary to carry out a safe and thorough search. 
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	P
	F. Abandon Vehicles 
	Examination of a vehicle that has been abandoned on a public thoroughfare is  technically not a search. If an officer can determine in advance that the vehicle  has been abandoned, examination of the interior of the vehicle shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this policy and the law. 
	P
	G.  Seizure of Evidence 
	Any evidentiary items discovered in the course of a motor vehicle search shall be  collected, handled, packaged, marked, transported and stored in accordance with applicable policies and procedures of this department. Where appropriate and  feasible, itemized receipts for seized property shall be given to the owner and/or  occupants of the vehicle. 
	P
	H.  Compliance with Health and Safety Requirements 
	Searches of motor vehicles are to be conducted in strict compliance with all  applicable laws, governmental regulations, and departmental policies and   procedures pertaining to the protection of departmental personnel from   communicable diseases and hazardous substances. Any exposure of by search personnel or others to such substances shall be reported in accordance with  regulations, policies and procedures of this department. 
	P
	I. Security of Vehicles and Property Contained Therein 
	If a search of a vehicle leaves the vehicle or any property contained therein  vulnerable to unauthorized entry, theft or damage, search personnel shall take such steps as are reasonably necessary to secure and/or preserve the vehicle  and/or property from such hazards. 
	P
	J. Responsibility of Supervising Officer 
	An officer supervising a vehicle search shall be responsible for ensuring that the  search is conducted in accordance with this policy. In the event that the vehicle  search is conducted under a warrant, the officer shall ensure that the execution of the warrant is properly reported to the issuing court or other authority. The  officer shall also be responsible for making any reports regarding the search that  may be required by law, policy or procedure. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with guidelines for determining when and how a motor vehicle inventory should be conducted. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	A motor vehicle inventory is an administrative measure designed to protect motorvehicles and their contents while in police custody; to protect the agency against claimsof lost, stolen or damaged property; and to protect departmental personnel and thepublic against injury or damaged property due to hazardous materials or substancesthat may be in the vehicle. It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to safeguardthe above property and interests and to conduct motor vehicle inventories only inaccordance
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Legal Authority to Inventory
	P
	1.An authorized officer may conduct a motor vehicle inventory without awarrant or probable cause when:
	P
	a.the vehicle has been lawfully seized or impounded pursuant to thearrest of the driver; after towing the vehicle for violations, or forrelated enforcement or safety reasons as defined by state law, and
	P
	b.when officers conduct the inventory within the scope of this policyas an administrative procedure.
	P
	2.Examination of the contents of a motor vehicle pursuant to a criminalinvestigation or with the intent of discovering evidence of a crime is asearch, not an administrative inventory. Officers shall be guided by thisagency’s policy on motor vehicle searches when engaged in these actions.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	B.  Scope of Inventory 
	P
	1.The contents of all motor vehicles that are lawfully seized and/orimpounded by this agency shall be subject to inventory in accordance withthe provisions of Section III-A of this policy.
	P
	2.An inventory should be conducted in the location at which the vehicle isseized unless limited by reasons of safety or practicality. If so, the vehiclemay be inventoried at a later time following impoundment.
	P
	3.The owner or operator of the vehicle shall be asked to remove, if possible, all valuables from the vehicle prior to impoundment. If such items cannot be removed, they shall be inventoried before the vehicle is removed, and all items entered on the vehicles tow sheet under inventory.
	P
	4.A motor vehicle inventory may extend to all areas of the vehicle in whichpersonal property or hazardous materials may reasonably be found,including but not limited to the passenger compartment, trunk and glovecompartment.
	P
	5.All closed containers found within the vehicle shall be opened for purposesof the inventory. Closed and locked containers shall not be forced open butshall be logged on the impound report as such. If a key or lockcombination is available, locked containers may be opened andinventoried.
	P
	C. Property Control 
	P
	1.All items of value shall be itemized on this agency’s property inventoryform and such materials be placed into evidence for safekeeping, orreleased to the rightful owner.
	P
	2.Control and safekeeping of hazardous materials shall be the responsibilityof this agency’s designated authority.
	P
	3.Contraband and evidence discovered during the course o f a motor vehicleinventory shall be placed into evidence in accordance with procedures forcontrol of criminal evidence. Notification of this fact shall be provided tothe agency’s designated authority.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to insure that the public, when traveling within Kent     County, shall have available such emergency services which will increase their safety    and facilitate the smooth flow of traffic. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  All officers of the Cheswold Police Department shall render general and emergency    assistance and provide public information and direction to motorists who are in need of    help. Each member shall be responsible for reporting potential traffic and pedestrian    hazards, identifying and processing abandoned motor vehicles and locate and recover    vehicles reported as stolen property. Other traffic ancillary services will be provided as    outlined in this directive. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Disabled Vehicles 
	   1.  The Department of Public Safety shall assist disabled motorists in, 
	     but not limited to, obtaining fuel, changing tires, obtaining road service or      arranging for towing. All arrangements for towing will be made with the      company who the motorist requests, or if such is not possible or       reasonable, the tow service as determined by through contractual       agreement. 
	2.  It must be understood at the time services are provided that the motorist is  responsible for the payment. The services will be associated with the  Cheswold Police; therefore, poor service will not be tolerated. Poor service  by a service truck operator or his company will be reported by  memorandum through the chain of command to the Chief of Police 
	2.  It must be understood at the time services are provided that the motorist is  responsible for the payment. The services will be associated with the  Cheswold Police; therefore, poor service will not be tolerated. Poor service  by a service truck operator or his company will be reported by  memorandum through the chain of command to the Chief of Police 
	2.  It must be understood at the time services are provided that the motorist is  responsible for the payment. The services will be associated with the  Cheswold Police; therefore, poor service will not be tolerated. Poor service  by a service truck operator or his company will be reported by  memorandum through the chain of command to the Chief of Police 


	 
	  B.  Stranded Motorist 
	   1.  The Department shall provide assistance in the form of directions,       transportation and emergency lodging. Each officer shall answer questions     pertaining to directions or locations of specific places. All efforts should be     made to obtain this information through other sources, i.e., KENTCOM on     the radio data frequency channel when it is not immediately known to the      officer or, by telephone, as accessible. 
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	   2.  Each officer shall provide transportation to a reasonable place of safety for     all persons who are stranded on the highway, following standard relay      procedures. In the event that emergency lodging is required each officer  
	    shall res pond to the nearest police facility to assist in arranging lodging. If     no alternative exists for the motorist, the officer will provide        transportation to such individuals . 
	 
	  C.  Emergency Medical Service Assistance 
	   Each officer shall provide emergency medical assistance to motorists. Officers     should contact or arrange for ambulance or paramedic service via KENTCOM.     Officers will remain with the motorist and render such emergency care as needed     and within their qualifications. In no case shall an officer transport an injured     motorist or escort a private vehicle transporting an injured person. Officers may     give direction to such vehicles and alert the hospital by way of KENTCOM as to     the natur
	 
	  D.  Relay Services 
	   1.  The Department recognizes that there are legitimate requests for relaying      person s and property from one location to another, both on routine and      emergency basis. The Department will honor these requests to the extent      practical, consistent with the need to insure that the act of escorting the      emergency relay itself does not create unacceptable risks to the public or      officers. The officer may do a limited search to insure that the person to be      transported has no weapons. 
	    of official police documents or equipment; transportation of persons ,      suspects, stranded motorists, other officers, prisoner s, visiting dignitaries,     etc . 
	   2.  The transporting officer will provide KENTCOM with the “on and off” with     any passenger transport, the location transported from and the location      transported to. 
	 
	  E.  Escort Services 
	   1.  Under no circumstances should another emergency vehicle be escorted by      a Cheswold Police vehicle. Two emergency vehicles traveling together      more than double the hazard to traffic and motorists. Officers shall not      escort funerals without permission from their supervisor. The supervisor      shall determine the number of vehicles to be used for each escort. 
	   2.  Legitimate requests for scheduled police escort services include, but are      not necessarily limited to those associated with, funerals, motorcades,      public officials, oversized vehicles, highway construction and vehicles with      hazardous or unusual cargo. All such requests must have staff level review      and approval before being honored. 
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	3.When the Department elects to honor a request, the trip route will beestablished in advance, as will the maximum speed to be maintained alongeach segment of the route. Traffic Control Points will be established, asappropriate, at locations along the scheduled route, sufficient to ensuresafe passage. Tactical control of the escort will be assigned to a specificcommander, supervisor, or officer, in accordance with the complexity ofthe escort services provided. The tactical controller will set the pace of th
	P
	F. Identifying and Reporting Roadway Hazards 
	1.Members of the Department shall attempt to identify all conditions eitheron the roadway or roadside which may constitute a physical hazard. Theseconditions include but are not limited to the following :
	a.Damaged or absent traffic control devices;
	b.Damage, wear, changes in, or suggested improvements to the roadsurf ace;
	c.Dangerous intersection or traffic patterns;
	d.Missing or low shoulders;
	e.Visual obstructions or obscured sight picture;
	f.Obscured or faded lines on the roadway;
	g.Hazardous utility construction;
	h.Peak traffic problem locations;
	i.Missing or damaged street lights.
	P
	2.These conditions shall be reported to the Delaware Department ofTransportation (DELDOT), through KENTCOM or the Town’s Departmentof Public Works when applicable. When reporting these conditions, toinsure the appropriate follow up, officers will utilize an incident reportwith “roadway/hazard” as the classification. Copies of the report will besubmitted through the normal chain of command and will be mailed toDELDOT or the appropriate agency. Officers shall attempt to removeobjects creating hazardous condit
	flares to minimize the hazard.
	3.Officers may close any roadway within the Kent County area and/or theTown when a hazardous condition exists and the action is necessary forpublic safety. The appropriate agency should be immediately contacted viaKENTCOM.
	P
	G.  Hazardous Materials 
	The following procedures will be followed in dealing with Explosives, and Toxic  and/or Nuclear Materials. The goal is the minimization of danger to the public  and fire and police personnel. Refer to the Emergency Response Guidebook (kept 
	in the glove compartment of each Department vehicle) in determining hazardous  materials. 
	P
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	   1.  Explosives 
	    With the exception of trained Explosive Ordinance Disposal Technicians      (E.O.D.T.), members of the Cheswold Police Department are, under no      circumstances, to transport, handle or distribute any explosives or       suspected materials, military ordinance or devices. 
	   2.  Upon discovery of any explosives or suspected materials, military       ordinance or devices, officers shall proceed with the following guidelines: 
	    a.  Notify KENTCOM by telephone (if available) of the incident in and       their personnel will in turn notify the D.O.D.T. of Delaware State       Police. 
	    b.  Evacuate the immediate area if the item is of a quantity, size or the       location presents a hazard of danger to persons or property in the       immediate area. 
	    c.  Maintain security and integrity of the scene without placing one’s       self in danger. 
	 
	   3.  The following are examples, but not limited to, items defined as explosive      materials, ordinance or other devices: 
	    a.  Military ordinance, assembled or disassembled. This includes       rockets, bombs, mortar shells, mines, grenades, explosives, or other      items of weaponry associated with the military. 
	    b.  Improvised devices including pipe bombs, letter bombs or        suspicious packages. 
	    c.  Commercial explosives consisting of dynamite, blasting caps, large       quantities of black powder or fireworks. 
	 
	   4.  On scene responsibilities for explosives, ordinances or devices shall be      under the direction of the E.O.D.T. or D.O.D.T. personnel. 
	   5.  The following are examples of items exempt from the notification of      E.O.D.T. personnel (depending on the volume and judgment of the on      scene supervisor): small arms ammunition, small quantities of commercial     fireworks and gas cylinders. These items may be placed temporarily in the      Evidence Room. 
	 
	  H.  Toxic Substances 
	   The following procedure shall be followed in dealing with quantities of a      suspected Toxic Substance: 
	1.   Notify KENTCOM whether or not the substance bears an identifying  name. 
	1.   Notify KENTCOM whether or not the substance bears an identifying  name. 
	1.   Notify KENTCOM whether or not the substance bears an identifying  name. 


	   2.  KENTCOM shall contact the Fire Board for material toxicity classification      and provide precautionary action guideline to the officer at the scene. 
	   3.  If the substance is identified as toxic, KENTCOM shall notify Delaware 
	    Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Center (DNREC)      and request assistance for seizure, removal and disposal. If the substance      is also designated as volatile, officers shall notify KENTCOM to have the      nearest fire service respond. 
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	P
	P
	P
	I. Flammable Substances 
	The following procedure shall be followed in dealing with amounts of suspected flammable substances. Upon discovery of large quantities of flammable   substances, within a residence or a building exterior area, the initial responding officer shall: 
	1.Notify KENTCOM, who will notify the Fire Marshall’s Office and dispatchthe nearest fire service. 
	2.Ensure that there is no smoking, use of flares or the use of TASERs in thearea, while securing the area until the arrival of fire apparatus. 
	3.No quantities of flammable liquids shall be placed into evidence. Minuteamounts for test purposes are authorized after review by the submitting officer’s supervisor. 
	P
	J. Radioactive Substances 
	The following procedures will be followed upon discovery of radioactive   materials. Upon visual observation of a radioactive hazard identification tag, the responding officer shall: 
	1.Notify KENTCOM, who will contact the Staff Duty Officer for the DelawareState Police Radiological Safety Officer. 
	1.Notify KENTCOM, who will contact the Staff Duty Officer for the DelawareState Police Radiological Safety Officer. 
	1.Notify KENTCOM, who will contact the Staff Duty Officer for the DelawareState Police Radiological Safety Officer. 


	2.Cordon off, secure and evacuate the area, if possible, until the arrival ofpersonnel requested by the Staff Duty Officer through KENTCOM. 
	3.In incidents of radiological transportation accidents, officers shall safelyattempt, if possible, to obtain the vehicle manifest and placard information to relay to KENTCOM. 
	P
	K.  State Emergency Response Team (S.E.R.T.) 
	1.The State of Delaware Oil and Hazardous Incident Contingency Plan hasbeen developed to coordinate the actions necessary to manage discharge, incidents involving hazardous substances in order to protect the citizens,  environment, and resources of the State of Delaware. The group in the  Plan is referred to as the State Emergency Response Team (S.E.R .T.). 
	P
	2.For incidents that affect Kent County, County Government has designateda Primary and Secondary S.E.R.T. Responder. The primary responder isthe coordinator of Emergency Planning and the Secondary Responder isthe Police Division’s Staff Duty Officer. The Fire Board, after being notifiedby the Fire Chief at the scene, will notify the Chief of EmergencyCommunication who will assess if S.E.R.T. will be activated.
	P
	L. Towing Procedures and Officer Responsibilities 
	1.The Department is aware of the agency’s responsibility for towing ofvehicles under certain conditions. Officers should consider existing road  conditions prior to the vehicle being moved to the side of the roadway, i.e.  construction in the area, at a turn lane, at an intersection, in an area of  high volume traffic, creating a road hazard during rush hour traffic, etc.  Other licensed drivers present, not under the influence of drugs and/or  alcohol and having obtained the owner’s permission to operate t
	P
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	   2.  General Towing Procedures 
	    a. In all incidents in which a vehicle must be towed by this agency, the       general towing procedures will be followed. When other conditions       exist, exceptions or additions to the general towing procedures will       be adhered to. Upon initial contact with any vehicle under any       known or undetermined condition, the vehicle should always be       approached as a crime scene, having the potential for being one, or       possibly containing evidence that may have evidentiary value at a 
	     later time. 
	    b.  Upon the decision to tow the vehicle, the officer will implement the       following general towing procedures and complete a Vehicle        Storage and Release Form: 
	      (1)  Ascertain and record ownership of the vehicle through 
	       the operator, the registration card, vehicle registration 
	       number, or vehicle identification number. 
	      (2)  Conduct a detailed inspection of the present vehicle 
	       damage (if any) and record all visible damage found, 
	       new or old and record the findings. 
	      (3)  Conduct and record a detailed inventory of any          valuable contents found within the vehicle, including 
	       the trunk and glove box and record the findings. No 
	       force entry is allowable in any area of the vehicle that 
	       cannot be opened by ordinary means. 
	      (4)  Safeguard victims’ property from theft or pilferage         and complete the tow form to include a thorough 
	       inventory of victims’ property prior to the vehicle 
	       being towed for safe storage. Other property that may 
	       have to be removed from the vehicle for the purpose 
	       of safeguarding will be turned into evidence with a 
	       property receipt attached. The investigating officer 
	       will notify the victim(s) of the location of the property 
	       and complete a Property Claim Form and a Property 
	       Receipt Form and place same in the Evidence Room 
	       with the victim’s property. Staff personnel will mail 
	       the claim form to the victim. 
	      (5)  Notify the contracted tow company for tow service on         the via telephone dispatch number and include the         need for any additional equipment, i.e. dollies,          rollback, etc., or any unusual circumstance, as well as         the exact location of the vehicle to be towed. The         Vehicle Storage and  Release Form will be completed         at this point. 
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	      (6)  Have the owner/operator, if available, sign the          VS&RF. He/she will be given a copy of the VS&RF 
	       (top copy) and be furnished with the location 
	       where the vehicle is going to be stored or processed, 
	       and the time of its release. If the owner/operator is 
	       not available, the officer, upon arriving at the station, 
	       should attempt to notify the owner by telephone and 
	       advise the disposition of the towed vehicle. 
	      (7)  Give the tow operator the bottom copy of the VS&RF.         The officer will not leave the location until the tow         service has completed his/her work, and is under way.        The location of the vehicle’s keys will be noted on the         officer’s report and/or on the tow slip. 
	      (8 )  IT is required th at the VS &RF be completed in its 
	       entirety and that the information contained on the 
	       form is accurate. The officer will then file the form in 
	       the Tow Slip Binder in the mail slot outside the police         office. 
	      (9)  In matters concerning VIN violations, the officer will 
	       notify a supervisor with a copy of the original report. 
	       The investigating officer and a supervisor will          determine the status of the vehicle dependent upon 
	       the extent of criminal prosecution, if any. 
	 
	   3.  Owner / Operator Notification 
	    In addition to completing the VS&RF, the investigating officer has a      reasonable responsibility to properly notify the owner of a towed vehicle.      The information provided to the owner should include the location where      the vehicle has been towed to, the reason for the vehicle being towed, and      how and when the owner/operator may retrieve the vehicle. If the       owner/operator is physically unable to be personally notified       (fatal/serious P.I.), a close relative (defined as spouse,
	 
	   4.  Allowable Conditions for the Towing of Vehicles: 
	    a.  Accident scenes 
	    b.  Abandon motor vehicles (on State or public highway or on private       property) 
	    c.  Traffic and parking violations 
	    d.  Evidence and processing for physical evidence 
	    e.  Recovery of stolen motor vehicles for another jurisdiction 
	    f.  Seizure of vehicles. 
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	   5.  Towing From an Accident Scene 
	    a.  In reference to Title 21, Chapter 69, paragraph 6901, Delaware       Code, the initial officer at the scene shall determine if a tow truck       will be needed (i.e. inoperative, unsafe to be driven). If the vehicle       requires towing, determine if the operator or owner has a        preference for a tow service, and make a reasonable attempt to       comply with the request. If the vehicle is inoperative or unsafe to be      driven, it should be towed. Otherwise, the vehicle may result in       b
	     officer’s response at a later date. At all accident scenes where a tow       service is requested, the investigating officer will follow the general       procedures. 
	 
	    b.  Exceptions and/or Additions to General Procedures: 
	     If the vehicle is to be towed for a mechanical inspection, the 
	     chief investigating officer will notify the proper tow service for       towing, inspection and storage. The vehicle will be towed and       serviced for towing, inspection and storage. The vehicle will be       towed and inspected at the Department’s designated service station.      The chief investigating officer shall have a supervisor approve the       impound of the vehicle for the mechanical inspection and mark it in      the impound tow log book. The chief investigating officer will be       res
	 
	   6.  Towing of Abandoned Vehicles From State/Public Highway 
	    a.  The objective of the abandoned vehicle policy is to expedite the           removal and to document all abandoned motor vehicles on the       streets, highways and private property in the Town of Cheswold,       Kent County that are in violation of Chapter 44 of the Delaware       Motor Vehicle Code. 
	    b.  Definition:  Any motor vehicle that is either inoperable,        dismantled, wrecked or which displays expired registration plates       which are at least thirty (30) days expired or which display no       registration plates, or from which the major components have been       removed and which shall have been placed upon any State or public      highway or property of any political subdivision or the State or       public highways within a municipality for a period in excess of       twenty-four (
	     period specified, Departmental policy is 72 hours). Upon discovery       of a vehicle for which there is reasonable grounds to believe it may       be abandoned, after determining the vehicle is not stolen, the chief       investigating officer shall make every effort at the scene to        determine ownership and try to have the vehicle removed without       undertaking the following process. After this process has been       exhausted, the officer will follow the general towing procedures. 
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	    c.  Exceptions and/or Additions to the General Towing Procedures. 
	      (1)  Post in a conspicuous place (side window-street side)         a Cheswold Police Abandoned Vehicle Sticker on the         vehicle. The sticker shall direct that the vehicle be         removed by a stated time and date (such time and 
	       date to be not less than 72 hours following the posting 
	       of the notice). 
	      (2)  Complete the tow log. 
	      (3)  Stickered abandoned motor vehicles that have not         been removed within the allotted time period are to be 
	       assigned as follow-up investigations to the day work 
	       shift for removal. The officer shall include the date of 
	       the removal. 
	      (4)  If circumstances demand the towing of the abandoned 
	       vehicle, it shall be done by the day work shift. 
	      (5)  If the vehicle is present, the general towing          procedures will be followed. The officer will prepare a 
	       VCR/Supplement, providing full particulars as to the 
	       reason for any police action taken, i.e., why the vehicle 
	       is being towed. 
	      (6)  If the vehicle has been removed from the public         roadway onto private property (example: into the 
	       owner’s driveway), the officer will follow Private         Property Procedures. 
	  
	   7.  Towing of Motor Vehicles on Private Property and Other Locations 
	    a.  The responsibility for removal of the vehicle in questions        resides with the private property owner/manager (apartment       complex). Upon requests from an unauthorized representative or       owner of an apartment complex or any other privately owned       property or parking facility for police action regarding the        abandoned motor vehicles, the assigned officer shall: 
	      (1)  Provide the registered owner information to the         property owner/manager upon request. 
	      (2)  Ascertain if the vehicle has been reported stolen via         the tag and VIN numbers. 
	      (3)  Ascertain if complaint was already handled. This shall        be done solely for the avoidance of duplication in         report taking. 
	    b.  Title 21, Section 4402(d), allows the towing of vehicle from private       property. After receiving a complaint of an abandoned vehicle on       residential private property, this course of action is to be followed       by the patrol officer. In the event that a vehicle is abandoned on 
	     private property within a residential area, the general towing       procedures are to be followed. 
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	    c.  Exceptions and/or Additions to the General Towing Procedures: 
	      ( 1)  Determine and record the owner and vehicle          information. 
	      ( 2) Determine and contact the owner of the property         where the vehicle is located. 
	      (3)  Attempt contact with the registered owner to the         remove the vehicle. 
	      (4)  Send a certified letter to the owner of both property         and the vehicle, indicating that the vehicle will be         tagged seven (7) days after the date of the mailing and        towed at the vehicle owner’s expense ten (10 days         after the date of the mailing. 
	      (5)  After seven (7) days from the date of the mailing, the         officer will respond to the location of the vehicle. If         the vehicle is present, and abandoned vehicle sticker         will be placed on the vehicle in a conspicuous location,        detailing that the vehicle will be towed if not removed         within three days, at the owner’s expense. 
	      (6)  At the duration of the three (3) days, the officer will 
	       respond back to the location of the tagged vehicle. 
	       If the vehicle is present, the officer will contact 
	       The contracted tow service and notify KENTCOM         of the removal of the vehicle from the 
	       property. The officer will then fill out the following 
	       forms: 
	       (a)  Vehicle Storage and Release Form 
	       (b)  Vehicle/Supplement Report 
	 
	   8.  Towing of Motor Vehicles for Traffic and Parking Violations 
	    a.  If the operator of a vehicle is legally stopped for any reason and       displays fictitious tags. 
	    b.  Whenever the operator of the motor vehicle is stopped and/or       arrested for any criminal or traffic violation where the operator       does not have a valid driver’s license and/or the vehicle stopped is       not properly registered and insured. 
	 
	     However, if the vehicle is properly registered and insured, and there      is another legal operator present who would have consent from the       owner to operate the vehicle, the officer may use his/her discretion       and allow that individual to operate said vehicle. 
	    c.  Whenever the operator of a motor vehicle is placed under arrest for       Title 21, Section 4177a (DUI), the investigating officer will tow the       vehicle. 
	    d.  Any officer investigating a complaint of a parking violation has the       authority to tow according to the general towing procedures. 
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	    e.  Exceptions and/or Additions to General Towing Procedures: 
	      (1)  The vehicle is blocking a driveway and the property         owner of the driveway requests the removal of the         vehicle, and all attempts have failed to locate the         owner of the vehicle. 
	      (2)  The vehicle is in a tow-away zone and the owner of the        vehicle cannot be found. 
	      (3)  If there is exigent circumstances, i.e., emergency         situation (fire, police, utility, etc.). 
	 
	  9.  Towing of Vehicles and Evidence and Towing for the Processing of Physical     Evidence 
	    a.  The general towing procedures should be followed for all vehicles       towed for evidentiary purposes (i.e., crime scene, altered or        removed VINs) only upon notification and approval by a supervisor. 
	    b.  If a vehicle is to be seized as evidence, the officer initiating the       seizure shall forward a memorandum to the Chief of Police noting       the date, time, officer’s name, reason for towing, nature of the       investigation and other necessary information concerning the case.       The Chief of Police or designee shall approve and coordinate all       storage of confiscated (evidence/seizure purposes) vehicles. The           Asset Seizure Officer shall maintain a record of all vehicles stored
	     for this purpose. The Asset Seizure Officer will coordinate storage       or evidence/seizure procedures.. 
	    c.  Exception and/or Additions to the General Towing Procedures 
	      (1)  In matters concerning VIN violations, the officer will 
	       notify a supervisor with a copy of the original report. 
	      (2)  The towing officer will notify the owner at the scene,         if possible, that the vehicle is being towed for          evidentiary purposes. The release copy of the tow slip         WILL NOT be released to the owner. 
	      (3) The towing officer will notify contact the dispatch of         the contracted tow service and advise KENTCOM that         the vehicle will be towed to the designated impound         yard. The officer shall advise the tow operator that the        vehicle is to be taken to impound. 
	       The officer should note the areas of the vehicle which 
	       should not be tampered with, prior to towing. 
	      (4)  The towing officer or designee will follow the vehicle 
	       to the impound yard (chain of custody of evidence). 
	      (5)  The exterior of the vehicle shall be locked and each 
	       door shall be secured with crime scene evidence tape. 
	       If the vehicle cannot be properly secured, and/or 
	       weather may have an impact on the processing, other         arrangements will be made by contacting a          supervisor. 
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	      (6)  The towing officer shall contact the Asset Seizure 
	       Officer with the completed paperwork and the keys to 
	       the vehicle. The Asset Seizure Officer shall enter the 
	       vehicle into the impound log with the chief          investigating officer’s name and/or the processing 
	       officer’s name. 
	       (7)  The chief investigating officer and/or processing 
	       Officer will notify the Asset Seizure Officer and the 
	       Owner of the vehicle when the vehicle can be released.       (8)  Vehicles towed to DSP facilities will be removed 
	       from the location after 48 hours. Extension to this 
	       period will be on the authority of the Chief of Police. 
	 
	  10.  Towing of Stolen Motor Vehicles for CPD from Other Jurisdictions 
	     
	   a.  The general towing procedures should be followed for stolen 
	    vehicles reported by this agency, or another agency upon approval       by a supervisor, and/or the chief investigating agency. 
	   b.  Exceptions and/or Additions to the General Towing Procedures 
	     (1)  If an officer request s that the vehicle reported stolen 
	      from our jurisdiction be processed , the officer will 
	      follow the guidelines outlined in Towing of Vehicles 
	      for processing of Physical Evidence. 
	      (2)  The officer should notify the originating agency of the 
	      recovery through KENTCOM. When officers of the 
	      Department apprehend suspect(s) in a stolen motor 
	      vehicle from another agency, the originating agency, if 
	      empowered to make an arrest at the scene (e.g., 
	      felony) and can respond to the scene within a          reasonable amount of time, should effect the arrest. 
	     (3) T h e officer should remain with the vehicle until the 
	      originating agency responds. They will complete the 
	      recovery, tow the vehicle, and make the arrest if 
	      applicable. The officer responsible for the recovery 
	      and/or apprehension, will complete a report. The 
	      officer’s immediate supervisor should be made aware 
	      of any extenuating circumstances to this procedure for 
	      final decision. 
	     (4)  If the originating agency cannot respond, the 
	      following procedures will be followed: 
	      (a)  Effect the arrest, if applicable. 
	      (b)  Obtain the name and rank of the other           agency officer contacted, the date and           and time of the contact, and incorporate           this information into the report. 
	      (c)  Complete the recovery section of the           Stolen Motor Vehicle Report. 
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	      (d)  If the originating agency requests that           the vehicle be processed, the officer will           follow the guidelines outlined in Towing           Vehicles for Processing of Physical           Evidence. 
	       (e)  If the vehicle recovered for another agency is to 
	       be towed for safe-keeping, the officer will 
	       follow the guidelines set forth in the General 
	       Towing Procedures. 
	      (f)  Coordinate with KENTCOM in the recovery 
	       process of the stolen vehicle and ensure that 
	       the proper notifications are made to the other 
	       agency (i.e. teletypes, removal from DELJIS, 
	       NC IC, owner notification, arrest, extradition, 
	       etc.) 
	  11.  Seizure and Towing of a Vehicle that have been used in the Commission of a     Felony 
	    
	   a.  Title 11, Delaware Code, Sections 2322 and 2323, authorizes for the seizure     of vehicles that have been used in, or used in with the commission of any      felony or the flight or escape of any person who has committed a felony. 
	   b.  In those instances where the operator of a motor vehicle has been placed      under arrest in respect to Sections 2322 and/or 2323, and the decision to      seize the vehicle has been made by the investigating officer and a       supervisor, the general towing procedures should be followed. 
	   c.  Under Title 11, Delaware Code 2324, the Attorney General may proceed in      the Superior Court to have forfeited to the State of Delaware any vehicle      seized under Title 11, Delaware Code 2322. Should forfeiture not be       deemed appropriate, the Attorney General will authorize the release of the      vehicle in question to the Asset Seizure Officer. 
	   d.  Whenever a vehicle is considered for seizure pursuant to Title 21,       Delaware Code 2322/2323, a supervisor will ensure the following criteria: 
	     (1)  The vehicle usually shall not be more than eight (8) years        old. 
	     (2 )  The condition of the vehicle shall be what is expected in        normal wear and tear. 
	     (3)  The officer initiating the seizure of the vehicle shall ascertain        through a preliminary investigation if the owner or co-owner       of the vehicle participated in the activity which resulted in        the seizure, or had knowledge that the vehicle would be used        so. If the owner or co-owner has not knowingly used or 
	      permitted the vehicle to be used in, or in connection with,        the commission of a felony, the vehicle is NOT subject to        forfeiture. 
	 
	   e.  Exceptions and/or Additions to the General Towing Procedures 
	     (1)  Notify KENTCOM of the designated tow service and         advise that the vehicle is being seized. All seized vehicles will        initially be towed to a designated impound yard. The Asset        Seizure Officer shall complete the impound log book. 
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	     (2)  If the vehicle is to be processed, the towing procedures for        processing of physical evidence should be utilized (i.e .,        evidence tape, secure the vehicle, etc. 
	     (3)  The investigating officer will complete three (3) copies of the        Vehicle Seizure Form and forward one copy (include the        detailed investigative report and the vehicle keys) to the        Asset Seizure Officer at the completion of the officer’s shift.         
	      The second copy will be attached to the Departmental copy        of the officer’s report. The third copy will be submitted by the 
	      arresting officer to the Deputy Attorney General at the felony       intake. A supervisor shall initial the Vehicle Seizure Form,        acknowledging that the supervisor has reviewed the seizure        with the investigating officer, and it is consistent with this        policy. 
	     (4)  The Asset Seizure Officer will determine if the seized vehicle        and the circumstances surrounding the seizure meet the        criteria. The Asset Seizure Officer shall conduct a follow-up        investigation to ascertain if the owner or co-owner of the        vehicle participated in the activity which resulted in the        seizure, or had knowledge that the vehicle would be used so. 
	     (5)  If the owner or co-owner has not knowingly used or         permitted the vehicle to be used in, or in connection with,        the commission of a felony, the vehicle is not subject to        forfeiture but should be released to it’s owner. The initial        officer and the Attorney General shall be notified by the        Asset Seizure Officer. The Asset Seizure Officer will notify        the owner and coordinate the vehicle’s release with         KENTCOM. 
	     (6)  The Asset Seizure Officer will notify the owner by certified        mail that the vehicle is being seized under Delaware State        Law . 
	     (7)  The Asset Seizure Officer will contact the investigating        officer, the Deputy Attorney General Asset Seizure 
	      Coordinator and the prosecuting Attorney General with the        facts of the seizure investigation. The investigating officer        will keep the Asset Seizure Officer informed of any recent        developments (felony, intake, preliminary hearing, etc.) of        the defendant’s status the judicial process.  
	     (8)  The investigative officer should be mindful that any plea        agreement offered should include that the defendant         understood that the vehicle was used to facilitate the crime. 
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	  12.  Responsibilities 
	 
	   Staff personnel will contact the tow company storing the towed vehicles (which     are not impounded) after 45 days for the vehicle’s disposition. If the disposition     form is not received from the tow company, the officers who are maintaining will     be notified of an impounded vehicle after ten days. Personnel will assist the tow     company in finding the correct owner of the vehicle. 
	 
	 
	 M.  Abandoned Motor Vehicles 
	 
	  The officers will continually check and update the abandon vehicles they have tagged    and follow-up as needed by either towing said vehicle or otherwise supplementing the    case. Unless properly delegated, each officer will be responsible for following-up on the 
	  vehicles they have tagged. 
	 
	 N.  Traffic Safety and Educational Materials 
	 
	  The Office of Highway Safety for the State of Delaware, distributes traffic safety and    educational materials during the course of their duties. Displays are set up at 
	  shopping malls, schools, civic association meetings and other activities. Topics     discussed and materials presented include seat belt safety, school bus safety, night time    driving, child safety belts, safe driving and drinking and driving. Officers are encouraged   to contact Office of Highway Safety for any of the above materials. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013. 
	____________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	PROPERTY CHECKS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-2-10 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this directive to provide officers with guidelines about the use of the    “patrol book”. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The police department, in its efforts to provide unique services to its citizens, may    conduct property checks. A resident or business can ask for a special property check. A    record of the request and action taken by the officers is to be retained in the patrol book.   Additionally, emergency numbers and a merchant list is to be kept in the patrol book. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	   
	  A.  All officers will carry the property check book. Enclosed will be the designated     properties to be checked, merchant list and an emergency supervisors list . 
	 
	  B.  Each officers will indicate on the property sheet his/her initials, date and time     checked. Officers will indicate on their activity logs the locations and times of     property checks. 
	 
	  C.  This does not alleviate officers from making additional property checks  other     than those requested. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	SNOW EMERGENCY PLAN 
	P
	 Effective Date:       Directive Number: 
	April 15, 2013 10-2-11 
	Special Instructions:   
	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	Civilian Personnel                         1       
	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	This policy will provide officers with guidelines on emergency procedures in the event of significant snowfall. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	P
	A.During normal business hours, the determination to implement the Snow Emergency Plan will be made by the Mayor and/or Town Council. 
	P
	B. Procedure after 15:30 hours Monday thru Friday; and weekends: 
	P
	1.1 to 2 inches of snow will be classified as a snow emergency.
	P
	2.If plowing is determined to be necessary by police personnel, the road unitwill contact the Chief of Police. If the Chief of Police  isnot available, the road unit shall contact designated Town Personnel.
	P
	3.Icy roads:  If Town roads are determined to be hazardous, utilize theabove procedure.
	P
	C. There are roadways in the Town of Cheswold that are plowed and  maintained by the Division of State Highways. During non-business hours, the State Highway  Department can be contacted via KENTCOM. 
	P
	State maintained roads within the Town of Cheswold are: 
	- Rt. 42 Main Street 
	- Rt. 13 (North Dupont Hwy) 
	- Moorton Road 
	- Commerce Street 
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	FIELD INTERVIEWS AND PAT-DOWN SEARCHES 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-2-12 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       4        
	    
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to assist officers in determining when field interviews and    pat-down searches are warranted and the manner in which they must be conducted. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The field interview is an important point of contact for officers in preventing and     investigating criminal activity. But, even when conducted with respect for involved    citizens and in strict conformance with the law, it can be perceived by some as a means    of police harassment or intimidation conducted in a discriminatory manner against    groups or individuals. In order to maintain the effectiveness and legitimacy of this    practice and to protect the safety of officers in approaching suspiciou
	  conformance with procedures set forth in this policy. 
	 
	 III. DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Field Interview 
	   The brief detainment of an individual, whether on foot or in a vehicle,  based on     reasonable suspicion for the purposes of determining the individuals identity and    resolving the officers suspicions. 
	 
	  B.  Pat-Down Search 
	   A “frisk” or external feeling of the outer garments of an individual for weapons     only. 
	 
	  C.  Reasonable Suspicion 
	   Articulable facts that, within the totality of the circumstances, lead an officer to     reasonably suspect that criminal activity has been, is being or is about to be     committed. 
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	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Justification for Conducting a Field Interview 
	   Law enforcement officers may stop individuals for the purpose of conducting a     field interview only where reasonable suspicion is present. Reasonable suspicion     must be more than a hunch or feeling, but need not meet the test for probable     cause sufficient to make an arrest. In justifying the stop, the officer must be able     to point to specific facts which, when taken together with rational inferences, 
	   reasonably warrant the stop. Such facts include but are not limited to the      following: 
	 
	    1.  The appearance or demeanor of an individual suggests that he/she       is part of a criminal enterprise or is engaged in a criminal act. 
	    2.  The actions of the suspect suggest that he is engaged in a criminal       activity. 
	    3.  The hour of day or night is inappropriate for the suspect’s presence       in the area. 
	    4.  The suspect’s presence in a neighborhood or location is        inappropriate. 
	    5.  The suspect is carrying a suspicious object. 
	    6.  The suspect’s clothing bulges in a manner that suggests he is        carrying a weapon. 
	    7.  The suspect is located in proximate time and place to the alleged 
	     crime. 
	    8.  The officer has knowledge of the suspect’s prior criminal record or 
	     Involvement in criminal activity. 
	 
	  B.  Initiating a Field Interview 
	   Based on observance of suspicious circumstances or upon information from     investigation, an officer may initiate a stop of a suspect if he has articulable,     reasonable suspicion to do so. The following guidelines shall be followed when     making an authorized stop to conduct a field interview: 
	 
	    1.  When approaching the suspect, the officer shall clearly identify       him/herself as a law enforcement officer. If not in uniform, by       announcing his/her identity and displaying departmental        identification. 
	    2.  Officers shall be courteous at all times during the contact but       maintain caution and vigilance for furtive movements to retrieve       weapons, conceal or discard contraband, or other suspicious        actions. 
	    3.  Before approaching more than one suspect, individual officers       should determine whether the circumstances warrant a request 
	     for backup assistance and whether the contact can and should be       delayed until such assistance arrives. 
	    4.  Officers shall confine their questions to those concerning the        suspect’s identity, place of residence and other inquiries necessary       to resolve the officers suspicions. However, in no instance shall       an officer detain a suspect longer than is reasonably necessary to       make these limited inquiries. 
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	    5.  Officers are not required to give suspects Miranda warnings in       order to conduct field interviews unless the person is in custody       and about to be interrogated. 
	    6.  Suspects are not required, nor can they be compelled, to answer any      questions posed during field interviews. Failure to respond to an       officer’s inquiries is not, in and of itself, sufficient grounds to make       an arrest, although it may provide sufficient justification for        additional observation and investigation. 
	 
	 V.  PROCEDURES REGARDING PAT-DOWN SEARCHES 
	 
	  A.  Justification for Conducting Pat-Down Searches 
	   A law enforcement officer has the right to perform a pat-down search of the outer    garments of a suspect for weapons if the suspect has been legitimately stopped     with reasonable suspicion and only when the officer has a reasonable fear for his     own or another person’s safety. Clearly, not every field interview poses sufficient     justification for conducting a pat-down search. Following are some criteria that     may form the basis for establishing justification for performing a pat-down 
	   search. Officers should note that these factors are not all-inclusive and that there     are other factors that could or should be considered. The existence of more than     one of these factors may be required in order to support reasonable suspicion for     the search. 
	 
	   1.  The type of crime suspected particularly in crimes of violence where the      use or threat of deadly weapons is involved; 
	   2.  Where more than one suspect must be handled by a single officer; 
	   3.  The hour of the day and the location or neighborhood where the stop takes     place; 
	   4.  Prior knowledge of the suspect’s use of force and/or propensity to carry      deadly weapons; 
	   5.  The appearance and demeanor of the suspect; 
	   6.  Visual indications which suggest that the suspect is carrying a firearm or      other deadly weapon; and/or 
	   7.  The age and gender of the suspect. Whenever possible, pat-down searches      should be performed by officers of the same sex as the suspect. 
	 
	  B.  Procedures for Performing a Pat-Down Search 
	   When reasonable suspicion exists to perform a pat-down search, it should be     performed with due caution, restraint and sensitivity. These searches are only     justifiable and may only be performed to protect the safety of officers and others     and may never be used to shake down individuals or groups of individuals or as a     pretext for obtaining evidence. Under these circumstances, pat-down searches     should be conducted in the following manner: 
	 
	   1.  Whenever possible, pat-down searches should be conducted by at least two     officers, one who performs the search while the other provides protective      cover. 
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	   2.  Because pat-down searches are cursory in nature, they should be       performed with the suspect in a standing position or with hands placed      against a stationary object and feet spread apart. Should a weapon be      visually observed, however, a more secure search position may be used,      such as the prone position. 
	   3.  In a pat-down search, officers are permitted only to externally feel the      outer clothing of the suspect. Officers may not place their hands in pockets     unless they feel an object that could reasonably be a weapon, such as a      firearm, knife, club or other item. 
	   4.  If the suspect is carrying an object such as a handbag, suitcase, briefcase,      sack or other item that may conceal a weapon, the officer should not open      the item but instead place it out of reach of the suspect. 
	   5.  If the external feeling of the suspect’s clothing fails to disclose evidence of      a weapon, no further search may be made. If evidence of a weapon is      present, an officer may retrieve that item only. If the item is a weapon for      the possession of which is a crime, the officer may make an arrest of the      suspect and complete a full custody search of the suspect. 
	 
	  C.  Reporting 
	   If after conducting a field interview there is no basis for making an arrest, the     officer should record the facts of the interview and forward  the documentation to    the appropriate reporting authority as prescribed by departmental procedure. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 Effective Date:       Directive Number: 
	April 15, 2013 10-2-13 
	Special Instructions:   
	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	Civilian Personnel                         3       
	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with legally sound procedures for conducting custodial interrogations. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Custodial interrogations of suspects and the statements and confessions that are elicitedare vitally important in the preparation of criminal cases. However, to be admissible asevidence, statements and confessions must be given freely and voluntarily and with dueconsideration for the suspect’s right to silence and right to counsel. Therefore, it is thepolicy of this law enforcement agency that all others understand and follow this agencypolicy in order to observe due process rights of suspects and to guard 
	changes of police coercion or intimidation during interrogation.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.  Custody: A custodial situation exists when an officer tells a suspect that he/sheis under arrest. A functionally equivalent situation exists when a “reasonable  person” in the suspect’s position would feel that his freedom of action has been restricted to the same degree as a formal arrest. 
	P
	B.  Interrogation: Interrogation includes direct questioning of a suspect about a crime or suspected crime, as well as any words, statements or actions by officers that the officer should know are reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating  response from the suspect. 
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Custodial Statements and Confessions
	P
	1.Miranda warnings are required and shall be administered prior to“custodial interrogation”, as defined above.
	2.The following represent examples of situations that are not “custodial” anddo not require issuance of Miranda warnings:
	P
	a.Investigatory stop and frisk;
	b.Questioning during a routine traffic stop for a minor violation; toinclude driving while intoxicated (DUI) stops until a custodialinterrogation begins;
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	    c.  During routine questioning at the scene of an incident or crime       when the questions are not intended to illicit incriminating        responses; 
	    d.  During voluntary appearances at the police facility; 
	    e.  When information or statements are made spontaneously,        voluntarily and without prompting by police. (Note: Follow up 
	     questions that exceed simple requests for clarification of initial       statements may require Miranda warnings.) 
	 
	  B.  Administering Miranda Warnings 
	    
	   1.  Miranda warnings shall be read by officers from the card containing the      information to all persons subjected to custodial interrogation.       Freelancing, recitation from memory or paraphrasing the warnings is      prohibited as it precludes officers from testifying in court as to the precise      wording used. 
	   2. Officers shall ensure that suspects understand their right to remain silent      and their right to an attorney. Suspects may be interrogated only when      they have knowingly and intelligently waived their rights. Threats, false      promises or coercion to induce suspect statements is prohibited. 
	    a.  Waivers of one or both of the Miranda rights must be performed       affirmatively. 
	    b.  Oral waivers are often sufficient, but written waivers, particularly in      felony charges, are preferred and should be obtained whenever       possible on the appropriate agency form. 
	   3.  Officers arresting deaf suspects shall notify their immediate supervisor      and make arrangement to procure the assistance of an interpreter in      accordance with this agency’s policy and state and federal law. 
	 
	  C.  Invoking the Right to Silence 
	 
	   1.  When a suspect invokes his right to remain silent, all interrogation shall      terminate IMMEDIATLEY. 
	   2.  Suspects who are not represented by an attorney may not be interrogated      for at least ninety (90) minutes after invoking their right to silence and      then, only after officers have re-administered Miranda warnings and      obtained a waiver. 
	   3. Officers may interrogate a suspect who has previously invoked his right to      silence, if, after the passage of time, the suspect initiates communication      with officers. However, prior to questioning Miranda warnings shall be re-     administered and a waiver obtained. 
	 
	  D.  Invoking the right to Counsel 
	    
	   1.  If a suspect waives his right to counsel, a waiver shall be obtained prior to      questioning. When a suspect makes reference to counsel but his intentions     are unclear, officers may question the suspect further to clarify his       intentions. 
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	   2.  When a suspect invokes his right to counsel, all interrogation shall cease      IMMEDIATLEY. The suspect may not again be interrogated about the      crime for which he is charged, other crimes, or by other officers (from this      or other agencies) unless: 
	    a.  The suspects attorney is present at the questioning; or 
	    b.  the suspect initiates new contact with the police. In this later case,       Miranda rights must again be administered and a waiver obtained       before any questioning may take place. Officers shall also document      and, if possible, obtain written verification that the suspect initiated      the communication. 
	   3.  Officers shall cooperate in any reasonable way with efforts by counsel to      contact or meet with suspects in custody. 
	 
	  E.  Documenting Statements and Confessions 
	 
	   1.  The circumstances surrounding the conduct of interrogations and       recording of confessions shall be fully documented. This includes,       but is not necessarily limited to: 
	    a.  location, date, time of day and duration of interrogation; 
	    b.  he identities of officers and/or other present; 
	    c . Miranda warnings given, suspect responses and waivers provided, if      any; and 
	    d.  the nature and duration of breaks in questioning provided the       suspect for food, drink, use of lavatories or for other purposes. 
	 
	   2.  Investigative officers are encouraged to use this agency’s video and  audio      taping capabilities for purposes of recording statements and confessions in     an overt or covert manner consistent with state law. 
	   3.  The lead investigative officer may decide in which cases audio and/or      video tape recordings may be appropriate and whether covert or overt      procedures may be used. Tape recordings designated as evidence shall be      handled in the following manner: 
	    a.  Original tape recordings shall be duplicated and each copy stored       separately; 
	    b.  The tab on the tape housing of both the original and duplicate       copies shall be removed to preclude the possibility of erasure or       tampering. 
	    c.  Tape recordings shall be stored in a secure location under        controlled access as designated by the officer-in-charge of criminal       investigations. 
	    d.  All tape recordings shall be inventoried on a routine basis. 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to provide investigative officers and others with general    knowledge of, guidance and procedures for the use of polygraph examinations. 
	 
	I. POLICY 
	I. POLICY 
	I. POLICY 


	  The polygraph examination is a valuable investigative aid as used in conjunction with,    but not as a substitute for, a thorough investigation. The polygraph may be     employed, consistent with this policy, to verify, corroborate or refute statements; obtain    additional investigative leads; narrow or focus criminal investigations; serve to screen    candidates for positions with this or other criminal justice agencies; and assist in the    conduct of internal police investigations, among other authori
	 
	 III.  DEFINITION 
	   
	  Polygraph:       The polygraph is an instrument that records certain physiological     changes in a person undergoing questioning in an effort to determine truth or     deception. A polygraph simultaneously records a minimum of respiratory activity,    galvanic skin resistance or conductivity, and cardiovascular activity. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Requesting Polygraph Examinations 
	 
	   1.  Following approval by their immediate supervisor, employees of this      agency may request a polygraph examination from this agency’s       authorized polygraphist. 
	   2.  Polygraph examinations may be authorized when consistent with state law     and agency policy. Situations in which authorization may be requested and     approved include, but may not be limited to: 
	    a.  requests from the officer of the prosecutor as part of an agreement       with the defense attorney or for other investigative purposes; 
	    b.  an element of a background investigation of a candidate for a sworn      or civilian position in this agency; 
	    c.  requests from other authorized criminal justice agencies; 
	    d.  attempts to verify or reconcile statements of parents or guardians       (e.g. in suspicious cases of missing or abused children) as well as       witnesses or other individuals when alternative investigative means       have been exhausted. 
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	    e.  efforts to confirm or refute any allegation(s) that cannot be verified      or disproved by other evidence; 
	    f.  efforts to establish probable cause to seek a search warrant; or 
	    g.  as part of an administrative or criminal justice agency consistent       with this policy (see item IV. A above.). 
	   
	   3.  The polygraph should not be used to verify a victim’s allegation without      sufficient grounds for suspecting that the victim has given false or       misleading statements. 
	   4.  Requests for polygraph examinations from another law enforcement      agency pursuant to an internal investigation must be in writing and be      approved by this agency’s chief executive or his designee. 
	   5.  Submission to a polygraph examination must be a voluntary action with      the exception of employees of this agency formally directed to take an      examination as part of an internal investigation. In all other cases,       polygraph examinations shall not be administered without the subject’s      written approval, waiver or other instrument as required by law. 
	 
	  B.  Preparing for Polygraph Administration 
	 
	   1.  The requesting officer is responsible for providing the examiner with all      pertinent information concerning the case and for reviewing, clarifying or      elaborating on that information as the examiner may deem necessary. This     includes but is not limited to: 
	    a. Information obtained in the investigation that supports and        justifies the use of the polygraph; 
	    b.  copies of crime/offense reports and investigative reports; 
	    c.  evidence available and withheld from the subject; 
	    d.  background information on the subject to be examined, to include       criminal record and possible motivation; 
	    e.  any statements made by the subject, complainants and/or witnesses      to include alibis; and 
	    f.  newspaper articles or other general information concerning the       case. 
	 
	2. If the subject is hearing impaired or does not speak English, the officer will help make arrangements for a sign language interpreter or translator as determined by the polygraph examiner. 
	2. If the subject is hearing impaired or does not speak English, the officer will help make arrangements for a sign language interpreter or translator as determined by the polygraph examiner. 
	2. If the subject is hearing impaired or does not speak English, the officer will help make arrangements for a sign language interpreter or translator as determined by the polygraph examiner. 


	   3.  Officers shall not interrogate a subject just before he/she is to take a      polygraph. 
	   4.  In any interrogation of a suspect who has agreed or who may reasonably      be asked to agree to a polygraph, officers shall not pursue questions that      may reveal information only the perpetrator could know. This includes,      but is not limited to: 
	    a.  Method of Entry; 
	    b .  Property Taken; 
	    c.  weapons or type of force used to commit the crime; 
	    d.  evidence left at the scene; 
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	    e.  clothing worn by the suspect during the crime; 
	    f.  unusual acts of the suspect during the crime; or 
	    g .  location from which property was taken 
	 
	   5.  Officers shall not attempt to explain procedures that will be used in the      examination but shall advise subjects that these will be explained fully by      the examiner. Subjects may be advised of the following: 
	    a.  The examination is voluntary, unless otherwise provided by this       policy in cases of internal affairs; 
	    b. Results of the examination are not acceptable in a court of law       unless all parties agree in advance; and 
	    c.  Results of the polygraph examination, taken alone, do not provide       substantiation for a criminal change. 
	    
	   6.  Should the subject be late for or cancel the appointment, the requesting      officer shall immediately notify the polygraph examiner. 
	   7.  If possible, the requesting officer shall report with the subject and any      other authorized persons such as attorneys, parents or legal guardians to      the examination location and shall remain on hand until completion of the     test. The polygraph examiner shall be solely responsible for authorizing      any persons inside the examination or observation rooms. 
	 
	  C.  Conducting Polygraph Examinations 
	 
	   1.  Only fully trained polygraphists or inter polygraphists under their       direction are authorized to administer polygraph examinations. 
	   2.  The polygraph examiner shall make such inquiries of subject’s health,      medical history and/or use of medications as necessary to determine      his/her ability to take the examination. Polygraph examinations shall not      be conducted on any person whom the examiner reasonably believes to be      physically or emotionally unsuitable for testing. This may include, but is      not limited to, persons with heart conditions, women who are pregnant      and individuals taking certain types of medicat
	    with the test results. When in doubt, the examiner may seek guidance from     medical or psychological professionals as authorized by this agency and/or     request the examinee to obtain a medical certificate from an appropriate      health care provider. 
	   3.  An examiner shall not conduct a polygraph examination upon a subject if      it is felt for any reason that an unbiased examination cannot be given. 
	   4. Where appropriate, the examiner shall read Miranda rights to the subject      and explain the voluntary nature of the test. Where required, the examiner     shall obtain a signed consent prior to administering the examination as      well as a signed waiver of Miranda rights. 
	   5.  An examination shall cease immediately if requested by the subject. 
	   6.  Prior to the test, the examiner shall explain the polygraph procedure to the     subject and prepare him/her for the examination. 
	   7.  The examiner shall be responsible for preparing all questions used in the      examination. Prior to the examination, each test question shall be       reviewed with the person being tested. 
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	   8.  The examiner shall independently interpret the chart tracings and render      an opinion on findings that includes, but is not limited to, one of the      following conclusions: 
	    a.  No Deception Indicated; or 
	    b. Deception Indicated; or 
	    c .  Inconclusive 
	 
	   9.  The polygraph examiner shall determine if a second polygraph       examination is necessary and appropriate. 
	 
	  D.  Pre-Employment Examinations 
	 
	   1.  The polygraph examiner shall review all relevant applicant screening      reports, applicant personal history summaries and any prior polygraph      examination reports prepared by this agency before conducting the       examination. 
	   2.  Pre-employment polygraph examinations shall be scheduled by authorized     members of this agency’s personnel authority according to established      agency policy. 
	   3.  Polygraph examination shall not be used as the soul determinant of       suitability for employment. 
	   4.  Candidates shall be provided with a list of questions that may be used in      the examination. 
	 
	  E.  Equipment and Record Keeping 
	 
	   1.  The polygraph examiner is responsible for the maintenance, safekeeping 
	    and integrity of the polygraph equipment. 
	   2.  The polygraph examiner shall provide such summary activity or statistical      reports as may be directed by the agency’s chief executive. 
	   3.  Unless otherwise provided in this policy or by state law, the polygraph      examiner shall maintain copies of each polygraph report, together with      polygraph charts and all allied papers, for a period of five years and       indefinitely in capital offenses. 
	   4.  The results of all pre-employment examinations including chart tracings,      polygraph reports and related examination results shall be maintained in a     secure storage location, separately from criminal polygraph files. Duration      of storage and stipulations for release of this information shall be       governed by state law or the policy of this agency. 
	 
	  F.  Examination Rooms 
	 
	   1.  Tests and interviews shall be conducted in a clean, neat environment free      of audible and visual distractions. 
	   2.  Certificates, diplomas and the like shall be displayed so as not to be in the      sight of subjects during testing. 
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	3.Examiners will be neat and well-groomed, and will dress in a mannerconsistent with standards of the professional business community .
	a.Duty uniforms, badges and other emblems of authority shall not beworn. This does not include departmental identification cards,where required.
	b.Service weapons may be worn if required but should not be openlydisplayed.
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	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to establish guidelines for the use of eyewitness     identifications involving photographic identifications, line-ups and show-ups. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Eyewitness identification is a frequently used investigative tool. As such, officers shall    strictly adhere to the procedures set forth herein in order to maximize the reliability of    identifications, minimize unjust accusations of innocent persons and to establish     evidence that is reliable and conforms to established legal procedure. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Photo Array: The showing of several photographs to an eyewitness for the     purpose of obtaining identification. 
	  B.  Line-Up: The presentation of a number of individuals, including the suspect,     simultaneously before an eyewitness. 
	  C.  Show-Up: The presentation of one suspect to an eyewitness within a short time     frame following the commission of a crime. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Photographic Identifications 
	   In conducting photographic identifications, officers shall adhere to the following     procedures: 
	   1.  Photographic identifications must use multiple photographs shown       individually to a witness or simultaneously in a book or array. 
	   2.  Principals for conducting line-ups generally apply to photo identifications.      In particular, officers shall: 
	    a.  use at least six photographs of individuals who are reasonably       similar in age, height, weight and general appearance and of the       same sex and race; 
	    b.  whenever possible, avoid mixing color and black and white photos,       use photos of the same size and basic composition, and never mix       mug shots with other snapshots or include more than one photo of       the same suspect; 
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	c.cover any portions of mug shots or other photographs that provideidentifying information on the subject, and similarly cover thoseused in the array;
	d.show the photo array to only one witness at a time;
	e.never make suggestive statements that may influence the judgmentor perception of the witness; and
	f.preserve the photo array, together with full information about theidentification process, for future reference.
	P
	B.  Line-Ups 
	P
	1.The primary investigating officer shall be responsible for:
	a.scheduling the line-up on a date and at a time that is convenient forall concerned parties, to include the prosecuting attorney, defensecounsel and all witnesses;
	b.fulfill the necessary legal requirements for transfer of the subject othe lineup location should he be incarcerated at a detention center,make timely notice to the detention center concerning the pick-upand make arrangements for picking up the prisoner; and
	c.make arrangements to have four to six other persons act as “fill ins”at the lineup who are of the same race, sex and approximate height,weight, age and physical appearance and who are similarly clothed.
	P
	2.The officer in charge of conducting the line-up shall:
	a.ensure that the prisoner has been informed of his right to counsel ifformal charges have been made against him, and also ensure thathe has the opportunity to retain counsel or request that one be
	provided;
	b.obtain a written waiver on the prescribed departmental form shouldthe prisoner waive his right counsel; to
	c.allow counsel representing the accused sufficient time to conferwith his client prior to the line-up and observe the manner in whichthe line-up is conducted;
	d.advise the accused that he may take any position in the line-upwhich he prefers and may change positions prior to summoning anew witness;
	e.ensure that all persons in the line-up are numbered consecutivelyand are referred to only by number;
	f.ensure that a complete written record and videotape recording ofthe lineup proceedings is made and retained;
	g.ensure that witnesses are not permitted to see nor are they shownany photographs of the accused immediately prior to the line-up;
	h.ensure that not more than one witness views the lineup at a timeand that witnesses are not permitted to speak with one anotherduring the line-up proceedings;
	i.scrupulously avoid using statements, clues, casual comments orproviding necessary or irrelevant information that may in anymanner influence the witnesses’ decision-making process.
	P
	P
	P
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	  C.  Show-ups 
	   Many courts have suppressed identification evidence based on the use of show-    ups because of the inherent suggestiveness of the practice. Therefore, the use of     show-ups should be avoided whenever possible in preference for the use of a line-    up. However, when exigent circumstances require the use of show-ups, the     following guidelines should be followed: 
	   1.  Show-ups should not be conducted when the suspect is in a cell,       manacled or dressed in jail clothing. 
	   2.  Show-ups should not be conducted with more than one witness present at      a time. If the show-up is conducted separately for more than one witness,      the witnesses should not be permitted to communication before or after      the show up regarding the identification of the suspect. 
	   3.  The same suspect should not be presented to the same witness more than      once. 
	   4.  Show-up suspects should not be required to put on clothing worn by the      perpetrator, to speak words uttered by the perpetrator or to perform other      actions of the perpetrator. 
	   5.  Words or conduct of any type by officers that may suggest to the witness      that the individual is or may be the perpetrator should be scrupulously      avoided. 
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	_______________ 
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	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide law enforcement officers with guidelines for the    execution of a search warrant. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to (1) provide techniques to accomplish a    thorough and legal search; (2) observe the constitutional rights of the person(s) the    warrant is being served upon; (3) minimize the level of intrusion experienced by the    those who are having their premises searched (4) provide for the highest degree of safety   for all persons concerned; and (5) establish a record of the entire execution process. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Search Site: The premises or person to be searched, as explicitly stated 
	   in the search warrant. 
	 
	  B.  Search Personnel: Law enforcement officers and supporting personnel 
	   taking part in the packaging, sealing and marking of all items seized. 
	 
	  C.  Evidence Collector: Member of search team responsible for the possession,     packaging, sealing and marking of all items seized. 
	 
	  D.  Supervising Officer: Search team members must be knowledgeable about the     case and/or responsible for the investigation. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Uniform and Equipment Requirements 
	   1.  The search team shall at all times include at least one uniformed officer.      All non-uniformed officers shall be clearly identified as law enforcement      officers by wearing distinctive armband, jacket or some other indicator of      office. 
	   2.  All members of the search team should be equipped with body armor and      a safety holster. 
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	  B.  Time Limitations on Search Warrant Execution 
	    
	   1.  A search warrant shall be executed as soon as practicable within the      conditions stated in state law. Circumstances that may necessitate a delay      in executing a search warrant include, but are not limited to: 
	    a.  The need to have many searches occur at the same time, which       requires coordination and mobilization of law enforcement        resources. 
	    b.  The seize able items have not arrived at the search site. 
	    c.  The probability that substantial resistance will be encountered. 
	    d.  A particular person is absent from the search site, and the        supervisory officer feels that the search would best be conducted if       that person were present. 
	    e.  The need to protect an informant’s identity. 
	 
	   2.  Absent court approval necessity or authorization by law, a search should      be conducted during daylight hours. 
	 
	  C.  Preparation for Executing a Warrant 
	   1.  Prior to entering the premises, the supervisory officer shall conduct a pre-     entry briefing of the execution process with all search team personnel. The      briefing shall include a review of the actual order of operations and       procedures the search personnel will follow, a simulation of the conditions     of the search site (using maps, charts and diagrams when appropriate) and     tactics and equipment to be used in the event of a forced entry. 
	   2.  The supervisory officer shall attempt to determine if any circumstances      have changed that make executing the search warrant at that time       undesirable. 
	   3.  The supervisory officer shall ensure that the entire search warrant       execution process is documented, from beginning to end, and continued      until the search team leaves the premises. A written record shall be       supported by photographs and, if practical, a videotaping of the entire      search site from start to finish. 
	   4.  All arrest and search warrants will be executed by sworn law enforcement      officers only. 
	 
	  D.  Entry Procedures 
	 
	   1.  The approach to the scene shall be executed without sirens. If a pre-      execution surveillance team is on the scene, radio contact shall be made to      ensure that it is an appropriate time to serve the search warrant. 
	   2.  The supervisory officer shall be responsible for ensuring that the search      warrant is valid and that the property about to be searched is the property      listed on the warrant. 
	   3.  The supervisory officer shall ensure that the entry is tape recorded. 
	   4.  The search personnel shall position themselves in the following manner: 
	    a.  Exits from the premises shall be covered; 
	    b.  Uniformed officers shall be the most visible members of the search       team, and shall conduct the entry; and 
	    c.  Non-uniformed officers shall be the last members to enter the       search site. 
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	   5.  Notification. 
	    a.  The supervisory officer, or a uniformed officer, shall notify persons       inside the search site, in a voice loud enough to be heard inside the       premises, that he/she is a police officer and has a warrant to search       the premises and that he/she demands entry to the premises at       once. 
	    b.  No-knock entries shall be made in accordance with state law. 
	 
	  E.  On Premises Activities 
	    
	   1.  The supervisory officer shall ensure that a member of the search team      conducts a security sweep of the search site. 
	   2.  After the search site has been secured, search personnel shall develop a      prioritized strategy that details the likely whereabouts of the items to be      seized and an order of operation for conducting the search. 
	   3.  One person shall be designated as responsible for collecting, preserving      and documenting all items seized until possession is transferred to the      evidence custodian. 
	   4.  If damage occurs during an entry to premises that will be left vacant, and      the damage may leave the premises vulnerable to security problems,      arrangements shall be made to guard the premises until it can be secured. 
	   5.  If damage occurs, a special report shall be prepared on the actions that      caused the damage and a detailed description of the nature and extent of      the damage shall be included in the report. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013. 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to provide general guidelines for handling      hostage/barricaded subject situations. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  In hostage/barricaded subject situations it shall be the policy of this law enforcement    agency to consider the lives of the hostages, civilians and officers involved to be of the    utmost importance; whenever possible, to enhance the prospects of peacefully resolving    the incident through communications with the suspect, whenever possible, to develop    and maintain the ability to use alternative approaches to resolve the incident should    communications fail; and in hostage situations, to make eve
	 
	 III. DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Barricaded Subject: Any individual who is reasonably believed to be a 
	   threat to commit serious bodily injury or death to hostages, officers or others in     the community and who is in a stronghold position. 
	 
	  B.  Hostage: Any person held by another against his/her will by force or threat of     force, either expressed or implied. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Patrol Officers 
	   Patrol officers confronting hostage/barricaded subject incidents shall not initiate     tactical actions other than those necessary to protect the lives and safety of     themselves or others consistent with this department’s use of force policy.      Officers shall then: 
	   1.  Notify the Chief of Police officer of the incident and circumstances; 
	   2.  Contain and isolate the incident scene, establishing an inner containment      perimeter to provide a reasonable degree of safety while maintaining      contact with the incident scene and, as time and resources permit,       establish and outer containment perimeter to control pedestrian and      vehicular traffic into the area; and 
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	3.Whenever possible, evacuate occupants of affected residences andbusinesses to a point beyond the perimeter.
	P
	B.  Officer in Command (OIC) 
	The ranking officer at the scene shall be in command until specifically relieved by a superior. The OIC shall: 
	1.Inform the commander about the nature and circumstances surroundingthe incident;
	2.Delegate the tactical mission to the OIC of the tactical response team;
	3.Ensure development of a communications/negotiations process and anemergency response team reaction;
	4.Ensure establishment of inner and outer perimeters, command post,tactical operations center, negotiation center and a staging area for officersand others arriving for assignment;
	5.Assign a press center and an officer for press liaison;
	6.Ensure that responsibility for traffic and crowd control is established, andthat routes for emergency vehicles have been designated;
	7.Make provisions for recording personnel assignments and developing achronological record of events at the command center and tacticaloperations center;
	8 . Ensure that necessary equipment from the fire department is madeavailable at the staging area together with any other units or equipmentsuch as canine teams, aviation or marine units; and
	9.Ensure that emergency medical services are available at the site.
	P
	C. Tactical Response Team Commander 
	The commander of the tactical response team shall: 
	1.Assist the OIC in assessing the situation and formulate and provide theOIC with recommended tactical alternatives should communications withthe subject fail to resolve the incident;
	2.Determine equipment needs and assign personnel to control and containthe inner perimeter;
	3.Designate marksmen and entry teams as necessary;
	4.Ensure that personnel manning the inner perimeter maintain firearmsdiscipline and are provided with periodic relief by appropriate tacticalresponse team members;
	5.Prepare appropriate logistical plans to include diagrams of the location inquestion;
	6.Ensure the establishment of a tactical operations center if necessary; and
	7.Maintain contact with and keep the command post informed of alldevelopments and operations.
	P
	D.  Hostage Communications Team 
	The individual in charge of communicating with the subject shall: 
	1.Provide any requested assistance to the OIC;
	2.Provide trained primary and secondary negotiators and, as available andnecessary, a negotiations investigator;
	3.Obtain all pertinent information about the hostage taker, the hostages,hostage site and other barricaded subjects;
	P
	P
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	P
	4.Designate a location to interview witnesses, released hostages and others;and
	5.Debrief hostages following the incident.
	P
	E. Psychological Services 
	Psychological services shall serve as a resource to the hostage communications team and will: 
	1.Monitor communications between the negotiators and subjects andprovide negotiators with assessments of effectiveness, recommended strategies and other relevant information; 
	2.Assist in interviewing witnesses and debriefing hostages; and
	3 . Provide Professional assistance to hostages, witnesses and others as 
	may be necessary. 
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	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  This policy is designed to assist officers in identifying crimes motivated by bias toward    an individual’s race, religion, ethnic background and/or sexual orientation and to define   appropriate steps for assisting victims and apprehending suspects. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to safeguard the state and federal rights of   all individuals regardless of their race, religion, ethnic background or sexual orientation.   Any acts or threats of violence, property damage, harassment, intimidation or other    crimes designed to infringe upon these rights are viewed very seriously by this agency    and will be given high priority. This agency will use every necessary resource rapidly and   decisively to identify the perpetrators, arrest th
	  action. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Hate Crime: Any unlawful action designed to frighten, harm, injure, intimidate     or harass an individual in whole or in part, because of a bias motivation against     the actual or perceived race, religion, ethnic background or sexual orientation of     the victim. 
	 
	  B.  Race: A group of persons who possess common physical characteristics (e.g.,     color of skin, eyes, and or hair, facial features, etc.) genetically transmitted by     descent and heredity that distinguish them as a distinct division of humankind     (e.g., Asians, blacks, whites, etc.). 
	 
	  C.  Ethnic Group: A group of persons of the same race or national origin who     share common or similar traits, languages, customs and traditions (e.g., Arabs,     Hispanics, etc.). 
	   
	  D.  Religious Group: Any persons who share the same religious beliefs regarding     the origin and purpose of the universe and the existence or nonexistence of a     supreme being (e.g., Catholics, Jews, Protestants, atheists , etc .). 
	 
	  E.  Sexual Orientation: A sexual attraction toward, and responsiveness to,      members of one’s own sex or members of the opposite sex (e.g., homosexuals,     lesbians, heterosexuals, etc.). 
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	 IV.  Initial Response Procedures 
	  When an officer at the scene of an incident believes that it may have been  motivated by   racial, religious, ethnic or sexual orientation bias (RRES), the officer shall take any    preliminary actions necessary such as: 
	  A.  Determining whether any perpetrators are present and, if so, taking appropriate     enforcement measures; 
	  B.  Restoring order to the crime scene and taking any necessary actions to gain     control of the situation; 
	  C.  Identifying any injured parties and taking steps to provide medical assistance; 
	  D.  Identifying any witnesses or others who have knowledge of the crime; 
	  E.  Protecting the crime scene; and 
	  F.  Summoning a field supervisor to the scene. 
	 
	 V.  Supervisor’s Responsibilities 
	  The supervisor shall confer with the initial responding officer, take measures to ensure    that all necessary preliminary actions have been taken and inform an immediate     supervisor of the criminal act. The supervisor shall request any appropriate additional    personnel necessary to accomplish the following: 
	  A.  Provide immediate assistance to the crime victim, such as: 
	   1.  Expressing empathy for the victim and showing a sincere interest in his      well-being; 
	   2.  Expressing the law enforcement agency’s official position on the       importance of these cases, the measure that will be taken to apprehend the     perpetrators, and the officers’ and department’s interest in the victim’s      well-being; 
	   3.  Allowing the victim a period in which to ventilate his/her immediate      concerns and express his/her feelings; 
	   4.  Assisting the victim in identifying and contacting individuals or agencies      that may provide support and assistance. These may include family       members or close acquaintances, clergy or a departmental chaplain and/or     community service agencies that provide shelter, food, clothing, child care      or other related services; and 
	   5.  Providing security and precautionary advice to the victim and arranging      for any additional security that may be required for protection of the      victim. 
	 
	  B.  Conduct a standard preliminary investigation to include preliminary interviews     of the victim and any witnesses to the incident. 
	 
	  C.  Ensure that all relevant facts are documented on an incident and/or arrest report     and make an initial determination as to whether the incident should be classified     as an RRES offense. 
	 
	 VI.  INVESTIGATOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES 
	  Investigative personnel assigned to alleged RRES incidents shall be responsible for the    following: 
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	  A.  When responding to the scene of an alleged RRES incident, investigators shall     assume control of the follow-up investigation. This includes: 
	   1.  Assuring the scene is properly protected, preserved and processed and all      physical evidence of the incident is removed as soon as possible. If       evidence of an inflammatory nature cannot be physically removed (e.g.      painted words or signs on a wall) the owner of the property shall be       contacted to remove such material as soon as possible and the officer shall      follow-up to ensure that this is accomplished in a timely manner; 
	   2 .  Conducting comprehensive interview with all victims and witnesses at the      scene, or as soon as possible thereafter, and canvassing the neighborhood      for additional personal sources of information; 
	   3.  Notifying other appropriate personnel in the chain of command,       depending on the nature and seriousness of the offense, and its potential      inflammatory and related impact on the community; 
	   4.  Working closely with the prosecutor’s office to ensure that a legally       adequate case is developed for prosecution; 
	   5 .  Coordinating investigation with agency, state and regional intelligence      operations. These sources shall provide the investigative officer with an      analysis of any patters, organized groups and/or suspects potentially      involved in the offense; 
	   6. Coordinating the investigation with the identification and other units of      the agency and with outside agencies where appropriate; 
	   7.  Maintaining contact with the initial responding officer and keeping       him/her apprised of the status of the case; 
	   8.  Making a final determination as to whether the incident should be       classified as an RRES crime; and 
	   9.  Completing any reports necessary to comply with statistical reporting      requirements for hate crimes. 
	 
	  B.  Investigative officers shall also take the lead role in providing ongoing    assistance to the crime victim to include: 
	   1.  Contacting the victim periodically to determine whether he/she is       receiving adequate and appropriate assistance; and 
	   2.  Providing ongoing information to the victim about the status of the       criminal investigation. 
	 
	 VII.  Community Relations / Crime Prevention 
	   
	  A.  RRES crimes are viewed in the community not only as crimes against the      targeted victim, but also as a crime against the victim’s racial, religious, ethnic or     sexual orientation group as a whole. Working constructively with segments of this    larger audience after such incidents is essential to help reduce fears, stem      possible retaliation, help prevent additional RRES incidents and encourage any     other previously victimized individuals to step forward and report those crimes.     Towa
	   1.  Meet with neighborhood groups, residents in target communities and      other identified groups to allay fears, relay this agency’s concern over and      response to this and related incidents, reduce the potential for counter-     violence and provide safety, security and crime prevention information; 
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	   2.  Provide direct and referral assistance to the victim and his/her family; 
	   3.  Conduct public meetings on RRES threats and violence in general, and as      it relates to specific incidents; 
	   4.  Establish liaison with formal organizations and leaders; and 
	   5.  Expand, where appropriate, existing preventive programs such as anti-     hate seminars for school children. 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to provide officers with a protocol for dealing with     threatened bombings to include response, deployment, search, evacuation and     assistance to specialized units. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  While many bomb threats are later determined to be hoaxes, they all present     particularly serious response requirements for law enforcement agencies. It is the policy    of this law enforcement agency that all responses to bomb threats or emergencies be    conducted systematically, efficiently and in a manner that gives primary consideration    to the protection of human life. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Bomb Threat: A bomb threat condition exists when an explosive device has     been reported or is suspected to be at a given location. 
	 
	  B.  Bomb Emergency: A bomb emergency exists when a suspected or actual     explosive device has been located or has been detonated. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Communications Responsibilities 
	   1.  Communications personnel receiving bomb threats or warnings from      callers shall, to the degree possible: 
	    a.  keep the reporting party on the line; 
	b. identify the location of the device with as much precision as  possible and determine when it will be or if it has been detonated; 
	b. identify the location of the device with as much precision as  possible and determine when it will be or if it has been detonated; 
	b. identify the location of the device with as much precision as  possible and determine when it will be or if it has been detonated; 


	    c.  determine what type of explosive device is involved; 
	    d.  attempt to determine: 
	     (1)  what the device looks like; 
	     (2) the type of bomb involved; 
	     (3) What wil make it detonate, ( e.g., radio sign al, time 
	      delay fuse); and 
	     (4)  why was it placed 
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	    e.  be alert to: 
	     (1)  exact wording of the threat; 
	     (2)  estimate of the sex, race and age of the caller; 
	     (3)  nature/character of the caller’s voice; 
	     (4)  nature of any background noises; and 
	     (5)  dispatch appropriate field units and other emergency service        personnel. 
	 
	   2.  Communications personnel receiving reports from individuals or       organizations that have received bomb threats shall: 
	    a.  alert the communications OIC; 
	    b.  determine the location, time of detonation, appearance and any       other available information concerning the nature of the threat or       the identity of the perpetrators; 
	    c.  if no explosive device has been identified, ask that the caller alert       employees and others to unusual parcels or items on the premises  
	    d.  dispatch requisite patrol units and emergency personnel; and 
	    e.  ensure that the watch commander is notified as soon as possible. 
	 
	   3.  Based on the nature of the threat, the OIC will, as required, alert this      agency’s: 
	    a.  authorized bomb disposal unit; 
	    b.  authorized fire and rescue units; 
	    c.  HAZMAT units; 
	    d.  canine team(s); 
	    e.  chief executive officer or designated command officer; and 
	    f.  his agency’s public information officer. 
	 
	 B.  Responding Officers’ Responsibilities 
	   
	  1.  Responding patrol units shall not use radio communication within 300 feet of the    location in question. ( Some explosive devices may be detonated by stronger     radio signals). 
	   
	  2.  If applicable, contact the individual who received the threat to obtain additional     information, to include: 
	   a.  whether pervious threats have been received; 
	   b.  possible motives and/or suspects; 
	   c.  vulnerabilities of equipment and personnel; and 
	   d. exploration of any basic information provided to communications. 
	 
	  3.  In bomb emergencies, establish and secure a suitable perimeter. 
	 
	 C.  Searching for Explosive Devices 
	  1.  If an explosive device is alleged to be within a building but has not been located,     the OIC will contact building owner/management or other responsible persons to    determine if a search of the facility is desired. 
	 
	  2.  The decision to search, evacuate or to reenter a structure/location during a bomb     threat will be the responsibility of the individual in charge of the property. 
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	   a.  The OIC at the scene shall provide information as available to the       responsible parties in order to assist them in making decisions on       searching, evacuation or reentry. 
	   b.  If management or the responsible agent does not wish that a search be      conducted, no further action of this agency is warranted with the exception     of standardized agency reporting requirements. 
	   c.  Only in cases where a real or suspected explosive device has been detected      shall an evacuation be conducted regardless of the desires of the building      management. 
	 
	  3.  Searches of target building shall be conducted only with the direct assistance of     employees or others knowledgeable of the contents and layout of the building. 
	   a.  The OIC may request the assistance of a bomb detection canine and/or      bomb disposal personnel in order to assist in conducting the search. 
	   b. A search plan shall be developed identifying the extent of the search      depending upon the type of establishment, the motivation of the       perpetrator and accessibility of the building. 
	   c.  A floor plan shall be obtained whenever possible, and a systematic search      organized by the OIC. 
	   d.  In no case shall agency personnel declare that no bomb is present or in any     way make the representation that the building is safe to occupy, no matter      how thorough the search. 
	  
	  4.  When conducting a search without the assistance of bomb disposal personnel,     officers should be particularly alert to the following items as indicators that there     may be explosives at the location. Officers should be cautioned that the absence     of the following does not assure that there is no bomb present: 
	   a.  Explosives-related pamphlets, periodicals and books; 
	   b.  Excessive amounts of galvanized or PVC pipe nipples and end caps,       especially if they have drill holes in the nipple or cap; 
	   c.  Low-explosive powders or other incendiary mixtures; 
	   d.  fuses of any type to include homemade burning fuses, such as strings      soaked in a burning powder; 
	   e.  Electrical switches; and 
	   f.  Electrical matches, blasting caps or similar initiators. 
	 
	 D.  Located Explosive Devices 
	   
	  1.  If a real or suspicious device has been located or paraphernalia identified (such as    noted in item 4 above), officers should: 
	   a.  not attempt to move or otherwise disturb the device(s); 
	   b.  use only walkie-talkies for communication within 300 feet of the device(s)    c.  proceed with immediate evacuation of the structure and/or the area to a      point consistent with the threat but not less than 300 fee from the       device(s); 
	   d.  define and secure the perimeter; 
	   e.  notify emergency services personnel; and 
	   f.  contact communications by telephone and request assistance of the       designated bomb disposal unit. 
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	  2.  The OIC is responsible for command of the scene and briefing of investigators     and ordinance specialists as appropriate. 
	  3.  The bomb disposal commander shall have functional authority at any bomb     emergency to direct agency personnel in a manner necessary to accomplish its     mission in a safe and efficient manner. 
	 
	 E.  Post-Explosion Investigation 
	  This agency’s designated bomb disposal unit shall have primary responsibility for    investigating bombing incidents, to include: 
	 
	  1.  checking the site for unconsumed explosives or secondary devices; 
	  2. supervising the evidence recovery in accordance with agency guidelines; 
	  3.  requesting the assistance of other agencies to determine the nature and      construction of explosives and the identification of perpetrators; 
	  4.  coordination with intelligence operations of this agency, and those of state and     federal sources; and 
	  5.  assisting in the evaluation of evacuation procedures, area and perimeter security,     the availability of emergency services and coordination with the incident      commander. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to establish responsibilities and guidelines for the investigation of missing persons. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Many missing person reports involve individuals who have voluntarily left home forpersonal reasons, while other reports are often unfounded or quickly resolved. However,there are many instances in which persons disappear for unexplained reasons and undercircumstances where they may be considered at risk. The roles of the complaint takerand the initial responding officer are critical in identifying the circumstancessurrounding missing persons and in identifying those persons at risk. Therefore, it is thepoli
	policy, and (2) that particular care be exercised in instances involving missing childrenand those who may be mentally or physically impaired or others who are insufficientlyprepared to take care of themselves.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Reporting / Classification of Missing Persons
	1.There is no waiting period for reporting a missing person. Missing personreports shall be taken in-person or by telephone in conformance with thecriteria of this policy and the criticality of the incident.
	2.A person may be declared “missing” when his/her whereabouts isunknown and unexplainable for a period of time that is regarded byknowledgeable parties as highly unusual or suspicious in consideration ofthe subject’s behavior patterns, plans or routines.
	3.An individual may be considered “missing-critical” who meets theforegoing criteria and who, among other possible circumstances:
	a.may be the subject of foul play;
	b.because of age (young or old), may be unable to properly safeguardor car for himself/herself;
	c.suffers from diminished mental capacity or medical condition(s)which are potentially life threatening if left or untreated orunattended;
	P
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	d.is a patient of a mental institution and is considered potentiallydangerous to himself or others;
	e.has demonstrated the potential for suicide; or
	f.may have been involved in a boating, swimming or other sportingaccident or natural disaster.
	P
	4.Reports of juveniles who have voluntarily left home (i.e., “runaways”)should be classified as such only after thorough investigation.
	5.Based on the outcome of initial inquiries, a decision may be madeconcerning the potential danger posed to the missing person and theurgency of police response.
	P
	B.  Initial Report Taking 
	1.The initial report taker must gather as much pertinent information aspossible in order to properly classify a missing person report and initiateproper response. This includes the following information:
	a.Name, age and physical description of the subject and relationshipof the reporting party to the missing person;
	b.Time and place of last known location and the identity of anyoneaccompanying the subject;
	c.The extent of any search for the subject;
	d.Whether the subject has been missing on prior occasions and thedegree to which the absence departs from established behaviorpatterns, habits or plans;
	e.Whether the individual has been involved recently in domesticincidents, suffered emotional trauma or life crises, demonstratedunusual, uncharacteristic or bizarre behavior, is dependent ondrugs or alcohol or has a history of mental illness; and/or
	f.The current physical condition of the subject and whether personis currently on prescription medication.
	P
	C. Preliminary Investigation 
	The preliminary investigation is intended to gather additional information and to take those steps that will aid in the search for and location of a missing person.  This includes gathering the following types of information and materials: 
	1.Complete description of the subject and a recent photograph;
	2.Details of any physical or emotional problems identified in B-1-e and f ofthis policy;
	3.Identity of the last person(s) to have seen the subject as well as friends,relatives, co-workers or associates who were or may have been in contactwith the subject prior to the disappearance;
	4.Plans, habits, routines and personal interests of the subject includingplaces frequented or locations of particular personal significance;
	5.Indications of missing personal belongings, particularly money and othervaluables;
	6.Any suggestion of foul play or accident;
	7.In the case of missing children, officers shall be particularly  cognizant ofinformation that may suggest the potential for parental abduction or thepossibility of stranger abduction, as well as
	P
	P
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	a.the presence of behavioral problems;
	b.past instances of running away;
	c.signs of an abusive home environment or dysfunctional familysituation;
	d.whether the child is believed to be with adults who may pose adanger; and
	e.the name and location of the school attended by the child and anypersons who may be responsible for private transportation to andfrom the location.
	P
	8.When possible, officers should gain permission to search a missing child’shome and school locker, as appropriate.
	9.Upon verification of a missing person, a missing person report shall becompleted and appropriate entries made in state and national databases inaccordance with established procedures (e.g., NCIC and The NationalCenter for Missing and Exploited Children).
	10.In the case of persons designated as “missing-critical”, a supervisoryofficer may direct that:
	a.the dispatcher broadcast to all persons on duty all informationnecessary to identify the missing person, and
	b.request that the shift commander authorize mobilization ofresources necessary for an area search.
	P
	11.Officers will utilize the “Amber Alert” system through the DSPHeadquarters whenever the criteria is met.
	P
	D.  Ongoing Investigation 
	Ongoing investigations of missing persons should include but should not be limited to the following actions and activities; 
	1.Request release of dental records and any fingerprints available.
	2.Contact hospitals and the coroner’s office as appropriate for injured ordeceased persons fitting the description of the missing person.
	3.Thoroughly check the location at which the missing person was last seenand conduct interviews as appropriate with persons who were with theindividual or who may work in or frequent the area.
	4.Conduct interviews with any additional family, friends, work associates,schoolmates and teachers as well as school counselors and social caseworkers as appropriate, to explore the potential for foul play, voluntaryflight, or, in the case of juveniles, parental kidnapping or running away.
	5.Provide identification and related information to all of this agency, thestate police missing persons’ authority, neighboring police agencies and, ifparental or stranger abduction is suspected, the FBI.
	6.Decisions to use local media to help locate missing persons shall be madewith the approval of the police chief executive and the missing person’sfamily.
	7.The lead investigator shall maintain routine ongoing contact with themissing person’s closest relative concerning progress of the investigation.These and other relevant individuals shall be informed that they mustnotify the lead investigator as soon as any contact is made with the missing
	person.
	P
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	  E.  Recovery of Missing Persons and Case Closure 
	   1.  Competent adults, having left home for personal reasons, cannot be forced     to return home. Officers locating such individuals shall: 
	    a.  advise them that they are the subject of a person investigation; 
	    b.  ask if they desire the reporting party or next-of-kin to notified of       their whereabouts; and 
	    c.  make provisions to transmit this information to the reporting party       or next-of-kin if permitted by the missing person. 
	    
	   2.  In all cases, reporting parties shall be informed of the well- being of       located missing persons. Unless criminal matters necessitate action,      desires of missing persons not to reveal t heir whereabouts shall be       honored. 
	   3.  Missing persons shall be questioned to establish the circumstances       surrounding their disappearance and whether criminal activity was       involved. 
	   4.  In cases involving juveniles, officers shall ensure that: 
	    a.   the juvenile receives medical attention if necessary in timely        manner; 
	    b. initial questioning of the youth identifies the circumstances        surrounding the child’s disappearance, any individuals who may be       criminally responsible and/or whether an abusive or negligent       home environment was a contributing factor; and 
	    c.  that parents, guardians and/or the person reporting the missing       youth are notified in a timely manner. 
	 
	   5.  Upon location of a missing person, all agencies and information systems      previously contacted will be notified or updated. 
	   6.  Where indicated, follow-up action shall include filing of an abuse and      neglect report with the state youth services agency. 
	   7.  The case report shall include a complete report on the whereabouts,      actions and activities of children while missing. 
	   8.  Where indicated, criminal charges shall be filed with the prosecutor’s      office. 
	 
	  IV.  MISSING PERSON / RUNAWAY LOG 
	   A.  The procedure for missing persons and runaways is as follows: 
	    1.  fill out the appropriate log book completely. 
	    2.  Place the missing person/runaway in the computer when        applicable. 
	    3.  When missing person/runaway is located, remove them from the 
	     computer system and record in log book. 
	    4.  Complete all appropriate report forms (initial and supplement). 
	 
	   B.  Runaway / Juvenile “Operation Home Free” Program 
	    1.  Objectives: 
	     a. To reduce juvenile violence 
	     b.  To reduce the number of juveniles who repeatedly commit 
	      delinquent acts; 
	     c.  Provide due process for all juveniles; 
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	     d.  Integrate and coordinate the various juvenile justice and 
	      delinquency prevention systems; and 
	     e. To provide protection to needy juveniles 
	 
	    2.  Definitions: 
	     a.  Home:     The juvenile’s place of residence approved by the        parents or legal guardian. 
	     b.  Runaway:      The unauthorized absence of a juvenile not        consented to by the parents or legal guardian or by an adult 
	      placed in supervision over the juvenile by the parents or legal 
	      guardian. 
	     c. Department of Origin:     Cheswold Police Department 
	     d.  Department of Destination:       The local law enforcement 
	      agency where the parents or legal guardian reside. 
	     e.  Operation Home Free:         A program sponsored by the        International Association of Chiefs of Police and Trailways, 
	      Inc., which provides a free bus ticket for transportation home 
	      for indigent runaway juveniles who voluntarily request such 
	      passage. 
	     f. Juvenile:     Within the parameters of the “Operation Home        Free”, a juvenile is a person under the age of 18. 
	     g.  Family Court:      Any court, intake center, or Social Service 
	      Department that has legal jurisdiction to adjudicate the 
	      Status offense of juvenile runaways. . 
	     h.  NCIC:       National Crime Information Center. 
	     i.  Officer:       The law enforcement official who has taken 
	      responsibility for conducting the investigation for the         department of origin. 
	 
	   C.  Department of Origin Responsibilities 
	    1.  A police officer shall take into custody any juvenile who is        reasonably believed to be a runaway. The officer shall conduct a 
	     search of NCIC to determine the identity and status of the juvenile. 
	    2.  The officer shall prepare a Return of Missing Person Report using a 
	     Missing Person Report. To the maximum extent possible, the officer      shall take immediate affirmative action to notify the juvenile’s       parents or legal guardians as to the location and legal status of the       juvenile in custody. 
	    3.  The officer shall ascertain the department of destination, the officer      shall attempt to determine the financial capability of the        parent/guardian to provide transportation for the juvenile. If the       parent/guardian are financially capable of providing transportation,      the officer shall make specific arrangements (time, place, and date) 
	     for the pick-up of a runaway. 
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	    4.  If free transportation from Trailways Bus Corporation is required, 
	     the officer shall instruct the parent to stand by for contact from the       department of destination. The officer shall contact the local law       enforcement agency of the jurisdiction where the juvenile’s        parent/guardian resides. The officer will request the department of       destination to perform those functions required as stated in the 
	     Department of Destination Responsibilities. 
	    5.  After determining the necessity to provide bus transportation, the       officer shall obtain supervisory approval before obtaining bus       tickets for the juvenile runaway. The officer shall transport the       juvenile/runaway to a Trailways Bus station (see appendix). The 
	     bus driver/agent shall sign the form and the officer shall include the 
	     name of the bus driver/agent in the Return of Missing Person       Report, and submit the copy of the ticket purchase form with the 
	     report. The officer shall notify the Department of Destination of the       anticipated time and arrival location of the juvenile/runaway. 
	    6.  Any NCIC entry or local Missing Person Report should be canceled.       The officer shall have the parent/guardian sign Parental Release 
	     Form and forward the original to the department of origin. The       officer shall also make a reasonable determination as to the relative 
	     stability of the parent/guardian – juvenile relationship. Where such      relationship would be physically or emotionally unhealthy, the       department of destination should proceed to the section involving 
	     Notification to Family Court. Arrangements should be made to       accompany the parent/guardian to meet the juvenile/runaway at       the bus station or other agreed-upon pickup point. Upon arrival of 
	     the juvenile/runaway at the final destination, the department of       destination should notify the department of origin of the time of       arrival and condition of the juvenile. 
	 
	   D.  Notification to Family Court 
	    In the event that the Department of Destination makes a determination      that the parent/guardian – juvenile relationship may be physically or      emotionally unhealthy, the department of destination should proceed as 
	    follows : 
	    1.  Notify the Family Court in the jurisdiction where the         parent/guardian resides; 
	    2.  Make arrangements with the Family Court to meet the        juvenile/runaway at the bus station or other agreed upon pickup       point; 
	    3.  Obtain a signed statement from the Family Court that they have       assumed legal responsibility for the juvenile/runaway. 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to provide officers with guidelines for notifying next of kin   of the death of a family member. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Notification of next of kin of the death of a family member is a difficult task even for    experienced officers. There is a natural hesitancy to deal with this subject, and the risk    exists that, without guidance, inappropriate methods, comments or remarks may     unnecessarily exacerbate the mental distress of survivors. Therefore, this law     enforcement agency requires that all officers become familiar with concepts and     procedures set forth in this policy so as to provide surviving family membe
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  Next of Kin:  For purposes of this policy, the closest relative of the deceased, i.e., spouse,   parents, brother or sisters and children. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Information Gathering and Preparation 
	   1.  All death notifications that are the responsibility of this agency shall be      delivered in person unless the exigency of circumstances demand       telephonic communication. 
	   2.  Officers shall be prepared to and shall be provided adequate discretion to      spend the necessary time with survivors to provide assistance as       authorized by this policy. 
	   3.  Prior to contacting next of kin, notifying officers shall gather and       familiarize themselves with essential details concerning the deceased, to      include full name, age, race and home address, as well as details of the      death, location of the body/personal effects and other pertinent       information. 
	   4.  Officers shall identify the next of kin of the deceased for purposes of      notification. Particular effort should be made to locate the closest relative      starting with a spouse and followed by parents, brothers or sisters, then      children. 
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	    a.  Only where substantial delays would be required to make contact       with next of kin should other relatives be contacted. 
	    b.  Officers should contact a supervisor for guidance when in doubt       concerning next of kin or delays in notification. 
	 
	   5.  Where another agency must be contacted to notify the next of kin, officers      should request that the notification be made in person, and 
	    a.  Request that the notification be made in person, and 
	    b.  request immediate verification when notification has been        accomplished. 
	  
	   6.  Whenever possible, officers should gather available information       concerning the survivors that may aid in the notification. This includes but     is not limited to whether survivors are elderly, disabled, visually or hearing     impaired, have medical problems or may not speak English. If possible,      obtain the names of the survivor’s closest relative, friend, family doctor      and clergy. 
	   7.  Officers shall ensure that they have on hand a list of referral agencies that      may be helpful and should leave this with the survivors. 
	   8.  Officer should, whenever reasonably possible, avoid using the name of the      deceased over the radio prior to notification of immediate surviving       relatives. 
	   9.  Where possible, two officers (preferably a male and female team) should      be assigned to a death notification. 
	   10.  Officers should request the assistance of the agency chaplain or local crisis      intervention specialist where feasible. 
	   11.  Personal effects of the deceased shall not be delivered to survivors at the      time of the death notification. 
	 
	  B.  Making Notification 
	   1.  Upon arrival at the residence or place of business, officer shall do the      following: 
	    a.  check the accuracy of the location; 
	    b.  request to speak to the immediate supervisor; 
	    c.  identify themselves by name, rank and departmental affiliation; 
	    d.  verify the relationship of the survivor to the deceased; and  
	    e.  ask permission to enter the residence or (in the case of a business or      other location) move to a place of privacy. 
	 
	   2.  Every reasonable effort shall be made to make the death notification in the     privacy of the survivor’s home or in another location away from public      scrutiny. 
	   3.  Prior to making notification, officers should, where possible, bring       members of the family together who may be in the house or otherwise on      hand. 
	   4.  Officers should address the survivor(s) in a straightforward manner and      use easy-to-understand language to briefly explain the circumstances of      the incident and the fact that the individual is dead. 
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	    a.  Officers should not use euphemisms such as “passed on” or “no       longer with us” in order to avoid using the term “dead”, as these       may create confusion or false hope. 
	    b.  Officers should avoid graphic aspects of the incident and the of use       of police jargon. 
	    c.  Officers should refer to the deceased using his/her first name or       terms reflecting the deceased’s relationship to the survivors (i.e.       son, daughter, etc.) 
	 
	   5.  Officers should be prepared for unexpected responses from survivors to      include hysteria and possible verbal or physical attack. 
	   6.  Officers should provide survivors with sufficient time to regain composure      before proceeding. Avoid attempts in the interim to provide comfort by      using simple platitudes or trite phrases (e.g. “I know how you feel,” or “I      know how hard this is for you.”). 
	 
	  C.  Providing Assistance and Referral 
	   1.  Officers shall not leave upon completion of the notification until       reasonably assured that the survivor has adequate personal control and/or     family or close friend(s) readily available to provide support. In gauging      the need for assistance, officers shall also consider the following: 
	    a.  the emotional reaction and physical condition of the survivor; 
	    b.  the availability of other adults in the home; 
	    c.  responsibility for infants or small children; 
	    d.  home environment, (e.g. evidence of excessive alcohol use or drug       use, lack of means of financial support, shortage of food, problems       with shelter, etc.) ; and 
	    e.  availability of a support system (e.g. including friends, family, close       neighbors, access to clergy, means of transportation, etc), 
	 
	   2.  Officers should provide any additional information on the incident       requested by survivors. While graphic details may not be necessary,       officers should provide information if asked specifically concerning       the cause of death, condition of the body or other details of the fatality. 
	   3.  Officers should remain alert to the possible need for medical assistance.      When officers are aware of serious medical conditions in advance of      notification, they should place a local medical response unit on alert. 
	   4.  Officers should be aware of confusion on the part of survivors; speak      slowly and deliberately, and write down any pertinent information that the     survivor may need. This includes such matters as the following: 
	    a.  disposition of the body; 
	    b.  location of personal effects; 
	    c.  identification requirements/procedures; and 
	    d.  notifying officers’ names, agency and telephone numbers. 
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	   5.  Officers should assess the physical and emotional well-being of the       survivor before departing. Officers should be reasonably assured that the      survivors can take care of themselves and those for whom they may be      responsible. In addition to concerns noted in item C-1 above, officers      should be able to answer “yes” to the following types of questions: 
	    a. Is the survivor thinking clearly? That is, does the individual seem to      be aware of your presence? Has some grasp of place and time?       Demonstrates a progressive ability to express himself/herself?        And/or begin to demonstrate some grasp or reality of the death? 
	    b.  Does the survivor have reasonable control over his/her emotions or       does the individual display shock (no apparent emotion), furious       hostility or the desire to commit suicide? 
	    c.  Can the survivor cope physically? For example, has the survivor       fainted, displayed debilitating weakness or emotional collapse, and       does the survivor have an adequate support system that can be       relied upon? 
	 
	   6.  Officers should not leave a lone survivor unattended until all reasonable      efforts have been made to garner firsthand support from the survivor’s      family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, family clergy, crisis counselors or      other community social service agency. 
	   7.  Notifying officers should conduct a follow-up within twenty-four hours      with any survivor when there is concern for the survivor’s well-being. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to provide law enforcement officers with guidance for    responding to and handling alarms at banks or other financial institutions. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  With robberies of banks and related financial institutions at a record high, it is essential    that all law enforcement officers understand their roles and responsibilities when    responding to these offenses and the inherent dangers involved. Therefore, when     responding to robbery alarms at these establishments, officers shall follow the     procedures set forth in this policy in order to enhance arrest possibilities of suspects and   observe proper precautions for the safety of officers, employees 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Dispatcher Responsibilities 
	   1.  Upon receipt of a financial institution alarm, a minimum of two patrol      units shall be dispatched and a field supervisor shall be notified. 
	   2.  If the robbery notification is received by telephone, a complete description      of the perpetrators shall be obtained from the caller along with as much      additional information as possible; particularly, whether the perpetrator is     at the scene and, if not, his/her direction and mode of travel and a       complete description of any vehicle involved. 
	   3.  If the robbery notification is made by alarm, the dispatcher shall not      attempt to contact the institution in order to determine the validity of the      alarm until officers have given notice that they are in position at the      establishment. 
	   4.  If the dispatcher is subsequently notified that the alarm is false, the       dispatcher shall: 
	    a.  advise the caller that police units are responding; 
	    b.  obtain the identity of and maintain contact with the caller; 
	    c.  verify the false alarm with a key employee of the establishment       (e.g., manager or head teller) and advise him/her that he/she will       need to exit the facility to meet the responding officer’s using the       department’s prearranged signal;; 
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	    d.  obtain a physical description of the key employee and provide       responding officers with the description and the fact that the        employee will meet them outside as required. 
	 
	  B.  Responding Officer Procedures 
	   1.  Responding officers shall use appropriate vehicular warning devices when      approaching the scene, but the siren will not be used within the hearing      range of the reported robbery. 
	   2.  Responding units to the scene should be observant of any suspicious      vehicles leaving the scene as well as other vehicles or persons outside the      facility who may be serving as lookouts, cover or drivers for a robbery      team. 
	   3.  The first unit on the scene shall serve as the primary unit until relieved by      a supervisor, and shall take a position in front of the facility that provides      good observation without being easily visible to those inside. The primary      unit shall report to the dispatcher any observable conditions at the       location, but should not initially approach the building. 
	   4.  The primary and all subsequent units arriving at the robbery location shall     report their arrival and position to the dispatcher. The primary unit or      supervisory officer should direct responding units into positions that will      establish a budding perimeter covering all exits and entrances. 
	   5.  Once the building perimeter has been established and no notice of a false      alarm has been received, the primary unit on the scene shall determine      whether the dispatcher shall telephone the establishment. If the call is      made, the dispatcher shall identify him/herself and inquire whether a      robbery is in progress. If the call is not answered or a questionable       response is provided to the inquiry, officers at the scene shall be informed      of these facts and told that a possible
	   6.  If a robbery in progress is suspected, the primary unit or supervisory      officer shall determine whether to request additional back-up and whether     specialized units shall be alerted to include canine and SWAT teams.      Unless otherwise 
	   7.  Once perpetrators have been apprehended, the crime scene shall be       secured by officers in preparation for processing by crime scene       technicians, departmental investigators and federal agents. 
	   8.  If a robbery has been committed and the perpetrators have left the scene,      the primary unit should begin preparation of the initial report by       identifying witnesses, caring for any injured parties, protecting the crime      scene and obtaining necessary information regarding the perpetrators for      supplemental broadcast. Remaining units should initiate the search for      suspects on likely escape routes, being alert to unusual activities and      circumstances. 
	   9.  If the dispatcher notifies officers that he/she has been in contact with an      employee of the establishment and there does not appear to be a robbery      in progress, officers shall determine the identity and description of the      employee and wait for him/her to exit the building and approach the      officers using the prearranged signal. Officers shall accompany the       employee into the establishment in order to verify the situation and shall      notify dispatch once the verification is 
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	   10.  If the alarm is received after business hours and the establishment is not      occupied, responding officers shall assume positions in the front and rear      of the building and jointly conduct and inspection of the facility for signs      of forced entry. If signs of forced entry exist, officers shall follow       procedures for conducting a building search. If the building is secure,      dispatch shall be notified to contact the owner or the establishment’s      designated contact person to mee
	 
	  C.  Crime Prevention Responsibilities 
	   Officers assigned to crime prevention duties shall assume responsibility for     providing all employees of banks, financial institutions and related       establishments with training on their responsibilities in the event of a robbery     and conduct follow-up with those who fail to comply with departmental      requirements. In particular, employees should be familiarized with the following: 
	   1.  Departmental procedures in response to a financial institution alarm; 
	   2 .  Employees Responsibilities for protecting their own safety and the 
	    safety of others; 
	   3.  The proper use of decoy money and explosive money packages; 
	   4.  Tips to avoid hostage taking (e.g., closing establishment doors       immediately after perpetrators exit) and appropriate actions if one is taken     hostage; 
	   5.  Use of the silent alarm; 
	   6.  The use of signals or placards when approaching officers; 
	   7 .  Protection of Evidence. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide guidelines for conducting surveillance, raids &   decoy operations that will maximize enforcement effectiveness in the safest possible    manner. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Surveillance, raids and decoy operations are an important department activity used in    anticipation of enforcement actions against criminal suspects who are possibly armed.    Because these assignments are inherently dangerous, officers assigned to these duties    shall follow departmental policy and procedures designed to ensure operational     effectiveness. If enforcement action is taken, it should be done so as to minimize     potential harm to both civilians and officers. 
	 
	 III  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Surveillance 
	   All officers assigned to the department are subject to performing surveillance.     Officers will adhere to the following objectives when assigned to surveillance: 
	   1.  To protect the undercover officer and/or corroborate his/her testimony; 
	   2.  To obtain evidence of a crime; 
	   3.  To locate evidence of a crime; 
	   4.  To locate persons by watching their haunts and associates; 
	   5.  To check the reliability of informants through verification; 
	   6.  To locate hidden property or contraband by following flow of currency or      property; 
	   7.  To obtain probable cause for search warrants; 
	   8.  to prevent the commission of an act or to apprehend a subject in the      commission of an act. 
	   9.  To obtain information for later use in interrogations, arrests and “tails”; 
	   10.  To know at all times the whereabouts of an individual; 
	   11.  General analysis of crimes and victims; 
	   12.  In addition, officers assigned to surveillance will remain patient, blend      into the surrounding area of assignment and will remain natural, alert and     adaptable in all circumstances. Whenever possible, surveillance units will      familiarize themselves with the target areas of neighborhoods. 
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	13.When conducting surveillance, the supervisor or his designee will insureencoding of targets and locations, for communications purposes, andcoordinate the activities of personnel involved.
	a.The Delaware State Police Aircraft may be requested to assistsurveillance and to reduce ground unit exposure to suspects asneeded. Request will be made through the Delaware State Police bythe OIC of the surveillance team.
	b.Departmental radio procedures will be adhered to at all times.
	c.Will authorize necessary expense funds.
	d.Select the appropriate equipment and vehicles needed for theoperation.
	e.Whenever possible, plan for relief for the surveillance team.
	f.Insure that all surveillance operations are conducted within thelaws of the State of Delaware.
	P
	B. Undercover Operations 
	Upon receipt of, or prior to action on any information or assignment, an   investigator will apprise the supervisor of the planned activity to be undertaken. The supervisor will notify the OIC as the situation dictates. Whenever possible,  the supervisor will plan the undercover operation to insure: 
	1.The suspects are identified and a thorough analysis has been conducted.
	2.That investigators can make contact with suspects.
	3.That target areas are known to investigators.
	4.Investigators are supplied with appropriate false identities.
	5.Maintain the confidentiality of investigators false identities.
	6.Supply investigators with expense funds.
	7.Utilize the necessary equipment to perform the operation.
	8.Establish routine and emergency communications.
	9.Provide for backup security for investigators.
	10.All laws of the State of Delaware and United States are adhered to.
	11.Provide guidelines for arrests and suspects.
	P
	C. Search Warrants 
	All search warrants will be prepared in accordance with existing state law and existing search and seizure decisions. In addition: 
	1.Every effort will be made to establish and record the best availableprobable cause. Every effort will be made to corroborate the probablecause received from other sources.
	2.Officers obtaining search warrants will, when possible, establish anadditional officer as co-affiant.
	3.A supervisor or his designee will review all search warrants prior to beingsigned by the judge.
	4.When possible, a photograph of the place / person to be searched willaccompany a search warrant.
	5.Consent searches will only be conducted after obtaining written orrecorded oral permission from the suspect.
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	 
	  D.  Preparation for the Search 
	   1.  Planning –  The officer seeking the search warrant will: 
	    a.  Assess the potential resources that will be required for safe, secure       execution of the warrant. 
	    b.  Formulate a plan for execution of the warrant and obtain        supervisory approval prior to its execution. 
	    c.  Adhere to the following when forming his/her plan, by assessing: 
	     (1)  The number of suspects involved. 
	     (2)  The makeup of persons involved. Are they male or female?        Are there children on the site? Ages of occupants? 
	     (3)  The number of suspects at the targeted area at any particular       hour.         
	     (4)  The identity and background of the leader among the         suspects. 
	     (5) The capabilities of the suspects, consider the following: 
	      (a)  Magnitude of the violation(s); 
	      (b) Previous arrests: 
	 (c)  Likelihood of resistance; 
	      (d)  The physical and mental conditions of the        suspects. 
	                -Drug addicts? 
	      -Professionals? 
	        - Psychotics? 
	        - Known police fighters? 
	        - Militants? 
	        - Martial artists? 
	 
	     (6)  A weapons background 
	      (a) Previous police record for weapons? 
	      (b)  Usually armed? 
	      (c)  Military background? 
	      (d)  Access to weapons? Type? How many? How much         ammunition? 
	      (e)  Knowledge in use of explosives? 
	 
	     (7)  Modes of transportation 
	      (a)  All registered modes of transportation & their          descriptions. 
	      (b)  Location of all vehicles for purpose of guarding them         during the raid. 
	      
	     (8)  Anticipation of media reaction to arrest. 
	     (9)  The location of site through: 
	      (a)  Geographical location 
	      (b)  Interior layouts of the target (obtained from          undercover or informant) 
	      (c)  Maps, photos or sketches of the target. 
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	      (d)  Approaches and escape routes to and from the target         location 
	       -  Fire escapes , stairs 
	       -  Laundry chutes, elevators 
	       -  Air shafts  
	       -  Location of all doors and windows 
	       -  Access to and from adjoining buildings through         roof, walls, basement or passageways. 
	      (e) Construction and peculiarities of the target location . 
	       -  Can it be penetrated by gunfire? 
	       -  Does target site pose a fire hazard? 
	       -  Parking facilities, attached garage? Is garage          used?  
	       -  Is there a doorman? Building superintendent? 
	       -  Are the windows barred? Is the door           reinforced? Does the door or access area          contain sophisticated security systems? 
	       -  which way do the doors and windows open? 
	       -  Are there guard dogs or other animals present? 
	       -  The location of all utility shutoff points,           internal and external. 
	       -  Location of internal facilities (sinks, drains,          toilets,  etc.) 
	 
	     (10)  The mood of the people in the immediate area and their        possible reactions to a police operation in their          neighborhood. 
	     (11)  The potential danger to innocent people residing in the        target building or nearby buildings. 
	     (12)  The potential for use of subterfuge when gaining entry. 
	 
	   2.  Briefing 
	    Upon acceptance of the raid plan, the designated OIC of the search will      thoroughly brief all personnel involved in the search prior to execution of      the warrant by gathering all personnel involved at a central meeting place      and: 
	    a.  Identifying him/herself and the purpose of the raid. 
	    b. Insuring that all personnel present are identified to one another. 
	    c.  Drawing or displaying a diagram of the place/location to be        searched. 
	    d.  Detailing problems to be encountered. 
	    e.  Relating safety factors. 
	    f.  Identifying suspects with available photos or description. 
	    g.  Insuring the non-unit officers are aware of items to be searched for       the particular description of the items if given. 
	    h.  Relating method of entry to be employed and individual        assignments during the raid. 
	    i.  Relating all vehicles involved and their descriptions. 
	    j.  Relating post entry assignments, and require understanding of       same. 
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	k.Relating transportation deployment.
	l.Identifying undercover personnel and/or informants who will bepresent.
	m.Relating special equipment being used or needed.
	n.Relating signals and communications to be used.
	o.Relating search procedures and male and female assignments.
	p.Relating escape routes to be covered.
	q.Insuring that everyone understand the location of the place to besearch.
	P
	3.Execution
	When satisfied that all personnel involved understand the briefing andtheir assignments, the OIC of the search will direct the group to the placeor person to be searched and he will insure:
	a.That the nearest communications center has been notified of theintended target/location, the unit’s purpose and personnel involvedand the anticipated, time of the execution.
	b.That perimeter personnel are readily identifiable as police officers.
	c.That a valid warrant is possessed.
	d.That upon arrival at the target, designated officers will gain entry totake into custody, in accordance with existing law, as the situationdictates .
	e.That upon gaining entry and securing a location, the OIC of thesearch will insure :
	(1)  That uniformed officers are posted to establish authority andsecurity. 
	(2)  That the residence has been searched for safety (cursory search for additional subjects and/or weapons, booby traps) . 
	(3)  That the communications center is notified of the entry and  the disposition of same. 
	(4)  That a systematic search is begun and that the search is in accordance with existing general orders. 
	(a)  That one officers is designated as the evidence handler. 
	(b)  That evidence handling and processing procedures are adhered to (photographing, recording of dates, time, and locations, by whom found, field testing, etc. ) 
	P
	f.Upon completion of the search, the OIC of the search will insure:
	(1)  That the residence is secured.
	(2)  That the residence was left in a state, as near as possible asthe state in which it was found. 
	(3)  That the communication center is advised that the se arch is concluded. 
	(4)  That all personnel involved in the search are accounted for. 
	(5)  That the chain of command is notified of the search results. 
	(6)  That a complete inventory of the search findings is prepared and returned to the court. 
	(7)  That the evidence handling procedures of the department are adhered to. 
	P
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	      (8)  That the public information office is notified, if a release is        not detrimental to the furtherance of the case. 
	     (9)  That as soon as possible, after the raid, the OIC of the raid        will conduct a critique of same to correct any insufficiencies        should they occur. 
	 
	  E.  Lab Searches 
	   Laboratories will be given the same consideration as other searches, as described     herein. The OIC of the search team will assure that additional safety measures are    adhered to by: 
	   1.  Insuring the presence of a chemist at the site (DEA chemist, state       toxicologist, ONDD chemist, and consultant). 
	   2.  Insuring that the chemist performs the dismantling of the laboratory and      directs the handling and/or disposal of the chemicals. 
	   3.  Insuring the nearest fire company is notified in confidence, and is placed      on standby in the event of fire at the site. 
	   4.  Insuring that the location is checked for booby traps. 
	   5.  Insuring that the personnel present at the search site do not smoke. 
	   6.  Insuring that officers are prepared to handle volatile chemicals. 
	   7.  Insuring that the lab operator, if present, remains present during 
	    the search and dismantling and remains in secured custody. 
	   8.  Insuring that flash bulbs are not used during photography (strobe lights      permitted). 
	   9.  Insuring that necessary electrical components are disconnected if a strong      presence of chemical fumes is detected. 
	   10.  Insuring that, if necessary, all neighboring personnel will be evacuated. 
	 
	  F.  Joint Investigations 
	   1.  Unit members will work all cases that fall within the capabilities of the      Delaware State Police and occur within the jurisdiction of the State of      Delaware. 
	   2.  In all cases extending beyond the jurisdiction of the Cheswold Police or      beyond the capabilities of the section, the appropriate federal agency will      be contacted by the supervisor and/or OIC of the respective investigative      unit. 
	    a.  The OIC will determine which cases will be referred and which       agencies are to be contacted. 
	    b.  If the case referred to the federal agency is accepted and a joint       investigation is initiated, the OIC will assign the necessary        personnel from his/her unit, and will monitor the progress of the       investigation and report to the OIC of the section. 
	    c.  Officers assigned to a joint investigation will abide by the        requirements of the agency designated as the lead agency in the       case. 
	 
	   3.  Request for join investigations by agencies other than federal will be      honored, after evaluation, by OICs if long term. If short term, supervisors      will decide participation based on need, availability of existing manpower      and priority, versus the then existing commitments of the unit. Every      effort will be made to honor reasonable requests. 
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	   4.  Details, including who receives the arrest, who gains the arrests and who is     responsible for what portions of funding will be obtained in writing, if      possible, prior to the case initiation by the OIC of the unit. 
	 
	  G.  Duties and Responsibilities When Working Surveillance 
	   1.  All officers will prepare detailed notes in a chronological order, depicting      all observed activities. Upon conclusion of the surveillance, those notes      will be reduced to a supplement report and turned over to the case       investigator. 
	   2.  All officers will avoid unnecessary radio communication. 
	   3.  The OIC of the surveillance will have the authority to make specific       assignments and issue directives. 
	   4.  The OIC of the surveillance will brief all members of the surveillance team      of their specific responsibilities. 
	 
	  H.  Multi-Agency Surveillance 
	   When working with other agencies during surveillance, the lead agency will     coordinate all activities. The agency with the widest range of communication will     utilize their system for use during the surveillance. 
	 
	   1.  Division personnel involved in the surveillance will honor the existing      policy of communication used by that agency. 
	   2.  If sufficient radio communications exist, a member of this division will      accompany a member of the assisting or lead unit/organization and      coordinate surveillance through both radio systems. 
	 
	  I.  Electronic Surveillance 
	   When using electronic surveillance, officers will adhere to existing directives. In     addition, the following will be adhered to: 
	 
	   1.  Informants will not be permitted to use/wear electronic body interception      devices without permission of the supervisor. If permission is obtained      from the supervisor, for informant use of equipment, necessary consent      forms will be obtained. 
	   2.  The existing laws of the Delaware code will be adhered to at all times. 
	   3.  Surveillance will be conducted during wiretaps to wiretaps to insure      corroboration of information. 
	   4.  Dialed number recorders will only be utilized when prior approval has      been obtained from the supervisor, and the appropriate applications have      been approved by the court and notification of staff has been made. 
	   5.  Bird dog, GPS or bumper beepers will only be utilized with supervisory      consent and court approval as required. 
	  
	    IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES NOT CONTAINED HEREIN, IT IS      THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SUPERVISOR TO SEEK A       RULING FROM THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL      PRIOR TO INITIATING ACTION AND TO IMMEDIATELY       NOTIFY THE OIC OF THE UNIT INVOLVED. 
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	  J.  Reverse Transactions 
	 
	   In any case or potential case where the opportunity arises for a reverse      undercover transaction to be conducted, the unit officer will: 
	   
	1.  Immediately notify his supervisor, if the potential is known prior to  entering the confrontation, or immediately upon realizing the potential. 
	1.  Immediately notify his supervisor, if the potential is known prior to  entering the confrontation, or immediately upon realizing the potential. 
	1.  Immediately notify his supervisor, if the potential is known prior to  entering the confrontation, or immediately upon realizing the potential. 


	   2.  Remain passive with the potential defendant until approval has been      received from the office of the Attorney General and explicit directions      obtained for proceeding with the transaction. 
	   3.  After obtaining the above direction and approval, the officer will be issued      the required contraband for the transaction, if available. If drugs are      required for the transaction, the officer will receive the required amount of     drugs from the OIC of the drug unit. The OIC will: 
	    a.  Weigh the drugs, issue a property receipt to the officer and enter       the disbursement of the drugs in the reverse log. 
	    b.  Require the officer to personally take the drugs directly to the       Medical Examiner’s Office for a quantitative and qualitative        analysis. 
	    c.   Require the officer to repeat the analysis upon completion of the       transaction. 
	    d.  Return the evidence to the special unit’s safe after the transaction       and log same in the reverse log. 
	    e.  Issue the officer another property receipt for the drugs. 
	 
	   4.  Officers will not initiate or “plant the seed” for any reverse situations. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to establish the authority for information requirements and reporting responsibilities of this agency’s crime analysis function. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	The crime analysis function shall include collecting, organizing, analyzing andinterpreting crime and incident data to evaluate past performance and identify criminalactivity patters and trends for operational deployment, tactical intervention, strategicplanning and management analysis. Crime analysis is indispensable to this agency’sefficiency, productivity and effectiveness. Therefore, all applicable personnel shallprovide complete and consistent reports of crime, incidents and related information asrequi
	operational units with and assist units to assemble data and information sufficient foranalysis, planning and daily problem solving.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	A.The crime analysis process shall be organized on five primary levels: data collection, data collation, analysis, report dissemination and feedback/evaluation. 
	P
	1.Data Collection.     The crime analysis function shall identify all essentialinformation requirements for all analytical and reporting responsibilities.The unit shall communicate these requirements to this agency’s chiefexecutive and coordinate data recording and reporting procedures asnecessary with the chief executive and his designates.
	P
	a.Crime data requirements include but are not necessarily
	limited to the following:
	    (1) Classification of crime. 
	    (2) Date and time of occurrence. 
	    (3) Time of police response. 
	    (4) Location of occurrence and demographics. 
	    (5) Victim and target characteristics. 
	    (6) Criminal suspect name/alias. 
	    (7) Criminal suspect characteristics. 
	    (8) Suspect vehicle. 
	P
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	P
	     (9) Modus Operandi. 
	     (10) Physical evidence. 
	     (11) Stolen property record. 
	     (12) Responding officer/investigator. 
	     (13) Arrests/charges. 
	     (14) Case closures. 
	P
	c.Sources for the above data include the following records and
	c.Sources for the above data include the following records and
	c.Sources for the above data include the following records and


	reports:
	       (1) Dispatch. 
	       (2) Patrol incident. 
	       (3) Supplementary. 
	       (4) Arrest. 
	       (5) Investigative 
	       (6) Field interrogation. 
	P
	2.Data Collation.
	a.From the data elements and sources, crime analysis officers shallcompile data into organized formats for subsequent comparisonand analysis.
	b.Data shall be arranged so the relationships between data elementsmay be established.
	c.A system for ready retrieval of stored information shall beestablished.
	P
	3.Analysis.
	Analysis of crime related data and information shall be focused in fourprimary areas: crime pattern and detection, crime-suspect correlations,crime forecasts and resource allocation.
	a.Crime patter detection shall be used to identify similarities amongcrimes that may be used for improved deployment and relatedpurposes. At a minimum, analyses in relationship to geographic andoffense patters shall be correlated with suspect information,vehicle, M.O. and related files to establish investigative leads andtactical recommendations.
	b.Crime suspect correlations shall be performed where indicated toestablish specific relationships between suspects and offenses.Suspect identifiers may be drawn from career criminal files, M.O.files, suspect vehicle files, field interrogation reports, arrest recordsand alias files where appropriate.
	c.Daily and weekly crime pattern reports shall be used in addition toother data to identify established or developing crime patterns.Where the quantity and consistency of information is available,target areas or locations shall be identified to assist in tactical andpatrol deployment.
	d.Crime analysis personnel shall provide data and analyses supportresource allocation, performance evaluation and efficiencyassessments. This information shall be sufficient for decisionmaking in the following areas and as otherwise directed by theagency chief executive.
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	(1)  Staffing in relationship to service demands and related priorities. 
	(2)  Determining patrol areas. 
	(3)  Allocating personnel. 
	(4)  Mode of patrol and number of officers assigned to specific units. 
	(5)  Assessing workload imbalances. 
	(6)  Evaluating response times. 
	(7)  Determining apprehension probabilities. 
	(8)  Service times. 
	P
	4.Report Dissemination.
	The timeliness and format of crime analysis reports is vital to theusefulness of information generated. To that end, such reports shall:
	a.Be tailored to meet the particular requirements of patrol,investigative and administrative personnel;
	b.Arrive in a timely manner that allows a reasonable time for officersto develop and implement countermeasures and response strategiesfor the problem at hand;
	c.Present in an objective manner that distinguishes conclusions fromtheories and indicates the degree of reliability of report conclusions;and
	d.Make recommendations for combating identified problems.
	P
	5.Feedback and Evaluation.
	Feedback from operational units in response to crime analysis unit reportsand studies is essential to evaluate and improve the utility of this agencyfunction and the effectiveness of various agency strategies, programs andtactics.
	a.Each report issued by the crime analysis function shall beaccompanied by a standard crime analysis feedback form to be usedto track and evaluate the effectiveness of enforcement actions andcountermeasures.
	b.Operation units will address the crime or other problem areaidentified and utilize data provided to develop and implementenforcement tactics, strategies and long-range plans.
	c.After appropriate action is completed, the feedback forms will bereturned to the crime analysis unit for impact analysis .
	P
	B.  Traffic Analysis 
	In addition to analysis of crime activities and reports and related departmental responses, the crime analysis unit shall be responsible for collecting, collating,  analyzing and distributing traffic accident information. 
	1.Traffic accident files shall be provided and used as the basis for identifyinglocations, times and causes for accidents.
	2.Analysis of base data for three years shall be performed to identify trendsand patterns in accidents and those locations having an abnormally highincidence of traffic collisions.
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	3.Selective enforcement recommendations and other strategies designed toreduce traffic accidents will be provided to appropriate operational units.
	P
	C. Coordination with Other Criminal Justice Agencies 
	P
	1.The crime analysis function shall coordinate its operations with othercriminal justice agencies whenever appropriate and necessary to fulfill itsmission or to support the common mission of the law enforcementcommunity. This may include but is not limited to linkages withprosecuting attorneys; local, state and regional intelligence systems; andother local and state law enforcement and criminal justice agencies.
	1.The crime analysis function shall coordinate its operations with othercriminal justice agencies whenever appropriate and necessary to fulfill itsmission or to support the common mission of the law enforcementcommunity. This may include but is not limited to linkages withprosecuting attorneys; local, state and regional intelligence systems; andother local and state law enforcement and criminal justice agencies.
	1.The crime analysis function shall coordinate its operations with othercriminal justice agencies whenever appropriate and necessary to fulfill itsmission or to support the common mission of the law enforcementcommunity. This may include but is not limited to linkages withprosecuting attorneys; local, state and regional intelligence systems; andother local and state law enforcement and criminal justice agencies.


	2.The crime analysis function shall be responsible for safeguarding theconfidentiality and security of agency documents under its control.
	a.Requests for information from outside agencies shall be forwardedto designated command personnel for approval. Release ofinformation shall conform with state law at all times.
	b.Requests for information from sworn or non-sworn personnel ofthis agency shall be made by interoffice memorandum to thecommander of the crime analysis function.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	Special Instructions:   
	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide regulations for the control and use of Confidential Informants (CIs). 
	P
	II.POLICY
	In many instances, a successful investigation cannot be conducted without the use ofCIs. While the use of CIs is an effective tool in investigations, it can be undermined bythe misconduct of either the CI or the officer utilizing the informant. Therefore, it shallbe the policy of this law enforcement agency to take necessary precautions bydeveloping sound informant control procedures.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.  Confidential Informant File: File maintained in order to document all
	information that pertains to confidential informants. 
	B.  Unreliable Informant File: File containing information pertaining toindividuals determined generally unfit to perform as informants. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Establishment of an Informant File System
	P
	1.The commanding officer in charge of the criminal investigations functionshall be responsible for developing and maintaining master informant filesand an indexing system.
	2.A file shall be maintained on each CI used by officers. Each file shall becoded with an assigned informant control number and shall contain thefollowing information:
	a.Informant’s name;
	b.Name of officer initiating use of the informant;
	c.Informant’s photograph, fingerprints and criminal history record;
	d.Briefs of information provided by the CI and subsequent reliability.If an informant is determined to be unreliable, the informant’s fileshall be placed in the unreliable informant file;
	e.Signed informant agreement; and
	f.Update on active or inactive status of informant.
	P
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	   3.  The confidential and unreliable informant files shall include an indexing      System. An informant history summary, coded with the informant control,     shall be prepared to correspond to each informant file and include the      following information: 
	    a.  Special skills, avocations; 
	    b.  Date of birth; 
	    c.  Aliases; 
	    d.  Height, weight, hair color, eye color, race, sex, scars, tattoos or       other distinguishing features. 
	    e.  Current home address and telephone number; 
	    f.  Residential addresses over the last five years; 
	    g.  Current employer, position, address and telephone number; 
	    h.  Marital status and number of children; 
	    i.  Vehicles owned and their registration numbers; and 
	    j.  Places frequented. 
	 
	   4.  Informant files shall be maintained in a secured area within the criminal      investigations section. 
	   5.  The two informant files shall be utilized in order to: 
	    a.  Provide a source of background information about the informant; 
	    b.  Provide a complete history of the information received from the       informant; 
	    c.  Enable review and evaluation by the appropriate supervisor of       information given by the informant; and 
	    d.  Minimize incidents that could be used to question the integrity of       investigators or the reliability of the CI. 
	    
	   6.  Access to the informant files shall be restricted to the chief law       enforcement executive, the commander of criminal investigations or their      designees. 
	   7.  Sworn personnel may only review an individual’s informant file upon the      approval of the commander of criminal investigations. The requesting      officer shall submit a written request explaining the need for review. A      copy of this request, with the officer’s name, shall be maintained in the      CI’s file. 
	 
	  B.  Use of Informants 
	   1.  Before using an individual as a CI, an officer must receive initial approval      from a supervisor authorized to make this approval. 
	   2.  The officer shall compile sufficient information through a background      investigation in order to determine the reliability and credibility of the      individual. 
	   3.  After the officer receives initial approval to use an individual as a CIs, and      informant file shall be opened. 
	   4.  All persons determined to be unsuitable for use as a CI shall be referenced      in the Unreliable Informant File. 
	   5.  An officer wishing to utilize an unreliable informant shall receive prior      approval from the chief executive officer, or his/her designee. 
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	  C.  General Guidelines for Handling CIs 
	   1.  All CIs are required to sign and abide by the provisions of the       departmental informant agreement. The officer utilizing the CI shall      discuss each of the provisions of the agreement with the CI, with particular     emphasis on the following: 
	    a.  Informants are not law enforcement officers. They have no arrest       powers, are not permitted to conduct searches and seizures and       may not carry a weapon; 
	    b.  Informants will be arrested if found engaging in any illegal activity.       They will receive no special legal considerations; and 
	    c. Informants are not to take, and the department will not condone,       any actions that may be considered entrapment. Entrapment occurs      where the informant encourages, persuades or otherwise motivates       a person to engage in criminal activity. 
	 
	   2.  No member of this agency shall knowingly maintain a social relationship      with CIs while off duty, or otherwise become personally involved with CIs.      Members of this agency shall not solicit, accept gratuities or engage in any      private business transaction with a CI. 
	   3.  Whenever possible, an officer shall always be accompanied by another      officer when meeting with a CI. 
	   4.  Juveniles shall only be utilized as CIs in accordance with departmental      regulations and state laws pertaining to juveniles. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Cooperating Individual Agreement 
	 
	 
	 
	 The undersigned cooperating individual agrees to the following: 
	 
	 
	____ 1. I will not violate criminal laws in the furtherance of gathering  
	  information or providing services to the Cheswold Police Department 
	  and any such violation will be reported by the Cheswold Police 
	  to the appropriate law enforcement agency. 
	 
	____ 2. I have no official status, implied or otherwise, as an agent or employee 
	  of the Cheswold Police Department. 
	 
	____ 3. That the information that I provide may be used in a criminal proceeding 
	  and I may be called upon to testify to such information in a court of law  
	  and although the Cheswold Police Department will use all lawful means to  
	  protect my confidentiality, they cannot guarantee that I will not have to 
	  testify in a court proceeding. 
	 
	 
	 
	      _________________________________ 
	      Cooperating Individual’s Signature 
	 
	      ________________ 
	                 Date 
	 
	 
	Witnessed By: 
	 
	_____________________________ 
	 
	_____________________________ 
	 
	 
	C.I. File Number : _______________________________________ 
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	Cooperating Individual Background 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	1. C.I. departmental identification number: _______________ 
	 
	2. Who developed the C.I.    _______________ 
	 
	3. Why is C.I. cooperating   ______________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	4. Describe the C.I. criminal background: ______________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	5. Has the C.I. ever worked as a C.I. before for us or anyone else: ____________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 __________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 
	6. What is the location of the C.I. closest relative:   __________________________ 
	 
	 _________________________________________________________________ 
	 
	 _________________________________________________________________ 
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	P
	7.Miscellaneous comments about the C.I. :   _______________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	__________________________________________________________________
	P
	P
	8.Officer Completing form: __________________________________________
	P
	P
	9.Chief’s approval to use the C.I. in investigation:
	P
	P
	______________________________ _______________________ 
	             Chief’s Signature       Date 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Cooperating Individual Checklist 
	P
	P
	P
	______           C.I.  Information 
	P
	P
	______ C.I. Agreement 
	P
	P
	______ C.I. Statement of Understanding 
	P
	P
	______ Photographs 
	P
	P
	______ Local Computer Check (Criminal History) 
	P
	P
	______ Local Computer Check (Wanted Status) 
	P
	P
	______ Local Computer Check (Drivers License) 
	P
	P
	______ C.I.  Background Form (Completed) 
	P
	P
	______ FBI Arrest History 
	P
	P
	______ Chief’s Approval 
	P
	P
	______ C.I. Number Assigned 
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Cooperating Individual Information 
	P
	P
	Name: ___________________________________________ 
	P
	D.O.B.: ___________  Hgt.: ______ Wgt.: _______ 
	P
	Hair: ___________  Eye: ______ Race: _______ 
	P
	Address: _________________________________________________ 
	P
	_________________________________________________ 
	P
	Home # : ______________ Cell # : _____________ 
	P
	Work: _________________________________ 
	P
	Address: _________________________________ 
	P
	Phone # : ___________________ 
	P
	Vehicle Registration: __________________ 
	P
	Vehicle Type / Color : ____________________________ 
	P
	Places Frequented:  _____________________________________ 
	P
	_____________________________________________________________ 
	P
	P
	S.B.I. # : ______________ 
	P
	C.I. # assigned:  ____________ 
	P
	Officer Taking Information:  _________________________________ 
	P
	Date: ___________________ 
	P
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	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Cooperating Individual Agreement 
	Statement of Understanding 
	P
	P
	The undersigned cooperating individual acknowledges that they totally understand the following statement: 
	P
	P
	As a result of being arrested by the Cheswold Police Department, I have decided to become a cooperating individual with the Cheswold Police Department. I acknowledge that my cooperation is being done on my own free will and accord without any promises or threats being made to me by the Cheswold Police Department or any of its officers or agents. 
	P
	P
	I further acknowledge that I have been advised that although I am cooperating to hopefully improve my current situation, that no member of the Cheswold Police Department has the authority to make any promises to me as to the final disposition of my case, as well as any possible sentence that may be imposed or any bail that may be imposed. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	___________________________________ 
	Cooperating Individual Signature 
	P
	_________________ 
	Date 
	P
	Witnessed By: 
	P
	___________________________ 
	P
	P
	___________________________ 
	P
	C.I. File Number : __________________________ 
	P
	P
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	Department of Public Safety 
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	WARRANT SERVICE 
	P
	 Effective Date:       Directive Number: 
	April 15, 2013 10-2-26 
	Special Instructions:   
	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	Civilian Personnel                         2       
	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this directive is to provide officers with the guidelines for executing arrest warrants. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	The timely execution of arrest warrants is an important function of the department.Effective due process of the accused and timely prosecution of offenders provides thevictims of crime the assurance that their cases are important and expedites servicesunder the law.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  The guidelines for executing warrants in a timely manner are as
	follows: 
	1.All officers will make a reasonable effort to locate alleged defendants whoare on file with this department as wanted subjects for outstanding warrants. 
	2.All officers will keep in mind the safety of themselves and the safety of thepublic when executing warrants. 
	3.When executing a warrant or serving a civil court order, the officer willfirst notify the police agency of that jurisdiction in regards to his/her activities. 
	4.After the attempt to execute the warrant is made, the officer will log theattempt into the “ATTEMPT WARRANT FORM” and note in the Crime Report the following information: 
	a.Date/time of the attempt;
	b.Location of the attempt;
	c.Name of the officer;
	d.Name of the person wanted and/or respondent;
	e.Reason/method of non-service if applicable (i.e., not at home, nolonger resides at location, etc.);
	f.Type of warrant (criminal or civil order PFA, etc.);
	g.Complaint and/or docket number; and
	h.Source and nature of document.
	P
	5.The above listed form will be inserted by the Warrant Control Officer intoeach warrant folder at the time of warrant entry into DELJIS.
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	  B.  Traffic Warrants 
	   1.  When executing a traffic warrant, the above guidelines will be followed.      When  executing a traffic warrant, a back-up officer should be utilized      whenever possible. 
	   2.  After a reasonable effort is made to execute a traffic warrant, the citation      will be entered into the DELJIS computer and a letter sent to the Division      of Motor Vehicles (in state or out of state) indicating a request for license      suspension. 
	 
	  C.  Criminal Warrants and Capiases 
	   1.  All active criminal warrants and capiases will be entered into the DELJIS      computer, after a reasonable effort is made to execute the warrant. 
	   2.  When executing a criminal warrant or capias, the above guidelines will be      followed. 
	 
	  D.  Search Warrants 
	   Guidelines are directed under Directive 10-2-14 (Executing a Search Warrant). 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013. 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	ATTEMPT WARRANT FORM 
	 
	 
	SERVICE 
	SUBJECT        DATE/TIME        OFFICER(S)          ADDRESS               RESULTS 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 



	 
	 
	Notes: 
	 
	 
	 
	CHESWOLD POLICE 
	Department of Public Safety 
	 
	ANNOYANCE TELEPHONE CALL INVESTIGATION 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-2-27 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       3        
	 
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	   
	  This section establishes a procedure for handling anonymous telephone calls which are    lewd, lascivious or indecent and repeated for the purpose of annoying, molesting or    harassing the recipient. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Annoying and harassing phone calls are unfortunately a common violation of the law.    They are equally disturbing to the recipients. Therefore this directive is intended to    provide guidelines for investigating officers and measures that can be passed on to    victims by the investigating officer. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	   
	  A.  Investigating Officer 
	   Upon receiving a citizen’s complaint that they are receiving annoyance calls, the     investigating officer shall follow the procedures below: 
	   1.  Record all pertinent data required for reports of investigation. 
	   2.  Advise the victim that he/she may tape record the annoying calls if he/she      so chooses. 
	   3.  Advise the victim to keep a log on all pertinent details: date, time,  male or      female caller, young or old, who is home at time of call, caller’s voice (high,     low, strained), background noises, etc.) 
	   4.  Advise the complainant that he/she should contact his/her local business      office and request the assistance of the telephone company’s Annoyance      Call Group; or 
	   5.  Advise the complainant of the “Call Trace” feature available to them      through the phone company. This lets the victim trace the number of the      last call received, which is automatically reported to the phone company.      The victim should: 
	    (a)  Hang up on the caller; 
	    (b)  Pick up the receiver; listen for the dial tone (must be done 
	     before making or receiving another call); 
	    (c)  Press *57 (rotary phone dial 1157); 
	    (d)  Listen for the confirmation announcement; 
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	    (e) Hang-up 
	    (f)  If desired, activate “Call Block” (#60 for touch tone phones, 
	     or 1160 for rotary phones) to avoid further annoying calls. 
	    (g)  Contact the telephone company’s local business office for other       instructions. (The victim will not receive the number traced). There       is a charge for each traced call. 
	 
	  B.  The Telephone Company’s Annoyance Call Group 
	 
	   1.  Will screen all requests to determine validity and frequency of calls.      Generally, line identification equipment will be utilized for only a short      interval, usually five to seven days. Therefore, the frequency of calls is      vitally important. 
	   2.  Instruct the victim on how to log all pertinent details. 
	   3.  Upon successfully identifying the calling number, the Annoyance Call      Group will advance the information to the Security Department of the      telephone company. 
	   4.  If using the “Call Trace” feature, the information is automatically       forwarded to the Telephone Security Department. 
	 
	  C.  The Investigating Officer’s Contact With Phone Security 
	 
	   1.  The investigating officer will contact the telephone company’s Security      Department. The Security Department will provide the following       information: 
	    a.  Number of calls identified; 
	    b.  Date and time of calls identified; 
	    c.  Name and address of telephone subscriber where calls originated; 
	    d.  The details of the calls identified are provided as an investigative       aid only. They are an invaluable tool to the investigating officer. It       should be remembered that while line identification equipment is       extremely accurate, there is always the exception to the rule. The       equipment ONLY identifies the telephone from which the call       originated, NOT who made the call. A follow-up investigation will  
	     conducted to determine who made the calls, and why the calls were       made. 
	    e.  Discretion should be exercised when any complainant requests the       details of the calls identified. If court action is imminent, the        Annoyance Call Group of the telephone company will provide a       witness upon proper subpoena. Officers will give seven to ten days       advance notice to the phone company witness if needed in court.       The primary investigating officer will retrieve the log from the       victim and place it in Evidence until needed in court to show the 
	     continuity of the evidence provided by the telephone company. 
	    f.  The primary investigating officer will notify the Security        Department concerning the final disposition of every annoyance       report so they may close their case file. 
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	    g.  In case of an EMERGENCY, the investigating officer can the        telephone company’s security office in order to get a traced number       released immediately. The telephone company defines an        emergency as “the immediate threat to life or a substantial       threat to property”. The investigating officer will include in the       report that an emergency request was made, stating the security       officer’s name and the reasons for making the request. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	DETAINING FOREIGN NATIONALS 
	 
	        Effective Date:        Directive Number: 
	   April 15, 2013    10-2-28 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       1        
	 
	 
	 I.  PURPOSE 
	 
	  The United States is obligated under international treaties and customary international    law to notify foreign authorities when foreign nationals are arrested or otherwise     detained in the United States. The United States Department of State has asked that the    attached guidelines be distributed to all Delaware law enforcement officials. The     Department of State is concerned because failure to comply with our international    obligations regarding consular notification and access may be used as 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	 
	  The U.S. is obligated under international treaties and customary international law to    notify foreign authorities when foreign nationals are arrested or otherwise detained in    the U.S. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  If you have detained a foreign national: 
	   1.  Immediately inform the foreign national of his right to have his       government notified concerning the arrest/detention. 
	   2. If the foreign national asks that such notification be made, do so without      delay by informing the nearest consulate or embassy. 
	   3.  When certain countries are involved, such notification must be made      without delay regardless of whether the arrestee/detainee so wishes. These     countries are: 
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	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines to effectively deal with crowds    engaged in or posing a significant threat of engaging in violence, property damage or    breaches of the peace. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The manner in which law enforcement officers deal with unruly crowds and illegal    gatherings has direct bearing on their ability to control and defuse the incident and    contain property damage, injury or loss of life. Officers confronting civil disturbances    are those called upon to assist in these incidents shall follow the procedures of     containment, evacuation, communication, use of force, and command and control as    enumerated in this policy. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITION 
	 
	  Civil Disturbance:  An unlawful assembly that constitutes a breach of the peace    or any assembly of persons where there is imminent danger of collective violence,    destruction of property or other unlawful acts. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  The first officer to arrive on the scene of a civil disturbance should do     the following: 
	   1.  Observe the situation from a safe distance to determine if the gathering is      currently or potentially violent. 
	   2.  Notify the communication center of the nature and seriousness of the      disturbance, particularly the availability of weapons. Request the       assistance of and notify a supervisor and any necessary backup and advise      as to the present course of action. 
	   3.  If approaching the crowd would not present unnecessary risk, instruct the      gathering to disperse. 
	   4.  Attempt to identify the crowd leaders and any individuals personally      engaged in criminal acts. 
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	  B.  The ranking officer at the scene shall be the officer in charge (OIC).     The OIC or other higher ranking officer assuming command at the     scene should take the following steps: 
	   1.  Assess the immediate situation for seriousness and its potential for       escalation. If the disturbance is minor in nature an adequate resources are      available, efforts should be made to disperse the crowd. 
	   2.  Establish the number of personnel and equipment necessary to contain      and disperse the disturbance and relay this information to the       communications center. 
	   3.  Where necessary, ensure that appropriate notification is made to outside      agencies to include the fire department, rescue squads, state and local law      enforcement agencies, departmental officials, public information officer,      the agency’s legal advisor and the local detention center. 
	   4. Establish a temporary command post based on proximity to the scene,      availability of communications, available space and security  from crowd      participants. 
	   5.  Establish an outer perimeter sufficient to contain the disturbance and      prohibit entrance into the affected area. 
	   6.  Ensure that, to the degree possible, innocent civilians are evacuated from      the immediate area of the disturbance. 
	   7.  Ensure that surveillance points are established to identify agitators,       leaders and individuals committing crimes, and to document and report      on events as they happen. Photographic and videotape evidence of       criminal acts and perpetrators shall be generated whenever possible. 
	   8.  Ensure establishment and sufficient staffing of a press area. 
	 
	  C.  Command Options 
	   When adequate personnel and resources are in place, the OIC shall establish     communications with leaders of the disturbance and discuss actions necessary to     disperse the crowd. Should the crowd fail to disperse in the prescribed manner,     the OIC should be prepared to implement one of the following options: 
	    
	   1.  Containment and Dialogue. 
	    The objective of containment and dialogue measures is merely to disperse      the crowd. In doing so, the OIC should: 
	    a.  establish contact with crowd leaders to assess their intentions and       motivation and develop a trust relationship; and 
	    b.  communicate to the participants that their assembly is in violation       of the law and will not be tolerated, that the incident peacefully and       that acts of violence will be dealt with swiftly and decisively. 
	    
	   2.  Physical Arrest 
	    When appropriate, the OIC will order the arrest of crowd leaders, agitators     or others engaged in unlawful conduct and will: 
	    a.  ensure the appropriate use of tactical formations and availability of       protective equipment for officers engaged in arrest procedures; and 
	    b.  ensure the availability of transportation for arrestees; and 
	    c. ensure that a backup team of officers is readily available, 
	     should the assistance be required. 
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	   3.  Non-lethal Force. 
	    When physical arrest of identified leaders and agitators fails to       disperse the crowd, the OIC may use non-lethal force to accomplish these      ends. In doing so, the OIC shall ensure that: 
	    a.  a clear path of escape is available for those who wish to flee        the area; 
	    b.  the use of tear gas, smoke or other non-lethal devices is coordinated      and controlled; and 
	    c.  canine teams are restricted from all enforcement actions. 
	 
	   4.  Use of Deadly Force. 
	    The use of deadly force in the control and disbursement of civil       disturbances as in other circumstances is governed by this department’s      use of force policy. Specifically: 
	    a.  law enforcement officers are permitted to use deadly force to        protect themselves or others from what is reason ably believed to be      an immediate threat of death or serious bodily injury; 
	    b.  particular caution should be taken when using firearms during civil       disturbances. The arbitrary use of return fire in crowds is        prohibited; and 
	    c.  where sniper fire is encountered or hostages taken, this        departments policy on hostage and barricaded subjects shall be       followed. 
	 
	  D.  Mass Arrest 
	   During the course of civil disturbances, it may be necessary to make arrests of     numerous individuals over a relatively short period of time. In order for this     process to be handled efficiently, safely and legally, the OIC should ensure that: 
	1.  an arrest team is designated to process all prisoners for purposes of  transportation; 
	1.  an arrest team is designated to process all prisoners for purposes of  transportation; 
	1.  an arrest team is designated to process all prisoners for purposes of  transportation; 


	   2.  an adequate number of vehicles is made available to remove the prisoners      to the detention center: 
	   3.  an adequate secure area is designated in the field and/or at other agency’s'      holding areas for holding prisoners after initial booking and while awaiting 
	    transportation; 
	   4.  all arrested individuals are searched, photographed, and properly       identified prior to transportation to the detention center for formal       booking; 
	   5.  all injured prisoners are provided medical attention prior to being booked; 
	   6.  arrested juveniles are handled in accordance with this department’s      procedures for the arrest, transportation and detention of juveniles; and      evidence and weapons taken from arrestees are processed in accordance      with this department’s policy on the preservation and custody of evidence. 
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	  E.  Deactivation 
	   When the disturbance has been brought under control, the OIC shall ensure that     the following measures are taken: 
	   1.  All law enforcement officers engaged in the incident shall be accounted for     and an assessment made of any personal injuries. 
	   2 .  All necessary personnel shall be debriefed as required. 
	   3. Witnesses, suspects and others shall be interviewed or interrogated. 
	   4.  All written reports shall be completed as soon as possible following the      incident to include a comprehensive documentation of the basis for and      the department’s response to the incident. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to define the proper role of this agency in dealing with labor disputes, to provide guidance to protect the rights of both labor and management and to safeguard life and property. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	The parties involved in a labor dispute have rights as well as responsibilities. Strikersmay assemble and demonstrate peacefully to bring attention to their cause, but they donot have the right to intimidate non-strikers or to impede business. The employer has aright to keep the business open and operational, free from undue interference,intimidation, damage or destruction. Within this context, it is the policy of this lawenforcement agency that officers assigned to strikes and labor disputes shall deal fai
	emotional environment involved in these events while upholding their swornresponsibilities to protect life and property and protect the rights of all parties involved.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.  Command Authority 
	1.Operational control of officers assigned to a labor strike is theresponsibility of the chief executive officer or his designee.
	2.The Officer-in-Charge (OIC) of the strike shall contact the company andlabor unions involved in order to:
	a.inform them that the policy agency is aware of the strike (orimpending strike) and advise them of agency policy relating to theenforcement of law and protection of personal and corporate rights;b.emphasize to the union the importance of a peacefuldemonstration, that their rights to legally assemble and protest willnot be interfered with so long as it does not interfere with the legalrights of the company to transact business, and
	c.state the agency’s position on warning and arresting demonstratorsand the need to maintain communication at all times betweenpolice personnel and strike leaders.
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	   3.  If an insufficient number of officers are available to man the strike detail,      permission may be sought from the Chief of Police to request assistance      under this agency’s Mutual Assistance Agreement. In no case shall non-     sworn personnel, reserve or auxiliary officers be utilized in strike details. 
	     
	    4.  In determining manpower and equipment needs, the OIC shall consider; 
	    a.  the number of pickets, their attitude and organization; 
	    b.  the number of non-strikers, anti-strikers and bystanders; 
	    c.  whether the striking company will attempt to stay open and        whether non-striking employees will attempt to enter the premises;       and 
	    d.  the cooperation of all parties involved in the strike. 
	 
	  B.  Duties and Responsibilities of Assigned Personnel 
	   1.  General duties and responsibilities of officers assigned to labor strikes are: 
	    a.  protection of life and prevention of personal injury; 
	    b.  protection of statutory and constitutional rights of all parties        involved; 
	    c.  protection of personal and public property; and 
	    d.  maintenance of public peace. 
	 
	   2.  Officers are prohibited from fraternizing or engaging in any unnecessary      conversation with picketers, management personnel or bystanders. 
	   3.  Officers shall not enter company property except to conduct necessary      police business, nor shall they park vehicles or use the facilities or services      of labor or management unless absolutely necessary. 
	   4.  Arrests for minor law violations should be kept to a minimum, and efforts      should be made to control such conduct through conversation with picket      captains, union representatives or management personnel. 
	   5.  Officers shall attempt to verify unlawful acts committed by individuals not      in their presence. Picket captains or management representatives shall be      warned that recurrence of such acts may result in arrest. Arrests will be      made thereafter where probable cause exists. 
	   6.  Verbal abuse against officers, unaccompanied by threats, should not be the     sole reason for arrest. Language that incites violence or other unlawful acts     shall form the basis for physical removal and/or arrest of those       responsible. 
	   7.  Consumption of alcohol by picketers or others shall be discouraged, and      persons who fail to abide with open container, public consumption, public      inebriation or related laws, shall be subject to arrest with supervisory      approval. 
	   8.  Persons committing unlawful acts of substantive nature or those who      persist in committing unlawful acts in the presence of an officer shall be      subject to arrest. Decisions on making arrests should include: 
	    a.  the availability of adequate numbers of suitably equipped officers to      provide backup; and 
	    b.  the seriousness of the offense relative to the potential negative       effects it may have as an incitement to violence or other unlawful       behavior. 
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	  C.  Operation of Picket Lines 
	   1.  Strikers have the right to peacefully picket and to persuade others to honor     their picket lines as long as their activities do not violate statutes such as      trespass, disturbance of the peace or disorderly conduct, among others. As      such, officers have the obligation to protect those persons engaged in such      activity. 
	   2.  Non-striking employees, customers and members of the public have the      right to enter or leave the site of the strike. 
	   3.  Officers shall take all reasonable measures to protect the rights of the      above parties. Attempts by either labor or management personnel to      prevent the free exercise of these rights will first be brought to the       attention of the appropriate strike captain or management supervisor.      Failure of these individuals to assist in taking corrective action will       warrant police intervention in accordance with the provisions of Section B      of this policy. 
	   4.  Officers shall advise persons attempting to cross hostile or potentially      hostile picket lines of the possible danger involved; if appropriate, attempt      to dissuade them of such action and, advise them that they must follow      police instruction if they choose to cross. 
	   5.  Officers shall provide necessary breaches in picket lines to allow interested     parties to cross and shall personally escort pedestrian traffic across the      line to a safe distance. 
	   6.  Vehicular traffic shall be provided with access through the picket lines      after having been given appropriate warnings as stated in item 4 of this      section. The volume, rate of passage and speed of vehicles crossing picket      lines shall be determined by the OIC. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish procedures and set forth circumstances under    which personnel shall assist in the committal of individuals to Delaware State Hospital    and/or the committal of intoxicated persons to an approved public treatment center    (DETOX). 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	   
	  A.  Committal of Mentally Ill Persons to the Delaware State Hospital 
	   Title 16, Del. C. § 2211(a) provides for Voluntary commitment of an      intoxicated person to an approved public treatment facility. A person who      appears to be intoxicated and in need of help and consents to assistance, may be     transported by a law enforcement officer to their home, an approved public     treatment facility (DETOX) or an approved private treatment facility, whichever     they may choose. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Committals to the Delaware State Hospital for Mentally Ill Persons 
	   1.  Upon the signed complaint of the 24 hour Emergency Admission Form,      specifically Section 1, Statement of Complainant, of any person stating he      had knowledge that a designated person appears to be so mentally ill as to      be likely to cause injury to him/herself for to others and to require       immediate care, treatment or restraint, police personnel shall take him or      her to a hospital for medical clearance and a psychological evaluation prior     to committal to the Delaware State H
	    
	   2.  The officer investigating the incident must complete Section 2, Statement      of Peace Officer, and insure that Section 1, Statement of Complainant, is      completely and correctly filled out. If there is no complainant and the      officer initiates the 72 hour Emergency Commitment, the officer must      complete Section 1 as well as Section 2 of the 24 hour        Emergency Admission Form. 
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	P
	P
	3.The existing 24 hour commitment forms will be used to record thecomplainant’s observations and signature, as well as the signature andobservations of Department of Police personnel apprehending thementally ill person and the signature and findings of the committingphysician. It should be noted that when an officer signs the 72 hourcommitment form, he/she is attesting to his personal observations or tofacts which have been relayed to him/her. Even in cases where a personappears normal, information received
	him/her or observed by him/her.
	P
	4.Individuals who need medical attention for physical injury or illness, orallege a complaint of physical injury or illness, must first be taken to ahospital emergency ward, preferably the Delaware Division, for treatmentand a medical release form before proceeding to the Delaware StateHospital. A copy of the hospital medical release form mustaccompany the 24 hour Emergency Admission Form. This insuresDelaware State Hospital Staff that the individual has been treated and
	released for any medical problems. If medical treatment is administered atthe Delaware Division, the individual should be examined for 72 hourcommitment. If treated at another emergency ward, the individual withhis/her medical release form, can be taken directly to the Delaware StateHospital to be examined by the hospital doctor for 24 hour commitment.The Delaware State Hospital does not have the facilities to treat injured orsick individuals.
	P
	5.Return of patients by order of the Superintendent of the Delaware StateHospital (16, Del. C. § 5132) provides for the apprehension, by police, andre-hospitalization of the mentally ill, upon the orders of theSuperintendent of the Delaware State Hospital. The intent behind thissection is to provide a means for recall of those patients who have escapedfrom commitment, or who have taken unauthorized leave from theDelaware State Hospital.
	P
	6.Cheswold Police personnel, upon receipt of an order signed by theSuperintendent of the Delaware State Hospital, are authorized to take intocustody the recalled patient and transport him/her to the Delaware StateHospital.
	P
	7.Persons taken into custody by Police personnel, under the abovecircumstances, are to be taken to the Admission’s Office of theDelaware State Hospital.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	8.Cheswold Police personnel receiving a Court Ordered Committal (16, Del.C. § 5152) from court will transport the committed subject with the relatedcourt papers to the Admission’s Office of the Delaware State Hospital.Patients under court ordered commitments may be assigned to theComegys Building and it is required that the police officer accompany
	hospital security personnel and the patient to the building. Policepersonnel, before entering the detention area, must secure their firearmsat the Matron’s Office of the Delaware State Hospital.
	P
	9.Committal Upon Written Certification of Psychiatrist (16, Del. C. § 5003and 5004) provides for the involuntary commitment of mentally illpersons upon the written certification of the psychiatrist. The intentbehind this section is to provide a means by which a mentally ill person,needing observation or treatment, or who poses a threat tohim/herself, to others or to property, based upon manifestindications, can be required to receive care and treatment.
	P
	10.Cheswold Police personnel, upon receiving a request to transport amentally ill person to the Delaware State Hospital based upon thecommitment of a psychiatrist, should ascertain from the psychiatrist:
	P
	a.That the person is a dangerous mentally ill person likely to causeinjury to himself, others or property (this should also beindicated in the commitment papers); or
	b.That the commitment is, in fact, an involuntary commitment,and it is likely that the mentally ill person will physically resistthe involuntary commitment and is capable of physically resistingthe commitment.
	P
	11.If the psychiatrist’s written certification does meet one or both of thesecriteria, the Cheswold Police Department is required by law to honor therequest and transport the mentally ill person and the psychiatrist’scommitment papers to the Admission’s Office of the Delaware StateHospital.
	P
	12.If, however, the request does not meet one or more of the criteria listed,then a supervisor will be summoned to respond and to make thedetermination as to the Cheswold Police Department’s responsibility totransport.
	P
	13.The intent of establishing the criteria for this category of commitments isto eliminate the transportation of persons to the Delaware State Hospitalwho are being committed voluntarily and who pose no imminent threatto themselves, others, or property, or who are physically incapable ofposing an imminent threat to themselves, others, or property. Underno circumstances should department personnel refuse to assist withmentally ill persons who are violent, likely to be violent, or are a threat to
	themselves, others or property, or if it is unclear that the person could besuch a threat.
	P
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	14.A committal to the State Hospital by any of the above mentioned methodswill require a written report. The status of the case for M.R.S. will becleared “PR” (Report Required) and DELJIS disposition of “ServiceCleared” for Uniform Crime Reporting purposes.
	P
	B.  Commitment of an Intoxicated Person to an Approved Public Treatment Facility 
	P
	1.A person who comes voluntarily and has no pending criminal charges,shall be taken into protective custody by the police and shall be broughtforthwith to an approved public treatment facility for treatment. Eachofficer should ensure that a bed is available at DETOX prior to transport ofthe intoxicated person. If DETOX is not available, the intoxicated personshall be taken to an emergency medical service (Kent General,Christiana E.R., etc.). In placing the person into protective custody, thedetaining office
	P
	2.Involuntary Committals (16, Del. C. § 2212(a)) provides for theEmergency Commitment of an intoxicated person who has threatened,attempted or inflicted harm on him/herself or on another person orproperty unless committed, or is incapacitated by alcohol and in need ofimmediate emergency treatment and care, may be committed to anapproved public treatment facility for emergency treatment. The use ofthis section and form must be authorized by the OIC, prior to itsimplementation by the field officer. Section 22
	P
	3.Upon the signed complaint of the Emergency Admissions CertificateForm, specifically Section 1, Statement of Applicant, by physician,guardian, spouse, relative or other responsible person, police personnelshall take him/her to the closest medical facility to be examined by aphysician. If there is no complainant, the officer must complete Section 1,Statement of Applicant. It should be noted that when an officer signs theEmergency Admission Certificate, Section 1, the Statement of Applicant,he is attesting t
	constitute a judgment about the person, but rather to report thefacts as reported to or observed by the officer. Section 2232(a)provides “ immunity from claim, suitability… in performance &compliance”.
	P
	4.Each intoxicated person should be transported by the officer to a medicalfacility unless the person is so incapacitated and/or a true medicalemergency exists that it is necessary to have the person transported byambulance. At the medical facility, the attending physician should bepresented with the Emergency Admission Certificate and any facts fromthe officer that may assist the physician with the evaluation of theintoxicated person.
	P
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	P
	P
	5.At this point, the attending physician may sign Section 2, Statement ofExamining Physician Part A for Involuntary Commitment to an approvedpublic treatment facility. The officer will contact DETOX and ascertain if abed is available. Providing that a bed is available, the officershould advise DETOX personnel, the commitment isinvoluntary. A problem may arise that DETOX may refuse thecommitment. Section 2212(d) specifically states, “The administrator incharge of an approved public facility shall refuse an a
	administrator of DETOX.
	P
	6.Voluntary and Involuntary Committals will require a written report. Thestatus of the case for M.R.S. will be cleared “PR” and DELJIS dispositionof “service cleared” for Uniform Crime Reporting purposes. Voluntarycommittal shall be classified as “Voluntary Alcohol Commitment” andinvoluntary committal shall be classified as “Involuntary AlcoholCommitment”.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	I. Purpose 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide law enforcement agencies with guidelines for the use, management, storage, and retrieval of audio-visual media recorded by in-car video systems. 
	P
	II.Policy
	The use of an MVR system provides persuasive documentary evidence and helps defendagainst civil litigation and allegations of officer misconduct. Officers assigned the use ofthese devices shall adhere to the operational objectives and protocols outlined herein soas to maximize the effectiveness and utility of the MVR and the integrity of evidence and
	related video documentation.
	P
	III.Definitions
	P
	1.Recorded Media—Refers to audio-video signals recorded on any of severalstorage devices, including analog tape (VHS, SVHS, Hi 8mm), digital tape (DV),or other portable digital storage devices (CD, DVD, hard drive, etc).
	P
	2.In-Car Camera System and Mobile Video Recorder (MVR)—These aresynonymous terms and refer to any system that captures audio and video signalscapable of installation in a vehicle, and that includes at minimum, a camera,microphone, recorder, and monitor.
	P
	3.Supervisor—Sworn personnel officially appointed responsibility for adepartmental component.
	P
	4.MVR Technician—Personnel trained in the operational use and  repair of MVRs,duplicating methods, storage and retrieval methods and procedures, and whopossess a working knowledge of video forensics and evidentiary procedures.(Dependent on the size and needs of the agency, the role of the MVR Technicianmay be delegated to the supervisor.)
	P
	5.Degaussing—Electronic cleansing of analog recording media returns the media toits original state and when it is ready for the imprinting of new images.
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	IV.Procedures
	P
	1.Program Objectives
	The agency has adopted the use of MVRs to accomplish the following objectives:
	a.To enhance officer safety
	b.To accurately capture statements and events during the course of anincident
	c.To enhance the officer’s ability to document and review statements andactions for both internal reporting requirements and for courtroompreparation/presentation
	d.To provide an impartial measurement for self-critique and field evaluationduring recruitment and new officer training
	e.To capture visual and audio information for use in current and futureinvestigations.
	P
	2.General Procedures
	It shall be the responsibility of this department to ensure that the audio-videorecording equipment is properly installed according to the manufacturer’srecommendations
	a.MVR equipment shall automatically activate when emergency equipment(lights) or a wireless transmitter is operating. The system may also beactivated manually from the control panel affixed to the interior of thevehicle
	b.Placement and operation of system components within the vehicle shall bebased on officer safety requirements
	c.All officers shall successfully complete this department’s approved courseof instruction prior to being deployed with MVR systems in operationalsettings
	P
	3.Officers’ Responsibilities
	a.Inspection and general maintenance of MVR equipment installed indepartmental vehicles shall be the responsibility of the officer assigned tothe vehicle
	P
	1.MVR equipment shall be operated in accordance with themanufacturer’s recommended guidelines and departmental trainingand policies
	P
	2.Prior to beginning each shift, the assigned officer shall perform aninspection to ensure that the MVR is performing in accordance withthe manufacturer’s recommendations covering the followingmatters:
	P
	•Remote audio transmitter functional
	•Remote audio transmitter functional
	•Remote audio transmitter functional


	Adequate power source 
	Connected to the recording equipment 
	Remote activation of system via transmitter 
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	•Camera Lens
	•Camera Lens
	•Camera Lens


	Windshield and camera lens free of debris 
	Camera facing intended direction 
	Recording mechanism capturing both audio  and video information. 
	System plays back both audio and video tracks 
	P
	b.Malfunctions, damage or theft of in-car camera equipment shall bereported to the immediate supervisor prior to placing the unit into service
	1.A subsequent written report shall include information on thesuspected cause(s) of equipment failure, as available, and anyrecommendations for corrective action. The supervisor shalldetermine if the unit shall be placed in service. If the vehicle isplaced in service without an operating MVR, the officer will notethat on his/her activity form and the supervisor will advise theChief of Police or his designee.
	P
	4.Mandatory Recordation
	a.Traffic stops (to include, but not limited to traffic violations, strandedmotorist assistance and all crime interdiction stops)
	b.Priority responses
	c.Vehicle pursuits
	d.Prisoner transports
	e.Crimes in progress
	f.Any situation or incident that the officer, through training and experience,believes should be audibly and visually recorded
	g.When the MVR is activated, officers shall ensure that the audio portion isalso activated so all events are properly documented.   Officers areencouraged to narrate events using the audio recording, so as to providethe best documentation for pretrial and courtroom presentation.
	P
	5.Operational Protocols
	a.To prevent bleed over and/or noise from other MVRs in systemsusing low band transmitters (analog), only the primary officerinitiating the contact shall activate his or her audio recorder
	b.Officers using the 900Mhz digital transmitters that are individuallysynchronized to their individual MVR shall activate both audio andvideo recordings when responding in a support capacity in order toobtain additional perspectives of the incident scene
	c.Officers shall review the recordings when preparing written reportsof events to help ensure accuracy and consistency of accounts
	d.With the exception of police radios, officers shall ensure that thevolume from other electronic devices within the police vehicle doesnot interfere with MVR recordings
	e.Officers shall not erase, alter, reuse, modify or tamper with MVRrecordings. Only a supervisor or MVR technician may erase andreissue previously recorded recordings and may only do sopursuant to the provisions of this policy
	f.To prevent damage, original recordings shall not be viewed in anyequipment other than the equipment issued or authorized by theMVR technician
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	P
	g.MVR recordings shall be marked as containing evidence andsubmitted to the property custodian or MVR technician to be heldand/or duplicated for criminal prosecution when they record any ofthe following:
	.  Arrest Assaults
	2.Physical or verbal confrontations, vehicle pursuits
	3.Vehicle searches in which contraband is recovered
	4.Driving while intoxicated or under the influence arrests
	5.All prisoner transports
	P
	h.When the MVR is activated to document an event, it shall not bedeactivated until the event has been concluded unless:
	1.The incident or event is of such duration that the MVR maybe deactivated to conserve recording times
	2.The officer does not reasonably believe that deactivation willresult in the loss of critical documentary information
	3.The intention to stop the tape has been noted by the officereither verbally or in a written notation
	P
	i.The recording media shall be replaced when the recording timeremaining is less than 1 hour, for long playing media lasting 6-8hours, or 30 minutes for Hi8 analog or digital media with recordingtime of 5 hours or less
	P
	6.Supervisors’ Responsibilities
	a.Supervisors shall issue unrecorded media and when possible priorto issuance, shall assign and affix an identification number to theexterior of the media
	1.Each vehicle is issued a card labeled with the vehicle number.
	P
	b.The chain of custody log shall include, but need not be limited to:
	1.Tracking number of media
	2.Date issued
	3.Officer or vehicle issued
	4.Date submitted
	5.Officer submitting the media
	6.Hold for evidence indication
	(In the event an officer works at a remote location andreports in only periodically, multiple recording media maybe issued.)
	c.When an incident arises that requires the immediate retrieval of therecorded media (e.g., serious crime scenes, departmental shootings,departmental accidents), a supervisor shall respond to the sceneand ensure that the appropriate MVR technician or crime sceneinvestigator removes the recorded media. The technician orinvestigator shall then:
	*Place the media into evidence and provide copies toauthorized investigative personnel
	P
	P
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	*Ensure the appropriate notation is made in the chain ofcustody log
	P
	d.The supervisor shall periodically review the chain of custody log toensure that issued media is surrendered in a timely manner. Thesupervisor is responsible for determining causes for such problems(e.g., unreported problems with the MVR equipment or equipmentnot being used in accordance with departmental policy).
	e.Supervisors who are informed or otherwise become aware ofmalfunctioning equipment shall ensure that authorized personnelmake repairs in a timely manner.
	P
	f.Supervisors shall conduct periodic reviews of officer assigned mediain order to periodically:
	1.Assess officer performance
	2.Assure proper functioning of MVR equipment
	3.Determine if MVR equipment is being operated properly
	4.Identify recordings that may be appropriate for training
	P
	g.Supervisors shall conduct bi-weekly reviews of personnel who arenewly  assigned MVR equipment in order to ensure compliance withdepartmental policy. Supervisors shall thereafter conduct quarterlyreviews.
	h.Minor infractions (not criminal in nature) discovered during theroutine review of recorded material should be viewed as trainingopportunities and not as routine disciplinary actions. Should thebehavior or action become habitual after being informallyaddressed, the appropriate disciplinary or corrective action shall betaken.
	i.Supervisor shall ensure that adequate recording media is on handand available for issuance.
	P
	7.Technicians’ Responsibilities
	a.A designated officer or other employee (MVR technician) shall beresponsible for the ordering, issuance, retrieval, storage, cleansing(degaussing), and duplication of all recorded media
	b.The MVR technician shall be responsible for collecting allcompleted media. Once the media is surrendered, the technicianshall:
	1.Download all files into a separate file with Officer IBM andDate of Download.
	2.Immediately supply the officer with a formatted and blankcard for the specific vehicle.
	c.Recorded media may only be degaussed/erased:
	1.Pursuant to a court order
	2.In accordance with established retention guidelines
	d.For the purpose of accountability, all media will be assigned anidentification number prior to issuance to the field. The MVRtechnician will maintain a record database of issued media.
	P
	P
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	P
	e.The MVR technician shall coordinate with field supervisors toensure that an adequate supply of recorded media is available.
	f.The MVR technician shall be responsible for the following:
	1.Long-term storage of media deemed to be of evidentiaryvalue consistent with the department’s evidence storageprotocols and retention schedule
	2.The cleansing (degaussing) and re-issuance of all othermedia deemed to be of no evidentiary value consistent withthe department’s document retention requirements.
	P
	8.Media Duplication
	a.All recording media, recorded images and audio recordings are theproperty of this department. Dissemination outside of the agency isstrictly prohibited without specific written authorization of theagency’s Chief of Police or his or her designee.
	b.To prevent damage to, or alteration of, the original recorded media,it shall not be copied, viewed or otherwise inserted into any devicenot approved by the departmental MVR technician or forensicmedia staff.
	c.When possible and practical, a copy of the original media shall beused for viewing by investigators, staff, training personnel, and thecourts (unless otherwise directed by the courts) to preserve theoriginal media in pristine condition
	d.At the conclusion of the trial proceedings or as otherwise authorizedby the prosecutor’s office for which the media was required, allcopies shall be submitted to the MVR technician for further storage
	P
	P
	CASE LAW AFFECTING RECORDINGS 
	P
	P
	A. Pennsylvania v. Muniz, 110 S. Ct. 2638 (1990), the U.S. Supreme Court, on June 18, 1990, ruled on the admissibility of a video tape into evidence for a drunk driving arrest. Parts of the video tape were allowed as evidence. 
	A. Pennsylvania v. Muniz, 110 S. Ct. 2638 (1990), the U.S. Supreme Court, on June 18, 1990, ruled on the admissibility of a video tape into evidence for a drunk driving arrest. Parts of the video tape were allowed as evidence. 
	A. Pennsylvania v. Muniz, 110 S. Ct. 2638 (1990), the U.S. Supreme Court, on June 18, 1990, ruled on the admissibility of a video tape into evidence for a drunk driving arrest. Parts of the video tape were allowed as evidence. 


	P
	•At issue was whether the video-taped interrogation violated the defendant’srights under the self-incrimination clause of the Federal Constitution’s FifthAmendment.
	•At issue was whether the video-taped interrogation violated the defendant’srights under the self-incrimination clause of the Federal Constitution’s FifthAmendment.
	•At issue was whether the video-taped interrogation violated the defendant’srights under the self-incrimination clause of the Federal Constitution’s FifthAmendment.
	•At issue was whether the video-taped interrogation violated the defendant’srights under the self-incrimination clause of the Federal Constitution’s FifthAmendment.



	P
	•Unless a suspect voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waives his or her rights, anyincriminating responses to questioning may not be introduced into evidence in theprosecution’s cases. Any verbal statements on the video tape that are bothtestimonial in nature and elicited during custodial interrogation are inadmissible asevidence in a motorist’s state court trial unless he or she has been advised of theirMiranda Rights.
	•Unless a suspect voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waives his or her rights, anyincriminating responses to questioning may not be introduced into evidence in theprosecution’s cases. Any verbal statements on the video tape that are bothtestimonial in nature and elicited during custodial interrogation are inadmissible asevidence in a motorist’s state court trial unless he or she has been advised of theirMiranda Rights.
	•Unless a suspect voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waives his or her rights, anyincriminating responses to questioning may not be introduced into evidence in theprosecution’s cases. Any verbal statements on the video tape that are bothtestimonial in nature and elicited during custodial interrogation are inadmissible asevidence in a motorist’s state court trial unless he or she has been advised of theirMiranda Rights.
	•Unless a suspect voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waives his or her rights, anyincriminating responses to questioning may not be introduced into evidence in theprosecution’s cases. Any verbal statements on the video tape that are bothtestimonial in nature and elicited during custodial interrogation are inadmissible asevidence in a motorist’s state court trial unless he or she has been advised of theirMiranda Rights.



	P
	•The court’s decision:  “A video tape is not inadmissible because the suspect’sincriminatory utterances during this phase of the video-taped proceedings werevoluntary in the sense that they were not elicited in response to custodialinterrogation, given that:
	•The court’s decision:  “A video tape is not inadmissible because the suspect’sincriminatory utterances during this phase of the video-taped proceedings werevoluntary in the sense that they were not elicited in response to custodialinterrogation, given that:
	•The court’s decision:  “A video tape is not inadmissible because the suspect’sincriminatory utterances during this phase of the video-taped proceedings werevoluntary in the sense that they were not elicited in response to custodialinterrogation, given that:
	•The court’s decision:  “A video tape is not inadmissible because the suspect’sincriminatory utterances during this phase of the video-taped proceedings werevoluntary in the sense that they were not elicited in response to custodialinterrogation, given that:



	P
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	P
	P
	P
	P
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect consisted primarily of carefullyscripted instructions as to how the tests were to be performed, whichinstructions were not likely to be perceived as calling for any verbalresponse;
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect consisted primarily of carefullyscripted instructions as to how the tests were to be performed, whichinstructions were not likely to be perceived as calling for any verbalresponse;
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect consisted primarily of carefullyscripted instructions as to how the tests were to be performed, whichinstructions were not likely to be perceived as calling for any verbalresponse;
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect consisted primarily of carefullyscripted instructions as to how the tests were to be performed, whichinstructions were not likely to be perceived as calling for any verbalresponse;
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect consisted primarily of carefullyscripted instructions as to how the tests were to be performed, whichinstructions were not likely to be perceived as calling for any verbalresponse;

	•Verbal response to the instruction was not incriminating except to the extentthat it exhibited a tendency to slur words which is a non- testimonialcomponent of his response; and
	•Verbal response to the instruction was not incriminating except to the extentthat it exhibited a tendency to slur words which is a non- testimonialcomponent of his response; and

	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect also contained limited and
	•The officer’s dialogue with the suspect also contained limited and




	carefully worded inquiries as to whether the suspect understood theinstructions.”
	P
	(c) Interception of Communications 
	(c) Interception of Communications 
	(c) Interception of Communications 


	P
	•It is ordinarily unlawful to intercept an oral communication. An exception applieswhen a police officer who is party to the conversation records that conversation.N.J.S.A. 2A-156A-4b and 11 Del.C § 2402 (c.5), a member can lawfully use the patrolvehicle recording system to record a conversation inside that vehicle to which he orshe is a party.
	•It is ordinarily unlawful to intercept an oral communication. An exception applieswhen a police officer who is party to the conversation records that conversation.N.J.S.A. 2A-156A-4b and 11 Del.C § 2402 (c.5), a member can lawfully use the patrolvehicle recording system to record a conversation inside that vehicle to which he orshe is a party.
	•It is ordinarily unlawful to intercept an oral communication. An exception applieswhen a police officer who is party to the conversation records that conversation.N.J.S.A. 2A-156A-4b and 11 Del.C § 2402 (c.5), a member can lawfully use the patrolvehicle recording system to record a conversation inside that vehicle to which he orshe is a party.
	•It is ordinarily unlawful to intercept an oral communication. An exception applieswhen a police officer who is party to the conversation records that conversation.N.J.S.A. 2A-156A-4b and 11 Del.C § 2402 (c.5), a member can lawfully use the patrolvehicle recording system to record a conversation inside that vehicle to which he orshe is a party.



	P
	•In New Jersey, a member cannot, however, lawfully record any conversation in thatvehicle to which he/she is not a party. When there is
	•In New Jersey, a member cannot, however, lawfully record any conversation in thatvehicle to which he/she is not a party. When there is
	•In New Jersey, a member cannot, however, lawfully record any conversation in thatvehicle to which he/she is not a party. When there is
	•In New Jersey, a member cannot, however, lawfully record any conversation in thatvehicle to which he/she is not a party. When there is



	a suspect or suspects in the patrol vehicle and the member is not inside the patrolvehicle, he/she will not be considered to be a party to any
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
	P
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	CHILD PASSENGER SAFETY FITTING STATION 
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	 Effective Date:       Directive Number: 
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	Special Instructions:   
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	To provide education and training to any person requesting such training concerning  the proper installation of a child safety seat into a vehicle. This procedure is intended to  involve the interested person(s) in the actual installation of the child safety seat and  proper placement of the child into the seat. This training will be provided by NHTSA  Certified Child Passenger Safety Technicians and may involve assistance by non-trained personnel. 
	P
	II.SCOPE
	These procedures apply to all Cheswold Police Officers who hold a current NHTSAStandardized Child Passenger Safety Technician or Technician Instruction certification.It is understood that all safety seat inspections will be performed in the presence of atleast one currently certified technician or instructor. This education is offered tointerested persons in an attempt to decrease the number of children injured or killed in
	motor vehicle crashes and to reduce the percentage of safety seat misuse in Delaware.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.  CPS:  Child Passenger Safety.
	P
	B.  NHTSA Standardized Child Passenger Safety Program: National
	Highway Traffic Safety Administration standardized a four day (32 hour) training program designed to provide the basic information needed to recognize improper installation of a child safety seat and provide training to an individual concerning the proper installation needed to allow the child to travel as safely as possible. 
	P
	C. Child Passenger Safety Technician: A person who has successfully completed the NHTSA Standardized Passenger Safety Program. 
	P
	D.  Child Passenger Safety Technician / Instructor: A person who has successfully completed the NHTSA Standardized Passenger Safety Program and has been recommended for a completed an additional 32 hours of instructor  training. 
	P
	E. CSS: Child Safety Seat. 
	P
	P
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	  F.  TAC: Traffic Accident Control. 
	 
	 IV.  PERMANENT FITTING STATION PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  The child safety seat fitting station is a location where people may schedule an     appointment to have their CSS inspected for proper installation to include misuse    identification, have the CSS checked for possible recalls and to have the CSS     properly installed by a certified CPS Technician and/or instructor. 
	 
	  B.  The location of the safety seat fitting station will be at the Cheswold Police      Headquarters. All equipment and supplies will be secured at the same location. 
	 
	  C.  Appointments for CSS inspections will be made by calling the Traffic Accident     Control Section at (302) 322-9800. Appointments will be logged into the Child     Safety Seat Inspection Log, which will be kept in the TAC Officer. 
	 
	  D.  Currently certified CPS Technicians will be available by appointment. 
	   Hours will vary weekly. 
	 
	  E.  Once the parent/caregiver arrives at the fitting station, important information     will be documented as outlined in the Child Safety Seat Inspection Form. This     information will be kept on file by the TAC Officer. 
	 
	  F.  The CSS will be inspected by the technician while educating the parent/caregiver.    The seat will then be properly installed into the vehicle. If the CSS is found to be     in need of replacement, Cheswold Police will provide a new CSS free of charge.     Informational pamphlets will be provided as part of the CSS inspection. When at     all possible, the parent/caregiver will be involved in the proper installation of the     CSS. 
	 
	  G.  The time allotted for CSS inspection will vary depending on the difficulty      involved in providing proper installation and education. There will be no limit set    on time; the technician will remain with the parent/caregiver as long as needed     to provide the intended education and CSS installation. 
	 
	  H.  The documentation obtained from the inspection will be used to complete the     Cheswold TAC Monthly Administration Report that will be filed with the Office of    Highway Safety by the fifteenth (15th) day of each month. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	This general order establishes and defines the procedures for the operation and   administration of the Cheswold Police Department’s Seasonal Bicycle Patrol program. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	In order to enhance its pro-active approach toward law enforcement, the CheswoldPolice will maintain a Seasonal Bicycle Patrol unit which is responsible for both patroland public relations functions in designated areas of the Town.
	P
	III.DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
	P
	A.The Bicycle Patrol will consist of designated seasonal police officers who will 
	pass a background investigation, physical exam, bicycle training course and the  necessary hours of training in accordance with current C.O.P.T standards   concerning Seasonal Police Officers. Their primary focus will be on Fox Pointe  and Parkers Run area of Town, but may, on occasion, be assigned temporarily to 
	other areas/assignments by officers and/or supervisors. Bicycle Patrol Officers  will also be expected to maintain their physical condition to successfully perform the duties of a Seasonal Bicycle Patrol Officer, as they will be operating a bicycle  for long periods of time in sometimes hot weather. 
	P
	Bicycle Patrol Officers will be expected to participate in bicycle safety programs 
	and other possible public relations programs concerning bicycle safety. 
	P
	IV.UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
	P
	A.The summer uniform for Seasonal Bicycle Patrol Officers consists of: 
	1.Short-sleeved uniform shirt with reflective side stripes and “POLICE”lettering. 
	2.Blue riding shorts.
	3.Nylon duty belt consisting of:
	OCS Spray (10%) 
	ASP Baton 
	800 MgHz radio and holder 
	P
	P
	P
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	      Flashlight and holder 
	      Belt keepers 
	      Handcuffs and case 
	      Nylon trouser belt 
	 
	    4.  Black water repellent sneaker/boot 
	    5.  DOT/Department approved bicycle helmet 
	    6.  Riding gloves 
	    7.  Long riding pants and pull-over water repellent jacket. 
	 
	  B.  Bicycle Officers shall take care of the bicycles and equipment issued to them, and     will sign out their respective bicycles prior to their shift. 
	  
	  C.  Bicycle Officers shall report and document on their activity logs any and all     damage to any of their issued equipment to the officer overseeing the program, or    to any supervisor available at the time. They shall check all issued equipment for     deficiencies, defects or damage prior to their shift. 
	 
	  D.  They shall fill out and submit an activity log  at the duration of their shift. 
	 
	  E.  They shall wear their bicycle helmets properly fastened at all times while riding 
	   the bicycles. 
	 
	  F.  They shall not pursue a moving motor vehicle while on their bicycles for the     purposes of issuing a traffic/parking citation or misdemeanor arrest. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	   April 15, 2013    10-2-35 
	   Special Instructions:   See Also “ 10-2-20 Missing Persons” 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with a response guidelines pertaining to    the activation of an “Amber Alert”. 
	 
	II. POLICY 
	II. POLICY 
	II. POLICY 


	  When investigating a missing person and/or runaway complaint, the investigating    officer must determine whether or not the circumstances surrounding the incident meet    the criteria of an “Amber Alert” activation. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Amber Alert:  An AMBER Alert activation is an emergency broadcast     available for use by law enforcement to alert the public, through the Emergency     Alert System, when a child has been abducted and the police believe that the child    is in imminent danger of serious bodily injury or death. 
	 
	  B.  Abduction:  The child is reported to be involuntarily missing, not      including parental/custodial kidnappings, runaways or lost children, unless there    is information to support a reasonable belief on the part of the police that the     child is in imminent danger of serious bodily harm or death. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Initial reporting officer responds to the call and takes detailed information. 
	 
	  B.  Initial reporting officer notifies the senior officer and/or supervisor with details     of the abduction/case. 
	 
	  C.  After an actual abduction is confirmed, the Delaware State Police Public      Communications Center (302-659-2341), at which time the officer notified     makes a decision whether or not to initiate the Alert is appropriate. 
	 
	  D.  DSP PIO will notify DSP Headquarters will all of the information obtained. 
	 
	  E.  DSP HQ will then immediately notify media outlets. 
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	  F.  Media outlets will broadcast the alert through the Emergency Alert System to all     participating radio and television stations within fifteen minutes of the receipt.     The Alert should be broadcast every 15 minutes for the first two hours and every     30 minutes for the next three hours. The Alert should include a contact telephone    number and conclude with the statement that person(s) who may locate the     abductor should take no action other than to call the police as soon as possible     an
	 
	  G.  Media outlets should be updated as more information becomes available,      including the child’s photograph. 
	 
	  H.  The law enforcement agency responsible for the investigation should have a 24     hour telephone number prepared to give out to the public during the alert      message. 
	 
	  I.  DSP Public Information Officer will notify the National Center for Missing and     Exploited Children (1-800-THE-LOST) and Delaware’s Missing Children      Information Clearinghouse (1-302-739-5883) so that information can be made     available through their website www.missingkids.com. 
	   
	  J.  If the child is recovered or the alert becomes unnecessary, the reporting agency     must immediately notify DSP P.I.O., who then informs DSP HQ, who relays that     information in the same fashion as the initial alert. 
	 
	  K.  Time is of the essence in these cases, as 74% of children who are kidnapped and     later found murdered are killed within the first three hours after being taken. 
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	P
	L. The following checklist should be used as a guideline: 
	P
	P
	P
	           Does abduction involve child Do NOT activate 
	           17 years of age or younger?         -NO- 
	P
	YES 
	P
	Do you believe the child to 
	Do you believe the child to 
	Do you believe the child to 
	Do you believe the child to 

	TD
	P


	be in imminent danger of 
	be in imminent danger of 
	be in imminent danger of 

	TD
	P

	TD
	P


	serious bodily harm or 
	serious bodily harm or 
	serious bodily harm or 

	TD
	P

	TD
	P


	death? 
	death? 
	death? 

	-NO- 
	-NO- 

	Do NOT activate 
	Do NOT activate 



	P
	YES 
	P
	Do you believe the child is 
	Do you believe the child is 
	Do you believe the child is 
	Do you believe the child is 

	TD
	P

	Carefully consider 
	Carefully consider 


	Still in the broadcast area? 
	Still in the broadcast area? 
	Still in the broadcast area? 

	-NO- 
	-NO- 

	Activation of Amber plan 
	Activation of Amber plan 



	YES 
	    Do you have information to Provide, 
	    including (but not limited to the 
	 following:            
	        -NO-    Carefully consider 
	P
	        child’s description (recent photo) 
	vehicle description 
	direction of travel 
	suspect description 
	details of abduction 
	telephone contact number? 
	P
	YES 
	ACTIVATE AMBER PLAN 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  To provide a policy for the swift and immediate deployment of law enforcement officers    and resources to ongoing, life-threatening situations where delayed deployment could    result in death or great bodily injury to innocent persons. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  This policy is NOT a substitute for conventional response tactics regarding armed,    barricaded subjects. This policy prioritizes actions taken by officers and first responders    during an event as described above, and outlines appropriate tactics, communications,    incident command strategies and a team approach towards the event. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Police priorities regarding the safeguarding of lives: 
	   1.  Lives of hostages 
	   2.  Lives of innocent bystanders 
	   3.  Lives of Police Officers 
	   4.  Lives of suspects. 
	 
	  B.  Police priorities during an “Active Shooter” situation: 
	   1.  The capture or neutralization of suspect as soon as possible. 
	   2.  The lives of those in proximity to the shooter 
	   3.  The lives and safety of citizens in the area 
	   4.  The lives and safety of Police Officers 
	   5.  Containment 
	   6.  After event investigation and return to stability 
	 
	  C.  Police First Responder Tactics: 
	   1.  Position your patrol vehicle to act as cover with the best possible field of      view. 
	   2. Use a target site numbering system 
	   3. Collect and communicate your assessment 
	   
	  D. Quick Assessment and Communications: 
	   1. Upon, arrival, position yourself in the best possible location 
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	P
	P
	2.Determine if you have an active shooter or possible barricade situation.
	2.Determine if you have an active shooter or possible barricade situation.
	2.Determine if you have an active shooter or possible barricade situation.

	3.Communicate your assessment
	3.Communicate your assessment


	P
	E. Incident Command 
	1.The first responding officer becomes the “Incident Commander” untilrelieved by a supervisor.
	2.The person with the most information will direct responding units.
	3.Assemble an entry contact team and move to the shooter.
	4.Remain outside on the location to direct additional units and have officersmove evacuees to a staging point away from the danger areas.
	5.Set up a medical site/location for the removed victims.
	P
	F. Intervention: 
	1.If it is a dynamic, active shooter situation: Put together an entry-contactteam made up of patrol officers (minimum of four officers) and move tothe shooter.
	2.The Incident Commander will remain outside the location to gatheradditional information.
	P
	G. BARRICADED SITUATION: 
	1.Use the “Four C’s”
	a.CONTAIN
	b.CONTRO
	c.COMMUNICAT
	d.CALL SORT OR SWAT if needed.
	P
	2.The priority is to make contact with the suspect(s).
	2.The priority is to make contact with the suspect(s).
	2.The priority is to make contact with the suspect(s).

	3.Move within a 360 degree coverage, using a point person, flanks and a rearguard officer.
	3.Move within a 360 degree coverage, using a point person, flanks and a rearguard officer.

	4.Stop deadly behavior and limit the movement of the suspect(s).
	4.Stop deadly behavior and limit the movement of the suspect(s).

	5.When the contact team is confronted with chaos such as screaming kids,injuries and death, they must:
	5.When the contact team is confronted with chaos such as screaming kids,injuries and death, they must:

	a.Continue past the victims
	a.Continue past the victims

	b.Continue past any explosives
	b.Continue past any explosives

	c.Communicate progress to other responders
	c.Communicate progress to other responders


	P
	6.PATROL VEHICLES CAMERAS WILL BE ON AND DIRECTED TOWARDSTHE INCIDENT
	6.PATROL VEHICLES CAMERAS WILL BE ON AND DIRECTED TOWARDSTHE INCIDENT
	6.PATROL VEHICLES CAMERAS WILL BE ON AND DIRECTED TOWARDSTHE INCIDENT


	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	8.Types of Evacuations:
	8.Types of Evacuations:
	8.Types of Evacuations:
	a.Evacuations for an active shooter are not like fire drills.  You mustmove to a safe location behind cover.
	a.Evacuations for an active shooter are not like fire drills.  You mustmove to a safe location behind cover.
	a.Evacuations for an active shooter are not like fire drills.  You mustmove to a safe location behind cover.
	a.Evacuations for an active shooter are not like fire drills.  You mustmove to a safe location behind cover.
	a.Evacuations for an active shooter are not like fire drills.  You mustmove to a safe location behind cover.

	b.Escorted Evacuation:  Police accompany evacuees to a safe area.
	b.Escorted Evacuation:  Police accompany evacuees to a safe area.

	c.Unescorted Evacuation:  Police direct evacuees to a safe area.
	c.Unescorted Evacuation:  Police direct evacuees to a safe area.

	d.When in doubt, have the students and teachers secure themselvesin a classroom until a police escort can be provided.
	d.When in doubt, have the students and teachers secure themselvesin a classroom until a police escort can be provided.







	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013. 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	To provide the new law enforcement officer with a structural initial exposure to the role and functions of the law enforcement occupation and combine the basic training   program with the practical applications of that training in actual law enforcement  situations. The program will also familiarize the officer with the policies/procedures of  the Cheswold Police Department. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	For the effective training of new police officers, it is necessary to ensure that the newofficer is properly trained by a competent and skilled Field Training Officer, who will beselected by the command staff based on his/her ability and willingness to train others,his/her proficiency and competence in all aspects of the profession and consistentadherence to departmental policies and procedures.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.Each newly hired police officer will be assigned to a Field Training Officer for at least four weeks. The Field Training Officer will be selected by command staff based on the provisions outlined in Section II of this Policy. 
	P
	B. Every Field Training Officer will be monitored and supervised by command staff, and will receive training in the area of Field Training Officers. 
	P
	C. The Field Training Officer will submit progress reports and checklists  documenting the trainee officer’s activities and any other written documentation in accordance with the department’s Field Training Manual. 
	P
	D. Towards the end of the four week Field Training rotation, the Field Training  Officer will review the trainee officer’s progress and determine whether or not the officer is ready to be released from the program. The FTO may determine that  additional training is necessary, and will make that recommendation to his  supervisor in writing. Recruits assigned to the FTO training officers will be  rotated at least once during the program to another FTO officer. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	E. The FTO will follow all training guidelines and standards outlined in the Field Training Manual. 
	P
	F. The FTO period may be shorter than four weeks for pre-certified officers when deemed appropriate by the FTO. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	April 15, 2013 10-2-38 
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	Distribution: All Sworn &    Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The Cheswold Police Department seeks to provide deaf and hearing impaired citizens  with the same level of service that is provided to those with normal hearing. This agency has specific legal obligations under the Americans with Disabilities Act and the   Rehabilitation Act to communicate effectively with people who are deaf or hearing  impaired. It is essential to the success of the Police Department mission that police  officers are able to communicate effectively with hearing impaired victims, witnesses
	P
	II.DEFINITIONS
	P
	Deaf person: Anyone whose hearing is totally impaired or whose hearing, with or without amplification is so seriously impaired that the primary means ofreceiving spoken communication is through visual input such as lip reading, signlanguage, finger spelling, reading or writing.
	P
	Hard of hearing person:Anyone whose hearing is impaired to an extent that makes hearing difficult but does not preclude the understanding of  spokencommunication through the ear alone, with or without a hearing aid.
	P
	Qualified interpreter:  One who is qualified by a recognized certification agency andis skilled in communicating in American Sign Language.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.Initial Needs Assessment: 
	Upon encountering a hearing impaired person with a need or desire for police service, the officer should attempt to identify the person’s preferred mode of  
	communication before contacting a sign language interpreter. 
	P
	Indicators that a person may be deaf or hearing impaired: 
	1.They do not respond to sound, noises or spoken language;
	2.They point to their ear with their finger;
	P
	P
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	   3.  They usually look you in the face because they are visually dependent; 
	   4.  They may appear to be preoccupied in thought; 
	   5.  Their speech may have unusual inflection or tone quality; 
	   6.  They may gesture with their hands that they want to write to you; 
	   7.  They may present and identification placard issued by Delaware       Department of Motor Vehicle that bears the notation “Driver is deaf or      hard of hearing”. This card does not provide special privileges; but it does      state that the cardholder has a hearing impairment. 
	 
	  B.  The type of aid that will be required for effective communication will depend on     the individual’s usual method of communication and the nature, importance and     duration of the communication. 
	 
	  C.  In many circumstances, oral communication supplemented by gestures and     visual aids or an exchange of written notes will be an effective means of      communicating with people who are deaf or hearing impaired. In other      circumstances, a qualified sign language or oral interpreter may be needed to     communicate effectively with persons who are deaf or hearing impaired. The     more lengthy, complex and important the communication, the more likely it is     that a qualified interpreter will be
	 
	  D.  To serve each individual effectively, primary consideration should be given to     providing the type of communication aid or service requested by the individual.     Officers should find out from the person who is deaf or hearing impaired what     type of auxiliary aid or service he or she needs. Officers should defer to those     expressed choices, unless: 
	 
	   1.  There is another equally effective way of communicating, given the       circumstances, length, complexity and importance of the communication      as well as the communication skills of the person who is deaf or hard of      hearing; or 
	   2.  Doing so would fundamentally alter the nature of the law enforcement      activity in question or would cause an undue administrative or financial      burden. Only the agency head or his designee may make this        determination. 
	 
	  E.  The input of people who are deaf or hard of hearing who are involved in incidents    is just as important to the law enforcement process as the input of others.      Officers must not draw conclusions about incidents unless they fully understand     and are understood by all those involved, including people who are deaf or     hearing impaired. 
	  F.  People who are deaf or hard of hearing must not be charged for the cost of an     auxiliary aid or service needed for effective communication. 
	 
	 IV.  CONFIDENTIALITY 
	  A.  Officers who assist or arrest a deaf or hearing impaired person shall consider     these persons’ privacy and confidentiality needs when assessing whether      auxiliary hearing assistance is needed. For example, a rape victim who is      accompanied by a relative or friend with sign language skills may not be      comfortable answering certain questions in the presence of that relative or friend.     
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	   Therefore, depending upon the desires of the hearing impaired person, it may be     necessary to request a departmental contact rather than use the relative or friend. 
	 
	 
	  B.  In situations where a non-disabled person would have access to a telephone,     officers must provide hearing impaired or deaf persons access to a teletypewriter     (TTY/TDD telephone). Officers should not observe written messages that are     typed or received by a hearing impaired person using the TTY/TDD telephone     unless the officer is a legitimate party to the call. As a general rule, employees     shall afford hearing impaired persons the same level of privacy and       confidentiality that 
	 
	 V.  INTERPRETIVE SERVICES 
	  A.  If an interpreter is used in a serious criminal case, care should be taken to ensure     that the interpreter is qualified. If a relative or friend of the hearing impaired     person is used for this purpose, the interviewing officer shall ask the interpreter     to describe his or her skill level and shall inquire of the hearing impaired person     whether he or she has confidence in the relative’s or friend’s interpretive abilities. 
	  B.  Departmental employees who possess adequate skills may also be used. However,    in any serious criminal case where the skill level or qualifications of any      interpreter is limited or is in doubt, the officer should request a more qualified     interpreter. 
	  C.  A list of qualified court interpreters is maintained by the Justice of the Peace     Court #11. Departmental employees requiring an interpreter are encouraged to     contact Court #11 at 323-4450. 
	  D.  The interpreter must be able to interpret in the language the deaf person uses     (e.g., American Sign Language or Signed English). 
	 
	 VI.  SUPERSEDES 
	  This order supersedes all provisions of all directives previously published, orally or in    writing, which are not in total conformity herewith. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I.  PURPOSE 
	I.  PURPOSE 
	I.  PURPOSE 


	  To establish procedures for responding to all unusual occurrences, whether created by    widespread violations of the law, natural, or man-made disasters. The Incident     Command System (ICS) will be the process to build both the personnel and     organizational structure to meet the needs of the specific event. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It will be the policy of the Cheswold Police Department to respond to unusual     occurrences or high-risk incidents in accordance with this plan, and its basic     methodologies for personnel and resource mobilization. As an incident progresses and    requires additional resources, the Incident Commander will activate the Incident     Command System or the Emergency Operation Plan. Conversely, as the incident de-   escalates; the Commander will release personnel and resources in proportion to the de-   e
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  1.  Incident Command System (ICS): A system for command, control, and      coordination of a response that provides a means to coordinate the efforts of     individual persons and agencies as they work toward the common goal of      stabilizing an incident while protecting life, property and the environment. There     are five major components: command, planning, operations, logistics, and      administration. 
	 
	  2.  Incident Commander (IC) - A command officer who is responsible for planning,     exercising, executing, and facilitating the emergency management plans. 
	 
	  3.  Unified Command- A multi-agency command incorporating officials and       personnel from agencies at an incident scene. When an incident’s magnitude     exceeds the capabilities, resources or jurisdiction of one agency, the ICS of an     agency can evolve into and participate in an established Unified Command     structure. 
	 
	  4.  Command Post - A centralized base of operation established near the site of an 
	   incident, where primary command functions are executed. 
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	P
	5.Mobile Police Command Post- This Mobile Command Post will be used as a field
	post at the scene of any major emergency.
	P
	6.Emergency Operations Center (EOC) - A pre-designated facility established tocoordinate the overall agency response and support during an unusualoccurrence or high-risk incident. Unless otherwise designated by the IncidentCommander, the Cheswold Police Department Community Room will serve asthe EOC.
	P
	7.Emergency Support Function (ESF) - A functional area of response activityestablished to facilitate the delivery of assistance required during the immediate
	response phase of a disaster to save lives, protect property, and protect publichealth, and to maintain public safety.
	P
	8.Emergency Management Commander – A designated position responsible for theliaison between the Cheswold Police Department and other agencies, and servesas an adviser to the Incident Commander.
	P
	9.Unusual Occurrence: An emergency situation that results from a natural ormanmade disaster (e.g., flood, earthquake, tornado, snow emergency, hazardous
	materials incident, explosion, aircraft disaster) and civil disturbances. A bombthreat or bomb emergency is not an unusual occurrence; (when a suspiciousobject is located) however, a bomb detonation would be categorized as anunusual occurrence.
	P
	10.Civil Disturbance: The disruption of daily routine and activities of the majority oflaw-abiding citizens by organized or mob activities. Civil disturbances includeriots, disorders, and violence arising from dissident gatherings and marches,political conventions and labor disputes.
	P
	11.Barricaded Person: An individual who resists being taken into custody by usingor threatening the use of firearms, other weapons, explosives, etc. Generally, thebarricaded person is behind cover. As used here, the barricaded person may ormay not have taken a hostage or made a threat to his or her own life.
	P
	12.SWAT/SORT Team: A group of police officers who are specially selected, trained,and equipped to handle high-risk incidents such as those involving snipers,barricaded persons, hostage-takers, selected warrant services, and othersituations or activities deemed necessary by command leadership.
	P
	13.Exercise: Gathering of individuals, inclusive of government and private sectorpersons, to develop plans, practice implementation and to discuss each agency’srole in handling unusual occurrences. This could include tabletop functionaland/or full field exercises.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	 IV.  SYSTEMS ACTIVATION CRITERIA 
	 
	  1.  The Incident Command System, (ICS) will be utilized if circumstances dictate the 
	   necessity of expanding personnel resources beyond the scope of the first      responders. ICS is the combination of personnel, procedures, equipment,       Facilities, and communications operating within a common organizational     structure. The responsibility for the management of assigned resources begins     with the first responder. 
	  2.  The ICS system, if activated, may include participation by outside agencies and 
	   resources. The system may be adjusted up or down depending on the      circumstances encountered. It is recommended that only those agencies and     resources needed be utilized during an incident. However, this does not prevent 
	   the utilization of agencies and resources as a step toward preparedness for 
	   anticipated developments. 
	 
	 V.  COMMAND PROTOCOL 
	 
	  1.  At the scene of an unusual occurrence, the authority and responsibility for      controlling the scene is placed upon one on-scene commander. However the 
	   incident commander may be a subsequent responder who assumes management 
	   of the critical incident. 
	  2.  The incident commander, regardless of professional rank has the latitude and 
	   authority to assign persons to an assignment deemed necessary to deal with a     particular critical incident. Multiple responsibilities may be assigned to one     person as needed. 
	   a.  Incident Commander:  This function is responsible for activities      surrounding the critical incident to include developing plans,       implementing strategic decisions and approving resource allocations. 
	   b.  Unless exigent circumstances exist no one, except for the incident       commander, shall make independent decisions when the ICS structure is      activated. 
	   c.  Depending on the type of occurrence, an official from another agency (e.g.,     fire chief, DNREC, DEMA) may be designated as the incident scene       commander, and the department shall coordinate its response through      that individual. 
	   d.  Unless specifically ordered by a supervisor or the incident commander to 
	    respond to a critical incident, all personnel shall maintain their current      assigned duties. Abandoning assigned duties in order to respond to a      critical incident only leads to a breakdown in the incident command      system and loss of order among responders. 
	   e.  The modular progression of incident command may require additional      personnel and resources to accomplish various functions as deemed      necessary by the incident commander. Depending on the circumstances      the following steps are to be used by the department. 
	    1.  Deputy Incident Commander: This person is under the direction of       the incident commander. The Deputy Incident Commander assists       in policy advisement and assuming command in the absence of the       incident commander from the scene. 
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	    2.  Operations: This person is responsible for coordinating law        enforcement related tactical and strategic plans, traffic control, and       perimeters. This person may request additional resources and       revise plans as necessary with the knowledge and approval of the       Incident commander. 
	    3.  Department Supervisor: This person is responsible for managing       operations at the department headquarters. Managing security and       operations of Headquarters will include processing/holding areas,       and will serve as advisor to the Incident Commander in making       policy and deployment decisions through the duration of the critical      incident. 
	    4.  Staging: This person is responsible for managing and organizing all       staging areas for all disciplines responding to a critical incident.       Staging areas are maintained for collections of all personnel and       resources until the Staging Officer allocates them to a particular       assignment. 
	    5.  Investigations: This person is responsible for the investigation and       case filing of any criminal cases at the scene of a critical incident.       Other responsibilities include the collections and preservation of       evidence, gathering intelligence information, investigating the use       of deadly force and maintaining and preserving the complete       criminal case file. The criminal investigator reports directly to the       Incident Commander. 
	    6.  Logistics: This person is responsible for providing facilities, services      and materials in support of all personnel deployed at a critical       incident. 
	     (a)  The logistics person will report directly to the incident        commander and can function from the command post. The        Logistic person will be responsible for the following; 
	     (b)  Food:  Supply of food and beverages for personnel in the        field or in the Emergency Operations Center involved in the        critical incident. 
	     (c)  Medical Unit Leader:  Medical services with responding        fire and EMS agencies for casualties including medical        attention for law enforcement responders involved in the        critical incident. 
	     (d)  Ordering equipment and supplies for the critical incident,         inventory of current and used equipment and supplies, and        servicing of equipment in the field and the Emergency        Operations Center 
	      (1)  Sanitation Requirements - under extraordinary field         conditions arrangements should be made to assure         not less than one toilet facility is available when         responders are required to remain on scene for more         than twelve hours without relief. One portable toilet is        required for every twenty (20) responders. Toilet         facilities are not necessary if responders have          transportation readily available to nearby facilities. 
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	P
	(2)  Washing facilities - the supply person shall provide adequate washing facilities for responders engaged in operations where hazardous materials may be   harmful. Washing facilities should be coordinated  between the supply person and any Fire/EMS   counterpart on scene. Showers and changing rooms  may be necessary where work will require six months  to complete. 
	P
	(e)  Providing security for supplies and equipment used and staged for the critical incident and for security of relocation  centers, the Command Post and any other location in need of uniformed security. 
	(f)  Providing persons to manage the transportation of personnel, supplies, maintenance personnel and equipment, repair and fueling of vehicles pressed into service during a  critical incident. 
	P
	7.Public Information Officer:  has the responsibility to dealwith the media at critical incidents. The Incident Commander willdesignate the location of the Media Control Center. This controlcenter will be occupied by the Public information officer (or his/herdesignee) The P.I.O. will coordinate the release of Informationrelating to the community’s safety and wellbeing. The P.I.O. willnormally coordinate with the staging officer to control media accessand the flow of information to the public from the incide
	(a)  The PIO also has the following responsibilities:
	(1)  Establishing guidelines for the media to visit the incident scene. 
	(2)  Monitoring media coverage to prepare briefings for the Incident Commander 
	(3)  Establish privacy protection for those who do not want to meet with the media, to include responses to the media regarding the participation of individual  law enforcement personnel during the incident. 
	(4)  Ensures that no single person in the law enforcement agency speaks to the media without approval of the  PIO. The responsibility of responding to the media is  a well-coordinated and informative effort by the  Public Information Officer during and after the  incident. The Public Information Officer should clear future requests for interviews of individual public  safety responders. 
	(5)  Establishment of a media release facility or area where formal interviews with policy makers can take place during the incident and perhaps after the   incident. 
	P
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	P
	 (6)  Law enforcement has the initial responsibility to establish media relations. However, once the initial incident is over and a recovery phase is in effect, the  responsibility for media releases may switch to the  relevant local authority. Close and continuing   cooperation between law enforcement and the other  local public safety media teams is important and will enhance a smooth transition. 
	(7)  Rumor control will be addressed by the P.I.O. . 
	P
	8.Hospital Officer:  This person is responsible for the coordinationof all authority activities at a hospital to include the management ofemployee related injuries and casualties. The hospital officerreports directly to the Incident Commander.
	P
	9.Finance:  This person is responsible for all financial and costanalysis aspects of the critical incident, to include processingrequisitions, field purchase orders and pay vouchers. The financeperson is also responsible for maintaining required personnelrecords, preparing all employee injury claims, and prepares a finalcost analysis of the critical incident for the Incident Commander,coordinates State and Federal funding for employee injury or deathcompensation and setting up separate private and public ac
	P
	10.Victim Services:  This person works in partnership with thehospital person.  The Victim Services coordinator is responsible forassisting with the affairs of any member or employee who isseverely injured, incapacitated or killed in the line of duty, toinclude liaison for a decedent’s beneficiaries.
	P
	11.Emergency Operations Center (EOC) can be used to house some orall support functions relative to an incident. The EOC provides animmediate partnership with the Incident Commander andmobilizes resources and personnel to support the incident.
	P
	12.Radio and/or telephone communications must be establishedbetween the incident scenes (Command Post at a minimum) to theEmergency Operations Center. Therefore, the DepartmentSupervisor should appoint an EOC Communications Officer tocoordinate communications efforts with the Field CommunicationsOfficer or Staging person.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	13.Dispatchers will insure communications is maintained with Field
	Dispatchers. This will require the utilization of specific telephoneand radio line frequencies that are dedicated to the critical incident.EOC Dispatchers will maintain a log of activities for the Incident
	Commander.
	P
	VI.RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PLANNING AND RESPONSE
	The Incident command system is an efficient way of coordinating and organizing
	emergency response operations to a broad class of hazardous incidents orunusual and extraordinary situations or circumstances. In the event thatcircumstances dictate the activation of the Incident Command System thedepartment has numerous plans and policies in place that address particularsituations that should be utilized by the incident commander when applicable.
	P
	VII.DOCUMENTED TRAINING EXERCISE
	1.An annual training exercise that includes the ICS will be conducted inconjunction with the Emergency Operation Plan, that is performed every twoyears, with multiple agency involvement.
	a.The exercise may be tabletop in nature, include actual exercises, and may
	include multiple agencies in the responses.
	b.An actual incident exercise should be realistic in nature with unforeseen
	developments included.
	c.If the incident exercise results in the identification of ICS weaknesses,identified training needs, or procedural weakness the appropriateidentified area will be addressed as need.
	P
	VIII.AFTER ACTION REPORT
	The Incident Commander or his designee is responsible for submitting an After Action
	Report at the conclusion of the critical incident to the Chief of Police through the chain
	of command. The purpose of the After Action Report is to evaluate the agency’s overallresponse to the critical incident with the intent of serving as a foundation for futuresimilar responses. The After Action Report should contain the following information;
	1.Brief description of the incident.
	2.A detailed description of services provided for the incident to include personneland equipment.
	3.Cost analysis for the agency to provide services, to include salaries, incidentals,
	equipment used and lost and food costs.
	4.Copy of all reports submitted by all persons assigned to the incident.
	5.Attachments to include maps, forms or any other related documents.
	6.Summary of casualties, injuries to employees and citizens and assessment ofprivate and public property loss.
	7.Final evaluation of the incident. Discussion of any problems encountered andsuccesses realized. Must be a critical evaluation of the overall response
	conducted by the agency. The final evaluation shall provide suggestions toremedy any and all problems encountered during the incident.
	P
	IX.SUPERSEDES
	This order supersedes all provisions of all directives previously published, orally or in
	writing, which are not in total conformity herewith.
	P
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	X.  EFFECTIVE DATE 
	This order shall become effective immediately upon execution and issuance. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 15th day of APRIL, 2013 
	___________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with guidelines for recognizing instances and accepting reports of child abuse and neglect and coordinating the investigation of  such cases with appropriate child protective service agencies, and prosecuting attorney’s offices. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Child abuse and neglect has been traditionally regarded as the principle responsibility ofchild protective services and social welfare agencies. However, research hasdemonstrated that a large percentage of repeat offenses, many of which involve seriousinjury or death, involve known offenders. It is the position and policy of this lawenforcement agency that effective response to child maltreatment requires cooperativeand coordinated efforts between social welfare and law enforcement agencies, andfurther, tha
	appropriate and preferred approach to the problem from a preventive standpoint.
	Therefore, all reports of child abuse and neglect shall be thoroughly investigated inaccordance with this policy and appropriate measures taken consistent with state lawand the Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Services forChildren, Youth and Their Families, the Department of Justice and the Delaware Police
	Departments that will best protect the interests of the child.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	Officers should be aware of state statutes that define instances of child abuse, neglectand abandonment. However, for purposes of this policy, operational definitions are asfollows:
	P
	A.Child Abuse:   Any situation in which parents, guardians or other  responsible adults have inflicted physical assaults upon a child, to include   sexual abuse; when the child has been exploited for sexual purposes such as  through pornography; has been subjected to reckless endangerment that has or would likely cause physical harm; or, has been subjected to emotional assault  such as close, sustained confinement. 
	P
	P
	P
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	B. Child Neglect:  Any situation in which parents, guardians, or other   responsible adults have failed to provide for the essential physical needs of the  child to include food, clothing and shelter and that caused or would likely cause  serious physical injury, sickness or disability; failure to provide essential medical care necessary to treat or prevent serious physical injury, illness or emotional  disability ; or failure to provide needed emotional nurturing and stimulation that has or could likely ca
	P
	C. Abandonment:  Leaving a child alone or in the care of another under circumstances that demonstration and intentional abdication of parental responsibility. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Services for Children, Youth and Their Families, Department of Justice and Delaware Police Departments (attached). 
	P
	The MOU outlines the responsibilities of each agency, procedures, and the laws  relating to crimes against children and the use of the Child Advocacy Center. This MOU is to be used in conjunction with this policy for the effective enforcement,  prevention and investigation of crimes against children. Any inconsistencies  between MOU and this directive, the MOU supersedes. 
	P
	B. Report / Initial Complaint Response 
	State law requires that instances or suspected instances of child abuse or neglect  be reported by public and private officials such as physicians,  dentists, school  employees, clergymen and others. Officers shall record and respond to all reports of child abuse, neglect and abandonment irrespective of the source or method of  reporting. 
	1.A preliminary interview will be conducted with the reporting individual,when known, to determine the basis for the report, to include determination of such factors as: 
	a.the physical condition of the child;
	b.a description of the abusive or neglectful behavior;
	c.evidence of parental disabilities such as alcoholism, drug abuse,mental illness or other factors that demonstrate or suggest theirinability to care for the child;
	d.description of suspicious injuries or conditions;
	e.the nature of any statements made by the child concerning parentalmaltreatment; and
	f.any evidence of parental indifference or inattention to the child’sphysical or emotional needs.
	P
	2.When the source of the report cannot be identified and/or time is not ofthe essence, a report of the complaint shall be made to the state childprotective authority as prescribed by law. Where reasonable suspicionexists for further investigation, a coordinated investigative effort should beundertaken with the child protection authority.
	P
	P
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	3.Immediate action shall be taken by officers when:
	a.The complaint warrants arrest or criminal prosecution;
	b.child protective personnel are not available and time is of theessence;
	c.the child is in danger and child protective personnel cannot enterthe home;
	d.the suspected perpetrator may flee;
	e.police presence is required to maintain order or to protect the safetyof child protection officers; or
	f.when the child must be taken into protective custody againstparental wishes.
	P
	4.The preferred means of removing a child from the home is by court order.However, in cases of abandonment, severe abuse or neglect where thechild is in imminent danger of death or serious bodily harm and time is ofthe essence, an officer shall, in compliance with state law, remove the childfrom the home for purposes of protective custody. The assistance of childwelfare authority officers should be sought if available in a timely manner.Parental permission should also be sought but is not required in order 
	remove the child under emergency circumstances.
	P
	5.In cases where protective custody is warranted and time permits, the statechild protection agency shall be notified and a court order for protectivecustody shall be sought prior to the child’s removal.
	P
	C. Background Investigation 
	Investigating complaints of child abuse generally requires contact with several  sources of information depending upon the nature of the complaint and the scope of abuse. In all but emergency situations, the following sources of information  should normally be contacted prior to interviewing the family and/or the child: 
	1.Any inquiry should be made to determine whether a court protective orderis in force with regard to the child or other members of the family. Acriminal records check should also be performed on the suspect.
	2.Medical personnel, including family practitioners, emergency room staffand medical examiners, often acquire information that confirms orsuggests abuse. Certain types of injuries are particularly characteristic ofphysical abuse and are most incriminating when they do not correlate withparental explanations of how they occurred. They include:
	a.“pattern” injuries that may be linked to specific objects used in anattack such as hot irons, coat hangers, fingertip marks caused bytight gripping; straight, curved or curvilinear or jagged lesionsindicating whipping; bite marks; and scald or peculiar burn marks;
	b.injuries to specific body parts such as the genitals, buttocks orrectum as well as trauma to the torso, upper arms and thighs in theabsence of other common injuries commonly suffered by childrenin play accidents such as skinned knees, elbows and forehead.
	c.signs of old injuries to various parts of the body in different stagesof healing, particularly those that are not common to childhood;
	P
	P
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	d.bone fractures of small children and related injuries that areinconsistent with the child’s level of maturity and risk of injury,such as spiral fractures (suggesting vigorous shaking), fractures tothe rear and upper skull (suggesting blows to the head), subduralhematomas without scalp contusions (suggesting violent shakingwith resultant head whiplash), and fractures of long bones andjoints that are suggestive of violent pulling, twisting or jerking ofthe extremities.
	e.a history, pattern or extend of injury that does not correlate withthe alleged cause of death or means of injury;
	f.inordinate delay in seeking medical attention, evidence ofadministration of home remedies for relatively serious injuries,history of prior visits to different emergency rooms, frequentchanges of physicians and prior diagnosis of “failure to thrive”; and
	g.at autopsy, the presence of old injuries or other internal injuriesthat were not detectible through external examination
	P
	2.Social welfare officers may also provide considerable insight intosituations of suspected child abuse as many abusive families have hadprior contact with local support agencies. These agencies may provideinformation on family background, employment, economic and domesticstability and previous contacts with child protective service agencies.
	3.School teachers may also provide some insight into cases of suspectedchild abuse through records of the child’s attendance, grades, demeanor,socialization, motivation and perceived emotional stability. Severalbehavioral indicators are suggestive of child abuse, including:
	a.recurrent injuries or complaints of parental physical mistreatment;
	b.marked changes in the child’s behavior or level of achievement;
	c.strong antagonism toward authority;
	d.exaggerated reactions to being touched;
	e.withdrawal from peers, or aggressive or confrontational behavior;
	f.delinquent acts, running away from home or truancy;
	g.refusal to dress for physical education or dressing inappropriately.
	P
	4.The foregoing indicators may also be used when interviewing neighbors orany other individuals who may have personal knowledge of the familysituation.
	P
	D. Family Interview 
	Based on information generated in the background investigation, reasonable suspicion may exist to conduct an interview with the family and the child. 
	1.If there is reason to believe that charges may be filed against the parents orothers, interviews should be conducted at the law enforcement agency,and prior contact, when appropriate, should have been made with theprosecutor’s office.
	2.A child protective service officer should participate with the investigator inthe interview.
	P
	P
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	3.The interview should be conducted in a non-accusatory, informal, fact-finding manner, and questions should be presented in an open-ended
	format to allow parents or others complete latitude in responding.
	4.In determining whether to accept a parent’s explanation, officers shouldconsider the following questions. Findings consistent with those inparentheses may indicate a greater likelihood of abuse.
	a.It is reasonable to believe that the child’s injuries were self-inflicted
	or accidental given the child’s maturity, manual dexterity andability to walk or stand? (No).
	b.Was the parent’s story consistent with other evidence? (No).
	c.Do parents claim ignorance of critical details of the incident? (Yes).
	d.Does the home appear to be clean and well maintained? (No).
	e.Does the family live in a socially isolated environment without thesupport of neighbors, friends or family? (Yes).
	f.Do the parents appear to support one another in a positive homeenvironment? (No).
	g.Does there appear to be frequent or ongoing crises in the family?(Yes).
	h.Does the child in question appear to be regarded by the parent(s) ina negative light? (Yes).
	P
	5.Some parents may explain or excuse the incident as a legitimate attempt todiscipline the child. However, in order to be reasonable and acceptable,the discipline should:
	a.be appropriate to the misbehavior involved, but never involveserious bodily injury;
	b.be consistent with the child’s ability to understand its relevance toacts in question; and
	c.be administered with prudence and caution rather than recklessly,brutally or without sufficient regard for the child’s power ofendurance.
	P
	E. Interviewing Children 
	Officers conducting interviews with children in suspected child abuse cases  should be familiar with and follow this agency’s policy on interviewing children. In addition, they should be familiar with the following special issues that arise  when conducting these interviews in cases of suspected child abuse: 
	1.Children should be interviewed separately from their parents.
	2.Repeated interviews with children should be avoided whenever possible.Joint interviews with the child protective worker or prosecutor, forexample, may help minimize the trauma of these sessions .
	3.Avoid questions that can be answered with a “yes” or “no” response. Useopen-ended questions whenever possible.
	4.Anatomically correct dolls should be used whenever available trainedinvestigators .
	5.Sit with the child rather than across a table. Conduct the interview in acasual and non-threatening manner.
	6.Do not lead the child or suggest answers, probe or pressure the child foranswers, or express concern, shock or disbelief in response to answers.
	P
	P
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	   7.  Reassure the child that he/she is not to blame and is not in trouble for      what happened or for being asked questions. 
	 
	  F.  Physical Evidence 
	   Collecting physical evidence to document abuse is very important for prosecuting    these cases. In this regard, officers should be aware of the following: 
	   1.  Color photographs of injuries should be taken and preserved for       evidentiary purposes. They may be taken by medical personnel or by a      same-sex officer of this agency. All injuries should be described in writing      and diagrammed. 
	   2.  X-rays should be taken if appropriate, and any that have been taken      should be collected and preserved. 
	   3.  Photographs of home conditions bearing on the child’s maltreatment      should be taken. 
	   4.  Any instruments that were used in a physical attack should be identified      and preserved as well as any clothing that bears evidence such as blood or      semen stains. 
	   5.  Any other items that have bearing on the abuse or neglect, such as guns,      knives, drugs, poisons, or related items in possession of the suspected      perpetrator, should be identified and collected. 
	 
	  G.  Training 
	   This agency’s training function shall be responsible for ensuring that officers and     investigators receive necessary training to effectively implement this policy. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on the use of deadly and non-deadly force. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	This department recognizes and respects the value and special integrity of each humanlife. IN vesting police officers with the lawful authority to use force to protect the publicwelfare, a careful balancing of all human interests is required. Therefore, it is the policyof this department that police officers shall use only that force which is reasonablynecessary to effectively bring an incident under control, while protecting the lives of theofficer and others.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.Parameters for use of Deadly Force – the use of Deadly Force is justifiable under Section 467, II Delaware Code if all other reasonable means of apprehension have been exhausted, and; 
	1.The police officer believes that the force employed creates no substantialrisk of injury to innocent persons; and 
	2.The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person tobe arrested will cause death or serious physical injury, or will never be captured if his apprehension is delayed. 
	3.The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whomhe seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious  physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and the use of Deadly Force presents no substantial risk of injury to   innocent persons. 
	4.A police officer may also discharge a weapon under the followingcircumstances: 
	a.During range practice or competitive sporting events.
	b.To destroy an animal that represents a threat to public safety, or asa humanitarian measure where the animal is seriously injured.
	P
	5.Police officers shall adhere to the following restrictions when their weaponis exhibited:
	P
	P
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	a.Except for maintenance or during training, police officers shall notdraw or exhibit their firearm unless circumstances createreasonable cause to believe that it may be necessary to use theweapon in conformance with this policy.
	b.The use of Deadly Force will not be directed at motor vehicles thatare fleeing the scene of a crime, being pursued for traffic violationsor when the motor vehicle is occupied by innocent persons orjuveniles. No attempt to disable the vehicle, with the use of DeadlyForce, will be employed under these circumstances.
	P
	B. Parameters for Use of Non-Deadly Force: 
	Where deadly force is not authorized, officers shall use only that level of force on the force continuum that is reasonably necessary to de-escalate the incident and  bring it under control. 
	P
	CONFRONTATIONAL FORCE CONTINUUM 
	Officers shall use the minimum amount of force necessary to achieve control of a situation or suspect. 
	P
	In keeping with the overall philosophy, personnel are required to follow the Confrontational Force Continuum. 
	Should any officer be unsure of the responsibilities mandated by the 
	Confrontational Force Continuum, contact your supervisor for immediate 
	clarification. 
	P
	1.Confrontational Force Continuum
	P
	Law enforcement officers are permitted to use the degree of force that isreasonably necessary to accomplish their lawful objectives and toovercome any unlawful resistance. The progression of force can bedepicted graphically as in the Confrontational Force Continuum. It depts.The current Use of Force Policy with a linear acceleration through aprogressive series of steps.
	P
	P
	STEP I – Officer Presence 
	The officer assumes control of the situation or suspect through his announced and/or uniform appearance and professional bearing. 
	P
	STEP II – Verbal Command 
	Presence has failed, the officer now begins a verbal persuasion/dialog and, if needed, command/warning mode to take control of the incident. 
	P
	STEP III – Open Hand 
	The officer places hands on the suspect and advises them that they are  under arrest. All resistance beyond this point is unlawful and must be  countered by the officer. This stage may lead to a wrestling match, so great care must be taken to protect your sidearm. 
	P
	P
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	P
	STEP IV – Pain Compliance 
	This is where officers may employ pressure point control, pepper spray or TASER. Subjects, if practical, should be warned if pepper spray or TASER will be used. Officers may utilize pepper spray or TASER as Step II   whenever an accelerated reaction using higher force is appropriate.   Considerable size difference, multiple suspects, combative behavior, the  influence of alcohol, controlled substances, or other drugs could justify  this greater force. Officers must articulate these reasons in their reports.
	P
	STEP V – Mechanical Compliance 
	Usual methods of mechanical compliance include: wrist locks, arm bar, or other “come along” techniques. These are counter joint pressures and  leverage may be applied using handcuffs or the ASP. This step is the first  step where orthopedic injury may occur. 
	P
	STEP VI – Impact 
	It is only when mechanical control methods are ineffective ( or not   appropriate) that the force applied escalates to the use of an impact   weapon. The only authorized impact weapon is the ASP single  handle baton. When practical, blows should initially be directed to 
	the soft tissue areas such as the back of the legs or buttocks prior to   a strike at a joint or bone. This is the intermediate step between 
	hand-applied force and the ultimate force or firearms. It is poor 
	practice or even negligence to not carry your ASP. The negligent act   would be forcing yourself from pain compliance and hand holds 
	directly to deadly force when the application of a greater degree of non- lethal force would likely have accomplished the objective of gaining   control. If there is a possibility of confrontation, officers are instructed to take their ASP with them. 
	P
	STEP VII – Deadly Force 
	This ultimate step is appropriate only to protect yourself or another from  death or serious bodily injury; or to apprehend a fleeing forcible felon  when you have exhausted all other means of apprehension and the suspect presents an imminent risk to the community. When practical, a verbal  warning must be given. 
	P
	Officers’ reactions shall be dictated by the hostile actions of the suspect(s) and the need for immediate control. There is no shame in waiting for  assistance if time allows. 
	P
	Once you have affected control of the situation, de-escalate to the lowest level necessary to maintain control. 
	P
	C. 
	P
	Use of Force Report (Appendix 10-4-1A)The Use of Force Report is completed by the involved officers whenever force is used or implied. The report is completed prior to the end of shift and routed directly to the Chief of Police or his/her designee for all collection of statistical information. It  will also be evaluated to determine if further action is necessary or additional evidence needs to be gathered. 
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	P
	If several members of the agency are involved in the incident, and/or officers  from another agency are involved, the supervisor or his designee on scene shall initiate the Force Report. 
	P
	1.For purposes of reporting, the Use of Force Report is defined as anyphysical effort used to control, restrain, or overcome resistance. The use ofany weapon (fist, pepper spray, ASP, TASER, firearm, etc.) mandates areport be completed. The use of control holds to overcome passive or active resistance does not constitute the type of force to be reported, unless: 
	a.There is visible injury to suspect or officer; or
	b.Complaint of pain by the suspect; or
	c.The subject is threatening to file a civil suit.
	P
	Persons who injure themselves during the course of an arrest (falls during foot chase, accident during pursuit, etc.) shall not be reported on this  form. These types of injuries should be detailed in the appropriate report  (incident, accident, supplemental, etc.). The “Use of Force Report” will  only be completed when an officer causes the injury by a direct reaction to suspect resistance. If an injury to the subject is known, suspected or  alleged, the officer will seek medical treatment/aid for the subj
	P
	2.Police officers are authorized to use department approved non deadlyforce techniques and issued equipment for resolution of incidents asfollows:
	a.To protect themselves or another from physical harm;
	b.To restrain or subdue a resistant individual; or
	c.To bring an unlawful situation safely and effectively under control.
	P
	3.Use of Restraints / Handcuffs – Officers of this department are issuedhandcuffs to be used to restrain and secure persons in police custody andnot as a defensive weapon. The department recognizes that it cannotpredict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. Thefinal decision as to the need for the use of the handcuffs is most frequentlyleft up to the best judgment and discretion of the arresting or transportingofficer and his/her assessment of the prisoner and situation. Departmen
	following situations:
	a.All felony arrests;
	b.Persons who are known to have resisted arrest or who haveassaulted police officers in the past, regardless of present charge;
	c.Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons, regardless ofpresent charge;
	d.Persons who the arresting officer has reason to believe will attemptto escape or cause harm to themselves or others regardless of thepresent charge.
	P
	P
	P
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	4.ASP – The ASP is a defensive weapon issued to department members foruse in situations when the pepper spray is not effective or its use isimpractical. The ASP shall be carried on the person of all uniformed policepersonnel upon exiting their police vehicle to answer calls for service.
	A.The ASP is to be used by officers in the following manner for defense from an counterattack of violent, aggressive or unruly persons: 
	1.Blocking blows and kicks from your opponent.
	2.Striking blows to those places on your opponent’s bodywhere bone is close to skin, excluding the head and face(elbow, shin, knee, ankle, etc.). Short-swing and back-swingblows can also be directed to the thick muscle groups of thebuttock, thigh and calf.
	3.Delivering jabs to the soft tissue areas of the opponent’strunk and back (pit of stomach, kidney area of the back).
	4.For use as a move-along, come-along, elbow locking,handcuff and other legitimately recognized uses for the ASP.
	P
	B. THE FOLLOWING USES OF THE ASP WILL BE AVOIDED: 
	1.Direct strikes to the head or face.
	2.Blows delivered to the head place the ASP in a positionwhich is vulnerable to counterattack or a disarmingmovement. The opponent could very well seize the ASP.Serious injury or death could occur as a result of a blow tothe head.
	3.The ASP will not be used as a strangling device. This courseof action will only be tolerated when the situation is suchthat imminent serous physical injury or death may occur andall other means of non-deadly force have been employed.
	P
	5.FLASHLIGHT – The department sanctions carrying the flashlight or kel-lite as a source of illumination, but not as a weapon. The department doesrealize and accept that under extreme and exceptional circumstances, anofficer may have to resort to using his/her flashlight or kel-lit as adefensive weapon. When a situation of this nature arises, the flashlightshall be used in the same manner and under the same restrictions as theASP.
	P
	6.KNIVES – Officers, at their option, may carry a folding blade pocket knifeor buck knife. If carried, the blade will not be longer than 4” in length.Officers may also carry the knife on the gun belt in a plain black leatherknife case. Department members are given the authorization to carry aknife for use in situations that may arise in the performance of their dutiesrequiring a cutting edge (cutting rope, etc.). The knife is not to be carriedfor the purpose of use as a defensive weapon. Carrying a knife ma
	exclude the officer from carrying his/her pepper spray and holster on theSam Brown belt.
	P
	P
	P
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	7.USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON - Thedepartment recognizes that certain extreme and exceptional circumstancesmay arise that require the officer to employ the equipment, authorized inthis section, as a deadly weapon and its use may, in fact, result in a seriousphysical injury or death. These circumstances would be restricted to thoserequiring the use of the service weapon and/or shotgun. The same criteriajustifying the use of deadly force will apply in this section.
	P
	8.ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE - When non-deadly force is used to restrain an individual, under any circumstances, anarrest of the individual, upon which the force was used, will be made. If, ata later time, it is determined that the arrest was unwarranted orunjustified, the Attorney General’s Office will be advised of thecircumstances. At that point, a recommendation to proceed withprosecution or not will be made by that office.
	P
	9.PEPPER SPRAY – Its purpose is to affect a human treatment of violent,combative subjects during an arrest or in defense of an officer or otherperson from physical harm. If circumstances permit, the substance is to beused prior to the use of the ASP. Use of this substance on any unrulysubject will be discontinued once that subject’s behavior has beencontrolled. Continued use beyond this point may be considered excessiveforce. Officers found to have used the substance in a non-justifiablemanner may be subjec
	P
	a.Training:No employee shall carry pepper spray unless he/she has attended and successfully completed an authorized trainingsession and unless permission is granted by the Chief of Police.When authorized, Cap-Stun II is part of the officer’s uniform andequipment and subject to routine inspection.
	b.Operation:
	1.When confronted with an UNARMED, combative, orphysically resistive person, an officer may draw the pepperspray container in anticipation of its use. The officer mustmove within ten feet of the subject and spray directly into thefact of the subject.
	PREFERRED CONTACT POINT IS: FACE
	2.Upon contact, the officer should provide an application tothe substance of sufficient duration necessary to subdue andcontrol the subject. (If, after the initial use of the substance,the subject again becomes unruly or uncontrollable, reapplythe substance following the same steps).
	3.If after two applications the subject has not shown any effectfrom the pepper spray, discontinue the application as thesubstance will probably not work on that subject.
	4.Upon surrender or immobilization of the subject, the officershall restrain the subject with handcuffs or other restraintdevice(s).
	P
	P
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	c.AUTHORIZED USES – Pepper spray is authorized for use in thefollowing situations: 
	1.To protect one’s self, other officers, and citizens from assault.Officers shall determine the level of threat imposed andchoose the appropriate response to that threat within thescope of the “level of force” required.
	2.To affect the arrest of a suspect who is combative.
	3.To protect against violent animal attack.
	P
	d.UNAUTHORIZED USES – Pepper spray shall not be used in thefollowing instances which are considered “unauthorized” uses:
	1.To engage in horseplay or pranks.
	2.Heavily spraying a subject to that he is soaked.
	3.Near any kind of spark, open flame, or combustiblematerials.
	4.If the subject has an open wound.
	P
	e.PRECAUTIONS
	1.Pepper spray is not to be used in areas of high heat or aroundopen flame, including cigarette smoking, due to thesubstance being highly flammable.
	2.Should not be used during strong wind, due to theprobability of the substance blowing back at the officer.
	3.The officer should not rush a suspect after spraying him/herto avoid accidental contamination.
	4.After a subject has been sprayed with pepper spray, theofficer shall allow the alcohol base to evaporate beforeplacing the suspect in a police vehicle.
	P
	f.TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS – Usually the substance can bewashed off with plenty of soap and water. In severe cases of extremecontamination, the subject can be taken to the hospital for aphysician’s evaluation, if the subject requests medical treatment.The substance will wear off in 30-45 minutes after the application.
	P
	g.CONCLUSION
	1.In the event the pepper spray is used on a subject, a reportwill be filled out in detail and submitted through the normalchain of command. An arrest is required if the Cap-Stun II isused.
	2.Pepper spray is to be used when on duty only. It is not to beused as or take the place of an off-duty weapon.
	3.Any questions concerning the use or effectiveness of PepperSpray by the public or news media shall be referred to theoffice of the Chief of Police.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	10.PROHIBITED WEAPONS – The following weapons are strictly prohibitedby this department:
	a.Sap gloves
	b.Brass knuckles
	c.Slapjack
	d.Blackjacks
	P
	D. Training and Qualifications: 
	1.Deadly weapons:
	a.While on-duty and off-duty, police officers shall carry only weaponsand ammunition authorized by and registered with the department.
	b.Authorized weapons are those which the police officer has qualifiedand received departmental training by a certified firearmsinstructor, in accordance with the Council on Police Training onproper and safe usage, and which are registered and comply withdepartmental specifications.
	c.Firearms qualification will be graded in accordance with theCouncil on Police Training, and a minimum qualifying score on aprescribed course of fire must be obtained.
	d.Police officers who fail to receive a passing score with their dutyweapon(s) in accordance with the department testing proceduresshall be relieved of their police powers and immediately reassignedto non-enforcement duties. Those officers will receive remedialtraining in that area in an attempt to correct the deficiency.
	e.A police officer shall not be permitted to carry any weapon withwhich he has not been able to qualify during the most recentqualification period.
	f.A police officer who has taken extended leave or suffered an illnessor injury that could affect his use of firearms ability will be requiredto re-qualify before returning to enforcement duties.
	P
	2.Non-deadly force weapons and methods:
	A police officer is not permitted to use a non-deadly weapon unlessqualified in its proficient use as determined by training procedures.Officers will receive proficiency training from a certified instructor on allauthorized non-lethal weapons and least once every two years. If theofficer does not demonstrate proficiency with that weapon, he/she willreceive remedial training in an attempt to correct the deficiency.
	P
	E. Reporting Uses of Force: 
	1.A written report (see Appendix 10-4-1A) prepared according to departmental procedures will be required in the following situations:
	a.When a firearm is discharged outside the firing range.
	b.When a use of force results in death or injury.
	c.When a non-lethal weapon is used on a person.
	2.A supervisor will be immediately summoned to the scene and will complywith investigative procedures as required by the department in thefollowing situations:
	P
	P
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	a.When a firearm is discharged outside the firing range.
	b.When a use of force results in death or serious injury.
	c.When a subject complains that an injury has been inflicted.
	d.When misconduct is alleged or suspected.
	P
	F. Departmental Response: 
	1.Deadly force incident:
	a.Where a police officer’s use of force causes death, the officer shallbe placed on administrative leave after completing all internalinvestigative requirements, and until it is determined by a mentalhealth professional that the police officer is ready to return to work.
	b.The department shall conduct both an administrative and criminalinvestigation of the incident.
	P
	2.Administrative review of critical incidents:
	a.All reported uses of force will be reviewed by the appropriatedepartmental authority to determine whether:
	1.Departmental rules, policy or procedures were violated;
	2.The relevant policy was clearly understandable and effectiveto cover the situation.
	3.Department training is currently adequate.
	P
	b.All findings of policy violation s or training inadequacies shall bereported to the Chief of Police for resolution and/or discipline.
	c.All use of force incident reports shall be retained as required bystate law.
	d.There will be a regular review of use-of-force incidents by theappropriate departmental authority to ascertain training and policyneeds.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines that shall be uniformly applied     following any officer-involved shooting incident that has resulted in death or serious    bodily injury, in order to minimize the chances that involved personnel will develop or    suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Law enforcement duties can often expose officers and support personnel to mentally    painful and highly stressful situations that cannot be resolved through normal stress    coping mechanism. Unless adequately treated, these situations can cause disabling    emotional and physical problems. It has been found that officer-involved shootings    resulting in death or serious bodily injury to a citizen or a fellow officer may precipitate    such stress disorders. It is the responsibility of this law enforcem
	  such incidents to safeguard the continued good mental health of all involved personnel. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
	   An anxiety disorder that can result from exposure to short-term severe stress, or     the long-term buildup of repetitive and prolonged milder stress. 
	 
	  B.  Officer-Involved Shooting Incident 
	   A line-of-duty incident where shooting causes death or serious bodily injury to an    officer or other person. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	 
	  A.  Handling of Officers at the Scene of a Shooting Incident 
	   1.  A supervisor shall be dispatched to the scene of the incident, and shall      assume primary responsibility in caring for involved personnel. 
	   2.  The supervisor shall make appropriate arrangements for all necessary      medical treatment. 
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	   3.  During any period where the involved officer is required to remain on the      scene, but has no immediate duties to fulfill, the officer should be taken to      a quiet area away from the scene of the incident. A peer counselor or other      supportive friend or officer should remain with the officers, but should be      advised not to discuss details of the incident. 
	   4.  The supervisor should arrange for the officers directly involved I the      incident to leave the scene as soon as possible, and be taken to a quiet      secure setting. 
	   5.  Where possible, the supervisor shall briefly meet with the involved       officers. 
	    a.  No caffeine or other stimulants or depressants should be given to       the officers unless administered by medical personnel. 
	    b.  Only minimal, preliminary questions should be asked about the       incident. The officers should be advised that a more detailed        debriefing will be conducted at a later time. 
	    c.  Any standard investigations that will occur concerning the incident       should be discussed with the officers. 
	    d.  The officers should be advised that they may seek legal counsel. 
	    e.  The officers should be advised not to discuss the incident with       anyone except a personal or agency attorney, union representative,       or departmental investigator, until the conclusion of the        preliminary investigation. 
	 
	   6.  The supervisor shall determine whether the circumstances of the incident      require that the officer’s duty weapon be taken for laboratory analysis.      Where the duty weapon is taken, THE SUPERVISOR SHALL: 
	 
	    a.  Take custody of the officer’s weapon in a discrete manner; and 
	    b.  Replace it with another weapon, or advise the officer that it will be       returned or replaced at a later time, as appropriate. 
	 
	   7.  Involved officers should notify their families about the incident as soon as      possible. Where an officer is unable to do so, an agency official shall      personally notify his family, and arrange for their transportation to the      hospital. 
	   8.  At all times, when at the scene of the incident, the supervisor should      handle the officer and all involved personnel in a manner that       acknowledges the stress caused by the incident. 
	 
	  B.  Post-Incident Procedures 
	   1.  Involved personnel shall be removed from line duties pending evaluation      but shall remain available for any necessary administrative investigations. 
	   2.  All officers directly involved in the shooting incident shall be required to      contact an agency designated specialist for counseling and evaluation as      soon as practical after the incident. Involved support personnel should      also be encouraged to contact such specialists after a shooting incident.      After the counseling sessions, the specialist shall advise the agency: 
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	    a.  Whether it would be in the officers’ best interest to be placed on       administrative leave or light duty, and for how long; 
	    b.  Where the officers are relieved of their duty weapons after an       incident, at what point they should be returned. 
	    c.  What will be the best continued course of counseling. 
	 
	   3.  The agency strongly encourages the families of the involved officers to take     advantage of available counseling services. 
	   4.  Any agency investigation of the incident shall be conducted as soon and as      quickly as possible. 
	   5.  The agency should brief other agency members concerning the incident so      that rumors are kept to a minimum. Agency members are encouraged to      show the involved officers their concern. 
	   6.  All personnel involved in a shooting incident should be advised that they      are not permitted to speak with the media about the incident. Officers      shall refer inquiries from the media to a designated agency spokesperson,      unless otherwise authorized to release a statement pertaining to the      incident. 
	   7.  In order to protect against crank or abusive calls, officers should be       advised to have phone calls answered by another person for several days if      their names are released to the public. 
	   8.  Officers directly involved in the shooting incident shall be required to      re-qualify as soon as practical. 
	 
	  C.  Daily Stress Recognition 
	   1.  As post-traumatic stress disorders may not arise immediately, or the      officers may attempt to hide the problem, each supervisor is responsible      for monitoring the behavior of unit members for symptoms of the       disorder. 
	   2.  A supervisor may order an officer to seek assistance or counseling from a      mental health specialist upon a reasonable belief that stress may be       disrupting the officer’s job performance. 
	 
	  D.  Training 
	   1.  The agency shall provide employees with training pertaining to post-     traumatic stress disorders and the uniform procedures contained in this      policy on a regular basis. 
	   2.  Supervisors are responsible for making available to their unit members      information about the agency’s peer counseling group and mental health      services. 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for making decisions with regard to vehicular pursuit. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Vehicular pursuit of fleeing suspects can present a danger to the lives of the public,officers, and suspects involved in the pursuit. It is the responsibility of this agency toassist officers in the safe performance of their duties. To fulfill these obligations, it willbe the policy of this department to regulate the manner in which vehicular pursuits areundertaken and performed.
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	P
	A.Vehicular Pursuit: An active attempt by an officer in an authorized emergency vehicle to apprehend a fleeing suspect who actively is attempting to  elude the police. 
	B. Authorized Emergency Vehicle:  a department vehicle equipped with operable  emergency equipment as designated by state law. 
	C. Primary Unit:  the police unit which initiates a pursuit or any unit which 
	assumes control of the pursuit. 
	D. Secondary Unit:  any police vehicle which becomes involved as a backup to the primary unit and follows the primary unit at a safe distance. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	P
	A.INITIATION OF THE PURSUIT: When it becomes apparent that a pursuit situation exists, it is necessary for the officer to make a preliminary decision as to the manner in which the pursuit will be given. The following factors must be  considered prior to the initiation of a pursuit: 
	1.Seriousness of Offense:
	a.Violation for Traffic Offense Only – The officer will not pursue the
	fleeing vehicle.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	b.Misdemeanor and Nonviolent Felonies – Any criminal activity,excluding traffic violations, which satisfies 11 DE Code S1931 (Fresh
	Pursuit) may, at the officer’s discretion, be pursued. Once pursuit
	becomes imminent, the initiating officer will notify the “on-duty”supervisor (via dispatch center) who will then determine if thepursuit will continue or be abandoned.
	c.Felonies involving death, or threat of serious physical harm, are tobe pursued as long as the surrounding circumstances do not expose
	non-involved third parties to unreasonable risk.
	P
	2.Citizen & Officer Safety:
	While a fleeing felon has no right to a leisurely escape, his apprehension isto be constantly weighted against the likelihood of serious physical harmor death to the officer or third parties.
	3.Road Conditions:
	Many factors, such as weather, type of road surface, lack of straight andlevel surface, intersections, etc. affect road conditions. (Recognize roadconditions and consider these when making the decision to initiate ormoderate the pursuit).
	4.Vehicle Condition:
	Familiarize yourself with the general condition of your vehicle. Althoughthe Department makes every effort to properly maintain the fleet, vehiclesare subject to mechanical failures that cannot be detected beforehand.Anticipate mechanical failures.
	5.Personal Ability:
	Each driver should know his/her personal limitations, training and abilityto properly operate a motor vehicle. They should recognize that limitationsincrease with the speed of the vehicle and reasoned decisions, notemotion, should control the situation.
	6.Upon engaging in a pursuit, the pursuing police vehicle will activateappropriate warning equipment that includes emergency lights and siren.
	P
	B. COMMUNICATIONS: Upon engaging in pursuit, the officer will notify  communications of the location, available identity of the pursuit unit, direction and speed of the pursuit; the description of the pursued vehicle; and the initial  purpose of the stop. The officer will keep communications updated on the   pursuit. Communications personnel will notify any available supervisor of the  pursuit, clear the radio channel of emergency traffic, and relay necessary   information to the other officers and jurisdic
	P
	C. NUMBER OF UNITS PARTICIPATING: 
	1.When a high speed pursuit situation exists, other police vehicles willrespond to assist. The pursuit should be limited to the initial and onesecondary unit, regardless of what police department is in pursuit.
	2.Other units may provide non-pursuit assistance, including but not limitedto those tactics as directed by the supervisor in control.
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	D. SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES: 
	1.When made aware of a vehicular pursuit, the appropriate supervisor orshift commander will monitor incoming information, will coordinate anddirect activities as needed to ensure that proper procedures are followed,and will have the discretion to terminate the pursuit.
	2.Where possible, a supervisory officer will respond to the location where avehicle has been stopped following a pursuit.
	P
	E. PURSUIT TACTICS: 
	1.Officers will not normally follow the pursuit on parallel streets unlessauthorized by a supervisor or when it is possible to conduct such anoperation without unreasonable hazard to other vehicular or pedestriantraffic.
	2.When feasible, available patrol units having the most prominent markingsand emergency lights will be used to pursue, particularly as the primaryunit. When a pursuit is initiated by other than a marked patrol unit, suchunit will disengage when a marked unit becomes available.
	3.Motorcycles will not be used for pursuit.
	4.When a helicopter is available and has visual contact with the pursuedvehicle, the primary unit will discontinue high speed pursuit, allowing thehelicopter to continue the surveillance of the suspect vehicle and assumethe responsibility for directing the ground units so as to apprehend thesuspect without the dangers involved in a pursuit.
	5.All intervention tactics short of deadly force, such as tire deflation devices,low speed tactical vehicle intervention techniques, and low speedchanneling (with appropriate advanced warning), will be used when it ispossible to do so in safety and when the officers utilizing them havereceived appropriate training in their use.
	6.Decisions to discharge firearms at or from a moving vehicle – or to useroadblocks – will be governed by the department’s use of force policy, andare prohibited, if they present an unreasonable risk to others. They will,whenever possible, be authorized by a supervisor.
	7.Once the pursued vehicle is stopped, officers will utilize appropriate officersafety tactics and will be aware of the necessity to utilize only reasonableand necessary force to take suspects into custody.
	P
	F. TERMINATION OF THE PURSUIT: A discontinuation of the pursuit will be employed when: 
	1.Safety of the public and officer is of greater concern than the necessity forimmediate apprehension.
	2.Factors affecting the initial judgment to pursue have changed.
	3.Suspect’s identity is known or the suspect is likely to be identified.
	4.Fleeing vehicles are operated by a juvenile and the offense is limited tounauthorized use of a motor vehicle (if known).
	5.The chance for a successful conclusion appears futile.
	6.When a supervisor determines the pursuit to be so dangerous as tooutweigh the advisability of continuing the pursuit, regardless of theseriousness of the crime, he/she will order the pursuit discontinued.
	P
	P
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	P
	7.If the pursuit continues outside the corporate limits of Cheswold, asupervisor of the jurisdiction in which the pursuit is occurring may
	order the pursuit discontinued.
	P
	G. INTER-JURISDICTIONAL PURSUITS: 
	1.The pursuing officer will notify communications when it is likely that apursuit will continue into a neighboring jurisdiction or across the county or state line. 
	2.Pursuit into a bordering state will conform to the law of both states andany applicable inter-jurisdictional agreements. 
	3.When a pursuit enters this jurisdiction, the action of officers will begoverned by the policy of the officers’ own agency, specific  interjurisdictional agreements, and state law as applicable. 
	P
	H. AFTER-ACTION REPORTING/ PURSUIT REVIEW: 
	1.Whenever an officer reengages in a pursuit, the officer will file a writtenreport on the appropriate form detailing the circumstances. This report  will be critiqued by the appropriate supervisor(s) to determine if the policy has been complied with and to detect and correct any training  deficiency(ies). 
	2.The department will periodically analyze police pursuit activity andidentify any additions, deletions, or modifications warranted in departmental pursuit procedures. 
	P
	I.  TRAINING: 
	1.Officers who drive police vehicles will be given initial and periodic updatedtraining in the agency’s pursuit policy and in safe driving tactics. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the use of oleoresin capsicum    (OC) aerosol restraint spray. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  This agency has issued OC aerosol restraint spray to provide officers with additional    use-of-force options for gaining compliance of resistant or aggressive individuals in    arrest and other enforcement situations. It is the policy of this agency that officers us OC   when warranted, but only in accordance with the guidelines and procedures set forth    herein and in this agency’s use-of-force policy. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Authorization 
	   1.  Only officers who have completed the prescribed course of instruction on      the use of OC are authorized to carry the device. 
	   2.  Officers whose normal duties/assignments may require them to make      arrests or supervise arrestees shall be required to carry departmentally      authorized OC when on duty. 
	   3.  Uniformed officers shall carry only departmentally authorized OC       canisters in the prescribed manner on the duty belt. Non-uniformed 
	    officers may carry OC in alternative devices as authorized by the agency. 
	 
	  B.  Usage Criteria 
	   1.  OC spray is consider a use of force and shall be employed in a manner      consistent with this agency’s use-of-force policy. OC is a force option      following verbal compliance tactics on the use-of-force continuum. 
	   2.  OC may be used when: 
	    a.  verbal dialogue has failed to bring about the subject’s compliance;       and 
	    b.  the subject has signaled his intention to actively resist the officer’s       efforts to make the arrest. 
	   3.  Whenever practical and reasonable, officers should issue a verbal warning      prior to using OC against a suspect. 
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	4.An officer may use deadly force to protect himself from the use orthreatened use of OC when the officer reasonably believes that deadlyforce will be used against him if he becomes incapacitated.
	5.Once a suspect is incapacitated or restrained, use of OC is no longer
	justified .
	P
	C. Usage Procedures 
	1.Whenever possible, officers should be upwind from the suspect beforeusing OC and should avoid entering the spray area.
	2.An officer should maintain a safe distance from the suspect of between twoand ten feet.
	3.A single spray burst of between one and three seconds should be directedat the suspect’s eyes, nose and mouth. Additional bursts may be used if theinitial or subsequent bursts proves ineffective.
	4.Use of OC should be avoided, if possible, under conditions where if mayaffect innocent bystanders.
	P
	D. Effects of OC and Officer Response 
	1.Within several seconds of being sprayed by OC, a suspect will normallydisplay symptoms of temporary blindness, have difficulty breathing,burning sensation in the throat, nausea, lung pain and/or impairedthought processes.
	2.The effects of OC vary among individuals. Therefore, all suspects shall behandcuffed as soon as possible after being sprayed. Officers should also beprepared to employ other means to control the suspect to include, ifnecessary, other force options consistent with agency policy if the suspectdoes not respond sufficiently to the spray and cannot otherwise besubdued.
	3.Immediately after spraying a suspect, officers shall be alert to anyindications that the individual needs medical care. This includes, but is notnecessarily limited to, breathing difficulties, gagging, profuse sweating andloss of consciousness. Upon observing these or other medical problems, orif the suspect requests medical assistance, the officer shall immediatelysummon emergency medical aid.
	4.Suspects who have been sprayed shall be monitored continuously forindications of medical problems and shall not be left alone while in policecustody.
	5.Officers should provide assurance to suspects who have been sprayed thatthe effects are temporary and encourage them to relax.
	6.Air will normally begin reducing the effects of OC spray within fifteenminutes of exposure. However, once the suspect has been restrained,officers shall assist the suspect by rinsing and drying the exposed areas .
	7.Assistance shall be offered to any individuals accidentally exposed to OCspray who feel the effects of the agent. All such incidents shall be reportedas soon as possible to the officer’s immediate supervisor and shall bedetailed in an incident report.
	P
	P
	P
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	  E.  Reporting Procedures 
	   1.  Accidental discharges as well as intentional uses of OC spray against an      individual in an enforcement capacity shall be reported to the officer’s      immediate supervisor as soon as possible. 
	   2.  A use-of-force report shall be completed following all discharges of OC      spray except during testing, training, malfunction or accidental discharge. 
	 
	  F.  Replacement 
	   1.  All OC spray devices shall be maintained in an operational and charged      state by assigned personnel. Replacements for damaged, inoperable or      empty devices are the responsibility of officers to whom they are issued. 
	   2.  Replacements of OC spray canisters shall occur when the unit is less than      half full, as determined by weighing the canister. 
	   3.  OC canisters shall be inspected and weighed at the firing range during      firearms qualification. A record of this fact shall be maintained by the      appropriate agency authority. 
	   4.  Unexplained depletion of OC canisters shall require an investigation and      written report by the officer’s supervisor to the commanding officer . 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this document is to establish guidelines for officers in the appropriate    use of force and deployment of the Electronic Control Device (TASER). 
	 
	 II.  GUIDING PRINCIPAL 
	  Consistent with the Department’s philosophy of utilizing the minimum amount of    reasonable force to control a combative person, the Taser is to provide less-than lethal 
	  use of force. The Taser is considered an additional police tool and is not intended to    replace the use of firearms or self-defense techniques. The Taser may be used to control    a dangerous or violent subject or an uncooperative subject who is potentially dangerous    or violent, when attempts to control the subject by other tactics have been, or likely will    be ineffective; or there is a reasonable expectation that it is unsafe for officers to     approach within contact range of the subject; or it
	  Only sworn departmental personnel who are Taser trained by the department and    current in certification with the use of the Taser will be authorized to possess it as    well as implement its use. Only Tasers issued and approved by the department will    be utilized. Officers will only carry their Taser in an approved holster. No changes    or modifications to the Taser are authorized. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS/GENERAL INFORMATION 
	 
	  TASER:  An Electro-Muscular Disruption (EMD) device that is less than lethal and 
	  propels wires to conduct energy that affect the sensory and motor functions of the 
	  central nervous system. 
	 
	  LESS THAN LETHAL:  Force applied with the intention to subdue or render a    subject non-threatening, with a lower probability of producing serious physical injury or   fatal results. 
	 
	  DRIVE STUN:  When the Taser is applied directly to the pressure points on the    body for a pain compliance technique. 
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	P
	TASER ELECTRONIC CONTROL DEVICE:  A device that uses pulses of electricity to 
	incapacitate suspects. The weapons are designed to deliver up to a 50,000 volt charge  with low power and can incapacitate at a distance. Two metal probes connected by  insulated wires are propelled by nitrogen gas into the targeted suspect. An electrical  signal is transmitted through the wires to where the probes make contact with the body 
	or clothing, resulting in an immediate loss of the person’s neuromuscular control and 
	the ability to pulses are conducted through the wires for a number of seconds. The 
	electric pulse delivered by ECD incapacitates suspects by causing the muscles to 
	contract, resulting in the loss of body control. The device may also be discharged as a 
	contact device. 
	P
	DATA PORT: A mechanism that stores the downloadable time and date of any discharge of the Electronic Control TASER device. 
	P
	FID CARTRIDGE TRACKING:  TASER International’s Anti-Felon Identification  (AFID) system enforced accountability for each use of the TASER device via the   dispersal of tiny unique coded tags every time the device is fired. These small,  confetti-like, micro-dot identification tags expelled from the cartridge contain the serial number of the cartridge. 
	P
	IV.USE OF FORCE DESIGNATION
	The use of the Taser constitutes a Use of Force. The Taser is placed on the Use of ForceContinuum at the Protective Instrument Level.
	P
	V.  PROCEDURES 
	A.  Taser ECD’s may be used when: 
	1.Force is legally justified against subjects who are actively resisting arrest,non-compliant, or are exhibiting active aggression through words or actions towards an officer or third party actually present. 
	2.To incapacitate a subject who poses a threat of physical injury tohimself/herself. 
	3.Against aggressive animals that pose a threat of physical injury to officersor another person. 
	4.It is understood that deployments against humans may be very dynamic in
	nature and the probes may impact unintended areas. 
	5.During department authorized training programs and/or demonstrations.
	P
	B.  Officer should not use a Taser when: 
	1.The use of the Taser would occur in a flammable or explosive environment(i.e. a meth lab, where gasoline is stored, alcohol base OC spray, etc.) 
	2.The result from a fall could be dangerous. (Example: the subject could fallfrom significant heights and receive injury or in water where the subject may not be able to swim or support him/herself. 
	3.The subject is handcuffed (unless the subject continues to pose animmediate threat of harm or injury to the officer, themselves or the public). 
	4.The subject refuses to obey commands but is not posing an immediatethreat or danger. 
	P
	P
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	5.The Taser will never intentionally be aimed at the eyes, face or groin.
	6.The Taser should not normally be used against obviously pregnantfemales, the elderly or young children.
	7.Officers will make every attempt to avoid deploying the Taser at the centermass of the body.
	8.Officers will make every attempt not to deploy the Taser on a subject who
	is exhibiting signs of “Excited Delirium” (See attached defining ExcitedDelirium).
	P
	C. Deployment 
	1.Officers should attempt to obtain sufficient back-up before deploying theTaser. Since the effects of the Taser are temporary, the additional officers
	should use this window of opportunity to properly restrain the subject.Note: Under exigent circumstances, nothing in this policy prohibits anofficer from deploying the Taser without first having the presence ofadditional officers. However, the Taser operator should not attempt toutilize the Taser and effect an arrest at the same time.
	2.If the opportunity presents itself and is practical, the Taser operatorshould point the laser sight at the subject and give verbal commandsprior to deploying the Taser.
	3.Officers shall announce “Taser” to other officers before the Taser isdeployed. This will let the officers involved know that the Taser is beingdeployed so it is not mistaken by sight or sound as a firearm discharge.
	4.Cartridges will be replaced before their expiration date. Extra cartridgesshould not be carried in pockets due to the risk that static electricity couldcause an unintentional discharge of the cartridge.
	P
	VI.RESPONSIBILITIES
	Officers shall:
	1.Prior to starting a shift, ensure that the batteries of the Taser are properlycharged. When checking the batteries, the cartridge must be removed.
	2.Announce “Taser” to the other officers on the scene prior to discharging theTaser.
	3.Report any discharges, including accidental discharges, of the Taser to theirSupervisor as soon as practical.
	4.Visually inspect the contact site on the subject. Probes penetrating the subject’s
	skin will be removed by the discharging officer.
	5.Ensure that photographs are taken of the probe penetration site(s) and any
	secondary injuries caused by the subject falling to the ground, etc.
	6.Once the probes have been removed, they will be treated as a biohazard.
	7.Enter photographs, expended Taser cartridges with probes and a limited number
	of AFIDs into evidence.
	8.Treat or request treatment for any injury caused by the Taser or any secondaryinjury caused by the use of the Taser.
	9.Complete or provide information for the completion of event reports, chargingdocuments, and the complete the CPD “Use of Force Report.”
	10.Officers will re-certify annually on the Taser and be required, as part of that recertification, to fire two (2) training cartridges.
	P
	P
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	      X26 TASER 
	     QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE 
	 
	 
	OPERATING PRINCIPLES 
	 
	EMD (Electro-Muscular Disruption) overpowers signals that allow the brain to communicate 
	with the muscles. EMD affects sensory and motor nerves. 
	 
	 
	SPECIFICATIONS 
	 
	50,000 Volts 
	Shaped Pulse Technology 
	o.162 Amps 
	1/100o th amount of electricity to be dangerous 
	Safe for Pacemakers (pacemakers designed to withstand 150 joules, X26 outputs 0.36) 
	 
	 
	 
	Cartridge Propellant: nitrogen gas @ 1800 psi 
	Muzzle Velocity: 160 feet per second 
	 
	Maximum Range: 21 feet 
	Optimum Range: 7-15 feet 
	Dart Spread: approximately 12 inches per 7 feet traveled 
	 
	Distance to target: 2 ft. 5 ft. 7 ft. 10 ft. 15 ft. 21 ft. 
	Spread (inches): 4” 9” 13” 18” 26” 36” 
	 
	Works through clothing up to 1” thick. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	TASER POLICY: 
	… is considered a protective instrument. 
	… IS NOT DEADLY FORCE. 
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	M26 / X26 TASER DEPLOYMENT LOG 
	 
	Officer:                                                    
	 
	ID#                       
	 
	TASER Model:                      
	 
	Serial Number:                        
	 
	DATE / TIME 
	DATE / TIME 
	DATE / TIME 
	DATE / TIME 

	Cart- ridge 
	Cart- ridge 

	Drive Stun 
	Drive Stun 

	CR No. 
	CR No. 

	Function OK? 
	Function OK? 

	Injury? Y / N 
	Injury? Y / N 

	Medical Aid? 
	Medical Aid? 
	Y / N 

	Evidence 
	Evidence 

	Photos 
	Photos 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 



	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	This form is designed to assist the officer by providing an easy format to maintain records of Taser use. These records may be useful for criminal or civil court actions.  COMPLETION OF THIS FORM IS VOLUNTARY AND DONE AT THE DISCRETION OF THE OFFICER. COMPLETION OF THIS FORM DOES NOT RELIEVE THE OFFICER OF ANY REPORTING OBLIGATIONS. 
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	TASER POLICY 
	EXCITED DELIRIUM 
	 
	 
	Excited Delirium is a condition that manifests as a combination of delirium, psychomotor 
	agitation, anxiety, hallucinations, speech disturbances, disorientation, violent and bizarre 
	behavior, insensitivity to pain, elevated body temperature, and super human strength. 
	 
	 
	Excited Delirium Syndrome, if it results in sudden death (usually via cardiac or respiratory 
	arrest), a relatively frequent outcome particularly associated with use of physical control 
	measures, including police restraint and Tasers. Excited delirium arises most commonly in male 
	subjects with a history of serious mental illness and/or acute or chronic drug abuse, particularly 
	stimulant drugs such as cocaine. Alcohol withdrawal or head trauma may also contribute to the 
	condition. 
	The pathophysiology of excited delirium has been unclear, but likely involves multiple factors. 
	These factors may include positional asphyxia, hyperthermia, drug toxiTown, and/or 
	catecholamine-induced fatal cardiac arrhythmias. 
	 
	Some Signs and Symptoms for Excited Delirium may include: 
	Paranoia 
	Disorientation 
	Hyper-Aggression 
	Tachycardia 
	Hallucination 
	Incoherent Speech or Shouting 
	Incredible Strength or Endurance (typically noticed during attempts to restrain). 
	Hyperthermia (overheating), profuse sweating (even in cold weather). 
	Some other medical conditions that may resemble excited delirium are panic attack, 
	hyperthermia, diabetes, head injury, delirium tremens*, and hyperthyroidism. 
	 
	Officers should be familiar with the signs and symptoms. 
	 
	* Symptoms of delirium tremens may include seeing or hearing things that are not there (hallucinations), 
	confusion and irritability, severe trembling, and seizures. In rare cases, delirium tremens can lead to death 
	if it is not treated. ¹ 
	1 (www.webmd.com). 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this directive is to provide officers with the guidelines for completing and submitting reports. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	It is important that every assignment be recorded to protect the officer and theDepartment against accusations that improper action was taken or that too little effortwas made to resolve a case. Reports become the official memory of a case for theDepartment and the result of an investigation. When preparing a report, it should berealized that any unsubstantiated statements of suspicion or opinion which are lateproven incorrect could be detrimental to the prosecution of a case. A report as preparedand submit
	investigation; to evaluate an individual’s work; to determine personnel training needsand to gain efficiency by continuously studying the reporting system with the objectiveof reducing paper workloads. Data extracted from reports serves as a valuableinvestigative, operational and administrative tool and is used for such activities asanalysis of crime trends, gathering of intelligence information, determination of staffingand equipment needs and preparation of budget requirements. Therefore, it is the policy
	set by UCR system; or when directed by a supervisor, police reports will be completeand submitted as set forth in this policy.
	P
	III.PROCEDURES
	A.All reports must be completed and turned in within the below stated time frame with the express authorization for extension from the Chief, or a supervisor, with the rank of Sergeant or above; 
	1.Misdemeanor crime reports, property damage accident reports and allother routine police paperwork must be completed and turned in atduration of shift.
	2.Felony reports and personal injury accident reports must be completedand turned in at the duration of shift.
	3.In the event of an officer’s extended absence from the department (aperiod of more than five calendar days) to include vacations, schools, etc.,all paperwork will be completed prior to leaving.
	4.Reports not completed will be kept at all times in the bin designated“incomplete reports”.
	P
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	  B.  Reports returned to an officer for correction must be corrected and turned in     within the duration of shift. 
	  C.  All reports, including photocopies of original reports, are the exclusive property     of the Police Department and as such will not be removed from departmental     premises by any officer except as necessary for the carrying out of Police      functions; i.e., court appearances, intakes, follow-ups, etc. 
	   1.  Under no circumstances will any original report, photocopy thereof, or      official file or photocopy thereof, be taken home by any officer for any      reason. 
	   2.  All reports, files and copies thereof removed from departmental files by      any officer will be returned to their rightful place immediately after the      purpose for which they have been fulfilled. 
	 
	  D.  Late Reported Accidents 
	   1.  Property Damage Accidents: No report will be taken if reported later than      24 hours. 
	   2.  Personal Injury Accidents: No report will be taken if reported later than 48     hours. 
	   3.  Fatal Accidents: There will be no time limit. 
	 
	  E.  Supplemental Reports 
	   Supplemental reports will be submitted every three days on all active reports or     until reclassified. 
	 
	  F.  The CJIS “LEISS” computer network will be used to complete and send crime     reports, crime prevention checks and supplemental reports. Activity logs and     other field reports will always include the date of incident on same. 
	 
	  G.  Once the field report is completed, it will be sent electronically via the LEISS     system to the designated supervisor for his review. All documents/reports that     are not electronically transmitted will be printed out and placed in the      designated ‘completed paperwork’ bin for review/approval. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide guidelines to all personnel on the release of    police reports to authorized personnel. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  While the department strives for its operation to be as public as possible, there are laws,    circumstances, etc., that require documents to remain confidential and/or their release    is permitted to only a few authorized persons or agencies. Therefore, it is the policy of    this Department that the release of police reports will be in accordance with this     directive. Directive 1 of the Delaware Criminal Justice System and any other governing    State and Federal Law(s). 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURE 
	  A.  Accident Reports 
	   1.  All requests for accident reports will go through the Chief’s office. 
	   2.  Requests from insurance companies that represent one or more of the      parties involved are entitled to a copy of the report. A written request will      be made and a fee of $25.00 will be submitted prior to the release of the      report(s). 
	   3.  Officers are to provide an Accident Information Exchange Form to all      parties involved in an accident at the time of the accident. If one or more      of the parties would like a copy of the accident report, the fee for       processing will apply. Parties should be encouraged to have their       respective insurance companies request a copy on their behalf. 
	 
	  B.  Crime Reports 
	   1.  The “victim’s copy” of a police report shall consist of only the face sheet of      the police report. The narrative and other documents are considered the      “investigative report” and are not to be released unless: 
	    a.  Requested by the Attorney General’s Office; or 
	    b.  By order of a Court with jurisdiction over this department; or 
	    c.  By request of a Delaware Criminal Law Enforcement Agency. 
	    
	   2.  Delaware State Law or Federal law will supersede this policy if there is any     conflict. 
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	  C.  Other Reports / Documents 
	   Any other police report or document no specified above shall not be released     without the express approval of the Chief of Police or his/her designee. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide guidelines for the voiding of traffic and     criminal summonses. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this department that all enforcement, criminal and traffic cases will be    fair and equitable. In those cases where a summons must be voided for errors made on a   form or where circumstances dictate the necessity of voiding a charge, the Chief of    Police or his designee must approve of such action. This is important so that citizens    have faith in the integrity of the department and its enforcement of the laws of this    State. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  An officer requesting the void of a summons or parking ticket shall: 
	   1.  Complete the Traffic/Criminal Arrest Disposition form and submit the      form, along with the summons to be voided, to the office of the Chief of      Police. 
	   2.  The voided summons, along with the Traffic/Criminal Arrest Disposition      Form will be filed in the “void ticket file” and will become a permanent      record of the department. 
	   3. The Traffic/Criminal Arrest Disposition Explanation Form will also be      prepared under the following circumstances: 
	    a.  When an error is made and a new form is needed; or 
	    b.  When the original charge is nolle prossed and the defendant is re-      arrested on another charge; or 
	    c.  When the voiding charge is necessary for a lawful purpose. 
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	  B.  Exception: The Traffic/Criminal Arrest Disposition Explanation Form will not be     required when cases are dismissed at the Court’s discretion, based on proof of     valid license, registration, insurance and compliance with the child restraint     system. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide guidelines for the retention of records and    destruction of records when deemed authorized. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this department that all records within the Department are property of    the Department. For the proper management of records, the Records Retention Records   Guide will be followed. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  See Records Retention Guide attached hereto for details. 
	  
	 IV.  DIRECTIVES STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
	  a.  All officers will be issued all current directives / code of conduct in the form of a     read only CD which can be accessed on any of the Department’s computers or     mobile data terminals. 
	 
	  b.  Each officer issued these directives/code of conduct will acknowledge receipt of     same, after reviewing the policies, by signing the “Acknowledgement of      Review/Receipt” form. The officer will then return the signed form to his/her     appropriate supervisor, who will ensure that the document is filed in the officer’s     personnel file. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	TOWN OF CHESWOLD 
	DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
	DIVISION OF POLICE 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION     RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	Chief’s and Lieutenant’s Offices 
	 
	General Correspondence 
	 
	From other departments, board meetings, study                Retain in agency 3 committees, proposed projects, union, media and       years; destroy.  
	press releases. 
	 
	Division submitted budget.                                                      Retain in agency 3 Years; destroy 
	 
	Orders and Memorandums 
	 
	General, special, personnel orders, 
	Operating procedures and memoranda.                               Keep current. Personnel Files 
	 
	History, awards, evaluations, medical                                   Retain in agency 3 
	Reports, leave information, payroll                                        years after termination; 
	Adjustments, change notices,                                                  destroy.  
	firearms test scores, and other personnel 
	jacket information. 
	 
	Background investigations for both                                       Retain in agency 5 
	Successful and unsuccessful police                                        years; destroy applicants. 
	 
	Assignment /organization chart                                             Retain in agency 5 
	Used for promotional evaluations                                          years; destroy. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION  RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	POLICE DIVISION 
	 
	Financial File                                                                              Retain 3 years; 
	destroy. 
	 
	A. Purchase orders, purchase requisitions 
	A. Purchase orders, purchase requisitions 
	A. Purchase orders, purchase requisitions 

	B. Invoices 
	B. Invoices 

	C. Requests for checks 
	C. Requests for checks 

	D. Petty cash vouchers 
	D. Petty cash vouchers 


	 
	Project / Grant Information                                                    Retain permanently. 
	 
	Federal grants for crime prevention including purchases, funding expenditures, evaluations, purchase orders, receipts, applications. 
	 
	Directives: Standard Operating Procedures                        Replace as 
	updated. 
	 
	Established methods for routine performance operations. 
	General Correspondence                                                          Purge annually. Memoranda, operating procedures for 
	Planning and research, fiscal, training. 
	Miscellaneous Correspondence for Supply / Evidence       Purge annually. Memos, letters, locker assignments, 
	lock combinations. 
	 
	Disposal Authorization File                                                     Retain permanently. 
	 
	Forms used to dispose of property used 
	as evidence. Includes 3x5 evidence cards, copies of disposals, serial numbers for weapons. 
	 
	Personnel / Equipment Inventory File                                  Replace as updated. 
	 
	List of equipment and uniforms issued. 
	 
	General Training                                                                        Retain in agency; 
	Information on various programs,                                        update as needed. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION   RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	POLICE DIVISION 
	(continued) 
	 
	Instructional materials, oaths of office, awards and correspondence. 
	 
	Officers Training Files                                                               Retain in agency 3 years after 
	Schools attended, seminars, training                                     termination.  
	firearms, and other equipment test 
	scores. 
	 
	INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
	Investigation / Discipline Files                                               Retain in agency. Reports of internal matters. 
	CONFIDENTIAL. 
	 
	Correspondence                                                                         Purge annually. 
	 
	All duplicates pertaining to criminal Activity summons; budget; building; overtime records, minutes of meetings; programs; interoffice letters; outgoing correspondence. 
	 
	UNIFORM SECTION 
	 
	General Log File                                                                         Retain in agency 
	5 years; destroy 
	 
	E. Weapon equipment log 
	E. Weapon equipment log 
	E. Weapon equipment log 

	F. Vehicle log 
	F. Vehicle log 

	G. Inventory log 
	G. Inventory log 

	H. Intoxilyzer log 
	H. Intoxilyzer log 

	I. Warrant log 
	I. Warrant log 

	J. Prisoner log 
	J. Prisoner log 


	 
	Teletype Records                                                                        Replace as updated. 
	 
	Broadcast teletypes requesting CPD to assist or take some 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION    RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	UNIFORM SECTION 
	(continued) 
	 
	Action, and NCIC messages that have been cancelled. 
	 
	NCIC uncancelled messages and                                            Retain 
	all teletypes originated by CPD                                            permanently. 
	 
	INVESTIGATION SECTION CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION 
	 
	Reports of Investigation                                                           Retain in case file permanently. 
	 
	Search warrants, notes of investigator, arrest reports, statements (duplicates). CONFIDENTIAL. 
	 
	Mug Shot books and cards                                                         Replace as updated. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	Fingerprint Cards                                                                    Replace as updated. 
	 
	FBI and major inked impressions. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	 
	General Correspondence                                                        Purge annually. 
	 
	Letters, memos, reports, vacation requests, complaints, orders, and copies of pawn sheets. 
	 
	Daily Assignment Logs                                                              Retain 2 years; destroy. 
	 
	Officers’ schedules, vehicle assignments, overtime, description of daily activities. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	SPECIALIZED UNIFORM SECTION 
	 
	Serious Injury, Fatal                                                                  Retain in agency 10 
	Accident File                                                                               years; destroy. 
	 
	Reports, drawings, statements, photos. 
	 
	Information / Educational Materials                                     Purge annually.  
	Crime prevention aids, pamphlets. 
	Computer Crime Trend Report File                                       Retain in agency 3 
	years; destroy 
	 
	Printouts of trends and grid Analysis; crime analysis reports. 
	 
	Departmental Complaint / Crime Analysis File                  Purge annually. 
	 
	Duplicates of complaint forms used for scanning/targeting crime in jurisdiction. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	General Correspondence                                                          Purge annually. Office memos, administrative memos, 
	evaluations, programs, fiscal 
	matters, equipment lists. 
	 
	Community Watch Program Files                                          Retain in agency 5 years; purge. 
	 
	Documents pertaining to factual crime rates geographically. 
	 
	Driving Under Influence Project Files                                   Retain in  agency 7 years; destroy. 
	 
	Officers’ log sheets, arrest logs, reimbursement forms. 
	 
	Radar Arrest Log File                                                                Retain in agency 7 years; destroy. 
	 
	Names, locations, dates, times of radar arrests. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	P
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	P
	SPECIALIZED UNIFORM SECTION 
	(continued) 
	Duty Rosters for Patrol Section  Retain permanently. 
	Criminal investigation Unit, 
	Tactical Enforcement. 
	P
	RECORDS SECTION 
	P
	Warrant Control Sheet         Retain in agency 3 Years; destroy. 
	P
	Contains facts surrounding use and execution of warrant. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	Records Destruction Order   Retain in agency. Court orders to destroy arrest 
	Records of an individual. 
	CONFIDENTIAL. 
	Evidence Destruction Order   Retain permanently. Order from Attorney General to 
	Destroy evidence. 
	P
	Vehicle Tow Cards Retain in agency 3 
	years; destroy. 
	P
	Vehicle ownership information, notification and release of information. 
	P
	General Correspondence  Purge annually. 
	P
	Memos, references, subpoena ledger, receipts, criminal activity, statistical information, duty rosters, sick/vacation leave, vehicle histories; notice of arrest/warrant letters. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	P
	RECORDS SECTION 
	(continued) 
	P
	Statewide Crimes by Grid Location        Replace as updated. 
	P
	Location, type of crime, date and time of crime, case numbers by specific area. 
	P
	Photo Negatives  Retain in agency 
	25 years; destroy. 
	P
	Photos of individuals, crime Scenes and composite sketches. 
	P
	Crime Prevention Checks         Retain in agency 3 years; destroy. 
	P
	Form documenting stop of individual in vehicle in high crime area; description. 
	P
	Incident Reports         Retain in agency 
	10 years; destroy. 
	P
	Also “Crime Reports” including written facts of incident of crime, and related support documents. OMICRON / chemical test reports, (pedigree of subject); test 
	refusals; test results). CONFIDENTIAL. 
	P
	Arrest Reports  Retain in agency 
	10 years; destroy. 
	P
	Pedigree, charges of disposition of arrestee. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	P
	Traffic Accident Files / Photographs   Retain in agency 10 years; destroy. 
	Accident reports, driver index cards, and photographs; includes personal information on drivers. CONFIDENTIAL. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	 
	RECORD TITLE AND DESCRIPTION RETENTION INSTRUCTIONS 
	 
	RECORDS SECTION 
	(continued) 
	 
	Tickets:  Traffic Warning & Parking                                                   Retain in agency 10 years; destroy. 
	 
	Containing personal information of individuals involved as well as pedigree of vehicle. 
	 
	Criminal Summons                                                                                 Retain in agency 
	10 years; destroy. 
	 
	Summons issued to individual 
	for criminal violation. (Duplicate). CONFIDENTIAL. 
	 
	Homicide Reports                                                                                   Retain permanently. 
	           Transfer cold case to 
	Includes all facts, reports,                                                                     State archives. correspondence, concerning 
	homicides. 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The nature and seriousness of crimes committed between family or household members   are not mitigated because of the relationships or living arrangements of those involved.    It is the intent of this policy to prescribe courses of action which police officers should    take in response to domestic violence that will enforce the law while also serving to    intervene and prevent future incidents of violence. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this agency to: 
	  1.  Reduce the incidence and severity of domestic violence. 
	  2. Protect victims of domestic violence and provide them with support through a     combination of law enforcement and community services. 
	  3.  Promote officer safety by ensuring that officers are fully prepared to respond to     and effectively deal with domestic violence calls for service. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  “Family / household member” includes persons who: 
	   1.  Are legally married to one another; 
	   2.  Were formerly married to one another; 
	   3.  Are related by blood; 
	   4.  Are related by marriage; 
	   5.  Have a child in common; 
	   6.  Are living together, who have lived together, or who have a dating       relationship; or 
	   7.  Are specified as such by state law. 
	 
	 
	  B.  “Domestic violence” occurs where a family or a household member commits or     attempts to commit the following types of offenses against another: 
	   1.  Bodily injury or fear of imminent bodily injury; 
	   2.  Sexual assault; 
	   3.  Interference with freedom of movement; 
	   4.  A property crime directed at the victim; 
	   5.  Violation of a court order; or 
	   6.  Criminal trespass. 
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	 IV.  DISPATCHER’S PROCEDURES 
	  The dispatcher who receives a domestic violence call can provide the responding officers   with vital information that could save the victim’s and the officers’ life. The dispatcher    will give a domestic violence call the same priority as any other life-threatening call and    will, whenever possible, dispatch at least two officers to every incident. 
	 
	A.  In addition to information normally gathered, an effort should be made to determine and relay the following responding officers: 
	A.  In addition to information normally gathered, an effort should be made to determine and relay the following responding officers: 
	A.  In addition to information normally gathered, an effort should be made to determine and relay the following responding officers: 


	   1.  Whether the suspect is present and, if not, the suspect’s description and      possible whereabouts; 
	   2.  Whether weapons are involved; 
	   3.  Whether the offender is under the influence of drugs or alcohol; 
	   4.  Whether there are children present; 
	   5.  Whether the victim has a current protective or restraining order; or 
	   6.  Complaint history at that location. 
	 
	  B.  Dispatchers shall not cancel police response to a domestic violence complaint     based solely on a follow-up call from the residence requesting such cancellation.     However, the dispatcher shall advise the officers of the complainant’s request. 
	 
	 V.  RESPONDING OFFICER PROCEDURES 
	  A.  On-Scene Investigation 
	   When responding to a family violence call, the officers shall: 
	   1.  Restore order by gaining control of the situation. 
	   2.  Take control of all weapons used or threatened to be used in the crime. 
	   3.  Assess the need for medical attention and call for medical assistance if      indicated. 
	   4.  Interview all parties. 
	   5.  After each party has been interviewed, responding officers should confer      to determine if an arrest should be made or whether other actions should      be taken. 
	   6.  Collect and record evidence and, where appropriate, take color       photographs of injuries and property damage. 
	   7.  Complete appropriate crime or incident reports necessary to fully       document the officer’s response, whether or not a crime was committed or      an arrest made. 
	   8.  Give the victim a copy of the incident report number. 
	   9.  If the offender has left the scene and a crime has been committed, the      officers will: 
	    a.  Conduct a search of the immediate area; 
	    b.  Obtain information from victims and witnesses as to where the       offender might be; and 
	    c.  Refer the matter to the investigative unit. 
	 
	  B.  Arrest 
	   1.  Officers will make an arrest when probable cause and legal authority exist      to make an arrest. Field release and issuance of a citation are not       permitted in domestic violence cases when grounds for an arrest are      present. 
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	   2.  The officers should emphasize to the victim and the offender that the      criminal action is being initiated by the state and not the victim. 
	 
	  C.  Victim Assistance / Crime Prevention 
	   Many victims of domestic violence feel trapped in violent relationships because     they are unaware of the resources available to help them or that domestic      violence is a crime. Also, the offenders may have threatened further violence if     the victim attempts to leave or seek assistance. Officers are therefore required to     provide the following assistance to victims, batterers, and, where appropriate, the    children: 
	 
	   1.  Advise all parties about the criminal nature of family violence, its potential     for escalation, and that help is available. 
	   2.  Secure medical treatment for victims; 
	   3.  Insure the safety of the children; 
	   4.  Remain on the scene until satisfied that there is no threat to the victim; 
	   5.  Remain on the scene to preserve the peace as one person removes       personal property; and 
	   6.  Provide the victim with referral information for legal and/or social       assistance and support. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with information and guidance on how    to process and enforce court protection orders. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Research reveals that nearly one-third of all female homicide victims in the United    States are killed by a husband or a boyfriend. Another third of all emergency hospital    visits by women are due to injuries sustained in domestic violence. Children are direct    or indirect victims of abuse in more than half of such domestic violence cases. Without    intervention, the pattern of abusive behavior typically escalates in both frequency and    intensity. One important means of intervention is issuing co
	  that end, to maintain a system that will provide up-to-date information on these orders    to officers responding to domestic disturbances. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Order of Protection 
	   An emergency, interim or permanent injunction issued by a criminal, civil or     domestic relations court that prohibits certain actions, typically those related to     physical contact, harassment, intimidation or interference with personal liberty     that grants custody of minor children and/or that requires that certain actions be     taken by the respondent. 
	 
	   Which individuals are protected? 
	   1.  Individuals within the statutory definition of family found in 10 Del. C. ss      901(9). 
	   2. Former Spouses 
	   3.  Man and woman cohabiting together with or without a child of either or      both. 
	   4.  Man and woman living separate and apart with a child in common.  
	 
	   5. Abuse  as defined in 10 Del. C. ss 945(1): 
	   6.  Intentionally or recklessly causing or attempting to cause physical injury      or a sexual offense as defined in 11 Del. C. ss 761. 
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	   7.  Intentionally or recklessly placing or attempting to place another in       anticipation of physical injury or sexual offense to himself, herself or      another person. 
	   8.  Intentionally or recklessly damaging, destroying or taking the tangible      property of another person. 
	   9.  Insulting, taunting, or challenging another person or engaging in a course      of alarming or distressing conduct in a manner which is likely to provoke a     violent or disorderly response or which is likely to cause humiliation,      degradation or fear in another person. 
	   10.  Trespassing on or in property of another person, or on or in property from      which the trespasser has been excluded by the court order. 
	   11.  Child abuse, as defined by 16 Del. C. ss 902. 
	   12.  Unlawful imprisonment, kidnapping, interference with custody and      coercion, as defined in Title 11. 
	   13.  Any other conduct which a reasonable person under the circumstances      would find threatening or harmful. 
	 
	 IV.  RELIEF UNDER THE ACT 
	  1.  Restraining the respondent from committing acts of domestic violence. 
	  2.  Restraining the respondent from contacting or attempting to contact the      petitioner (contact means any contact, including contact by telephone to the     person or answering machine, and/or by mail). 
	  3.  Granting exclusive possession of the residence to the individual applying for a     protective order or other residence. 
	  4.  Awarding temporary possession of specified personal property owned solely by,     or jointly with the respondent. 
	  5.  Granting temporary custody of the children to the petitioner or other person and     providing form visitation where appropriate. 
	  6.  Ordering the respondent to pay support to the petitioner and/or parties’ children     in accordance with Title 13. 
	  7.  Ordering the respondent to pay the petitioner or other family member      compensation for medical, dental and counseling expenses, loss of earnings,     repair or replacement of real or personal property, moving costs, travel expenses,     and costs of litigation including the petitioner filing and attorney’s fees. 
	  8.  Ordering the respondent to turn in any firearms to the police and prohibiting the     respondent from purchasing or receiving any firearms during the effective period     of the order. 
	  9.  Prohibiting the respondent from transferring, encumbering, concealing, or in any    way of disposing of specified property owned by the parties. 
	  10.  Ordering the respondent, petitioner and other persons eligible for relief under     the Act into treatment or counseling. 
	  11.  Granting any other reasonable relief which is necessary or appropriate to prevent     or reduce the likelihood of further domestic violence. 
	 
	 V.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Processing of Court Protection Orders 
	   Orders are issued by Family Court and served. The police department is notified     in one or more of these manners: 
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	   1.  By teletype, via the Delaware Criminal Justice Information System. 
	   2.  Via the U.S. Mail 
	   3.  In person, by a representative of the Court or by the Respondent. 
	 
	  B.  Service of Court Protection from Abuse Orders 
	   1.  In the event that the police department is requested to serve the order, it      shall be served in a timely manner. Attempts to serve or completion of      service shall be documented in a police crime report and shall be classified      as “assist other agency”. 
	   2.  Prior to issuing the order for service, a check will be made to determine if      the responded is incarcerated. A check for outstanding warrants will also      be performed, and any outstanding warrants on file shall be served in      conjunction with the court protection order. 
	   3.  Every reasonable effort shall be made by this agency to serve court       protective orders within the time frame prescribed by law. 
	    a.  Un-served orders shall be returned to this agency for further action. 
	    b.  Until the date of expiration, any sworn officer may serve a        previously un-served court order. Information on all un-served       orders shall be made available to patrol and investigative officers       for service. 
	 
	  C.  Enforcement of Court Protection from Abuse Orders 
	   Breach of a valid court order shall be enforced in the same manner and with the     same vigor as violations of statutory law. When encountering potential violations     in domestic violence or other contexts, officers shall follow these procedures: 
	 
	   1.  In cases of domestic violence, officers shall use all reasonable means      to quell open conflict, protect the victim(s) and enforce the law as       applicable in procedures set forth in this agency’s policy on domestic      violence. 
	    a.  Officers are responsible for determining whether a valid court       protection from abuse order is in force. The officer verify existence       of the order and its provisions by referring to the copy provided by       the victim or by running a check through DELJIS. 
	    
	   2.  Arrest of the offender: Officers will immediately arrest and charge      respondents with 11 Del. C. 1271A (criminal contempt) if they have       probable cause to believe the respondent committed a serious violation of      the order or where circumstances indicate the possibility of impending      violence or other danger to the safety of the petitioner or other       individual(s) protected under the act. The defendant will be taken to the      nearest Justice of the Peace Court for the setting of
	 
	    Probable cause, in these cases, occurs when the officer has cause to believe     that the respondent knowingly violated an existing protective order and      information based upon the petitioner’s report of the violation. 
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	   3.  Requirement to relinquish firearms to police: On information      provided by the petitioner, the court may order the respondent to       relinquish firearms. When an order to relinquish has been executed, the      following will occur. 
	    a.  The Order will be transmitted to the police department via the       DELJIS terminal printer. 
	    b.  A file will be kept in the Patrol office where pending orders are       kept . 
	    c.  Once the respondent relinquishes the firearm(s), a receipt will be       issued via the DELJIS program. 
	    d.  All weapons will be stored in the evidence room. Normal        documentation will be completed and submitted. 
	    e.  In the event a respondent refused to comply, a warrant for the       arrest of the respondent will be obtained. The warrant will be       executed as expeditiously as possible. Attempts will be documented       on the warrant attempt form. 
	 
	   4.  Return of firearm(s): Weapons may be released upon the expiration of      the order or when the court has modified the order and has allowed for the     release of the firearm(s). Prior to release, the evidence custodian will check     with SBI to insure that no new violations have occurred that would       prohibit the respondent from possession of the firearm. 
	 
	    In the event such a circumstance occurs, no weapon will be returned to the     respondent. The evidence custodian will follow normal evidence       disposition procedures, unless otherwise directed by a court order. 
	    For reference purposes, Justice of the Peace Court Policy Directive 94-144      will part of this policy. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 POLICY DIRECTIVE 94-144 (1ST SUPPLEMENT) 
	 POLICY DIRECTIVE 94-144 (1ST SUPPLEMENT) 
	 POLICY DIRECTIVE 94-144 (1ST SUPPLEMENT) 
	 
	 
	TO:  ALL JUSTICES OF THE PEACE 
	   
	FROM:  PATRICIA W. GRIFFIN 
	  CHIEF MAGISTRATE 
	 
	DATE:  OCTOBER 18, 1994 
	 
	RE:  FAMILY COURT PROTECTIVE ORDERS    
	 
	 
	 
	 I understand that there have been difficulties associated with determining whether a person who has been charged with a violation of Section 1271(A) of Title 11 (Criminal Contempt because of a violation of a Family Court Protective Order) had prior knowledge of the provisions of the Protective Order.  Accordingly, I asked Michael Arrington, Director of Special Court Services for Family Court, to advise on how PFA orders are being served on the parties involved.  His Memorandum on this topic is attached for
	 
	 
	October 18, 1994 
	Page -2- 
	 
	 
	 Another question has arisen concerning why single persons who are cohabitating do not qualify for the Protection from Abuse Act when they are victims of Domestic Violence. The individuals eligible for relief under the Protection from Abuse Act include a man and a woman cohabitating together with or without a child of either or both.  The persons eligible for relief may file for a petition for a protective order pursuant to the Act.  See Policy Directive 94-144, dated February 4, 1994, at 2.   
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	   Distribution:    Last Re-Evaluation Date: Total Pages: 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to maintain a healthy work environment in which all     individuals are treated with respect and dignity and to provide procedures for reporting,   investigating and resolving complaints of harassment and discrimination. Federal law    provides for the protection of classes of persons based on race, color, sex, religion, age,    disability and national origin. Not protected by federal law but also protected by this    policy are persons based on their sexual orientation. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency that all employees have the right to work    in an environment free of all forms of harassment. This agency will not tolerate,     condone, or allow harassment. This agency will not tolerate, condone or allow     harassment by employees, whether sworn (regular or reserve), civilian, volunteer     or other non-employees who conduct business with this agency. This agency considers    harassment and discrimination of others a form of serious employee misconduct
	   
	  Therefore, this agency shall take direct and immediate action to prevent such behavior, 
	  and to remedy all reported instances of harassment and discrimination. A violation of    this agency policy can lead to discipline, up to and including termination, with repeated    violations, even if “minor”, resulting in greater levels of discipline as appropriate. 
	 
	 III.  DISCUSSION 
	  A.  Prohibited Activity 
	   1.  No employee shall either explicitly or implicitly ridicule, mock, deride or      belittle any person. 
	   2.  Employees shall not make offensive or derogatory comments to any      person either directly or indirectly, based on race, color, sex, religion, age,      disability, sexual orientation or national origin. Such harassment is a      prohibited form of discrimination under state and federal employment law     and/or is also considered misconduct subject to disciplinary action by this      agency. 
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	3.Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances, requests forsexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual naturewhen:
	a.Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly aterm or condition of employment; or
	b.Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an employee is usedas the basis for employment decisions affecting the employee; or
	c.Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interferingwith an employee’s work performance or creating an intimidating,hostile or offensive working environment.
	P
	4.Individuals covered under the policy include agency members defined asemployees and applicants for employment with the agency, whethersworn, regular, reserve or civilian, and all volunteers including but notlimited to VIPs.
	P
	B. Employee Responsibilities 
	1.Each supervisor shall be responsible for preventing acts of harassment.This responsibility includes: 
	a.Monitoring the unit work environment on a daily basis for signsthat harassment may be occurring. 
	b.Counseling all employees on the types of behavior prohibited, andthe agency procedures for reporting and resolving complaints of harassment. 
	c.Stopping any observed acts that may be considered harassment,and taking appropriate steps to intervene, whether or not the  involved employees are within his/her line of supervision; and 
	d.Taking immediate action to prevent retaliation towards thecomplaining party and to eliminate the hostile work environment where there has been a complaint of harassment, pending   investigation. 
	1)If a situation requires separation of the parties, care shouldbe taken to avoid actions that appear to punish the complainant. 
	2)Transfer or reassignment of any of the parties involvedshould be voluntary if possible and, if non-voluntary, should be temporary pending the outcome of the investigation. 
	P
	e.Failure to carry out these responsibilities will be considered in anyevaluation or promotional decision and may be grounds fordiscipline.
	P
	2.Each supervisor has the responsibility to assist any employee of thisagency who comes to that supervisor with a complaint of harassment, indocumenting and filing a complaint with the internal investigationsauthority or other investigatory authority as designated by this agency.
	3.Each employee of this agency is responsible for assisting in the preventionof harassment through the following acts:
	a.Refraining from participating in, or encouragement of actions thatcould be perceived as harassment.
	P
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	P
	b.Reporting acts of harassment to a supervisor; and
	c.Encouraging any employee who confides that he or she is beingharassed or discriminated against to report these acts to asupervisor.
	P
	4.Failure of any employee to carry out the above responsibilities will beconsidered in any performance evaluation or promotional decision andmay be grounds for discipline.
	P
	C. Complaint Procedures 
	1.Any employee encountering harassment is encouraged to inform theperson that his or her actions are unwelcome and offensive. The employeeis encouraged to document all incidents of harassment in order to providethe fullest basis for investigation.
	2.Any employee who believes that he or she is being harassed shall reportthe incident(s) as soon as possible so that steps may be taken to protect theemployee from further harassment, and so that appropriate investigativeand disciplinary measures may be initiated. Where doing so is notpractical, the employee may instead file a complaint with anothersupervisor or with the appropriate internal investigations authority, or thechief executive officer of the agency.
	a.The supervisor or other person to whom a complaint is given shallmeet with the employee and document the incident(s) complainedof, the person(s) performing or participating in the harassment, anywitnesses to the incident(s) and the date(s) on which it occurred.
	b.The agency employee taking the complaint shall promptly submit aconfidential memorandum documenting the complaint to theappropriate investigative authority.
	P
	3.The internal investigation authority shall be responsible for investigatingany complaint alleging harassment or discrimination.
	a.The internal investigative authority shall immediately notify thechief executive officer and the prosecutor’s office if the complaintcontains evidence of criminal activity, such as battery, rape orattempted rape.
	b.The investigator shall include a determination as to whether otheremployees are being harassed by the person, and whether otheragency members participated in or encouraged the harassment.
	c.The internal investigative authority shall inform the partiesinvolved of the outcome of the investigation.
	P
	4.There shall be no retaliation against any employee for filing a harassmentor discrimination complaint, or for assisting, testifying or participating inthe investigation of such a complaint.
	5.The complaining party’s confidentiality will be maintained throughout theinvestigatory process to the extent practical and appropriate under thecircumstances.
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	6.Complainants or employees accused of harassment may file agrievance/appeal in accordance with agency procedures when theydisagree with the investigation or disposition of a harassment claim.
	7.This policy does not preclude any employee from filing a complaint orgrievance with an appropriate outside agency.
	P
	D. Retaliation 
	1.Retaliation against any employee for filing a harassment or discriminationcomplaint, or for assisting, testifying, participating in the investigation of  such a complaint, is illegal and is prohibited by this agency and by federal statues. 
	2.Retaliation is a form of employee misconduct. Any evidence of retaliationshall be considered a separate violation of this policy and shall be handled by the same complaint procedures established for harassment and   discrimination complaints. 
	3.Monitoring to ensure that retaliation does not occur is the responsibility ofthe chief executive officer, supervisors and appropriate internal investigative authority. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	P
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	P
	I. PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this policy is to provide employees with guidelines for responding to  those types of law enforcement activities that represent a potential high risk of civil  liability in a manner that will decrease this risk level, and for responding to civil   litigation that involves the department, or employees who will be represented by the department. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	Litigation alleging misconduct by law enforcement officers has increased dramatically inrecent years. These cases involve complex issues based on evidence that hastraditionally been considered confidential internal information. While such litigationcan be extremely expensive and harmful to the reputation of the department, it can alsoserve to clarify issues and ultimately provide better service. In order to be adequatelyprepared for such litigation, it shall be the policy of this department to maintain a st
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	A.Department Legal Counsel: Any licensed attorney hired by the government unit under which the law enforcement agency operates for the purpose of rendering legal advice or other legal services to the agency. 
	P
	B. Discovery: The judicial process for compelling production of written records or other evidence for use in litigation. 
	P
	C. In Camera Inspection: Judicial inspection of allegedly privileged information to determine whether the need to present such information as part of the essential proof of the case outweighs the interest in maintaining its confidentiality. 
	P
	IV.PROCEDURES
	A.High Risk Incidents 
	1.It has been determined that the following types of law enforcementactivities generate the major amount of civil litigation; therefore, these events merit special procedures: 
	a.Uses of deadly and non-deadly force that result in death or bodilyinjury . 
	P
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	    b.  Vehicular pursuit resulting in personal injury or property damage. 
	    c.  Searches and seizures; physical arrests. 
	    d.  Failure to take law enforcement action. 
	    e.  Rendering of medical assistance. 
	 
	   2.  All personnel shall regularly review department policy on these topics. 
	 
	  B.  Response to High Risk Incidents 
	   1.  Law enforcement officers shall adhere to the following procedures when      on the scene of a high risk incident: 
	    a.  Secure the scene and all evidence. 
	    b.  Record the names and addresses of all witnesses on the scene, and       attempt to obtain a statement. A statement should also be obtained       from ambulance and emergency room personnel, where applicable. 
	    c.  Request that a supervisor and/or investigator be dispatched to the       scene. 
	    d.  Where a high speed chase has occurred, note all weather and traffic       conditions, route of chase, use of emergency response equipment       and other relevant information within the police report. 
	 
	   2.  A supervisor shall be requested to conduct an independent review of all      relevant information prior to the booking process or a search where       circumstances indicate that there is a potential for false arrest or improper     search. 
	   3.  On-scene investigators shall process the scene according to departmental      procedures. 
	    a.  Color photographs or a videotape shall be taken from several angles      of the entire scene. 
	    b.  Where possible, photographs of all witnesses should be taken on the      scene. 
	 
	   4.  Where an arrest has been made, the following information shall be       documented by the booking officer during the booking process: 
	    a.  Whether medical treatment is necessary, or was requested or       received prior to arrival at the facility. The suspect’s general        physical health, and the presence of any specific health problems       requiring special treatment should be documented. 
	    b.  Assessment of suspect’s general mental health, including any       indications of overt, aggressive behavior or potential suicidal        tendencies indicating a need to summon a mental health specialist. 
	    c.  A booking photograph of the suspect shall be taken. Any injuries       shall be specially photographed and documented. 
	    d.  Medical or psychological services shall be obtained for any suspect       that has requested, or is in apparent need of such assistance, prior       to the booking process. 
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	  C.  Post Incident Procedures 
	   1.  All law enforcement personnel involved in a high risk incident shall submit     to a special report fully documenting the incident to their supervisor      before concluding their tour of duty. 
	   2.  The supervisor shall review the report, requesting any necessary       supplemental information, and then forward it to the Chief as soon as      practicable. 
	   3.  The Chief or his designee shall prepare and submit a confidential memo to      the department’s legal counsel providing a full assessment of the incident.      As soon as practical, the Chief or his designee shall meet with legal       counsel, and the officers involved in the incident to: 
	    a.  Advise the officers that any internal investigation initiated does not       necessarily imply misconduct on their part. 
	    b.  Advise the officers that they are not required to discuss the incident       with reporters, or attorneys not associated with the department un       less pursuant to court order. 
	 
	   4.  The internal investigator shall have the responsibility to assemble the      following items for the Chief’s litigation files: 
	    a.  Copies of all relevant departmental policies pertaining to the        incident. 
	    b.  Copies of any relevant radio communications, computer or        telephone records or tapes. 
	    c.  Blowups of all relevant photographs pertaining to the incident. 
	    d.  Copies of the disciplinary and training records of all involved       personnel. 
	    e.  Where applicable, the criminal docket from any criminal case       arising from the incident. 
	 
	  D.  Responsibilities of the Chief’s Office 
	   1.  The Chief or his designee shall coordinate all departmental responses to      pending or potential litigation in conjunction with the department’s legal      counsel. 
	   2.  A litigation file shall be developed and maintained containing copies of all      legal documents generated in each case, and the responses to such       documents. All litigation files shall be kept in a secure fashion. 
	   3.  An accounting process shall be established to ensure that: 
	    a.  All documents are routed to the appropriate unit for resolution. 
	    b.  All documents are processed and fulfilled by the due date. 
	    c.  A record is kept detailing the information released in each case, and      the purpose for its release. 
	 
	   4.  The Chief or his designee shall undertake a regular audit of departmental      litigation to determine whether a need for policy revision or training      exists. The audit shall include settlements, and all litigation filed or       resolved during the period to be reviewed. 
	   5.  Updates on current case law and statutes relevant to law enforcement shall     be disseminated to the department employees. 
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	   6.  Upon conclusion or settlement of any civil litigation, the Chief’s Office      shall provide notification of the outcome of the case to those officers, and      their supervisors, who were directly involved with the incident forming the     basis for the lawsuit. 
	 
	  E.  Responsibility of Units 
	   All units shall comply with discovery requests and subpoenas for internal records     as advised by the department’s legal counsel on or before the due date. 
	 
	  F.  Responsibilities of Law Enforcement Employees 
	   1.  Any law enforcement employee receiving a subpoena to testify as to       actions undertaken in his/her official capacity shall immediately notify the     Chief and the department’s legal counsel of such subpoena. A copy of the      subpoena shall be forwarded to the Chief’s office. 
	   2.  Any law enforcement employee named as a party in a civil action for acts      or omissions allegedly arising out of the scope of his/her official duties      shall immediately notify the Chief and the department’s legal counsel. 
	    a.  The employee shall inform the legal counsel whether the employee       will engage a private attorney, or whether representation through       the department’s legal counsel is requested. 
	    b.  Where the employee has requested legal representation through the      department’s legal counsel, the employee has a duty to cooperate       fully with his/her legal representative. 
	    c.  Departmental legal counsel shall determine whether the employee       is eligible for departmental representation or will be required to       seek separate representation, and shall notify the employee of such       determination.. 
	    
	   3.  All law enforcement employees shall maintain accurate and detailed      reports at all times. 
	 
	   4.  No law enforcement employee shall make public statements in his/her      official capacity as a law enforcement agency employee concerning       litigation affecting the department without the Chief’s approval. 
	 
	  G.  Response to Subpoenas and Discovery Requests 
	   1.  All discovery requests or subpoenas for department records, reports or      notes will be complied with as directed by the department’s legal counsel      and in accordance with state law. 
	   2.  The following information is generally only subject to release to a judge for     in camera inspection to determine discovery ability: 
	    a.  Personnel records. 
	    b.  Citizen complaints. 
	    c. Internal investigatory files related to the incident that is currently       the subject of criminal or civil litigation. 
	    d.  Blanket requests for all past internal investigations into misconduct      of the officers currently the target of litigation. 
	    e.  Blanket requests for all internal investigations into officer        misconduct, or misconduct similar to that being litigated. 
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	   3.  The following information may or may not be fully discoverable: 
	    a.  Records of official review boards. 
	    b.  Departmental policies and procedures. 
	    c.  Training records. 
	    d.  Internal memos that do not fall within the attorney work product       privilege. 
	 
	   4.  Privileged material generally not subject to discovery: 
	    a.  Names of confidential informants, citizens who wish to remain       anonymous. 
	    b.  Records of ongoing internal investigations which would be        jeopardized by disclosure. 
	    c.  Investigative files relating to ongoing criminal investigations. 
	    d.  Communications subject to any legal privilege. 
	  
	  H.  Response to Media 
	   1.  The Chief or his designee shall be responsible for coordinating all       department statements pertaining to any incident or litigation involving      the department. 
	   2.  No statements regarding any incident or legal case involving the       department shall be given before the Chief has received all relevant facts. 
	   3.  A file shall be maintained detailing the media coverage of litigation and      incidents involving the Department. 
	   4.  The Chief or his designee shall work with the department’s legal counsel to     present fair and accurate media statements pertaining to testimony, legal      issues or other concerns arising from litigation or any other incident      involving the department. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide police officers with guidelines on departmental    dress code. 
	  
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The well-equipped and professionally dressed officer is essential to how the officer is    perceived by the public, the officer’s moral and ability to function effectively. Therefore,    it is the policy of this department to equip and uniform every officer to the highest    standard possible. 
	 
	 III.  STANDARD EQUIPMENT AND GROOMING 
	  All officers will be equipped with the standard issued equipment as described in this    directive. In the event that items need to be replaced, the officers will submit a notice to    the Chief of Police or his/her designee. The item(s) will be made available for inspection.   If the item is deemed unserviceable, the item will be replaced. 
	 
	  The standard issued equipment is as follows: 
	  A.  Winter Uniform 
	   1.  One felt campaign hat 
	   2.  Two blue long sleeve shirts 
	   3.  One navy blue ties 
	   4.  Four uniform trousers 
	   5. One Commando vest (not provided by Department) 
	   6.  One winter jacket 
	   7.  Two blue turtleneck shirts (not provided by Department) 
	   8.  One pair black shoes 
	   9.  One Sam Brown belt and equipment. 
	    a.  One semiautomatic pistol 
	    b.  One ammo pouch 
	    c.  46 rounds of ammunition 
	    d.  One semiautomatic holster 
	    e.  One pepper spray canister & holster 
	    f.  One pair handcuffs and case 
	    g.  One ASP & scaber 
	    h.  One portable radio, charger and holder 
	    i.  Four belt keepers. 
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	   B.  Summer Uniform 
	    1.  One campaign hat (same as winter uniform) 
	    2.  Two short sleeve shirts 
	    3.  Uniform trousers (same as winter uniform) 
	    4.  One pair black shoes (“ “) 
	    5.  Black or navy blue socks  (not provided by Department) 
	    6.  Sam Brown belt & equipment. 
	     a.  Same equipment as winter uniform. 
	 
	   C.  Hair Code 
	    1.  Men: 
	     a.  Hair will be worn in a neat manner. Hair will be contoured        above the ear, the back of the neck will be shorter than the        shirt collar. 
	     b.  Mustaches and goatees are allowed. Beards are not allowed.        Mustaches must be kept neatly trimmed and will not exceed        the upper border of the lip or extend more than 1/4 inch        horizontally beyond the corners of the mouth. 
	     c. Mustaches and goatees must follow the natural arch of the        mouth. 
	     d. Handlebar mustaches are prohibited. 
	     e. Goatees may not extend more than ¼ inch below the bottom       of the chin. 
	     f.  Side burns: Will be no longer than the center of the ear. 
	     g.  Men’s hair will be of a conservative nature. No odd cuts will 
	      be permitted (i.e., cut patters). 
	 
	    2.  Women: 
	     a.  Hair will be worn in a neat manner. Length cannot exceed 
	      shirt collar. Hair may be pulled up to achieve the policy 
	      directive. 
	     b.  Make-up will be of a conservative nature. No bright lipstick, 
	      eye shadow, etc. 
	 
	   D.  Jewelry 
	    1.  Gold chains cannot be visible. 
	    2.  Earrings are not permitted. 
	    3.  Rings are limited to wedding bands and school rings. 
	 
	   E.  Sunglasses (non-prescription type): 
	    Sunglasses will be of a conservative nature. Black, silver or gold tone 
	    frames are acceptable. No bright colored frames or lenses. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Uniform 
	   1.  The Cheswold Police patch will be worn on both shoulders of uniform      shirts and coats. 
	   2.  The departmental badge will be worn on the left side above the breast      pocket of the shirt or coat. 
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	   3.  The name plate will be worn on the right side above the breast pocket,      touching the pocket seam and centered with the pocket button on both the      shirt and the coat. 
	   4.  Fall and/or winter coats are optional as weather dictates. 
	   5.  Officers of the rank of Pfc., Cpl., Sgt., Lt., and Chief are required to wear      appropriate rank chevrons/ insignia on shirt and/or coat. 
	 
	 
	   6.  All items of uniform or equipment worn/carried must be either of       departmental issue or prior permission must have been obtained from the      Chief of Police to carry non-departmental issue. 
	   7.  Clean uniform shirt and trousers shall be worn daily without exception. All     officers must keep a clean uniform in his/her locker at all times. 
	 
	  B.  Soft Body Armor 
	   1.  This department will provide each officer with soft body armor as s       standard issue. 
	   2. It will be the policy of this department that all officers will wear soft body      armor while on duty. 
	   3.  It will be the responsibility of the officer wearing the soft body armor to      monitor the wear of the vest and request a replacement when necessary. 
	   4.  Officers will check their soft body armor prior to on-duty status to examine     the garment for abnormalities, (tears, etc.). 
	   5.  Soft body armor will not be required for staff officers. If staff officers are      required to assist with street duty as a matter of schedule, they will be      required to wear soft body armor. 
	   6.  There may be circumstances when soft body armor cannot be worn while      on duty (i.e., undercover operations, etc.). These exceptions will be       authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide law enforcement officers with guidelines for the    proper use and care of body armor. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to maximize officer safety through the use   of body armor in conjunction with the practice of prescribed safety procedures. While    body armor provides a significant level of protection, it is not a substitute for sound,    basic safety procedures. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Issuance of Body Armor 
	   1.  All body armor issued must comply with the current minimum protective      standards prescribed by the National Institute of Justice. 
	   2. All law enforcement officers shall be issued body armor. 
	   3. Body armor that is worn or damaged shall be replaced by the agency. Body     armor that must be replaced due to misuse or abuse by the officer shall be      paid for by the officer. 
	 
	  B.  Use of Body Armor 
	   1.  Body armor shall be worn during recruit and field training and while      engaged in pre-planned, high risk incidents. 
	   2.  Both law enforcement officers who are assigned to a uniformed function      and non-uniformed officers are required to wear the issued body armor      while engaged in field activities while on or off duty unless exempted as      follows: 
	    a.  When an agency-approved physician determines that an officer has       a medical condition which would preclude the use of body armor. 
	    b.  When the officer is involved in undercover or plainclothes work that      his supervisor determines would be compromised by use of body       armor. 
	    c.  When the officer is assigned to perform an administrative        function; or 
	    d.  When the department determines that circumstances make it       inappropriate to mandate body armor. 
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	   3.  Officers shall wear only agency-approved body armor. 
	 
	  C.  Inspections of Body Armor 
	   1.  Supervisors shall be responsible for ensuring that body armor is worn and      maintained as required by this policy by a periodic documented inspection     of their employee’s body armor. 
	   2.  Periodic random testing of departmental body armor shall be done by the      individual responsible for the uniform supply function through a certified      laboratory. 
	   3.  There shall be an annual inspection of all body armor for fit, cleanliness,      signs of damage, abuse and wear. 
	 
	  D.  Care and Maintenance of Body Armor 
	   1. Each law enforcement officer is responsible for the proper storage of body      armor in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and daily inspection     for signs of damage and general cleanliness. 
	   2.  As dirt and perspiration may erode ballistic panels, each officer shall be      responsible for cleaning his body armor in accordance with the       manufacturers’ instructions. 
	   3.  Officers are responsible for reporting any damage or wear to the ballistic      panels or cover to the Chief of Police or his/her designee. 
	 
	  E.  Training 
	   The training officer shall be responsible for maintaining the following      information: 
	   1.  Technological advances in the body armor industry which may necessitate      a change in body armor. 
	   2.  A description of weapons and ammunition currently in use, and whether      or not issued body armor can withstand their impact. 
	   3.  Training programs that inform the officers about body armor, and       emphasize its safe and proper use. 
	   4.  Statistics on incidents where armor has or has not protected officers from      harm, including traffic accidents. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to emphasize the needs of victims of crime and non-    criminal incidents and the responsibilities of officers to provide support, information    and guidance for these individuals. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  Law enforcement officers are often in a unique position to provide assistance to victims    of crime and other traumatic incidents that may have both immediate and long-term    impact on their emotional recovery. Also, victims who feel that they were treated with    understanding and concern for their hardship and suffering more frequently become    enthusiastic about cooperating with the investigation and assisting in the prosecution. 
	  Therefore, it is the policy of this department to enhance the treatment of victims and    survivors of crime and non-criminal crisis situations by providing the assistance and    services necessary to speed their physical and emotional recovery, and to support and    aid them as they continue to interact with the criminal justice system. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Safety and Security 
	   1.  Officers are responsible for securing the crime or incident scene to protect      lives and ensure safety. 
	   2.  Officers shall render emergency aid to individuals who have suffered      physical injuries, and shall as soon as possible, summon any necessary      medical assistance. 
	   3.  Where physical injuries are not apparent, victims shall be asked if they are      injured and whether medical attention is required. 
	   4.  In order to reduce fright and promote victim cooperation, victims should      be informed as soon as appropriate that they are no longer in immediate      danger. 
	   5.  Recognizing that victims often suffer physical and/or emotional shock,      officers shall assist them in making decisions and keep them informed of      police actions and requirements. 
	   6.  Whenever possible, police officers should not leave a distraught victim      alone. Arrangements should be made to have a relative, friend or family      member or departmental clergy join the victim for emotional support and      comfort, or arrange for transportation of the victim to a friend’s, family      member’s or other appropriate service provider. 
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	  B.  Providing Emotional Support 
	   In order to calm and assist the victim in regaining composure, officers shall: 
	   1.  Allow the victim a reasonable time period in which to express feelings and      emotions while describing what happened during the incident: 
	   2.  Express empathy for the victim and recognition and understanding for      emotional reactions; 
	   3.  Provide reassurance that the victim’s feelings are normal and       understandable; 
	   4.  Not be overtly judgmental of the victim’s feelings and emotions or       apparent lack thereof, or of victim judgments or actions related to 
	    The incident. 
	   5.  Help redirect any self-blame and responsibility for the criminal act from      the victim to the perpetrator; and 
	   6.  Emphasize your commitment and that of the department to assist and      work with the victim. 
	 
	  C.  Information and Referral 
	   Before leaving the scene, it is important that officers take any steps necessary to     meet the victim’s needs for support and information. These include: 
	   1.  Providing a brief overview of what actions will be taken shortly thereafter,      and answering such questions as, “will a criminal investigator contact the      victim?”, “will evidence technicians be used at the scene?”, “will line-ups      or show-ups be held?” and “what other law enforcement actions will be      taken?”; 
	   2.  Providing information on victim service agencies available in the       community; and 
	   3.  Leaving names and telephone numbers where the victim can reach the      officer or the criminal investigator at the department, and encouraging the     victim to use the number to report additional information about the      incident or to request information or assistance. 
	 
	  D.  Follow-up 
	   Lack of information about case status is one of the greatest sources of      dissatisfaction among victims of crime and victims’ survivors. Therefore, officers     assigned to criminal investigations shall make routine victim callbacks in order to    determine whether the victim has new information concerning the case, to     ascertain whether the victim is in need of assistance from outside sources or the     department, and to relay information relating to such matters as: 
	   1.  The status of stolen, recovered or removed property; 
	   2.  The arrest and detention of suspects, and the pretrial release status; 
	   3.  The victim’s possible eligibility for victim compensation; 
	   4.  Court restraining orders; 
	   5.  Court proceedings and schedules; and 
	   6.  The operations of the department and the criminal justice system. 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to emphasize the requirements by law known as the    Victim Bill of Rights. The Victim Bill of Rights is defined in Title 11, Chapter 94, sections   9401 through 9409. The law specifically defines the responsibility of each branch within    the Judicial system. Senate Bill No. 1000 will become part of this directive. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It shall be the policy of this department that the Victim Bill of Rights be strictly adhered    to and that every effort will be made to assist victims of crime. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  In accordance with a provision of this law, the law enforcement agency having the    responsibility of investigating crime against a victim must provide the victim with    certain information. This information shall include: 
	 
	   1.  A copy of the police report with the officer’s name, complaint number and      contact information so that the victim may check the status of the arrest;     2.  Information about victims’ assistance services; and 
	   3.  Pretrial release information; and 
	   4.  Information pertaining to the Violent Crimes Compensation Board; and 
	   5.  Information pertaining to any of the victim’s property which may have      been taken during the investigation. 
	  B.  A “Victim Information Sheet” detailing the aforementioned information will be     reported to the Delaware Victims Center. It shall be the responsibility of the     report supervisor to ensure that victims of the designated offenses are reported     the Delaware Victim Center. 
	  C.  The Chief of Police shall submit an annual report, at the end of each fiscal year,     with the related statistics outlining compliance with the victim rights legislation.     This report shall be submitted to the Governor, the Criminal Justice Council and     the Victim Rights Task Force. 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines on the transportation of all persons in   custody of a law enforcement officer. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It shall be the policy of this law enforcement agency to take the precautions necessary    while transporting prisoners to protect the lives and safety of the officers, public, and    the person in custody. 
	 
	 III. PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Vehicle Inspection 
	   1.  At the beginning and end of each tour of duty, all vehicles regularly used      for prisoner transport shall be inspected for readiness as follows: 
	    a.  The safety screen shall be securely in place and undamaged; 
	    b.  All windows shall be intact, and outer door latches in proper        working order; 
	    c.  Rear seat door handles and window controls should be deactivated;       and 
	    d.  The interior shall be thoroughly searched to ensure that no weapons      or contraband has been left or hidden within the vehicle. 
	 
	   2.  Prior to placing a prisoner in the vehicle for transport, the transporting      officer shall again inspect the interior for weapons or contraband. The      vehicle shall be searched again after the prisoner has been delivered to the      detention facility or other destination. 
	 
	  B.  Handcuffing 
	   1.  Officers shall handcuff (double lock) all prisoners with their hands behind      their backs and palms facing outward. 
	   2.  The officer may handcuff the prisoner with his/her hands in front, or      utilize other appropriate restraining devices when the prisoner: 
	    a.  Is in an obvious state of pregnancy; 
	    b.  Has a physical handicap; or 
	    c.  Has injuries that could be aggravated by standard handcuffing       procedures. 
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	   3.  Prisoners shall not be handcuffed to any part of the vehicle during       transport. 
	   4.  Additional approved restraint devices may be used to secure a prisoner      who violently resists arrest or who manifests mental disorders such that      he/she poses a threat to himself/herself or to the public. 
	 
	  C.  Transport 
	   1.  Prior to transport, all prisoners shall be thoroughly searched for any      weapons or tools of escape. 
	    a.  If practical, the protective search should be conducted by an officer       of the same sex as the prisoner; and 
	    b.  The transporting officer should search the prisoner, unless a search       was conducted in his presence. 
	 
	   2.  When transporting prisoners, the officer shall provide the        communications center with the following information when possible: 
	    a.  Identity of the prisoner; 
	    b.  Arrest location and destination of transport; 
	    c.  Time and mileage readings before and after transport; and 
	    d.  If the prisoner being transported is deemed an unusual security       risk, the officer or agency personnel will notify, through KENTCOM      communications, the appropriate agency or court officials of the       prisoner’s status and any other relevant information regarding the       prisoner and/or his/her behavior. 
	 
	   3.  The officer should use care when assisting a prisoner into the vehicle for      transport. 
	   4.  Prisoners shall be transported in the following manner: 
	    a.  Where the vehicle has a security screen, but only one transporting       officer, the prisoner shall be placed in the back seat on the right       hand side of the vehicle. When the vehicle is not equipped with a       security screen and has only one transporting officer, the prisoner       shall be placed in the right front seat. 
	    b.  When a prisoner is being transported in a two officer vehicle        without a security screen, the prisoner shall be placed in the 
	     right rear seat. The second officer shall sit in the left rear seat       behind the driver. 
	    c. Leg restraints shall be used when an officer believes the prisoner       has a potential for violent behavior. 
	    d.  One transporting officer should not attempt to transport more than       one prisoner in a vehicle without a security barrier, but should       request transport assistance. 
	    e.  All prisoners shall be secured in the vehicle by proper use of a seat       belt. 
	    
	   5.  Any wheelchairs, crutches, prosthetic devices, and medication should be      transported with, but not in the possession of, the prisoner. 
	   6.  Prisoners shall not be left unattended during transport. Any escape shall      be immediately reported to the communications center. 
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	   7.  The officer will also document the incident on his report and notify a      supervisor of the escape. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with guidelines for determining if and    under what conditions the use of strip searches and body cavity searches are legally    permissible and to establish guidelines for the appropriate conduct of such searches. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  This department recognizes that the use of strip searches and body cavity searches may,    under certain conditions, be necessary to protect the safety of  officers, civilians and    other prisoners; to detect and secure evidence of criminal activity and to safeguard the    security, safety and related interests of this agency’s prisoner detention and holding    facilities. Recognizing the intrusiveness of these searches on individual privacy,     however, it is the policy of this department that such sea
	  guidelines for conducting such searches as set forth in this policy. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Strip Search:   Any search of an individual requiring the removal or      rearrangement of some or all clothing to permit the visual inspection of any or all     skin surfaces including genital areas, breasts and buttocks. 
	 
	  B.  Body Cavity Search:  Any search involving not only visual inspection of skin 
	   surfaces but the internal physical examination of body cavities and, in some     instances, organs such as the stomach cavity. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Strip Searches 
	   1.  Individuals arrested for traffic violations and other minor offenses of a      nonviolent nature shall not be subject to strip searches unless the arresting     officer has reasonable suspicion to believe that the individual is concealing     contraband or weapons. Reasonable suspicion may be based upon, but is      not limited to: 
	    a.  The nature of the offense charged; 
	    b.  The arrestee’s appearance and demeanor; 
	    c.  The circumstances surrounding the arrest; 
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	    d.  The arrestee’s criminal record, particularly past crimes of violence       and narcotics offenses; 
	    e.  The discovery of evidence of a major offense in plain view or in the       course of a search incident to the arrest; and/or 
	    f.  Detection of suspicious objects beneath the suspect’s clothing       during a field search incident to arrest. 
	 
	   2.  Field strip searches of prisoners shall be conducted only in the rarest of      circumstances under exigent circumstances where the life of officers or      others may be placed at risk, and only in privacy with the explicit approval      of a supervisory officer. 
	   3.  Where articulable, reasonable suspicion exists to conduct a strip search,      the arresting officer shall make a documented request for such action to      the detention supervisor or other designated authority which clearly      defines the basis for suspicion. 
	   4.  When authorized by the supervising authority, strip searches may be      conducted only: 
	    a.  by specially trained and designated personnel; 
	    b.  in conformance with approved hygienic procedures and        professional practices; 
	    c.  in a room specifically authorized for this purpose; 
	    d.  by the least number of personnel necessary and only by those of the       same sex; and 
	    e.  under conditions that provide privacy from all but those authorized       to conduct the search. 
	 
	   5.  Following a strip search, the officer performing the search shall submit a      written report to the supervisory authority that details, at a minimum, the: 
	    a.  date and place of the search; 
	    b.  identity of the officer conducting the search; 
	    c.  identity of the individual being searched; 
	    d.  those present during the search; 
	    e.  a detailed description of the nature and extent of the search; and 
	    f.  Any weapons, evidence or contraband found during the search. 
	 
	  B.  Body Cavity Searches 
	   Should visual examination of a suspect during a strip search and/or other      information lead an officer to believe that the suspect is concealing a weapon,     evidence or contraband within a body cavity, the following procedures shall be     followed: 
	   1.  The suspect shall be kept under constant visual surveillance until a body      cavity search is conducted or an alternative course of action can be taken. 
	   2.  The officer shall consult with his immediate supervisor to determine      whether probable cause exists to seek a search warrant for a body cavity      search. The decision to seek a search warrant shall recognize that a body      cavity search is highly invasive of personal privacy and is reasonable only      where the suspected offense is of a serious nature and/or poses a threat to      the safety of officers or others, and/or the security of the department’s      detention operations. 
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	   3.  If probable cause exists for a body cavity search, an affidavit for search      warrant shall be prepared that clearly defines the nature of the alleged      offense and the basis for the officer’s probable cause. 
	   4.  On the basis of a search warrant, a body cavity search shall be performed      only by an authorized agency physician or by other medically trained      personnel at the physician’s direction. 
	   5.  For safety and security reasons, the search shall be conducted at the      department’s detention facility or other authorized facility in the room      designated for this purpose. 
	   6.  The authorized individual conducting the search shall file a report with the     requesting law enforcement agency. The witnessing law enforcement      officer shall co-sign that report and comply with information requirements     specified in item IV-A-5 of this policy. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this directive is to provide officers with the guidelines by which a     citizen’s complaint about officer misconduct can be addressed and internally     investigated. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to actively pursue any complaint filed by a   citizen about an employee of the Police Department. It is not always feasible that the    officer in charge of professional standards will be immediately available to address the    citizen’s complaint. Therefore, the policy is that a citizen’s complaint form will be     offered to the complainant and processed as described below. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  In the event a citizen elects to lodge a complaint pertaining to alleged misconduct    on the part of a Cheswold Police Officer, a citizen’s complaint form (see attached)     shall be completed immediately by the officer receiving the complaint. 
	 
	  B.  The Chief of Police or Lieutenant shall be notified of the complaint as soon     possible. 
	  
	  C.  Once the complaint is received by the Professional Standards Officer, the      complaint will be reviewed and investigated per the Code of Conduct and the     Police Officers’ Bill of Rights. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to prevent corruption from occurring in this law     enforcement agency and to prescribe actions to be taken in the event that corruption is    alleged and/or identified. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to establish proactive procedures to    prevent corruption and to investigate and prosecute corruption to the fullest extent of    the law, and administrative authority, when reported or identified. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Corruption:  Corruption is defined as “acts involving the misuse of authority by a    police officer in a manner designed to produce personal gain for himself/herself     or others”. 
	 
	  B.  Supervisor:  Both sworn and civilian employees assigned to a position having     day-to-day responsibility for supervising subordinates, or responsible for      commanding a work element. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Establishment and Maintenance of Professional Standards: 
	   1.  Philosophy, Goals, Values: 
	    This law enforcement agency will maintain, periodically review and update     a statement of Philosophy and Values which explicitly states the goals,      values and general philosophic approach to policing by this department.      This statement will appear in the first section of the policy manual and will     be taught to all new employees. Supervisors will periodically review this      statement of philosophy and values with subordinates. 
	   2.  Code of Ethics: 
	    This department will maintain, periodically review, and update a Code of      Ethics. Each new employee will be required to read and place his/her      signature at the bottom of a copy of the Code of Ethics as an indicator that      he/she has read and understands the standards of conduct set forth in the      Code of Ethics. 
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	   3.  Code of Conduct: 
	    New employees will be instructed in the C.O.E. The C.O.E. will be reviewed     annually for relevance, timeliness, adequacy and completeness. 
	 
	  B.  Proactive Prevention Measures 
	   1.  A specific number of officers will be appointed or a separate unit will be      established to handle corruption prevention measures. 
	    Responsibilities are: 
	    a.  To review citizen and internal complaints for indicators of misuse of      police powers for personal gain. 
	    b.  To review the findings of internal affairs investigations for patterns       which are indicative of corrupt police behavior. 
	    c.  To review duty assignments to ensure that periodic rotations are       occurring according to requirements. 
	    d.  To cooperatively investigate any citizen complaint in which        corruption is suspected. 
	    e.  To review overtime pay assignments, employee income and, in       special cases, employee federal income tax returns to determine if       patterns emerge indicative of corrupt activities. 
	    f.  To review the results of inspections reports to specifically identify       indicators of corruption. 
	    g.  To operate a reporting method for citizens and department        employees to report behavior indicative of corruption. Citizens and       department members are encouraged to report both commendable       behavior and suspicious behavior. 
	    h.  To report annually to the community the number of corruption       cases investigated and the number sustained. 
	    i.  To conduct a public education campaign to enhance the level of       awareness so that all citizens can assist the department in        maintaining the integrity of the police service. 
	 
	   2.  Responsibilities of unit supervisors: 
	    a.  Supervisors and commanders will be held accountable for        corruption which occurs under their assigned area of supervision or      command. 
	    b.  Supervisors are responsible for reporting any suspicious behaviors       indicative of corruption. This behavior may include duty related       activities, or personal, off-duty activities. 
	    c.  Ranking commanders are responsible for monitoring the activities       of their subordinate supervisors. They will be especially vigilant on       rating them on their performance evaluation in regard to their       concern for accountability and integrity within their respective unit. 
	    d.  The associated performance of supervisors and commanders will       also be reviewed when a subordinate is charged with a corruption       violation. 
	    e.  The inspections authority will be required to ensure that a        reasonable portion of their inspections are directed towards the       discovery of corruption violations and situations that are conducive       to promoting violations. 
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	    f.  The internal affairs authority will be required to immediately       notify the Chief of Police when a suspicion of serious corruption       enters an investigation. 
	    g.  The personnel officer will be required to report annually to the       Chief of Police a review of the duty assignments with special        attention to the longevity of an assignment in the units listed below.      Assignments in these units will be rotated every two years or at the       discretion of the Chief of Police: 
	     1)  Organized crime, vice, drug enforcement. 
	     2)  Property evidence room. 
	     3)  Internal affairs, inspections, corruption prevention officers. 
	 
	   3.  Training Section: 
	    The training section or officer will be responsible for providing training in      the areas of corruption prevention, ethics, integrity, and professional      standards, for all levels of the department. 
	 
	  C.  Responsibilities of All Employees 
	   1.  The Code of Ethics will be regarded as a working and applicable document. 
	   2.  Employees are responsible for reporting other employees whose behavior      is clearly illegal. 
	 
	  D.  Special Responsibilities 
	   1.  Managers: 
	    a.  The management will recognize that its own behavior sets an       example to subordinates. Therefore, managers are responsible for       being especially concerned over the impression or image they are       presenting to subordinates. Corruption violations on the part of       managers will be prosecuted and punished to the fullest. 
	    b.  Information will be released to the public as determined by the       Chief of Police. In the event a complaint is prosecuted criminally,       the Chief of Police will supply that information which is appropriate      to the public. 
	    c.  Any criminal investigation will receive full cooperation of the police       department and the employees, to the extent permitted by law. 
	    d.  An after-action review will be conducted to determine the cause of       the breakdown which allowed corruption to occur and to        recommend system changes and measures to prevent recurrence. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for maintaining the integrity of the    evidentiary chain of custody. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the policy of this law enforcement agency to ensure that evidence in its custody can    be properly secured and stored, readily retrieved, and that any charges in its custody    have been properly and fully documented. 
	 
	 III. DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Chain of Evidence:  The continuity of the custody of physical evidence, from time    of original collection to final disposal, which may be introduced in a judicial     proceeding. 
	 
	  B.  Impounding Officer:  The member of this law enforcement agency who     initially receives the evidence and initiates the chain of custody. 
	 
	  C.  Physical Evidence:  Any substance or material found or recovered in connection     with a criminal investigation. 
	   
	  D.  Evidence Custodian:  Agency member accountable for control and      maintenance of all evidence accepted by or stored in the agency’s evidence room. 
	 
	  E.  Evidence Room: Facilities utilized by this law enforcement agency to store      evidence. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Processing Evidence 
	   1.  Any member of this agency who has evidence to be placed in the evidence      room shall make an inventory report of that evidence at the location it was      found or recovered. The inventory shall be witnessed and confirmed by a      supervisor and shall include the following information for all items of      evidence: 
	    a.  Description of the item (including make, model number and serial       number if any); 
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	    b.  Source (from whom or what location obtained); 
	    c.  Name of person primarily responsible for collecting the item or       items; 
	    d.  Name and assignment of person possession the evidence collected       for processing and storage; 
	    e.  The date and time of every transaction/transfer; 
	    f. Name and assignment of the person receiving the evidence; 
	    g.  Reason for the transaction/transfer; 
	    h.  Name and location of any laboratory and/or agency where the       evidence was transferred to; 
	    i.  Type of examination(s) requested or the reason for the transfer of       the evidence; and 
	    j.  Any other pertinent information relating to the transaction/transfer      of the evidence. 
	 
	   2.  All property/evidence acquired by means of civil asset seizure/forfeiture      will be logged and secured in the same manner as any other items of      evidence. The impounding officer shall properly handle, mark, and 
	    package all evidence and transport all physical evidence to the evidence      room, or other authorized secure location as soon as possible. 
	 
	    The impounding officer will place the evidence, accompanied by the      completed evidence/property slip, into the pass-thru evidence lockers and      secure same by turning the locker handle. 
	  
	   3.  Evidence of a hazardous nature shall be appropriately packaged and stored     in accordance with established agency policy. Such substances include, but     are not limited to, items which may have been exposed to or contaminated      by communicable diseases, hazardous chemicals or waste products, or      explosives or highly combustible products. When appropriate, the       evidence custodian will make arrangements and assume responsibility for      storage and control of such substances outside th
	 
	  B.  Impounding Evidence 
	   1.  The evidence custodian shall be responsible for receiving, storing,       maintaining, releasing and accounting for all evidence in compliance with 
	    established agency policy. 
	   2.  When evidence is deposited with the evidence custodian or in an approved 
	    holding facility, an evidence receipt shall be completed by the impounding 
	    officer. The evidence receipt shall include all information necessary to      both document and ensure the integrity of the chain of custody. All drugs 
	    should be weighed and monies counted and recorded on the evidence      receipt. 
	   3.  The evidence custodian shall be responsible for developing and       Maintaining a master file of all evidence invoices and evidence tags       completed. This file may be either manual or automated and shall be 
	    cross-indexed with the chain of evidence custody file. 
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	  C.  Storage of Evidence 
	   1.  The evidence custodian shall assign a storage location to each item of      recovered property and evidence within the secured evidence room and 
	    record this information on the evidence receipt and evidence tag. 
	   2.  Evidence requiring added security, to include money, precious metals,      jewelry, gemstones, weapons, narcotics and dangerous drugs, shall be 
	    stored in a separate secured area. 
	   3.  Perishable items shall be stored in a refrigerator or other suitable       container. 
	 
	  D.  Access to the Evidence Room 
	   1.  Only members of this agency authorized by the Chief of Police may enter 
	    the evidence room. 
	   2.  A log shall be kept by the evidence custodian which identifies each       authorized member entering the evidence room. 
	 
	  E.  Inspections of the Evidence Room 
	   1.  On a monthly basis, the supervisor of the evidence custodian shall make      an inspection of the evidence storage facilities and policies to ensure      adherence to appropriate policies and procedures. 
	   2.  Unannounced inspections of the evidence storage areas shall be conducted 
	    by a commanding officer (appointed by the Chief of Police) not routinely 
	    or directly connected with evidence control. 
	   3.  An annual inventory of evidence held by the agency shall be conducted by 
	    a commanding officer (appointed by the Chief of Police) not routinely or 
	    directly connected with evidence control. 
	 
	  F.  Recording Transfers of Custody 
	   1.  The evidence custodian shall be responsible for developing and       maintaining a file that documents all changes in custody of physical      evidence. The file shall be capable of readily identifying the individual or      organization currently maintaining custody of all evidence. 
	   2.  A written record of all transfers of physical evidence shall be made. 
	   3.  Members of this law enforcement agency who assume custody of evidence 
	    from the evidence room bear full responsibility for ensuring its security,      proper storage, and maintenance, and for the ready retrieval of such      evidence upon demand. 
	   4.  The inventory of property will occur whenever there is the belief that      evidence has been tampered with or when there has been a transfer of      personnel from/to the evidence room. The inventory will be conducted      jointly by the newly designated evidence custodian and a designee of the      C.E.O. 
	 
	  G.  Disposal of Evidence 
	   1.  When no longer needed for evidentiary purposes, all evidence, with the      exception of firearms and contraband, shall be returned to its lawful owner     unless title to the evidence is transferred to the jurisdiction by court order 
	    or the lawful owner fails to claim the evidence. The evidence custodian or      other officer will attempt to identify and notify the owner or custodian of 
	    the recovered property. In such cases, the agency may, as permitted under 
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	    a.  Destroy it; or 
	    b.  Dispose of it by public auction; or 
	    c.  Retain it for use by the jurisdiction. 
	 
	   2.  Firearms and other non-drug contraband shall be physically destroyed      unless: 
	    a.  Court order authorizes use of the item by this agency; or 
	    b.  The firearm is required by state law to be returned to its lawful       owner. 
	 
	   3.  The Chief Executive Officer or his designee shall designate a Supervisor to 
	    monitor the entire drug destruction process, and; 
	    a.  prior to the scheduled date of destruction, select a random sample       of the items designated for destruction; 
	    b.  have these items quantitatively and qualitatively tested by the       agency’s laboratory function; 
	    c.  compare these results with prior testing conducted by the        laboratory. If no discrepancies are found, return the items to the       evidence room; 
	    d. if any discrepancies are found before the drugs are destroyed, the       assigned investigator shall immediately notify the commanding       officer of the internal affairs function, who shall immediately       initiate an appropriate investigation; 
	    e.  on the date of destruction, monitor the loading of the items to be       destroyed, accompany the items to the destruction site, and observe      the destruction process; 
	    f.  during the destruction process, select a random sample of items to       be destroyed and have these items quantitatively and qualitatively       tested by the agency’s laboratory function, and compare these       results with prior test results conducted by the laboratory; 
	    g.  If no discrepancies are found, return the items to the evidence 
	     room for inclusion in the next planned destruction. 
	    h.  If any discrepancies are found, the assigned investigator shall       immediately notify the commanding officer of the internal affairs       function, who shall immediately initiate an appropriate        investigation. 
	    i.  After the completion of the destruction process, submit a report to       the commanding officer of the internal affairs function, which 
	     shall include: 
	     1)  The date, time, and location of the destruction; 
	     2)  An inventory of the items destroyed; 
	     3)  A list of those present at the destruction; and 
	     4)  The results of the random tests made before and after 
	      the destruction. 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines for law enforcement officers in     preventing the contraction of communicable diseases. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the responsibility of the department to ensure that its members are able to perform    their duties in a safe and effective manner. The safe performance of daily operations has    recently become threatened by life-endangering communicable diseases. Therefore, it    shall be the policy of this department to continuously provide employees with up-to-   date safety procedures and communicable disease information that will assist in     minimizing potential exposure, while increasing understanding of t
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  A.  Body Fluids:   Liquid secretions including blood, semen and vaginal or     other secretions that might contain these fluids such as saliva, vomit, urine or     feces. 
	 
	  B.  Communicable Disease:  Those infectious illnesses that are transmitted      through contact with the body fluids of an infected individual. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Communicable Disease Prevention 
	   1.  In order to minimize potential exposure to communicable diseases,       officers should assume that all persons are potential carries of a       communicable disease. 
	   2.  Disposable gloves shall be worn when handling any persons, clothing or      equipment with bodily fluids on them. 
	   3.  Masks, protective eye wear and coveralls shall be worn where body fluids      may be splashed on the floor. 
	   4.  Plastic mouthpieces or other authorized barrier/resuscitation devices shall     be used whenever an officer performs CPR. 
	   5.  All sharp instruments such as knives, scalpels and needles shall be       handled with extraordinary care, and should be considered contaminated      items. 
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	    a.  Leather gloves shall be worn when searching for or handling sharp       instruments . 
	    b.  Officers shall not place their hands in areas where sharp        instruments might be hidden. An initial visual search of the area       should be conducted, using a flashlight when necessary. The        suspect may also be asked to remove such objects from his person. 
	    c.  Needles shall not be recapped, bent, broken, removed from a       disposable syringe or otherwise manipulated by hand. 
	    d.  Needles shall be placed in a puncture-resistant container when       being collected for evidentiary or disposal purposes. 
	 
	   6.  Officers shall not smoke, eat, drink, or apply makeup around body fluids. 
	   7.  Any evidence contaminated with body fluids will be dried, double bagged      in plastic bags and marked to identify potential or know communicable      disease contamination. 
	 
	  B.  Transport and Custody 
	   1.  Where appropriate protective equipment is available, no office shall refuse     to arrest or otherwise physically handle any person who may have a       communicable disease. 
	   2.  Officers shall not put their fingers in or near any person’s mouth. 
	   3.  Individuals with body fluids on their persons shall be transported in      separate vehicles from other individuals. The individual may be required      to wear a suitable protective covering if he/she is bleeding or otherwise      emitting body fluids. 
	   4.  Officers have an obligation to notify relevant support personnel during a      transfer of custody when the suspect has body fluids present on his person,     or has stated that he has a communicable disease. 
	   5.  Suspects taken into custody with body fluids on their persons shall be      directly placed in the designated holding area for processing. The holding      area shall be posted with an “Isolated Area – Do Not Enter” sign.  
	   6. Officers shall document on the appropriate arrest or incident form when a      suspect taken into custody has body fluids on this person, or has stated      that he has a communicable disease. 
	 
	  C.  Disinfection 
	   1.  Any unprotected skin surfaces that come into contact with body fluids      shall be immediately and thoroughly washed with hot running water and      soap for 15 seconds before rinsing and drying. 
	    a.  Alcohol or antiseptic towelettes may be used where soap and water       are unavailable. 
	    b.  Disposable gloves should be rinsed before removal. The hands and       forearms should then be washed. 
	    c.  Hand lotion should be applied after disinfection to prevent        chapping and to seal cracks and cuts in the skin. 
	    d.  All open cuts and abrasions shall be covered with waterproof        bandages before reporting for duty. 
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	   2.  Officers should remove clothing that has been contaminated with body      fluids as soon as practical. Any contacted skin area should then be       cleansed in the prescribed fashion. Contaminated clothing should be      handled carefully and laundered in the normal fashion. 
	   3.  Disinfection procedures shall be initiated whenever body fluids are spilled,     or an individual with body fluids on his person is transported in a       Departmental vehicle. 
	    a.  A supervisor shall be notified and the vehicle shall be taken to the       service center as soon as possible. 
	    b.  Affected vehicles shall be immediately designated by the posting of       an “Infectious Disease Contamination” sign upon arrival at the       service center and while awaiting disinfection. 
	    c.  Service personnel shall remove any excess body fluids from the       vehicle with absorbent cloth, paying special attention to any cracks,       crevices or seams that may be holding excess fluid. 
	    d.  The affected area should be disinfected using hot water and        detergent or alcohol, and allowed to air dry. 
	    e.  All police vehicles taken to a service center for scheduled washing       and lubrication will routinely be cleaned in the interior with an       approved disinfectant. 
	 
	   4.  Non-disposable equipment and areas upon which body fluids have been      spilled shall be disinfected as follows: 
	    a.  Any excess of body fluids should first be wiped up with approved       disposable absorbent materials. 
	    b.  A freshly prepared solution of one part bleach to 10 parts water or a       fungicidal/micro bactericidal disinfectant shall be used to clean the       area or equipment. 
	  
	   5.  All disposable equipment, cleaning materials or evidence contaminated      with body fluids shall be bagged and disposed of in compliance with state      law provisions for disposal of biologically hazardous waste material. 
	 
	  D.  Supplies 
	   1.  Supervisors are responsible for continuously maintaining and storing in a      convenient location an adequate amount of communicable disease control      supplies for their units. 
	   2.  Supervisors are responsible for dissemination of supplies for infectious      disease control. Protective gloves, other first aid supplies and disinfecting      materials will be made readily available at all times. 
	   3.  All departmental vehicles shall be continuously stocked with the following      communicable disease control supplies: 
	    a.  Clean coveralls in appropriate sizes; 
	    b.  Disposable gloves and leather gloves; 
	    c.  Puncture-resistant containers and sealable plastic bags; 
	    d.  Barrier resuscitation equipment, goggles and masks; 
	    e.  Liquid germicidal cleaner; 
	    f.  Disposable towelettes (70% isopropyl alcohol); 
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	    g.  Waterproof bandages; 
	    h.  Absorbent cleaning materials; and 
	    i.  “Isolation Area – Do Not Enter” signs. 
	 
	  E.  Line of Duty Exposures to Communicable Diseases 
	   1.  Any officer who has been bitten by a person, or who has had physical      contact with body fluids of another person while in the line of duty shall be     considered to have been exposed to a communicable disease. 
	   2.  A supervisor shall be contacted, and all appropriate duty injury and       medical forms shall be completed by the supervisor. 
	   3. Immediately after exposure, the officer shall be transported to the       appropriate health care facility for clinical and serological testing for      evidence of infection. 
	    a.  The department shall ensure continued testing of the officer for       evidence of infection and provide psychological counseling as       determined necessary by the health care official. 
	    b.  Unless disclosure to an appropriate department official is        authorized by the officer or by state law, the officer’s test results       shall remain confidential. 
	   4.  Any person responsible for potentially exposing the officer to a       communicable disease shall be encouraged to undergo testing to       determine if the person has a communicable disease. 
	    a.  The person shall be provided a copy of the test results and        guaranteed its confidentiality. 
	    b.  Criminal charges may be sought against any person who        intentionally acts to expose an officer to a communicable disease. 
	   5.  Officers who test positive for a communicable disease may continue      working as long as they maintain acceptable performance and do not pose      a safety and health threat to themselves, the public, or members of the      department. 
	    a.  The department shall make all decisions concerning the employee’s       work status solely on the medical opinions and advise of the        department’s health care officials. 
	    b.  The department may require an employee to be examined by        department health care officials to determine if he is able to        perform his duties without hazard to himself or others. 
	 
	   6.  All personnel shall treat employees who have contracted a communicable      disease fairly, courteously and with dignity. 
	 
	  F.  Record Keeping 
	   The department shall maintain written records of all incidents involving      employees who have potentially been exposed to a communicable disease while     acting in the line of duty. The records shall be stored in a secured area with     limited access, and maintained in conformance with applicable privacy laws. 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide officers with guidelines for preventing the     contraction of the AIDS virus. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the responsibility of this law enforcement agency to take all reasonable measures to    allow its members to perform their duties in a safe and effective manner. The safe    performance of daily operations is threatened by the AIDS and hepatitis B viruses that    can be contracted through exposure to infected blood and several types of bodily     secretions. Therefore, it is the policy of this agency to continuously provide employees    with information and education on prevention of these diseases,
	  these diseases. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Bodily Fluids:  Blood, semen and vaginal fluids or other secretions that     might contain these fluids such as saliva, vomit, urine or feces. 
	  B.  Exposure Control Plan:  A written plan developed by this agency and available     to all employees that details the steps taken to eliminate or minimize exposure     and evaluate the circumstances surrounding exposure incidents. 
	  C.  Personal Protective Equipment: Specialized clothing or equipment worn by     members for protection against the hazards of contamination. This does not     include standard issue uniforms and work clothes without special protective     qualities. 
	  D.  Universal Precautions: Procedures promulgated by the Centers for Disease     Control (CDC) that emphasize precautions based on the assumption that all     blood and bodily fluids are potentially infectious of the AIDS (HIV) and hepatitis     B (HBV) viruses. 
	 
	 IV.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  General Disease Prevention Guidelines 
	   1.  This agency’s exposure control plan shall provide the overall strategy for      limiting exposure to HIV and HBV and responding to potential exposure      incidents. The plan is available for review by all members through request      of their immediate supervisor. 
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	   2.  This agency subscribes to the principles and practices for prevention of      HIV and HBV exposure as detailed in the “universal precautions”       prescribed by the CDC and the federal regulations of the Occupational      Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Where otherwise not detailed      in this policy, officers shall be guided by these practices and procedures. 
	 
	  B.  Workplace Controls and Personal Protective Equipment 
	   1.  In order to minimize potential exposure, officers should assume that all      persons are potential carriers of HIV or HBV. 
	   2.  When appropriate protective equipment is available, no member shall      refuse to arrest or otherwise physically handle any person who may carry      the HIV or HBV virus. 
	   3.  Members shall use protective gear under all appropriate circumstances      unless the member can demonstrate that in a specific instance, its use      would have prevented the effective delivery of health care or public safety      services or would have imposed an increased hazard to his/her safety or      the safety of another coworker. 
	   4.  Disposable gloves shall be worn when handling any persons, clothing or      equipment with bodily fluids on them. 
	   5.  Masks in combination with eye protection devices, such as goggles or      glasses with solid side shields or chin-length face shields, shall be worn      whenever splashes, spray , spatter or droplets of potentially infectious      materials may be generated and eye, nose or mouth contamination can be      reasonably anticipated. 
	   6.  Gowns, aprons, lab coats, clinic jackets or other outer garments shall be      worn as determined by the degree of exposure anticipated. 
	   7.  Plastic mouthpieces or other authorized barrier/resuscitation devices shall     be used whenever an officer performs CPR or mouth-to-mouth       resuscitation. 
	   8.  All sharp instruments such as knives, scalpels and needles shall be       handled with extraordinary care and should be considered contaminated      items. 
	    a.  Leather gloves or their protective equivalent shall be worn when       searching persons or places or dealing in environments, such as       accident scenes, where sharp objects and bodily fluids may        reasonably be encountered. 
	    b.  Searches of automobiles or other places should be conducted using       a flashlight, mirror or other devices where appropriate. 
	     Subsequent to a cautious frisk of outer garments, suspects should       be required to empty their pockets or purses and to remove all       sharp objects from their person. 
	    c.  Needles shall not be recapped, bent, broken, removed from a       disposable syringe or otherwise manipulated by hand. 
	    d.  Needles shall be placed in departmentally provided, puncture-      resistant, leak proof containers that are marked as biohazard when       being collected for evidence, disposal or transportation purposes. 
	 
	   9.  Officers shall not smoke, eat, drink, or apply makeup around bodily fluid      spills. 
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	   10.  Any evidence contaminated with bodily fluids shall be completely dried,      double bagged and marked to identify potential or known communicable      disease contamination. 
	 
	  C.  Custody and Transportation of Prisoners 
	   1.  Where appropriate protective equipment is available, no office shall refuse     to arrest or otherwise physically handle any person who may have a       communicable disease. 
	   2.  Officers shall not put their fingers in or near any person’s mouth. 
	   3.  Individuals with body fluids on their persons shall be transported in      separate vehicles from other individuals. The individual may be required      to wear a suitable protective covering if he/she is bleeding or otherwise      emitting body fluids. 
	   4.  Officers have an obligation to notify relevant support personnel during a      transfer of custody when the suspect has body fluids present on his person,     or has stated that he has a communicable disease. 
	   5.  Suspects taken into custody with body fluids on their persons shall be      directly placed in the designated holding area for processing. The holding      area shall be posted with an “Isolated Area – Do Not Enter. ” sign. 
	   6.  Officers shall document on the appropriate arrest or incident form when a      suspect taken into custody has body fluids on this person, or has stated      that he has a communicable disease. 
	 
	  D.  Housekeeping 
	   1.  Supervisors and their employees are responsible for the maintenance of a      clean and sanitary workplace and shall conduct periodic inspections to      ensure that these conditions are maintained. 
	   2.  All supervisory personnel shall determine and implement written       schedules as appropriate for cleaning and decontamination based on the      location within the facility or work environment, the type of surface or      equipment to be cleaned, the type of soil present and the tasks and       procedures to be performed in the area. 
	   3.  All equipment and environmental and work surfaces must be cleaned and      decontaminated after contact with blood and other potentially infectious      materials as provided for in this policy. 
	   4.  Any protective coverings used in laboratory, evidence custody or       enforcement operations for covering surfaces or equipment shall be       removed or replaced as soon as possible following actual or possible      contamination. 
	   5.  Bins, pails and similar receptacles used to hold actual or potentially       contaminated items shall be labeled as biohazard and decontaminated as      soon as feasible following contamination, as well as inspected and       decontaminated on a regularly scheduled basis. 
	   6.  Broken and potentially contaminated glassware, needles or other sharp      instruments shall not be retrieved by hand but by other mechanical means      and shall not be stored in a manner that requires that they be retrieved      manually. 
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	   7.  Officers shall remove clothing that has been contaminated with bodily      fluids as soon as practical and with as little handling as possible. Any      contacted skin areas shall be cleansed in the fashion prescribed. 
	   8.  Contaminated laundry and personal protective equipment shall be bagged      or containerized at the location where it is used in departmentally        approved leak-proof containers, but shall not be sorted, rinsed or cleaned      at that location. 
	   9.  Departmental personnel working within this agency’s criminal laboratory      shall adhere to policies and procedures contained herein but shall refer to      and also adhere to special safety procedures established for the laboratory      workplace. 
	   10.  Only employees specifically designated by the Chief of Police shall discard      actual or potentially contaminated waste materials. All such disposal shall      conform with established federal, state and local regulations. 
	 
	  E.  Disinfection 
	   1.  Any unprotected skin surfaces that come into contact with body fluids      shall be immediately and thoroughly washed with hot running water and      soap for 15 seconds before rinsing and drying. 
	    a.  Alcohol or antiseptic towelettes may be used where soap and water       are unavailable. 
	    b.  Disposable gloves should be rinsed before removal. The hands and       forearms should then be washed. 
	    c.  Hand lotion should be applied after disinfection to prevent        chapping and to seal cracks and cuts in the skin. 
	    d.  All open cuts and abrasions shall be covered with waterproof        bandages before reporting for duty. 
	 
	   2.  Officers should remove clothing that has been contaminated with body      fluids as soon as practical. Any contacted skin area should then be       cleansed in the prescribed fashion. Contaminated clothing should be      handled carefully and laundered in the normal fashion. 
	   3.  Disinfection procedures shall be initiated whenever body fluids are spilled,     or an individual with body fluids on his person is transported in a       departmental vehicle. 
	    a.  A supervisor shall be notified and the vehicle shall be taken to the       service center as soon as possible. 
	    b.  Affected vehicles shall be immediately designated by the posting of       an “Infectious Disease Contamination” sign upon arrival at the       service center and while awaiting disinfection. 
	    c.  Service personnel shall remove any excess body fluids from the       vehicle with absorbent cloth, paying special attention to any cracks,       crevices or seams that may be holding excess fluid. 
	    d.  The affected area should be disinfected using hot water and        detergent or alcohol, and allowed to air dry. 
	    e.  All police vehicles taken to a service center for scheduled washing       and lubrication will routinely be cleaned in the interior with an       approved disinfectant. 
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	   4.  Non-disposable equipment and areas upon which body fluids have been      spilled shall be disinfected as follows: 
	    a.  Any excess of body fluids should first be wiped up with approved       disposable absorbent materials. 
	    b.  A freshly prepared solution of one part bleach to 10 parts water or a       fungicidal/micro bactericidal disinfectant shall be used to clean the       area or equipment. 
	   5.  All disposable equipment, cleaning materials or evidence contaminated      with body fluids shall be bagged and disposed of in compliance with state      law provisions for disposal of biologically hazardous waste material. 
	 
	  F.  Supplies 
	   1.  Supervisors are responsible for continuously maintaining an adequate      supply of disease control supplies in convenient location for all affected      personnel in their units. This includes, but is not limited to, ensuring that: 
	    a.  personal protective equipment in appropriate sizes, quantities and       locations are available. 
	    b.  hypoallergenic gloves and other materials are available for those       who are allergic to materials normally provided, and cleaning,       laundering and disposal, as well as repair or replacement of these       and other items is provided; and. 
	    c.  first aid supplies and disinfecting materials are readily available at       all times. 
	 
	   2.  All departmental vehicles shall be continuously stocked with the following      communicable disease control supplies: 
	    a.  Clean coveralls in appropriate sizes; 
	    b.  Disposable gloves and leather gloves; 
	    c.  Puncture-resistant containers and sealable plastic bags; 
	    d.  Barrier resuscitation equipment, goggles and masks; 
	    e.  Liquid germicidal cleaner; 
	    f.  Disposable towelettes (70% isopropyl alcohol); 
	    g.  Waterproof bandages; 
	    h.  Absorbent cleaning materials; and 
	    i.  “Isolation Area – Do Not Enter” signs. 
	 
	   3.  Officers using supplies stored in their vehicles are responsible for ensuring     that supplies are replaced as soon as possible. 
	   4.  Officers are required to keep disposable gloves in their possession while on     either motor or foot patrol. 
	 
	  G.  Vaccination, Exposure, Evaluation and Treatment 
	   1.  All members of this agency who have been determined to be at risk for      occupational exposure to the hepatitis B virus shall be provided with the      opportunity to take the HBV vaccination series at no cost within 10       working days of assignment to an occupationally exposed duty. The       vaccination shall be provided if desired only after the member has received     required departmental training has not previously received the vaccination     series and only if not contraindicated for med
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	   2.  Any person who has unprotected physical contact with blood or other      bodily fluids of another person while in the line of duty shall be considered     to have been potentially exposed to HBV and/or HIV. 
	   3.  In cases of exposure, a supervisor shall be contacted who shall complete      appropriate duty injury and medical forms and shall take appropriate      steps to document the means and circumstances under which the exposure     occurred. 
	   4. Immediately after exposure, the officer shall proceed to the designated      health care facility for tests of evidence of infection and treatment of any      injuries. 
	    a.  This agency shall ensure continued testing of the member for       evidence of infection and provide psychological counseling as       determined necessary by the health care official. 
	    b.  The member shall receive a copy of the health care provider’s       written opinion within 15 days of the evaluation and information on      any conditions resulting from the exposure that require further       evaluation or treatment. 
	    c. Unless disclosure to an appropriate departmental official is        authorized by the officer or by state law, the officer’s medical        evaluation, test results and any follow-up procedures shall remain       confidential. 
	 
	   5.  Any person responsible for potentially exposing a member of this agency      to a communicable disease shall be encouraged to undergo testing to      determine if the person has a communicable disease. 
	    a.  The person shall be provided with a copy of the test results and a       copy shall be provided to the exposed agency member. The member      shall be informed of applicable state laws and regulations         concerning the disclosure of the identity and infectious status of the      source individual. 
	    b.  Criminal charges may be sought against any person who        intentionally exposes a member of this agency to a communicable       disease. 
	 
	   6.  Officers who test positive for HIV or HBV may continue working as long as     they maintain acceptable performance and do not pose a safety and health      threat to themselves, the public or other members of this agency. 
	    a.  This agency shall make all decisions concerning the employee’s       work status solely on the medical opinions and advice of the        agency’s health care officials. 
	    b. The agency may require an employee to be examined by the        department health care officials to determine if he is able to        perform his duties without hazard to himself or others. 
	 
	   7.  All members of this agency shall treat employees who have contracted a      communicable disease fairly, courteously and with dignity. 
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	  H.  Record Keeping 
	   1.  This agency’s personnel function shall maintain an accurate record       for each employee with occupational exposure that includes information      on vaccination status; the results of all examinations, tests and follow-up      procedures; the health care professional’s written opinion; and any other      germane information provided by the health care professional. 
	   2.  These health care records shall be retained in a secured area with limited      access for the duration of the member’s employment plus 30 years and      may not be disclosed or reported without the express written consent of      the member. 
	 
	  I.  Training 
	   1.  This agency’s training coordinator shall ensure that all members of this      agency with occupational exposure are provided with a complete course of      instruction on prevention of blood borne diseases prior to their initial      assignment. 
	   2.  All affected employees shall receive annual refresher training and       additional training whenever job tasks or procedures are modified in a      manner that may alter their risk of exposure. 
	   3.  All trainees shall have access to applicable federal and state regulations      pertaining to the regulation of blood borne pathogens. 
	   4.  The training coordinator shall ensure that complete records are       maintained on member training to include information on the dates and      content of training sessions, names and qualifications of persons       conducting the training and the names and job titles of all persons       attending the training sessions. These records shall be maintained for a      period of three years from the date of training. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  A.  Steadily increase public awareness of the Police Department’s accomplishments     by accurate and timely dissemination of information through the radio, television    and newspaper media. 
	 
	  B.  Continue enhancement of community and public relations through the      coordinated efforts of the Public Information Officer and the Chief of Police. 
	 
	  C.  Enhance the existing relationships with all media agencies. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  A.  Public Information Officer’s Responsibilities 
	   The Cheswold Police Department continually seeks a cooperative relationship     with members of the news media in order to facilitate timely and accurate      dissemination of information on matters of public interest. The Public      Information Officer must be sensitive to police/community relations, and the     impact of any information that may be released. 
	  B.  Cheswold Police Policies Affecting News Media 
	   1. The Department’s goal is to maximize the flow of information to the public     through press, radio, and television services with a minimum of disruption     of police activity. The public is very interested in police activities. A police      department that fails to provide complete information on its activities will      limit its public relations capabilities. The public depends on press, radio      and television news services to provide information, and the Cheswold      Police Department is an 
	   2.  Every member of the Department must deal fairly with news persons,      operate openly, and allow the reporter to be the judge of what represents      news for the public. Members should have the necessary and proper      liaison with press representatives so that we may provide them with      proper service and for them to understand our concerns. 
	   3.  Most matters handled by the Cheswold Police are not secret and will      become public eventually, so every effort should be made within the limits      of these guidelines to cooperate with the news media to facilitate the      prompt release of factual information. 
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	    However, certain information must be withheld from the news media in      order to protect the constitutional rights of an accused, to avoid interfering     with a departmental investigation or because it is legally privileged. 
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  News Release 
	   The Department recognizes the right of the public’s safety and that they are     accurately informed on all matters of public safety and that the news media is     responsible for providing this information to the public. The policy of the      Department shall be to maintain a relationship with the members of the news     media that is built on trust, cooperation, and mutual respect, and one which will     generate a free flow of information between the Department and the news media.     To accomplish t
	 
	  B.  Release of False Information 
	   1.  Government agencies are largely dependent on the news media for       dissemination of information to the public regarding agency activities.      These same agencies have a right to expect fair and objective reporting by      the news media. The news media, in turn, has a right to expect that the      information being officered by government agencies in news releases, or      by other means, has not been compromised or knowingly intended to      mislead the public. 
	   2.  Due to the fact that most of our law enforcement and investigative       activities are a prelude to possible prosecution of cases by the Attorney      General, it is necessary that we coordinate our activities with the Attorney      General. When such uncommon circumstances exist that the release of      false information to the news media or other unusual techniques are being     considered, after obtaining approval from the Chief of Police and the Town     Administrator, the proposed action will b
	 
	  C.  Names of Juveniles, Victims, Suspects and Defendants (involving crimes of     violence). 
	   The names of all juveniles arrested for felonies, regardless of age, may be released    to the news media. The names of juveniles arrested for crimes other than felonies     will be withheld from public disclosure unless otherwise directed by State law. 
	 
	  D.  Multiple Agency Investigation 
	   1.  When more than one agency is involved in an investigation or public      assistance, the agency having primary jurisdiction shall be responsible for      organizing all pertinent information into a proper format to release to the      news media in a timely manner. 
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	   2.  The releasing of the cause of death in an investigation will be an exception      to the above policy. In all incidents, the State Medical Examiner’s Office      will release the cause of death to the news media. 
	 
	  E.  Uniform Treatment of Media 
	   It is absolutely necessary that all accredited representatives of the news media be     treated equally and that no favoritism or discrimination be show to one media     over another. If one newspaper, radio station or television news bureau is      furnished information by the Department, then other news media representatives    must be furnished with identical information in order to protect the Department     from allegations of favoritism. 
	 
	  F.  Sensitive and Confidential Operations Within the Division 
	   Information concerning the activities of drug investigations, or any special police     operations necessarily deemed to be confidential by the officer in charge of the     operations, shall not be disclosed, except by the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	 
	  G.  Withholding of Information 
	   1.  At the time information is denied to the press in the course of a legitimate      inquiry, the denial shall be supported by a courteous, logical and adequate      explanation, which can be justified upon further inquiry. Failure to do this      can unnecessarily damage the positive efforts to build good police/press      relations. 
	   2.  Comments will not usually be made in reference to ongoing investigations,     due to possible interference into the successful conclusion of said       investigations, including due process. 
	 
	  H.  Apparent Suicide Investigations 
	   1.  The Public Information Officer will make available information on all      apparent suicides investigated by this agency. 
	   2.  The information released will be limited to the victim’s age, the Town in      which he/she lived, the location, date and time of the incident, and general     method of death (e.g., a gunshot wound to the chest). 
	   3.  The name of the victim will be included in the news release. 
	   4.  All incidents will be referred to as “apparent” suicides and the media will      be referred to the Medical Examiner’s Office for a final determination on      cause of death. 
	   5.  The contents of a suicide note or electronically recorded message is to be      considered personal and confidential. No member shall make such written     or recorded statements public. The fact that a suicide note exists may be      reported without further comment. 
	 
	  I.  Armed Forces Personnel and Events 
	   1.  Requests for information directly concerning the military (such as names,      ranks and missions of military personnel involved) should be referred to      military authorities. Only accurate, factual information directly concerning     the Cheswold Police investigation is to be given and, whenever possible,      that information should be coordinated with the proper military       authorities. 
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	   2.  Information concerning military personnel involved in a civilian       automobile, train or plane crash will be released in the same manner as      though the serviceman was a civilian. 
	   3.  Cooperation of the news media photographers should be requested, but no     force should be used by Cheswold Police personnel to prevent their taking      photographs outside the protective area at military crash scenes. Military      authorities should, however, be advised that photographs have been taken      and, if possible, they should be supplied with the name of the       photographer and the agency for which he/she works. 
	 
	  J.  Releasing Department Member’s Names to the Media 
	   1.  Names of members should be incorporated into news releases by the      Public Information Office only on a case-by-case basis, dependent upon      the circumstances and approved by the Chief of Police. 
	   2.  Following a shooting incident involving a member of this Department, or a     weapon assigned to a member of this department, the Public Information      Officer will not release the officer’s name pending approval of the Chief of      Police and only on a case-by-case basis considering all factors involved and     the totality of the surrounding circumstances. 
	 
	  K.  Publication by Police Personnel 
	   Members are prohibited from releasing stories or statements concerning the     policies and/or operations of the Department to magazines, periodicals,      newspapers or other similar publications without the approval of the Chief of     Police. 
	 
	  L.  Alcohol Information in News Releases 
	   1.  If a test (blood or breath) is administered prior to the release of       information to the news media and the result is a positive (0.08% BAC or      higher), the news release will include the statement, “A preliminary Police      investigation suggests alcohol was involved.” 
	   2.  If a blood test, or no test at all, was administered prior to the news release,      but alcohol consumption is suspected, information will include the       statement, “Alcohol involvement is unknown.” 
	 
	  M.  Policy Concerning Police Pursuits 
	   All news releases concerning vehicle pursuits will be handled by the Public     Information Office and the Chief of Police. 
	 
	  N.  Allowing News Persons, Including Photographers, to Enter Areas of a Serious     Police Incident or Crime. 
	   1.  Police lines may be established to prevent persons from entering the area      of a serious police incident or crime scene. Dependent upon the tactical      situation and the likelihood of jeopardizing police operations, members of      the news media may be allowed in such areas. In no instance will members     of the press be restricted from scenes where the general public is allowed      access. The Officer in Charge at the scene will decide what access will be      afforded to the media dependent
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	   2.  Crime Scene / Police Operations – While a news person may be permitted      in the area of a crime scene or a serious police incident, he/she does not      have the authority to be within a crime scene or area which has been      secured to preserve evidence or at any location where his/her presence      jeopardizes police operations. 
	   3.  Media Responsibility – A news person’s primary responsibility is to 
	    report the news by obtaining information and photographs at newsworthy      incidents. His/her opportunity to do so is frequently momentary at an      emergency scene; however, members of the news media are not exempt      from any local, state or federal statutes. 
	   4.  If a member of the news media fails to obey the orders of an officer at the      scene, he/she may be arrested for either disorderly conduct (11-1301) or      failing to obey a lawful order (11-1321{1}). This action should be a course of     last resort after explaining to the news person of the action to be taken if      he/she does not comply. 
	   5.  Request to Withhold Information – A news person may photograph or      report anything they observe when legally present at an emergency scene.      Where publication of such coverage would interfere with an official       investigation or place a victim, suspect, or others in jeopardy, the       withholding of publication is dependent upon a cooperative press, officer      should advise the news person or their superiors of the possible       consequences of publication. 
	    However, officers may not interfere with news persons activities as long as      that performance remains within the confines of the law. 
	   6.  Press Credentials – The Cheswold Police do not, at present issue a press      identification card. The Department encourages the media representatives     to carry their employer identification card and display it when at a crime      scene. 
	 
	  O.  Photographing or Television (general and crime scene) 
	   In public places and places where the press may otherwise lawfully be, no      member shall take any action to prevent or interfere with the news media in     photographing or televising an event, a suspect, or an accused, or any other     person or thing except that the presence of cameramen and crews shall not be     allowed to significantly interfere with the police mission at hand. 
	   1.  Members shall not deliberately pose a suspect or accused in custody to be      photographed, televised or interviewed. 
	   2.  Members shall not deliberately pose themselves with a suspect or accused,      nor shall they enter into any agreement to have a suspect or accused in      custody at a prearranged time or place to be photographed, televised or      interviewed. 
	   3.  Police photographs or films of the following shall not be released, except      by the Chief of Police, or his designee: 
	    a.  Crime Scenes; 
	    b. Suspects or accused person prior to actual arrest; 
	    c.  Victims of any crime, accident or suicide; 
	    d.  Juveniles (under 18 years); or 
	    e.  Members of the Department. 
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	  P.  Press Conferences 
	   When events dictate, the Cheswold Police will conduct a news conference to     disseminate information to the news media with the approval of the Chief of     Police or his designee. The Public Information Office will schedule the news     conference at a convenient time for as many of the news media as possible,     keeping in mind their deadlines. 
	 
	  Q.  Scope and Content of News Releases 
	   Members will make every effort to cooperate with the press, radio, television or     other public information media; however, sound judgment must be exercised.     Information will not be released which would serve to weaken, or in any way     hinder, an investigation being brought to a satisfactory conclusion, or endanger     the lives of investigating officers and/or victims, suspects, or the general public.     All information released shall be based upon fact, not supposition or rumor. If     there a
	 
	   General:  The following information shall not be disclosed to the news media     unless authorized by the Chief of Police or his designee: 
	   1.  The identity of any deceased or seriously injured person prior to       notification of the next of kin. Every effort must be made to notify the next      of kin of the deceased before the news media is notified of the name(s.) 
	   2.  The only legal responsibility for notification of next of kin lies within the      Medical Examiner under Title 29 of the Delaware Code. 
	   3.  The specific cause of death until announced by the State Medical Examiner     or his/her deputy. 
	   4.  The identity of any victim of a sex crime. 
	   5.  The home address or telephone number of any member of the department 
	   6.  Personal opinion not founded by fact. 
	   7.  Unofficial statements concerning internal affairs, policy and/or personnel      matters concerning the Division and/or the Department of Public Safety. 
	   8.  The name and address of a victim of a violent crime who is not already      know by the defendant. 
	 
	  R.  Public Information Office - Responsibilities 
	   1.  Reviewing completed news releases concerning criminal and traffic events      and other newsworthy events, in a professional and timely manner. 
	   2.  Dissemination of these news releases through written and electronic      (telephonic) means. 
	   3.  Completion of “special” projects (e.g., requested articles for information,      publications, etc.) by local media, FOP journals, other police agencies, etc. 
	   4.  Completion of radio, TV, and newspaper interviews with media       representatives. 
	   5.  Attend meetings and functions as assigned by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	  S.  Investigating Officers Responsibilities 
	   1.  The investigating officer of any accident, crime or incident shall be       responsible for relaying to the Public Information Officer the basic       information required for a news release as soon as possible. 
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	   2.  If the investigation is of such a nature that it would draw the immediate      attention of the news media, information for a news release shall be      relayed by the officer-in-charge of the investigation to the on-call       supervisor who will contact the Lieutenant, Chief of Police or Town       Administrator for authorization. 
	   3.  Upon return to headquarters, the investigating officer shall, as soon as      possible, prepare a detailed news release and leave it with the Public      Information Officer or Supervisor, before resuming routine patrol or going     off duty. 
	   4.  Every news release shall be kept by the Public Information Officer where it     will be maintained on file for a period of one (1) year. 
	 
	  T.  Contents of News Releases 
	   1.  Pre-Arrest Procedures – Basic information to be released: 
	    a. The type of event or crime, when accurately know; 
	    b.  The location, time, items or amount taken, injuries sustained, or       damages incurred; 
	    c.  The identity of the victim (except when release of identity would       endanger the life of the victim); 
	    d.  Whether or not there are suspects, without further comment; 
	    e.  Number of officers or people involved in an event or investigation       and the length of the investigation, if such information is requested       and would not hinder the investigation or performance of duty. 
	    f.  Request for aid in locating a suspect or evidence; 
	    g.  The name, address, description, employment and marital status of a      person for whom a warrant has been issued (if the release would       not jeopardize the apprehension of the offender). 
	    h.  The exact offense charged, brief description of the offense, and       method of complaint (i.e., officer, citizen, warrant, indictment,       summons, etc.); 
	 
	   2.  Information of Investigations 
	    a.  Items of evidence which, if disclosed, would be prejudicial to the       solution of the case, should not be made public. Photographs of a       person accused by indictment or warrant, without police        identification on them, may be furnished. Where the identity of a       suspect has not been established, it may be desirable to publicize       descriptions, artists’ sketches, or other information which could       lead to identification and arrest of the suspect. 
	    b.  Suspects who are interviewed but not charged should not be        identified. 
	    c.  The finding of physical evidence, such as weapons or proceeds of       the crime, the issuance and service of a search warrant, and the       positive or negative results of the search, may be released.        Information as to how a weapon or proceeds of the crime was       location should be withheld if this involves information which is       prejudicial. 
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	    d.  Fugitive cases may require wide publicity/prior records of 
	     convictions should not be publicized . Common sense should dictate      the manner in which fugitive cases are handled, with a positive       view, toward the public interest and safety and the protection of       other law enforcement agencies. 
	    e.  Fugitives who have a past history of being armed or who have       shown a propensity for violent acts, shall be characterized as being       dangerous and why, so that an arresting officer will be well aware of      the dangerous aspects involve in the apprehension of such a        subject. This normally is handled by teletype. 
	    f.  The amount of money taken in a robbery will not be released. This       is because of investigative and prosecutorial reasons and so as not       to encourage similar crimes in the community. The terms        “undetermined amount” or “undisclosed amount” will be used to       describe the loss. 
	 
	  U.  Post-Arrest Information 
	   1.  To avoid jeopardizing prosecution of a criminal matter by prejudicing the      right of the defendant to a fair trial, members shall not make statements to     the news media in the period between arrest and trial relating to the      following: 
	    a.  Pre-trial, prejudicial publicity; 
	    b.  Character or reputation of a suspect or the existence, if any, prior       criminal record.; 
	    c.  Existence or absence of a confession, admission or statement bu an       accused person; 
	    d.  Reenactment of a crime, or the fact that a defendant may have       shown investigators where a weapon, property, or other evidence       was located 
	    e. References to a defendant as (i.e., a sex crazed maniac, a depraved       character, a typical gangster, professional burglar, shakedown       artist, etc.) 
	    f.  The existence or contents of any confession, admission or statement      given by the accused or his refusal or failure to make a statement       and/or the performance or results of any examinations or tests or       the refusal or failure of the accused to submit to examinations or       tests; 
	    g.  Information may be given out only if requested as to whether an       individual arrestee refused or submitted to the normal test in DUI       cases. No results of any such test shall be disclosed to the news       media. 
	    h. Information may be given out concerning the general facts that       physical evidence is being examined; however, the description of       such evidence and the results of such examinations shall not be       disclosed without the concurrence of the Attorney General’s office. 
	    i.  Guilt or innocence of a defendant, or the possibility of a guilty plea       to the offense charged, or to a lesser offense (i.e., pleas bargains) or       possibilities of other dispositions such as “nolle prosse”. 
	    j.  Identity, credibility or testimony of any prospective witness. 
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	    k.  Testimony, credibility or character of any victim witness. 
	    l.  Information of a purely speculative nature; 
	    m.  The merits of the case, such as evidence and arguments, whether or       not it is anticipated to be used in court. 
	    n.  Transcripts, reports or summaries of occurrences taking place       during the course of judicial proceedings from which the public and      press have been excluded. 
	 
	   2.  What can be released: 
	    a.  Personnel authorized to deal with the news media should supply       any relevant information on the arrest, provided it cannot be        construed as prejudicial to a fair trial. Information which may be       given out, but is not required, includes the following: 
	     1)  Defendant’s name, age, residence, employment, marital        status, and similar background information; 
	 
	    b.  Substance or text of the charge on which the arrest was made and       the identity of the person preferring the charge (when such        information does not constitute a danger to the complainant); 
	    c.  Members dealing with the press shall withhold identification on       person preferring charges when such persons are victims of a sex       crime and publication of their identity would be a matter of serious       embarrassment to them or jeopardize their security. 
	    d.  Identity of the investigating and arresting agency, the duration of       the investigation. 
	    e.  The facts and circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest –       time, place, resistance, pursuit, possession or use of weapons, and a      general description of contraband seized, if disclosure is not        prejudicial. 
	    f.  Pretrial release or detention arrangements (i.e., amount of bond,       location of detention); 
	    g.  The scheduled dates or results of the various stages in the judicial       process. 
	    h.  Photographs of defendants (without police identification) may be       furnished to the news media. Members shall not assist in posing       defendants for news or television cameramen, but the efforts of       such cameramen should not be hindered during the course of any       normal movements of members or defendants which expose        defendants to public view. 
	    i.  When there is a question as to whether an item should be released,       the decision may be made by the Chief of Police, Lieutenant, or       Town Administrator on the general principle that information       should be made available unless it reasonably could be construed as      prejudicial to the defendant, harmful to prosecution or endangers       the lives of persons involved in the case. 
	 IV.  ADDENDUM 
	  A.  It shall be the responsibility of the Public Information Officer to complete a news     release for each of the following incidents by the completion of that officer’s tour     of duty. 
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	   1.  A news release form will be completed for each of the following incidents: 
	    a.  All serious personal injury accidents and all personal injury        accidents involving multiple victims (three or more). 
	    b.  All unusual property damage crashes causing extensive damage to       public buildings and/or property, or causing detour of traffic over a       long period of time. 
	    c.  Major traffic detours. 
	 
	   2.  A criminal news release shall be completed for each of the following crimes     which are investigated and found to actually have occurred: 
	    a.  Robbery. 
	    b.  Assault on a police officer. 
	    c.  Aggravated assault resulting in injury requiring medical attention. 
	    d.  Arson, no injuries and minor damage. 
	    e.  Burglary. All burglaries over $500 in property taken extensive       criminal mischief, unusual circumstances, or multiple burglaries. 
	    f.  Theft – felony. 
	    g.  Counterfeit money. 
	    h.  Suicides. 
	    i.  All drug arrests. 
	    j.  Public disorder or disturbance involving a group of individuals and       resulting in arrests. 
	    k.  Any other incident that a Supervisor feels is newsworthy. 
	 
	  B.  The Chief of Police or his designee will be contacted upon verification of any one     of the following incidents for assistance in preparing news releases and handling     of media personnel: 
	   1.  Natural disaster. 
	   2.  Aircraft or train crash. 
	   3.  Bank robbery. 
	   4.  Shipwreck. 
	   5.  Homicide. 
	   6.  Racial disturbance, riots, violent picket, etc. 
	   7.  Injury to Departmental personnel (on-duty or off duty). 
	   8.  Fatal accidents. 
	   9.  Personal injury accidents involving popular or well-known personalities. 
	   10.  Pursuits involving arrest, personal injury, or property. 
	   11.  Major criminal investigations and clearances involving felonies. 
	   12.  Kidnapping. 
	   13.  Unlawful sexual intercourse. 
	   14.  Assault on a police officer resulting in injury to either party (on-duty or      off-duty). 
	   15.  Arson involving injuries or major damage. 
	   16.  Any situation which is likely to arouse special media attention. 
	   17.  Any situation which involves special personages or public figures. 
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	  C.  Upon verification of one of the aforementioned incidents, and where the Public     Information Officer is needed, it shall be the responsibility of the staff Deputy     Officer to have the investigating officer or himself contact the Chief of Police, his     designee or the Town Administrator using the following guidelines: 
	   1.  Have basic information available concerning the incident and transmit      same to the Public Information Office immediately. After the staff Duty      Officer has determined that sufficient details of the incident exist, he/she      will contact the Public Information Officer so a completed news release      can be disseminated to the media. 
	   2.  In investigations which may not require the Public Information Officer to      respond to the scene, notification may still take place to allow the Staff      Duty Officer to make a determination as to the appropriate action. 
	   3. Once the Public Information Officer has been notified of a specific       incident, no information concerning that incident is to be disseminated by      anyone other than the Public Information Officer unless authorized by the      Chief of Police or his designee. 
	   4.  In situations where a Public Information Officer has been contacted, and      when questioned concerning the case, the Officer will tactfully inform the      reporter that the Public Information Officer is working on his/her behalf.      Upon receiving such a call, the officer will take the caller’s name and      telephone number so his/her call can be returned by his/her deadline. 
	   5.  No interviews will be granted to any member of the media by any       employee without first informing the Public Information Officer who will      gain authorization from the Chief of Police. 
	   6.  When in doubt as to whether to release information, contact the staff duty      officer or Public Information officers, if on duty. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide guidelines for officers when dealing with     juveniles in enforcement and custody situations. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  It is the responsibility of all members of this department to familiarize themselves with    juvenile problems and established procedures for handling criminal and non-    criminal juvenile incidents as defined in this policy. Officers should bear in mind that    only a small percentage of juveniles commit the majority of juvenile crimes. While this    small percentage may require secure custody, the vast majority of juvenile offenders are    likely candidates for non-secure custody and positive diversion
	  policy, take those measures necessary to effect positive changes in juvenile offenders    that are consistent with state law and the safety and security interests of the community. 
	 
	 III.  DEFINITIONS 
	  A.  Status Offender:  A juvenile who is charged with an offense that would not be a    crime if committed by an adult. 
	 
	  B.  Responsible Adult:  In the absence of a juvenile’s parent or legal guardian, a     responsible adult is one who is responsible for the physical custody of a juvenile     or who is another adult acquaintance of the juvenile’s parents or legal guardian,     who agrees and reasonably demonstrates the ability to provide supervision for     the juvenile until parents, legal guardian or next of kin can assume that      responsibility. 
	 
	  C.  Non-Secure Custody:  A condition under which a juvenile’s freedom of     movement is controlled by members of this agency and, during such time, the     juvenile: 
	   1.  Is held in an unlocked, multi-purpose area that is in no way designed for      administrative use, such as a report writing room or an office; 
	   2.  Is at no time handcuffed to any stationary object. 
	   3.  Is held only long enough to complete identification, investigation and      processing and then released to a responsible adult or transferred to a      juvenile facility or court; and 
	   4.  Is under continuous visual supervision until released. 
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	  D.  Secure Custody:  A condition in which a juvenile is physically detained or     confined in a locked room, set of rooms or cell that is designated, set aside or     used for the specific purpose of securely detaining persons who are in law      enforcement custody or when the juvenile is physically secured to a cuffing rail or    other stationary object. 
	 
	 III.  PROCECURES 
	  A.  Enforcement Alternatives 
	   Officers dealing with juveniles in enforcement capacities may exercise reasonable    discretion as outlined in this policy in deciding on appropriate actions.      Alternatives that may be considered include: 
	   1.  Release without further action; 
	   2.  Informal counseling to inform the youth of the consequences of his/her      actions; 
	   3. Informal referrals to community services; 
	   4.  Referral to parents or other responsible adult; 
	   5.  Informal counseling of parents or responsible adult; 
	   6.  Limited custody and station house warning; 
	   7. Issuance of a summons or complaint; 
	   8.  Arrest under non-secure custody; and 
	   9.  Arrest under secure custody. 
	 
	  B.  Enforcement Criteria 
	   The following general guidelines may be used in determining appropriate      enforcement and related actions that may be taken when dealing with juvenile     incidents. 
	   1.  Release without further action or following informal counseling referral to      community resources or parents may be appropriate in incidents where      property damage or personal injury is not involved but intervention is      necessary to avoid potential delinquent actions and when the youth has      had no prior enforcement contacts with the police. Examples of these      incidents include, but are not limited to: 
	    a.  curfew violations; 
	    b.  loitering; 
	    c.  minor liquor law violations; and 
	    d.  disorderly conduct. 
	 
	   2.  Officers may elect to transport the youth home or direct him/her to return      home; make personal, telephone or mail contact with the  youth’s parents      or guardians to provide them with information and counseling on their      child’s actions; refer the youth to appropriate community service agencies      with or without follow-up; or detain the youth at the station house until      he/she is released to a parent or guardian when without follow-up; or      detain the youth at the station house 
	    a.  the nature of the incident is of a more serious or potential serious       nature than exemplified in item B(1) of this policy. 
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	    b.  the youth involved is fully aware of the seriousness or potential       seriousness of his actions and/or is acting in alliance or collusion       with others to commit such acts; 
	    c.  The youth fails to cooperate or to positively respond to police       intervention and direction; 
	    d.  The youth has received prior informal warnings or referrals or has       engaged in delinquent acts; and/or 
	    e.  The youth’s parents or responsible adult have apparently failed to       provide appropriate control and supervision. 
	 
	   3.  Officers may file delinquency charges against a juvenile when the       circumstances surrounding the incident meet or exceed the seriousness of      those cited as examples in item B(2) of this policy. 
	    Officers should file delinquency charges against juveniles when they      commit : 
	    a.  acts that if committed by an adult would be felonies; 
	    b.  delinquent acts involving deadly weapons; 
	    c.  serious gang-related offenses; 
	    d.  delinquent acts involving assault; 
	    e.  delinquent acts while on probation or parole or when they have       charges pending against them; 
	    f.  delinquent acts as repeat offenders or when they have refused to       participate in diversion or intervention programs; or 
	    g.  when it has been determined that parental or other adult        supervision is ineffective. 
	 
	   4.  An officer may also take a juvenile into custody if the youth is lost,       seriously endangered or a runaway. In all such cases these juveniles shall      be held in non-secure custody and officers shall contact the child’s parents      or guardian as soon as possible. Where parents or guardians cannot be      contacted or refuse to accept custody, the officer shall contact the       departmentally approved youth services agency for placement. 
	   5.  In cases of alleged child abuse, officers shall contact a youth officer or their     immediate supervisor in order to conduct an investigation of the       complaint unless probable cause justifies immediate action in order to      protect the safety and well-being of the child. 
	 
	  C.  Status Offenses 
	   1.  Based on the seriousness of and circumstances surrounding the office, the      background and demeanor of the juvenile and other relevant factors, an      officer may release a juvenile to his parents, guardian or other responsible      adult. 
	   2.  Juveniles taken into custody for status offenses should normally be frisked     for contraband and weapons prior to being transported and may be       handcuffed or otherwise restrained at any time if, in the judgment of the      officer, the juvenile poses a physical risk to the officer or others. 
	   3.  Officers shall pay particular attention to juveniles under the influence of      alcohol or drugs to determine whether emergency medical services are      warranted. 
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	   4.  Juveniles taken into custody for status offenses shall be held in non-secure     custody as provided by state law and for the briefest time necessary to      conduct identification, investigation and related processing requirements      to facilitate their release to a parent or responsible adult or transfer to a      juvenile facility. 
	   5.  Transportation of a juvenile in a caged vehicle is not considered secure      custody. 
	   6.  Status offenders and other juveniles taken into temporary no secure      custody for non-criminal type offenses should not be fingerprinted or      photographed for purposes of record. 
	   7.  Status offenders and other juveniles taken into temporary custody shall      not be placed in a holding area with adult suspects and shall also; 
	    a.  be under constant visual supervision; 
	    b.  afforded reasonable access to toilets and washing facilities; 
	    c.  provided food if in need of nourishment to include any special diets       necessary for health or medical purposes; 
	    d.  provided with reasonable access to water or other beverages; and 
	    e.  allowed reasonable access to a telephone. 
	 
	  D.  Criminal Type Offenses 
	   1.  Juveniles arrested for criminal-type offenses are subject to the same      security requirements as adults and may be handcuffed or otherwise      restrained as necessary during transport and processing. 
	   2.  Juveniles accused of criminal-type offenses may be securely detained only      for the period of time and in the manner prescribed by state law to allow      for identification, investigation, processing and release to parents or a      responsible adult, or transfer to the juvenile facility or court. 
	   3.  Fingerprints and photographs shall be taken of all juveniles taken into      custody for criminal-type offenses. The fingerprint card and much shot      shall be marked “Juvenile” and shall be maintained in this agency’s central     repository for such purposes separately from adult fingerprints and mug      shots and shall be subject to controlled dissemination as provided by law. 
	   4.  Juveniles placed in secure detention, whether in cells, locked rooms or      other locations, shall be sight and sound separated from any incarcerated      adults and shall: 
	    a.  be informed of the approximate period of time the incarceration       will last; 
	    b.  be provided with constant auditory access to officers responsible for      their supervision; and 
	    c.  be personally observed by supervisory personnel on both a routine       and unscheduled basis no less than every 30 minutes. 
	 
	   5.  Prior to custodial interviews or questioning, a juvenile officer should be      summoned if available. 
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	   6.  A juvenile in custody should not be questioned without the presence of his      parent or a responsible adult. The juvenile and the adult, if available, shall      be advised of their constitutional rights prior to interrogation. If, prior to      or during questioning, the juvenile, his parents or responsible adult       express the desire to speak with an attorney, all questioning shall cease      and shall not be renewed until permission is granted. 
	   7.  In the absence of a parent or guardian, a juvenile may be questioned and      may provide statements if reasonable assurances can be made that the      juvenile fully understands his constitutional rights. 
	   8.  Interrogation of juveniles should not extend over periods of time that      could be considered unreasonable or harassing and, whenever possible,      should be conducted by only one officer at a time. 
	   9.  The juvenile should be informed of the procedures that will be followed      with regard to custody, release, transport to another facility or to a custody     hearing. 
	 
	  D.  Record Keeping 
	   1.  Officers who select non-custodial alternatives or engage in informal       enforcement contacts with juveniles shall complete appropriate field      interview and/or incident reports as required by this agency. These reports     shall clearly identify the juveniles involved, the nature of the incident and      the rationale for the officer’s disposition. 
	 
	   2.  Juveniles taken into custody for criminal-type offenses shall be subject to      the same reporting requirements as adults. Such reports shall be clearly      marked “Juvenile”, maintained in a separate location from adult arrest      records and be subject to state law regarding dissemination and access. 
	   3.  A custody record will be maintained with each juvenile arrest report that      specifies: 
	    a.  the time the juvenile entered secure detention and the duration of       each period of secure detention; 
	    b.  if the juvenile is placed in a locked room or cell, the name of the       police officer or custodial officer responsible for visual supervision       and the schedule of visual supervision; 
	    c.  a statement of the need for secure detention; and the time in which       each period of interrogation was commenced and completed, the       officers present and the names of parents or responsible adults on       hand. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police  
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  It is the purpose of this policy to define the career development program of this agency    which is designed to improve the skills, knowledge and abilities (SKA) of all personnel in   order to successfully meet departmental tasks and objectives. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The ability of this agency to meet current and long-range goals and objectives in an    efficient and effective manner is largely dependent upon the level of skill, knowledge    and ability that members bring to their individual assignments, duties and      responsibilities. Therefore, it is the policy of this law enforcement agency to provide, to    the degree possible, counseling, training and professional development opportunities    and assistance to members in choosing, preparing entering and progres
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  A.  Career Development Program Overview 
	   This agency’s career development program is based on career counseling and in-    service training. 
	   1.  Career counseling offers guidance to individuals for choosing, preparing      for and entering into and progressing in job assignments and serves to      identify: 
	    a.  the skills, knowledge and abilities of each employee relative to       present and future job assignments. 
	    b.  in-service training requirements; and 
	    c.  the extent to which training fulfills the employee’s and        department’s expectations and needs. 
	 
	   2.  In-service training shall be provided in order to: 
	    a.  maintain and enhance employees SKAs needed to perform the       duties and responsibilities of the assigned job and to stimulate       interest or professional skills in specialized assignments; and 
	    b.  provide advanced levels of instruction for specialized assignments       and enhance an employee’s overall potential for upward mobility       and job satisfaction. 
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	   3.  In addition to career counseling and in-service training, this agency 
	    shall encourage and favorably consider an employee’s efforts to continue      his/her formal education and shall, to the degree possible, facilitate such      efforts through adjustment of work schedules and related responsibilities.      Employees who receive a broad general education have a better       opportunity to understand the community and society in which law       Enforcement operates, communicate more effectively with citizens and are     better equipped to employ new ideas and concepts in t
	   4.  This agency’s chief executive shall appoint an administrator of the career      development program who will be responsible for ensuring that the       program meets organizational requirements and goals. The administrator      shall evaluate the career development program annually, provide a       detailed report on career development program activities and suggest      program changes to the chief executive. 
	   5.  The plan administrator shall ensure that all command and supervisory      personnel receive orientation training necessary to provide career       development opportunities to all personnel within their command who      wish to take advantage of them. The orientation training shall include      information on: 
	    a.  general counseling techniques; 
	    b.  SKA assessment techniques; 
	    c.  Salary, benefits and training opportunities within the department; 
	    d.  Educational opportunities and incentive programs; 
	    e.  Awareness of the cultural background of ethnic groups in the       program, when applicable; 
	    f.  Record-keeping requirements and techniques; 
	    g.  Availability of outside resources; and 
	    h.  Affirmative action requirements as they relate to providing equal       opportunities for self-development and advancement within the       agency. 
	 
	   6.  The plan administrator shall ensure that appropriate files and records are      maintained to administer and evaluate the program to include, but not be      limited to the following: 
	    a.  SKA inventories completed by officers on an annual basis. 
	    b.  Career specialty and proficiency training records; 
	    c.  Current inventory of resources used in the career development       program to include a description of the external and internal        training and related resources available, trainers and contact       persons. 
	 
	  B.  SKA Inventory 
	   The SKA inventory is a key component of this agency’s career development     program and shall be maintained by the agency’s training coordinator. Copies of     these documents, which will include the course content, name of attendee and     performance of the attendee (if applicable), shall be made available to this      agency’s personnel function and to the individual employee’s supervisory      officer/career counselor. The inventory will be used to: 
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	   1.  Identify the formal education, training and capabilities of all newly hired      employees to include: 
	    a.  educational background; 
	    b.  training courses completed; 
	    c.  work experience; 
	    d.  vocational or other skills; 
	    e.  foreign language skills; 
	    f.  special interests. 
	 
	   2.  The SKA inventory will also be used: 
	    a.  in conjunction with the job analysis data, to assist in establishing       agency training requirements; 
	    b.  in conjunction with employee performance evaluations, to assist       career counselors in identifying raining and related opportunities       for members who need to overcome weaknesses or who wish to       pursue career specialties; and 
	    c.  to assist the agency’s personnel function in matching employee       skills and interests with specialized assignments and job        opportunities. (Note: the personnel function shall maintain an       inventory of career specialties within this agency together with the       SKAs needed for each specialty. 
	 
	   3.  The SKA inventory shall be administered on an annual basis to all sworn      personnel to document training received, whether department-sanctioned      or self-initiated. Employees are required to supply this information to the      training coordinator together with appropriate documentation. 
	   4.  A copy of the employee’s training record will be forwarded to each       employee on an annual basis for review and verification. 
	 
	  C.  Career Counseling 
	   Career counseling services to link identified employee career needs, desires and     individual skills (SKAs) with available resources that will assist in the attainment     of those personal and departmental goals and objectives. 
	   1.  In order to adequately provide career counseling services, command and      supervisory personnel shall be trained to: 
	    a.  assess the SKAs of individual employees; 
	    b.  assess the SKAs required by the department for specialized        assignments; 
	    c.  prepare a career planning schedule; 
	    d.  utilize the resource inventory; 
	    e.  administer a performance evaluation; and 
	    f.  provide feedback and recommendations to the employee. 
	 
	   2.  Designated career development counselors shall: 
	    a.  conduct, at the time of each eligible employee’s annual performance      evaluation, a frank and open discussion of the member’s strengths       and weaknesses as they relate to current duties and responsibilities; 
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	    b.  determine whether the employee is interested in receiving career       counseling as provided herein and provided such counseling as       requested; and 
	    c.  an assessment of the in-service training required by his/her        personnel in order to assist them in meeting career goals.  
	   
	   3.  Command personnel shall ensure that all career counseling is conducted      in accordance with this policy and will provide the following information      to the agency chief executive or his designee on an annual basis: 
	    a.  the total number of employees under his/her command who        received career counseling during the specified period. 
	    b.  the number of personnel whose career goals tend toward        management, supervision, investigative assignments or 
	     Specialized assignments. 
	    c.  An assessment of the in-service training required by his personnel       in order to assist them in meeting career goals. 
	 
	   4.  Career counseling is not mandatory and employees who do not wish to      receive such counseling shall inform their supervisor at the time of their      performance review. Counselors shall record this fact at the time of the      interview. 
	   
	  D.  In-Service Training 
	   This agency shall provide proficiency and career specialty in-service training as     an essential component of the career development program. Proficiency training     shall provide job-related instruction designed to refresh basic skills and provide     additional SKAs necessary to maintain competence in job assignments. Career     specialty in-service training shall concentrate on areas of individual interest and     specialization consistent with the employee’s career goals to enhance upward     mobi
	 
	   The department will be required to provide the mandatory in-service training     hours prescribed by the Delaware C.O.P.T. on an annual basis. The content of this    training will contain CPR, AED and First Responders recertification (if deemed     necessary by C.O.P.T.) and, at a minimum, sixteen additional hours of career     related training. 
	   1.  Proficiency training will be scheduled on a periodic basis by this agency’s      training coordinator. 
	   2.  Career specialty training will be scheduled on an individual basis through      supervisory personnel and the training coordinator prior to or upon      assignment to a specialized duty. 
	   3.  In-service training for supervisors (sergeants and lieutenants) shall       include, but not be limited to, the following: 
	    a.  Establishing objectives; 
	    b.  Planning and evaluating organizational performance; 
	    c.  Decision making; 
	    d.  Problem identification; 
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	    e.  Fiscal management; 
	    f.  Organizational behavior. 
	 
	  E.  Short-Term Training Assignments 
	   Where practical and eligible, sworn personnel will be given the opportunity to be     temporarily assigned to specialized work units of their choice which are      consistent with their career goals and interests. These assignments provide     officers with a better understanding of the duties responsibilities, skills and     abilities pertinent to these assignments and allow them to make informed career     decisions. 
	   1.  Short-term assignments are intended primarily for the use of field       operations officers, although intra-bureau/unit assignments may be      approved for purposes of cross training or to meet valid employee       development needs. 
	   2.  Supervisory personnel may participate in short-term assignments without      loss of rank or status and shall return, in grade, to an equal or greater      assignment than that which was vacated. 
	   3.  In order for an officer to be eligible for these assignments, he/she must: 
	    a.  not be on probationary status; 
	    b.  not have received disciplinary action within the prior 12 months; 
	    c.  meet the performance standards established for his/her regular       duty assignments; and 
	    d.  not have served in another short-term assignment within the prior       six-month period. 
	     
	   4.  Officers interested in short-term assignments shall submit a written      application to their immediate supervisor detailing their interest,       qualifications and the assignment’s applicability to their career goals and      objectives. 
	    a.  Following supervisory and command approval, the application shall      be submitted to the agency’s personnel function which will attempt       to match the request with the first available opening in the        applicable unit or section. 
	    b.  Application shall be submitted to the section or unit commander       where short-term assignments are available. Commanding officers       of each unit or section may select assessment techniques they feel       most appropriate to judge candidates to include interviews,        practical tests, written exams or other methods. 
	    c.  All applications shall remain active until the applicant is assigned to      the requested duty or deemed unqualified, is transferred to a        position outside field operations, is promoted to a higher rank than       sergeant or withdraws his/her request. 
	 
	   5.  The performance of officers on temporary assignment for a period of one      month or more shall be evaluated against program standards developed by     the applicable commanding officers. 
	 
	  F.  Educational Leave / Scheduling Academic Study 
	   This agency will grant leave to employees for the purpose of undertaking      academic or vocational instruction consistent with the career development     objectives of the employee and the needs of the agency. 
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	   1.  Paid leaves of absence will normally be approved if same involves       attendance at a state or federal academy, workshop or job-related seminar      or training for which any tuition or expense would be paid from the       agency’s training budget. 
	   2.  Commanding officers may exercise discretionary latitude in realigning      work schedules of employees who are pursuing academic or other       departmentally authorized career development training so that they may      attend classes. Such adjustments may not conflict with procedures for      assigning officers to watch schedules and must be administered equitably. 
	 
	  G.  Professional Affiliation 
	   This agency recognizes the value of participation by members in professional     associations and related organizations having goals and objectives compatible     with the law enforcement profession. This agency encourages officers to      participate in such organizations recognizing that they are often beneficial to the     career development of the individual and the attainment of agency goals and     objectives. Affiliations of this nature are of three general types: 
	   1.  Law enforcement alumni associations are composed of graduates of      academies or other programs such as the FBI National Academy, the      Southern Police Institute or the Northwestern University Traffic Institute. 
	   2.  Professional service associations are organizations composed of members      who share common interests and goals in professional development of the      law enforcement profession, such as the International Association of      Chiefs of Police. 
	   3.  General law enforcement associations are composed of members who are      eligible to join by virtue of their law enforcement employee status such as      this state’s law enforcement officers association. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police  
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	 I.  PURPOSE 
	  The purpose of this policy is to inform all personnel of the existence and contents of the    regional mutual assistance agreement, and this law enforcement agency’s obligations    under this agreement. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	  The goal of this agency is to provide efficient, high quality law enforcement services to    the community during both emergency and non-emergency situations. The purpose of    the regional mutual assistance agreement is to enable each agency to more effectively    handle emergency situations through the pooling of law enforcement resources. In    recognition of the fact that this agency has a finite amount of resources with which to    meet all such incidents, it shall be the policy of this agency to par
	 
	 III.  PROCEDURES 
	  See attached “Mutual Aid Agreements”. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 15th day of April, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police  
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	ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 
	The Cheswold Police Directives Manual is dated April 15, 2013 and 
	hereby replaces, revises and supersedes any and all previously dated 
	CPD Directives documents in part or in whole. 
	BY ORDER OF: Christopher Workman, Chief of Police 
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	ORDER issued and EXECUTED this 12th  day of March, 2013. 
	________________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GENERAL CONDUCT 
	 
	 
	SECTION I 
	 
	 
	 
	1.1 ADMINISTRATION / GENERAL PROVISIONS 
	 
	Police administration involves the efficient and economic management of an organization which performs its functions through the acts of its employees. Departmental functions involve the interaction of people, not only within its ranks, but in all personal contact between its employees and members of the public. Department administration is, therefore, occupied 
	to a large extent, with improving the ability of its employees to properly perform the police task and with strengthening the relationships which exist between all employees and the public they serve. Thus, recognition of the human factor is an administrative challenge in the 
	Department’s effort to the community’s law enforcement needs. 
	 
	Departmental personnel are required to make decisions involving the public and other employees’ responses to both administrative and operational problems.  The decision process involves more than loyalty; it requires an insight into the objectives and purposes of the Department, its duty under the law and to the people, and the manner and means by which the task is to be performed and the objectives achieved. The decision must be a balance of involved interests, considering what is best for the public, the 
	task into a coordinated and effective force. 
	 
	1.2 TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE PUBLIC 
	 
	The telephone is a method by which the services of the Department are requested. All incoming telephone calls must be answered as promptly as possible to determine if a need for police service exists and, if so, to provide the required service. 
	 
	Incoming and outgoing telephone calls are recorded on designated telephones and are saved to a digital computer system which has the capability to play back, preserve and save calls to a disc when deemed necessary for evidentiary and/or investigative reasons. 
	 
	1.3 TELEPHONE COURTESY 
	 
	In answering telephone calls, employees should courteously greet the caller, identifying their units and themselves, and ask to be of assistance. Employees should make every reasonable attempt to either supply requested information and assistance or to promptly refer the party to the proper public or private agency for assistance. 
	 
	 
	 
	1.4 INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATIONS 
	 
	The Department maintains and constantly strives to improve its interdepartmental communication network to provide for rapid and efficient police response and to facilitate management control. All departmental communication, including radio, telephone and 
	teletype, and mail are reserved for official business and are not to be used for personal purposes. 
	 
	 
	1.5 RESPONSIBILITY OF ON-DUTY OFFICERS 
	 
	On-duty officers within the Town or County, after considering the tactical situation, are to take all steps reasonably necessary and consistent with their assignment to effect the enforcement of laws of the Town, County, State and Nation, and to protect life and property. 
	 
	1.6 RESPONSIBILITY OF OFF-DUTY OFFICERS 
	 
	Under Delaware law, both on and off-duty officers have peace officer authority as to any public offense committed for which there is probable cause to believe a crime has been committed in his/her presence and with respect to if or when there is immediate danger to persons or property, to the escape of the perpetrator of such offense. However, on-duty officers outside the Town who are not acting within the scope of employment as Cheswold Police Officers on matters of direct concern to the Town and off-duty 
	 
	1.7 PROTECTION OF LIFE 
	 
	The purpose of deploying officers at the scene of an anticipated crime is to arrest the perpetrator of the attempted or consummated crime; however, since that objective is subordinate to the protection of life, officers should not subject themselves or other innocent persons to unreasonable risks. 
	 
	1.8 CONDUCT OF UNDERCOVER OFFICERS 
	 
	In order to obtain information and evidence regarding criminal activities, it may be necessary that the Department utilize undercover operators. Such operator shall not become “Agents Provocateurs” or engage in entrapment. The officers shall not commit any act or omit to perform any duty imposed by law which constitutes a crime except in performance of official police duty. 
	 
	 
	1.9 UNDERCOVER OFFICERS POSING AS MEMBERS OF THE NEWS MEDIA 
	 
	The use of a news media cover by an officer to obtain intelligence information is not an acceptable form of undercover activity. Once a police officer is discovered in such a role, particularly in a crowd control situation, legitimate members of the media become suspect and could possibly be exposed to danger. In addition, such undercover activity does damage to the trust which would exist between members of a free society and the news media which serves them. 
	 
	 
	 
	1.10 ALIAS IDENTIFICATION 
	Upon request by their commanding officer, and approval by the Chief of Police, members working under color of law may obtain credentials providing an assumed name and other information that would be consistent with the furthering of a police purpose. Members so working under an assumed name, etc., shall not use such credentials for any private purpose. Each member is responsible for notifying the Chief of Police of all particulars concerning the assumed identity. Once the police purpose has ended or color o
	 
	1.11 VICE ENFORCEMENT 
	 
	The people, through their elected representatives, have decided that criminal sanctions should be imposed against certain behavior which has been traditionally labeled as “vice”. The Department is charged with the enforcement of all criminal statutes including those defining vice offenses. Where vice conditions are allowed to continue, they are soon exploited by organized crime and the money thus obtained is often used to finance other criminal ventures or attempts to corrupt public officials. 
	 
	1.12 STANDARD OF CONDUCT 
	 
	The law enforcement code of ethics is adopted as a general standard of conduct for officers of the Cheswold Police Department. 
	 
	LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS:  “As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind; to safeguard lives and property, to protect the innocent against deception, the weak against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and to respect the constitutional rights of all citizens to liberty, equality and justice. 
	 
	I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn or ridicule; develop self-restraint, and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others.  Honest in thought and deed in both my personal and official life. I will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of my department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or whatever is confided to me in my official capaTown will be kept ever secret unless revelation is nece
	 
	I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, animosities, or friendships to influence my decisions. I will tolerate no compromise for crime and will relentlessly pursue prosecution of criminals. 
	 
	I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately without fear of favor, malice or ill will, never employing unnecessary force or violence and never accepting gratuities. 
	 
	I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of the police service. I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself before God to my chosen profession… law enforcement.” 
	 
	1.13 CONDUCT UNBECOMING AN OFFICER 
	 
	A police officer is the most conspicuous representative of government, and to the majority of the people, he/she is a symbol of stability and authority upon whom they can rely. An officer’s conduct is closely scrutinized, and when his/her actions are found to be excessive, unwarranted, or unjustified, they are criticized far more severely than comparable conduct of persons in other walks of life. Since the conduct of officers, on or off duty, may reflect directly upon the Department, officers must at all ti
	 
	1.14 REFUSAL TO WORK 
	 
	The alternative to law and its enforcement is anarchy and its resulting devastation. An officer’s commitment to public service and professional ethics precludes his engaging in strikes or similar concerted activities. For these reasons, police officers do not have the right to strike or to engage in any work stoppage or slowdown. It is the policy of the Department to seek the removal from office of any officer who plans or engages in any such strike, work stoppage or slowdown. 
	 
	 
	 
	1.15 FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS 
	 
	Public employees have stable incomes upon which they may forecast future earnings. For this reason and because of the public confidence in their responsibilities, it is relatively easy for Division employees to contract financial obligations which, if not controlled, may become an impossible burden. Such financial distress may impair the individual’s effectiveness and tends to bring discredit upon the Department. Employees should avoid incurring financial obligations which are beyond their ability to reason
	 
	1.16 ATTENTION TO DUTY 
	 
	As most police work is necessarily performed without close supervision, the responsibility for the proper performance of an officer’s duty lies primarily with the officer himself/herself. Officers carry with them a responsibility for the safety of the community and their fellow officers. They discharge that responsibility by the faithful and diligent performance of their assigned duties. Anything less violates the trust place in them by the people and nothing less qualifies as professional conduct. 
	 
	1.17 USE OF INTOXICANTS 
	 
	There is an immediate lowering of esteem and suspicion of ineffectiveness when there is a public contact by a Department of Police employee evidencing the use of intoxicants. Additionally, the stresses of law enforcement require the employee to be mentally alert and physically responsive. Except as necessary in the performance of an official assignment, the consumption of intoxicants is prohibited while an employee is on duty. Nor are officers to consume intoxicants to such a degree that it impairs their on
	 
	 
	1.18 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWFUL ORDERS 
	 
	The Department of Police is an organization with a clearly defined hierarchy of authority. This is necessary because unquestioned obedience of a superior’s lawful command is essential for the safe and prompt performance of law enforcement operations. The most desirable means of obtaining compliance are recognition and regard of proper performance and the positive encouragement of a willingness to serve. However, discipline may be necessary where there is a willful disregard of lawful orders, commands, or ge
	 
	 
	 
	1.19 COURTESY 
	 
	Effective law enforcement depends on a high degree of cooperation between the Department of Police and the public it serves. The practice of courtesy in all public contacts encourages understanding and appreciation; discourtesy breeds contempt and resistance. The majority of the public are law-abiding citizens who rightfully expect fair and courteous treatment by Department of Police employees.  While the urgency of a situation might preclude the ordinary social amenities, discourtesy under any circumstance
	 
	1.20 INTEGRITY 
	 
	The public demands that the integrity of its law enforcement officers be above reproach, and the dishonesty of a single officer may impair public confidence and cast suspicion upon the entire department. Succumbing to even minor temptation can be the genesis of a malignancy which may ultimately destroy and individual’s effectiveness, and may contribute to the corruption of countless others. Officers must scrupulously avoid any conduct which might compromise the integrity of themselves, their fellow officers
	 
	1.21 INDIVIDUAL DIGNITY 
	 
	A recognition of individual dignity is vital in a free system of law. Just as all persons are subject to the law, all persons have a right to dignified treatment under the law, and the protection of this right is a duty which is as binding on the Department of Police as any other. Officers must treat a person with as much respect as that person will allow, and they must be constantly mindful that the people with whom they are dealing are individuals with human emotions and needs.  Such conduct is not a duty
	 
	1.22 LOYALTY 
	 
	In the performance of their duty to serve society, officers are often called upon to make difficult decisions. They must exercise discretion in situations where their rights and liabilities and those of the Division hinge upon their conduct and judgment. An officer’s decisions are not easily made and occasionally they involve a choice which may cause their oath of office, the principles of professional police service, and the objectives of the Department, and in the discharge of their duty they must not all
	1.23 RESPECT FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 
	 
	No person has a constitutional right to violate the law; Nor may any person be deprived of his/her constitutional rights merely because he/she is suspected of having committed a crime. The task of determining the constitutionality of a statute lies with an appellate court of proper jurisdiction, not with an officer who seeks to properly enforce the law as it exists. Therefore, an officer may enforce any federal, state, or local statute which is valid on its face without fear of abrogating the Constitutional
	 
	1.24 OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 
	 
	The nature of the law enforcement task requires Department of Police employees to have the ability to work irregular duty schedules which are subject to change in meeting deployment needs. Additionally, it is necessary that an employee have adequate rest to be alert during his/her tour of duty. For these reasons and because certain occupations inherently conflict with an employee’s primary responsibility to the Department, the Department may impose conditions on outside employment or may prohibit it all tog
	 
	1.25 COMMENDATIONS 
	 
	The Cheswold Police expect a very high level of professional conduct from all employees; however, members of the Department frequently perform their duties in a manner exceeding the highest standards of the Department. The official commendations of such performance and the arrangement of appropriate publicity are to be provided by the Department to give full public recognition to those who have brought honor to themselves and the Department of Police. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	RULES AND REGULATIONS SECTION II 
	 
	2.1 CONDUCT UNBECOMING AN OFFICER 
	 
	Members shall conduct themselves at all times, both on and off duty, in such a manner as to reflect most favorably on the department.  Conduct unbecoming an officer shall include that which tends to bring the department into disrepute or reflect discredit upon the officer as a member of the department, or that which tends to impair the operation and efficiency of the department or the officer. 
	 
	2.2 IMMORAL CONDUCT 
	 
	Members shall maintain a level of moral conduct in their personal and business affairs which is in keeping with the highest level of moral conduct in their personal and business affairs which is in keeping with the highest standards of the law enforcement profession. Members shall not participate in any incident involving moral turpitude which impair their ability to perform as law enforcement officers or causes the department to be brought into disrepute. 
	 
	2.3 COOPERATION 
	 
	All members and employees are strictly charged with establishing and maintaining cooperation within the department. 
	 
	2.4 KNOWLEDGE OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
	 
	Every member and employee is required to establish and maintain a working knowledge of all laws and ordinances in force in the Town and the rules and policies of the department. In the event of improper action or breach of discipline, it will be presumed that the member was familiar with the law, rule or policy in question. 
	 
	2.5 CONFORMANCE TO LAWS 
	 
	A. Members shall obey all laws of the United States and of any State and local jurisdiction in which the members are 
	A. Members shall obey all laws of the United States and of any State and local jurisdiction in which the members are 
	A. Members shall obey all laws of the United States and of any State and local jurisdiction in which the members are 
	A. Members shall obey all laws of the United States and of any State and local jurisdiction in which the members are 
	A. Members shall obey all laws of the United States and of any State and local jurisdiction in which the members are 




	   present. 
	 
	B. A conviction of the violation of any law shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section. 
	B. A conviction of the violation of any law shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section. 
	B. A conviction of the violation of any law shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section. 
	B. A conviction of the violation of any law shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section. 
	B. A conviction of the violation of any law shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of this section. 




	2.6 VIOLATION OF RULES 
	 
	Members shall not commit any acts or omit any acts which constitute a violation of any of the rules, regulations, directives or orders of the department, whether stated in the Code of Conduct Manual or elsewhere. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.7 REPORTING VIOLATIONS OF LAWS, ORDINANCES, RULES OR ORDERS 
	 
	Members and employees knowing of other members or employees violating laws, ordinances or rules of the department, or disobeying orders, shall report same in writing to the Chief of Police through official channels as soon as possible, but in any case 
	within 24 hours of receipt of knowledge of the incident. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.8 REPORTING FOR DUTY 
	 
	Members shall report for duty at the time and place required by assignment of orders and shall be physically and mentally fit to perform their duties.  They shall be properly equipped and cognizant of information required for the proper performance of duty so that they may immediately assume their duties. Judicial subpoenas shall constitute an order to report for duty under this section. 
	 
	2.9 CONDUCT TOWARD THE PUBLIC 
	 
	It shall be the duty of every member of the department to maintain the high public regard in which the department is held by giving assistance when it is requested or otherwise necessary and by impartial administration of the law. Upon request, members shall supply their full name and IBM number to citizens in a courteous manner. 
	 
	2.10 CITIZENS COMPLAINTS 
	 
	Members shall courteously and promptly record in writing any complaint made by a citizen against any member of the department. Members may attempt to resolve the complaint, but shall never attempt to dissuade any citizen from lodging a complaint against any member in the department. Members shall follow established departmental procedures for processing complaints. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.11 ASSISTANCE 
	 
	All members are required to take appropriate police action toward aiding a fellow peace officer exposed to danger or in a situation where danger might be impending. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.12 NEGLECT OF DUTY 
	 
	Members shall not engage in any conduct which constitutes neglect of duty. 
	 
	A. Members shall not engage in any activity or personal business which would cause them to neglect or be inattentive to duty. 
	A. Members shall not engage in any activity or personal business which would cause them to neglect or be inattentive to duty. 
	A. Members shall not engage in any activity or personal business which would cause them to neglect or be inattentive to duty. 
	A. Members shall not engage in any activity or personal business which would cause them to neglect or be inattentive to duty. 
	A. Members shall not engage in any activity or personal business which would cause them to neglect or be inattentive to duty. 




	 
	B. Members shall, at all times, respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and other proper authorities as well as calls for police assistance from citizens. The administrative delegation of the enforcement of certain laws and ordinances to particular units of the department does not relieve members of other units from the responsibility of taking prompt, effective police action within the scope of those laws and ordinances when the occasion so requires. Members assigned to special duties are not rel
	B. Members shall, at all times, respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and other proper authorities as well as calls for police assistance from citizens. The administrative delegation of the enforcement of certain laws and ordinances to particular units of the department does not relieve members of other units from the responsibility of taking prompt, effective police action within the scope of those laws and ordinances when the occasion so requires. Members assigned to special duties are not rel
	B. Members shall, at all times, respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and other proper authorities as well as calls for police assistance from citizens. The administrative delegation of the enforcement of certain laws and ordinances to particular units of the department does not relieve members of other units from the responsibility of taking prompt, effective police action within the scope of those laws and ordinances when the occasion so requires. Members assigned to special duties are not rel
	B. Members shall, at all times, respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and other proper authorities as well as calls for police assistance from citizens. The administrative delegation of the enforcement of certain laws and ordinances to particular units of the department does not relieve members of other units from the responsibility of taking prompt, effective police action within the scope of those laws and ordinances when the occasion so requires. Members assigned to special duties are not rel
	B. Members shall, at all times, respond to the lawful orders of superior officers and other proper authorities as well as calls for police assistance from citizens. The administrative delegation of the enforcement of certain laws and ordinances to particular units of the department does not relieve members of other units from the responsibility of taking prompt, effective police action within the scope of those laws and ordinances when the occasion so requires. Members assigned to special duties are not rel




	required or directed by law, departmental rule, policy or order, or by order of a superior officer. 
	 
	2.13 FICTITIOUS ILLNESS OR INJURY REPORTS 
	 
	Members shall not feign illness or injury, falsely report themselves ill or injured, or otherwise deceive or attempt to deceive any official of the department as to the condition of their health. 
	 
	2.14 SLEEPING ON DUTY 
	 
	Members shall remain awake while on duty. If unable to do so, they shall so report to their superior officer, who shall determine the proper course of action. 
	 
	2.15 GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
	 
	Within the Town, members shall take appropriate action to: 
	A. Protect life and property; 
	A. Protect life and property; 
	A. Protect life and property; 
	A. Protect life and property; 
	A. Protect life and property; 

	B. Preserve the peace; 
	B. Preserve the peace; 

	C. Prevent crime; 
	C. Prevent crime; 

	D. Detect and arrest violators of the law; 
	D. Detect and arrest violators of the law; 

	E. Enforce federal, state and local laws and ordinances coming within departmental jurisdiction. 
	E. Enforce federal, state and local laws and ordinances coming within departmental jurisdiction. 




	 
	2.16 INSUBORDINATION 
	 
	Members shall promptly obey any lawful order of a superior officer.  This will include orders relayed from a superior officer by a member of the same or lesser rank. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.17 QUESTIONS REGARDING ASSIGNMENT 
	 
	Members and employees in doubt as to the nature or detail of their assignment shall seek such information from their supervisors by going through the chain of command. 
	 
	2.18 CONDUCT TOWARD SUPERIOR AND SUBORDINATE OFFICERS AND ASSOCIATES 
	 
	Members and employees shall treat superior officers, subordinates and associates with respect. They shall be courteous and civil at all times in their relationships with one another. When on duty and particularly in the presence of other members, employees or the public, officers should be referred to by rank. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.19 CRITICISM 
	 
	Members and employees shall not publicly criticize or ridicule the department, its policies or other employees by talking, writing, or expressing in any other manner, where such talking, writing or other expression: 
	 
	A. Is defamatory; 
	A. Is defamatory; 
	A. Is defamatory; 
	A. Is defamatory; 
	A. Is defamatory; 

	B. Is obscene; 
	B. Is obscene; 

	C. Is unlawful; 
	C. Is unlawful; 

	D. Tends to impair the operation of the department by interfering with the ability of supervisors to maintain discipline; or having been made with reckless disregard 
	D. Tends to impair the operation of the department by interfering with the ability of supervisors to maintain discipline; or having been made with reckless disregard 




	for truth or falsity. 
	 
	2.20 MANNER OF ISSUING ORDERS 
	 
	Orders from superior to subordinate shall be in clear, understandable language, civil in tone and issued in pursuit of departmental business. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.21 UNLAWFUL ORDERS 
	 
	No commander, supervisor or officer in charge shall deliberately issue any order which is in violation of any law or ordinance. 
	 
	2.22 OBEDIENCE TO UNLAWFUL ORDERS 
	 
	No member or employee is required to obey any order which is contrary to federal or state law or local ordinance. Responsibility for refusal to obey rests with the member. He/she shall be strictly required to justify his action. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.23 OBEDIENCE TO UNJUST OR IMPROPER ORDERS 
	 
	Members or employees who are given orders which they feel to be unjust or contrary to rules and regulations, must first obey the order to the best of their ability and then may proceed to appeal as provided below. 
	 
	2.24 CONFLICTING ORDERS 
	 
	Upon receipt of an order conflicting with any previous order or instruction, the member or employee affected will advise the person issuing the second order of this fact. Responsibility for countermanding the original instruction then rests with the individual issuing the second order. If so directed, the latter command shall be obeyed first. Orders will be countermanded or conflicting orders will be issued only when reasonably necessary for the good of the department. 
	 
	2.25 REPORTS AND APPEAL -- UNLAWFUL, UNJUST OR IMPROPER ORDERS 
	 
	A member or employee receiving an unlawful, unjust or improper order shall, at first opportunity, report in writing to the Chief of Police through official channels.  This report shall contain the facts of the incident and the action taken. Appeals for relief from such orders may be made at the same time. 
	 
	2.26 GIFTS, GRATUITIES, FEES, REWARDS, LOANS, SOLICITING, ETC. 
	 
	Members and employees shall not, under any circumstances, solicit any gift, gratuity, loan or fee where there is any direct or indirect connection between the solicitation and their departmental membership or employment. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.27 ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS, GRATUITIES, FEES, LOANS, ETC. 
	 
	Members and employees shall not accept directly or indirectly any gift, gratuity, loan, fee or any other thing of value arising from or offered because of police employment or any activity connected with said employment without the express permission of the Chief of Police. 
	 
	2.28 OTHER TRANSACTIONS 
	 
	Members and employees are prohibited from buying or selling anything of value from or to any complainant, suspect, witness, defendant, prisoner, or other person involved in any case which has come to their attention or which arose out of their departmental employment except as may be specifically authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	2.29 REWARDS 
	 
	Members and employees shall not accept any gift, gratuity or reward in money or other consideration for services rendered in the line of duty to the community or to any person, business or agency except lawful salary, awards authorized by the Chief of Police and that which may be authorized by law. 
	 
	 
	2.30 CONFLICT OF INTEREST – COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS 
	 
	Whenever potential conflict of interest may exist, members are prohibited from knowingly engaging in any commercial transaction with any complainant, suspect, witness, defendant, prisoner or other person involved in any case which has come to their attention through their departmental employment, unless such transaction is specifically authorized by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	2.31 CONFLICT OF INTEREST – RELATIONSHIP 
	 
	Whenever a potential conflict of interest may exist due to a relationship with any complainant, suspect, witness, defendant, prisoner or other person involved in any case in which a member is handling, the member shall immediately advise his superior of that conflict for resolution in the best interest of the department. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.32 DISPOSITION OF UNAUTHORIZED GIFTS, GRATUITIES, ETC. 
	 
	Any unauthorized gift, gratuity, loan, fee, reward or other thing falling into any of these categories coming into the possession of any member or employee shall be forwarded to the office of the Chief of Police together with a written report explaining the circumstances connected therewith. 
	 
	2.33 FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS 
	 
	Members shall not undertake any financial obligations which they know or should know they will be unable to meet, and shall pay all just debts when due. An isolated instance of financial irresponsibility will be grounds for discipline, except in unusually severe cases. However, repeated instances of financial difficulty may be cause for disciplinary action. Financial difficulties stemming from unforeseen medical expenses or personal disaster shall not be cause for discipline, provided that a good faith effo
	 
	2.34 ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE 
	 
	Members shall have telephones in their residences, and shall immediately report any change of telephone numbers or addresses to their superior officers and to such other persons as may be appropriate or required. 
	 
	2.35 ASSOCIATIONS 
	 
	Members shall avoid regular or continuous associations or dealings with persons whom they know, or should know, are persons under criminal investigation or indictment, or who have a reputation in the community or the department for present involvement in felonious or criminal behavior, except as necessary to the performance of official duties or where unavoidable because of other personal relationships. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.36 SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATIONS 
	 
	No member or employee shall knowingly become a member of or connected with any subversive organization except when necessary in the performance of duty and then only under the direction of the Chief of Police. “Subversive organization” means any organization advocating the violent overthrow of the United States Government or any state or political subdivision thereof. 
	 
	2.37 PERSONAL PREFERMENT 
	 
	No member or employee may seek the influence or intervention of any person outside the department for purposes of personal preferment, advantage, transfer or advancement. 
	 
	2.38 ABUSE OF POSITION 
	 
	A. Use of official position or identification: Members shall not use their official position, official identification, cards or badge for: 
	A. Use of official position or identification: Members shall not use their official position, official identification, cards or badge for: 
	A. Use of official position or identification: Members shall not use their official position, official identification, cards or badge for: 
	A. Use of official position or identification: Members shall not use their official position, official identification, cards or badge for: 
	A. Use of official position or identification: Members shall not use their official position, official identification, cards or badge for: 




	 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 
	1. Personal or financial gain; 

	2. Obtaining privileges not otherwise available to them except in the performance of duty; or 
	2. Obtaining privileges not otherwise available to them except in the performance of duty; or 

	3. Avoiding consequences of illegal acts. Members shall not lend to another person their identification cards or badges or permit them to be 
	3. Avoiding consequences of illegal acts. Members shall not lend to another person their identification cards or badges or permit them to be 





	photographed or reproduced without the approval of the Chief of Police. 
	 
	B. Use of name, photograph or title: Members shall not authorize the use of their names, photographs or official titles which identify them as officers in connection with testimonials or advertisements of any commodity or commercial enterprise without the approval of the Chief of Police. 
	B. Use of name, photograph or title: Members shall not authorize the use of their names, photographs or official titles which identify them as officers in connection with testimonials or advertisements of any commodity or commercial enterprise without the approval of the Chief of Police. 
	B. Use of name, photograph or title: Members shall not authorize the use of their names, photographs or official titles which identify them as officers in connection with testimonials or advertisements of any commodity or commercial enterprise without the approval of the Chief of Police. 
	B. Use of name, photograph or title: Members shall not authorize the use of their names, photographs or official titles which identify them as officers in connection with testimonials or advertisements of any commodity or commercial enterprise without the approval of the Chief of Police. 
	B. Use of name, photograph or title: Members shall not authorize the use of their names, photographs or official titles which identify them as officers in connection with testimonials or advertisements of any commodity or commercial enterprise without the approval of the Chief of Police. 




	 
	 
	 
	2.39 USE OF FORCE 
	 
	A. USE OF NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	A. USE OF NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	A. USE OF NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	A. USE OF NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	A. USE OF NON-DEADLY FORCE 




	 
	It is the policy of this department that police equipment not be used by members of this department unless such officers have been properly trained in its deployment. Whenever such equipment is deployed, its use shall be consistent with the approved training. 
	 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 
	1. Use of Restraints / Handcuffs 





	 
	Officers of this department are issued handcuffs to be used to restrain and secure persons in police custody and not as a defensive weapon. 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 
	a. The department recognizes that it cannot predict each and every situation that will require the use of handcuffs. The final decision as 






	to the need for the use of the handcuffs is most frequently left up to 
	the best judgment and discretion of the arresting or transporting officer and his/her assessment of the prisoner and situation. Department members will, however, be held responsible if an escape 
	is effected due to the lack of the use of handcuffs. Handcuffs should be used in the following situations: 
	 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 
	1) All felony arrests. 

	2) Person who are known to have resisted arrest or have assaulted police officers in the past, regardless of present 
	2) Person who are known to have resisted arrest or have assaulted police officers in the past, regardless of present 







	charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 
	3) Unruly, hostile and extremely argumentative persons regardless of present charge. 

	4) Persons who the arresting officer has reason to believe will attempt to escape or cause harm to themselves or others regardless of the present charge. 
	4) Persons who the arresting officer has reason to believe will attempt to escape or cause harm to themselves or others regardless of the present charge. 



	2. Use of Baton 
	2. Use of Baton 





	 
	The baton is a defensive weapon issued to department members for use in situations when the pepper spray dispenser is not effective or its use is impractical. The baton shall be carried on the person of all uniformed police. The baton shall be carried on the person of all uniformed police personnel upon exiting their police vehicle to answer calls for service. 
	 
	A. The baton is to be used by officers in the following manner for defense from and counterattack of violent, aggressive or unruly persons: 
	A. The baton is to be used by officers in the following manner for defense from and counterattack of violent, aggressive or unruly persons: 
	A. The baton is to be used by officers in the following manner for defense from and counterattack of violent, aggressive or unruly persons: 
	1) Blocking blows and kicks of your opponent. 
	1) Blocking blows and kicks of your opponent. 
	1) Blocking blows and kicks of your opponent. 

	2) Striking blows to those places on your opponent’s body where bone is close to the skin, excluding the head and face 
	2) Striking blows to those places on your opponent’s body where bone is close to the skin, excluding the head and face 





	(elbow, shin, knee, ankle, etc.). Short swing and back swing 
	blows can also be directed to the thick muscle groups of the buttocks, thighs and calves. 
	3) Delivering jabs to the soft tissue areas of the opponent’s 
	3) Delivering jabs to the soft tissue areas of the opponent’s 
	3) Delivering jabs to the soft tissue areas of the opponent’s 
	3) Delivering jabs to the soft tissue areas of the opponent’s 



	trunk and back (pit of stomach, kidney area of the back). 
	4) For use as a move along, come along, elbow locking, handcuff and other legitimately recognized uses for the baton. 
	4) For use as a move along, come along, elbow locking, handcuff and other legitimately recognized uses for the baton. 
	4) For use as a move along, come along, elbow locking, handcuff and other legitimately recognized uses for the baton. 
	4) For use as a move along, come along, elbow locking, handcuff and other legitimately recognized uses for the baton. 



	 
	 
	 
	B. The Following Uses of the Baton Will be Avoided: 
	B. The Following Uses of the Baton Will be Avoided: 
	B. The Following Uses of the Baton Will be Avoided: 


	 
	1) Direct strikes to the head or face. 
	1) Direct strikes to the head or face. 
	1) Direct strikes to the head or face. 
	1) Direct strikes to the head or face. 

	2) Blows delivered to the head place the baton in a position which is vulnerable to counterattack or a disarming movement. The opponent could very well seize the baton. 
	2) Blows delivered to the head place the baton in a position which is vulnerable to counterattack or a disarming movement. The opponent could very well seize the baton. 



	Serious injury or death could occur as a result of a blow to the head. The baton will not be used as a strangling device. This course of action will only be tolerated when the 
	situation is such that imminent serious physical injury or 
	death may occur and all other means of non-deadly force have been employed. 
	 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 
	3. FLASHLIGHT 





	 
	The department sanctions carrying the flashlight or kel-lite as a source of illumination, but not as a weapon. The department does realize and accept that under extreme and exceptional circumstances, an officer may have to resort to using his/her flashlight or kel-lite as a defensive weapon. When a situation of this nature arises, the flashlight shall be used in the same manner and under the same restrictions as the baton. 
	 
	4. KNIVES 
	4. KNIVES 
	4. KNIVES 
	4. KNIVES 
	4. KNIVES 
	4. KNIVES 





	 
	Officers, at their option, may carry a folding blade pocket knife or buck knife. If carried, the blade will not be longer than 4” in length.  Officers may also carry the knife on the gun belt in a plain black leather knife case. Department members are given the authorization to carry a knife for use in situations that may arise in the performance of their duties requiring a cutting edge (cutting rope, etc.).  The knife is not to be carried for the purpose of use as a defensive weapon. Carrying a knife may n
	 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 
	5. USE OF NON-DEADLY WEAPON AS A DEADLY WEAPON 





	 
	The Department recognizes that certain extreme and exceptional circumstances may arise that require the officer to employ the equipment, authorized in this section, as a deadly weapon and it’s use may, in fact, result in a serious physical injury or death. These circumstances would be restricted to those requiring the use of his/her service weapon and/or shotgun. The same criteria justifying the use of deadly force will apply to this section. 
	 
	 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 
	6. ARREST ACTION USING NON-DEADLY FORCE 





	 
	When non-deadly for is used to restrain an individual, under any circumstances, an arrest of the individual, upon which the force was used, will be made. If, at a later time, it is determined that the arrest was unwarranted or unjustified, the Attorney General’s Office will be advised of the circumstances. At that point, a recommendation to proceed with prosecution or not will be made by that office. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	The following weapons are strictly prohibited by this department: 
	1. Sap gloves 
	1. Sap gloves 
	1. Sap gloves 

	2. Brass knuckles 
	2. Brass knuckles 

	3. Slap jack 
	3. Slap jack 

	4. Blackjacks 
	4. Blackjacks 


	 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 
	7. USE OF PEPPER SPRAY 





	 
	Its purpose is to affect a humane treatment of violent, combative subjects during an arrest or in defense of an officer or other person from physical harm. If circumstances permit, the substance is to be used prior to the use of the baton. Use of this substance on an unruly subject will be discontinued once that subject’s behavior has been controlled. Continued use beyond this point may be considered excessive force. Officers found to have used the substance in a non-justifiable manner may be subject to dis
	A. Training 
	A. Training 
	A. Training 


	 
	No employee shall carry pepper spray unless he/she has attended and successfully completed an authorized training session and unless permission is granted by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	When authorized to carry the Cap-Stun II, it is part of the officer’s uniform and equipment and subject to routine inspection. 
	 
	B. Operation 
	B. Operation 
	B. Operation 


	 
	When confronted with an UNARMED, combative, or physically resistive person, an officer may draw the Cap-Stun container in anticipation of its use.  The officer must move within 10 feet of the subject and spray directly into the fact of the subject. 
	 
	Preferred contact point is: The face. 
	 
	Upon contact, the officer should provide an application of the substance in sufficient duration necessary to subdue and control the subject. (If, after the initial use of the substance the subject again becomes unruly or uncontrollable, reapply the substance following the same steps). 
	If, after two applications, the subject has not shown any effect from the substance, discontinue the application as the substance in all probability will not work on that subject. 
	 
	Upon surrender or immobilization of the subject, the officer shall restrain the subject with handcuffs or other restrain devices. 
	 
	 
	 
	C. AUTHORIZED USES 
	C. AUTHORIZED USES 
	C. AUTHORIZED USES 


	P
	Pepper Spray is authorized for use in the following situations: 
	P
	•To protect one’s self, other officers, and
	•To protect one’s self, other officers, and
	•To protect one’s self, other officers, and
	•To protect one’s self, other officers, and

	•citizens from assault. Officers shall determine the level ofthreat imposed and choose the appropriate response tothat threat within the scope of the “level of force” required.
	•citizens from assault. Officers shall determine the level ofthreat imposed and choose the appropriate response tothat threat within the scope of the “level of force” required.

	•To affect the arrest of a suspect who is combative.
	•To affect the arrest of a suspect who is combative.

	•To protect against violent animal attacks.
	•To protect against violent animal attacks.



	P
	D. UNAUTHORIZED USES 
	D. UNAUTHORIZED USES 
	D. UNAUTHORIZED USES 


	P
	Cap-Stun II shall not be used in the following instances which are considered “unauthorized use: 
	•To engage in horseplay or pranks.
	•To engage in horseplay or pranks.
	•To engage in horseplay or pranks.
	•To engage in horseplay or pranks.

	•Heavily spraying a subject so that he is soaked.
	•Heavily spraying a subject so that he is soaked.

	•Near any kind of spark, open flame or combustible materials.
	•Near any kind of spark, open flame or combustible materials.

	•If the subject has an open wound.
	•If the subject has an open wound.



	P
	Precautions: 
	P
	•Pepper spray is not to be used in areas ofhigh heat or around open flame,including cigarette smoking, due to thesubstance being highly flammable.
	•Pepper spray is not to be used in areas ofhigh heat or around open flame,including cigarette smoking, due to thesubstance being highly flammable.
	•Pepper spray is not to be used in areas ofhigh heat or around open flame,including cigarette smoking, due to thesubstance being highly flammable.
	•Pepper spray is not to be used in areas ofhigh heat or around open flame,including cigarette smoking, due to thesubstance being highly flammable.

	•Should not be used during strong wind,due to the substance blowing back at the
	•Should not be used during strong wind,due to the substance blowing back at the



	officer.
	•The officer should not rush a suspectafter spraying him/her to avoid
	•The officer should not rush a suspectafter spraying him/her to avoid
	•The officer should not rush a suspectafter spraying him/her to avoid
	•The officer should not rush a suspectafter spraying him/her to avoid



	accidental contamination.
	•After a subject has been sprayed withCap-Stun II, the officer shall allow thealcohol base to evaporate before placingthe subject in a police vehicle.
	•After a subject has been sprayed withCap-Stun II, the officer shall allow thealcohol base to evaporate before placingthe subject in a police vehicle.
	•After a subject has been sprayed withCap-Stun II, the officer shall allow thealcohol base to evaporate before placingthe subject in a police vehicle.
	•After a subject has been sprayed withCap-Stun II, the officer shall allow thealcohol base to evaporate before placingthe subject in a police vehicle.



	P
	Note: The M-3, 2 oz. container is good for 93 one second sprays. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	6.TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS
	6.TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS
	6.TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS


	P
	Usually the substance can be washed off with plenty of soap and water.  Insevere cases of extreme contamination, the subject can be taken to thehospital for a physician’s evaluation if the subject requests medicaltreatment. The substance will wear off in 30-45 minutes after application.
	P
	P
	P
	7. CONCLUSION 
	7. CONCLUSION 
	7. CONCLUSION 


	 
	In the event the Cap-Stun is used on a subject, a report will be filled out in detail and submitted through the normal chain of command. An arrest is required if the Cap-Stun II is used. 
	 
	Cap-Stun II is to be used when on duty only.  It is not to be used as or take the place of an off-duty weapon. 
	 
	Any questions concerning the use or effectiveness of Cap-Stun II Chemical Agent by the public or news media shall be referred to the office of the Chief of Police. 
	 
	 
	B. USE OF DEADLY FORCE 
	B. USE OF DEADLY FORCE 
	B. USE OF DEADLY FORCE 


	 
	The use of deadly force against another person is strictly defined under 11 Delaware Code, Section 467(c). All “Use of Force” sections covered in Title 11 Delaware Code are to be reviewed frequently and understood. 
	The following shall be the policy of the Cheswold Police concerning the use of Deadly Force by departmental personnel. These guidelines are more restrictive than the statutory authority set forth under 11 Delaware Code Section 467. 
	 
	 
	 
	A. The use of Deadly Force is justifiable under Section 467, 11 Delaware Code if all other reasonable means of apprehension have been exhausted, and: 
	A. The use of Deadly Force is justifiable under Section 467, 11 Delaware Code if all other reasonable means of apprehension have been exhausted, and: 
	A. The use of Deadly Force is justifiable under Section 467, 11 Delaware Code if all other reasonable means of apprehension have been exhausted, and: 
	A. The use of Deadly Force is justifiable under Section 467, 11 Delaware Code if all other reasonable means of apprehension have been exhausted, and: 
	1. The police officer believes that the force 
	1. The police officer believes that the force 
	1. The police officer believes that the force 






	employed creates no substantial risk of injury to innocent persons; and 
	2. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person to be arrested 
	2. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person to be arrested 
	2. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person to be arrested 
	2. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person to be arrested 
	2. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk that the person to be arrested 




	will cause death or serious injury, or will never be captured if his/her apprehension is delayed. 
	3. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whom he seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and use of Deadly Force presents no risk of injury to innocent persons. 
	3. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whom he seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and use of Deadly Force presents no risk of injury to innocent persons. 
	3. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whom he seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and use of Deadly Force presents no risk of injury to innocent persons. 
	3. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whom he seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and use of Deadly Force presents no risk of injury to innocent persons. 
	3. The police officer believes that there is a substantial risk the person whom he seeks to prevent from committing a crime will cause death or serious physical injury to another unless the commission of the crime is prevented and use of Deadly Force presents no risk of injury to innocent persons. 




	 
	B. The use of Deadly Force will not be directed at motor vehicles that are fleeing the scene of a crime, being pursued for traffic violations or when the motor vehicle is occupied by innocent persons or juveniles. No attempt to disable the vehicle with the use of Deadly Force will be employed under these circumstances. 
	B. The use of Deadly Force will not be directed at motor vehicles that are fleeing the scene of a crime, being pursued for traffic violations or when the motor vehicle is occupied by innocent persons or juveniles. No attempt to disable the vehicle with the use of Deadly Force will be employed under these circumstances. 
	B. The use of Deadly Force will not be directed at motor vehicles that are fleeing the scene of a crime, being pursued for traffic violations or when the motor vehicle is occupied by innocent persons or juveniles. No attempt to disable the vehicle with the use of Deadly Force will be employed under these circumstances. 
	B. The use of Deadly Force will not be directed at motor vehicles that are fleeing the scene of a crime, being pursued for traffic violations or when the motor vehicle is occupied by innocent persons or juveniles. No attempt to disable the vehicle with the use of Deadly Force will be employed under these circumstances. 



	 
	 
	 
	C. If the police officer believes his/her life or that of an innocent person is in imminent danger, and there is no safe avenue of escape, Deadly Force may be directed at the motor vehicle. Directing Deadly Force at motor vehicles is not recommended under any circumstances but may be used as a last resort to spare the loss of life or serious physical injury. 
	C. If the police officer believes his/her life or that of an innocent person is in imminent danger, and there is no safe avenue of escape, Deadly Force may be directed at the motor vehicle. Directing Deadly Force at motor vehicles is not recommended under any circumstances but may be used as a last resort to spare the loss of life or serious physical injury. 
	C. If the police officer believes his/her life or that of an innocent person is in imminent danger, and there is no safe avenue of escape, Deadly Force may be directed at the motor vehicle. Directing Deadly Force at motor vehicles is not recommended under any circumstances but may be used as a last resort to spare the loss of life or serious physical injury. 
	C. If the police officer believes his/her life or that of an innocent person is in imminent danger, and there is no safe avenue of escape, Deadly Force may be directed at the motor vehicle. Directing Deadly Force at motor vehicles is not recommended under any circumstances but may be used as a last resort to spare the loss of life or serious physical injury. 



	 
	D. Under no circumstances is Deadly Force (the firing of “warning shots”) to be employed as an attempt to apprehend an offender or for any other reason. 
	D. Under no circumstances is Deadly Force (the firing of “warning shots”) to be employed as an attempt to apprehend an offender or for any other reason. 
	D. Under no circumstances is Deadly Force (the firing of “warning shots”) to be employed as an attempt to apprehend an offender or for any other reason. 
	D. Under no circumstances is Deadly Force (the firing of “warning shots”) to be employed as an attempt to apprehend an offender or for any other reason. 



	 
	E. Under no circumstances is the use of Deadly Force to be employed to wound an offender while attempting affect an arrest. 
	E. Under no circumstances is the use of Deadly Force to be employed to wound an offender while attempting affect an arrest. 
	E. Under no circumstances is the use of Deadly Force to be employed to wound an offender while attempting affect an arrest. 
	E. Under no circumstances is the use of Deadly Force to be employed to wound an offender while attempting affect an arrest. 



	 
	 
	F. The term “Deadly Force” means force which the 
	F. The term “Deadly Force” means force which the 
	F. The term “Deadly Force” means force which the 
	F. The term “Deadly Force” means force which the 



	officer police uses with the purpose of causing or which he/she knows will create a substantial risk of causing death or serious physical injury. Therefore, Deadly Force does not necessarily mean the use of a firearm. If any instrument, vehicle, etc., is used to employ Deadly Force, the same justifiable circumstances must be present as with the use of a firearm. 
	 
	G. If any officer employs the use of Deadly Force, intentionally or accidentally, an immediate investigation shall be initiated as defined in S.O. .P. 
	G. If any officer employs the use of Deadly Force, intentionally or accidentally, an immediate investigation shall be initiated as defined in S.O. .P. 
	G. If any officer employs the use of Deadly Force, intentionally or accidentally, an immediate investigation shall be initiated as defined in S.O. .P. 
	G. If any officer employs the use of Deadly Force, intentionally or accidentally, an immediate investigation shall be initiated as defined in S.O. .P. 



	 
	INVESTIGATION OF USE OF DEADLY FORCE BY DEPARTMENTAL PERSONNEL 
	 
	Notification of Use of Deadly Force 
	 
	1. Immediately following any accidental or intentional discharge of a firearm by an officer on duty, the Chief shall be notified. 
	1. Immediately following any accidental or intentional discharge of a firearm by an officer on duty, the Chief shall be notified. 
	1. Immediately following any accidental or intentional discharge of a firearm by an officer on duty, the Chief shall be notified. 
	1. Immediately following any accidental or intentional discharge of a firearm by an officer on duty, the Chief shall be notified. 
	1. Immediately following any accidental or intentional discharge of a firearm by an officer on duty, the Chief shall be notified. 
	a. It is the responsibility of the involved officer to 
	a. It is the responsibility of the involved officer to 
	a. It is the responsibility of the involved officer to 







	notify the appropriate supervisor. 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 
	b. If the officer involved is unable to notify the appropriate supervisor due to injuries or other circumstances, the highest ranking officer 





	working with the officer will make the report to     Chief of Police. 
	 
	Procedural Deployment of Officers Involved in Investigation 
	 
	1. The investigating officer will be responsible for securing all evidence at the scene. All weapons involved will remain at the scene until evidence processing is complete and the investigator collects them. 
	1. The investigating officer will be responsible for securing all evidence at the scene. All weapons involved will remain at the scene until evidence processing is complete and the investigator collects them. 
	1. The investigating officer will be responsible for securing all evidence at the scene. All weapons involved will remain at the scene until evidence processing is complete and the investigator collects them. 


	 
	 
	 
	2. In handling the involved officer, the investigator is required to maintain the following guidelines: 
	2. In handling the involved officer, the investigator is required to maintain the following guidelines: 
	2. In handling the involved officer, the investigator is required to maintain the following guidelines: 
	a. That he/she be guaranteed all constitutional rights. 
	a. That he/she be guaranteed all constitutional rights. 
	a. That he/she be guaranteed all constitutional rights. 

	b. That he/she is questioned without intimidation, force, threats, or promise. 
	b. That he/she is questioned without intimidation, force, threats, or promise. 

	c. That the investigation remain germane to matters of criminal law. If violation of 
	c. That the investigation remain germane to matters of criminal law. If violation of 





	departmental policy is suspected, a separate independent investigation will be initiated through internal affairs procedures. 
	 
	Administrative Leave Procedures 
	 
	1. When a departmental member uses Deadly Force, he/she may be placed on administrative leave with pay by the Chief of Police. 
	1. When a departmental member uses Deadly Force, he/she may be placed on administrative leave with pay by the Chief of Police. 
	1. When a departmental member uses Deadly Force, he/she may be placed on administrative leave with pay by the Chief of Police. 
	a. The officer on administrative leave is required 
	a. The officer on administrative leave is required 
	a. The officer on administrative leave is required 





	to notify the department of where he/she can be reached at all times. 
	 
	 
	 
	News Release 
	 
	Any information regarding the above will only be disseminated by the Chief of Police. 
	 
	 
	 
	          2.39-A  ADDENDUM TO USE OF FORCE 
	 
	 CONFRONTATIONAL FORCE CONTINUUM 
	 
	 Officers shall use the minimum amount of force  necessary to achieve control of a situation or  suspect. 
	 
	 
	 
	 In keeping with the overall philosophy, personnel are  required to follow the Confrontational Force  Continuum. 
	 
	Should any officer be unsure of the responsibilities mandated by the Confrontational Force Continuum, contact your supervisor for immediate clarification. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	A. Confrontational Force Continuum 
	A. Confrontational Force Continuum 
	A. Confrontational Force Continuum 


	 
	Law enforcement officers are permitted to use the degree of force that is reasonably necessary to accomplish their lawful objectives and to overcome any unlawful resistance. The progression of force can be depicted graphically as in the Confrontational Force Continuum. It depicts the current Use of Force Policy with a linear acceleration through a progressive series of steps. 
	 
	Step I – Officer Presence 
	 
	The officer assumes control of the situation or suspect through his announced and/or uniform appearance and professional bearing. 
	 
	Step II – Verbal Command 
	 
	Presence has failed. The officer now begins a verbal persuasion/dialog and, if needed, command/warning mode to take control of the incident. 
	 
	Step III – Open Hand 
	 
	The officer places hands on the suspect and advises him/her that they are under arrest. All resistance beyond this point is unlawful and must be countered by the officer. This Stage may lead to a wrestling match, so great care must be taken to protect your sidearm. 
	Step IV – Pain Compliance 
	 
	This is where officers may employ pressure point control or Cap-Stun. Subjects, if practical, should be warned that Cap-Stun will be used.  Officers may utilize Cap-Stun at Step II whenever an accelerated reaction using higher force is 
	appropriate. Considerable size difference, multiple suspects, combative behavior, 
	the influence of alcohol, controlled substances or other drugs could justify this greater force. Officers must articulate these reasons in their reports. 
	 
	Step V – Mechanical Compliance 
	 
	Usual methods of mechanical compliance include: wrist locks, arm bar or other “come along” techniques. These are counter joint pressures and leverage may be applied utilizing handcuffs or the PR-24. This step is the first step where orthopedic injury may occur. 
	 
	Step VI – Impact 
	 
	It is only when mechanical control methods are ineffective (or not appropriate) that the force applied escalates to the use of an impact weapon. The only authorized impact weapons are the ASP Baton and TASER. 
	ASP Baton: When practical, blows should initially be directed to the soft tissue areas such as the back of the legs or buttocks prior to a strike at a joint or 
	bone. This is the intermediate step between hand-applied force and the ultimate force of firearms. It is poor practice or even negligence to not carry your baton. The negligent act would be forcing yourself from pain compliance and hand holds directly to deadly force when the application of a greater degree on non-lethal 
	force would likely have accomplished the objective of gaining control. If there is a possibility of a confrontation, officers are instructed to take their ASP with them. An ASP baton left in your car is useless. 
	TASER:  The TASER operator should point the laser sight at the subject 
	and give verbal commands prior to deploying the TASER. Officers shall announce “TASER” to any other officers before the TASER is deployed.  See also: Directives Section 33-4-5 “Advanced Taser Policy” for more information. 
	 
	 
	 
	Step VII – Deadly Force 
	 
	This ultimate step is appropriate only to protect yourself or another from death or serious bodily injury; or to apprehend a fleeing forcible felon when you have 
	exhausted all other means of apprehension and the suspect presents an imminent risk to the community. When practical, a verbal warning must be given. 
	 
	Officers’ reactions shall be dictated by the hostile actions of the suspect(s) and the need for immediate control. There is no shame in waiting for assistance if time allows. 
	 
	Once you have affected control of the situation, de-escalate to the lowest level necessary to maintain control. 
	B. Use of Force Report 
	B. Use of Force Report 
	B. Use of Force Report 


	 
	The Use of Force report is completed by the involved officer whenever force is used. The report is completed prior to the end of shift and routed directly to the Professional Services Division Commander for all collection of statistical information. It will also be evaluated to determine if further action is necessary or additional evidence needs to be gathered. 
	 
	For purposes of reporting, use of force is defined as any physical effort used to control, restrain or overcome resistance. The use of any weapon (fist Cap-Stun, ASP, TASER, firearm, etc.) mandates that a report be completed. 
	 
	The use of control holds to overcome passive or active resistance does not constitute the type of force to be reported, unless: 
	 
	1. There is visible injury to suspect or officer; 
	1. There is visible injury to suspect or officer; 
	1. There is visible injury to suspect or officer; 
	1. There is visible injury to suspect or officer; 

	2. Complaint of pain by suspect, or; 
	2. Complaint of pain by suspect, or; 

	3. The subject is threatening to file a civil suit. 
	3. The subject is threatening to file a civil suit. 



	 
	Persons who injure themselves during the course of an arrest (falls during foot chase, accident during pursuit, etc.) shall not be reported on this form.  These types of injuries should still be detailed in the appropriate report (incident, accident, supplemental, etc.).  The “Use of Force Report” will only be completed when an officer causes the injury by a direct reaction to suspect resistance. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.40 COURT APPEARANCES 
	 
	Members and employees shall, upon being subpoenaed, attend court or quasi-judicial hearings as mandated by the Court stand-by/appearance policy. Permission to omit this duty shall be obtained from the prosecuting attorney handling the case or other competent court official. When appearing in court for trial, members of this department will wear the mode of dress that is applicable to the Section or Unit which he or she is presently assigned. Weapons shall not be displayed unless wearing the uniform. Members
	 
	2.41 TESTIFYING FOR THE DEFENDANT 
	 
	Any member or employee subpoenaed to testify for the defense in any trial or hearing, or against the County or Department, in any hearing or trial, shall notify his/her supervisor upon receipt of the subpoena. 
	 
	 2.42. TRUTHFULNESS 
	 
	Members and employees are required to be truthful at all times whether under oath or not. 
	2.43 CIVIL ACTION INTERVIEWS 
	 
	Civil action interviews involving members or employees which arise out of departmental employment shall be conducted according to current departmental Standard Operating Procedures. 
	 
	2.44 CIVIL ACTION. COURT APPEARANCES  -- SUBPOENAS 
	 
	A member or employee shall not volunteer to testify unless legally subpoenaed. Members and employees will accept all subpoenas legally served.  If the subpoena arises out of departmental employment or if the member or employee is informed that he/she is a party to a civil action arising out of departmental employment, he/she shall immediately notify his commanding officer of the service or notification, and of the testimony he/she is prepared to give. Members and employees shall not enter into any financial
	 
	2.45 CIVIL CASES 
	 
	Members shall not serve civil process or assist in civil cases unless the specific consent of the Chief is obtained. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.46 CIVIL ACTION BY MEMBERS 
	 
	Members shall not prefer civil action against a person for injuries or damages incurred during the conduct of duty without first notifying the Chief of Police. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2.47 LABOR ACTIVITY 
	 
	Members shall not engage in any strike. “STRIKE” includes the concerted failure to report for duty, willful absence from one’s position, unauthorized holidays, sickness unsubstantiated by a physician’s statement, the stoppage of work, or the abstinence in whole or in part from the full, faithful, and proper performance of duties of employment for the purposes of inducing, influencing or coercing a change in condition, compensations, rights, privileges, or obligations of employment. 
	 
	 
	 
	2.48 EMPLOYMENT OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT 
	 
	A. Members may engage in off-duty employment subject to the following limitations: 
	A. Members may engage in off-duty employment subject to the following limitations: 
	A. Members may engage in off-duty employment subject to the following limitations: 
	A. Members may engage in off-duty employment subject to the following limitations: 
	A. Members may engage in off-duty employment subject to the following limitations: 
	1. Such employment shall not interfere with the member’s employment with the department; and 
	1. Such employment shall not interfere with the member’s employment with the department; and 
	1. Such employment shall not interfere with the member’s employment with the department; and 

	2. Members shall submit a written request for off-duty 
	2. Members shall submit a written request for off-duty 







	employment to the Chief of Police whose approval must be granted prior to engaging in such employment; and 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 
	3. Members shall not engage in any employment or business involving the direct sale or distribution of alcoholic 





	beverages, bail bond agencies, or investigative work for insurance agencies, private investigators, private guard services, collection agencies or attorneys. 
	B. Approval may be denied where it appears that the employment might: 
	B. Approval may be denied where it appears that the employment might: 
	B. Approval may be denied where it appears that the employment might: 
	B. Approval may be denied where it appears that the employment might: 
	B. Approval may be denied where it appears that the employment might: 
	1. Render the member unavailable during an emergency; 
	1. Render the member unavailable during an emergency; 
	1. Render the member unavailable during an emergency; 

	2. Physically or mentally exhaust the member to the point that their performance may be affected; 
	2. Physically or mentally exhaust the member to the point that their performance may be affected; 

	3. Require that any special consideration be given to scheduling the members’ 
	3. Require that any special consideration be given to scheduling the members’ 







	regular duty hours; or 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 
	4. Bring the department into disrepute or impair the operation or efficiency of the department or member. 





	 
	C. This section does not apply to off duty pay jobs sanctioned by the Department and governed by Directive 33-1-13. 
	C. This section does not apply to off duty pay jobs sanctioned by the Department and governed by Directive 33-1-13. 
	C. This section does not apply to off duty pay jobs sanctioned by the Department and governed by Directive 33-1-13. 
	C. This section does not apply to off duty pay jobs sanctioned by the Department and governed by Directive 33-1-13. 
	C. This section does not apply to off duty pay jobs sanctioned by the Department and governed by Directive 33-1-13. 




	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	GENERAL CONDUCT ON DUTY SECTION III 
	 
	3.1 PROHIBITED ACTIVITY ON DUTY 
	 
	Members and employees are prohibited from engaging in the following activities while on duty with the exceptions as noted: 
	 
	A. Sleeping, loafing, and idling. 
	A. Sleeping, loafing, and idling. 
	A. Sleeping, loafing, and idling. 
	A. Sleeping, loafing, and idling. 
	A. Sleeping, loafing, and idling. 

	B. Recreational reading (except at meals). 
	B. Recreational reading (except at meals). 

	C. Conducting private business. 
	C. Conducting private business. 

	D. Carrying any articles which distract from the proper performance of police duty. 
	D. Carrying any articles which distract from the proper performance of police duty. 

	E. Drinking intoxicating beverages (except in performance of a police duty, and then only with the specific consent of a commanding officer and never while in uniform). 
	E. Drinking intoxicating beverages (except in performance of a police duty, and then only with the specific consent of a commanding officer and never while in uniform). 

	F. Gambling, unless to further a police purpose. 
	F. Gambling, unless to further a police purpose. 




	 
	3.2 MILITARY COURTESY 
	 
	When meeting in public, officers shall conform to normal courtesy standards and refer to each other by rank. 
	 
	3.3 NATIONAL COLORS AND ANTHEM 
	 
	Uniformed members will render full military honors to the national colors and anthem at appropriate times. Members and employees in civilian dress shall render proper civilian honors to the national colors and anthem at appropriate times. 
	 
	 
	 
	3.4 RELIEF 
	 
	All members and employees are to remain at their assignment and on duty until properly relieved by another member or employee or until dismissed by competent authority. 
	 
	 
	 
	3.5 MEALS 
	 
	Members may suspend their police duty for a lunch period to be taken within their beats or assigned duty areas, subject to modification by the commanding officer.  Meals shall be eaten with reasonable dispatch when in public view. 
	 
	 
	3.6 REPORTING 
	 
	Members and employees shall promptly submit those reports as are required by the performance of their duties or by competent authority. 
	3.7 ABSENCE FROM DUTY 
	 
	Every member or employee who fails to appear for duty at the date, time and place specified for so doing without the consent of competent authority, is “absent without leave”. Such absences within the period of one day must be reported in writing to the commanding officer. Absences without leave in excess of one day must be reported in writing to the Chief of Police. 
	 
	3.8 CONSUMPTION OF INTOXICANTS 
	 
	Members and employees shall not consume intoxicants while off duty to the extent that evidence of such consumption is apparent when reporting for duty, or to the extent that ability to perform duty is impaired. 
	 
	3.9 INTOXICATION 
	 
	Members and employees shall not, at any time, be intoxicated while on duty. 
	 
	3.10 INTOXICANTS ON DEPARTMENTAL PREMISES 
	 
	Members and employees shall not bring into or keep any intoxicating liquor on departmental premises except when necessary in the performance of a police task. Liquor brought into departmental premises in the furtherance of a police task shall be properly identified and stored. 
	 
	3.11 SMOKING WHILE ON DUTY 
	 
	Members and employees shall not smoke on duty while in direct contact with the public, or when in uniform in public view and/or in a public place. Smoking will not be permitted in any New Castle Town Police patrol vehicle. Smoking will be permitted outside in the SALLE PORTE GARAGE of the New Castle Police Headquarters. 
	 
	 
	 
	3.12 UNIFORMS AND APPEARANCE 
	 
	Members shall be neat appearing and well groomed while in uniform, consistent with current departmental policies. All articles of uniform shall conform to the departmental uniform regulations. Civilian clothing will not be worn with any distinguishable part of the uniform. 
	 
	3.13 MANNER OF DRESS ON DUTY 
	 
	Normally members shall wear the uniform of the day on a tour of duty; however, commanding officers may prescribe other clothing as required by the nature of the duty to which a particular member is assigned. 
	 
	 
	3.14 AVAILABILITY WHEN ON DUTY 
	 
	Members on duty shall not conceal themselves except for some police purpose. They shall be immediately and readily available to the public during duty hours. 
	3.15 RESPONDING TO CALLS 
	P
	Members of the department shall respond without delay to all calls for police assistance from citizens or other members. Emergency calls take precedence;  however, all calls shall be answered as soon as possible consistent with normal safety precautions and vehicle laws. Except under the most extraordinary circumstances, or when otherwise directed by competent authority, no member shall fail to answer any telephone or radio call directed to him/her. The communications center shall be informed by a member wh
	P
	3.16 AVAILABILITY OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL 
	P
	An officer who needs to process a crime scene, traffic crash site or any other investigation scene, may be authorized by a supervisor to utilize other police agencies’ specialized units (i.e. fatal accident teams, Evidence Detection Units, K-9 units, etc.) on a 24-hour basis, when deemed necessary. 
	DEPARTMENT PROPERTY, UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT SECTION IV 
	P
	4.1 OFF-DUTY EQUIPMENT 
	P
	When members carry an authorized weapon off duty, they shall also carry their official departmental identification. 
	P
	4.2 UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT DAMAGE CLAIM 
	P
	Any claims for damage to clothing or other personal property belonging to the member or employee caused by performance of duty shall be made in accordance with current departmental policies. 
	P
	4.3 COMPENSATION FOR OTHER DAMAGES SUSTAINED ON DUTY 
	P
	Members and employees shall not seek in any way, nor accept from any person, money or other compensation for damages sustained or expenses incurred by them in the line of duty, without first notifying the Chief of Police in writing. 
	P
	4.4 COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES OFF DUTY 
	P
	Members and employees who have received salary from the Town for injury or illness sustained off duty shall notify the Chief of Police in writing of any intent to seek, sue, solicit or accept compensation as damages for such illness or injury. This notice shall be filed before any action is taken.  It shall include the fact of the claim and the name of the respondent. 
	P
	4.5 DEPARTMENT PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT 
	P
	Members and employees shall maintain department property and equipment assigned to them in good condition. In the event that Town property is found bearing evidence of damage which has not been reported, it shall be prima facie evidence that the last person using the property was responsible. 
	P
	4.6 DAMAGED – INOPERATIVE PROPERTY OR EQUIPMENT 
	P
	Members and employees shall immediately report to their commanding officer on designated forms any loss of or damage to departmental property assigned to or used by them. The immediate supervisor will be notified of any defects or hazardous conditions existing in any department equipment or property. 
	P
	4.7 CARE OF DEPARTMENT BUILDINGS 
	P
	Members and employees shall not damage, mark or deface any surface in any departmental building. No material shall be affixed in any way to any wall in departmental buildings without specific authorization from a commanding officer. 
	4.8 NOTICES 
	 
	Members and employees shall not mark, alter or deface any posted notice of the department. 
	 
	4.9 MANUALS MAINTENANCE 
	 
	All members and employees who are issued Code of Conduct Manuals are responsible for their maintenance and will make appropriate changes or inserts as they arise. 
	 
	4.10 SURRENDER OF DEPARTMENT PROPERTY 
	 
	Members and employees are required to surrender all department property in their possession upon separation from the service, or upon the order of a superior officer. 
	 
	4.11 DEPARTMENT VEHICLES, USE 
	 
	Use of the departmental vehicles for pleasure or commercial transportation is prohibited. Departmental vehicles can be used for personal use only with appropriate approval. 
	 
	4.12 TRANSPORTING CITIZENS 
	 
	Citizens will be transported in departmental vehicles only when necessary to accomplish a police purpose. Such transportation will be done in conformance with department policy or at the direction of a commanding officer, immediate supervisor or communications center. 
	COMMUNICATIONS - CORRESPONDENCE SECTION V 
	 
	5.1 COMMUNICATIONS, CORRESPONDECE RESTRICTIONS 
	 
	Members and employees shall not: 
	 
	A. Use departmental letterhead for private correspondence. 
	A. Use departmental letterhead for private correspondence. 
	A. Use departmental letterhead for private correspondence. 
	A. Use departmental letterhead for private correspondence. 
	A. Use departmental letterhead for private correspondence. 




	 
	B. Send correspondence representing the department without the general permission of the Chief of Police, his designee or a supervisor. 
	B. Send correspondence representing the department without the general permission of the Chief of Police, his designee or a supervisor. 
	B. Send correspondence representing the department without the general permission of the Chief of Police, his designee or a supervisor. 
	B. Send correspondence representing the department without the general permission of the Chief of Police, his designee or a supervisor. 
	B. Send correspondence representing the department without the general permission of the Chief of Police, his designee or a supervisor. 




	 
	5.2 FORWARDING COMMUNICATIONS TO HIGHER COMMANDS 
	 
	Any member or employee receiving a written communication for transmission to a higher command shall, in every case, forward such communication.  A member receiving a communication from a subordinate directed to a higher command shall endorse it indicating approval, disapproval or acknowledgment. 
	 
	5.3 DEPARTMENT ADDRESS (PRIVATE USE OF) 
	 
	Members and employees shall not use the department as a mailing address for private purposes.  The department address shall not be used on any motor vehicle registration or operator’s license. 
	 
	5.4 RADIO DISCIPLINE 
	 
	All members of the department operating the police radio, either from a mobile unit or in the CPD Headquarters, shall strictly observe regulations for such operations as set forth in departmental orders and by the Federal Communications Commission. 
	 
	5.5 DEATH AND SERIOUS INJURY NOTIFICATIONS 
	 
	When a member is killed or seriously injured on or off duty, immediate verbal notification shall be made to the Chief of Police by a member or employee who has cognizance thereof. This 
	shall be followed by a written report no later than the following work day. Information shall include the date, location, cause, extent of injury and property damage. Serious injury in this 
	instance means an injury which could result in death or disability. 
	 
	5.6 DEATH OF MEMBER OR EMPLOYEE 
	 
	Any member or employee receiving notice of death of any member, employee or retired ember, during regular business hours, shall notify the Chief of Police and the commander of the deceased. At other times, the staff duty officer shall be notified and he/she shall relay such information to the Chief of Police. 
	5.7 NOTIFICAITON OF FAMILY 
	P
	The family of a member or employee injured or dying on duty shall be notified immediately by an officer of command rank. 
	P
	5.8 IDENTIFICATION AS POLICE OFFICER 
	P
	Except when impractical or unfeasible, or where the identity is obvious, officers shall identify themselves by displaying the official identification card before taking police action. 
	P
	5.9 REPORTS AND BOOKINGS / FALSIFICATION 
	P
	No member or employee shall knowingly falsify an official report or enter or cause to be entered any inaccurate, false or improper information on records of the department. 
	P
	5.10 NEWS MEDIA AT CRIME SCENE 
	P
	Insofar as is consistent with sound police practice, the supervisor in charge at a crime scene shall grant access and supply information regarding the incident to the working news media. Whenever a supervisor feels that release of information of access to the scene is contrary to departmental policy, he/she shall refer the press to the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	P
	5.11 SECURITY OF DEPARTMENTAL BUSINESS 
	P
	Members and employees shall not provide police information outside the department except as provided elsewhere in this manual or as required by law or competent authority. Members shall treat as confidential the official communications and business of the department. 
	P
	5.12 REMOVAL OF RECORDS 
	P
	No original departmental record shall be removed from a departmental record repository without the permission of the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	P
	P
	P
	5.13 AUTHORIZATION 
	P
	Authorization is based on the legal authority empowered in the Town Charter and State law. Any questions arising as to one’s authorization for action should be cleared through a superior officer. 
	DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES SECTION VI 
	P
	6.1 DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES 
	P
	1.Objective
	1.Objective
	1.Objective
	1.Objective
	1.Objective




	P
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 
	A.The principle objective of this policy is to establish a procedure for the administering of summary and major discipline of police and civilian employees. Additionally, this procedure places primary responsibility of discipline for minor infractions of Standard Operating Procedures and Directives of Department and with the Employee’s first line supervisor. 





	P
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 
	B. Commensurate with the day-to-day responsibility of first line supervision is the authority of all supervisors to take 





	necessary corrective action. Effective discipline is administered in a 
	fair, swift and impartial manner in cases of minor infractions. 
	P
	II.Summary and Major Discipline
	II.Summary and Major Discipline
	II.Summary and Major Discipline


	P
	A.Summary discipline is that discipline administered by supervisors when a violation of the Standard Operating Procedures., Rules and Regulations, Directives of the Department and Civilian Work Rules are of a minor nature. Discipline of a minor nature is considered up to forty (40) hours suspension. 
	A.Summary discipline is that discipline administered by supervisors when a violation of the Standard Operating Procedures., Rules and Regulations, Directives of the Department and Civilian Work Rules are of a minor nature. Discipline of a minor nature is considered up to forty (40) hours suspension. 
	A.Summary discipline is that discipline administered by supervisors when a violation of the Standard Operating Procedures., Rules and Regulations, Directives of the Department and Civilian Work Rules are of a minor nature. Discipline of a minor nature is considered up to forty (40) hours suspension. 
	A.Summary discipline is that discipline administered by supervisors when a violation of the Standard Operating Procedures., Rules and Regulations, Directives of the Department and Civilian Work Rules are of a minor nature. Discipline of a minor nature is considered up to forty (40) hours suspension. 



	P
	B. Summary discipline is to be handled as a routine matter with the investigation being handled by the patrol supervisor. 
	B. Summary discipline is to be handled as a routine matter with the investigation being handled by the patrol supervisor. 
	B. Summary discipline is to be handled as a routine matter with the investigation being handled by the patrol supervisor. 
	B. Summary discipline is to be handled as a routine matter with the investigation being handled by the patrol supervisor. 



	Any allegations from citizens regarding misconduct falling under summary discipline will be initiated as per Directive 33-11-1. 
	P
	C. Any infraction of departmental orders or regulations where summary discipline would not apply will be considered a major violation and departmental charges will be preferred and forwarded to the Chief’s office for a Show of Fact Hearing and disposition. 
	C. Any infraction of departmental orders or regulations where summary discipline would not apply will be considered a major violation and departmental charges will be preferred and forwarded to the Chief’s office for a Show of Fact Hearing and disposition. 
	C. Any infraction of departmental orders or regulations where summary discipline would not apply will be considered a major violation and departmental charges will be preferred and forwarded to the Chief’s office for a Show of Fact Hearing and disposition. 
	C. Any infraction of departmental orders or regulations where summary discipline would not apply will be considered a major violation and departmental charges will be preferred and forwarded to the Chief’s office for a Show of Fact Hearing and disposition. 



	P
	D. Major Discipline investigations can only be initiated with the authorization of the Chief of Police. Major discipline will be considered as discipline beyond forty (40) hours suspension. 
	D. Major Discipline investigations can only be initiated with the authorization of the Chief of Police. Major discipline will be considered as discipline beyond forty (40) hours suspension. 
	D. Major Discipline investigations can only be initiated with the authorization of the Chief of Police. Major discipline will be considered as discipline beyond forty (40) hours suspension. 
	D. Major Discipline investigations can only be initiated with the authorization of the Chief of Police. Major discipline will be considered as discipline beyond forty (40) hours suspension. 



	P
	E. In either instance, the Police Officers Bill of Rights will be adhered to while conducting these investigations, unless superseded by a contractual agreement. 
	E. In either instance, the Police Officers Bill of Rights will be adhered to while conducting these investigations, unless superseded by a contractual agreement. 
	E. In either instance, the Police Officers Bill of Rights will be adhered to while conducting these investigations, unless superseded by a contractual agreement. 
	E. In either instance, the Police Officers Bill of Rights will be adhered to while conducting these investigations, unless superseded by a contractual agreement. 


	III.Issuance of Discipline – Special Circumstances
	III.Issuance of Discipline – Special Circumstances


	P
	A.When a supervisor observes a violation by a subordinate, not normally or directly under his/her command, the observing supervisor shall initiate appropriate discipline action. The observing supervisor shall contact the direct supervisor of the officer and advise said direct supervisor of the incident and action to be taken, or action that has been taken. 
	A.When a supervisor observes a violation by a subordinate, not normally or directly under his/her command, the observing supervisor shall initiate appropriate discipline action. The observing supervisor shall contact the direct supervisor of the officer and advise said direct supervisor of the incident and action to be taken, or action that has been taken. 
	A.When a supervisor observes a violation by a subordinate, not normally or directly under his/her command, the observing supervisor shall initiate appropriate discipline action. The observing supervisor shall contact the direct supervisor of the officer and advise said direct supervisor of the incident and action to be taken, or action that has been taken. 
	A.When a supervisor observes a violation by a subordinate, not normally or directly under his/her command, the observing supervisor shall initiate appropriate discipline action. The observing supervisor shall contact the direct supervisor of the officer and advise said direct supervisor of the incident and action to be taken, or action that has been taken. 



	P
	B. Complaints or information received alleging violations not observed by the supervisor shall be brought to the attention of the Lieutenant. Upon review, the Lieutenant shall review the complaint with the Chief of Police. The Lieutenant will then assign said complaint to the appropriate supervisor for investigation. Supervisors receiving such assignments shall conduct said investigation in accordance with procedures set forth in these regulations. 
	B. Complaints or information received alleging violations not observed by the supervisor shall be brought to the attention of the Lieutenant. Upon review, the Lieutenant shall review the complaint with the Chief of Police. The Lieutenant will then assign said complaint to the appropriate supervisor for investigation. Supervisors receiving such assignments shall conduct said investigation in accordance with procedures set forth in these regulations. 
	B. Complaints or information received alleging violations not observed by the supervisor shall be brought to the attention of the Lieutenant. Upon review, the Lieutenant shall review the complaint with the Chief of Police. The Lieutenant will then assign said complaint to the appropriate supervisor for investigation. Supervisors receiving such assignments shall conduct said investigation in accordance with procedures set forth in these regulations. 
	B. Complaints or information received alleging violations not observed by the supervisor shall be brought to the attention of the Lieutenant. Upon review, the Lieutenant shall review the complaint with the Chief of Police. The Lieutenant will then assign said complaint to the appropriate supervisor for investigation. Supervisors receiving such assignments shall conduct said investigation in accordance with procedures set forth in these regulations. 



	P
	IV.Investigative Procedure
	IV.Investigative Procedure
	IV.Investigative Procedure


	P
	1.Notification of Complaint:
	1.Notification of Complaint:
	1.Notification of Complaint:


	P
	a.A signed citizen’s complaint form.
	a.A signed citizen’s complaint form.
	a.A signed citizen’s complaint form.
	a.A signed citizen’s complaint form.

	b.Summary Discipline: A supervisor will request a control number forobserved misconduct and conduct an investigation.
	b.Summary Discipline: A supervisor will request a control number forobserved misconduct and conduct an investigation.

	c.Major Discipline: Will be determined by the Chief of Police upon receipt
	c.Major Discipline: Will be determined by the Chief of Police upon receipt



	of allegations from a supervisor or citizen.
	P
	2.The Chief and Lieutenant will determine the validity of thecomplaint.
	2.The Chief and Lieutenant will determine the validity of thecomplaint.
	2.The Chief and Lieutenant will determine the validity of thecomplaint.


	P
	3.Assign a control number.
	3.Assign a control number.
	3.Assign a control number.


	P
	4.The Lieutenant will investigate or assign an investigator.
	4.The Lieutenant will investigate or assign an investigator.
	4.The Lieutenant will investigate or assign an investigator.


	P
	5.The investigator will advise the accused of the complaint, and potential chargesand/or departmental violations. A written memorandum from the accused isrequested regarding his/her account of the incident.
	5.The investigator will advise the accused of the complaint, and potential chargesand/or departmental violations. A written memorandum from the accused isrequested regarding his/her account of the incident.
	5.The investigator will advise the accused of the complaint, and potential chargesand/or departmental violations. A written memorandum from the accused isrequested regarding his/her account of the incident.


	P
	6.Set up complainant and witness interviews.
	6.Set up complainant and witness interviews.
	6.Set up complainant and witness interviews.


	P
	7.Complete complainant and witness interviews.
	7.Complete complainant and witness interviews.
	7.Complete complainant and witness interviews.


	P
	8.Set up accused interview.
	8.Set up accused interview.
	8.Set up accused interview.


	P
	9.Complete accused interview.
	9.Complete accused interview.
	9.Complete accused interview.


	P
	10.Collect evidence as needed:
	10.Collect evidence as needed:
	10.Collect evidence as needed:

	a)Radio logs
	a)Radio logs

	b)Dispatch tapes
	b)Dispatch tapes

	c)Criminal records
	c)Criminal records

	d)Medical records
	d)Medical records

	e)Investigation records
	e)Investigation records

	f)Scientific evidence
	f)Scientific evidence

	g)DMV records
	g)DMV records

	h)Pictures
	h)Pictures

	i)Property receipts
	i)Property receipts

	j)Other
	j)Other


	P
	11.Transcription of interviews completed.
	11.Transcription of interviews completed.
	11.Transcription of interviews completed.


	P
	12.Notify the accused if additional allegations or charges havedeveloped through investigation.
	12.Notify the accused if additional allegations or charges havedeveloped through investigation.
	12.Notify the accused if additional allegations or charges havedeveloped through investigation.


	P
	13.Complete summary letter, including officer notificationletter, complaints letter and disposition.
	13.Complete summary letter, including officer notificationletter, complaints letter and disposition.
	13.Complete summary letter, including officer notificationletter, complaints letter and disposition.


	P
	14.Review entire investigation with the Lieutenant.
	14.Review entire investigation with the Lieutenant.
	14.Review entire investigation with the Lieutenant.


	P
	15.The Lieutenant will forward the investigation to the Chiefwith a recommendation for discipline.
	15.The Lieutenant will forward the investigation to the Chiefwith a recommendation for discipline.
	15.The Lieutenant will forward the investigation to the Chiefwith a recommendation for discipline.


	P
	16.After the Chief reviews the incident, he will forward a letterto the accused setting up a Show of Fact hearing. Thishearing will be before the Chief in order that the officer may
	16.After the Chief reviews the incident, he will forward a letterto the accused setting up a Show of Fact hearing. Thishearing will be before the Chief in order that the officer may
	16.After the Chief reviews the incident, he will forward a letterto the accused setting up a Show of Fact hearing. Thishearing will be before the Chief in order that the officer may


	give testimony and/or evidence to his/her defense. The hearing will
	be held within seven days of the officer receiving his/hernotification.
	P
	17.The Chief of Police will advise, in writing, his disposition tothe accused.
	17.The Chief of Police will advise, in writing, his disposition tothe accused.
	17.The Chief of Police will advise, in writing, his disposition tothe accused.


	P
	18.The accused can appeal the Chief’s decision indicated inthe appeal process or waive an appeals hearing and acceptsthe administered discipline.
	18.The accused can appeal the Chief’s decision indicated inthe appeal process or waive an appeals hearing and acceptsthe administered discipline.
	18.The accused can appeal the Chief’s decision indicated inthe appeal process or waive an appeals hearing and acceptsthe administered discipline.


	P
	19.A letter is sent to the complainant advising of the dispositionof the investigation. No information from the investigationwill be forwarded to civilian complainants. There will be nomention of the actual discipline.
	19.A letter is sent to the complainant advising of the dispositionof the investigation. No information from the investigationwill be forwarded to civilian complainants. There will be nomention of the actual discipline.
	19.A letter is sent to the complainant advising of the dispositionof the investigation. No information from the investigationwill be forwarded to civilian complainants. There will be nomention of the actual discipline.


	P
	20.Disposition classifications:
	20.Disposition classifications:
	20.Disposition classifications:


	P
	a.Unfounded: The investigation revealed the incidentdid not occur. 
	a.Unfounded: The investigation revealed the incidentdid not occur. 
	a.Unfounded: The investigation revealed the incidentdid not occur. 
	a.Unfounded: The investigation revealed the incidentdid not occur. 

	b.Justified or Exonerated: The investigation revealed
	b.Justified or Exonerated: The investigation revealed



	the conduct of the accused was justifiable. 
	c.Not Sustained: There was insufficient evidence to
	c.Not Sustained: There was insufficient evidence to
	c.Not Sustained: There was insufficient evidence to
	c.Not Sustained: There was insufficient evidence to

	d.Sustained / Partially Sustained: The investigation revealedthat the accused engaged in misconduct. 
	d.Sustained / Partially Sustained: The investigation revealedthat the accused engaged in misconduct. 

	e.Sustained (Other):  Misconduct was discovered other
	e.Sustained (Other):  Misconduct was discovered other



	than alleged. 
	P
	P
	P
	V. Administrative Investigation 
	V. Administrative Investigation 
	V. Administrative Investigation 


	P
	The investigating officer will utilize the investigative plan as indicated below: Part A: Assigned investigator and all others subsequently assigned. 
	Part B: 
	P
	1.Allegations:
	1.Allegations:
	1.Allegations:


	Complaint reduced to significant allegations with briefstatements of allegations.
	P
	2.Purpose of the Investigation:
	2.Purpose of the Investigation:
	2.Purpose of the Investigation:


	Goals that are readily foreseeable and give focus to the investigation.
	P
	3.Additional Allegations Developed: Maybe added as case develops.
	3.Additional Allegations Developed: Maybe added as case develops.
	3.Additional Allegations Developed: Maybe added as case develops.


	P
	4.Other point to cover.
	4.Other point to cover.
	4.Other point to cover.


	P
	5.Identification of Police Personnel Involved:
	5.Identification of Police Personnel Involved:
	5.Identification of Police Personnel Involved:


	Also any personnel records or significant reports.
	P
	P
	P
	6.Persons to be interviewed:Complainant
	6.Persons to be interviewed:Complainant
	6.Persons to be interviewed:Complainant


	Witnesses PoliceOfficers
	P
	7.Premises and Locations to be Observed:
	7.Premises and Locations to be Observed:
	7.Premises and Locations to be Observed:


	Any scene mentioned in the complaint, as well as any otherindicated in the allegations or that are
	developed during the investigation.
	P
	8.Records to Obtain and Check:
	8.Records to Obtain and Check:
	8.Records to Obtain and Check:


	Civilian and police officer records where applicable.Medical, criminal, financial, etc.
	P
	9.Other Agencies to Contact:
	9.Other Agencies to Contact:
	9.Other Agencies to Contact:


	Those outside the police agency, hospitals, credit unions, etc.
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Part C: 
	 
	 Officers conducting administrative investigations shall read and have the accused sign Departmental Regulation 6.2 in 
	 Accordance with U.S. Supreme Court Decision RE:   Garrity vs.New Jersey. 
	Regulation 6.2: 
	 
	Members and employees are required to answer questions by or render material and relevant statements to a competent authority in a departmental inquiry or 
	investigation when so directed. Members will submit to a polygraph if requested in accordance with state statutes and departmental rules, policies and orders. Members and employees are subject to the collection of evidence pertinent to the administrative investigations. Officers may be required to 
	submit to but are not limited to: 
	 
	Polygraphs Finger prints Hair samples Blood tests 
	Physical examination Drug screening 
	Voice prints Line-ups Etc. 
	 
	Failure to comply with this regulation will result in the termination of employment of the accused. 
	 
	VI. Summary Discipline 
	VI. Summary Discipline 
	VI. Summary Discipline 


	 
	The recording of the investigative interviews will be at the discretion of the investigator. 
	 
	All administrative investigative interviews deemed not to be of a summary nature will be recorded. 
	 
	The accused will be given copies of all recordings, transcriptions and documents discovered in the investigation at the request of the accuse
	GARRITY ADVISEMENT 
	 
	In accordance with Departmental Regulation 6.1, the accused is hereby notified that during an administrative investigation of misconduct, members and employees are required to answer questions by or render material and relevant statements to a competent authority in a departmental inquiry or investigation when so directed. Members will submit to a polygraph if requested in accordance with state statutes and departmental rules, policies and procedures. 
	 
	Members and employees are also subject to the collection of evidence pertinent to the administrative investigation. Accused personnel will submit to, but no be limited to, any and all of the following at the request of the investigator: 
	 
	Polygraphs Finger prints Hair samples Blood tests 
	Physical examination Drug screening 
	Voice prints Line-ups 
	Etc. 
	 
	Failure to comply with this administrative regulation will result in termination of employment. 
	 
	 
	 
	I, , have read this advisement and completely understand same. 
	 
	Date:      
	 
	Witness:     
	DISCIPLINE SECTION VI INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT FILE SECURITY 
	 
	 
	7.1 INTERNAL AFFAIRS – UNIT FILE SECURITY 
	 
	All Internal Affairs Unit files are confidential, in as much as any complaint that leads to an internal investigation may result in a lawsuit against the Town of Cheswold and the named officer(s). All I.A.U. files are regarded as much for potential litigation as for any other purpose.  Therefore, such files should be regarded as the property of the Law Department, in the custody of the Police Department for reasons of security. 
	 
	Access to I.A.U. files is therefore limited to members of I.A.U. and such others as may be approved by the Chief of Police or the Town Solicitor. 
	 
	Complaints received by I.A.U. shall be identified in numerical sequence by year (example: 12-1, 12-2, etc.). 
	 
	An information file is to be maintained by the I.A.U. This file is to be maintained according to : 
	 
	• Officers 
	• Officers 
	• Officers 
	• Officers 
	• Officers 

	• Complainant 
	• Complainant 




	 
	The Discipline Issued File shall be identified in numerical sequence by year and filed separately (example: 12-1, 12-2, etc.). Discipline here refers to all discipline except verbal reprimands. 
	 
	Complaint files and disciplinary action files are indexed in numerical sequence, however, each file is maintained separately. For example:  a complaint received may be investigated under I.A.U. complaint No. 12-3, and upon completion of the investigation, result in departmental 
	discipline No. 12-10. Unit members must take care to avoid misfiling due to improper or cross mixing the numerical sequence. 
	7.2 CHESWOLD POLICE DEPARTMENT DISCIPLINE POLICY 
	 
	A. Purpose: Cheswold Police recognizes that the  interests of the community and job security of the employee depends upon the Police Department’s success in providing proper, adequate, and efficient services to the citizens of the town of Cheswold. 
	A. Purpose: Cheswold Police recognizes that the  interests of the community and job security of the employee depends upon the Police Department’s success in providing proper, adequate, and efficient services to the citizens of the town of Cheswold. 
	A. Purpose: Cheswold Police recognizes that the  interests of the community and job security of the employee depends upon the Police Department’s success in providing proper, adequate, and efficient services to the citizens of the town of Cheswold. 


	 
	In order to attain this end, the Police Department exercises its right to establish rules and regulations which require its employees to be positive and 
	supportive of the goals of effective and efficient management. 
	Town employees have pledged their cooperation to work in the public interest and to work toward securing continued improvement in the 
	services offered to the citizens of the Town of Cheswold. The Cheswold Police therefore recognizes the need for progressive and/or appropriate 
	discipline based on the seriousness of the infraction when an employee’s conduct and/or job performance is inconsistent with the 
	goals of Cheswold Police. 
	 
	B. Responsibilities: 
	B. Responsibilities: 
	B. Responsibilities: 


	 
	1. The Chief of Police shall direct first-line supervisors and middle managers in the formulation of conduct and job performance standards and the administration of discipline on a department-wide basis. 
	1. The Chief of Police shall direct first-line supervisors and middle managers in the formulation of conduct and job performance standards and the administration of discipline on a department-wide basis. 
	1. The Chief of Police shall direct first-line supervisors and middle managers in the formulation of conduct and job performance standards and the administration of discipline on a department-wide basis. 
	1. The Chief of Police shall direct first-line supervisors and middle managers in the formulation of conduct and job performance standards and the administration of discipline on a department-wide basis. 



	 
	2. First-line supervisors and middle management shall monitor the conduct, attendance, and job performance of employees under their supervision. 
	2. First-line supervisors and middle management shall monitor the conduct, attendance, and job performance of employees under their supervision. 
	2. First-line supervisors and middle management shall monitor the conduct, attendance, and job performance of employees under their supervision. 
	2. First-line supervisors and middle management shall monitor the conduct, attendance, and job performance of employees under their supervision. 



	 
	7.3 ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRESSIVE CORRECTIVE DISCIPLINE 
	 
	Disciplinary action shall be taken only for just cause.  Generally, employee misconduct and/or unsatisfactory performance shall be dealt with by the use of progressive, corrective discipline. However, in those instances of major misconduct or major unsatisfactory behavior, more sever discipline shall be taken, depending on the degree of seriousness of the misconduct. 
	 
	Steps of the Administration of Progressive Corrective Disciplinary Action shall be as follows: 
	 
	1. Verbal Reprimand 
	1. Verbal Reprimand 
	1. Verbal Reprimand 


	 
	a. Initial step of discipline in which the supervisor verbally warns the employee concerning his/her violation of rules/regulations, unsatisfactory behavior or work performance, and counsels the employee of the requirement to correct the problem. 
	a. Initial step of discipline in which the supervisor verbally warns the employee concerning his/her violation of rules/regulations, unsatisfactory behavior or work performance, and counsels the employee of the requirement to correct the problem. 
	a. Initial step of discipline in which the supervisor verbally warns the employee concerning his/her violation of rules/regulations, unsatisfactory behavior or work performance, and counsels the employee of the requirement to correct the problem. 
	a. Initial step of discipline in which the supervisor verbally warns the employee concerning his/her violation of rules/regulations, unsatisfactory behavior or work performance, and counsels the employee of the requirement to correct the problem. 

	b. The supervisor shall make a written record of the counseling session to be retained only in the Supervisor’s file. When the verbal reprimand is given, the employee shall have union representation present if the employee requests such 
	b. The supervisor shall make a written record of the counseling session to be retained only in the Supervisor’s file. When the verbal reprimand is given, the employee shall have union representation present if the employee requests such 



	representation. In the event that the employee does not request such representation, or in addition to such representation, the Supervisor may have a person of the Supervisor’s choosing present during the verbal reprimand. 
	2. Written Reprimand 
	2. Written Reprimand 
	2. Written Reprimand 


	 
	a. A written reprimand is used when: 
	a. A written reprimand is used when: 
	a. A written reprimand is used when: 
	a. A written reprimand is used when: 



	 
	1. The verbal reprimand has not resulted in corrective action or satisfactory change in the employee’s behavior. 
	1. The verbal reprimand has not resulted in corrective action or satisfactory change in the employee’s behavior. 
	1. The verbal reprimand has not resulted in corrective action or satisfactory change in the employee’s behavior. 
	1. The verbal reprimand has not resulted in corrective action or satisfactory change in the employee’s behavior. 
	1. The verbal reprimand has not resulted in corrective action or satisfactory change in the employee’s behavior. 




	 
	2. Where a verbal reprimand is determined by the Department to be insufficient for the offense. 
	2. Where a verbal reprimand is determined by the Department to be insufficient for the offense. 
	2. Where a verbal reprimand is determined by the Department to be insufficient for the offense. 
	2. Where a verbal reprimand is determined by the Department to be insufficient for the offense. 
	2. Where a verbal reprimand is determined by the Department to be insufficient for the offense. 




	 
	b. A written reprimand shall, in most instances, include the following information: 
	b. A written reprimand shall, in most instances, include the following information: 
	b. A written reprimand shall, in most instances, include the following information: 
	b. A written reprimand shall, in most instances, include the following information: 



	 
	1. Reference to the preceding verbal reprimand concerning previous violations if appropriate. 
	1. Reference to the preceding verbal reprimand concerning previous violations if appropriate. 
	1. Reference to the preceding verbal reprimand concerning previous violations if appropriate. 
	1. Reference to the preceding verbal reprimand concerning previous violations if appropriate. 
	1. Reference to the preceding verbal reprimand concerning previous violations if appropriate. 




	 
	2. Specific charge of inappropriate or unsatisfactory action or behavior or misconduct with reference to the disciplinary rules, personnel policies and procedures, or departmental rules and regulations if appropriate. 
	2. Specific charge of inappropriate or unsatisfactory action or behavior or misconduct with reference to the disciplinary rules, personnel policies and procedures, or departmental rules and regulations if appropriate. 
	2. Specific charge of inappropriate or unsatisfactory action or behavior or misconduct with reference to the disciplinary rules, personnel policies and procedures, or departmental rules and regulations if appropriate. 
	2. Specific charge of inappropriate or unsatisfactory action or behavior or misconduct with reference to the disciplinary rules, personnel policies and procedures, or departmental rules and regulations if appropriate. 
	2. Specific charge of inappropriate or unsatisfactory action or behavior or misconduct with reference to the disciplinary rules, personnel policies and procedures, or departmental rules and regulations if appropriate. 




	 
	3. Warning regarding the Department’s course of action concerning future violations. 
	3. Warning regarding the Department’s course of action concerning future violations. 
	3. Warning regarding the Department’s course of action concerning future violations. 
	3. Warning regarding the Department’s course of action concerning future violations. 
	3. Warning regarding the Department’s course of action concerning future violations. 




	 
	4. The employee’s signature and the date acknowledging receipt of the reprimand. The employee’s signature does not imply agreement. If the employee refuses to sign the written reprimand, then the Supervisor should note this on the document. 
	4. The employee’s signature and the date acknowledging receipt of the reprimand. The employee’s signature does not imply agreement. If the employee refuses to sign the written reprimand, then the Supervisor should note this on the document. 
	4. The employee’s signature and the date acknowledging receipt of the reprimand. The employee’s signature does not imply agreement. If the employee refuses to sign the written reprimand, then the Supervisor should note this on the document. 
	4. The employee’s signature and the date acknowledging receipt of the reprimand. The employee’s signature does not imply agreement. If the employee refuses to sign the written reprimand, then the Supervisor should note this on the document. 
	4. The employee’s signature and the date acknowledging receipt of the reprimand. The employee’s signature does not imply agreement. If the employee refuses to sign the written reprimand, then the Supervisor should note this on the document. 




	 
	5. The signature of the Supervisor and the Chief of Police (or designee). 
	5. The signature of the Supervisor and the Chief of Police (or designee). 
	5. The signature of the Supervisor and the Chief of Police (or designee). 
	5. The signature of the Supervisor and the Chief of Police (or designee). 
	5. The signature of the Supervisor and the Chief of Police (or designee). 




	 
	c. When a written reprimand is given, the employee may have union representation present if the employee requests such representation. If the event that the employee does not request such representation, or in addition to such representation, the Supervisor may have a person of the Supervisor’s choosing present during the written reprimand. The writer shall explain the reprimand to the employee. A copy of the reprimand shall be given to the employee and the employee shall acknowledge receipt by signing the 
	c. When a written reprimand is given, the employee may have union representation present if the employee requests such representation. If the event that the employee does not request such representation, or in addition to such representation, the Supervisor may have a person of the Supervisor’s choosing present during the written reprimand. The writer shall explain the reprimand to the employee. A copy of the reprimand shall be given to the employee and the employee shall acknowledge receipt by signing the 
	c. When a written reprimand is given, the employee may have union representation present if the employee requests such representation. If the event that the employee does not request such representation, or in addition to such representation, the Supervisor may have a person of the Supervisor’s choosing present during the written reprimand. The writer shall explain the reprimand to the employee. A copy of the reprimand shall be given to the employee and the employee shall acknowledge receipt by signing the 
	c. When a written reprimand is given, the employee may have union representation present if the employee requests such representation. If the event that the employee does not request such representation, or in addition to such representation, the Supervisor may have a person of the Supervisor’s choosing present during the written reprimand. The writer shall explain the reprimand to the employee. A copy of the reprimand shall be given to the employee and the employee shall acknowledge receipt by signing the 



	 
	d. The copies of the written reprimand are placed in the employee’s personnel folder in the Department. Copies of written reprimands shall not be placed in the employee’s personnel files before the employee has been given and acknowledges the written reprimand. 
	d. The copies of the written reprimand are placed in the employee’s personnel folder in the Department. Copies of written reprimands shall not be placed in the employee’s personnel files before the employee has been given and acknowledges the written reprimand. 
	d. The copies of the written reprimand are placed in the employee’s personnel folder in the Department. Copies of written reprimands shall not be placed in the employee’s personnel files before the employee has been given and acknowledges the written reprimand. 
	d. The copies of the written reprimand are placed in the employee’s personnel folder in the Department. Copies of written reprimands shall not be placed in the employee’s personnel files before the employee has been given and acknowledges the written reprimand. 



	7.4 DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
	 
	Disciplinary action may be taken in accordance with the specific disciplinary rules. This list is not intended to be all-inclusive, but rather a list of the type of conduct which will warrant discipline. 
	 
	1. Conviction of a crime related to job performance or availability to perform. 
	1. Conviction of a crime related to job performance or availability to perform. 
	1. Conviction of a crime related to job performance or availability to perform. 


	 
	2. Insubordination (disobedience). 
	2. Insubordination (disobedience). 
	2. Insubordination (disobedience). 


	 
	3. An unreasonable amount of lost time or abuse of sick leave. 
	3. An unreasonable amount of lost time or abuse of sick leave. 
	3. An unreasonable amount of lost time or abuse of sick leave. 


	 
	4. Absence without leave. 
	4. Absence without leave. 
	4. Absence without leave. 


	 
	5. Excessive tardiness. 
	5. Excessive tardiness. 
	5. Excessive tardiness. 


	 
	6. Inefficiency and incompetence. 
	6. Inefficiency and incompetence. 
	6. Inefficiency and incompetence. 


	 
	7. Abuse of Town property. 
	7. Abuse of Town property. 
	7. Abuse of Town property. 


	 
	8. Giving false statements to supervisors or the public. 
	8. Giving false statements to supervisors or the public. 
	8. Giving false statements to supervisors or the public. 


	 
	9. Violation of State statutes, Town or County ordinances, administrative regulation or departmental rules. 
	9. Violation of State statutes, Town or County ordinances, administrative regulation or departmental rules. 
	9. Violation of State statutes, Town or County ordinances, administrative regulation or departmental rules. 


	 
	10. 
	 
	 
	(a) Consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during working hours on Town property or in Town-owned vehicles. 
	(a) Consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during working hours on Town property or in Town-owned vehicles. 
	(a) Consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during working hours on Town property or in Town-owned vehicles. 

	(b) Being under the influence of alcohol or narcotic drugs, so as to be unable to perform duties satisfactorily during work 
	(b) Being under the influence of alcohol or narcotic drugs, so as to be unable to perform duties satisfactorily during work 


	hours. 
	(c) Possession of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs on Town property or in Town owned vehicles. 
	(c) Possession of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs on Town property or in Town owned vehicles. 
	(c) Possession of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs on Town property or in Town owned vehicles. 


	 
	11. Any conduct which reflects unfavorably on the Town as an employer. 
	11. Any conduct which reflects unfavorably on the Town as an employer. 
	11. Any conduct which reflects unfavorably on the Town as an employer. 


	 
	12. Membership in any organization which advocates the overthrow of any legally constituted government. 
	12. Membership in any organization which advocates the overthrow of any legally constituted government. 
	12. Membership in any organization which advocates the overthrow of any legally constituted government. 


	 
	13. Discovery of a false statement in an application which had not been detected previously. 
	13. Discovery of a false statement in an application which had not been detected previously. 
	13. Discovery of a false statement in an application which had not been detected previously. 


	 
	14. Failure to pay legal debts or to reimburse the Town for funds due. 
	14. Failure to pay legal debts or to reimburse the Town for funds due. 
	14. Failure to pay legal debts or to reimburse the Town for funds due. 


	 
	15. Acceptance of gratuities. 
	15. Acceptance of gratuities. 
	15. Acceptance of gratuities. 


	 
	16. Refusal to be examined by a Town authorized physician when so directed. 
	16. Refusal to be examined by a Town authorized physician when so directed. 
	16. Refusal to be examined by a Town authorized physician when so directed. 


	17. (a)   Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any device under any denomination by which any game of chance might be played for anything of value or any other gaming device whatsoever. 
	17. (a)   Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any device under any denomination by which any game of chance might be played for anything of value or any other gaming device whatsoever. 
	17. (a)   Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any device under any denomination by which any game of chance might be played for anything of value or any other gaming device whatsoever. 


	 
	(b) Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any books, device, apparatus or paraphernalia for the purpose of receiving, recording or registering bets or wagers. 
	(b) Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any books, device, apparatus or paraphernalia for the purpose of receiving, recording or registering bets or wagers. 
	(b) Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any books, device, apparatus or paraphernalia for the purpose of receiving, recording or registering bets or wagers. 
	(b) Possession on Town property or in a Town vehicle of any books, device, apparatus or paraphernalia for the purpose of receiving, recording or registering bets or wagers. 



	 
	(c) Gambling on Town property or in a Town owned vehicle 
	(c) Gambling on Town property or in a Town owned vehicle 
	(c) Gambling on Town property or in a Town owned vehicle 
	(c) Gambling on Town property or in a Town owned vehicle 



	 
	18. The use of Town supplies, materials, equipment or other property for personal purposes or securing the same for others. 
	18. The use of Town supplies, materials, equipment or other property for personal purposes or securing the same for others. 
	18. The use of Town supplies, materials, equipment or other property for personal purposes or securing the same for others. 


	 
	19. Pursuing any non-job related activities during work hours without the permission of the department head. 
	19. Pursuing any non-job related activities during work hours without the permission of the department head. 
	19. Pursuing any non-job related activities during work hours without the permission of the department head. 


	 
	20. Failure to observe the regulations of the Chief of Police on holding outside employment. 
	20. Failure to observe the regulations of the Chief of Police on holding outside employment. 
	20. Failure to observe the regulations of the Chief of Police on holding outside employment. 


	 
	21. Profane, obscene, insulting words or gestures towards the public or any Town employee or supervisor. 
	21. Profane, obscene, insulting words or gestures towards the public or any Town employee or supervisor. 
	21. Profane, obscene, insulting words or gestures towards the public or any Town employee or supervisor. 


	 
	22. Unlawful political or other activity. 
	22. Unlawful political or other activity. 
	22. Unlawful political or other activity. 


	 
	23. Receipt of an unsatisfactory rating on two consecutive performance evaluations. 
	23. Receipt of an unsatisfactory rating on two consecutive performance evaluations. 
	23. Receipt of an unsatisfactory rating on two consecutive performance evaluations. 


	 
	24. Loss of job requirement or a necessary license. 
	24. Loss of job requirement or a necessary license. 
	24. Loss of job requirement or a necessary license. 


	 
	7.5 DISCIPLINE RULES 
	 
	Discipline Rules are designed to provide the employee with notice of prescribed conduct and that violation of those rules could result in disciplinary action. A uniform set of rules provides the superior with standard disciplinary guidelines so as to insure fair, consistent and non- discriminatory treatment of employees. 
	 
	Supervisors are expected to provide normal routine counseling to employees regarding disciplinary problems.  The discipline rules as outlined below are not intended to be all- inclusive. They are examples of the types of conduct for which disciplinary action may be taken. The penalties as noted may, after consultation with the Chief of Police, may be modified depending upon the circumstances surrounding the conduct or act. An example of this would be if an incident is so serious that a verbal reprimand woul
	 
	Progressive, corrective discipline shall not proceed to the next higher step provided the employee goes a thirty-six month period ( a rolling 36 month calendar) from the last disciplinary action concerning a particular offense.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	This means that the employee must work a thirty-six month period clear of disciplinary action concerning a particular offense in order for progressive discipline for that offense not to proceed to the next higher step from the last issued discipline penalty. In such instances, the employee will be deemed as having corrected the problem for which he/she was disciplined. Notations of all disciplinary action beyond an oral reprimand shall remain on permanent record in the employee’s personnel file maintained b
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	7.6 PENALTIES 
	 
	 
	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	1. Failure to report to work following the expiration of an approved leave and/or absence for which leave has been disapproved or withdrawn 
	1. Failure to report to work following the expiration of an approved leave and/or absence for which leave has been disapproved or withdrawn 
	1. Failure to report to work following the expiration of an approved leave and/or absence for which leave has been disapproved or withdrawn 
	1. Failure to report to work following the expiration of an approved leave and/or absence for which leave has been disapproved or withdrawn 
	1. Failure to report to work following the expiration of an approved leave and/or absence for which leave has been disapproved or withdrawn 



	Suspension up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	2. Stopping work before specified quitting time without authorization. 
	2. Stopping work before specified quitting time without authorization. 
	2. Stopping work before specified quitting time without authorization. 
	2. Stopping work before specified quitting time without authorization. 
	2. Stopping work before specified quitting time without authorization. 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	3. Going in or out of service for another employee 
	3. Going in or out of service for another employee 
	3. Going in or out of service for another employee 
	3. Going in or out of service for another employee 
	3. Going in or out of service for another employee 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	4. Failing to personally go in and out of service with dispatch either at the beginning or end of work period; failing to go out of service when leaving on personal business 
	4. Failing to personally go in and out of service with dispatch either at the beginning or end of work period; failing to go out of service when leaving on personal business 
	4. Failing to personally go in and out of service with dispatch either at the beginning or end of work period; failing to go out of service when leaving on personal business 
	4. Failing to personally go in and out of service with dispatch either at the beginning or end of work period; failing to go out of service when leaving on personal business 
	4. Failing to personally go in and out of service with dispatch either at the beginning or end of work period; failing to go out of service when leaving on personal business 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	5. Failure to comply with safety rules and practices including those pertaining to dress and use of protective equipment 
	5. Failure to comply with safety rules and practices including those pertaining to dress and use of protective equipment 
	5. Failure to comply with safety rules and practices including those pertaining to dress and use of protective equipment 
	5. Failure to comply with safety rules and practices including those pertaining to dress and use of protective equipment 
	5. Failure to comply with safety rules and practices including those pertaining to dress and use of protective equipment 



	Verbal Warning – up to review for Suspension 
	Verbal Warning – up to review for Suspension 

	Written Reprimand-up to review for dismissal 
	Written Reprimand-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	6. Failure to properly wear and/or maintain uniforms in conformance with Town-wide or departmental policy.  
	6. Failure to properly wear and/or maintain uniforms in conformance with Town-wide or departmental policy.  
	6. Failure to properly wear and/or maintain uniforms in conformance with Town-wide or departmental policy.  
	6. Failure to properly wear and/or maintain uniforms in conformance with Town-wide or departmental policy.  
	6. Failure to properly wear and/or maintain uniforms in conformance with Town-wide or departmental policy.  



	Verbal Warning 
	Verbal Warning 

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	7. Engaging in any conduct which may result in safety hazard of unsanitary condition. 
	7. Engaging in any conduct which may result in safety hazard of unsanitary condition. 
	7. Engaging in any conduct which may result in safety hazard of unsanitary condition. 
	7. Engaging in any conduct which may result in safety hazard of unsanitary condition. 
	7. Engaging in any conduct which may result in safety hazard of unsanitary condition. 



	Written warning – up to review for suspension. 
	Written warning – up to review for suspension. 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	8. Smoking in officially prohibited areas 
	8. Smoking in officially prohibited areas 
	8. Smoking in officially prohibited areas 
	8. Smoking in officially prohibited areas 
	8. Smoking in officially prohibited areas 



	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	9. Misuse or loss of Town Tools, Equipment or Property. Or, misuse is owned by another employee if required as per their job duties 
	9. Misuse or loss of Town Tools, Equipment or Property. Or, misuse is owned by another employee if required as per their job duties 
	9. Misuse or loss of Town Tools, Equipment or Property. Or, misuse is owned by another employee if required as per their job duties 
	9. Misuse or loss of Town Tools, Equipment or Property. Or, misuse is owned by another employee if required as per their job duties 
	9. Misuse or loss of Town Tools, Equipment or Property. Or, misuse is owned by another employee if required as per their job duties 


	 
	 

	Verbal Warning – up to review for suspension 
	Verbal Warning – up to review for suspension 

	Written Reprimand –up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand –up to review for suspension 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	10. Incompetence or review for assigned work. 
	10. Incompetence or review for assigned work. 
	10. Incompetence or review for assigned work. 
	10. Incompetence or review for assigned work. 
	10. Incompetence or review for assigned work. 



	Verbal Warning –up to suspension 
	Verbal Warning –up to suspension 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal inability to perform. 
	Dismissal inability to perform. 

	 
	 


	11. Carelessness and/or neglect of job duties and responsibilities 
	11. Carelessness and/or neglect of job duties and responsibilities 
	11. Carelessness and/or neglect of job duties and responsibilities 
	11. Carelessness and/or neglect of job duties and responsibilities 
	11. Carelessness and/or neglect of job duties and responsibilities 



	Verbal Warning – up to review for suspension 
	Verbal Warning – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	12. Sleeping on the job 
	12. Sleeping on the job 
	12. Sleeping on the job 
	12. Sleeping on the job 
	12. Sleeping on the job 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension. 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension. 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	13. Discourteous treatment of the public or any other conduct which does not merit the public trust. 
	13. Discourteous treatment of the public or any other conduct which does not merit the public trust. 
	13. Discourteous treatment of the public or any other conduct which does not merit the public trust. 
	13. Discourteous treatment of the public or any other conduct which does not merit the public trust. 
	13. Discourteous treatment of the public or any other conduct which does not merit the public trust. 



	Written reprimand – up to review for suspension. 
	Written reprimand – up to review for suspension. 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	14. Participating in gambling on Town property or during work hours. 
	14. Participating in gambling on Town property or during work hours. 
	14. Participating in gambling on Town property or during work hours. 
	14. Participating in gambling on Town property or during work hours. 
	14. Participating in gambling on Town property or during work hours. 



	Written reprimand- up to review for dismissal 
	Written reprimand- up to review for dismissal 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	15. Posting of unauthorized bulletins or removal of authorized bulletins or signs  
	15. Posting of unauthorized bulletins or removal of authorized bulletins or signs  
	15. Posting of unauthorized bulletins or removal of authorized bulletins or signs  
	15. Posting of unauthorized bulletins or removal of authorized bulletins or signs  
	15. Posting of unauthorized bulletins or removal of authorized bulletins or signs  



	Verbal Warning 
	Verbal Warning 

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	16.  Failure to report a change of address / phone number or name change within five (5) days to the department 
	16.  Failure to report a change of address / phone number or name change within five (5) days to the department 
	16.  Failure to report a change of address / phone number or name change within five (5) days to the department 
	16.  Failure to report a change of address / phone number or name change within five (5) days to the department 
	16.  Failure to report a change of address / phone number or name change within five (5) days to the department 



	Verbal Warning 
	Verbal Warning 

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension – up to review dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	17. Failure to provide Doctor’s Certificate upon request of the Chief of Police or authorized designee or; absence for three (3) or more consecutive work days. 
	17. Failure to provide Doctor’s Certificate upon request of the Chief of Police or authorized designee or; absence for three (3) or more consecutive work days. 
	17. Failure to provide Doctor’s Certificate upon request of the Chief of Police or authorized designee or; absence for three (3) or more consecutive work days. 
	17. Failure to provide Doctor’s Certificate upon request of the Chief of Police or authorized designee or; absence for three (3) or more consecutive work days. 
	17. Failure to provide Doctor’s Certificate upon request of the Chief of Police or authorized designee or; absence for three (3) or more consecutive work days. 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	18. Failure to report as soon as possible following any incident or accident suffered at work 
	18. Failure to report as soon as possible following any incident or accident suffered at work 
	18. Failure to report as soon as possible following any incident or accident suffered at work 
	18. Failure to report as soon as possible following any incident or accident suffered at work 
	18. Failure to report as soon as possible following any incident or accident suffered at work 



	Verbal Warning 
	Verbal Warning 

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	19. Negligence, carelessness, or failure to follow departmental procedures  
	19. Negligence, carelessness, or failure to follow departmental procedures  
	19. Negligence, carelessness, or failure to follow departmental procedures  
	19. Negligence, carelessness, or failure to follow departmental procedures  
	19. Negligence, carelessness, or failure to follow departmental procedures  



	Verbal Warning-up to review for suspension 
	Verbal Warning-up to review for suspension 

	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	20. Refusal to follow job instructions, directions, or departmental procedures (Insubordination) 
	20. Refusal to follow job instructions, directions, or departmental procedures (Insubordination) 
	20. Refusal to follow job instructions, directions, or departmental procedures (Insubordination) 
	20. Refusal to follow job instructions, directions, or departmental procedures (Insubordination) 
	20. Refusal to follow job instructions, directions, or departmental procedures (Insubordination) 


	 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	21. Conducting personal business during work hours 
	21. Conducting personal business during work hours 
	21. Conducting personal business during work hours 
	21. Conducting personal business during work hours 
	21. Conducting personal business during work hours 



	Verbal Warning  
	Verbal Warning  

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	22. Transporting, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers in Town vehicles. 
	22. Transporting, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers in Town vehicles. 
	22. Transporting, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers in Town vehicles. 
	22. Transporting, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers in Town vehicles. 
	22. Transporting, picking up or delivering unauthorized passengers in Town vehicles. 



	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	23. The use of abusive or threatening language or otherwise threatening, intimidating, coercive or harassing conduct towards a superior or employee. 
	23. The use of abusive or threatening language or otherwise threatening, intimidating, coercive or harassing conduct towards a superior or employee. 
	23. The use of abusive or threatening language or otherwise threatening, intimidating, coercive or harassing conduct towards a superior or employee. 
	23. The use of abusive or threatening language or otherwise threatening, intimidating, coercive or harassing conduct towards a superior or employee. 
	23. The use of abusive or threatening language or otherwise threatening, intimidating, coercive or harassing conduct towards a superior or employee. 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension- up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension- up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	24.  Fighting or engaging in physical altercation or provoking a fight or physical altercation 
	24.  Fighting or engaging in physical altercation or provoking a fight or physical altercation 
	24.  Fighting or engaging in physical altercation or provoking a fight or physical altercation 
	24.  Fighting or engaging in physical altercation or provoking a fight or physical altercation 
	24.  Fighting or engaging in physical altercation or provoking a fight or physical altercation 



	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	25.  Sexual, racial, ethnic, religious harassment or discriminatory treatment of Town employee, citizen during work hours, or Town Authority. 
	25.  Sexual, racial, ethnic, religious harassment or discriminatory treatment of Town employee, citizen during work hours, or Town Authority. 
	25.  Sexual, racial, ethnic, religious harassment or discriminatory treatment of Town employee, citizen during work hours, or Town Authority. 
	25.  Sexual, racial, ethnic, religious harassment or discriminatory treatment of Town employee, citizen during work hours, or Town Authority. 
	25.  Sexual, racial, ethnic, religious harassment or discriminatory treatment of Town employee, citizen during work hours, or Town Authority. 



	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	26.  Negligence, carelessness or willful acts which result in, or could result in damage and/or injury to self or others, Town property or citizens while on duty. 
	26.  Negligence, carelessness or willful acts which result in, or could result in damage and/or injury to self or others, Town property or citizens while on duty. 
	26.  Negligence, carelessness or willful acts which result in, or could result in damage and/or injury to self or others, Town property or citizens while on duty. 
	26.  Negligence, carelessness or willful acts which result in, or could result in damage and/or injury to self or others, Town property or citizens while on duty. 
	26.  Negligence, carelessness or willful acts which result in, or could result in damage and/or injury to self or others, Town property or citizens while on duty. 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension – up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	27. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Town Property, Records or any other materials from Town premises. 
	27. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Town Property, Records or any other materials from Town premises. 
	27. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Town Property, Records or any other materials from Town premises. 
	27. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Town Property, Records or any other materials from Town premises. 
	27. Unauthorized use and/or removal of Town Property, Records or any other materials from Town premises. 



	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand – up to review for suspension 

	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	28. Unauthorized Possession of firearms, weapons or explosives on person and/or while on Town Property 
	28. Unauthorized Possession of firearms, weapons or explosives on person and/or while on Town Property 
	28. Unauthorized Possession of firearms, weapons or explosives on person and/or while on Town Property 
	28. Unauthorized Possession of firearms, weapons or explosives on person and/or while on Town Property 
	28. Unauthorized Possession of firearms, weapons or explosives on person and/or while on Town Property 


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	29. Possession and/or consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs (including marijuana) during work hours, on Town property, or in a Town owned vehicle.   
	29. Possession and/or consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs (including marijuana) during work hours, on Town property, or in a Town owned vehicle.   
	29. Possession and/or consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs (including marijuana) during work hours, on Town property, or in a Town owned vehicle.   
	29. Possession and/or consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs (including marijuana) during work hours, on Town property, or in a Town owned vehicle.   
	29. Possession and/or consumption of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs (including marijuana) during work hours, on Town property, or in a Town owned vehicle.   


	Failure to comply with the request of a Supervisor that the Employee be examined by a physician employed by the Town in accordance with stated Town Policy. 

	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	30. Being under the influence of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during work hours, on Town property, or in Town owned vehicles.  
	30. Being under the influence of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during work hours, on Town property, or in Town owned vehicles.  
	30. Being under the influence of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during work hours, on Town property, or in Town owned vehicles.  
	30. Being under the influence of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during work hours, on Town property, or in Town owned vehicles.  
	30. Being under the influence of intoxicating beverages or narcotic drugs during work hours, on Town property, or in Town owned vehicles.  


	Failure to advise their Supervisor at the beginning of their shift (if not earlier) that they are taking a prescription drug or over-the-counter drug, which by nature may impair the employee’s ability to perform. 

	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	31. Selling of distribution of drugs and/or intoxicants on Town property and/or during work hours 
	31. Selling of distribution of drugs and/or intoxicants on Town property and/or during work hours 
	31. Selling of distribution of drugs and/or intoxicants on Town property and/or during work hours 
	31. Selling of distribution of drugs and/or intoxicants on Town property and/or during work hours 
	31. Selling of distribution of drugs and/or intoxicants on Town property and/or during work hours 



	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	32. Soliciting or accepting any financial or other reward or gifts for services rendered through a Town Department 
	32. Soliciting or accepting any financial or other reward or gifts for services rendered through a Town Department 
	32. Soliciting or accepting any financial or other reward or gifts for services rendered through a Town Department 
	32. Soliciting or accepting any financial or other reward or gifts for services rendered through a Town Department 
	32. Soliciting or accepting any financial or other reward or gifts for services rendered through a Town Department 



	Suspension-up for review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up for review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	33. Theft or other misappropriation of Town property. 
	33. Theft or other misappropriation of Town property. 
	33. Theft or other misappropriation of Town property. 
	33. Theft or other misappropriation of Town property. 
	33. Theft or other misappropriation of Town property. 



	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	34. Falsification of Town forms or records, including employment applications, daily work sheets and attendance records, willful misrepresentation of facts; forging another’s signature. 
	34. Falsification of Town forms or records, including employment applications, daily work sheets and attendance records, willful misrepresentation of facts; forging another’s signature. 
	34. Falsification of Town forms or records, including employment applications, daily work sheets and attendance records, willful misrepresentation of facts; forging another’s signature. 
	34. Falsification of Town forms or records, including employment applications, daily work sheets and attendance records, willful misrepresentation of facts; forging another’s signature. 
	34. Falsification of Town forms or records, including employment applications, daily work sheets and attendance records, willful misrepresentation of facts; forging another’s signature. 


	 
	 

	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	35. Conviction of a crime, or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which; (a) affects the employee’s ability to perform the job or report to work; (b) harms the Town’s reputation or the public trust 
	35. Conviction of a crime, or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which; (a) affects the employee’s ability to perform the job or report to work; (b) harms the Town’s reputation or the public trust 
	35. Conviction of a crime, or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which; (a) affects the employee’s ability to perform the job or report to work; (b) harms the Town’s reputation or the public trust 
	35. Conviction of a crime, or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which; (a) affects the employee’s ability to perform the job or report to work; (b) harms the Town’s reputation or the public trust 
	35. Conviction of a crime, or engaging in unlawful or improper conduct which; (a) affects the employee’s ability to perform the job or report to work; (b) harms the Town’s reputation or the public trust 



	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 

	 
	 


	36. Horseplay in the workplace or on Town time; inability to get along with fellow employees which adversely affects operational efficiency 
	36. Horseplay in the workplace or on Town time; inability to get along with fellow employees which adversely affects operational efficiency 
	36. Horseplay in the workplace or on Town time; inability to get along with fellow employees which adversely affects operational efficiency 
	36. Horseplay in the workplace or on Town time; inability to get along with fellow employees which adversely affects operational efficiency 
	36. Horseplay in the workplace or on Town time; inability to get along with fellow employees which adversely affects operational efficiency 



	Written Reprimand-up to review for suspension 
	Written Reprimand-up to review for suspension 

	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 


	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	37. AWOL-Absent without prior notification to supervisor in accordance with policy 
	37. AWOL-Absent without prior notification to supervisor in accordance with policy 
	37. AWOL-Absent without prior notification to supervisor in accordance with policy 



	 
	 
	 
	 
	Written Warning and loss of pay for time not at work -up to review for suspension 

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Suspension and loss of pay for time not worked-up to review for dismissal 

	 
	 
	 
	 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	38. Unauthorized Absences includes; failure to report to work on time without prior notification to supervisor as to reason for such failure  
	38. Unauthorized Absences includes; failure to report to work on time without prior notification to supervisor as to reason for such failure  
	38. Unauthorized Absences includes; failure to report to work on time without prior notification to supervisor as to reason for such failure  
	38. Unauthorized Absences includes; failure to report to work on time without prior notification to supervisor as to reason for such failure  
	38. Unauthorized Absences includes; failure to report to work on time without prior notification to supervisor as to reason for such failure  



	Written Warning and loss of pay for time not at work -up to review for suspension 
	Written Warning and loss of pay for time not at work -up to review for suspension 

	Suspension and loss of pay for time not worked-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension and loss of pay for time not worked-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	39. Absence during work hours which has not been excused for emergency or medical reasons 
	39. Absence during work hours which has not been excused for emergency or medical reasons 
	39. Absence during work hours which has not been excused for emergency or medical reasons 
	39. Absence during work hours which has not been excused for emergency or medical reasons 
	39. Absence during work hours which has not been excused for emergency or medical reasons 



	Written Warning and loss of pay for time not at work -up to review for suspension 
	Written Warning and loss of pay for time not at work -up to review for suspension 

	Suspension and loss of pay for time not worked-up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension and loss of pay for time not worked-up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	40.  Abuse of sick leave or other break time 
	40.  Abuse of sick leave or other break time 
	40.  Abuse of sick leave or other break time 
	40.  Abuse of sick leave or other break time 
	40.  Abuse of sick leave or other break time 



	Suspension 
	Suspension 

	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 
	Suspension –up to review for dismissal 

	Dismissal 
	Dismissal 

	 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	41. Failure to appear for extra duty pay job, failure to notify supervisor of unavailability for pay job, erasing or altering a name once signed up for extra duty job. 
	41. Failure to appear for extra duty pay job, failure to notify supervisor of unavailability for pay job, erasing or altering a name once signed up for extra duty job. 
	41. Failure to appear for extra duty pay job, failure to notify supervisor of unavailability for pay job, erasing or altering a name once signed up for extra duty job. 


	 

	 
	 
	Verbal Warning-up to thirty (30) day suspension from any pay jobs 

	 
	 
	Written Reprimand-up to sixty(60) day suspension from any pay jobs 

	 
	 
	Suspension 

	 
	 
	Dismissal 


	Offense 
	Offense 
	Offense 

	1st Offense 
	1st Offense 

	2nd Offense 
	2nd Offense 

	3rd Offense 
	3rd Offense 

	4th Offense 
	4th Offense 


	42. Court stand-by / Court appearances 
	42. Court stand-by / Court appearances 
	42. Court stand-by / Court appearances 
	42. Court stand-by / Court appearances 
	42. Court stand-by / Court appearances 



	Verbal Warning 
	Verbal Warning 

	Written Reprimand 
	Written Reprimand 

	Four (4) hour suspension with option to use leave time 
	Four (4) hour suspension with option to use leave time 

	Four (4) hour suspension without option to use leave time 
	Four (4) hour suspension without option to use leave time 



	 
	 
	7.7 OFFICER’S APPEAL 
	 
	Discipline 
	 
	Any alleged breach of the Police Department’s Rules and Regulations, Standard Operation Procedures or Policies shall be investigated and resolved in accordance with the Law Enforcement Officer’s Bill of Rights. 
	 
	If a law enforcement officer is (1) suspended for any reason, or (2) charged with conduct alleged to violate the rules or regulations or general orders of the agency that employs the officer, or (3) charged with a breach of discipline of any kind, which charge could lead to any form of disciplinary action (other than a reprimand) which may become part of the officer’s permanent personnel record, then that officer shall be entitled to a hearing which shall be conducted in accordance with this chapter unless 
	7.8 TITLE 11, CHAPTER 92. 
	LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS BILL OF RIGHTS SEC. No. 
	9200  Limitations on political activity: “law enforcement officer” defined: rights of officers under investigation. 
	 
	9201 Insertion of adverse material in the officer’s file. 9202 Disclosure of personal assets. 
	9203 Hearing – Required on suspension or other disciplinary action. 
	 
	9204 Same – Scheduling; notice. 
	 
	9205 Same – Procedure. 
	 
	9206 Same – Evidence obtained in violation of officer’s rights. 
	 
	9207 Same – Written decision and findings of fact to be delivered to officer. 9208 Extra work as punishment prohibited. 
	9209 Application of chapter. 
	 
	 
	 
	Revision note: This chapter, as enacted by 65 Del. Law, c. 12, became effective upon the signature of the Governor on May 13, 1985. As amended by ss 6 of Del. Law, c. 139, effective July 4, 1985, this chapter 
	contained sub-section 9210, which provided: “If any provision of this chapter or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, in 
	whole or in part, then such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this chapter which can be given effect without the invalid 
	provision or application, and to that end the provisions of application, and to that end the provisions of this chapter are declared severable.” 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	§ 9200. | § 9201. | § 9202. | § 9203. | § 9204. | § 9205. | § 9206. | § 9207. | § 9208. | § 9209. 
	 
	STATE CODE - TITLE 11 
	 
	Crimes and Criminal Procedure Victims of Crimes 
	CHAPTER 92. LAW-ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' BILL OF RIGHTS 
	 
	§ 9200. Limitations on political activity; "law-enforcement officer" defined; rights of officers under investigation. 
	 
	(a) A law-enforcement officer within a jurisdiction in this State has the same rights to engage in political activity as are afforded to any other person. The right to engage in political activity shall not apply to any law-enforcement officer while on duty or when acting in an official capaTown or while in uniform. 
	(a) A law-enforcement officer within a jurisdiction in this State has the same rights to engage in political activity as are afforded to any other person. The right to engage in political activity shall not apply to any law-enforcement officer while on duty or when acting in an official capaTown or while in uniform. 
	(a) A law-enforcement officer within a jurisdiction in this State has the same rights to engage in political activity as are afforded to any other person. The right to engage in political activity shall not apply to any law-enforcement officer while on duty or when acting in an official capaTown or while in uniform. 


	 
	(b) For purposes of this chapter a "law-enforcement officer" is defined as a police officer who is a sworn member of the Delaware State Police, of the Wilmington City Police Department, of the New Castle County Police, of the University of Delaware Police Division, the Delaware State University Police Department, of the police force established by the Delaware River and Bay Authority, or of the police department, bureau of police or police force of any incorporated municipality, Town or town within this Sta
	(b) For purposes of this chapter a "law-enforcement officer" is defined as a police officer who is a sworn member of the Delaware State Police, of the Wilmington City Police Department, of the New Castle County Police, of the University of Delaware Police Division, the Delaware State University Police Department, of the police force established by the Delaware River and Bay Authority, or of the police department, bureau of police or police force of any incorporated municipality, Town or town within this Sta
	(b) For purposes of this chapter a "law-enforcement officer" is defined as a police officer who is a sworn member of the Delaware State Police, of the Wilmington City Police Department, of the New Castle County Police, of the University of Delaware Police Division, the Delaware State University Police Department, of the police force established by the Delaware River and Bay Authority, or of the police department, bureau of police or police force of any incorporated municipality, Town or town within this Sta


	 
	(c) Whenever a law-enforcement officer is under investigation or is subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion or dismissal, the investigation or questioning shall be conducted under the following conditions: 
	(c) Whenever a law-enforcement officer is under investigation or is subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion or dismissal, the investigation or questioning shall be conducted under the following conditions: 
	(c) Whenever a law-enforcement officer is under investigation or is subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion or dismissal, the investigation or questioning shall be conducted under the following conditions: 


	 
	(1) The questioning shall be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably at a time when the officer is on duty unless the gravity of the investigation in the 
	(1) The questioning shall be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably at a time when the officer is on duty unless the gravity of the investigation in the 
	(1) The questioning shall be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably at a time when the officer is on duty unless the gravity of the investigation in the 
	(1) The questioning shall be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably at a time when the officer is on duty unless the gravity of the investigation in the 



	opinion  of  the  investigator  is  of  such  degree  that  immediate  questioning  is required. 
	 
	(2) The questioning shall take place at the agency headquarters or at the office of the local troop or police unit in which the incident allegedly occurred as designated by the investigating officer or unless otherwise waived in writing by the officer being investigated. 
	(2) The questioning shall take place at the agency headquarters or at the office of the local troop or police unit in which the incident allegedly occurred as designated by the investigating officer or unless otherwise waived in writing by the officer being investigated. 
	(2) The questioning shall take place at the agency headquarters or at the office of the local troop or police unit in which the incident allegedly occurred as designated by the investigating officer or unless otherwise waived in writing by the officer being investigated. 
	(2) The questioning shall take place at the agency headquarters or at the office of the local troop or police unit in which the incident allegedly occurred as designated by the investigating officer or unless otherwise waived in writing by the officer being investigated. 



	 
	(3) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed of the name, rank and command of the officer in charge of the investigation. All questions directed to the officer shall be asked by and through no more than 2 investigators. No formal complaint against a law-enforcement officer seeking dismissal or suspension or other formal disciplinary action shall be prosecuted under departmental rule or regulation unless the complaint is supported by substantial evidence derived from an investigation
	(3) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed of the name, rank and command of the officer in charge of the investigation. All questions directed to the officer shall be asked by and through no more than 2 investigators. No formal complaint against a law-enforcement officer seeking dismissal or suspension or other formal disciplinary action shall be prosecuted under departmental rule or regulation unless the complaint is supported by substantial evidence derived from an investigation
	(3) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed of the name, rank and command of the officer in charge of the investigation. All questions directed to the officer shall be asked by and through no more than 2 investigators. No formal complaint against a law-enforcement officer seeking dismissal or suspension or other formal disciplinary action shall be prosecuted under departmental rule or regulation unless the complaint is supported by substantial evidence derived from an investigation
	(3) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed of the name, rank and command of the officer in charge of the investigation. All questions directed to the officer shall be asked by and through no more than 2 investigators. No formal complaint against a law-enforcement officer seeking dismissal or suspension or other formal disciplinary action shall be prosecuted under departmental rule or regulation unless the complaint is supported by substantial evidence derived from an investigation



	 
	(4) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed in writing of the nature of the investigation prior to being questioned. 
	(4) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed in writing of the nature of the investigation prior to being questioned. 
	(4) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed in writing of the nature of the investigation prior to being questioned. 
	(4) The law-enforcement officer under investigation shall be informed in writing of the nature of the investigation prior to being questioned. 



	 
	(5) Interview sessions shall be for reasonable periods of time. There shall be times provided for the officer to allow for such personal necessities and rest periods as are reasonably necessary. 
	(5) Interview sessions shall be for reasonable periods of time. There shall be times provided for the officer to allow for such personal necessities and rest periods as are reasonably necessary. 
	(5) Interview sessions shall be for reasonable periods of time. There shall be times provided for the officer to allow for such personal necessities and rest periods as are reasonably necessary. 
	(5) Interview sessions shall be for reasonable periods of time. There shall be times provided for the officer to allow for such personal necessities and rest periods as are reasonably necessary. 



	 
	(6) Except upon refusal to answer questions pursued in a valid investigation, no officer shall be threatened with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary action. 
	(6) Except upon refusal to answer questions pursued in a valid investigation, no officer shall be threatened with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary action. 
	(6) Except upon refusal to answer questions pursued in a valid investigation, no officer shall be threatened with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary action. 
	(6) Except upon refusal to answer questions pursued in a valid investigation, no officer shall be threatened with transfer, dismissal or other disciplinary action. 



	 
	(7) A complete record, either written, taped or, if taped, transcribed as soon as practicable, shall be kept of all interviews held in connection with the administrative investigation upon notification that substantial evidence exists for seeking an administrative sanction of the law-enforcement officer. A copy of the record shall be provided to the officer or the officer's counsel at the officer's expense upon request. 
	(7) A complete record, either written, taped or, if taped, transcribed as soon as practicable, shall be kept of all interviews held in connection with the administrative investigation upon notification that substantial evidence exists for seeking an administrative sanction of the law-enforcement officer. A copy of the record shall be provided to the officer or the officer's counsel at the officer's expense upon request. 
	(7) A complete record, either written, taped or, if taped, transcribed as soon as practicable, shall be kept of all interviews held in connection with the administrative investigation upon notification that substantial evidence exists for seeking an administrative sanction of the law-enforcement officer. A copy of the record shall be provided to the officer or the officer's counsel at the officer's expense upon request. 
	(7) A complete record, either written, taped or, if taped, transcribed as soon as practicable, shall be kept of all interviews held in connection with the administrative investigation upon notification that substantial evidence exists for seeking an administrative sanction of the law-enforcement officer. A copy of the record shall be provided to the officer or the officer's counsel at the officer's expense upon request. 



	 
	(8) If the law-enforcement officer under interrogation is under arrest or may reasonably be placed under arrest as a result of the investigation, the officer shall be informed of the officer's rights, including the reasonable possibility of the officer's arrest prior to the commencement of the interrogation. 
	(8) If the law-enforcement officer under interrogation is under arrest or may reasonably be placed under arrest as a result of the investigation, the officer shall be informed of the officer's rights, including the reasonable possibility of the officer's arrest prior to the commencement of the interrogation. 
	(8) If the law-enforcement officer under interrogation is under arrest or may reasonably be placed under arrest as a result of the investigation, the officer shall be informed of the officer's rights, including the reasonable possibility of the officer's arrest prior to the commencement of the interrogation. 
	(8) If the law-enforcement officer under interrogation is under arrest or may reasonably be placed under arrest as a result of the investigation, the officer shall be informed of the officer's rights, including the reasonable possibility of the officer's arrest prior to the commencement of the interrogation. 



	 
	(9) Upon request, any officer under questioning shall have the right to be represented by counsel or other representative of the officer's choice, who shall be present at all times during the questioning unless waived in writing by the investigated officer. The questioning shall be suspended for a period of time if the officer requests representation until  such  time  as  the  officer  can  obtain  the representative requested if reasonably available. 
	(9) Upon request, any officer under questioning shall have the right to be represented by counsel or other representative of the officer's choice, who shall be present at all times during the questioning unless waived in writing by the investigated officer. The questioning shall be suspended for a period of time if the officer requests representation until  such  time  as  the  officer  can  obtain  the representative requested if reasonably available. 
	(9) Upon request, any officer under questioning shall have the right to be represented by counsel or other representative of the officer's choice, who shall be present at all times during the questioning unless waived in writing by the investigated officer. The questioning shall be suspended for a period of time if the officer requests representation until  such  time  as  the  officer  can  obtain  the representative requested if reasonably available. 
	(9) Upon request, any officer under questioning shall have the right to be represented by counsel or other representative of the officer's choice, who shall be present at all times during the questioning unless waived in writing by the investigated officer. The questioning shall be suspended for a period of time if the officer requests representation until  such  time  as  the  officer  can  obtain  the representative requested if reasonably available. 

	(10) An officer who is charged with violating any departmental rules or regulations, or the officer's representative, will be provided access to transcripts, records, written statements, written reports, analyses and video tapes pertinent to the case if they are exculpatory, intended to support any disciplinary action or are to be introduced in the departmental hearing on the charges involved. Upon demand by the officer or counsel, they shall be produced within 48 hours of the written notification of the ch
	(10) An officer who is charged with violating any departmental rules or regulations, or the officer's representative, will be provided access to transcripts, records, written statements, written reports, analyses and video tapes pertinent to the case if they are exculpatory, intended to support any disciplinary action or are to be introduced in the departmental hearing on the charges involved. Upon demand by the officer or counsel, they shall be produced within 48 hours of the written notification of the ch



	 
	(11) At the conclusion of the administrative investigation, the investigator shall inform in writing the officer of the investigative findings and any recommendation for further action. 
	(11) At the conclusion of the administrative investigation, the investigator shall inform in writing the officer of the investigative findings and any recommendation for further action. 
	(11) At the conclusion of the administrative investigation, the investigator shall inform in writing the officer of the investigative findings and any recommendation for further action. 
	(11) At the conclusion of the administrative investigation, the investigator shall inform in writing the officer of the investigative findings and any recommendation for further action. 



	 
	(12) All records compiled as a result of any investigation subject to the provisions of this chapter and/or a contractual disciplinary grievance procedure shall be and remain confidential and shall not be released to the public. 
	(12) All records compiled as a result of any investigation subject to the provisions of this chapter and/or a contractual disciplinary grievance procedure shall be and remain confidential and shall not be released to the public. 
	(12) All records compiled as a result of any investigation subject to the provisions of this chapter and/or a contractual disciplinary grievance procedure shall be and remain confidential and shall not be released to the public. 
	(12) All records compiled as a result of any investigation subject to the provisions of this chapter and/or a contractual disciplinary grievance procedure shall be and remain confidential and shall not be released to the public. 



	 
	(d) Unless otherwise required by this chapter, no law-enforcement agency shall be required to disclose in any civil proceeding, other than those brought by a citizen against a law-enforcement officer alleging that the officer breached the officer's official duties and that such breach resulted in injury or other damage to the citizen, any: 
	(d) Unless otherwise required by this chapter, no law-enforcement agency shall be required to disclose in any civil proceeding, other than those brought by a citizen against a law-enforcement officer alleging that the officer breached the officer's official duties and that such breach resulted in injury or other damage to the citizen, any: 
	(d) Unless otherwise required by this chapter, no law-enforcement agency shall be required to disclose in any civil proceeding, other than those brought by a citizen against a law-enforcement officer alleging that the officer breached the officer's official duties and that such breach resulted in injury or other damage to the citizen, any: 


	 
	(1) Personnel file; or 
	(1) Personnel file; or 
	(1) Personnel file; or 
	(1) Personnel file; or 



	 
	(2) Internal affairs investigatory file compiled in connection with a law- enforcement officer under investigation or subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion, or dismissal. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, §§ 1, 2; 67 Del. Laws, c. 237, § 1; 69 Del. Laws, c. 
	(2) Internal affairs investigatory file compiled in connection with a law- enforcement officer under investigation or subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion, or dismissal. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, §§ 1, 2; 67 Del. Laws, c. 237, § 1; 69 Del. Laws, c. 
	(2) Internal affairs investigatory file compiled in connection with a law- enforcement officer under investigation or subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion, or dismissal. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, §§ 1, 2; 67 Del. Laws, c. 237, § 1; 69 Del. Laws, c. 
	(2) Internal affairs investigatory file compiled in connection with a law- enforcement officer under investigation or subjected to questioning for any reason which could lead to disciplinary action, demotion, or dismissal. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, §§ 1, 2; 67 Del. Laws, c. 237, § 1; 69 Del. Laws, c. 



	298, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 175, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 186, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 
	467, § 1; 71 Del. Laws, c. 456, § 1; 72 Del. Laws, c. 367, § 6.) 
	 
	§ 9201. Insertion of adverse material in officer's file. 
	 
	No law-enforcement agency shall insert any adverse material into the file of any officer except the file of the internal investigation or the intelligence division unless the officer has had an opportunity to review, sign, receive a copy of and comment in writing on the adverse material. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1.) 
	 
	§ 9202. Disclosure of personal assets. 
	 
	No officer shall be required or requested to disclose any item of personal property, income, assets, sources of income, debts, personal or domestic expenditures (including those of any member of the officer's household), unless such information is necessary in investigating a violation of any federal, state or local ordinance with respect to the performance of official duties or unless such disclosure is required by state or federal law. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 186, § 1.) 
	§9203. Hearing -- Required on suspension or other disciplinary action.
	P
	If a law-enforcement officer is (1) suspended for any reason, or (2) charged with conduct alleged to violate the rules or regulations or general orders of the agency that employs the officer, or (3) charged with a breach of discipline of any kind, which charge could lead to any form of disciplinary action (other than a reprimand) which may become part of the officer's permanent personnel record, then that officer shall be entitled to a hearing which shall be conducted in accordance with this chapter unless 
	P
	§9204. Hearing -- Scheduling; notice.
	P
	In the event an officer is entitled to a hearing, a hearing shall be scheduled within a reasonable period of time from the alleged incident, but in no event more than 30 days following the conclusion of the internal investigation, unless waived in writing by the charged officer. The officer shall be given written notice of the time and place of the hearing and the issues involved, including a specification of the actual facts that the officer is charged with having committed; a statement of the rule, regula
	P
	§9205. Hearing -- Procedure.
	P
	(a) An official record including testimony and exhibits shall be kept of the hearing. 
	(a) An official record including testimony and exhibits shall be kept of the hearing. 
	(a) An official record including testimony and exhibits shall be kept of the hearing. 


	P
	(b) The hearing shall be conducted within the department by an impartial board of officers. The prosecuting party and the officer and/or the officer's representative shall be given an opportunity to present evidence and argument with respect to the issues involved. Both the department and the officer may be represented by legal counsel. In the event an impartial board cannot be convened, then a board of 3 officers or more shall be convened under the auspices of the Delaware Criminal Justice Council. Any off
	(b) The hearing shall be conducted within the department by an impartial board of officers. The prosecuting party and the officer and/or the officer's representative shall be given an opportunity to present evidence and argument with respect to the issues involved. Both the department and the officer may be represented by legal counsel. In the event an impartial board cannot be convened, then a board of 3 officers or more shall be convened under the auspices of the Delaware Criminal Justice Council. Any off
	(b) The hearing shall be conducted within the department by an impartial board of officers. The prosecuting party and the officer and/or the officer's representative shall be given an opportunity to present evidence and argument with respect to the issues involved. Both the department and the officer may be represented by legal counsel. In the event an impartial board cannot be convened, then a board of 3 officers or more shall be convened under the auspices of the Delaware Criminal Justice Council. Any off

	(c) Evidence which possesses probative value commonly accepted by reasonable and prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs shall be admissible in evidence and given probative effect. The tribunal conducting the hearing shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law and may exclude incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and unduly repetitious evidence. All records and documents which any party desires to use shall be offered and made a part of the record. Documentary evidence may be receive
	(c) Evidence which possesses probative value commonly accepted by reasonable and prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs shall be admissible in evidence and given probative effect. The tribunal conducting the hearing shall give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law and may exclude incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and unduly repetitious evidence. All records and documents which any party desires to use shall be offered and made a part of the record. Documentary evidence may be receive


	 
	(d) Every party shall have the right of cross-examination of witnesses who testify and may submit rebuttal evidence. 
	(d) Every party shall have the right of cross-examination of witnesses who testify and may submit rebuttal evidence. 
	(d) Every party shall have the right of cross-examination of witnesses who testify and may submit rebuttal evidence. 


	 
	(e) The tribunal may take notice of judicially cognizable facts and in addition may take notice of general, technical or scientific facts within its specialized knowledge. Parties shall be notified beforehand of the materials so noticed by the trial board. No law-enforcement officer may be adjudged guilty of any offense unless the hearing tribunal is satisfied that guilt has been established by substantial evidence. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, § 4; 70 Del. 
	(e) The tribunal may take notice of judicially cognizable facts and in addition may take notice of general, technical or scientific facts within its specialized knowledge. Parties shall be notified beforehand of the materials so noticed by the trial board. No law-enforcement officer may be adjudged guilty of any offense unless the hearing tribunal is satisfied that guilt has been established by substantial evidence. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, § 4; 70 Del. 
	(e) The tribunal may take notice of judicially cognizable facts and in addition may take notice of general, technical or scientific facts within its specialized knowledge. Parties shall be notified beforehand of the materials so noticed by the trial board. No law-enforcement officer may be adjudged guilty of any offense unless the hearing tribunal is satisfied that guilt has been established by substantial evidence. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, § 4; 70 Del. 


	Laws, c. 186, § 1; 71 Del. Laws, c. 166, § 1.) 
	 
	§ 9206. Same -- Evidence obtained in violation of officer's rights. 
	 
	No evidence may be obtained, received or admitted into evidence in any proceeding of any disciplinary action which violates any of the rights established by the United States Constitution or Delaware Constitution or by this chapter. The tribunal may not enter any judgment or sustain any disciplinary action based on any evidence obtained in violation of the officer's rights as contained in this chapter. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1.) 
	 
	§ 9207. Same -- Written decision and findings of fact to be delivered to officer. 
	 
	Any decision, order or action taken following the hearing shall be in writing and shall be accompanied by findings of fact. The findings shall consist of a concise statement upon each issue in the case. A copy of the decision or order accompanying findings and conclusions along with the written action and right of appeal, if any, shall be delivered or mailed promptly to the law-enforcement officer or to the officer's attorney or representative of record. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 186, § 1.
	 
	§ 9208. Extra work as punishment prohibited. 
	 
	No law-enforcement officer shall be compelled to work extra duty without compensation as a penalty for a disciplinary infraction. No suspension for any period of time provided in departmental rules and regulations shall affect the law- enforcement officer's eligibility for pension, hospitalization, medical and life insurance coverage or other benefits specifically protected under the contract of employment. Suspension may affect time of pension eligibility by contractual 
	provision or other statutory provision. Nothing herein shall prevent any law- enforcement agency from requiring reimbursement by a suspended law- enforcement officer of the officer's employee contribution to benefits during the officer's time of suspension. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 70 Del. Laws, c. 186, § 1.) 
	 
	§ 9209. Application of chapter. 
	 
	The chapter shall apply to all law-enforcement disciplinary proceedings throughout the State, conducted by the law-enforcement agencies specified in § 9200(b) of this title. (65 Del. Laws, c. 12, § 1; 65 Del. Laws, c. 139, § 5.) 
	 
	NOTICE: The Delaware Code appearing on this site was prepared by the Division of Research of Legislative Council of the General Assembly with the assistance of the Government Information Center, under the supervision of the Delaware Code Revisors and the editorial staff of LexisNexis, includes all acts up to and including 75 Del. Laws, c. 353 and including 75 Del. Laws, c. 357, 376 and 379 effective June 29, 2006. 
	 
	DISCLAIMER: Please Note: With respect to the Delaware Code documents available from this site or server, neither the State of Delaware nor any of its employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately-owned rights. Th
	P
	P
	P
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	I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND GUIDELINES 
	This policy applies to the area designated in the patrol room as a temporary holding area, for the purpose of processing, questioning, or testing. Processing includes pre-booking activities involving detainees in custody (such as interviewing, fingerprinting, arraignment through video phone, etc.).  
	II. POLICY 
	It is the policy of this department that detainees may be held in a temporary holding area, with continuous control or supervision of department employees for a period not to exceed 8 hours.  
	III. DEFINITIONS 
	A. Temporary Holding Area:  A room, space or area, for the processing, questioning or testing of detainees where they will be subject to the continuous control or supervision of department personnel in the same room, space or area.  The time period for which a detainee may be held under these circumstances may not exceed eight (8) hours.  A detainee may be restrained to a fixed object, designed and intended only for such use, for no longer than eight hours.  Such areas usually include booking areas, intervi
	A. Temporary Holding Area:  A room, space or area, for the processing, questioning or testing of detainees where they will be subject to the continuous control or supervision of department personnel in the same room, space or area.  The time period for which a detainee may be held under these circumstances may not exceed eight (8) hours.  A detainee may be restrained to a fixed object, designed and intended only for such use, for no longer than eight hours.  Such areas usually include booking areas, intervi
	A. Temporary Holding Area:  A room, space or area, for the processing, questioning or testing of detainees where they will be subject to the continuous control or supervision of department personnel in the same room, space or area.  The time period for which a detainee may be held under these circumstances may not exceed eight (8) hours.  A detainee may be restrained to a fixed object, designed and intended only for such use, for no longer than eight hours.  Such areas usually include booking areas, intervi
	A. Temporary Holding Area:  A room, space or area, for the processing, questioning or testing of detainees where they will be subject to the continuous control or supervision of department personnel in the same room, space or area.  The time period for which a detainee may be held under these circumstances may not exceed eight (8) hours.  A detainee may be restrained to a fixed object, designed and intended only for such use, for no longer than eight hours.  Such areas usually include booking areas, intervi



	IV. PROCEDURES 
	A. Designation of Temporary Holding Areas 
	1. One or more rooms or areas shall be designated as temporary holding areas.  
	1. One or more rooms or areas shall be designated as temporary holding areas.  
	1. One or more rooms or areas shall be designated as temporary holding areas.  
	1. One or more rooms or areas shall be designated as temporary holding areas.  
	1. One or more rooms or areas shall be designated as temporary holding areas.  

	2. The department has determined that the following may be used as a temporary holding area: Patrol Processing Area. 
	2. The department has determined that the following may be used as a temporary holding area: Patrol Processing Area. 




	B. Use of Temporary Holding Facilities 
	1. GENERALLY 
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	a. Prior to taking a detainee into a temporary holding area, the officer taking custody of the detainee shall:  
	1) Notify the dispatcher; 
	1) Notify the dispatcher; 
	1) Notify the dispatcher; 

	2) Search the area for weapons, contraband or other unauthorized items; and  
	2) Search the area for weapons, contraband or other unauthorized items; and  
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	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 
	3) Search the detainee. 


	b. The dispatcher shall document the reason, date, and time in and out of the facility.   
	b. The dispatcher shall document the reason, date, and time in and out of the facility.   

	c. Males, females and juveniles shall not be detained in the same area.  Juveniles shall be detained in accordance with the department policy on Juvenile Enforcement & Custody 10-15-1. 
	c. Males, females and juveniles shall not be detained in the same area.  Juveniles shall be detained in accordance with the department policy on Juvenile Enforcement & Custody 10-15-1. 

	d. Detainees shall be allowed reasonable access to a restroom, drinking water, and other needs as appropriate.   
	d. Detainees shall be allowed reasonable access to a restroom, drinking water, and other needs as appropriate.   





	C. Safety and Security 
	1. SECURITY: All the procedures outlined below are intended to prevent the escape of detainees.   
	1. SECURITY: All the procedures outlined below are intended to prevent the escape of detainees.   
	1. SECURITY: All the procedures outlined below are intended to prevent the escape of detainees.   
	1. SECURITY: All the procedures outlined below are intended to prevent the escape of detainees.   
	1. SECURITY: All the procedures outlined below are intended to prevent the escape of detainees.   
	a. Officers shall secure their weapons in an approved storage device prior to entering a temporary holding area containing a detainee and/or processing the detainee.   
	a. Officers shall secure their weapons in an approved storage device prior to entering a temporary holding area containing a detainee and/or processing the detainee.   
	a. Officers shall secure their weapons in an approved storage device prior to entering a temporary holding area containing a detainee and/or processing the detainee.   

	b. The officer taking custody of the detainee shall be responsible for inspecting the area for weapons, contraband, or objects that could be used as weapons before placing a detainee in a temporary holding area, and immediately after removal from the detention area.   
	b. The officer taking custody of the detainee shall be responsible for inspecting the area for weapons, contraband, or objects that could be used as weapons before placing a detainee in a temporary holding area, and immediately after removal from the detention area.   

	c. The officer taking custody of the detainee shall be responsible for the supervision and monitoring of the detainee.  Detainees should be physically observed and/or electronically monitored continuously, but in any event, there shall be a visual observation of each detainee at least every thirty minutes, with the checks properly recorded.   
	c. The officer taking custody of the detainee shall be responsible for the supervision and monitoring of the detainee.  Detainees should be physically observed and/or electronically monitored continuously, but in any event, there shall be a visual observation of each detainee at least every thirty minutes, with the checks properly recorded.   

	d. The officer taking custody of the detainee is responsible for ensuring that detainees are properly restrained.  At the discretion of the officer, the detainee may be secured to a fixed object.   
	d. The officer taking custody of the detainee is responsible for ensuring that detainees are properly restrained.  At the discretion of the officer, the detainee may be secured to a fixed object.   

	e. Detainees may only be secured to the bench provided in the holding area, when it is designed or intended for the purpose of temporarily securing a detainee.  
	e. Detainees may only be secured to the bench provided in the holding area, when it is designed or intended for the purpose of temporarily securing a detainee.  

	f. The officer must fill out the arrest log as it pertains to the detainee whether adult/juvenile in accordance with SOP 13-02 Adult and Juvenile Offenders/Detention Log and Property List. 
	f. The officer must fill out the arrest log as it pertains to the detainee whether adult/juvenile in accordance with SOP 13-02 Adult and Juvenile Offenders/Detention Log and Property List. 

	g. Access to in-use temporary detention areas and detainees shall be limited to the arresting officer(s), supervisors, and investigating officers.   
	g. Access to in-use temporary detention areas and detainees shall be limited to the arresting officer(s), supervisors, and investigating officers.   

	h. Any officer entering the holding area may use a radio duress button, radio, telephone, oral alarm or any other available means of communication to obtain assistance.  
	h. Any officer entering the holding area may use a radio duress button, radio, telephone, oral alarm or any other available means of communication to obtain assistance.  







	2. FIRE/EMERGENCY 
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   
	a. Fire suppression equipment shall be located in easily accessible locations out of reach of a detainee.   

	b. An emergency evacuation, fire prevention, and fire suppression plan shall be posted at the entrance to each temporary holding area.  
	b. An emergency evacuation, fire prevention, and fire suppression plan shall be posted at the entrance to each temporary holding area.  





	D. Training: Personnel authorized to temporarily detain individuals in the facility are provided initial training on the use of the temporary detention room or area and re-training at least once every three years.  
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	E. Inspections / Review  
	1. PERIODIC INSPECTION: All temporary detention areas shall be inspected monthly by The Chief of Police or his/her designee. The inspection shall cover: 
	1. PERIODIC INSPECTION: All temporary detention areas shall be inspected monthly by The Chief of Police or his/her designee. The inspection shall cover: 
	1. PERIODIC INSPECTION: All temporary detention areas shall be inspected monthly by The Chief of Police or his/her designee. The inspection shall cover: 
	1. PERIODIC INSPECTION: All temporary detention areas shall be inspected monthly by The Chief of Police or his/her designee. The inspection shall cover: 
	1. PERIODIC INSPECTION: All temporary detention areas shall be inspected monthly by The Chief of Police or his/her designee. The inspection shall cover: 
	a. Search for weapons or contraband; 
	a. Search for weapons or contraband; 
	a. Search for weapons or contraband; 

	b. Removal of unauthorized items; and 
	b. Removal of unauthorized items; and 

	c. Operability of door locks, communications equipment, audio and video equipment and fixed restraint points. 
	c. Operability of door locks, communications equipment, audio and video equipment and fixed restraint points. 







	 
	2. REVIEW: The Chief shall cause an administrative review of the areas and procedures to be conducted at least once every three years.   
	2. REVIEW: The Chief shall cause an administrative review of the areas and procedures to be conducted at least once every three years.   
	2. REVIEW: The Chief shall cause an administrative review of the areas and procedures to be conducted at least once every three years.   
	2. REVIEW: The Chief shall cause an administrative review of the areas and procedures to be conducted at least once every three years.   
	2. REVIEW: The Chief shall cause an administrative review of the areas and procedures to be conducted at least once every three years.   




	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 20TH  day of MAY, 2013 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	   Effective Date:   Directive Number: 
	   September 17, 2013    10-1-3 
	   Attachment:   Town of Cheswold Administrative Police 12-018-2010-018 
	   Distribution:    Last Re-Evaluation Date: Total Pages: 
	   All Sworn & Civilian Personnel                      1 
	    
	 
	 
	I.  PURPOSE 
	The purpose of this directive is to provide officers and civilian employees with 
	The policies and procedures regarding Compensated and Non-Compensated Leave and  Benefits provided as an Employee of the Town of Cheswold Police Department. 
	 
	All of these Items are covered under the Town of Cheswold Administrative Policy 12- 018-2010-018 (Attached to this Directive). 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDERED and EXECUTED this 2ndh day of October, 2013 
	__________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	Administrative Procedure Name: 
	EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 


	Administrative Procedure Number: 
	Administrative Procedure Number: 
	Administrative Procedure Number: 
	                                                                                                                           AP 12-18-2010-018 


	Special Instructions:    
	Special Instructions:    
	Special Instructions:    


	Distribution:  ALL FULL TIME EMPLOYEES  
	Distribution:  ALL FULL TIME EMPLOYEES  
	Distribution:  ALL FULL TIME EMPLOYEES  

	Effective Date:                    September 18, 2013 
	Effective Date:                    September 18, 2013 


	Issued:      January 11, 2010 
	Issued:      January 11, 2010 
	Issued:      January 11, 2010 

	Latest Revision Date:    September 17, 2013 
	Latest Revision Date:    September 17, 2013 

	Total Pages:    25 
	Total Pages:    25 



	 
	 
	REVISION PURPOSE:  Administrative Policy 12-018-2010-018 has been totally revised to  include and accommodate the compensation and leave requirements of the Cheswold Police Department and to provide a uniform Benefit Policy for the full time employees, (and part time employees for bereavement leaves), of the Town of Cheswold.  
	 
	Policies and procedures affecting only Administrative personnel or Police Department employees will be so designated.   Administrative employees are those employees not reporting to the Chief of Police. 
	 
	This policy and specified procedures supersedes all Town of Cheswold Administrative and Police Department documents concerning the following: 
	 
	Section 1 - Work Hours 
	Section 2 - Attendance 
	Section 3 - Tardiness 
	Section 4  - Leaves 
	Sub-Section 4.1 - Bereavement 
	Sub -Section 4.2 - Maternity 
	Sub -Section 4.3 - Paternity 
	Sub -Section 4.4 - Military 
	Sub -Section 4.5 - Personal 
	Sub -Section 4.6 – Sick 
	Sub -Section 4.7 - Vacation 
	Sub -Section 4.8 – Disability/Modified Duty 
	Sub -Section 4.9 - Donated Leave Program 
	Section 5 – Overtime 
	Section 6 – Compensatory Time-Off 
	Section 7 – Jury Duty/Court 
	Section 8 - Separation Pay 
	 Section 9 – Insurance 
	Sub -Section 9.1 – Medical/Health 
	  Sub -Section 9.2 – Dental 
	  Sub -Section 9.3 – Workers Compensation 
	  Sub -Section 9.4 - Bonding  
	             Section 10 – Pension 
	  Section 11 – Town Rights 
	 
	 
	 
	This policy and procedure supersedes all Town of Cheswold Administrative and Police Department documents concerning all benefit items listed above and is to be adhered to by all Town of Cheswold employees. 
	P
	P
	P
	Section 1 – WORK HOURS 
	P
	1.1 Administrative Departments 
	1.1 Administrative Departments 
	1.1 Administrative Departments 
	1.1 Administrative Departments 



	Full time employees of all Administrative Departments will work a normal 8.0 hour day; from Monday through Friday; 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
	P
	Part time employees work hours will be as designated by the respective Supervisor or Department head. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	1.2 Police Department 
	1.2 Police Department 
	1.2 Police Department 
	1.2 Police Department 



	Hours of work will consist of current shifts and schedules, which provide for 40 hours 
	of work within a 7-day cycle.   
	P
	Trading of shifts is permissible if approved by respective Supervisor or Department head. 
	P
	Records of trades must be maintained. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	1.3 HOURLY CALCULATION of TIME 
	1.3 HOURLY CALCULATION of TIME 
	1.3 HOURLY CALCULATION of TIME 
	1.3 HOURLY CALCULATION of TIME 



	Works hours will be calculated on a quarter of the hour basis. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	1.4  LUNCH and BREAKS 
	P
	       1.4.a.  Administrative Departments 
	Lunch – One-half, () paid hour will be allocated for an employee to take 
	lunch. 
	Break –   Breaks will not be allotted. 
	P
	       1.4.b.  Police Department 
	Lunch – As schedule permits 
	Break –  As schedule permits 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Section 2. - ATTENDANCE 
	P
	2.1  All employees are expected to report to work, as scheduled. 
	P
	P
	2.2  If an employee is unable to report to work as scheduled, for any reason, he or she 
	       must contact their immediate Supervisor or Department Head, or reporting contact, 
	       as previously designated to the employee within 4 hours of their reporting time. 
	P
	P
	2.3  All Supervisors and/or Department Heads are required to notify the Town Clerk of 
	       any employee not reporting to work as scheduled and to provide a reason for the 
	       failure to report. 
	P
	P
	2.4  The Town Clerk will be responsible for recording all instances of employee absences 
	       and will follow the guidelines of AP 06-14-2010-001 - Attendance Administrative 
	       Policy. 
	P
	P
	P
	Section 3.  TARDINESS 
	P
	3.1  All employees are expected to report to work, on time, as scheduled. 
	P
	P
	3.2  If an employee is unable to report to work on time, as scheduled, for any reason, he or she must contact their immediate Supervisor or Department Head, or reporting contact, as previously designated to the employee within 2 hours of their reporting time. 
	P
	P
	3.3  All Supervisors and/or Department Heads are required to notify the Town Clerk of 
	       any employee not reporting to work as scheduled and to provide a reason for the 
	       failure to report. 
	P
	P
	3.4  The Town Clerk will be responsible for recording all instances of employee tardiness 
	       and will follow the guidelines of AP 06-14-2010-001 - Attendance Administrative 
	       Policy. 
	P
	P
	3.5  Any employee reporting for work after the first 6 minutes of the hour they are 
	       scheduled to report, will be considered late for a quarter of the hour and docked for a 
	       quarter of an hour or the total time late until they report to duty, per the guidelines of 
	       AP 06-14-2010-001 - Attendance Administrative Policy. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Section 4 – LEAVES 
	 
	4.1  Bereavement Leave 
	                    
	                   4.1.a.   Immediate Family 
	   For the purpose of this section, immediate family shall mean: 
	• Employee’s Spouse 
	• Employee’s Spouse 
	• Employee’s Spouse 

	• Same Sex Partner living in Same Household 
	• Same Sex Partner living in Same Household 

	• Child/Stepchild 
	• Child/Stepchild 

	• Mother/Stepmother 
	• Mother/Stepmother 

	• Father/Stepfather 
	• Father/Stepfather 

	• Brother/Stepbrother 
	• Brother/Stepbrother 

	• Sister/Stepsister 
	• Sister/Stepsister 

	• Grandparent/Grandchild 
	• Grandparent/Grandchild 

	• Any person living in Same Household 
	• Any person living in Same Household 


	 
	 
	 
	4.1.b.  Extended Family 
	• Aunt/Uncle 
	• Aunt/Uncle 
	• Aunt/Uncle 

	• Niece/Nephew 
	• Niece/Nephew 

	• Cousin 
	• Cousin 

	• Mother/Father in-law 
	• Mother/Father in-law 

	• Brother/Sister In Law 
	• Brother/Sister In Law 


	 
	 
	 
	4.1.c.  Eligibility 
	            All regular and part time employees shall be entitled to three, (3), or more  
	 paid bereavement days, for the death of any member of the employee’s  
	 immediate family. 
	 
	 All regular and part time employees shall be entitled to one (1), or more  
	 paid bereavement days, for the death of any member of the employee’s  
	 extended family. 
	 
	 
	 
	 4.1.d.  Additional Time 
	Immediate Family - more than three, (3), days, paid or unpaid may be  
	extended at the discretion of the Supervisor or Department Head, or  
	through the use of approved accumulated vacation time. 
	 
	Extended Family – more than one, (1), day, paid or unpaid may be  
	extended at the discretion of the Supervisor or Department Head, or  
	through the use of approved accumulated vacation time. 
	 
	 
	4.1.e.  Benefits Accrual 
	           Benefits will continue as though on regular duty.   Time spent on leave will 
	be considered as continuous service in computing vacation and sick leave. 
	 
	4.1.f.  Notification of Death in Family 
	           Each employee who will be absent from work on bereavement leave must  
	           notify their Supervisor or Department Head,  as soon as is reasonably  
	           possible.  
	 
	           In situations where the Supervisor or Department Head is not available, the  
	           Town Clerk or Town Administrator may be notified.   
	 
	           The employee may be required to provide the Town Administrator with  
	            proof of the family member's death and relationship. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.2  Maternity Leave 
	 
	       4.2.a.  All Departments 
	 
	                              4.2.a.1.  A pregnant employee will be required to submit to the Supervisor  
	        or Department Head, a statement from her physician certifying the 
	        pregnancy and the estimated date of birth.   
	 
	           4.2.a.2.  Under a normal pregnancy, the employee will continue to work until 
	        such time that her physician determines she should be placed in a  
	        temporary modified duty position.   
	 
	      4.2.a.3.  She will remain on modified duty until her physician certifies she 
	                    is temporarily disabled and can no longer perform her assigned  
	                    duties.   
	 
	                              4.2.a.4.  When a pregnancy is complicated and the attending physician  
	                                            certifies that any work is detrimental to the health of the pregnant  
	                                            employee or fetus, the employee will be placed on temporary  
	                                            disability.   
	 
	4.2.a.5.  In the interest of safety, the Department may request and follow 
	              an additional medical opinion. 
	 
	4.2.a.6.  As per 29 Del. C. Chapter 51 §5120, an eligible employee may  
	              use up to 12 weeks of accumulated paid sick leave upon the birth  
	              of a child or upon the adoption by the employee of a pre- 
	              kindergarten age child.   
	 
	P
	4.2.a.7.  Additional time off prior to and/or following delivery for personal 
	              reasons and, not medically required, will be charged to accrued 
	              vacation, accumulated time, or unpaid leave at the discretion of 
	              the Supervisor or Department Head.   
	P
	Leave for these purposes shall be used during the year immediately 
	        following the birth or adoption, and be scheduled in advance  
	        whenever possible.   
	P
	4.2.a.10.  During any approved absence for the purpose of maternity leave, 
	whether the leave is run concurrently or intermittently, employees 
	are not eligible to work special duty overtime. 
	P
	4.2.a.11. Employees are also not authorized to continue pre-approved 
	               secondary employment while utilizing maternity leave. 
	P
	P
	4.2.a.12. Employees must submit in writing, to the Supervisor or Department 
	Head, a request for leave of absence for the purposes of maternity 
	leave. 
	P
	4.2.a.13.  The Town will honor extension requests that are recommended 
	by the employee's obstetrician.  
	P
	4.2.a.14.  The Department, in the interest of safety, may request and 
	follow additional medical opinion.  
	P
	4.2.a.15.  Upon the expiration of the maternity leave of absence, employee 
	          will be required to submit to the Supervisor or Department Head, a 
	physician's certificate indicating her ability to return to full duty. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	4.3  Paternity Leave 
	P
	4.3.a.  As per 29 Del. C. Chapter 51§5120, any eligible employee may use up to 
	 12 weeks of accumulated paid sick leave upon the birth of a child or upon 
	      the adoption by the employee of a pre-kindergarten age child.  
	P
	4.3.b.  Leave for these purposes shall be used during the year immediately following 
	            the birth or adoption, and be scheduled in advance whenever possible.   
	P
	P
	4.3.c.  If an employee has less than 12 weeks of accumulated sick leave, they are 
	     entitled to use accrued vacation or accumulated compensation time.   
	P
	      
	 4.3.d.  All leave utilized will be applied towards the 12-week paternity leave of  
	                 absence.   
	 
	      4.3.e.  Employees are also not authorized to continue pre-approved secondary  
	                employment while utilizing paternity leave. 
	 
	 4.e.f.  Employees must submit in writing, to the Supervisor or Department Head,  
	                 a request for leave of absence for the purposes of paternity leave. 
	 
	4.3.g.  Employees must submit in writing, to the Supervisor or Department  
	           Head a request for leave of absence for the purposes of paternity leave.   
	 
	           The request must include the requested timeframe of absence, as well as  
	            the expected date of return to regular duty. 
	 
	 
	 
	4.4  Military Leave 
	 
	The Town encourages and supports the goals of the National Guard and Reserve Components, in compliance with an Executive Proclamation and Title 38, US Code, Chapter 4311. 
	 
	Therefore, this section of the Town of Cheswold Leave Policy is designed to identify the specific duties and obligations of the Town and its employees who are also involved with either of these military components. 
	 
	                   4.4.a.  Each employee, who is currently participating in either the Guard or Reserve,  
	                              shall have the following current information submitted to his/her personnel  
	                              file: 
	• Identification of the Guard or Reserve component 
	• Identification of the Guard or Reserve component 
	• Identification of the Guard or Reserve component 

	• Current Rank 
	• Current Rank 

	• Duty assignment or military specialty 
	• Duty assignment or military specialty 

	• Name of Commanding Officer 
	• Name of Commanding Officer 


	  
	4.4.b.  Each employee, who undergoes transfer, change in rank, or duty  
	            assignment, in their military capacity, will forward the applicable  
	            information to his/or Supervisor or Department Head within 30 days of  
	            such change for inclusion in the personnel file. 
	 
	4.4.c.  Any employee of the Department, not currently a member of the National  
	           Guard or Reserve, shall declare his/her intention to enlist 30 days before     
	           applying for such enlistment. 
	 
	                           4.4.d.  In accordance with controlling Federal and State statutes, each Guard or  
	      Reserve member will be permitted 10 days in any calendar year to receive  
	                            military training with the Armed Forces of the United States.   
	 
	4.4.e.  Military training will be defined as an absence without leave.  
	 
	4.4.f.  The use of the word "day" is defined by the Town as any 8-hour work  
	           period, which is charged against the employee's military leave benefit.  
	 
	4.4.g.  If compensation received while on military training leave is less than the  
	           salary that would have been earned during this same period as a Town  
	           employee, the employee shall receive partial compensation equal to the  
	           difference in the base salary earned during this same period as a Town  
	           employee.  
	 
	4.4.h.  An employee may elect to take accumulated vacation leave instead of  
	            military leave in order to receive compensation as if on regular duty.   
	 
	4.4.i.  If military duty is required beyond the ten (10) working day period, the  
	          employee shall be eligible to take accumulated vacation leave or be placed  
	          on a leave without pay status. 
	 
	4.4.j. No advance military leave credit for future years will be permitted unless  
	            authorized by an employee’s Supervisor or Department Head. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.4.k. Training 
	 
	4.4.k.1.  For the purpose of military training other than unit training  
	   assemblies, each employee will supply his/or Supervisor or  
	   Department Head, 90 days prior notice of a proposed date of  
	   Departure. 
	 
	4.4.k.2.  The employee shall give evidence of satisfactory completion of  
	    such training immediately upon his/her return to work. 
	 
	4.4.k.3.  Members of the Guard or Reserve must provide the Supervisor or  
	   Department Head with a schedule of Unit Training Assemblies  
	   and Annual Training periods as applicable.   
	 
	  Such notice will be provided no later than June 15 and  
	  December 15 for the next 6-month period. 
	 
	4.4.k.4.  In those cases where unanticipated training periods are scheduled,  
	              an employee will notify the Supervisor or Department Head as  
	              soon as the potential for such training shall arise.   
	 
	  The employee shall not wait until the training period has been  
	  confirmed, but rather inform the Supervisor or Department of the  
	  tentative training time and dates. 
	4.4.l. Employees, who have exceeded the 10 day military benefit in any one  
	 calendar year and present valid military orders for assignment, will be  
	 authorized leave but will be recorded as "no pay leave of absence."   
	 
	4.4.m.  In the appropriate circumstances, the Supervisor or Department Head may  
	 permit the use of vacation time or accumulated unpaid overtime, where the  
	 military leave will not interfere with the efficient operation of the  
	 Department.   
	 
	Such approval, however, must be endorsed by the Supervisor or  
	Department Head. 
	 
	4.4.n.   Employees shall not initiate or solicit the issuance of military orders for  
	 the purpose of obtaining military leave from the Town. 
	 
	 
	4.4.o.    Scheduled Work Assignments 
	 
	4.4.o.1  A National Guard or Reserve member will be expected to work  
	 his/her regularly scheduled work assignments for the Department.   
	 
	4.4.o.2  The Supervisor or Department Head will not automatically  
	              accommodate military schedules.   
	 
	4.4.o.3  It is incumbent upon the affected Departmental employee to  
	             undertake reasonable efforts to secure voluntary duty assignment  
	             changes among other employees of the Department.   
	 
	4.4.o.4  Where such a voluntary program is not feasible, the Supervisor or  
	              Department Head will reschedule duty assignments to  
	              accommodate military leave, ensuring that the efficiency of the  
	              Department is not impaired.   
	 
	4.4.p.  In appropriate cases where an employee of the Department anticipates  
	           exhaustion of the 10 days military leave provided in each calendar year,  
	           he/she may schedule vacation or the use of accumulated time.   
	 
	           If this practice is not feasible, the employee shall request, in writing, to the  
	           Supervisor or Department Head, authorization for leave without pay during 
	           the course of the military training. 
	 
	 
	4.4.q.  Police Department – All Supervisors and Department Heads, whether  
	 Administrative or Law Enforcement should be cognizant of the fact that  
	 military leave is a subsequent activity to Town and/or Department goals  
	 and objectives and precaution should be taken to ensure that personnel,  
	 who choose not to enlist in this type of military activity, are not adversely  
	 affected by our support of the Guard or Reserve function. 
	 
	  4.4.r.  Conclusion -  As indicated above, the purpose of this policy is to identify  
	             the responsibilities of both the Department and the affected employee.   
	 
	         To that goal, it is imperative that Town employees be aware of their  
	  primary responsibilities to the Town and their Department and must  
	  cooperate to the fullest extent in discharging military assignments and  
	  meeting military obligations.   
	 
	          Not every contingency can be anticipated; therefore, the Supervisor or  
	  Department Head will reserve the right to modify and implement policies,  
	  with respect to military assignments, as the need arises. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4. 5.  LEAVE of ABSENCE 
	 
	                     4.5.a.  Upon the written request of a full time employee, the Supervisor or  
	           Department Head may approve a leave of absence, with or without pay, for  
	           a period of 1 - 6 months, provided that the leave will not interfere with the  
	           operational needs of the Department. 
	 
	 
	4.5.b.  In exceptional cases an additional 1 - 6 months period of leave may be  
	           granted by formal request to the Town Council, accompanied by written  
	           request, specifying the exceptional situation.  
	 
	 
	4.5.c.  Police Department - Prior to reinstatement from an approved  
	           leave of absence, a thorough background investigation and medical  
	           examination, to include psychological testing, may be completed.   
	 
	 
	4.5.d.  Police Department - Additionally, physical ability and annual certification  
	           standards must be met, i.e., firearms qualification, training requirements. 
	 
	 
	4.5.e.  Administrative Personnel - Prior to reinstatement from an approved  
	           leave of absence, a thorough medical examination may be required, to  
	           include psychological testing, dependent on the initial reason for the  
	           personal leave.   
	 
	 
	 
	4.6   SICK LEAVE  
	4.6   SICK LEAVE  
	4.6   SICK LEAVE  
	4.6   SICK LEAVE  



	 
	              4.6.a.  Sick Leave will accrue at the rate of 4 hours for each completed calendar  
	           month of service with a limit of 480 hours accumulated.  
	 
	4.6.b.  Sick time accrued above 480 hours may be sold back following the  
	           calendar year at a rate of ½ the time accrued.(i,e, - Officer has 480 hours at  
	           the beginning of the year and uses no time. Officer would have 528 hours  
	           on Dec 31st, which is 48 hours above the allowed 480 max. The officer can  
	           sell back his overage at ½ the time which would be 24 hours at his/her  
	           current hourly rate.)  
	  
	  4.6.c.  Employees will be authorized to use sick leave only to the extent that the  
	                       time has been accrued, except under unusual circumstances approved by 
	                       the Supervisor or Department Head. 
	  
	 
	  4.6.d.  Sick leave shall be granted for the following reasons: 
	 
	       4.6.d.1.  Personal illness or physical incapacity resulting from causes  
	                      beyond the employee’s control. 
	 
	       4.6.d.2.  Illness in the household of the employee requiring quarantine as  
	                     certified by a physician or public health officer. 
	 
	  4.6.e.  If an employee is ill while on approved vacation leave, the period of such  
	            illness shall be  charged to the employee's accumulated sick leave if it is  
	                       documented to the satisfaction of the Supervisor or Department Head. 
	 
	  4.6.f.   The employee must call in at least one-hour prior to his/her scheduled  
	  shift, and must remain at home while off sick for the duration of his/her  
	  regularly scheduled shift.  
	 
	4.6.g.  If the employee must leave their home for any reason, during the scheduled  
	           shift, they must contact the Supervisor or Department Head, as soon as  
	           practicable, and advise of the reason for leaving and the expected time to  
	           return home. 
	 
	  4.6.g.  For extended sick leave (over 4 days) the employee must check in with the  
	            Supervisor or Department Head at least once every five (5) days and  
	            advise the Supervisor or Department of any restrictions.  
	 
	                                    
	  4.6.h.  Used sick leave will be charged on an hourly basis.  Absences for a  
	                        fraction of an hour will be charged as follows: 
	    
	                                 4.6.h.1.           Duration of Absence       Amount Charged  
	              1 - 30 minutes                       .5 hour            31 - 60 minutes                     1.0 hour 
	 
	```  4.6.i.  Employees who are injured on the job and approved for workers  
	                                  compensation will not be charged with sick leave for any portion of the day  
	                                  of injury. 
	 
	4.6.j.  Employees may not “borrow” sick time from hours not yet accrued. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.7  VACATION 
	 
	                   4.7.a.  Vacation Weeks - Vacation is based on the following monthly rates:   
	  
	      After 1st 6 mos.  40.0 hours  (1 week) 
	      1 to 7 years   80.0 hours  (2 weeks) 
	         8 to 14 years             120.0 hours (3 weeks) 
	       15 to 24 years            160.0 hours (4 weeks) 
	          25 + years             200.0 hours (5 weeks) 
	   
	  4.7.b.  On the 1st day of the employees’ month of hire, the employee will be  
	                   credited with all vacation days to be accrued for that calendar year. (i.e.,  
	                   employee hired February 4, the employee will accumulate all vacation time  
	                   on February 1st of each consecutive year till separation from the Town). 
	 
	  4.7.c.  No employee may be in a deficit position of vacation leave as of December 31 
	                  of each year, unless written authorization is provided by the Supervisor or  
	                  Department Head. 
	 
	       4.7.d.  In the event of a year-end negative balance, the employee’s paycheck will  
	                  be adjusted accordingly.  
	 
	       4.7.e.  One week of vacation, (40 Hours), can be carried over to the next year and  
	                  must be used before June 30th of that year. 
	 
	                   4.7.f.  Prior to November 15 of each calendar year, the Town Clerk will request  
	                             each Supervisor or Department to submit a schedule indicating vacations  
	     of Town employees for the first six months of the following year.  
	 
	4.7.g.  Upon receipt of all vacation schedules, the Town will prepare and deliver to  
	           each Supervisor, Department Head and Town Administrator/Manager, the  
	           vacation schedule depicting the selection by all Town employees. 
	 
	 
	4.7.h.  Prior to May 15 of each year, a vacation schedule shall be prepared for the  
	           remaining six months of the year and the dictates of section 4.7.g. shall be  
	           followed again.   
	 
	4.7.i.  Administrative Personnel - All vacation schedule selections shall be  
	          determined by Department; then by seniority.   
	 
	4.7.j.  Police Department – Vacation schedule selections shall be determined by  
	          rank and thereafter by seniority, with each shift or group considered a  
	          separate entity.  (Example:  Each shift will determine vacation by  
	         Department seniority of personnel within the shift) 
	 
	                   4.7.k.  Vacation Requests Limit - Vacation requests shall normally be limited to  
	  80 consecutive scheduled hours.   
	 
	           4.7.k.1.  This provision may be waived by request through the chain of  
	                          command to the Administrative level in the Police Department  
	                          and to the Town Administrator/Manager by administrative  
	                          employees.   
	 
	           4.7.k.2.  Requests for additional time may be granted only if this approval  
	                         will not prohibit another individual from scheduling a desired  
	           time period for vacation and if operations will not be adversely  
	           affected. 
	 
	4.7.l.  The proposed schedule shall be submitted to the Supervisor or Department  
	          Head by November 15, for the first half, and May 15, for the second half,  
	          for review and approval.   
	 
	4.7.m.  All changes or vacation requests to the vacation schedule shall be submitted  
	            to the Supervisor or Department Head designee for approval and passed on to  
	            the Town Clerk for recording.   
	 
	4.7.n.  Any employee, who leaves the Town, either voluntarily or involuntarily with  
	           vacation in a deficit position, shall make reimbursement to the Department for  
	           those un-accrued days at his/her regular rate of pay.   
	 
	4.7.o.  The Town reserves the right to deduct these moneys owed from the    
	            employee's paycheck.  
	 
	4.7.p.  Used vacation will be charged on an hourly basis.   
	 
	4.7.q.  Used vacation for a fraction of an hour will be charged accordingly. 
	 
	4.7.r.  It is incumbent upon each individual to also keep track of their time, to  
	           insure that they do not end up in a deficit position. 
	4.7.s.  PERSONAL PAID DAYS  
	 
	4.7.s.1.  Each employee will be allotted 3 paid personal days, (24 hours),  
	              on January 1st of each calendar year and must be used in that calendar  
	              year. 
	 
	4.7.s.2.  These days may be taken without submitting a reason for their  
	              usage.  (See Section 4.7.m.) 
	 
	4.7.s.3.  These days will not be counted as absence days. 
	 
	4.7.s.4.  These days cannot be carried over to the following year.. 
	 
	 
	 
	   
	4.8  DISABILITY LEAVE/MODIFIED DUTY 
	4.8  DISABILITY LEAVE/MODIFIED DUTY 
	4.8  DISABILITY LEAVE/MODIFIED DUTY 
	4.8  DISABILITY LEAVE/MODIFIED DUTY 



	 
	4.8.a.  Disability leave will be allotted to any employee injured while performing the  
	           duties of their position while at work. 
	 
	4.8.b.  Such leave will be administered as provided by the policy and procedures of  
	           the workers compensation insurance program of the Town. 
	 
	4.8.c.  The Town Administrator and/or Town Clerk will be responsible for such  
	           administration and provide guidance and direction to all Supervisors and  
	           Department Heads in the steps required for such administration. 
	 
	4.8.d.  In all instances, employees injured on the job must report the accident or  
	           injury to their Supervisor; Department Head and/or Town Administrator or  
	           Town Clerk immediately following the incident, and no later than 24 hours  
	           After the incident. 
	 
	4.8.e.  Failure to report an accident or injury in a timely manner may result in the  
	           denial of a disability leave per the policy of the workers compensation  
	           program. 
	 
	4.8.f.  Modified Duty – In any instance, as determined by the workers compensation  
	           insurance program of the Town, when an employee is certified to return to  
	           work in a modified duty position, the Town will make every reasonable effort  
	           to accommodate and provide a modified duty assignment. 
	 
	    4.8.f.1. While performing in a modified duty assignment, the employee will be  
	                 paid the wage salary of their full time normal position. 
	 
	   4.8.f.2.  If  necessary, the work schedule of an employee on modified duty       
	                will be revised to accommodate the terms of the modified duty as  
	                specified by the physician of the employee. 
	4.8.g.  Every employee must read and review the Safety Manual of the Town, which  
	           provides the procedures and policies that must be followed in association with  
	           on the job accidents, injuries, modified duty assignments, associated disability  
	           leave and the return to work program. 
	 
	4.8.h.  On a yearly basis, every employee will be required to sign a statement  
	           verifying that they have read, reviewed and understand the Safety Manual. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.9   DONATED LEAVE PROGRAM 
	4.9   DONATED LEAVE PROGRAM 
	4.9   DONATED LEAVE PROGRAM 
	4.9   DONATED LEAVE PROGRAM 



	 
	4.9.a.  The Donated Leave Program authorizes Town employees to donate accrued  
	            leave to other Town employees, for an employee or an immediate family  
	            member, (as designated in Section 4.1.a. of this policy), suffering from a  
	            catastrophic injury or illness, if they have expired all allowable vacation time;  
	            sick/disability leave and/or compensation hours.  
	  
	4.9.b.  Accrued time for this program shall be acquired from a donating employee’s  
	           approved: 
	• vacation weeks 
	• vacation weeks 
	• vacation weeks 

	• excused paid days 
	• excused paid days 

	• sick leave 
	• sick leave 

	• compensation hours 
	• compensation hours 


	 
	4.9.c.  Catastrophic illness shall mean any illness or injury to an employee, which is  
	           diagnosed by a physician and certified by the physician as rendering the  
	           employee unable to work for a period greater than 5 calendar weeks.   
	            
	 
	4.9.d.  Separate periods of disability lasting 7 calendar days or  
	           more each, resulting from the same related medical condition and occurring  
	           within any 12 consecutive month period, shall be considered the same period  
	           of disability.  
	 
	 
	4.9.e.  Eligibility - The employee must have been employed by the Town for at least  
	           6 months and must have used all of his or her sick leave and half of his/her  
	           accumulated vacation, before being eligible for the donated leave program.   
	 
	           4.9.e.1.  When the donated leave is for the catastrophic illness or injury of a  
	                         family member, the employee must have used all of his/her sick days,  
	                         personal days, vacation, and compensation hours, before he/she is  
	                         eligible to receive donated leave.  
	 
	     4.9.e.2.  When the donated leave is for the catastrophic illness or injury of an 
	                        employee, the employee must meet the same requirements as  
	                        Sub-section 4.9.e.1 and will apply as Section4.9.d. 
	 
	4.9.f.  Approval - Upon approval of the donating employee’s Supervisor and/or 
	           Department Head, an employee may donate accrued sick and vacation in equal  
	           amounts directly to an employee in need of leave.  
	 
	     4.9.f. 1.  During approved donation leaves, extending beyond six, (6), months,  
	                    medical justification must be renewed every 30 days.  
	 
	            4.9.f.2.  Employees requesting use of the Donated Leave program must  
	                          request written approval, with accompanying medical documentation  
	                          as following: 
	• One, (1), month or less – Immediate Supervisor 
	• One, (1), month or less – Immediate Supervisor 
	• One, (1), month or less – Immediate Supervisor 

	• Two, (2) to Three, (3), months – Department Head 
	• Two, (2) to Three, (3), months – Department Head 

	• Four, (4) to Sic, (6) months – Town Administrator/Manager 
	• Four, (4) to Sic, (6) months – Town Administrator/Manager 

	• Over (6) months – Majority vote of the Town Council 
	• Over (6) months – Majority vote of the Town Council 


	 
	 
	 
	Section 5 – OVERTIME 
	 
	5.1  Overtime is any work outside of the normal, approved schedule.   
	 
	5.2  Overtime payment or compensation is not applicable to salaried employees. 
	 
	5.3  All requests for overtime payment or compensatory time-off must be submitted on  
	       the applicable form, (Form #13-OT[Police Department]/Form #CP 09-26-2013-019 [All  
	       Other Departments]), to a Supervisor, and/or Department Head for approval and then  
	       to the Town Clerk for review prior to payment or compensatory time off processing  
	       or recording.  
	 
	5.4  Overtime must be approved in advance by the employee’s Supervisor, except in  
	        those situations where a delay in action could reasonably be expected to cause risk  
	        to the health or general welfare of the public or a member of the Department and  
	        could cause a crime to go unattended.   
	 
	5.5  Employees will not be compensated for overtime of 15 minutes or less.   
	 
	5.5  Overtime shall be rounded out to the nearest half-hour.  
	 
	5.7  Until such time as the Town employs five, (5), or more full time employees,  
	       compensation for approved overtime worked will be applied through equivalent time  
	       off at the rate of 1.5 hours. 
	5.8  If an employee requests payment for approved overtime worked prior to the Town  
	       employing five, (5), or more employees, such payment must be approved by a  
	       majority vote of the Town Council. 
	 
	5.9  At such time as the Town employs five, (5), or more full time employees,  
	       comepensation for approved overtime will be paid at the rate 1.5 times the hourly  
	       wage of the employee for the number of approved overtime hours worked. 
	 
	5.10  Requests for compensatory time off must be submitted on the applicable form,  
	         (Form #13-LR[Police Department]/Form #CP 09-26-2013 [All Other Departments]),  
	         within two, (2), days of the worked overtime, unless an exception is granted by a  
	         Supervisor and/or Department Head, inclusive of the Town Administrator/Manager.    
	5.11  Requests for compensatory time off not submitted in as prescribed in  
	         Sub-section 5.10, must be explained in narrative on the overtime request form. 
	 
	5.12  Overtime Form - It will be necessary to provide the following information on the  
	         overtime request form, (Form #13-OT[Police Department]/Form #CP 09-26-2013-019  
	         [All Other Departments]: 
	 
	• Name 
	• Name 
	• Name 

	• IBM # (Police Department Only) 
	• IBM # (Police Department Only) 

	• Date 
	• Date 

	• Regular Shift Hours (including vacation) 
	• Regular Shift Hours (including vacation) 

	• Compensation Hours used 
	• Compensation Hours used 

	• Overtime Hours Works per Day (from and to) 
	• Overtime Hours Works per Day (from and to) 

	• Total Overtime Hours Worked 
	• Total Overtime Hours Worked 


	 
	5.13  Paid Overtime - Grants 
	 
	5.13.a.  All paid overtime covered by grant funds will be paid at a rate of 1.5 times 
	             per hour worked and must be approved by the Chief of Police or his/her  
	             designee for Police Department grants and by the Town  
	             Aministrator/Manager for Administrative grants.  
	 
	5.13.b.  There will an exclusion of the 1.5 times rates of Section 5.13.a, if the grant  
	             supplying the funds for overtime payment specifies a flat rate. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 6 - COMPENSATORY TIME-OFF 
	 
	              6.1  All hourly paid employees will accumulate compensatory time off, (Comp Time), 
	                     for any approved overtime worked, (unless prior approval for paid compensation is  
	                     approved), until such time as the Town employs five, (5), or more employees.   
	 
	  
	6.2  Police Department - employees at or above the rank of Lieutenant are not eligible  
	        for Comp Time. 
	 
	 6.3  All hourly paid employees will accrue accumulated time at the rate of 1.5 hours for 
	                   each hour of overtime worked.   
	 
	 6.4  All requests to use accumulated time must be approved in advance by a Supervisor,  
	                   Department Head or Town Administrator/Manager. 
	    6.5   Employees will be authorized to use accumulated comp time only to the extent that  
	         the time has been accumulated.   
	  
	 6.6  It will not be necessary to exhaust vacation time prior to using accumulated Comp  
	                   Time. 
	 
	6.6  It shall be the policy of the Town that no employee shall be able to accumulate more  
	       than 40 hours of compensatory time. 
	 
	6.8  Comp Time associated with court appearances by Police Officers is specified in  
	       Sub-section 8.8.d of this handbook. 
	 
	6.8  Supervisors, Department Heads or the Town Administrator/Manager may reduce an 
	       employee’s  accumulated Comp Time hours by requiring the employee to take time  
	       off.   
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 7 - JURY DUTY/COURT 
	 
	7.1  Employees required to participate in jury duty service must provide a copy of the  
	       notice of their service, to their Supervisor, Department Head or Town  
	       Administrator/Manager, within two, (2), weeks of their required appearance for duty. 
	 
	7.2  Employees failing to provide notice as specified in Sub-section 7.1 will not be paid  
	       for the time jury duty served and the expended time will be considered an  
	       unauthorized absence. 
	 
	7.3  Employees providing notice as specified in Sub-section 7.1 will be paid as if they  
	       have reported to their daily scheduled work assignment. 
	 
	7.4  Employees serving on a case and released from service prior to ½ of their regularly  
	       scheduled work day will be required to work to their regularly scheduled assignment. 
	 
	7.5  Employees serving on a case and released from service after ½ of their regularly  
	       scheduled work day will be excused and paid for the remainder of the day from their  
	       regularly scheduled assignment. 
	 
	7.6  Employees receiving payment for jury duty services provided may retain the  
	       payments. 
	 
	7.8  The time spent attending court for approved jury duty or under subpoena will not be 
	       subtracted from the employee’s vacation, Comp or sick leave time.  
	 
	7.9  Employees initiating court cases, must employ some type of accrued leave time,  
	       other than sick leave.    
	 
	7.10  Employees receiving subpoenas to participate in a court case will be paid for the  
	         time of such appearance, if a copy of the subpoena is provided to the Supervisor,  
	         Department Head, Town Administrator/Manager or Town Clerk, prior to the  
	         appearance. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	7.11 Court Appearances – Police Department 
	 
	                    7.11.a.  The following procedure will be followed whenever overtime requests are  
	                                submitted for appearances in the Court of Common Pleas (CCP) or Superior  
	                                Court.  (Same as 7.11.d. of this policy). 
	 
	                   7.11.b.  This policy will include grand jury, if applicable, and any appearance in  
	                                either CCP or Superior Court subsequent to a subpoena or order of the court.   
	 
	       7.11.c.  All previous policies and procedures for notification of the pertinent Court  
	                   Liaison Officer regarding standby and availability for trial shall remain in  
	                   effect. 
	 
	                   7.11.d.  All Compensatory Time sheets shall be accompanied by a subpoena from the  
	                                court; attached hereto. Upon completion of the Comp Time sheet, the  
	                                requesting officer shall forward the request for time to the Chief of Police or  
	                                his/her designee.  
	 
	                   7.11.e.  The officer submitting the request should keep a copy for their records.   
	  
	        7.11.f.  There currently is no compensation for court standby. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 8 – INSURANCE 
	 
	8.1  LIFE – the Town of Cheswold does not provide life insurance coverage. 
	 
	8.2  MEDICAL/HEALTH  
	 
	 8.2.a.  The Town of Cheswold is a member of the State of Delaware  
	                       Medical/Health Care program. 
	 8.2.b.  Only full time employees are provided medical/health care coverage. 
	 
	 8.2.c.  The Town shall contribute 80% of the cost of medical/health care  
	                       coverage. 
	 
	8.2.d.  The employee shall contribute 20% of the cost of medical/health care  
	            coverage. 
	 
	8.2.e.  Employees desiring medical/health care coverage for dependents must  
	           provide the total contribution cost. 
	 
	 
	 
	8.3  DENTAL  
	 
	 8.3.a.  All employees may purchase dental insurance from the State of Delaware  
	                       provided insurance carrier. 
	 
	 8.3.b.  The employee shall contribute 100% of the cost of dental insurance. 
	 
	 
	 
	  8.4  WORKERS COMPENSATION  
	 
	8.4.a.  The Town of Cheswold and its insurance carrier shall adhere to the 
	            provisions of the 19 State of Delaware Code, Chapter 23 – Workers  
	            Compensation. 
	 
	8.4.b.  All employees of the Town of Cheswold shall be covered by Workers  
	           Compensation insurance with 100% of the coverage contributed by the  
	           Town. 
	 
	8.4.c.  All employees shall be required to adhere to the requirements, processes  
	           and procedures specified by the Workers Compensation insurance carrier. 
	 
	8.4.d.  All employees, including contractual, shall be required to participate and  
	           adhere to the guidelines of the Town of Cheswold Safety Manual. 
	 
	 
	8.4.e.  All employees shall participate in the Light duty policy of the Town,  
	           should it become necessary, as specified by the requirements of the  
	              Workers Compensation program of the insurance carrier of the Town.   
	 
	 
	 
	8.5  BONDING  
	 
	       8.5.a.  The Town of Cheswold shall pay 100% of the cost of bonding insurance for  
	                  applicable employees. 
	 
	      8.5.b.  All employees assigned to the responsibility of recording, collecting, handling  
	                 and/or holding funds will be provided with bonding insurance. 
	 
	      8.5.c.  Only bonded employees shall be permitted to record, collect, handle and/or  
	                 hold Town funds. 
	 
	     8.5.d.  No bonded employee of the Town of Cheswold shall collect, more than  
	                $250.00 from a single individual at one time. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 9 – PENSION 
	 
	9.1  The Town of Cheswold is a participating member of the State of Delaware  
	         Employees’ Pension Fund and subject to the rules, regulations, policies and  
	         procedures of the Fund as specified in 29 Del. C., Chapter 55A. 
	 
	9.2  The following sub-sections provide only an overview of the Pension Fund and   
	         employees are strongly encouraged to read and be familiar with the guidelines of  
	         the State Employees’ Pension Fund as specified in 29 Del. C., Chapter 55A. 
	 
	9.3  A regular full time employee is any hourly or salaried employee working 40.0 hours  
	         or more per week. 
	 
	9.4  No employee working under contract will be considered a regular full time  
	         employee except for the Chief of Police. 
	 
	9.5  Eligibility – an employee must be a regular full time employee and shall become  
	         eligible to receive a service pension, beginning with the month after the member  
	         has terminated employment, if: 
	 
	                     
	9.5.a.  the employee has 5 years of credited service, and has attained age 62, or 
	P
	9.5.b.  the employee has 15 years of credited service, and has attained age 60, or 
	P
	9.5.c.  the employee has 30 years of credited service 
	P
	9.6  A full time employee who has 5 years of credited service shall have a vested right 
	         to a pension. 
	P
	9.7  Eligibility for Disabled Pension – an employee with 5 years of credited service, 
	         who develops a disability and is no longer employed shall become eligible to  
	         receive a disability pension beginning with the month following the inception of his 
	         or disability.  (See 29 Del. C., Chapter 55A; §5574 (b) for disability definition) 
	P
	9.8  Waiver of Benefits – any regular full time employee eligible for a pension may 
	         decline to accept all or any part of this benefit, by submitting a written waiver 
	         signed and submitted to the Pension Board. 
	P
	         9.8.a.  An employee may revoke the waiver, by submitting a written revocation, 
	but will not receive any pension benefit for the time period that the waiver 
	was in effect. 
	P
	9.9    Employee Contributions – employee contributions to the Fund shall be 3% of 
	         total annual compensation in excess of $6,000.  
	P
	           9.9.a.  In no event shall total compensation during any calendar year in excess of 
	$6,000 be exempt from contributions. 
	P
	9.10  Town of Cheswold Contributions – for each fiscal year shall be the percentage 
	 of covered payroll approved by the Pension Board on the basis of the most recent 
	          actuarial valuation, and shall equal: 
	P
	9.10.a.  the normal cost; plus 
	P
	9.10.b.  adjustments for actuarial gains and losses or increases in benefits 
	               adopted on or subsequent to participation; plus 
	P
	9.10.c.  administrative costs 
	P
	9.11  Amount of Monthly Pension Payments 
	           The amount of the monthly service or disability pension payable to an employee  
	           shall be 1/60 of the employee’s final average paid compensation multiplied by the 
	           number of credited years worked, taken to the nearest twelfth of a year. 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	Section 10 - SEPARATION  
	 
	10.1  The Town Council of the Town of Cheswold will carefully evaluate, determine and  
	         approve or disapprove the separation of all Town employees. 
	 
	10.2  Separations will be categorized as follows: 
	 
	         10.2.a.  Voluntary – those employee’s who provide adequate advance termination  
	                       notice to their Supervisor, Department Head, or Town  
	                      Administrator/Manager. 
	 
	         10.2.b.  Involuntary – those employee’s who do not provide adequate advance  
	                      termination notice to their Supervisor, Department Head, or Town  
	                      Administrator/Manager or those who are unwillingly released by a majority  
	                      vote of the Town Council. 
	 
	        10.2.c.  Exception – the separation of the Chief of Police will be conducted as 
	                     prescribed by the Police Chief Due Process procedure specified in  
	                    Chapter 93 of the State of Delaware Criminal and Traffic Law Manual. 
	 
	 
	10.3  Advance Notice – shall be delivered as soon as possible and practicable, but  
	         no less than two, (2), weeks of the expected last day of work. 
	 
	10.3.a.  The Town Council, at their discretion, may accept a request for separation  
	             with a lesser notice period. 
	 
	 
	10.3.b.  An employee who voluntarily separates and fails to give advance notice,  
	             may forfeit accrued leave time and may not be eligible for re-hire. 
	 
	10.3.c.  Forfeiture of accrued leave will be at the discretion and recommendation  
	             of the employee Supervisor, Department Head and/or Town  
	             Administrator/Manager. 
	 
	10.3.d.  Upon recommendation from the Supervisor, Department Head and/or  
	             Town Administrator/Manager, the Town Council by a majority vote will  
	             make the final decision on the forfeiture of accrued leave and whether it  
	             should be in total, in part, or at all. 
	 
	10.4  All notices of voluntary intent to separate including retirement, must be in writing. 
	 
	10.5  An employee participating in voluntary separation must work the entire notice  
	         period, (2 weeks), unless leave time was requested and approved prior to the notice  
	         of separation. 
	 
	10.5  Applicability – All Town of Cheswold employees, except those covered by  
	         individual contract or any employee protected by other local, State or Federal laws  
	         are subject to this policy. 
	 
	10.6  Separation Benefits – the following guideline shall be used in the payment of accrued leave for separation for voluntary separated employees: 
	 
	            10.6.a.  An employee will receive the payment of sickness leave at their current  
	                         hourly wage for ½ the total number of accrued sickness leave hours. 
	 
	10.6.b.  An employee will receive a total of two weeks vacation leave pay at their  
	             current hourly wage unless they have used some portion of those weeks,  
	             in which case they will receive payment for the remaining days not used. 
	 
	10.6.c.  An employee will not receive pay for any paid excused days. 
	 
	            10.6.d.  If any employee dies with unused leave, the estate shall be paid as  
	                        specified in 10.6.a. – 10.6.c. 
	 
	10.7.  Layoffs – in addition to voluntary, and involuntary separations, it may  
	          become necessary, at times, due to budget constraints to reduce the  
	          employee work force, through a layoff process. 
	 
	          10.7.a.  Layoffs will only be implemented by a majority vote of the Town Council. 
	 
	          10.7.b.  Should layoffs become necessary and approved they will be determined  
	            and administered as follows and in the order shown from 10.7.b.3 t o  
	                      10.7.b.7, with 10.7.b.3 being the first released, after consideration of  
	                      10.7.b.1 and 10.7.b.2, as follows: 
	 
	10.7.b.1.  Length of Service 
	 
	10.7.b.2.  Position Performance 
	 
	10.7.b.3  Temporary employees 
	 
	10.7.b.4.  Contracted full time employees 
	 
	10.7.b.5.  Contracted part time employees 
	 
	10.7.b.6.  Regular part time employees 
	 
	10.7.b.7.  Regular full time employees 
	 
	 
	                     10.7.c.  Notification  
	 
	           10.7.c.1.  Regular Part and Full Time Employees – will be given notice  
	      of a layoff, at least ten, (10), working day prior to the effective  
	                                                  date of separation.  
	 
	           10.7.c.2.  All Other Employees – will be notified as determined by a  
	                                                  majority vote of the Town Council. 
	 
	 
	                     10.7.d.  Benefits – All benefits will cease on the date of separation, except those  
	                                  prescribed by law in a layoff situation. 
	 
	 
	                     10.7.e.  Return to Work – Upon a majority vote of the Town Council employees  
	                                  will be notified in writing and requested to return to their former positions  
	                                  at the current wage rate in effect at the time of the layoff. 
	 
	          10.7.e.1.   Employees will be requested to return to work based on the  
	      following and in the following order:     
	 
	               10.7.e.1.a.  Length of Service 
	 
	10.7.e.2.b.  Position Performance 
	 
	10.7.e.3.c.   Regular full time employees 
	 
	10.7.e.4.d.  Regular part time employees 
	 
	10.7.e.5.e.  Contracted part time employees 
	 
	10.7.e.6.f.  Contracted full time employees 
	 
	                  10.7.e.7.g. Temporary employees 
	 
	                                 10.7.e.2.  Any employee not returning to their former position will be  
	                                                  considered as a voluntary separation if they provide written notice  
	                                                  of their plan not to return within one, (1), week of the receipt of  
	                                                  notification to work to work. 
	 
	                                  10.7.e.3.  Any employee adhering to guideline of Section 10.7.e.1 will be  
	                                                  considered for re-hire should the situation arise. 
	 
	          10.7.e.4.  Any employee not returning to their former position and not  
	                                                  providing notice as specified in Section 10.7.e.1 will be  
	                                                  considered as an involuntary separation and will not be  
	                                                  considered for re-hire should the situation arise. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	11.0  TOWN RIGHTS – The Town Council retains the right to modify, revise, correct, and/or delete any portion of this Handbook, at any time, for any reason, by a majority vote of the Town Council, except for those benefits administered and prescribed by Federal, or State law. 
	 
	 
	APPROVAL – This document was approved by a majority vote of the Town Council, on Tuesday, September 17, 2013, at the Monthly Town Council Workshop, held at Town Hall, 691 Main Street, Cheswold, Delaware 19936. 
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	Medal of Valor - Distinguishing symbol of courage, and strength of mind, in the face of danger to protect life. (A8365 & J202-MV) 
	P
	P
	P
	Medal of Honor - An outstanding act in the line of duty at imminent personal hazard of life, with full knowledge of the risk involved (A4118 & J202-MH). 
	P
	P
	Meritorious Award - highly unusual accomplishment under adverse conditions with some degree of hazard to life and limb to the nominee or where death or injury to a third party is prevented (J202-MC).  
	P
	Chief’s Award - Awarded for an act or achievement by a Chief of Police bringing public acclaim to the police profession through programs to further police efficiency or contribution to the welfare and advancement of the profession. (A6266) 
	P
	Purple Heart - recognizes selflessness for enduring injury in the line of duty. (J202-PH) 
	P
	Life Savers Award - an act performed in the line of duty, which through disregard of personal safety and prompt and alert action, results in saving a life (J202-LS). 
	P
	Officer of the Year – this award is bestowed upon the office who by their actions as a police officer shows the time, effort and dedication to his/her craft along with showing concern for the residents and business owners in the Town. (A-1475) 
	Years of Service – this award signifies the number of years that the officer has served as a certified law enforcement officer in the State of Delaware – each star equals 5 years of service. (A7140-C) 
	P
	Unit Citation - Awarded for participation of a member of an operating unit and/or the entire unit or departmental staff in a cited action (maximum of three stars per bar)      (A7923) 
	P
	FTO (Field Training Officer) – signifies that the officer has completed the required training to serve as a field training officer. (J203-FT) 
	P
	USA – worn by all officers to honor all of the service men and women who fight freedoms, every police officer, firefighter and EMT and each and every person who has ever paid the ultimate price to ensure that we all safe each and every day, giving us to opportunity to live our lives the way we choose. (J201-USA) 
	P
	Instructor – signifies that the officer is a certified instructor in any discipline (i.e Lidar Instructor, Taser Instructor, etc.) (J203-IN) 
	P
	P
	P
	Combat Cross - An individual act of heroism at imminent personal hazard of life in combat with an armed adversary. (A2617 & A12227) 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	P
	A. The purpose of this Policy is to outline the function of the uniformed bicycle unit of the Cheswold Police Department and the duties of officers assigned to ride departmental bicycles. 
	P
	II.POLICY
	P
	A. Bicycles will be used for community policing activities, patrol in areas where a vehicle or foot patrol would not be feasible and to supplement uniformed patrol. 
	A. Bicycles will be used for community policing activities, patrol in areas where a vehicle or foot patrol would not be feasible and to supplement uniformed patrol. 
	A. Bicycles will be used for community policing activities, patrol in areas where a vehicle or foot patrol would not be feasible and to supplement uniformed patrol. 
	A. Bicycles will be used for community policing activities, patrol in areas where a vehicle or foot patrol would not be feasible and to supplement uniformed patrol. 



	P
	1.Only personnel who have received specific instruction in the use of police bicycles willbe authorized to operate agency owned bicycles.
	1.Only personnel who have received specific instruction in the use of police bicycles willbe authorized to operate agency owned bicycles.
	1.Only personnel who have received specific instruction in the use of police bicycles willbe authorized to operate agency owned bicycles.
	1.Only personnel who have received specific instruction in the use of police bicycles willbe authorized to operate agency owned bicycles.
	1.Only personnel who have received specific instruction in the use of police bicycles willbe authorized to operate agency owned bicycles.

	2.All agency owned bicycles will be equipped as outlined in Title 21 governing bicyclesused on the public roadway.
	2.All agency owned bicycles will be equipped as outlined in Title 21 governing bicyclesused on the public roadway.

	3.Officers using bicycles will wear uniforms specifically designed or approved by theChief of Police as “bike uniforms”.
	3.Officers using bicycles will wear uniforms specifically designed or approved by theChief of Police as “bike uniforms”.




	a.No personal equipment will be worn unless approved by the Chief of Police orhis/her designee. Whenever 2 or more officers are riding together, they will bedressed in similar uniforms.
	b.Officers are responsible to carry gear as may be necessary for their patrol purpose.At night each officer will carry a flashlight and will use lighting equipment on thebike for visibility. A helmet will be worn, properly fastened, whenever the bike isbeing ridden.
	4.One person will be designated to be in charge of the bicycles and will be responsiblefor their care and maintenance. Any officer riding a police bicycle will report thecondition and maintenance issues to that individual.
	4.One person will be designated to be in charge of the bicycles and will be responsiblefor their care and maintenance. Any officer riding a police bicycle will report thecondition and maintenance issues to that individual.
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	4.One person will be designated to be in charge of the bicycles and will be responsiblefor their care and maintenance. Any officer riding a police bicycle will report thecondition and maintenance issues to that individual.
	a.The OIC of the bike unit will perform routine inspections of all police bicyclesand schedule or perform maintenance as required. Individual officers will checkthe bike they are using prior to and after each usage. Any damage or functionalproblems will immediately be reported in a timely manner to the OIC.  No officershall make adjustments to the patrol bike, excepting those adjustments necessaryto provide comfort and safety to the rider.
	a.The OIC of the bike unit will perform routine inspections of all police bicyclesand schedule or perform maintenance as required. Individual officers will checkthe bike they are using prior to and after each usage. Any damage or functionalproblems will immediately be reported in a timely manner to the OIC.  No officershall make adjustments to the patrol bike, excepting those adjustments necessaryto provide comfort and safety to the rider.
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	P
	P
	P
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	P
	III.PROCEDURE:
	P
	P
	A. Prior to patrol on bike the officer will conduct an inspection. The inspection will consist of a visual inspection of all components. The officer will check or feel tires for proper inflation. The bike will be ridden in the parking lot of the Department, assuring brakes and gears are working properly, prior to the bike being ridden on any roadway. Officers will inspect the lighting equipment and all reflective devices attached to the bike and assure they are working properly and are securely attached to 
	P
	B. During the patrol, the officer will complete tasks as assigned. Each officer is responsible for abiding by traffic laws as set forth under title 21, Delaware Code. When in an emergency response mode, officers are responsible for compliance with Delaware Law and Departmental Policy, regarding Emergency Response Vehicles and procedures. 
	P
	C. After patrol, the officer will visually inspect the bike for damage. Any falls, drops, or incidents which may have damaged the bike shall be reported to the Traffic Lieutenant. The bike will be placed neatly in storage and all equipment and items not attached to the bike will be removed.   
	P
	D. Whenever a bicycle is used for patrol, a Bicycle Utilization Log will be completed and forwarded to the Chief of Police or his/her designee at the end of the shift or period used. In the event there is no mechanical device for measuring mileage, an estimate as accurate as possible, is sufficient. The officer will note all patrol activities on the Bike Utilization Log.          
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	P
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 1st  day of MAY, 2014 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
	P
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	CR# _____________ DATE: __________ OFFICER: _______________________ 
	P
	SECTION I.      BASIC INFORMATION 
	P
	1.________  2. ___________3.______/______/_____ 4. ___________
	    Area          Day       Date     Time
	P
	5.________ MILES6.___________ MINUTES 7. ___________ MPH.
	  Distance    Time       Speed
	P
	8.What factor initiated the pursuit? (   ) Criminal Offense (   ) Traffic Offense
	(   ) Assist Other Agency (   ) Other 
	Specify: ______________________________________________________________ 
	P
	9._________________________________________________________________________
	   Reason for flight (if known)
	P
	10.Pursued Vehicle: (   ) Light Truck(   ) Passenger Car 
	P
	(   ) M/C Type Vehicle (   ) Other _________________________ 
	P
	SECTION II.      SUSPECT INFORMATION 
	P
	11.__________________ (WM-NH-XX) 12. Apprehended(   ) Yes (   )  No
	  Race/Sex/Age 
	P
	13.Charges Placed (   ) Traffic (   ) Criminal   (   ) Both (   ) None
	P
	14.Suspect DUI(   ) Yes (   ) No  Test Given (   ) Yes (   ) No   ________ %
	    Result
	P
	SECTION III.      ACCIDENT INFORMATION 
	P
	15.Did chase result in a collision? (   ) Yes(   ) No  If no, go to #24 
	P
	16.If yes, was it(   ) PD  (   ) PI (   ) Fatal (   ) Departmental 
	P
	17.$ ____________________18._____________________
	    Total damage to vehicles           Total damage to other property
	P
	19.Was CPD vehicle involved?(   ) Yes (   ) No  19a. $ _____________
	  Amount of damage
	P
	20.Was other agency involved?(   ) Yes (   ) No  20a. $ _____________
	    Amount of damage
	P
	21.Was innocent party involved? (   ) Yes(   ) No  21a. $ _____________
	    Amount of damage
	P
	22.If PI22a. _______   22b. _______ 22c. ________  22d. _________
	   # Injured                            # CPD         # Other agency         # Innocent
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	23.If Fatal 23a. _______   23b. _______23c. ________  23d. _________
	         # Fatal                             # CPD               # Other agency        # Innocent
	P
	SECTION IV.     ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
	P
	24.Was supervisor notified? (   ) Yes(   ) No  ___________________   ____
	    Supervisor’s Name       IBM#
	P
	25.Was a roadblock used?  (   ) Yes(   ) No  Stationary (   )  Moving (   ) 
	P
	26.Was helicopter available? (   ) Yes(   ) No  Used?  (   ) Yes (   ) No 
	P
	27.Was legal intervention used to end the pursuit? (   ) Yes(   ) No 
	P
	a.If yes, did the action result in injury?(   ) Yes (   ) No 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	b.To whom? (   ) Officer ___________________ (   ) Suspect (   ) Other party 
	  Name
	P
	c.Amount of damage: $ ___________________ $ ____________________
	   CPD property         Other property
	P
	28.Was pursuit discontinued?(   ) Yes (   ) No 
	P
	29.If yes, was it? (   ) Officer Discretion(   ) Supervisor ordered 
	P
	30.Was deadly force used? (   ) Yes(   ) No  Type _______________ (Attach force report)
	P
	31.Other force used?(   ) Yes (   ) No  Type _______________ (Attach force report)
	P
	SECTION V.     NARRATIVE (USE A CONTINUATION SHEET IF NECESSARY) 
	P
	32.Officer’s Narrative
	P
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________   _______     _______/______/_______
	   Officer’s Signature                                           IBM#                                          Date
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	33.Supervisor’s comments:______________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	______________________________________________________________________________ 
	P
	______________________________________________________________________________ 
	P
	____________________________   ______   _______/______/______
	  Supervisor’s signature                                          IBM#                                 Date
	P
	P
	P
	P
	34.Chief or Captain’s comments:______________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	P
	            ____________________________   ______   ______/______/______
	    Chief’s signature                                                  IBM#                               Date 
	P
	NOTE: Chief and Captain’s  comments are MANDATORY            
	P
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	   July 22. 2014    10-1-25 
	   Special Instructions:    
	   Distribution: All Sworn &      Last Re-Evaluation Date:  Total Pages: 
	   Civilian Personnel                                       13        
	    
	 
	  
	 I. PURPOSE 
	 
	  The purpose of this policy is to provide instructions for members regarding Department    computer systems, electronic mail (e-mail), and Internet usage. 
	 
	  All police computer systems, (including but not limited to Computer Aided Dispatch    System, Mobile Data Computers and Terminals, Workstations, Laptops, and     Notebooks), hardware and software, are  for the official use of Police Department     employees and are intended to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of departmental    operations. 
	 
	  Operation of all Department computer systems and programs must be in accordance    with established security measures as outlined below and shall be limited by security    access as determined by Chief of Police and training level. Records and information    maintained by the Cheswold Police Department are for the exclusive use of     departmental employees only and shall not be disseminated to persons who are     not affiliated with a bona fide law enforcement agency or as directed by command    supervis
	 
	 II. DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  BREACH - A break in the system security that results in admittance of an unauthorized    person or program to a Department computer system. 
	 
	  ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) MESSAGE - Any document created or received on the    Electronic Mail System. These documents include, but are not limited to, brief notes,    announcements, memorandums, formal Department documents such as Department    Memorandums or Job Vacancies, and any attachments to these messages, such as word    processing or spread sheet documents. 
	 
	  ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) SYSTEM - A computer application that is used to create,   receive, transmit, store, and archive Electronic Mail Messages. 
	 
	  FIREWALL - A form of access-control technology that prevents unauthorized access to    information resources by placing a barrier between an organization's network and an    unsecured network. 
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	  HARDWARE - The physical computer system or any physical part or mechanism used    as an integral or peripheral component of a computer system (e.g., a floppy or hard    drive mechanism, memory modules, display monitor, interface card, etc.). 
	 
	  INTRANET - An Intranet uses Internet based technologies within an organization to    facilitate communication and provide integrated access to information. 
	 
	  INTERNET - A worldwide network of computers linked together by various     communication systems including local telephone services. 
	 
	  NETWORK - A system of computers, printers, and hard disks linked by direct     connection, over telephone lines, or via other electronic transmission methods that    allows shared access to all resources on the network. 
	 
	  SOFTWARE - The programming instructions and data the computer executes to     perform tasks. The term “software” is often used to refer to the distribution media that    contains it (e.g., floppy disk or CD-ROM), but more correctly refers to the actual     instructions and data contained on whatever media is used. 
	 
	  1. FREEWARE SOFTWARE – Software freely obtained from public sources. 
	 
	  2. SHAREWARE SOFTWARE – Software obtained through public sources with     normally limited features, periodic visual reminders to purchase, or a time limit     cutoff to prevent use without purchase. 
	 
	  VIRUS - A self replicating computer program capable of attaching itself covertly to files.    Can also be an executable program designed to perform actions not authorized by the    system’s user, i.e. making the system mail the virus to the first 50 people in the user’s    address book. 
	 
	  WORLD WIDE WEB - A portion of the Internet that transmits information in the form    of text, graphics, sound and video. 
	 
	  WORM - A computer program designed to covertly destroy or manipulate data, but    cannot attach itself to other programs. A worm still replicates itself to other computers    and uses memory, but will always arrive in the same program. 
	 
	 III. ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES 
	 
	  A. These policies apply to all members of the Cheswold Police Department utilizing     Department computer equipment or Department computer systems. Use of these    systems implies that members agree to comply with all applicable policies,      guidelines and laws regarding their use. 
	 
	  B. A Systems Administrator (DELJIS) will be assigned the responsibility for all     computer security, access and the operation of computer systems utilized by the     Cheswold Police Department. Each employee will use a unique password and     system login as designated by the Systems Administrator. 
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	  C. The Systems Administrator shall be the only Department employee authorized to     issue user login and passwords and shall determine, based upon the user’s duties,    the level of access to computer systems.  
	 
	  D. The Systems Administrator shall be responsible for backing up computer systems    daily. Other backup routines may be performed as needed. Backup tapes will be     stored in a secure area maintained by Systems Administrator.  
	 
	  E. Only the Information Technology Section personnel, or their designee, will install    hardware/software on Department computers. 
	 
	  F. The Systems Administrator is responsible for granting and monitoring      access to Department computer systems by issuing each Department member a     “computer account.” A member is prohibited to use any “computer account”     which is assigned to another person, without permission from a supervisor. 
	 
	   1. Example: Someone not authorized to use the internet uses another       employee’s computer system that is authorized. An authorized breach of      the Department’s computer system security is considered a Cardinal      Offense. 
	 
	    a. If without the authorized user’s knowledge, the unauthorized user       may be subject to disciplinary action as determined by the Chief of       Police or their designee. 
	 
	    b. If with the authorized user’s knowledge, both employees’ can be       liable for disciplinary action as determined by the Chief of Police or       their designee. 
	 
	  G. Members are responsible for their own network account, regardless of who     actually uses it; therefore, they are responsible for logging off the network upon     completion of their computer activity. 
	 
	  H. As stated above, members must have and use their own login and passwords to     access the network Login and passwords  should be a combination of letters,     numbers, or symbols, and should not be obvious, such as a serial number or a     birthday. Disclosure of login and passwords, access codes, or other       authentication devices to other members must be kept to an absolute minimum     and done only when approved by a supervisor. This is one aid in preventing a     security breach. 
	 
	  I. Users may not alter or copy a file belonging to another user without first      obtaining permission from the owner of the file. The ability to read, alter, or copy     a file belonging to another user does not imply permission to read, alter, or copy     the file. 
	 
	  J. Users may not use the Department computer systems  to invade the privacy of     other department members by unnecessarily reviewing their files and e-mail. 
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	  K. Members will not use the Department computer system to harass, make      defamatory remarks towards others, or perform illegal or malicious acts. 
	 
	  L. Members will not interfere with or disrupt any Department computer system,     Internet user, program, or equipment. Disruptions include but are not limited to     propagation of computer worms,  viruses,  or other debilitating programs, and     using the Department computer system  to make unauthorized entry to any other    machine accessible via the computer system or Internet. 
	 
	  M. Viruses can cause substantial damage to the Department computer systems. Each    user is responsible for taking reasonable precautions to avoid introducing viruses    to Department computer systems. 
	 
	   1 Files obtained from any source outside the Department, including       computers or floppy disks brought from home; files downloaded from the      Internet, newsgroups, bulletin boards, or other online services; files      attached to e-mail; and files provided by vendors, may contain dangerous      computer viruses. 
	 
	   2 Users should never use disks from non-department sources or download      Internet files or accept e-mail attachments from unknown sources without      first scanning the material with Department installed virus software. If a      user suspects that a virus has been introduced into the Department       network, he/she should notify the Chief of Police or his/her designee      immediately. 
	 
	  N. Members, who become aware of any computer system security breach, whether     internal or external, will immediately notify the Chief of Police or his/her      designee.  Software/hardware  manipulations will be reported to the Chief of     Police or his/her designee. 
	 
	  O. Any member observing someone using the Department computer system      inappropriately will notify his/her commander/supervisor. The       commander/supervisor receiving such information will review it and take      appropriate action. 
	 
	  P. Data saved on a networked computer is automatically backed-up (copied) on the     server; however, members are responsible for making back-up copies to another     source such as the hard drive and/or a floppy disk. Members saving data on a     non-networked computer are responsible for making back-up copies to a floppy     disk. 
	 
	  Q. The Chief of Police or his/her designee will ensure that all personnel with      personal computer access, who are assigned to their elements, are knowledgeable    of the guidelines and procedures addressed in this policy. 
	 
	  R. Those employees who have access State and National computer system security     shall access those files and records in accordance with specific training provided     for the use of the State and National computer systems. 
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	  S. Information retrieved from State and National computer files and the NCIC is     intended for official police use only and the dissemination of this information to     non-criminal justice individuals is strictly prohibited and could subject the     offender to criminal and civil penalties  
	 
	  T. Each employee who has State and National computer access must attend a re-    training session as required to maintain security authorization. Failure to attend     the training session will result in access to these files being temporarily      suspended and the employee being required to re-certify. 
	 
	   
	 IV. PROCEDURES 
	 
	  This directive has been arranged in annexes to address the various areas of concern    which are pertinent to the security, privacy, and integrity of the Department’s computer    systems. 
	 
	  1 Annex A Personal Computers 
	 
	  2 Annex B Electronic Mail (E-Mail) Communications 
	 
	  3 Annex C Internet Usage 
	 
	  4 ANNEX D Mobile Data Computers and Mobile Data Terminals 
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	PERSONAL COMPUTERS - ANNEX A 
	  
	 
	I. INTRODUCTION 
	 
	The security of the Department's computer system is of paramount importance in maintaining an efficient and well-guarded database for referencing computerized information. Users will strictly adhere to the following guidelines on the usage of personal computers and associated software to ensure compliance with federal copyright laws and protection against computer viruses. 
	 
	II. POLICY 
	 
	 A. The use of software/hardware on Department personal computers will be limited to  lawful and productive endeavors. 
	 
	  1. The unauthorized copying of personal computer software is prohibited. 
	 
	  2. The Chief of Police or his/her designee will evaluate all requested       hardware/software changes, and if compatible, will be responsible for      installation. 
	 
	  3. To ensure proper software/hardware licensing and compatibility requirements,     only the Chief of Police or his/her designee, or authorized network       administrators will install hardware/software on any Department computer. 
	 
	  4. When required for legal compliance, all software installed on Department      computers will be registered or licensed with the software manufacturer. Copies     of the registration and/or license agreement will be forwarded and maintained by    the Chief of Police or his/her designee. 
	 
	  5. Shareware software will not be utilized on Department computers for a time     period in excess of that allowed by the manufacturer for trial purposes, unless it     has been purchased and properly registered. All shareware software must be     reviewed by the Chief of Police or his/her designee prior to being installed on any    Department computer. 
	 
	  6. Freeware software will only be installed on Department computers when it has     been ascertained that such software is usable by government organizations free of    charge. All freeware software must be reviewed by the Chief of Police or his/her     designee prior to being installed on any Department computer. 
	  
	 B. Department computer equipment, peripherals, and components will be utilized for    Department business only. 
	 
	 C. Only the Chief of Police or his/her designee, will move, install or disassemble     Department computer equipment. 
	 
	 D. The Chief of Police or his/her designee will install antiviral software on all Department    computers. 
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	  1. Members should be aware of the potential for viruses when using floppy disks in     different computers. The computer or disk may become contaminated with a     virus simply by inserting the floppy disk and opening a file. 
	 
	  2. Members should regularly scan their computers and floppy disks for viruses and     report any viruses that the computer is not able to repair itself to The Chief of     Police or his/her designee. 
	 
	 E. Members with proper authorization may utilize privately owned personal computer    equipment for Department business. 
	 
	  1. Privately owned computers will not be connected to the Department network. 
	 
	  2. Members will be responsible for and adhere to Department computer policies     when utilizing privately owned computers. 
	 
	  3. Personal hardware components, such as printers, external modems, external     drives, etc., will not be connected to Department equipment. 
	 
	  4. Technical support on privately owned computers for Department business will be    considered on a case by case basis. 
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	ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-Mail) COMMUNICATIONS - ANNEX B 
	  
	 
	I. PURPOSE 
	 
	To establish procedures for the creation, dissemination, and storage of all Intranet and Internet electronic mail messages and to set guidelines for their content. 
	 
	II. ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES 
	 
	 A. Use of the e-mail system by any member implies both understanding and compliance    with this directive. Members using the e-mail system will do so in an appropriate and    professional manner. Any member observing someone using the e-mail system     inappropriately, or who receives unusual or inappropriate material, will notify his/her    commander/supervisor. The commander/supervisor receiving such information will    review it and take appropriate action. 
	 
	 B. All messages generated on or handled by the Department e-mail system, including back-   up copies, are considered property of the Department, not the member. 
	 
	III. PROCEDURE 
	 
	 A. The Department e-mail system generally should be used for official use only. Incidental    personal use is permissible as long as it does not interfere with productivity or preempt    official use. 
	 
	 B. Every Department member is encouraged to use the e-mail system when appropriate.    Appropriate uses include, but are not limited to: 
	 
	  1. Routine messages, announcements, notices, or other information that previously     would have been disseminated via memorandum through the chain of command     or by inter-department mail. 
	 
	  2. Any message currently being sent via facsimile, by voice over the telephone, or     over a paging system. 
	 
	  3. Drafts of reports, projects, or proposals. 
	 
	  4. Certain non-confidential Department documents such as Job Vacancies,      Department Memorandums, Bureau Memorandums, or Special Orders. 
	  
	 C. Unless approved by the Chief of Police or designee, the e-mail system 
	  will not be used for: 
	 
	  1. Disseminating confidential materials or Department sensitive information,     official documents that must be retained in their physical form, or documents     that require a physical signature to certify receipt. 
	 
	  2. Charitable endeavors. 
	 
	  3. Private business activities. 
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	  4. Inappropriate entertainment purposes. 
	 
	 D. Members will not use obscene, racist, or sexist language in e-mail and will not transmit    threatening or harassing materials (i.e., jokes, photographs, or programs forwarded as    attachments), nor engage in any form of sexual harassment. 
	 
	 E. Every member using the e-mail system should check their e-mail box on a regular basis    to ensure timely dissemination of information. 
	 
	 F. Every member using the e-mail system will be able to store a limited number of e-mail    messages within the system. If storage space becomes limited, a member will be     required to remove all messages which are not required to be saved. 
	 
	IV. SECURITY/PRIVACY 
	 
	 A. E-mail messages sent or received by Department employees are not private and the    Department reserves the right to monitor all email messages without notification to the    member; however, it is not the Department’s intent to monitor all e-mail messages. It is    a violation of this policy for any user, including the system administrator or any     supervisor, to access the e-mail system or message merely to satisfy curiosity about the    affairs of others. 
	 
	 B. E-mail messages created in the course of public business are, for the most part, a public    record. Those messages are subject to inspection by the news media and other members    of the public, unless the sender has marked them confidential. Every e-mail message s   should be both  professional  and  courteous. 
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	INTERNET USAGE - ANNEX C 
	  
	 
	I. PURPOSE 
	 
	To   establish   procedures   for   ensuring   the appropriate   protection   of Department information and equipment by Internet connections. 
	 
	II. ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES 
	 
	Use of Internet by any member implies both understanding and compliance with this procedural instruction. Internet access is only authorized for official Department business and users are expected to know the tools, rules, and etiquette of the Internet. Any member observing inappropriate use of the Internet will notify his/her supervisor. The supervisor receiving such information will review it and take appropriate action. 
	 
	III. PROCEDURE 
	 
	 A. Employees must use the Internet in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations.   This includes compliance with copyright and license laws governing programs, as well as   data and written materials accessed, obtained or provided to others via the Internet. 
	 
	 B. Members will not download software from the Internet without prior approval from the    Chief of Police or his/her designee. Note: To prevent inadvertent downloading, Internet    users should be wary of pop-up menus or advertisements that suggest doing so. 
	 
	 C. All software that is approved to be downloaded from non-Department sources via the    Internet will be screened with virus detection software prior to being opened or run.    Whenever the provider of the software is unknown or not trusted, it should be tested on    a stand-alone non-production machine and not one that is connected to the network. 
	 
	 D. Members will not place Department material (internal memos, etc.) onto the Internet    without prior approval of the Chief of Police or his designee. 
	 
	 E. Prohibited uses of the Internet include but are not limited to the following: 
	 
	  1. Using Internet connections for private gain or profit, or to solicit for political,     religious, or other non-business purposes. 
	 
	  2. Violating the privacy of others. Members must be sensitive to the fact that      Internet news group postings, some e-mail messages, web sites, and various     other communications on the Internet are public information. 
	  
	  3. Using obscene, offensive, racial, sexual or hate language or images; engaging in     ridicule; transmitting threatening, racial, sexual, obscene or harassing materials;     engaging in any form of sexual harassment. 
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	  4. Interfering with or disrupting any Department network, Internet user, program,     or equipment. Disruptions include but are not limited to propagation of      computer worms, viruses, or other debilitating programs, and using the      Department network to make unauthorized entry to any other machine accessible    via the network or Internet. Deliberate attempts to degrade or disrupt system     performance may be considered criminal activity with possible prosecution under    applicable state and fede
	 
	  5. Deliberately accessing pornographic or Internet gambling web sites. Exception:     This does not apply to investigative units during the course of approved criminal     or Departmental investigations. 
	 
	IV SECURITY/PRIVACY: 
	 
	The use of the Internet is not a private matter and the Department reserves the right to monitor all uses without notification to the member; periodic audits will be conducted by the Chief of Police or his/her designee  
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	MOBILE DATA COMPUTERS AND MOBILE DATA TERMINALS - ANNEX D 
	 
	 
	I. INTRODUCTION 
	 
	The security of the Department's computer system is of paramount importance in maintaining an efficient and well-guarded database for referencing computerized information. Users will strictly adhere to the following guidelines on the usage of Mobile Data Computers and PC compatible Mobile Data Terminals, regardless of type, make, or manufacturer and associated software to ensure compliance with federal copyright laws and protection against computer viruses. 
	 
	II. POLICY 
	 
	 A. Mobile Data Computers and PC compatible Mobile Data Terminals, regardless of type,    make, or manufacturer, have been installed in police vehicles to assist officers in the    execution of efficient police functions and to reduce the amount of radio traffic     necessary to conduct police operations. 
	 
	 B. Officers have been trained in the use and care of both the M.D.C. and M.D.T. and are    expected to use this equipment in accordance with instructions provided. M.D.C.s and    M.D.T.s were designed and have been programmed to provide information from State    and National computer files on persons, vehicles and other property.   
	 
	 C. Officers shall use the M.D.C./M.D.T. to check information on persons, vehicles, and    other property and shall not request these types of transactions be conducted by     KENTCOMM. The only exceptions to this Order will be when an officer does not have an   M.D.C./M.D.T. or the M.D.C./M.D.T. is not functioning properly. 
	 
	 D. If the unit is not functioning properly, officers are expected to notify the Chief of Police    or his/her designee through a written request. 
	 
	 E. On M.D.C./M.D.T.s that have been programmed to allow for communication of official    police business between police vehicles and between field units and KENTCOMM. No    vulgar, obscene, or derogatory messages, racially and/or sexually derogatory remarks    shall be transmitted via the M.D.C./M.D.T., nor shall any private, non-police business    conversations be conducted between units through the M.D.C./M.D.T. All transmissions   are logged into the mainframe system and a copy of each day’s transaction
	  
	 F. Officers shall log on with their designated log on name and User-ID. Officers shall not    use another officer’s log on name and User-ID. At the end of shift, officers shall log off    the M.D.C./M.D.T. system. 
	 
	 G. Prohibited uses of the Internet include but are not limited to the following: 
	 
	  1. Using Internet connections for private gain or profit, or to solicit for political,     religious, or other non-business purposes. 
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	  2. Violating the privacy of others. Members must be sensitive to the fact that      Internet news group postings, some e-mail messages, web sites, social media and     various other communications on the Internet are public information. 
	 
	  3. Using obscene, offensive, racial, sexual or hate language or images; engaging in     ridicule; transmitting threatening, racial, sexual, obscene or harassing materials;     engaging in any form of sexual harassment. 
	 
	  4. Interfering with or disrupting any Department network, Internet user, program,     or equipment. Disruptions include but are not limited to propagation of      computer worms, viruses, or other debilitating programs, and using the      Department network to make unauthorized entry to any other machine accessible    via the network or Internet. Deliberate attempts to degrade or disrupt system     performance may be considered criminal activity with possible prosecution under    applicable state and fede
	 
	  5. Deliberately accessing pornographic or Internet gambling web sites. Exception:     This does not apply to investigative units during the course of approved criminal     or Departmental investigations. 
	 
	III.  SECURITY/PRIVACY: 
	 
	The use of the Internet is not a private matter and the Department reserves the right to monitor all uses without notification to the member; periodic audits will be conducted by the Administrative Services Division and/or the Office of Professional Standards. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 22nd day of JULY, 2014. 
	____________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	I. PURPOSE 
	I. PURPOSE 
	I. PURPOSE 


	 
	  The department endorses the secure use of social media to enhance communication,     collaboration, and information exchange; streamline processes; and foster productivity.     This policy establishes this department’s position on the utility and management of 
	  social media and provides guidance on its management, administration, and oversight.  
	  
	  This policy is not meant to address one particular form of social media; rather social     media in general, as advances in technology will occur and new tools will emerge. 
	 
	 II.  POLICY 
	 
	  Social media provides a new and potentially valuable means of assisting the department     and its personnel in meeting community outreach, problem-solving, investigative, 
	  crime prevention, and related objectives. This policy identifies potential uses that may be     explored or expanded upon as deemed reasonable by administrative and supervisory     personnel.  
	 
	  The department also recognizes the role that these tools play in the personal lives of some    department personnel. The personal use of social media can have bearing on      departmental personnel in their official capacity. As such, this policy provides      information of a precautionary nature as well as prohibitions on the use of social 
	  media by department personnel. 
	 
	 III. DEFINITIONS 
	 
	  BLOG - A self-published diary or commentary on a particular topic that may allow     visitors to post responses, reactions, or comments. The term is short for “Web log.” 
	 
	  PAGE - The specific portion of a social media website where content is displayed, and     managed by an individual or individuals with administrator rights. 
	 
	  POST - Content an individual shares on a social media site or the act of publishing     content on a site. 
	  PROFILE -  Information that a user provides about himself or herself on a social      networking site. 
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	  SOCIAL MEDIA - A category of Internet-based resources that integrate user-generated     content and user participation. This includes, but is not limited to, social networking sites     (Facebook, MySpace), microblogging sites (Twitter, Nixle), photo- and videosharing 
	  sites (Flickr, YouTube), wikis (Wikipedia), blogs, and news sites (Digg, Reddit). 
	 
	  SOCIAL NETWORKS - Online platforms where users can create profiles, share      information, and socialize with others using a range of technologies. 
	 
	  SPEECH - Expression or communication of thoughts or opinions in spoken words, in     writing, by expressive conduct, symbolism, photographs, videotape, or related 
	  forms of communication. 
	 
	  WEB 2.0 - The second generation of the World Wide Web focused on shareable, user-    generated content, rather than static web pages. Some use this term interchangeably 
	  with social media. 
	 
	  WIKI -  Web page(s) that can be edited collaboratively. 
	 
	 
	 IV. ON-THE-JOB USE 
	 
	  A.  Department-Sanctioned Presence 
	   1.  Determine strategy 
	    a.  Where possible, each social media page shall include an introductory       statement that clearly specifies the purpose and scope of the        agency’s presence on the website. 
	 
	    b.  Where possible, the page(s) should link to the department’s official       website. 
	 
	    c.  Social media page(s) shall be designed for the target audience(s) such as       youth or potential police recruits. 
	   
	   2.  Procedures 
	    a.  All department social media sites or pages shall be approved by the chief       executive or his or her designee and shall be administered by the        departmental information services section or as otherwise determined. 
	 
	    b.  Where possible, social media pages shall clearly indicate they are        maintained by the department and shall have department contact        information prominently displayed. 
	 
	    c.  Social media content shall adhere to applicable laws, regulations, and       policies, including all information technology and records management       policies. 
	 
	(1) Content is subject to public records laws. Relevant records retention schedules apply to social media content. 
	(1) Content is subject to public records laws. Relevant records retention schedules apply to social media content. 
	(1) Content is subject to public records laws. Relevant records retention schedules apply to social media content. 
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	(2) Content must be managed, stored, and retrieved to comply with open records laws and e-discovery laws and policies. 
	(2) Content must be managed, stored, and retrieved to comply with open records laws and e-discovery laws and policies. 
	(2) Content must be managed, stored, and retrieved to comply with open records laws and e-discovery laws and policies. 


	 
	    d.  Where possible, social media pages should state that the opinions        expressed by visitors to the page(s) do not reflect the opinions of 
	     the department. 
	 
	(1) Pages shall clearly indicate that posted comments will be monitored and that the department reserves the right to remove obscenities, off-topic comments, and personal attacks. 
	(1) Pages shall clearly indicate that posted comments will be monitored and that the department reserves the right to remove obscenities, off-topic comments, and personal attacks. 
	(1) Pages shall clearly indicate that posted comments will be monitored and that the department reserves the right to remove obscenities, off-topic comments, and personal attacks. 


	 
	(2) Pages shall clearly indicate that any content posted or submitted for posting is subject to public disclosure. 
	(2) Pages shall clearly indicate that any content posted or submitted for posting is subject to public disclosure. 
	(2) Pages shall clearly indicate that any content posted or submitted for posting is subject to public disclosure. 


	 
	   3.  Department-Sanctioned Use 
	    a.  Department personnel representing the department via social media outlets      shall do the following: 
	(1) Conduct themselves at all times as representatives of the department and, accordingly, shall adhere to all department standards of conduct and observe conventionally accepted protocols and proper decorum. 
	(1) Conduct themselves at all times as representatives of the department and, accordingly, shall adhere to all department standards of conduct and observe conventionally accepted protocols and proper decorum. 
	(1) Conduct themselves at all times as representatives of the department and, accordingly, shall adhere to all department standards of conduct and observe conventionally accepted protocols and proper decorum. 


	 
	(2) Identify themselves as a member of the department. 
	(2) Identify themselves as a member of the department. 
	(2) Identify themselves as a member of the department. 


	 
	(3) Not make statements about the guilt or innocence of any suspect or arrestee, or comments concerning pending prosecutions, nor post, transmit, or otherwise disseminate confidential information, including photographs or videos, related to department training, activities, or work-related assignments without express written permission. 
	(3) Not make statements about the guilt or innocence of any suspect or arrestee, or comments concerning pending prosecutions, nor post, transmit, or otherwise disseminate confidential information, including photographs or videos, related to department training, activities, or work-related assignments without express written permission. 
	(3) Not make statements about the guilt or innocence of any suspect or arrestee, or comments concerning pending prosecutions, nor post, transmit, or otherwise disseminate confidential information, including photographs or videos, related to department training, activities, or work-related assignments without express written permission. 


	 
	(4) Not conduct political activities or private business. 
	(4) Not conduct political activities or private business. 
	(4) Not conduct political activities or private business. 


	 
	    b.  The use of department computers by department personnel to access social 
	     media is prohibited without authorization. 
	 
	    c.  Department personnel use of personally owned devices to manage the       department’s social media activities or in the course of official duties is       prohibited without express written permission. 
	 
	    d.  Employees shall observe and abide by all copyright, trademark, and       service mark restrictions in posting materials to electronic media. 
	 
	  B.  Potential Uses 
	   1.  Social media is a valuable investigative tool when seeking evidence or       information about : 
	    a.  missing persons; 
	     
	    b.  wanted persons; 
	     
	    c.  gang participation; 
	     
	    d. crimes perpetrated online (i.e., cyberbullying, cyberstalking); and 
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	    e.  photos or videos of a crime posted by a participant or observer. 
	 
	   2.  Social media can be used for community outreach and engagement by 
	    a.  providing crime prevention tips; 
	 
	    b.  offering online-reporting opportunities; 
	 
	    c.  sharing crime maps and data; and 
	 
	    d.  soliciting tips about unsolved crimes (i.e., Crimestoppers, text-a-tip). 
	 
	   3.  Social media can be used to make time-sensitive notifications related to 
	    a.  road closures, 
	 
	    b.  special events, 
	 
	    c.  weather emergencies, and 
	 
	    d.  missing or endangered persons. 
	 
	   4.  Persons seeking employment and volunteer positions use the Internet to search for     opportunities, and social media can be a valuable recruitment mechanism. 
	 
	   5.  This department has an obligation to include Internet-based content when       conducting background investigations of job candidates. 
	 
	   6.  Searches should be conducted by a nondecision maker. Information pertaining to      protected classes shall be filtered out prior to sharing any information found      online with decision makers. 
	 
	   7.  Persons authorized to search Internet-based content should be deemed as holding      a sensitive position. 
	 
	   8.  Search methods shall not involve techniques that are a violation of existing law. 
	 
	   9.  Vetting techniques shall be applied uniformly to all candidates. 
	 
	   10.  Every effort must be made to validate Internet based information considered      during the hiring process. 
	 
	 V.  PERSONAL USE 
	  
	  A.  Precautions and Prohibitions 
	   Barring state law or binding employment contracts to the contrary, department      personnel shall abide by the following when using social media. 
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	   1.  Department personnel are free to express themselves as private citizens on      social media sites to the degree that their speech does not impair working       relationships of this department for which loyalty and confidentiality are       important, impede the performance of duties, impair discipline and harmony      among coworkers, or negatively affect the public perception of the department. 
	 
	   2.  As public employees, department personnel are cautioned that speech on- or off-     duty, made pursuant to their official duties—that is, that owes its existence to the      employee’s professional duties and responsibilities—is not protected speech      under the First Amendment and may form the basis for discipline if deemed 
	    detrimental to the department. Department personnel should assume that their      speech and related activity on social media sites will reflect upon their office and      this department. 
	 
	   3.  Department personnel shall not post, transmit, or otherwise disseminate any      information to which they have access as a result of their employment without      written permission from the chief executive or his or her designee. 
	 
	   4.  For safety and security reasons, department personnel are cautioned not to       disclose their employment with this department nor shall they post information      pertaining to any other member of the department without their permission. 
	 
	    As such, department personnel are cautioned not to do the following: 
	 
	    a.  Display department logos, uniforms, or similar identifying items on       personal web pages. 
	 
	    b.  Post personal photographs or provide similar means of personal        recognition that may cause them to be identified as a police officer 
	     of this department. Officers who are, or who may reasonably be expected       to work in undercover operations, shall not post any form of visual or       personal identification. 
	 
	   5.  When using social media, department personnel should be mindful that their      speech becomes part of the worldwide electronic domain. Therefore, adherence to     the department’s code of conduct is required in the personal use of social media.      In particular, department personnel are prohibited from the following: 
	 
	    a.  Speech containing obscene or sexually explicit language, images, or acts       and statements or other forms of speech that ridicule, malign, disparage, or      otherwise express bias against any race, any religion, or any protected       class of individuals. 
	 
	    b.  Speech involving themselves or other department personnel reflecting       behavior that would reasonably be considered reckless or irresponsible. 
	 
	   6.  Engaging in prohibited speech noted herein, may provide grounds for       undermining or impeaching an officer’s testimony in criminal proceedings.      Department personnel thus sanctioned are subject to discipline up to and 
	    including termination of office. 
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	   7. Department personnel may not divulge information gained by reason of their      authority; make any statements, speeches, appearances, and endorsements; or      publish materials that could reasonably be considered to represent the views or      positions of this department without express authorization. 
	 
	   8.  Department personnel should be aware that they may be subject to civil litigation      for : 
	 
	    a.  publishing or posting false information that harms the reputation of       another person, group, or organization (defamation); 
	 
	    b.  publishing or posting private facts and personal information about        someone without their permission that has not been previously revealed to       the public, is not of legitimate public concern, and would be offensive 
	     to a reasonable person; 
	 
	    c.  using someone else’s name, likeness, or other personal attributes without       that person’s permission for an exploitative purpose; or 
	 
	    d.  publishing the creative work of another, trademarks, or certain        confidential business information without the permission of the owner. 
	 
	   9.  Department personnel should be aware that privacy settings and social media sites     are constantly in flux, and they should never assume that personal information      posted on such sites is protected. 
	 
	   10.  Department personnel should expect that any information created, transmitted,      downloaded, exchanged, or discussed in a public online forum may be accessed      by the department at any time without prior notice. 
	 
	   11.  Reporting violations—Any employee becoming aware of or having knowledge of     a posting or of any website or web page in violation of the provision of this policy     shall notify his or her supervisor immediately for follow-up action. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ORDER EXECUTED and ISSUED this 22nd day of JULY, 2014. 
	____________________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
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	 I. PURPOSE  
	The purpose of this policy is to provide Law Enforcement with guidelines for responding to reports of sexual assault, assisting victims, collaborating with victim  advocates/service providers, and conducting thorough investigations. These guidelines  are designed to ensure best practices are in use in all law enforcement agencies in the  state to help ensure victim safety and successful prosecution of perpetrators.  
	P
	II.POLICY
	A victim’s distress may create an unwillingness or psychological inability to assist in theinvestigation. Officers and investigators play a significant role in both the victim’swillingness to cooperate in the investigation and ability to cope with the emotional andpsychological trauma of the crime. While it is expected that all investigative efforts willbe made to document the crime and identify the suspect, it is important that these casesare handled from a non-judgmental perspective so as not to communica
	P
	III.DEFINITIONS
	For the purposes of this policy, Sexual Assaults will include a report of the followingcrimes:
	Incest, 11 Del.C. S-766  
	Rape, 11 Del. C. S-770-773  
	Unlawful Sexual Contact, 11 Del.C. S-767-769  
	Sexual Extortion, 11 Del.C. S-774  
	Continuous Sexual Conduct Against a Child, 11 Del.C. S-776  
	Sex Offender Unlawful Sexual Conduct Against a Child, 11 Del.C. S-777A  
	Sexual Abuse of a Child by a person in a position of trust, authority or  supervision, 11 Del.C. S-778-778A  
	Female Genitalia Mutilation, 11 Del.C. S-780 2  
	Sexual Exploitation of a Child (where the victim is known to police), 11 Del.C. S- 1108  
	Child Pornography (where the victim is known to the police), 11 Del.C. S-1109- 1111 
	P
	P
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	P
	Sexual Solicitation of a Child (where the victim is known to police), 11 Del.C. S-1112A 
	Sexual Relations in a Detention Facility, 11 Del.C. S-1259  
	P
	Victim Advocate.  This generic term may apply to a wide range of service providers,  rape crisis counselors, social workers, victim witness providers within a prosecutor's  office,  and law enforcement officers, including police-based victim advocates.  Depending on the primary functions of these different advocates, the levels of  confidentiality and  privilege they have will vary and should, therefore, always be   understood by each member of the sexual assault response team and communicated to the victim
	P
	IV.CHILD SEXUAL ASSAULT
	There exists a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between all Delaware PoliceDepartments, the Department of Services for Children, Youth and their Families, theDelaware Children’s Advocacy Center and the Department of Justice.
	This agreement details how and when a child sexual assault will be investigated, how toassist the victim and who should be contacted.
	P
	All reports of child sexual assaults will be handled in accordance with this Memorandumof Understanding.
	P
	V.  PROCEDURES 
	A. Dispatcher 
	P
	1.Due to the trauma of a sexual assault, a victim reaching out for assistancemay be in crisis. The victim’s behaviors may actually be symptomatic ofthis condition and can range from hysteria, crying and rage to laughter,calmness, and unresponsiveness. There is no one typical reaction, so it isimportant to refrain from judging or disregarding any victim.
	P
	2.When a caller reports a sexual assault, communications personnel shallfollow standard emergency response to include evaluating and properlyprioritizing the call, securing medical assistance, inquiring about asuspect's current location, and obtaining detailed information to identifythe suspect. Information about the relationship with the victim, weaponsused, and history of violence shall also be obtained.
	P
	B. Initial Officer Response 
	P
	1.Emergency Response  As part of the emergency response, officers shall:
	P
	a.Make contact with the victim as soon as possible to address safetyconcerns and summon emergency medical assistance if needed.
	b.If the victim is under 18 years of age, make a report to the Divisionof Family Services Child Abuse Report Line (1-800-292-9582).
	c.Evaluate the scene for people, vehicles, or objects involved as wellas possible threats.
	P
	P
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	P
	d.Relay all vital information to responding officers and supervisors,including any possible language barriers.
	P
	e.Secure the crime scene to ensure that evidence is not lost, changed, orcontaminated.
	P
	f.Request assistance from detectives, field evidence technicians, crimelaboratory personnel, and the prosecuting attorney when appropriate.
	P
	g.Begin a search for the suspect when appropriate.
	P
	2.Assisting the Victim - As part of the emergency response, officers shall:
	P
	a.Show understanding, patience, and respect for the victim’s dignity andattempt to establish trust and rapport.
	P
	b.Notify the victim of his/her rights, including the rights under the Victims’Bill of Rights (11 Del. C S-9401) and inform the victim about social servicesand the victim assistance, to include police-based victim services, and theVictim’s Compensation Assistance Program (VCAP).
	P
	c.Notify the victim that Contact Lifeline, Inc. can provide a Sexual AssaultSpecialist (SAS) to assist the victim during an active investigation. A SAScan be reached by calling the 24 hr. Sexual Assault Hotline at 1-800-262-9800. 
	P
	d.Work in partnership with the SAS and other involved professionals tobalance investigative needs with victim concerns and provide resourcesand referrals to outside agencies which serve sexual assault victims.
	P
	e.Notify the police-based Victim Services Specialist within your agency. Ifyour agency does not have a Victim Services Specialist, notify the DelawareVictim Center at 1-800-VICTIM 1 or 1-800-842-8461.
	P
	f.Provide the victim with resources for sexual assault and how theinvestigation process works.
	P
	3.Evidence Collection
	P
	a.Officers shall request assistance or direction from crime scene techniciansand forensic scientists.
	P
	b.Responding officers shall protect the integrity of the evidence and guardthe chain of custody by properly marking, packaging, and labeling allevidence collected, including clothing, photographs and /or crime scenesketch.
	P
	P
	P
	P
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	P
	c.When an investigating officer suspects that a sexual assault may have beenfacilitated with drugs or alcohol, he or she should determine the time ofthe incident as soon as possible in order to make decisions regarding thecollection of urine and blood samples.
	P
	d.Officers shall introduce the need for a forensic medical examination to thevictim explaining the importance to investigative and apprehension effortsas well as for the victim’s wellbeing. Officers shall not coerce victims to goto the hospital or to provide samples for drug screening.
	P
	e.DNA evidence plays a crucial role in the sexual assault investigation. Inaddition to the victim’s and suspect’s bodies and clothing, there are manyother potential sources such as condoms, sheets, blankets, pillows, andbottles that may contain biological evidence such as blood, sweat, tissue,saliva, hair, and urine. To properly collect DNA evidence, officers shall:
	P
	(1)  Use sterile gloves and change as needed  
	(2)  Use sterile swabs, papers, solutions, and tools  
	(3)  Package evidence in individual envelopes  
	(4)  Avoid touching the area where potential DNA evidence may exist  
	(5)  Avoid talking, sneezing, and coughing over evidence  
	(6)  Air dry evidence before packaging  
	(7)  Put evidence into new paper bags or envelopes, not plastic 
	P
	C. Investigation -  Assessing the safety and wellbeing of the victims should be a  priority throughout the investigation.  Depending on the nature of the assault, the preliminary responding officer or assigned investigator will ensure the   following procedures are followed:  
	P
	1.If the sexual assault has occurred within the previous 72 hours (insideparameter for trace evidence) the victim should be given the option to be
	transported to the closest hospital that has a Sexual Assault NurseExaminer (SANE)/Forensic Program (Bayhealth Medical Center, BeebeMedical Hospital, Christiana Care Health System, Nanticoke MemorialHospital, or Nemours/A.I. DuPont Hospital for Children). If it is outsidethe 72 hour parameter; however, the victim is showing signs of injury,bleeding, or is experiencing pain, a forensic medical evaluation should stillbe offered.
	P
	2.It is recommended that victims under 18 years of age or adult victims withdisabilities be scheduled as soon as possible with the Children’s AdvocacyCenter (New Castle County: 302-651-4566: Kent County: 302-741-2123;Sussex County: 302-854-0323).
	P
	3.If the victim chooses to undergo a forensic medical examination, moreappropriately known as a Sexual Assault Kit (SAK), the victim will beadvised not to urinate, shower, bathe, douche or change clothes prior tothe completion of the SAK. If the victim’s clothing worn during the assaultis still available for collection, the officer will collect them and enter themas evidence accordingly.
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	4.If the victim is not transported to a hospital by ambulance, the officer willmake arrangements for transportation.
	P
	5.Appropriate photographs/video should be taken of the crime scene ifpossible by proper law enforcement personnel. Other photographs of thevictim shall be taken by the SANE at the hospital for properdocumentation unless the victim refuses a forensic medical evaluation.
	P
	6.Properly store and process (if applicable) any evidence collected accordingto the department’s policy and procedure guidelines. Document the chainof custody.
	P
	7.If the offender is arrested, the Investigating Officer shall request a nocontact order with the victim or any child, as per 11 Del C. S-2108 (a) and(b), as a specific condition of bail, or a no contact during commitment,and/or any other conditions that may be necessary to protect the victimand any other members of the community.
	P
	VI.PROTECTING THE VICTIMS RIGHTS
	P
	A.Throughout the investigation of the case, officers shall protect the confidentiality of the victim’s information to the maximum extent possible by law and policy. 
	P
	B. In addition, victims should be provided information on:  
	P
	1.The rights of a crime victim 6
	2.How to contact police if harassed or intimidated by the suspect(s)
	3.The definitions of information that is part of the public record andconfidential
	4.The possibility of media coverage and information the media has access toregarding sexual assault crimes
	P
	C. Arrest and Prosecution Decisions  
	In the immediate aftermath of a sexual assault, a victim shall not be expected or encouraged to make decisions regarding the investigation or charges related to  the offense. Officers shall not introduce any forms for a victim to sign to decline  an investigation.  
	P
	D. Delayed Reports  
	Delayed victim reporting is common in sexual assault cases due to the trauma  and fear experienced by victims and should not deter a thorough investigation.  Officers shall inquire about and document the reasons for a delayed report, while avoiding questions that could be perceived as judgmental or accusatory.  
	P
	VII.Contacts
	A.Police Based Victim Services 
	A.Police Based Victim Services 
	A.Police Based Victim Services 


	P
	Delaware Victim Center (Statewide) 1-800-VICTIM1 , 1-800-842-8461 
	Dover Police Department (302) 736-7134  
	New Castle County Police Department (302) 395-8135/395-8117  
	P
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	P
	P
	Newark Police Department (302) 366-7110 ext. 137  
	Wilmington Police Department (302) 576-3622/576-3648 
	P
	B. Delaware SANE Programs 
	Beebe Medical Center (302) 645-3311  
	Christiana Care Health Systems (302) 733-4799  
	Kent Bayhealth (302) 744-7122  
	Milford Bayhealth (302) 430-5720  
	Nanticoke Memorial Hospital (302) 629-6611 x2555  
	Nemours/Alfred I. DuPont Hospital for Children (302) 651-4000 
	P
	C. Resources and Referrals  
	ContactLifeline (24-hour Rape Crisis): (302) 761-9100 or 1-800-262-9800 
	Children’s Advocacy Center: (302) 651-4566 (New Castle County)  
	(302) 741-2123 (Kent County) 
	(302 854-0323 (Sussex County)  
	DFS Child Abuse Report Line (24-hour): 1-800-292-9582  
	Department of Justice: (302) 577-8500 (New Castle County) 
	(302) 739-4211 (Kent County)  
	(302) 856-5353 (Sussex County) 
	Planned Parenthood of Delaware: (302) 655-7293 
	SOAR (Survivors of Abuse in Recovery, Inc.):  
	(302) 655-3953 (New Castle County) 
	(302) 422-3811 (Kent County)  
	(302) 645-4903 (Sussex County)  
	U.S. Attorney’s Victim/Witness Program: (302) 573-6277 (New Castle County) 
	(302) 573-6274 (TTY) , (888) 293-8162 (Toll Free)  
	VCAP (Victim’s Compensation Assistance Program): (302) 255-1770 
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	P
	ORDERED and EXECUTED 19th  day of February, 2015 
	_______________ 
	Christopher Workman 
	Chief of Police 
	P
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